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SKETCHES IN THE SAND

Saludos. Yo soy sii nuevo editor. 1

I have observed that writers of this type of column try to nurture, inspire, enlighten,

or inform. The safest route is to dwell on the past—recalling some largely mythical

golden age and wistfully hoping for its speedy return. The bravest of these are prognos-

ticators, predicting at times gloom and doom and at other times seeing the future as the

distillation of "Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm." Interesting as these predictions are, they

usually have about the same degree of accuracy as those of the nation's weather fore-

casters before satellite photographs. On second thought, predicting the future in an

editor's column is safer than interpreting the present: by the time the future arrives,

many will have forgotton not only the column but the prediction too! All of the above

appears frequently enough in pages of commentary that I wonder if it's a condition

editors develop. If so, I suppose you can expect much the same from me. The most

risky route is to entertain, and if I had the talent and inspiration I would prefer to do

this—intentionally, that is.

For some of you what follows will be useful information; others will consider it an

elaboration of the obvious. I think it important enough to include it in these pages, but

I'll try to waste as little printer's ink as possible.

The Journal of Ethnobiology, with its excellent Editorial Board, has a large number
of watchdogs and all of us on the editorial staff are guardians of its standards. I, as well

as every subscriber, must charge board members and the reviewers they select, with

exacting tasks, e.g., to: (1) identify and reject jargon, with which the literature already

may be unreasonably and unnecessarily burdened; (2) eliminate or at least reduce unde-

sirable borrowing from other disciplines, especially the improper application of concepts

and research techniques; and (3) maintain scholarship on a sufficiently high level that the

Journal will enjoy continued esteem. But as important as these tasks are, equally impor-

tant, and, I think, more challenging, more exciting, and definitely more elusive, is the

recognition and encouragement of promising, innovative approaches, that, being pre-

liminary in nature, may not be as well developed as research reports as we might ordi-

narily expect. It is sometimes through the publication of seemingly skimpy data that an

inventive line of investigation is encouraged which may eventually transform a discipline,

e.g., the early contribution of pollen analysis to archaeological botany.

Only a few such preliminary investigations can be or should be published and we can

hope that we use sound judgment in our selections. This issue is a good mix of botany

and zoology, of studies emphasizing contemporary and past events, and of preliminary

and continuing investigations. Forthcoming issues can have this desirable combination

only if subscribers from all areas of ethnobiology continue to submit publishable manu-

scripts.

and

even an

and if arguments are

j want the Journal of

addit

but also a pleasure to read. We therefore encourage the use of personal pronouns, the

active voice, and verbs of power. We will smile favorably upon papers which utilize

dynamic topic sentences to connect a series of concise and well-integrated paragraphs.

enhance

text so that even if a given reader has no particular interest in the subject matter of a

paper, he or she may at least remain awake!

WV
^Spanish for "Greetings. I am your new editor,"
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THE ROLE OF PLANTS FOUND IN THE MEXICAN MARKETS
AND THEIR IMPORTANCE IN ETHNOBOTANICAL STUDIES

ROBERT A. BYE, JR. and EDELMIRA LINARES
Jardin Botdnico, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico

04510 Mexico, DF

ABSTRACT.—The availability of plants in the Mexican markets has been important in the

past and continues to be important today. These markets can provide much information on

the ethnobotanical process of plant-people interactions and relationships. An introduction

to our current work is presented. Eleven factors which influence the availability of plants in

the "tianguis" market are discussed briefly. Methodologies for the market, the field and the

laboratory are outlined. Examples are presented for the following components of the

ethnobotanical process: temporal partitioning, spatial partitioning, flow patterns, and

ecological and evolutionary factors. Most of the data are derived from the Mercado de

Sonora of Mexico City, Distrito Federal (a major market), and from Santa Catarina del

Monte, Mexico (a source area). Tentative conclusions are: (1) plants in the markets are the

product of intensified interactions between people and plants (e.g., about 75% of the

market plants are derived from human altered environments); (2) the actual contribution of

the plants from the source area to the major market is considerably below its potential and is

related to spatial partitioning of the source areas in the major market; (3) markets will

continue to be important in Mexico's future in order to provide the people with alternative

choices in the diverse plants and plant products available.

INTRODUCTION

Mexican history. The pre- and

markets

Sahagiin (1979) and have been an

ntemporary scholars (Garibay

those early market scenes can be seen in Diego Rivera's mural, "El Mexico Precortesiano:

Tenochtitlan", located in the Palacio Nacional (Taracena 1981), and in the Museo

Nacional de Antropologi'a (Ramirez V. et al. 1968). Peterson (1959:217) credits the

market as "one of the most impressive survivals of ancient Mexico". Nearly 400 years

later, similar scenes (Fig. 1) can be found throughout Mexico. Many plant species sold

or exchanged in the markets of the past are still found today. These markets are fertile

ethnobotanical
Whitaker and

sd from suchCutler (1966). To a lesser degree, the biological sciences have benefite<

studies. Botanists of the U. S. Department of Agriculture, such as Edward Palmer (Bye

1979) and J. N. Rose (1899), used markets as a source of information and specimens of

useful Mexican plants. Other botanists have discovered new species of edible plants, such

as Chenopodium nuttalliae Safford (Safford 1918) and Finns maximartinezii Rzedowski

(Rzedowski 1964), in some Mexican markets. The importance of markets in tracing the

history of cultivated plants and in the analysis of archaeological plant remains is sup-

ported by the work of economic botanists, Whitaker and Cutler (1966). These two

botanists recognized the untapped wealth of plants in markets and suggested

studies. Their comments on the need for "carefully documented collections and

ets" (Whitaker and Cutler 1966:6) anticipated our present research,

otany can be defined as the study of the biological and ecological bases of

and relationships between plants and people over evolutionary time. Inter-

actions refer to mutual influences of plants and people u\

refer to associations between plants and people which

nomenclatural system of plants when applied by humans
plant populations). One focus in ethnobotanical studies i

tions and relationships.

Relationships
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an

tural and

and special plants certain

daily contact with the plant sources
people depend upon an organized exchange structure, such as a market, to obtain
plants. The market allows for higher intensity of selection of plants (due to economic
constraints) and eventually leads to more intensified interactions between the plant popu-
lations and the people in direct contact with the plants. In addition, the presence of
plants in the market over long periods of time suggests that these plants produce effects
which are expected by the consumers. As a result, pressure on certain plants and plant
populations is increased. Certain plants are continually tested, evaluated, and demanded
because of their recognized values, properties, and effectiveness.

METHODS

The methodology that is used to obtain the information at various markets varies
depending upon local conditions. Because this paper deals mostly with the Mercado de

Market

methodology we use there.

plants that are sold for medicinal an
purposes. These are collected on a regular basis. In some cases, dry plants are also
cquired plants

lected. Each week, a visit is made to the market early in the morning. The day of the
week varies. The "dias de plaza" in Mercado de Sonora when there are more vendors are

and Friday. Information on the plants present and their condition

plant collected, information is requested from the vendor and
and

plant name(s); (b) purpose

informatio
99

"cold", flavor, etc.) attributed to the plant; (e) source area; (f) whether the plant is

gathered or cultivated; (g) type of plant community and habitat from which the plant
came; (h) price of the unit purchased; and (i) type of vendor (e.g., resale vendor, collec-

tor-vendor, etc.). If consumers are present, we also ask questions related to points a,

and

cimen

In order to document the plants, three steps are taken. First, specimens (usually

m the units (e.g., "manojos" or handfuls) that they are sold normally) are purchased
after bargaining the price. The material that can be pressed in a standard plant press is

made into herbarium specimens. Bulky material is dried or placed in a liquid preserva-

Both types of specimens serve as original voucher
material.

Second, in the case of seeds, stems, and roots, additional material is purchased for

propagation. The propagation specimen is grown to produce more taxonomically impor-
tant parts (e.g., flowers) and to serve as the basis for making a corroborative voucher
specimen (Lee et al. 1982).

The propagation specimen is used to increase the number of plants, which are then

integrated into the living collection of the Jardin Botanico, Universidad Nacional Auto-
noma de Mexico (UNAM).

Third, color slides and black and white photographs are made of the market speci-

mens and living collections.

Field,—After contacts are made with collectors and vendors in the major market, visits

arc made to the field and to local markets. The purpose of these visits is to identify the

areas and the plant populations from which the market plants are derived. Information
and documentation with specimens and photographs from the field are similar to the

points outlined above for markets. In some cases, the herbarium specimens from the field

can serve as corroborative specimens for the market specimens. In addition, local ethno-

botanical and ecological information is recorded.
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Laboratory.—The specimens are identified using the available literature and the specimens

in the Herbario Nacional (MEXU) of UNAM. Duplicate specimens of certain groups are

sent to taxonomic specialists for verification. Each specimen carries that information

gathered in the market or in the field.

Proper deposition of the documentation material is important. The first set of origi-

nal voucher specimens and corroborative voucher specimens is deposited at MEXU.
Duplicate specimens are exchanged with other herbaria. Living collections are part of the

Jardih Botanico, UNAM. Photographs and notes (from notebooks and transcripts) are

deposited in the Jardin Botanico, UNAM. Materials for analysis and experimentation are

collected for collaborating institutions interested in anatomical, chemical and nutritional

studies. These materials have associated voucher specimens.

PLANTS IN MARKETS

Many supply and demand factors affect the presence of plants in the markets. These
basic factors are subject to biological and ecological influences.

Factors on the supply side that are of our interest are:

(1) The availability of fresh plants (Fig. 2a) in the catchment area (i.e., the area from
which the plant originates and can be transported to the main market without loss of its

properties). These plants may be gathered from wild populations or from anthropogenic
populations. Also, these plants may come from cultivated populations of non-domesti-
cated or domesticated plants.

(2) The availability of dry plants from previous harvests (usually in small bundles or
loose pieces; Fig. 2b, 2c). These processed dried plants are made from seasonally fresh
material from the catchment area and stored. Thev can be sold when the fresh nl.ntc ^

available. Also, these dried plants

area. f are dried in fragments or small bundles which allow for easy transport and
sale in large quantities.

(3) The compensation. The financial or other returns that the collectors and ven-
dors receive must compensate their expenses. Also some plants may or may not be
gathered and sold due to ethical reasons (e.g., "toloache" (Datura stramonium L.) is con-
sidered by some people to be a plant of the devil and because of this is not sold by them,
or it is sold with certain precautions).

Factors on the demand side that are of our interest are:

(1) The fulfillment of certain purposes, such as medicinal and edible plants that are

5T£i u??T

/

T

0c
i
a\Practices '

eth™ beliefs, or customs. "Muitle" (Jacobinia spicieera
(Schlecht.) an

coughs.

(2)

which a
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on; and "gordolobo" (Gnapha
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FIG. 2 orms of medicinal olants found--~
.
*—a vims oi meaicmai plants rouna in the markets. (2a): Bundles ("manojos") of fresh plants

(Tagetes lucida, Gnaphalium sp., and Chenopodium graveolens) in Mercado de Sonora, Mexico City,

DF. (2b): Small bundles ("manojos") of dried medicinal herbs tied into rolls in Mercado La Repu-

blica, San Luis Potosi', SLP. (2c): Sacks of pieces of dried medicinal plants in Mercado La Republica,

SLP
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plants. So

parties. "Ortiga ancha" (Urtica dioica L.) from Ozumba, Mexico, is requested by a spin

tualist for ritual cleansing and bathing because the plants from this region are said to be

>rous" than plants from oth

opportunity. Plants which

stand

may be looking for new plants to try. Thus, the choice

demand

CATEGORIES

any categories of plants can Artificial divisions
otten made by ethnocentric uses such as edible, condiment, medicinal, religious, and
ornamental. Although some markets and some stands may be labeled as specialist in one
use category or another, our studies indicate that any one stand contains plants of two or
more artificial divisions. Also, a plant, such as "pericon" (Tagetes lucida Cav.), may be
considered a food additive by one consumer, a medicine by another, and an important
element in religious rituals by a third.

plants (Fig. 3) found in the market are also other variables in assign-
l»

ing categories. They may include: edible fungi 1; medicinal ferns, e.g., "culantrillo
(Adtantum capillus-veneris L.); medicinal roots, e.g., "matarique" (Senecio peltiferus
Hemsley); medicinal steams, e.g., "tumba vaquero" (Cissus sicyoides L.)j condiment

" (Piper auritum HBK.); edible leaves, e.g., "quelite cenizo
nmnavrt Moq.); medicinal flowers, e.g., "flor de manita" (Chiranthc
tylon Larr.); edible and medicinal fruits, e.g., "xoconochtle" (Opuntu
and magical seeds, e.g., "colorin" (Erythrina spp.).

santa • •

PROCESS

nobotanical
ak

«u process in the Mexican markets. Although our studies cover various parts

Mexico Citv VTo
W
t

USC

?
ta

u
fr°m
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t
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t0 construct hypothecs that can be

plants are sold by individuals or families. The.
fields and towns (e.g., Ozumba, Ajusco, Santa

i the large and old La Merced co
Paniagua 1979). It is a "tiangui

Mexico). The po
(Rzedowski 1978)
by volcanic peaks.

came

niferous-oak forests and grassland!
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plants and their ethnobotanical importance
details

Temporal partitioning.
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highly prized and
Leaves of "fresno

™™*\(Chiranthodendron pentadactylon Larr

and They
con (Tagetes lucida Cav.), an aromatir Z I T"* "^ early 8Ummcr months

-

"Pcrih an aromatic herb used a, a food additive in maize dishe. and
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HG. 3.-Examplei of some market plants. The white scale is equal to 15 cm. The number following

each name refers to the Bye & Linares collection number of the voucher specimen, (a): Adiantum

capillus-veneris (11,031); (b): Senecio peltiferus (10,286); (c): Cissus sicyoides (10,726); (d) Cheno-

podium berlandieri (10,596); (e) Tagetes lucida (10,541); (f): Chiranthodendron pentadactylon

(10,252); (g) : Opuntia, subgen. Opuntia (10,962); (h): Erythrina sp. (10,733).
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UJ

UJ

D
PlRU

Nopal

OPericon (fresco)

Peric6n (seco)

O^resn0

V Flor de Manita A Flor de Maguey

Flor de Yucca

<->

r—

2

tance value is relative and ranges

from January (J) tl

partitioning of some plants in the Mercado de Sonora, Mexico City. The impor

mo/fe; inverted, filled triangle (): Chiranthodendron pentadactylon; open triangle (A): Agave spp
and Yucca spp.; filled circle (•): fresh Tagetes lucida; and open hexagon (Q): Fraxinus spp.

is available fresh during tha

the year. Not all plants ha>

"maguey" (Agave spp.) and
of spring.

and

and

The edible flowers of

Spatial partitioning.

occur over space. S

plants

ariations in the presence, richness, and abundance of plant
e types of plants are grouped in one sertion of th<> ™*rl^t

plants

partitioning

areas.

part of the plants

many of the plants

plants

plants of Santa Catarina
east in the state of Mexico.

and
inere are 85 species that are common to both the main
These 85 plants represent the potential contribution of
he Mercado Hp Qon^~o : ~ _. vm** *. ., . , . .

Santa Catarina del Monte to the Mercado He *
P potential contnbv

this main market could come fror^h *' "* ^ 5?% °f the PlantS
*~ ^ ^^:.:__, ?

C°me from thls one source area. However the nru.nl „
ants from Santa

plants

However, the actual contribu-

source area. The Cher pto. co
-
me fromIZZZZrZ

Flow patterns.
plants from the source plantultimate consumer can reveal m™ k- |"T" irom tfte s°urce plant populations to the

m pum.p.op,, relr„rPS zz«J2£v cul

v f
fac,ors wwch - impor,am

of mo,t„ of plant! I
P
pr„en
™~

•• Our mrnal attempt ,„ identify the path
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O SOURCE AREA

LOCAL MARKET

MAIN MARKET

o CONSUMER

A

Collector-Vendor

Coordinator of

Local Collectors

Resale

Specialist Collector

Major Flow

Minor Flow

P Intermitent Flow

FIG. 5.-Six common flow patterns of market plants with explanations of the symbols

FIG. 6.- A common flow pattern of market plants illustrating the discontinuity and the continuity

of information on nomenclature, use, and properties.
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identification of the source plant populations and

evaluatio

evolutionary influences on the populations, and (2) the

reliability of the information on the relationships and
plants

vendors, and (c) the consumers. A common flow pattern is presented in Fig. 6. It illu-

the flow process.

an to evaluate our data with reference to continuity an

and

Case 1 of nomenclature shows discontinuity in that the names used at different
levels between the source area and the consumer are different. Although the same plant
may be desired, the resale vendor must be aware of the different names. He/she provides
an important link in our comparative study of the same plants among different peoples.

it is called "yerba de burro >, while k y sold fa ^ Mercado de Sonora as
»yerba de

angel"; (2) Satureja macrostema (Bentham) Briq.: in Santa Ana Tlacotenco, DF, it is

called by its Nahuatl name, "tiochil", while in the Mercado de Sonora it is sold under the
name, "te del monte". Case 2 of nomenclature illustrates continuity where the name
applied to the plant is the same throughout the exchange.

Case 1 of use illustrates a pattern of discontinuity where the use may be known at
the source area level but is not known further down the chain. The vendor is unaware of
the plant s use but sells it because of the continued demand. Also, some of our "quien
sabe responses at the vendor or consumer level may be due to the prohibition of sale or

ZJeJt^ (

?«\n
h
LSf °f "ZOaPatle " (Montanoa tomentosa Cerv.), an abortive, is

otn i h

a

t $ ?°° PeSOS)> CaSC 2 °f USC Sh°ws continuity where the use of the
plant is the same throughout the system.

JSZ^lfSSTJ!^. may be '"*"ld <° «* *** <**. "ho.", "com",

many
in the etVm^k^o -i y ccol°gicai ana evolutionary lactorsm the e,hnobo,amcal process associated with market plants. Two examples include:

wild pop^tn^or^r
5

'

PIa"tS ^ ^ deiiVed fr°m *>**** "abita,, ""eh have

disturbiceT Plantf TT^ P°Pulations 0*. 'hose which are responses to human

ticaudX s o d^tilTed DtT
d

(

fr°m
r'

tiVa,ed habi,atS ""*"« n0^°m«-
human selection).

a0meStlCaKd Plan» (,.e„ plan,, ,ha, m gl;n„ically „,,„„, due to

analy

Table 1. ^-^rSjSr^ huntan ma„ipu,a,ed hahi.a,.

Monte plants sold in the Mercado £
v

r
UI,inenu

>- °ver 81% of the Santa Catarina del

(2) Condition of the plant.

instance, "jarilla
and evolutionary

and chemical condition of the plant

inside the town.
from the plant p

plant and

is plant is

Although it is found i *# anthropogenic habitats near and

•pulations near the town t ff- ** collectors obtain their material
branches are cut through

through April)

on reflects two
thanPlants tend to be more leafy Z IT'™ ™e flowering "ate. Seco

«y and with fewer flowers than the plants
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TABLE 1.-Ecological analysis of medicinal plants from Santa Catarina del Monte, Mexico.

HABITATS

Plant

Populations

Total:

114 species

(Gonzalez R.,

1981; Bye &
Linares)

GATHERED CULTIVATED

Wild Anthropogenic Non-dome sticated Domesticated

28 52 2 32

Sold in

Mercado de

Sonora, DF:
38 species (Bye

& Linares)

Market plants

Recorded in

Gonzalez R.

(1981): 23
species

7 12 2 17

3 10 2 8

Additional

plants recorded

by Bye &
Linares: 15

species

4 2 9

natural communities. Often the leafy shoots represent coppice sprout growth—a response

to continued cutting. Thus the effectiveness and the plant's response to gather

tices are related to the morphological and possible chemical conditions of the

the market despite the general phenological pattern of the natural populations.

CONCLUSIONS

plant

can make
the "tianguis" market system is still important in Mexico today, as it was in the past

can
various points of view. plant

and relationshios between people and medicinal

human
Fourth, the diversity of edible and medicinal plants of the market will be important ir

Mexico's future because the exchange system allows for alternative choices of plant!

and plant products which have multiple uses and which may be more effective and lesi

expensive than products of extensive, commercialized, and centrally controlled manufac
ture and distrihntisin arctpmc
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FIG. 7. Map of the ejido of Santa Catarina del Monte, Mexico, one of the source areas for medicinal herbs in Mercado de Sonora, Mexico City. The seven ecologi-

i are divided into 3 wild communities and 4 anthropogenic communities. An ecological analysis of the 1 14 species of medicinal plants of Santa Catarina del
cal zones
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Book Review

The Coronado Project Archaeological The Specialist

tural Analyses, compiled by Robert E. Gasser. 278 pp. Coronado Series 4, MNA

Research Paper 23. Museum of Northern Arizona Press, Flagstaff, 1982. $12.50.

Analyses of prehistoric pollen, and plant and animal remains have become part of

the "new ecological orthodoxy" central to many large archaeological projects in the last

two decades. All too often these anlyses are based on very few samples and their results

are relegated to the obscurity of appendices of various site reports. If their results

are incorporated into the interpretation of site history and function it is usually as a pas-

sing note such as, "The occupants of this site grew corn, gathered wild plants, and hunted

game." Hopefully this will not be the fate of the excellent work by Robert Gasser,

Jannifer Gish, Richard Hevly, and Nicholas Czaplewski as they have provided extensive

and detailed clues to understanding forty-seven sites located in railroad and transmission

line right-of-ways associated with the Coronado Generating Station at St. John's, Arizona.

It is now up to the archaeologists to fully utilize these results.

Gasser presents data from 339 flotation samples (272 of these produced plant

remains) which, when combined with an additional 78 samples analyzed by Hevly, pro-

duces probably the largest published flotation data base available anywhere. Gasser also

includes published and unpublished data from another 334 flotation samples from five

other archaeological projects in the Anasazi area. Gasser has presented a creative solution

to the problem of "what was eaten and in what proportions" in his comparison of 155

Anasazi coprolites and 417 Anasazi flotation samples. Future applications of this ap-

proach will help answer many of the unresolved questions in archaeobotany. With a data

base of such magnitude one can truly address the problems of preservation, under-repre-

sentation, and relative importance of various plant resources.

Gish analyzed 317 pollen samples. Major strengths of her approach are a concentra-

tion on pollen aggregates as a potential source of economic information and the integra-

tion of results from both pollen and flotation. All too often these two techniques are

treated as being unrelated, but Gish has demonstrated that their results can complement
each other quite nicely, providing both independent corroboration and also filling in

many gaps.

Czaplewski's analysis of (both avian and mammalian) remains confirms what is be-

coming a now common conclusion in studies of bones from the sites of sedentary agri-

culturalists, that significant amounts of animal protein came from rodents and lago-

morphs. Deer and antelope may have been occasional luxury foods, but small game was
a protein staple. Agriculture is a subsistence adaptation that involves not only domesti-
cated plants, but which also produces beneficial increases in useful weeds and "weedy"
animals.

CHM
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CHANGING SUBSISTENCE PRIORITIES AND EARLY SETTLEMENT

PATTERNS ON THE NORTH COAST OF PERU

SHELIA POZORSKI
University of Pittsburgh, Center for Latin American Studies

Pittsburgh, PA 15260

ABSTRACT.—Two Cotton Preceramic sites and two early ceramic sites provide evidence of

two major subsistence shifts which occurred between 2500 and 400 B.C. in the Moche

Valley on the north coast of Peru. Plant and especially animal remains from the early pre-

ceramic

marine-oriented sedentary lifestyle. Data from the late preceramic

Salaverry

gricultural

large areas of land were not yet opened through irrigation. In early ceramic times, the

advent of irrigation agriculture is suggested by the inland location of Caballo Muerto and a

greatly increased quantity of plant remains at Gramalote, an early coastal site. Faunal

remains from the two sites provide evidence of an exchange system between Gramalote on

the coast and Caballo Muerto, whereas a change in subsistence priorities is also documented

by the large quantity of inland-derived animal resources used at Caballo Muerto.

INTRODUCTION

and the advent of irrigation

important

changes

time. The subsistence data from two Cotton Preceramic (2500-1800

ceramic (1800-400 B.C.) sites in the Moche Valley document detail

and suggest possible explanations for two of the major changes.

two

METHODS

Excavations.-Excavations at the Cotton Preceramic sites of Padre A
verry and the early ceramic sites of Gramalote and Caballo Muerto

data upon which this study is based. Padre Aban and Alto Salaverry

an and

Moche

ceramic
from about 1500 to 400 B.C. (T. Pozorski 1976:281). Gramalote, a coastal site, is con-

rary with the earliest occupation of the Caballo Muerto mound
arymg

*•.* «.** iJlUVJ V.At^pi \JkCLUCLXX\J J.TA14«~AVW, *.^^%- • — -
#

size from 50 cm by 100 cm to 100 cm by 200 cm placed in the stratified midden de-

each site. Extensive testing was carried

n Kv natural levels and screening. Each

selected cut was excavated by the removal of natural strata which were subdivided where

necessary into 10 cm thick arbitrary levels. All midden material removed was dry-

screened through Vi inch mesh. In the c
sunk

untered

analysis. Since these pits were only exploratory in nature, they

arbitrary

Subsistence Analysis.
and

an extraordinary
rns

like other area* of the world, is subiect to numerous predepositional and
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depositional factors which can affect the assemblage of material finally recovered by the

archaeologist (Begler and Keatinge 1979; Cohen 1975). The value of any quantitative

analysis lies not in the exact figures derived but rather in evidence of the relative impor-

tance of items within a cultural system.

For the present Moche Valley study, preservation factors at Padre Aban, Gramalote

and Alto Salaverry are comparable because of the coastal location of these sites and the

dryness of their respective middens. At Caballo Muerto, no floral material was pre-

served because the recovered midden was located several meters below the modern
surface of agricultural land, a zone which has been subjected to periodic wetness for over

2,000 years. Since none of the controlled stratigraphic excavations showed any dia-

chronic change in the artifact assemblage, all of the subsistence remains from any single

cut are treated here as a single synchronic unit and assumed to be representative of the
midden present at that site.

The following methodology was used in the study of early subsistence remains from
the Moche Valley. All floral and faunal remains from each cut were identified as tho-
roughly as possible using modern comparative collections gathered in Peru which were
positively identified by appropriate specialists. Counts were made of all meaningful por-
tions of species present. For floral remains, seeds, stems, and cobs were counted. For
faunal remains, an assessment of identifiable unduplicated parts made possible a recon-
struction of the minimum number of animals of each species represented by a given
faunal sample. For mollusks, whole valves and unbroken hinge regions were counted

quantified by counting whole shells and The
counted

animal
diagnostic bones were counted. All floral and faunal remains

anim

minimum number of individual counts
* — -- ™~ ««*U£SXV, M.XJL WIIICI

make minimum number of individual counts
and weights are available

diag

minimum

are not r1,miw.^ v u
- — «»^««c p. rozorsKi 197b, Tabl

^SS^S^r!*7™ "ot— «" ~lcu.a.e food vo.um e.Meaningful analytical units

can MacNeish

through experimentation
Tehuacan(MacNeish 1967-2Qfi\. ™a r ZJ ,

mammais came trom the Tehuacan study

Kostritsky 1963 35 ^T v7^ t 195* 397^*) as well as Cardoza (1954:64) and

experiment^
6

These L^l ' f* *"* "d »°*^ ™" detC™ed
y. inese values or volumes are presented in Tables 1 and 2

TABLE I.-Animal food species conversion factors.

Species

MOLLUSKS
Scutalus sp.

(land snail)

Choromytilus chorus

(purple mussel, choro)
Semimytilus algosus

(thin-shelled mussel)
Brachidontes purpuratus

(small striated mussel)

Total meat
volume in

2.0

50.0

1.0

1.0

Number of

diagnostic

elements

1

2

2

2

Meat unit

in

cm 3

2.0

25.0

0.5

0.5
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TABLE I.—Animal food species conversion factors (continued)

Species

Protothaca thaca •

(large clam)

Eurhomalea rufa

(large clam)

Mesodesma donacium
(clam)

Donax peruvianas

(tide zone clam)

Gariet solida

(large clam)

Semele corrugata

(large clam)

Fissurella sp.

(limpet)

Tegula atra

(gastropod)

Turbo niger

(gastropod)

Crepidula dilatata

(slipper shell)

Polinices sp.

(gastropod)

Thais chocolata

(gastropod)

Thais delessertiana

(gastropod)

Concholepas concholepas

(abalone-like gastropod)
Chiton

CRUSTACEANS
Platyanthus orbignii

(purple crab, congrejo)

ASCIDIAN
Pyura chilensis (?)

(tunicate, pieure)

FISH

Mustelus sp.

(sand shark, tollo)

Rhino batos planiceps

(guitarfish.g-uiYarraJ

Mylfobatis peruvianus

(ray, raya)

Paralonchurus peruanus
(croaker, roncador)

Sciaena gilberti

(croaker, corvina)

Total meat

volume in

cm3

20.0

40.0

5.0

0.5

20.0

60.0

10.0

1.0

1.0

1.25

0.5

2.0

1.5

50.0

10.0

20.0

Number of

diagnostic

elements

2

2

2

2

2

2

8

4 claws

meal vol. per gm of test

2,000.0 90

1,500.0 120

2,000.0 56

750.0 48

3,000.0 27

Meat unit

in

cm 3

10.0

20.0

2.5

0.25

10.0

30.0

10.0

1.0

1.0

1.25

0.5

2.0

1.5

50.0

1.25

5.0

1.0

22.0

12.5

35.5

15.5

111.0
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TABLE 1.—Animal food species conversion factors (continued)

Species

Total meat

volume in

3

Number of

diagnostic

elements

Sciaena deliciosa

(croaker, lorna)

Xenoscarus denticulatus

(parrot fish, pococho

)

Sarda chilensis

(bonito)

Lepisoma philippi

(trambollo)

Genypterus maculatus

(eel, congrio)

Mugil cephalus

(mullet, lisa)

Unidentified fish

750.0 46

500.0 25

1,500.0 42

750.0 25

1,000.0 46

750.0 23

meat vol. per gm of bone

BIRDS
Pelecanus sp.

(pelican)

Unidentified bird

3,000.0 47

meat vol. per gm of bone

MAMMALS
Otaria byronia

(sea lion, lobo del ma
Lama glama

(llama)

Odocoileus virginianus

(deer, venado)

Unidentified mammal
Unidentified sea mammal

;
100,000.0 138

50,000.0 120

50,000.0 120

meat vol. per gm of bone
meat vol. per gm of bone

Meat unit

in

cm 3

16.5

20.0

35.5

30.0

21.5

32.5

25.0

64.0

14.0

724.5

416.5

416.5

42.5

35.5

one JSSmZt^,eaua, ^? " nUmbCT °f S«ds " f™<- F°' «">mPle -

Choromytilus chorus m«l yields To cmS „f !
P
c
r°Cedure

-
For «amPl<:

. ™ avCTa«e

hinge would represent 25 cm3 of t
C has two valves

'
each valve or

volumeTfTg^Ztm^l^dTb^ZTX^V?"* COmPUcated - »• totaI meat

yield an average meat volume ner H
" °f ltS dil«B0^ skeletal elements to

croaker Paralonchurus peruanus^Z^T^ ^^ '^^ Value
'

For examPle
'
the

tic elements (including total vertebL A^l f"* V°lume °f 75° cm3* 48 di^noS-

volume per diagnostic skeletal eW,! ? ,

s) in its skeleton which yields a meat
ments of P. penMllM ^ foundJ^^ °f *»« 15.5 Cm 3. If M diagnostic ele-

it is hkely that some diagnostic eleme !' #
Cm °f meat" ^presented. Though

others (such as mammal lone honest * Ct°n rePresent more meat volume than
made to determine these difference, r

mamnal head b°nes), no studies have yet been
equally. In contrast to simple minimum „°nS^uently e^h diagnostic element is treated
rare species, the methodological moTh Z*

° f mdividuaJ counts which overrepresent
cations on only the parts of each animal wv t*'"^*

here bases food vol™e <l
uantifi-

-i wnich are actually recovered archaeologically.
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TABLE 2.—Plant food species conversion factors.

Species
Units

per liter

Unit

Equivalent

Food unit

m cm3

Arachis hypogaea

(peanut, mam)
Phaseolus lunatus

(lima bean, pal

Phaseolus vulgaris

2000 seeds 0.5 shell 0.5

750 seeds 1 seed 1.33

2500 seeds

Capsicum sp.

bean, /;

5 fruit

Cucurbita sp.

w

1 seed

0.2 pod

1 stem

0.4

20.0

1 fruit

calabaza)

Persea americana 8 fruit

1 stem

50 seeds

1 seed

1000.0

feu tile i

(pacae)

Ita)

125.0

10 beans 20 seeds 5.0

Bunchosia armeniaca

(cansaboca)

Psidium guajava

5 fruit 2 seeds 20.0

30 fruit 1 fruit 33.0

Lucutna obovata

(lucuma)

ba)

8 fruit 1 seed 125.0

DISCUSSION

Padre Aban.—Padre Aban, located near the modern fishing village of Huanchaco and

about 200 m from the ocean (Fig. 1), is a tiny site which covers only about 100 sq m.
No architecture is present and the only cultural component is stratified midden which

reaches a depth of 140 cm. Selected by prior testing, one controlled stratigraphic excava-

tion 100 cm x 100 cm x 140 cm deep yielded the subsistence data for this study. Cotton

cord and net fragments were recovered, but no textiles were found, andMoseley (1975:

22) has argued for the placement of such sites very early in the Cotton Preceramic. Sub-

sistence data indicate that the site was transitional in the change from hunting and gather-

ing to sedentary life, a feature which would also tend to place it quite early. Four car-

bon-14 samples from three levels with abundant plant remains submitted to the Radio-

carbon Laboratory of the University of Texas at Austin yielded the following dates:

1720+260 B.C. (sample Tx-1935), 1900+210 B.C. (sample Tx-1933), 1980+120 B.C.

(sample Tx-1934) and 3470+140 B.C. (sample Tx-1936) (S. Pozorski 1976:19). Although

the earliest date was based on a small sample and is probably atypical, the other dates

cluster more closely and generally date the beginnings of sedentary life within the Moche

Valley.

Padre Aban is transitional in the process toward sedentism, during a time when local

inland hunting and gathering activities were being phased out. This may be correlated

with the stabilization of marine resources after the attainment of modern sea level about

3000 B.C. (Richardson 1981). The small size and absence of architecture suggest semi-

permanence and seasonal use, and concurrently these very characteristics substantiate

the inference that food procurement was the local activity of paramount importance.

At Padre Aban, which was economically intermediate between hunting and gathering

and systematic marine collecting supplemented by floodplain agriculture, there is evi-

dence of 1) remnants of familiar traditional procurement systems such as hunting and

2) incomplete adaptation to the new environment being exploited.

Since the immediate vicinity of Padre Aban is too barren to support much animal

°r plant life, the site inhabitants probably depended on the ocean for the animal protein

which constituted the bulk of their diet (S. Pozorski 1976:71-76). Shellfish, mainly
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FIG. 1.—Map of the Moche Valley showing the location of the Cotton Preceramic sites of Padre Aban and Alto Salaverry and the early ceramic

sites of Gramalote and Caballo Muerto.
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TABLE 3.—Cotton Preceramic Animal Remains

Species

MOLLUSKS
Scutalus sp.

(land snail)

Choromytilus chorus

(purple mussel, choro)

Semimytilus algosus

(thin-shelled mussel)

Brachidontes purpuratus

(small striated mussel)

Protothaca thaca

large clam

Eurhomalea rufa

(large clam)

Mesodesma donacium

(clam)

Donax peruvianus

(tide zone clam)

Semele corrugata

(large clam)

Fissurella sp.

(limpet)

Tegula atra

(gastropod)

Turbo niger

(gastropod)

Padre Aban Alto Salavery

tic elmts

513

1022

1

94

46

15

3503

3

77

68

Cut 1 Cut 2

Diagnos- Meat vol. % of meat Diagnos- Meat vol. % of meat Diagnos- Meat vol. % of meat

in cm3

+

12825.0

511.0

0.5

940.0

920.0

37.5

875.8

90.0

+

77.0

68.0

diet

+

31.5

1.2

+

2.3

2.2

0.1

2.2

0.2

+

0.2

0.2

tic elmts

2

108

2239

463

1

12

788

30

58

71

in cm3

4.0

2700.0

1119.5

231.5

10.0

30.0

197.0

300.0

58.0

71.0

diet

+

17.9

7.4

1.5

0.1

0.2

1.3

2.0

0.4

0.5

tic elmts

1

162

2186

680

9

576

40

27

38

in cm3

2.0

4050.0

1093.0

340.0

+

+

22.5

144.0

400.0

27.0

38.0

diet

+

18.2

4.9

1.5

+

+

0.1

0.6

1.8

0.1

0.2

2
p
«<

00
Co

o

g
>
r
o

o

o
o

to



TABLE 3.—Cotton Preceramic Animal Remains (continued)

Padre Aban Alto Salaverry

Species

Crepidula dilatata

(slipper shell)

Thais chocolata

(gastropod)

Thais delessertiana

(gastropod)

Concholepas concholepas

(abalone-like gastropod)

Chiton

Rare molluscan species

CRUSTACEAN
Platyanthus orbignii

(purple crab, congrejo)

ASCIDIAN
Pyura chilensis (?)

(tunicate, pieure)

FISH

Mustelus sp.

(shark, tollo)

Rhinobatos planiceps

(guitarfish, guitarra)

tic elmts.

MOLLUSKS (continued)

36

13

30

3

107

6886.5g

105

Cut 1 Cut 2

Diagnos- Meat vol. % of meat Diagnos- Meat vol. % of meat Diagnos- Meat vol. % of meat

in cm3

45.0

26.0

45.0

3.8

+

535.0

6886.5

2310.0

diet

0.1

0.1

0.1

+

+

1.3

16.9

5.7

tic elmts

12

10

27

2

14

205

32

18

in cm3

20.0

20.0

40.5

100.0

17.5

+

1025.0

704.0

225.0

diet

0.1

0.1

0.3

0.7

0.1

+

6.8

4.7

1.5

tic elmts

31

5

14

4

14

300

36

o

in cm3

38.8

10.0

21.0

200.0

17.5

+

1500.0

(>

792.0

diet

0.2

+

0.1

0.9

0.1

+

6.7

3.6

O
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TABLE 3.—Cotton Preceramic Animals Remains (continued)

Species

FISH (continued)

Myliobatis peruvianus

(ray, raya)

Paralonchurus peruanus

(croaker, roncador)

Sciaena gilberti

(croaker, corvina)

Sciaena deliciosa

(croaker, lorna)

Xenoscarus denticulatus

(parrot fish, pococho)

Sarda chilensis

(bonito)

Lepisoma philippi

(trambollo)

Genypterus maculatus

(eel, congrio)

Mugil cephalus

(mullet , lisa)

Unidentified fish

Padre Aban Alto Salaverry

tic elmts.

11

10

1

30

3.5

38

180g

Cut 1 Gut 2

Diagnos- Meat vol. % of meat Diagnos- Meat vol. % of meat Diagnos- Meat vol. % of meat

in cm3

390.5

155.0

111.0

495.0

105.0

1235.0

4500.0

diet

1.0

0.4

0.3

1.2

0.2

3.0

11.1

tic elmts

7

47

216

3

3

3

90g

in cm3

248.5

728.5

3564.0

106.5

90.0

97.5

2250.0

diet

1.6

4.8

23.6

0.7

0.6

0.6

14.9

tic elmts.

20

48

186

6

2

11.5

2

60

135g

in cm3

710.0

744.0

3069.0

120.0

71.0

345.0

43.0

1950.0

3375.0

diet

3.2

3.3

13.8

0.5

0.3

1.5

0.2

8.7

15.1

I

00

o

z

o

o
CO

o
o

BIRDS
Pelecanus sp.

(pelican)

Unidentified bird

8

447.5g

512.0

6265.0

1.2

15.4 2.5g 35.0 0.2 12.5g 175.0 0.8



TABLE 3 —Cotton Preceramic Animals Remains (continued)
to

Species

Padre Aban

Diagnos- Meat vol. % of meat Diagnos-

tic elmts. in cm 3 diet tic elmts

Cut 1

Alto Salaverry

Cut 2

Meat vol. % of meat Diagnos- Meat vol. % of meat

in cm3 diet tic elmts. in cm3 diet

MAMMALS
Otaria byronia

(sea lion, lobo del mar)

Unidentified sea mammal

1 724.5 1.8 1.5 1086.8

+

7.2

+

4

2.5g

2898.0

88.8

13.0

0.4

Total

Combined + values

(+ = less than 0.1%)

40689.1 99.9

0.1

100.0%

15079.8 99.8

0.2

100.0%

22284.6 99.8

0.2

100.0%
O
N
o

5

<

o
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mollusks, comprised more than half the total animal protein represented in the archae-

ological collection (Table 3), and the species inventory reflects access to both rock and

sand littoral habitats which are juxtaposed in the vicinity of Padre Aban.

The strong dietary emphasis on mollusks at Padre Aban suggests systematic procure-

ment methods. However, a comparison of the shellfish inventory of the site with the

later marine-oriented settlement of Gramalote nearby reveals that collecting by the

«^j« c~~~+ t>~a~o Aknn t*roo rttioti'vpiv irn»ff^ti*rp nprVians hpranse marine soecies and

habitats were unfamiliar. The old adag

an

re most visible and accessible. Muss

and other rock-perching species (Th

and

tiana, Tegula atra, Turbo niger, and

• •

— * %? — — —w ^m * *
•

e. The small coquina clam (Donax peruvianus) inhabits the active tide zone where it

and

84-85; Carson 1955:137). *
and Semele corrugata) which yield more meat per animal

under

193, 250-255). The extreme abundance

which

an represent fortuitous finds rather than

exploitation of harder-to-reach habitats.

emerged,

and heav

Padre Aban were identified and studied, several significant

purple mussel (C. Chorus) were quite large
I

individuals were recorded. This suggests that local mussel colonies were certainly not yet

being exploited systematically enough or in such quantities that normal growth and

maturation were impaired. It is possible that colonies collected by people from Padre

Aban were being taken regularly for the first time-thus accounting for the large numbers

of very large and old individuals. Unnatural, but consistent, fractures producing pat-

terned breaks at right angles were noted near the hinges of bivalves, and chunks of whorl

sections had been chopped away to facilitate access to retracted gastropods. Such shell

cracking could have been performed easily using a beach cobble. Dead or cooked snell-

and

taken near Padre Aban were probably

larg

margintuiciy worn aiong ine posicnor m<ugiu "««» «•"- »- w— —
, • i

In addition to mollusk shells, large numbers of tunicate (probzblyPyuracnilerists)

,_
'

, r .l. _iAA~n Thr\r soft internal
athery outer coverin

urchins

taken
animal

protein (Table 3). Shark (mustelus sp.), ray (Myliobatts peruvianus,, mu-c j < «

cephalus) and a single species of croaker (Sciaena deliciosa) are most common, and all o

these species frequent shallow water near shore where *?™^\^^^
dragged ashore using a simple haul seine (Evermann and Radchffe 1917, Hildebrand

1946). Tiny fragments of small-mesh (4-5 mr
tion provide evidence for this mode of procurement.

during

gull

sampl

Shore birds figure prominently in the faunal inventory. Pelicans ^j™"™ 1*

:ea species account tor about two 01 mc w/m» - „ ror -vrwds that
4-e (Table 3). This unusually high frequency of bird^^^^fTct^
any other Moche Vallev site studied and may reflect a continua ion o th< fami

»

nsedentary groups, anurc bird

large class of coastal animals which the people of Padre Aban

manner The only mammal recognized as a potential food animal

(Otario byronia), and since the remains are few (Table

fortuitous finds.

plant cultigen use occurred concurrently
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systematic marine resource use by Padre Aban's small population (S. Pozorski 1976:

7£_7Q\ rinUr +kr*»*» m\tixT*t+A enpripe inmih (Cucurbita a».\. ffourd. (Laeenaria sicer-76-78). (Cucurbita sp.), gourd, (L

aria), and cotton (Gossypium barbadense) were recovered from the Padre Aban

(Table 4). These plants were probably cultivated in seasonally inundated

arid

of the site.

an reflects an

plants, with their food potential secondary in importance. Although immature gourds

may have been eaten, cotton and gourds were most important to the people of Padre

materials. Squash may have been used as containers as well asAban

lod (Pickersgill and Smith 1981 ,_

Salaverry.—The Cotton Preceramic site of Alto Salaverry

cean at an

(Fig. 1). Both midden and architecture are present

by 120 m E-W in an area of stabilized dunes. The
adobe, cobble, and boulder construction, was both domestic and

archite

and Extensive testing revealed that midden

architecture

and

Cut 1 measured 100 cm x 200 cm x 115 cm deep and cut 2 measured 100 cm x 175 cm

available, three features of Alto Salaverry

argue for its placement later than Padre Aban and near the end of the Cott
(1) twined textiles are abundant; (2) plant cultigens are varied and occasic
ly represented; and (3) features of the nondomestic architecture resembL
units in the Moche Valley and other central and north coast valleys (S. ]

20-21, 79-91; T. Pozorski 1976; S. Pozorski and T. Pozorski 1977, 1979a).
S alaverry

featuring

anking

f important site activities. Marine products figure prominent
plant cultigens, especially industrial nlants. were of consider

ance

Shellfish comprised about 38% of the reconstructed animal protein, and prominent
species in the midden include mussels, gastropods, limpets, and chitons. All are types
which require the rocky littoral habitat locally available at Salaverry point (Olsson 1961;
Keen 1971). Clearly, the inhabitants of Alto Salaverry exploited the more distant, but
richer biomass of the rocky point instead of the sand beach only half as distant. The
large clams taken by the people of Padre Aban and the later site of Gramalote from the
rock-strewn coastline and sheltered waters of Huanchaco Bay were apparently absent
from the sandy open beach near Alto Salaverry.

Compared to the large mussel (C. chorus) shells from Padre Aban, most of the mussel
shells from Alto Salaverry were smaller, younger and generally unmarked by parasites
(lable 7). This evidence suggests that shellfish collecting by people based at Alto Sala-

th^H
P
^T ™u prCSSure on m«*l. and possibly other local mollusk, populations

LcTudi't 7 Tlby
.

Pe
°f'f

tr0m Padle Ab-' E*—'V l-ge numbers of shellfish,
taken in the Huanchaco

r r — o.ituU!1 ,i mere were relatively
Larger shells, especially the purple mussel, exhibit

and

ure for

examoles show1m, f
PattCm °bserved m Padre Aban material

-
0ther

examples show evidence of use as crude scrapers.^ " *" °VCr half
.

of the total animal protein consumed at Alto Salaverry
Fish

and

akers

naraii,.. !.« i « 7
prominent among the artifacts. Major species

parallel those taken at Padre Aban. Sharks, rays, guitarfish, mullet, ancl, to some

ainlv rrZl
traPPed with haul seines as they feed near shore, whereas bony

i off sedem^' "^ n7 CMght °ff the SalaverrV rock mass as thcy camC
l on sedentary animal life on the mi4« «„



TABLE 4.—Cotton Preceramic Food Plant Remains

Species

Phaseolus lunatus

(lima bean
,
pallar)

Phaseolus vulgaris

(common bean, fit jol)

Capsicum sp.

(pepper, a jx)

Cucurbita sp.

(squash, calabaza)

Persea americana

(avocado, palta)

Inga feuillei

(pacae)

Bunchosia armeniaca

(cansaboca)

Psidium guajava

(guava, guayaba)

Lucuma obovata

(lucuma)

Padre Aban Alto Salaverry

tic elmts.

1 stem

Gut 1 Gut 2

Diagnos- Food vol. % of plant Diagnos- Food vol. % of plant Diagnos- Food vol. % of plant

in cm3

1000.0

diet

100.0

tic elmts

5.5

2.5

1 stem

9 stems

0.5

3

2 stems

1.5

in cm3

7.3

1.0

20.0

9000.0

62.5

30.0

66.0

187.5

diet

0.1

+

0.2

96.0

0.7

0.3

0.7

2.0

tic elmts

4

2

3 stems

5 stems

2

0.5

11

in cm3

5.3

0.8

60.0

5000.0

250.0

2.5

110.0

diet

0.1

+

1.1

92.1

4.6

+

2.0

2

00

O

2z

o

o
03

o
r
O

Total

Combined + values

(+ = less than 0.1%)

1000.0 1 00 .0% 9374.3 100.0% 5428.6 99.9

0.1

100.0%

ti
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Shore birds were insignificant in the diet at Alto Salaverry—a marked contrast to

their high frequency at Padre Aban. However, sea lions, which were rare at Padre Aban,
contributed substantially to the meat protein consumed at Alto Salaverry. Although
the contribution of these animals to the diet (about 7%) is small compared to shellfish

and fish, it indicates that these animals were regularly killed in the vicinity of Salaverry

point.

ltigens, cotton, gourd, and

amabundant in the Alto Salaverry material (Table 4). Al
important, indicating a prevailing attitude toward plant cultivation as a means

for obtaining essential raw materials. However, food plant
importance. Though well behind squash, cansaboca

)
(Lucuma obovata), and avocado (Persea americana) contributed substantially
vegetable diet. Cultivated beans were probably more common that their calculated

uency Other cultivated or

guaja

tended plants.

Cotton Preceramic Subsistence.

both similarities which ooint t

(Capsicum sp.),pacae (Inga feuillei]

rere probably brought from the va!

e and where moisture was available

Padre Aban and Alto Salaverry

-—— -«****«*... wmcn are indicative of important changes within the period. A
dependence on marine resources for virtually all animal protein is one of the most impor-
tant features common to both sites. Discrepancies!*! the faunal inventories are largely
explained by either differences in local technologies or the availability of particular
species in the vicmity of each site. The overall increase in the proportion of fish at Alto

S^7kTk a ChangC °f f°CUS Wkh rCSPect to Procurement activities because

dZlfi h
^exploited and were smaller and harder to find and because addi-

^™lTtfS a tl
' ^^ fr°m thG Salaverry rock mass

- The high proportion ofJfe11

**J
Aban

/
S seen Prim^y as resulting from holdovers of the hunting

technology characteristic of a mum fin +u« * , .. .

fauna
molluscan

Dis-

Certain

(S

oerrhincr ««..,.;..
caa"' accession irom each si

&«*«**, «z^ Stairs
one mma

.

species ^"cAa°"'"p"^
common in ,he Alto st ^"eZ*

PeU ™ ",hCT r"triCted l° °r mUCh

and
sentine the onlv r,,itiW ^

.— .— y -P™1 cul™gens common to both sites, repre-

s^^ l:x 'oitt""w Padre Aban and ,he dM-to-t •** in «* ai,°

an increased J2* ™L^ >*»«,.«l««« in the Alto Salaverry midden reflectan increased rmnh«t.. ^« i . \ .
—r—«^« m U1C aiio salaverry miaaen rcucti

can. thatThe m
P^ie

Pt^T™ ™P" with tree frui, ,enZg . It is signifi-

ed. To peopie y^J^J™^"* "'" T^^and with a marine focus, eourd containers

plants: cotton and

important

and cotton net and cord would ,7 ™C tOCUS
' g°ul

Plant food since an»3 ?
*"* extre™*y important .

Plant CUltf^cSn^~ " ""f availabl- As a result, people viewed

bias in favor of industrial l\ 7 obtaining necessary raw materials. Such a

limited production ofnoZZ* *^^ HaVC resulted fa the ne*kct "^
'
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u
CieS

-
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tion conrentr,^ iT ble land ln short supply and
The Alto Sala-

plants, food plant production was small and secondary
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total area of about 16,500 sq m. Much of the architecture is deeply buried by midden,
structures of wet-laid double-faced cobble and
and

and
Stratified midden reaches a

study. This cut measured 100 by 50 cm by 195 cm deep. Six carbon-14 samples from
Gramalote processed by the Radiocarbon Laboratory of the University of Texas at Austin
yielded dates which ranged from about 1590 to 1100 B.C. (S. Pozorski 1976:22; S.

and

pattern already observed for earlv maritime
protein consumed at Gramalote derived ultimately from the nearby ocean (Table 5).

and
and

inhabitants of the region at Padre Aban. Quantitative

can

TABLE 5.-Early Ceramic Animal Remains

Species

MOLLUSKS
Scutalus sp.

(land snail)

Choromytilus chorus
(purple mussel, choro)

Semimytilus algosus

(thin-shelled mussel)
Protothaca thaca
(large clam)

Eurhomalea rufa

(large clam)

Donax peruvianas
(tide zone clam)

Gariet solida

(large clam)

Semele corrugata

(large clam)

Fissurella sp.

(limpet)

Tegula a tra

(gastropod)

Turbo niger

(gastropod)

Crepidula dilatata

(slipper shell)

^ais chocolata

(gastropod)

Thais delessertiana

(gastropod)

Chiton

Gramalote Cab alio Muerto

Diag- Meat %of Diag- Meat

elmts. in cm3

9

333

616

183

212

171

18

1243

925

65

96

435

11

18.0

8325.0

308.0

3660.0

53.0

1710.0

180.0

1243.0

925.0

81.3

192.0

652.5

137.5

diet

+

7.2

0.3

1599 15990.0 13.7

3.1

+

1.5

1006 30180.0 26.0

0.1

1.1

0.8

0.1

0.2

0.6

0.1

elmts. in cm 3

21

83

13

46

11

63

81

2

16

4

2

1

42.0

2075.0

6.5

460.0

220.0

15.8

2430.0

20.0

16.0

4.0

2.5

1.5

+

%of
nostic volume meat nostic volume meat

diet

0.4

21.9

0.1

4.9

2.3

0.2

25.7

0.2

0.2

+

+

+

+

Rare molluscan species + + + +
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TABLE 5 —Early Ceramic Animal Remains (continued)

Gramalote Caballo Muerto

Species

CRUSTACEAN
Platyanthus orbignii

(purple crab, congrejo)

Diag- Meat %of
nostic volume meat

elmts. in cm 3 diet

1187 5935.0 5.1

Diag- Meat %of
nostic volume meat

elmts. in cm3

20 100.0

diet

1.0

ASCIDIAN
Pyura chilensis (?)

(tunicate, pieure)

1149g 1149.0 1.0

FISH

Mustelus sp.

(shark, tollo)

Rhinobatos planiceps

(guitarfish, guitarra)

Myliobatis peruvianas

(ray, raya)

Paralonchurus peruanus

(croaker, roncador)

Sciaena gilberti

(croaker, corvina)

Sciaena deliciosa

(croaker, lorna)

Unidentified fish

304

57

18

25

7

39

25g

6688.0

712.5

639.0

387.5

777.0

643.5

625.0

5.7

0.6

0.5

0.3

0.7

0.5

0.5

3 49.5 0.5

BIRDS
Pelecanus sp.

(pelican)

Unidentified bird

3 192.0

505g 7070.0

0.2

6.1 2.5g 35.0 0.4

MAMMALS
Otaria byronia

(sea lion, lobo del mar)
Lama glama

(llama)

Odocoileus virginianus

(deer, venado)

Unidentified mammal

Unidentified sea mammal

12 8694.0 7.5

537.5g 19081.3 16.4

3.5

4

20g

1457.8

1666.0

850.0

15.4

17.6

9.0

Total

Combined + values

(+ = less than 0.1%)

116249.1 99.9

0.1

100.0%

9451.6 99.8

0.2

100.0%
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procurement system in operation at Gramalote. Shellfish gathering by the people at

Padre Aban focused on the more visible, easily gathered species, whereas shellfish gath-

erers from Gramalote collected the deeper burrowing clams (P. thaca, E. rufa, S. corru-

gata, and Gariet solida) which supply more meat per individual than all but the large

mussel (C. chorus), as well as the more accessible species. Once a method was estab-

lished for taking these large mollusks efficiently, procurement activities focused on shell-

fish collection (S. Pozorski 1976:93-97).

Like examples from Padre Aban, specimens of the large mussel from the Gramalote

midden were usually large adult individuals, often affected by parasites (Table 7), thus

there was no apparent depopulation of the Huanchaco Bay shellfish beds. The same

shell breakage pattern observed for Padre Aban and Alto Salaverry was documented for

Gramalote shellfish. Large bivalves and many gastropods had been bashed open in a

consistent manner to extract the meat. Large clam and mussel valves had been used as

scrapers.

In contrast to Padre Aban where almost 30% of the meat protein was fish-derived

and especially Alto Salaverry where over 50% was from fish, at Gramalote less than 10%

of the total meat protein was derived from fish (Table 5). Shark provided more meat

than all other fish species combined, and rays, guitarfish, and three members of the

croaker family were also represented. Fishing implements recovered during excavations

indicate that fishing was probably done using both simple small-mesh haul seines and

large-mesh gill nets staked out in shallow water.

Although not as common as remains from Padre Aban, bird bones from Gramalote

indicate that several species were taken with some regularity. The only mammal of

dietary significance was the sea lion, which was taken and consumed in a quantity com-

parable to that documented for Alto Salaverry (Table 5).

Cultivated plant species identified at Gramalote include the same plants identified

for Alto Salaverry plus the newly introduced peanut (Arachis hypogaea) and maize

(Zea mays). The industrial plants, cotton and gourd, as well as squash continued to be

abundant, but other food species were present in substantial amounts (Table 6). Lucuma,

avocado, the common bean, and pepper had attained special importance in the vegetable

diet, but maize was not yet an important food plant (S. Pozorski 1976:97-98).

TABLE 6.—Early Ceramic Food Plant Remains

Species

Zea mays

Diagnostic

elements

Gramalote

Food volume

in cm3

% of plant

diet

+ +

)

Arachis hypogaea
(peanut, manf)

Phaseolus vulgaris

195 shells 97.5 1.0

40 pods 80.0 0.8

Capsicum sp.

bean, frijol)

17 stems 340.0 3.6

(pepper, ajf)

Cucurbita sp.

(squash, calabaza)
Persea americana

(avocado, pdlta)

Bunchosia armeniaca
(cansaboca)

Lucuma obovata

298 seeds 5960.0 63.5

5 seeds 625.0 6.7

10 seeds 100.0 1.1

17.5 seeds 2187.5 23.3

')

Total 9390.0 100.0%
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TABLE 7.- Ratio ofMNI to Total Shell Weight for Choromytilus chorus

Site MNI Wt. of Shell MNI ^ Shell Wt

Padre Aban 257 7707.5 29.99

Alto Salaverry Cut 1 54 942.5 17.45

Alto Salaverry Cut 2 81 1860.0 22.96

Gramalote 167 4530.0 27.13

Caballo Muerto. tform

inland

over an area of about 2 sq km. Intensive excavation by Thomas Pozorski revealed that

each mound is a U-shaped structure of cobbles and boulders wet-laid in a clay matrix

(T. Pozorski 1976). In the course of excavations, small amounts of subsistence remains

were uncovered during architectural clearing, and a concentrated 100 cm band of refuse

was enronntprpH Kv twc\ nitc rnn- A<*<** ;~ +u« an -r u tt i r^u: «.*,« ^ tht>

and
cm. Ceramics and other artifactual— ****** »*^ v n*u \±ai.a aa v>tu a» idUlULdTUUIl UitlCS Ul lJV/u aj.vj. »—
1090 B.C. serve to correlate Huaca Herederos Chica chronologically with the occupation
of Gramalote (S. Pozorski and T. Pozorski 1Q7QM

documented by the Caballo Muerto remains, faunal remains

than half of the animal

dietary emphasis on land mammals
inland resources and marine fauna makr~r * «»"<"'« lYiuciio oi local miana resources and marine tauna maites uic

site especially significant in this investigation of major shifts in subsistence patterns
(S. Pozorski 1976:99-104; S. Pozorski and T. Pozorski 1979b).

Marine shellfish constituted over 50% of the meat volume consumed at Huaca
Herederos Chica and thus establish a firm link between the Caballo Muerto complex and
tne coast. The abundance of these remains at Huaca Herederos Chica indicates that mol-

r khT mannC reSOUrCe
'm greatest demand durin8 the earliest period of the

Caballo Muerto occupation. Excavation at other Caballo Muerto mounds also yielded
sheikh suggesting that they persisted as a significant protein source for the duration
ot the site s occupation.

and three large clams (P. thaca, E. rufa, and

The r™ „f TV *
aiinough other small bivalves and gastropods are present.

mve„tcX of ZTr ^* ^^ Muerto correlates well with the species
mventone, of both Gramalote and Padre Aban. indicate tW n—,*.^ «*v was also
the source for shellfish consumed at Caballo Muerto.

land sts

and

pory vessels depicting Scutalus sp. harvests (Benson 1972:86; Levallee and Lang 1978:
110-111).

ds and fish were very minor elements in the faunal inventory, and
occurred

Huaca Herederos Chica h
«ucauy at Caballo Muerto mounds other tnan

ficant as evidence ofJ^ZZ^Z* *~*~ ""*~ S^'

^oc^^t^^^ 2%!T> furnished *** 20% of the meat volume

probably adequate to provide Cd ST' "'" ^ *"' wUd plant C°VCr WaS °T
Excavations at Huaca fCn ? Protection for a small number of these animals-

Huaca Cortada, another very early Caballo Mnerto m™«H vielded the
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only other deer bone (T. Pozorski 1976:139). The absence of deer at later mounds

indicates that the small local deer population was probably hunted virtually to extinc-

tion or displaced by land alteration and deforestation for cultivation very early in the

history of Caballo Muerto.

A camelid, probably the domesticated llama (Lama glama), supplied almost as much

meat to the Huaca Herederos Chica diet as deer. Evidence suggests that camelids may

have been domesticated in the highlands as early as 4400-3150 B.C. (Wing 1973:11-12).

Therefore there is little doubt that the camelid identified at Caballo Muerto was intro-

duced into the Moche Valley from the highlands in a domesticated form.

Butchering marks on some of the camelid bones attest to their use as food although

they may also have served as beasts of burden, supplied wool, or been used in ceremonial

functions. Camelid remains were discovered at several later mounds of the Caballo

Muerto complex, a factor which suggests that, unlike deer, camelids persisted as an

important meat source.

Dog (Canis familiaris)

an

Evidence for irrigation agriculture in the vicinity of Caballo Muerto is indirect be-

cause no food plant

1976:104-106; T. Pozorski 1976:130-131). plant

Salaverry and especially Gramalote indicates that techniques of plant

cultivation were well developed by early ceramic times, and a comparable assemblage

of species and agricultural skills is assumed for the Caballo Muerto complex. Both the

variety and relative quantities of plants known from Gramalote are probably good indi-

cations of the species utilized during the concurrent occupation of Caballo Muerto.

Two additional arguments for the existence of an irrigation agriculture base for

Caballo Muerto are (1) the large size of the Caballo Muerto complex and (2) its inland

location. Certainly floodplain cultivation continued to be practiced in the Moche Valley

durincr thp Tnitiol v^r-^A o«^ f «iv w^rWrm hut the verv limited floodplain within the

larg
gnificant

than anv Moche Vallev oreceramic construction, indicates that a substantial

rporate labor Given the

inland location of the complex, the only way such a population, estimated to have been

at least and
ported was by irrigation agriculture.

anal

land gradient makes only short canals necessary

land_o ^ 1953:392; Farrington 1974:85; S. Pozorski and T.

Pozorski °1979b: 428-429)". 'Although no canal remains contemporary with Caballo

Muerto are preserved, two modern canals have their intakes upvalley and irrigate land

adjacent to the Caballo Muerto complex, much in the manner that prehistoric examples

probably served the area. Similar arguments for irrigation agriculture based on settle-

ment pattern shifts have been made for other Peruvian coastal valleys (Moseley «"*•**»

1974:78-79) as well as for other areas of the world (Adams 1965; Adams and N.ssen

1972).

Early Ceramic Subsistence.-Considcrcd separately, the two Moche V^^J*™*
sites appear very different. Gramalote is a marine-oriented site where shellfish collecting

was the major subsistence activity and several food species attained an ™portan«
=

Pre-

viously documented only for industrial plants. Caballo Muerto on the other hand

appears anomalous as an inland mound site supported by both inland-dcnved ^jnarine

protein sources and where increasingly efficiently and productive irrigation *»*»»"«*

« operation. Taken together, these two sites emerge as com^Cn^?^ °

economic unit, with r.„,„aw snnnlvine marine products to Caballo Muerto m return
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(S. Pozorski and T. Pozorski 1979b).

irrigat

In contrast to the coastal location and marine subsistence orientation of Padre Aban,

Alto Salaverry, and the early ceramic site of Gramalote, the inland location of Caballo

Muerto signifies an important change in subsistence priorities. At the three coastal sites,

there is a direct correlation between their location and marine subsistence focus. How-
ever, the location of Caballo Muerto, predicated on water control as irrigation, documents

a new emphasis on inland procurement systems, but not to the extent that marine pro-

ducts were entirely excluded from the diet.

rry

It has been argued on the basis of data from Padre Aban and Alto Salaverry
Cotton Preceramic plant cultivation was concerned mainlv with the industrial pi

cotton and gourd. Even at Alto Salav

in many ways to early ceramic sites, food species appear limited in quantity. The cir-

cumscribed areal limit of floodplain land is seen as the mitigating factor. Since indus-

trial plants were essential to the predominantly marine economy, they occupied most of

the limited Moche Valley floodplain at the expense of food species.
The situation changed markedly in early ceramic times when new areas of land were

made arable year-round by canal irrigation. Initially, this shift in subsistence orientation
is reflected by settlement relocation well inland to be near canal intakes and irrigated
land. Despite the negligible plant preservation at Caballo Muerto, two aspects of the
Gramalote sample document a significant quantitative change in the plant species sample.
First, food plants other than squash comprised a much greater proportion of the vegetal
diet at Gramalote than at either of the Moche Valley Cotton Preceramic sites. Second, a
significant seed size increase was observed when squash and gourd seed sizes from Grama-

\TJ"l
CT?rd Whh thC C°tt0n Prece™iic samples (Table 8). This may be corre-

lated Wlth the key advantage of faigation agriculture. Whereas annual floodplain crops

ouate L
m°1StUre ^^V °nce a V« in a quantity which was not necessarily ade-

quate tor maximum plant erowth anH f~,;+ *..__.•' , , , .. .._,_ ...„..,

attain their potential size
and

Granite *ZTaV
d°CUmented bV th* inland location of Caballo Muerto and the

whTh hadtrldt nT^ a physkal relocati°n away from the coastal resources

tol^TSr^ b
!
e7eco«nized « ^e most stable and most abundant. However,

Muerto continued t7£
from comPletely severed because the inhabitants of Caballo

came from rzon: oThLT*^^ ^ ™™ *"d^ ™»* *""*•
efficient procurement svt° ^ md WCre Probably made available throu*h thC

from irrigatedElST In
V*"*™* <*«*»* - return for vegetal produce

between Caballo Muerto li r *
*'^ disparity in site size and complexity

community or colZ e^V^T T *" ^^ SitC may have been a^^
marine protein to the iaiw ;„,lT

maintained to guarantee a reliable supply of
protein to the large inland site.

animal

and

and

an i
c camelid increased in importance because it w

reliable

CONCLUSIONS

Quantitative

two early ceramic sites in the Moche V n
prCSented for two Cotton Precen

early economy of the AnH,»™ ^ ! I,
y t0 doa*ment two important chang

and

sedentary coastal lifestyle- 7 "
m
l!

Change fr°m a h
V«. (1) its semipermanent appearance

change from a hunting

Preceramic

seaso
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occupation, (2) substantial remains of birds which could be hunted in the traditional

manner, and (3) the collecting, perhaps for the first time, of mollusk species which were

the most visible and easily accessible in an area where species with a much higher meat

yield could be obtained with more effort. Plant cultigens were very few, and the em-

phasis was apparently on industrial plants which were indispensible in a maritime eco-

nomy
averry f the Cotton Preceramic continuum as a site

an

as

•ied plant species inventory. Yet, despite this variety, industrial plants continued to

minate the vegetal inventory. The spatial limits on floodplain cultivation is suggested

the key variable, with vital industrial species occupying the limited arable land at the

nense of fond «n«»rip«expense of food species.

irrigation

inland

marine

land

i a reliance predominan

agriculture was probably

trial plants, especially cotton for textiles. By the time Caballo Muerto was constructed,
economic priorities had changed to the extent that the major site within the Moche
Vallev was directlv assoriat*»H with pq^Ic *.t,a i—1„ u. i * :_..i*.._„ ~~a ^nlvcanals and lands newlv ooened to agriculture and
a subsidiary site remained on the coast. This inland orientation of Caballo Muerto for

the fulfillment of subsistence needs is further exemplified by the importance of deer and
a domestic camelid, a particularly reliable meat source, to the faunal inventory.

The concurrent existence of Gramalote on the coast, however, attests to a continued
reliance on substantial amounts of marine products by the people of Caballo Muerto.
The maintenance of such substantial ties to the coast makes Caballo Muerto truly transi-
tional m the e^ shift to MgaSion agriculture> The complementary site of Gramalote
is also significant because (1) preserved plant remains document increased cultigen pro-
duction and yield due to irrigation, and (2) the site can be characterized as a productive
economic unit which systematically accumulated products for exchange instead of solely
providing for intrasite needs.

» De
p
P

!

t

t
*«!>;»»<% of subsistence studies for other early coastal sites, the data from£M F

1948a:
iQ

'48b; Bennett -d Bird 1949:88-94; Towle 1961), Huaca

^970 32 F7 Tq,o
V
rTCo

952:17 -25
'
29 '31

'
40 "41 )> and Las Haldas (Engel 1957:87;

bLation whh h h J"" "^^^ '975:62
'

MatSUZaWa 19?8) " ""*'

dlu are n m£ d°™mented presence of^nd mounds suggest that the Moche Valley

SalL" Ts nrX^H k 7* *"**"* °U ****** Plants— at Padre Aban and Alto

SZ* diff f
Y ^^ aVailable f°r the Preceram- component of all three sites,

G amate few ,

^^^ ""* have bia-d the sample. As was the case for

Us H^das' anlthe TT 0bimed h «** ceramic«* at Huaca Prieta and^^?h^;^7 ;
a quantitativemm~ inS- remains - The coastal

dent from the faun,, • T* ^ "* LaS Haldas during P'eceramic times is evi-

prol^Z^JZlTT *°? CaCh Ske
'
and the SPecies *™torie. suggest that

at Hu^i^Llj^ ParaUded M°che Valley samples. By early ceramic times

or fish provide the b
" f''

Con^atation» °f the remains of a few species of shellfish

procurement^ I oroe <
"T **^ had became more specialLd and efficient

In dUhree valle
""^^ Gramalote -

mound complexes whJh™ *"!**
J*"

haVC been tested
>
there «• mland mounds or

Caballo Muerto/Gramalot,T
y k' '"J"*

1 part °f an economic unit similar to the

S. Fo«^J7?^^°™ (Ko^k 1965:194; T. Pozorski 1976:282-283;

with Huaca Prieta Huaca el r 11
^ m the Chicarna Valley may have interacted

Negra for shellfish in return f i

^ HUaCa la Gallina may have depended on Huaca

Temple of the Llamas T«iJ"i
CU

,

Vated Plant products and the sacrificial llamas at the
Inland early ceramic sites in the Casma Valley are particularly
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and Taukachi-Konkan are architecturally

and Williams 1977) and

which All the coastal sites, even Las

bsidiary

tary inland
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POLLEN FROM ADOBE BRICK

MARY KAY O'ROURKE
Department of Geosciences, University of Arizona

Tucson, AZ 85721

ABSTRACT.—Pollen from adobe bricks of the historic Brockman house of Tucson, Arizona,
provides clues to the construction history of the building. Seventeen pollen samples were
obtained from two separate walls and the mortar joining the bricks of one wall. The cheno-
am pollen type is dominant in all samples, and its proportion and concentration are signifi-

cantly different between the two walls as indicated by chi square contingency tests. Similar

differences are seen in high spine Compositae, Ambrosia type, Gramineae, Leguminosae,
Pinus and in the AP:NAP ratio. Salsola type pollen was differentiated from other cheno-am
pollen in this study. It was present in all adobe brick but it was rare or absent in the clay

rich mortar. The variability among three samples from a single adobe brick is not statisti-

cally significant. Chi square contingency tests indicate similarity between modern soil

(S2) and the adobe of wall I. The adobe of wall II was distinctly different from the modern
soil. Chi square contingency tests also indicate similarity in pollen content of mortar and
wall II, and significant differences between pollen content of mortar and wall I. Pollen con-

tent in the adobe brick can be interpreted as indicating two building phases for the house.

Historic records indicate the earliest construction postdated 1901. Therefore, Salsola inva-

sion into the area must predate 1901 based on this pollen evidence.

INTRODUCTION

Pollen analysis has long been used by investigators in an archaeological context

throughout the southwest to ascertain: (1) diet (Martin and Sharrock 1964; Kelso 1970,

1976; Bryant 1974), (2) seasonality of site occupation (Kelso 1970), (3) land use (Webb

and Solomon 1974), and (4) environmental change (Martin 1963). Recent historic

changes in the vegetation of urban Tucson have also been documented using pollen

analysis as a tool (Solomon and Hayes 1980). The overall technique has proved valuable

for the investigation of past events. This technique can be used to investigate another

type of event—that of construction sequence in adobe buildings.

Adobe structures are frequently built in stages. Many times color differences are

apparent in the adobe bricks, different types of mortar are used during different building

phases, or adjacent walls are not properly joined and wall separation occurs between

rooms of different building episodes. These differences are clues to the building sequence

of the individual structure.

Adobe construction is common in the arid southwestern United States, as well as in

other arid portions of the world. Seventeen samples from the adobe of the historic

Brockman house located at 420 East 18th Street in the Armory Park neighborhood of

Tucson, Arizona were collected and analyzed for pollen content. Most of the homes in

this neighborhood were built for families of railroad workers around the turn of the

century. Many are made of fired brick; a few are made of mud adobe brick. Twelve

of these samples were taken from 10 different adobe bricks. The other five samples were

taken from mud mortar. This study was performed to determine: (1) if pollen is pre-

served in adobe, (2) if different source areas for raw materials or periods of building are

reflected in the pollen content of the adobe, (3) the variability of pollen content within

a single brick, (4) if the season of construction can be determined from the pollen con-

tent of the adobe. Although it was not one of the goals of this study, the pollen data

obtained provided information regarding the appearance and spread of a plant species

introduced to the United States in historic time.

ADOBE

Use of adobe in construction is varied. Judd (1916) reports

tar between stones, as a nlaster over wood and as massive in si
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tion (caliche) before the Spanish ventured into the Southwest in 1540 A.D. Evidence for

prehistoric construction using adobe brick is rare but not unknown. Morris (1944)

reports one prehistoric experiment in the use of mud "bricks" near Aztec, New Mexico.

These bricks fractured because no straw or organic matter were added to them; this lack

resulted in shrinkage during the drying process. The resulting broken and whole bricks

of variable sizes were used to build the walls of a kiva. The building could not have pre-

dated 1097 A.D. according to tree ring dates obtained from wood taken out of the ruins

of the kiva. Pottery associated with the building and correlated with tree ring dates from

other sites supports a date of 1110-1121 A.D.

An adobe brick wall was also found in an upper Gila pueblo. At this site true rectan-

gular bricks were used. They were placed in the wall while still partially wet and as a

result each brick is fused to the bricks adjacent to it. Danson (1957:84) states, "This is

one of the few recorded finds of bricks used in a prehistoric dwelling in the Southwest."

Spanish used adobe Use of

and

impressed and shocked by the "gloomy adobe" buildings. She described the adobe as an
"

. . . ad-mixture of mud and water with a little cut straw, mixed and molded in wooden
frames, brick shaped but more oblong, say 1 x IVi feet and 4 inches thick" (Rose 1879:

23). She further relates that "They (adobe bricks) are laid as bricks and plastered with a

similar substance barring the straw and burned by the sun." Many early adobe bricks

were made at the site of construction from the surface soils. Another source of adobe
brick was the commercial brickyard. Newspaper accounts from the period tell of con-

tracts for making adobe brick being awarded to Lord and Williams (Arizona Weekly
Citizen 1873, Oct. 4 and 11). The 1881 city directory (Barter 1881) records two brick-

and the other was Drobablv at or near Warner
town

Studies conducted earlier in the century (Hendry and Kelly 1925; Hendry 1931)
utilized adobe bricks as a source of macrofossils to determine the time of introduction
of agricultural plants and exotic weedy species into Arizona, California, and Sonora,
Mexico. Adobe bricks were obtained from old buildings and missions, dissolved in water

macrofossils were identified. Montgomery et al. (1949:138) reported that
and

j

ntury
ovi in northeastern Arizona. Studies

adobe brick thus far have centered on the study of plant
microfossils
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Subsequently,scraped to eliminate surface contamination by modern airborne pollen.

samples were collected by chiseling about 30 g of material from each adob

tar seam (see Fig. 1 for sample location.) Three samples were taken from a single brick

doorway For comparative purposes, a

an adjacent vacant lot and

and All samples were collected

ing plants.

f January

quantities of Eucalyptus sp. (eucalypt) pollen were added

a tracer for quantitative analysis (Stockmarr 1971). Lycopodium spores might prove a

better tracer for future use because several species of Eucalyptus are planted as ornamen-

tal trees in Tucson. Only a few Eucalyptus trees currently grow in the neighborhood and

and

landscape plants arrived

plant

alyptus. He also

Modern airborne

data (Solomon and Hayes 1972) reflect some Eucalyptus pollen in the area of the Tucson

Clinic, but that is a local effect (O'Rourke 1980) of trees planted in the neighborhood

during the 1930's and 40's. Other airborne pollen studies conducted in neighborhoods

with few Eucalvfitux trees show no more than

sam Although Eucalyptus is not the
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best tracer, it is certainly adequate, especially for samples from the Tucson area pre-

dating 1920. Pollen was extracted from all samples using the HC1 swirl and standard

chemical techniques including treatment with HF, HNO3, and KOH as described by

Mehringer(1967).

Safranin

a microscope, and minimum counts of 200 grains were obtained for all samples. Routine

scanning

grains attempted at 1560 x under oil immersion. Salsola (tumbleweed) pollen was

separated from other cheno-am [Chenopodiaceae (Goosefoot) and Amaranthus (Pig-

weed)] types primarily on the basis of number and structure of pores, and secondarily

on the basis of the wall structure between adjacent pores. At high focus only 9 pores can

be seen clearly in Salsola. Most Amaranthus and many Chenopodiaceae have a larger

number of pores visible at high focus. In addition, the pores of Salsola are depressed, not

annulate, as are those of Sarcobatus. Salsola also has elements in each pore. The wall

between pores is scabrate having generally fewer elements than most other cheno-am
type pollen grains. Based on these characteristics Salsola can be separated from the 8

and

and

RESULTS

Pollen-percentage values were calculated for all pollen types and appear with confi-

(Mah
trom the light colored adobe bricks held by a mud mortar and designated as wall I.

These samples were take __ . fcA. wy tu.x v/a. *UV iJILt 1UUI1I dUUVC LIIC UUUI III vviuv^
sequence Samples 5-9 were obtained from the same location but are from the mud
mortar which joined the bricks vertically. Samples 10-14 were obtained from the darker
adobe bricks making up the south wall of the southwest room designated as wall II.

These bricks were held together by a high lime and sand mnrt.r s9wml« 1 R.I 7 were all

j. .. ,.
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n
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and

artin

Confidence intervals associated with cheno-am values from wall I do not overlap with

any other samples taken am
an

(85-93%) and from the samples of wall II (84-90%). Salsola is recorded as the black

portion of the cheno-am curve in Fig. 2. The adobe samples from both walls have ap-

proximately equal amounts of Salsola pollen, whereas mortar samples from wall I have

appreciably less.

Adobe samples from wall I have higher values of Ambrosia (ragweed), high spine

Gompositae (i.e. Erigeron, etc.), Gramineae (grass), and some members of the Legumi-

nosae (pea family, excluding Acacia, Mimosa, Prosopis and Cercidium) than wall II.

Pinus (pine) and the AP:NAP (arboreal pollen: nonarboreal pollen) ratio are also slightly

higher in adobe samples from wall I.

The lack of overlapping confidence intervals for the principal pollen type (cheno-am)

of wall I and wall II suggest different source material for the adobe of the two walls.

Mean percentage values for the ten principle pollen types [cheno-am, high spine Compo-

sitae, Ambrosia, Gramineae, Ephedra (mormon tea), Nyctaginaceae (four o'clock family),

Leguminosae, Pinus, Cercidium (palo verde), and Fraxinus (ash)] of each wall were

transformed using an arc sine function. A chi square contingency test was used between

transformed mean values for the two walls (Sokal and Rohlf 1969). Test results indicate

that the pollen content in the adobe of wall I is significantly different (.05 level) from the

pollen content in the adobe of wall II.

Mortar samples joining adobe bricks in wall I have cheno-am values that exceed 90%

of the total pollen present in 4 of the 5 samples collected. The 95% confidence intervals

of cheno-am values from the mortar of wall I overlap with the cheno-am confidence

There is no significant (.05 level)

difference within the cheno-am
the percentages in the wall are lower.

Ambrosia pollen content in the mortar is lower than the Ambrosia pollen content

found in the adobe of wall II. This in turn is lower than the Ambrosia pollen content

samples irom wan 11.

>1n*»c fmtn thf mortar sanrmles and

found in wall I. and the adob

about the same for high spine Compositae, but pollen values of both taxa are lower than

those of the adobe of wall I. The same relationship holds for the Gramineae values.

adobe and mortar samples in less than

and
an

family), Tidesiromia

Juniperus (juniper) , Celtis (hackberry) , Anacardiaceae (cashew

(carrot

adobe
manner

and

and

ample s 15. 16. and 17 were all taken

Chi
homogeneity of pollen by type and amount. Comparisons among all taxa at the

confidence level overlap except the cheno-am values between samples 15 and 16.

square contingency tests were calculated in the same manner as above among the three

samples. AH three values were significant (.05 level) indicating homogeneity among the

samples from a single brick.

The modern soil sample at the site shows a significantly (.05 level) lower cheno-am

value and higher Prosopis (mesquite) value than seen in the adobe samples. This may be

due to the influence of locally produced pollen from vegetation growing at or near the

site today. Such localized effects of pollen over-representation have long been
^
co8mzed

by palynologists (Tauber 1965;Janssen 1966, 1967;Leuschner and Boehm 1977). Hants

growing at or near the Brockman house today include Prosopis velutma (velvet mesquite),
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Parkinsonia aculeate (Mexican palo verde), Fraxinus velutina (velvet ash), Ulmus pumila

enan

some Gramineae (grasses). Neither Prosopis velutina nor Ulmus pumilia trees occur in a

arying1907 photo of the site. Local pollen production

presence of Prosopis pollen in the modern soil. If Prosopis is excluded from the pollen

remaining

Pro

gnificant

from 259 to 203). Therefore, Fig. 2 has two soil spectra; one includes

pollen sum (Si), the other excludes Prosopis from the pollen sum (S2).

(.05 level) differences are seen between the adobe sample from wall I

spectrum of the soil sample as depicted (S2). All confidence intervals overlap for major

and

and

am high spine Compositae, Gramineae, Ephedra, Nyctaginaceae

imilarity (.05 level) between pollen of the modern soil (S2) and pc

the adobe of wall I.

Pollen concentrations expressed in grains/gram are illustrated with confidence inter-

rangingvals (Maher 1971) in Fig. 3.

3,602 to 4,584 grains/gram. Pollen concentrations obtained from the mortar of wall I

and from the adobe of wall II are a great deal more variable and are much higher (28,593

to 151,484 grains/gram). The disparity between pollen concentrations of the two walls

again suggest either differences in the source material of the adobe or differences in

building episodes.
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and variability in adobe color and texture) a conclusion of two
ing adds
tional evidence to support such a conclusion. Differences in the pollen spectra are a func-

tion of the pollen incorporated in the adobe. If the same sources of raw materials were
utilized and combined in the same proportion during each phase of construction, then no
differences would be seen among the pollen spectra of the two walls examined. Conver-
sely if different sources of raw materials were selected during a single building phase then

the resulting differences in the pollen spectra have a different meaning. As with paleo-

ecologic studies, all evidence must be considered in concert before a conclusion is formu-

lated.

Interpretation of the pollen spectra obtained from adobe brick is complex due to the

adob

ntain

ed in adobe brick is examined. Major pollen sources, in this scenario, include: (1) pollen

mak
to or contained in tempering material like 'straw' or manure added to the mud mixture,

(3) pollen contained in the water added to the soil or alluvium to make the 'mud', and

(4) atmospheric pollen incorporated in the mud while the wet adobe is mixed and drying.

Additional assumptions must be made regarding the proportion of each component to

the adobe mixture. Values of 30% tempering material and 5 1 of water per adobe brick

are probably excessive based on observation of modern adobe mixtures. These numbers

provide an upper limit for pollen contributed from these sources.

Studies conducted in southern Arizona demonstrate the prolific occurrence of pollen

in samples of surface soil (Hevly et al. 1965; Adam and Mehringer 1975) and alluvial

deposits (Martin 1963), but these studies do not contain pollen-concentration values.

Soils in the Tucson area have variable pollen concentrations depending on the surround-

ing vegetation. Pollen concentrations as low as 2,000 grains/g or concentrations as high

as several million pollen grains/g soil can occur (O'Rourke, unpubl. data). For the pur-

pose here, soil pollen concentration is 26,000 grains/g; this is the pollen concentration of

the modern surface soil at the site today.

Pollen contained in the tempering material is also variable. Reliable pollen concen-

trations for the amount of Gramineae pollen per gram of plant are not available in the

literature. Pollen contained in the manure will reflect the diet of the animal producing

the manure (Martin and Sharrock 1964; King 1977). The primary feed of horses and

s obtained either as hay or free range

an adobe brick in the Tucson Barrio

dung

14,400 pollen grains/g dung. an

manure
Gramineae inflorescences are also added to the adobe with the straw component. The

presence of the Zea could be accounted for as a portion of the tempering material,

airborne range means

pretive information.

Zea)

Pollen contained in surface water could potentially contribute a large amount of

nt adobe. Martin

gust
sin

slide. Solomon and Hayes (1972) indicate peak airborne pollen concentrations for native

Pinus species in mid-June with low airborne Pinus concentrations persisting through late

August in the Tucson area. Pollen input from surface water would vary seasonally, with

intensity and with storm frequency. Numerous studies in temperate areas report

an in r>nii*»r> w>ii>.m.rtiAti ;« c+rMmflnw fCrowder and Cuddy 1973; Peck 1973;

storm

Bonny 1976; Starline and similarity

plants and pollen content in water is demonstrated by Bonny (1976), and

Inferences drawn frnm th*> rp«»arrh rondnrted bv Martin (1963) and Solom
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(1972) suggest that this pollen source could contain the greatest potential for revealing

time of adobe fabrication. Maximum pollen concentrations obtained by Starling and

Crowder (1980) in a temperate region were 600 pollen grains/1 water. Pollen concen-

trations in river water of temperate environments should be much higher than those of

the Tucson area. Pollen captured by stream water in temperate environments is generated

echanism

will produce larger amounts of pollen than the predominantly insect pollinated flora of

the desert southwest (Solomon and Hayes 1980).

Atmospheric pollen incorporated in the adobe mud at the time of mixing will be
1*1 • • t % *n « « i m. m m m 1 *

poll

vary seasonally by type and

grains

(Solomon and Hayes 1972). This averages about 13 pollen grains/cm2/day at a maximum
and less than 1 pollen grain/cm2/day at a minimum. Obviously this will not be a major

contribution to the pollen contained in adobe brick or mortar.
A single adobe brick from the Brockman house weighed 20.96 kg. Based on the

composition assumptions and the pollen concentration values for each source as given

above then the brick contains 14,672 g of soil and 6,288 g of temper. Thus, a single

adobe brick could contain 381,472,000 pollen grains from the soil, 90,547,200 pollen

grains from manure temper, 3,000 pollen grains for 51 water and 540,000 grains of atmos-

tain
adob

, ,_ -~**»* v^i avAwut uiilk. loc major ponen coniriDuiiun w w^^
comes from the soil (81%). The temper (manure) component contributes nearly 19% and

and water (.1% from air
the remaining pollen

(

from water). Thus, the overall pollen spectra, eliminating the Gramineae and lea curves,
will reflect the pollen spectra of the soil component.

Pollen concentration in adobe is variable, and it will be dependent on the compo-
nents ol that adobe as discussed above. Marked variation in pollen concentration may
delineate one adobe building episode from others. In this study, adobe of wall I has far
lower pollen concentration than adobe of wall II. In addition, the relative concentration

d ffeZr typC P°lkn is ^ificantly (-05 level) less in wall I than in wall II. Such a

2 1 ff
nS1StCnt ™ith two Pha*« of building construction, which can also be seen

of Zrowner
ereTS

'

I
^ changes

'
Structural discontinuity and verbal accounts

theL Lrn"!^Z^T^y1
?? Wck **** ^fly from the soil material,

obtained

ethodology

seasonal input from »;*
c scena«° discussed earlier demonstrates that

pollen incorporated TZOVl
W
v
aterborne Pollen sources makes up less than 1% of the

seasonal inform,, i„„IT .?
dobe

..

b™k
- As a result the likelihood of obtaining reliable

adobe

contained in adobe brick iT ***** °f non -native P^nts in the southwest is also

mation since they can IL^ZT?*!*** plant ma^ofossils may provide the best infor-

a time capsule whether {qT Y ^ t0 the sPecies leve l- Adobe brick can serve as

penetrate beyond the surfe^T 1' macrofossils sin« additional pollen or plants cannot

plants contained in the brick .
°nCe * has dried ' Therefore, the pollen or

and plants from the adobe
* Ca™0t Postda^ the building's construction, and so pollen

tion. Thus, comparisons between T^ °f l0Cal ***** at the timc of C°nStrUC
"

also provide an indication of h
SpCCtra °f adobe brick and modern soils may

construction.
man has modified his environment since the period of
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Salsola pollen occurs in all adobe brick samples examined but not in all mortar

sam adob

manufactured The earliest known record of

J.W. Tourney on J
local garden (Univ. of Ariz. Herb. Spec. No. 44358). Historical records indicate the

earliest construction of the Brockman house postdates 1901. By this time Salsola kali

must have occurred commonly to provide pollen percentages comparable with those of

an

with which Salsola spread in Tucson.

The scarcity of Salsola pollen is the only significant difference between the pollen

spectra of the mud mortar joining wall I and the pollen spectra of the adobe of wall II.

Salsola pollen is in the adobe brick of wall I although much reduced in the mortar

which was mixed at the time of construction. This means that although Salsola plants

were assumed to be prevalent at the time of construction, their pollen was barely pre-

sent in mortar dating from the period. I propose that the mortar may have quarried from

alluvium deposited prior to significant Salsola invasion, and that it may have come from

a different site than the bricks from the same wall.

The initial goals of this study were more than fulfilled and useful information was

obtained to help interpret the history of the Brockman house. The method has potential

for use on other buildings in Tucson as an aid in historical research. Future work may
also yield additional data on the spread of exotic weedy species like Salsola. Studies of

this type carried on in other areas must be related to the history and vegetation of that

area.
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THE ORIGIN AND EVOLUTION
DOMESTICATED CAPSICUM SPE
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ABSTRACT.—Three distinct models, representing an evolution in the thinking on the origin

of the domesticated chili peppers (Capsicum) are presented in this paper. The first model
envisions the origin of the domesticated peppers from a single ancestor, the second suggests

that each domesticate had its own distinct ancestral species, while the third sees three sepa-

rate lines, one of which evolved into C. annuum, C. frutescens, and C. chinense, a second

which gave rise to C. baccatum, and a third that led to C. pubescens.

INTRODUCTION

wild

lanaceae) includes 4-5 domesticated taxa and more than 20

3a). Two major questions of interest associated with this

important genus of crop plants relate first to its origin and

evolution of the several domesticated taxa.

Any complete understanding of the origin of Capsicum d

fossil record and. for the Dresent. an inadequate archeolo

can

parate sources including phytogeographic, isozymic, and karyotypic analyses. The pre-

sent day geography of the genus suggests that evolution and subsequent radiation took

place in several centers including southern Brazil and Bolivia. It is also evident that

geographically restricted species, e.g., C. cardenasii Heiser & P. Smith from Bolivia,

C galapogoensis Hunz. from Ecuador, C. praetermissum Heiser & P. Smith from Brazil,

etc., arose throueh founder events that left them isolated from their ancestral gene pool.

DISCUSSION

In advanced

sis that the origin of one segment of the genus is to be found in central Bolivia. Using

Hl*^ ^— -mm m * . • 1 i» __t j. A^ A .. aIa n ^A^^tp + TO Y\ COm 1T1 3CP
particular from glutamate oxaloacetate transaminase

part

taxa

Aquile, Comarapa, and Villa Montes, Bolivia. Furthermore, we suggested that subsequent

migration and radiation of the ancestral genetic material from this region via the Rio

Mizque and associated river systems led to the formation of domesticated C. pubescens

(Ruis S. Pav.) in highland Bolivia, C. baccatum var. pendulum (Willd.) Eshb. in lowland

Bolivia, and the establishment of another evolutionary line far to the north in the Ama-

zon basin which eventually evolved into the wild types that gave rise to C. frutescens L.

^d C. chinense Jacq. Somewhat later in time, Capsicum reached Central America and

Mexico. Here it evolved further giving rise to a wild type that was finally selected to give

domesticated C. annuum L. Although C. annuum and its presumed wild ancestor repre-

sent one of the widest ranging species of peppers there is more certainty about its precise
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kary

sis established that domesticated C. annum probably arose from ancestral material with

a unique karyotype found only in plants confined to southern Mexico and Guatemala.

Unfortunately, this is as far as we can presently detail a model for the origin of the

domesticated taxa of Capsicum. The archeological record for the genus is meager and

documents only that domesticated C. baccatum was established along the coast of Peru

by approximately 2000 BC (Pickersgill 1969a). The earliest record of Capsicum annuum

in Mexico dates back to 7000 BC inferring an ancient domestication. However, the seed

size

serv

range of wild seed samples and

an

cation (Pickersgill, 1969b).

The diverse patterns of evolution that have been proposed for the domesticated chili

taxa

Capsicum fully appreciated the nature of species in the genus. The naming of taxa led to

new

taxon. Nineteenth century workers were not aware of the parallel evolution of fruit form

from one domesticated taxon to another. Thus, by the mid 1800s we had Dunal (1852)

ano

and nd

frutescens. Bailey (1923) treated all peppers under the name C. fr

Shinners (1956) adopted the same concept but used the name C. annuum. Many recent

workers still have difficulty distinguishing these taxa and have opted to merge both taxa

along with C. chinense under a single name (D'Arcy, pers. comm.). Given these difficul-

J

adopted an evolutionary model (Fig. 1A) that argues

arisen from the single species C. frutescens. This mod<

tendent centers and sources of domestication in Midd
a neat model and fits nicely the dogma which argues that within a small group of plants

from a relatively restricted geographic area, e.g., the New World tropics, it is unlikely that

the events leading to domestication would arise more than once. Nonetheless, the evi-

dence from morphology, plant breeding, and enzyme analysis supports the argument o

at least three domesticated taxa (Smith and Heiser 1951, 1957; Eshbaugh 1970, 1975,

1979; Pickersgill 1971, 1980; Pickersgill et al. 1979; McLeod et al. 1979a, 1979b, In

Press)

.

taxa

time

in the Americas. The natural extension of that model envisions four and perhaps five

distinct evolutionary lines leading to the domesticates (Fig. IB). In this model each

domesticated taxon has a companion wild ancestral form that it was selected from. A

five species model would require that C. frutescens be treated as a true domesticate and

that a wild progenitor be designated for both C. chinense and C. frutenscens. These

ancestors

annuum and C. baccatur

no longer on the scene.

than

known

How-

suggest

Pickersgill et al. (1979) made a detailed morphological an
frutescens, C. chinense, and C. baccatum, that confirms the sep;
from the other three taxa. and oronnseH that \t wac ™^ct uv*u»

andu* uic same species as had been suggested earlier by Smith and Heiser (1957)
baugh (1970). Furthermore, their studies indicated that at the domesticated level the*

are three distinct groups and "a poorly defined complex of wild forms." McLeod et al.

(1979a, 1979b, In Press), analyzed the same taxa but also included C. pubescens in their

allozvmic investigation nf wtia*uw :„ <.u^ m_i . i - _ «. _^.j *u..« cpoarate
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ANNUUM FRUTESCENS CHINENSE BAC/PENDULUM PUBESCENS

A

FRUTESCENS

ANNUUM CHINENSE BAC/PENDULUM PUBESCENS

aviculare FRUTESCENS bac/baccatum eximium

B

t

?

ANNUUM FRUTESCENS CHINENSE

aviculare

BAC/PENDULUM PUBESCENS

praeterm issum cardenasii

bac/baccatum eximium

? ?
?

C

? ©
FIG. l.-Modcls of spcciation in Capsicum: A - monophyletic origin of domesticated taxa from a

nngle ancestor. B - multiple origin of domesticated taxa each from a distinct progenitor, and C -

three independent lines of origin of domesticated taxa from unknown ancestors. Domesticated taxa

in upper case type and wild taxa in lower case type. Eshbaugh 1980b.
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taxa, C. baccatum, C. pubescens, and a complex of C. annuum, C frutescens, and C.

chinense. Allozyme data support the idea of a poorly differentiated complex of wild

forms and extend this concept to the domesticated taxa. When all the allozyme data are

subjected to numerical treatment using Principal Coordinates Analysis (Jensen et al. 1979)

a picture emerges that can be incorporated with both morphological and plant breeding

information to give a revised version of the model (Fig. 2). This model takes into account

our current knowledge and envisions a common ancestral gene pool that gave rise to three

well defined and distinct evolutionary lines. One of these lines developed into what we

now recognize as the domesticated species complex C. chinense, C. frutescens, and C.

annuum. At a more primitive level one cannot distinguish between the three species. As

Pickersgill et al. (1979) have noted, this anomalous situation has led to our current

taxonomic difficulty with this complex. On the one hand we treat the three domesti-

cated taxa as separate while the corresponding wild forms intergrade to such an extent

that it is impractical if not impossible to give them distinct taxonomic names. The closer

relationship of C. chinense and C. frutescens is also recognized by this model as well as

the separate pathway of C. annuum, which, although closely allied to C. frutescens and C.

chinense, branched off at an earlier time. A second evolutionary line has C. baccatum var.

pendulum evolving from wild material of the same gene pool. It also indicates that C.

praetermissum evolved from the same complex but is not directly linked to the evolu-

tion of the domesticate. The geographically restricted C. praetermissum seems to be a

more likely example of speciation from a founder event in southern Brazil outside the

main distribution of C. baccatum. A third evolutionary line has C. pubescens arising

C. chinense C. frutescens C.annuum/annuum
C. baccatum/
pendulum C. pubescens

A

|
Wild

I
C. chinense

I

Wild

C. frutescens

"I

C. annuum/ I

aviculare I

I

C. baccatum/
baccatum

C. cardenasii/

C. eximium

\

\
/

\
/

\ /

\

/
/
/

/
/

Ancestral Pool

FIG 2.-A synthetic model depicting the evoluti
CC2C

} %

ion of the domesticated taxa of Capsicum (Solana
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narrow
bably arose from another founder event. Capsicum eximium is very closely linked
genetically to C. pubescens. Pickersgill (pers. comm.) has argued that the evidence

However, the ques-
ancestor

tion of the role of C. eximium in the evolution of C. pubescens has no effect on theWAnAoan mm ^v *-I -^ 1 « * ^ ___ I a* _ __ i* »»
evolut

cated taxa is concerned.

At the outset of this discussion we developed a hypothesis regarding a site for early
evolution of the genus. The proposed model of evolution for the domesticated taxa
(tig. 2) is entirely compatible with this hypothesis.
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de Sahagun, Martin de la Cruz, Juan Badiano, and Francisco Hernandez with con-

temporary information on the use of medicinal herbs in the northern part of the State o\
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man included an evnlirit an/i ^»*„:i-j .. ...... . . ...:», fivfan explicit and
questionnaires that he used in his interviews. These should stand

plants interviews

mation
ztlan, Oaxtepec, and Guernavaca. Supplemental info*

«• ****** a*%,i o.l v^uv-niavata.
contains detailed information on fifty medicinal plant arranged by

name, cross-referenced with the early Spanish ... „
Additional data is presented on 173Hernande

and administrworks on medicinal plants. Finally all plant
the body and diseases they are used to treat

impor^rorof
th

^^u1111111011 pe°Ple U™* *» ™* ««•. »«bal medicinC k

2S?JP? f
?
flmary health °™. Baytelman has provided an interesting and

still an

summary
an began in the Prehispanicuropean ideas, and has flourished into the Twentieth Century
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AMONG NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS

WILLIAM

>f North

Chapel Hill, NC 27514

ABSTRACT.—This paper reviews the literature on the usages of puffballs (Lycoperdales and

among
categories: religious, aesthetic/decorative, hemostatic, other medical uses, paramedical
possibilities, and dietary or food uses. A table summarizing these usages of puffballs is

provided.

INTRODUCTION

The importance of ethnomycological investigations is beginning to be appreciated

even outside the narrower circle of mycologists. What little is known about usage and

cultural significance of a number of fungi, including the puffballs (Lycoperdales and

Tulostomatales) is scattered throughout the literature. This paper presents a literature

review of the uses of puffballs by the North American Indians. Of the 102 ethnographies

reviewed 50 included coverage of the fungi, with 36 of this latter group mentioning the

puffballs. Although many North American Indian groups used puffballs for food, medi-

cine, or other functions (Table 1), the Yuki (Chestnut 1974) and the British Columbia

Indians (Turner 1978) avoided the puffballs, but yet used other fungi of their regions

as an article of food.

In a literature review article it is not possible to verify identifications of the species

mentioned. Puffballs are distinctive in appearance, yet immature mushrooms, particu-

larly the Amanita species, can be mistaken for a puffball. Puffballs are quite common
throughout the North American region and occur throughout the growing season. Some
species, though, are limited to particular habitats, such as the stalked puffballs, Battarrea

and Tulostoma, which are found in arid regions or in sandy soil.

DISCUSSION

American Indians

Relig

and (6) Dietary

Food Uses.

Religious/Magical Uses.

called bv th#» Rio^i^f^^

prairie

lan

earth during supernatural and

Indians

Chestnut (1974) reported that an Indian medicine man used dried puffballs, each filled

with pieces of gravel and tied to a stick for a rattle. Another ploy was to decorate the tipi

cover with figures of puffballs. Through a kind of sympathetic magic (since puffballs

were commonly used as tinder or punk for lighting fires), the Blackfoot painted a small

circle of puffballs at the base of thpir rinlt the reoresentations of which were to insure

fire to thrice *Ar;+k;n vt_* •.,«« «

_ —j-— j *

necessary ingredient for the survival of life. John
arising

the sacred earth
Aesthetic/Decorative Uses. -Related to the tipi decoration function is the common use

of puffballs as items of personal adornment or for aesthetic enjoyment. These usages

often took on religious/magical meaning as well. The Chippewa Indians used the puffball

agical Johnston
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TABLE 1.-Summary ofPuffball Usages Among North American Indians,

Indian Group

Ahnishinaubeg

Fungus

Puffballs

Use(s)

Food; smoking out bees

Reference

Keewaydinoquay

1978

Calvatia utriformis Hemostat

(Bull, ex Pers.)

Jaap [cited as

Lycoperdon

caelatum]

Arikara Puffballs Poultice ingredient for

breast inflammation

& abscess

Gilmore 1931

Blackfoot Lycoperdon spp. Punk; tipi decoration;

incense to ward off

ghosts; hemostat

Hellson 1974

Central Miwok Calvatia sculpta

(Harkness) Lloyd

[cited as

Lycoperdon

sculptumj

Food Barrett and

Gifford 1933

Cherokee Lycoperdon

perlatum Pers.

ex Pers.; L.

pyriforme Schaeff,

ex Pers.

Healing agent for sores Hamel and

Chiltoskey 1975

Geastrum [cited

as Geaster]

Prophylactic and

therapeutic use on navel

of newborn infants

Mooney and

Olbrechts 1932

Chippewa Bovista pila B. & Charm; hemostat
C; Calvatia

craniiformis

(Schw.) Fr.

Densmore 1928

Iroquois

Kiowa

Puffballs Food, especially in soups

Calvatia gigantea Food
(Batsch ex. Pers.)

C.G.Lloyd

[cited as Lycoper-

don sculptumj

;

Lycoperdon sp.

Lycoperdon spp. Food; hemostat

Parker 1910

Waugh 1916

Vestal and

Schultes 1939
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TABLE 1. Summary ofPuffball Usages Among North American Indians, (continued)

Indian Group Fungus Use(s) Reference

Kwakiutl Puffball spores Hemostat Boas 1932

Makah Calvatia cyathi-

formis (Bosc)

Morg. [cited as

C lilacina]

Medicine Densmore 1939

Menomini Ly coperdon

pyriforme
Schaeff. ex Pers.

Dusting powder Smith 1923

Puffballs Food

Meskwaki Calvatia gigantea Food (introduced

(Batsch ex Pers.) by H.H. Smith)

C.G. Lloyd

Smith 1928

Missouri River

region Indians:

(Pawnee, Ponca,

Ly coperdon
perlatum Pers.

ex Pers. [cited as

Omaha, Dakota) L. igemmatum J;

Calvatia cyathi-

formis (Bosc)

Morg.; Bovista

plumb ea Pers.

ex Pers.

Hemostat Gilmore 1977

Mohegan Puffballs Hemostat Tantaquidgeon

1928

Navajo Puffballs Hemostat; poultice;

infusion for sores, burns,

itches

Wyman and

Harris 1941

Ojibwe

Omah

Calvatia cranii-

formis (Schw.) Fr.

Hemostat for nosebleeds

Food

Smith 1932

Gilmore 1977

Paiute

(of Nevada)

Potawatomi

Battarea phalloides Poultice for swellings

(Dicks.) Pers. and sores

Morganella sub-

incarnata (Peck)

Kreisel & Dring

[cited as Ly co-

perdon sub incar-

natumj

Headache cure; dusting

powder

Train et al. 1941

Smith 1933
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)fPuffball Usages Among North American

Indian Group Fungus Use(s) Reference

Ramah N avaho Tulostoma Poultice or infusion for Vestal 1952

campestre Morg.; healing sheep leg-bone

T. brumale Pers.

ex Pers. [cited as

T. pedunculatum

L.1

fractures

Tewa Puffballs Food Robbins et al

1916

Geastrum sp.

[cited as Geasier]

Medicine

Yuki Lycoperdon sp. Healing agent for sores;

rattle for medicine man
Chestnut 1974

Zufii Lycoperdon sp. Food Stevenson 1915

1972) mentions the fact that some Blackfoot men wore necklaces of puffballs about the
size of tennis hallc *r\r\ ci-mina- t^rro+u^*. •>« n *i o__.i_ i_i_ _ »__j i <*and strung Such necklaces were prized because
of the delicate odor they gave off. Indian boys sometimes wore a bandolier

Johnston

primarily as a means

Not all North American
Indians treated the puffballs quite so reverently. A commonly mentioned use of the
puffball was in children's games. Children would gather the mature puffballs to play
make-believe volcanoes ("puffs" of smoke from the "craters") (Curtin 1974).

Although apparently not a North American Indian usage, Watling & Seaward (1976)
pointed out that prehistoric puffballs, Bovista nigrescens Pers. ex Pers. and Calvatia
utriformts (Bull, ex Pers.) Jaap, may have been used more practically as insulation mat-

Hemostatic Uses.

Indians was as a

drafty

-One of the major medical uses of puffballs by the North American
styptic. The soft, central portion of dried, immature puffballs was

asted into the broken skin or wound to stop bleeding. Lycoperdon
perlatum Pers. ex Pers. (cited as L. gemmatum Batsch) was employed as a hemostatic
agent bv the Ameriran t«h;o« /r^-i-** mo^ ^, « '

_ _
r \ _ .. • .i_.

prairie
Mountain Indians

River region Indians likewise
use among the Dakota is der
navel" (Gilmore 1977).

Olbrechts The Missouri

From its universal application to this

. rxv ii rv t » • t i . ((UAtr'cbaby's

puffballs (as aids in parturition

and
internal

lans
sage is, of course

century in Europe used puffballanH th~ ^~« j 7 *-uiu|ic uscu punoail powacr as a u**«~

! fl l
Same rCmed

>:
was employed in this century bv the Pennsylvania Germans

string(Vogel 1970).

of emergency (Watling "and Seaw"and"l97ol

agent was practically universalamong American Indians TK^ w • , V ^ H1^"^''?

pcrdales as dustiJ ™ A
VaJ° USed thc dried sPores of members of the Lyco

P* ales as dustmg powders, poultices and even lotions (Wyman and Harris 1941). K«
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waydinoquay (1978) related that C. utriformis (cited as Lycoperdon caelatum) was
favored by the Ahnishinaubeg medicine woman, Nodjimahkwe, as a coagulant for heavy
bleeding. The spores were blown onto the open wound. By combining puffball spores
and spiderwebs held onto the skin by criss-crossing strips of bark from Prunus emargi-
nata v. villosa Sudw. and securing the dressing with gum, the Kwakiutls in Canada were
able to stop bleeding on the surface of the skin (Boas 1932). The Mohegans also used
spiderwebs and puffball spores as a hemostatic dressing (Tantaquidgeon 1928). The
Blackfood They also

cuts

and(Hellson 1974). Likewise, the Chippewa (Densmore 1928)
1932) used the giant puffball, Calvatia craniiformis (Schw.) Fr. to halt nose bleeds.
The Ojibwe would snuff the dried capillitia and spores up the nose. This remedy was

Indian

inhale and

Rappagannock and the Mohegans used the powder
Rappahannock believed the powder was dangerous

Today it is medically recognized that massive inhalation of the spores of puffballs
can cause symptoms of the reactive, pulmonary disease termed lycoperdonosis (Strand
et al. 1967 and Henriksen 1976). This disease is characterized by pneumonia-like symp-
toms.

The Yuki of California believed puffball spores would cause blindness if allowed to
get in the eyes (Curtin 1957). The Ramah Navajo used the name "no eyes" for Geastrum
and Tulostoma since they feared that spores of these puffballs would cause blindness

(Vestal 1952). It is easy to see why some Indians looked upon this so-called "devil's

snuffbox" with superstition and fear.

Other Medical Uses.—Literature records other medical uses of puffballs. The Kiowa
moistened the dry spores and applied them to small sores and scratches (Vestal and
Schultes 1939). The Arikara made a poultice from the spore mass of a puffball, mixed
with the pulverized roots of the red baneberry, Actea rubra (Ait.) Willd., to give prompt
relief from inflammation and abscess of the breast of mothers (Gilmore 1931). The use

of the dry spores of members of the Lycoperdales was widespread among the Navajo

(Wyman and Harris 1941). Prescriptions for sores were used in cases of burns or itching.

A cold infusion or poultice of the mycelium of Tulostoma campestre Morg. or T. brumale
Pers. ex Pers. (cited as T. pedunculatum L.) was even used by the Ramah Navaho in

veterinary exercises to heal sheep leg-bone fracture (Vestal 1952).

Young puffballs were generally gathered, sliced, and used as a dressing for swellings

and sores. The powder of the mature puffball was often used as a remedy for earaches

and broken eardrums (Scully 1970). The Tewa blew the spores of Geastrum (meaning

earth swelling") into the ear through a tube of corn husk to clear up discharges from the

car (Robbins, Harrington and Freire-Marreco 1916). Various species of Lycoperdon were

used by the Blackfoot for removing foreign objects from the eyes (Johnston 1972).

The dried interior of the immature puffball was held on the eye to remove the foreign

object. Puffball uses were not, however, confined to therapeutic practices. The Meno-
mini believed that the smoke-like powder discharged from the mature puffball, Lycoper-

don pyriforme Schaeff. ex Pers., could cause permanent blindness to an approaching

enemy (Smith 1923).
For a headache cure the Potawatomi used the pinkish puffball, Morganella subincar-

Wa (Peck) Kreisel & Dring (cited as Lycoperdon subincarnatum Pk.), which they appro-

priately called "the headache berry" (Smith 1933). How the dose was given is not

known. The spores of the same species and of L. pyriforme were used by the Potawatomi

(Smith 1933) and Menomini (Smith 1923), respectively, for soothing chafing between the

legs and under the arms of infants. Besides being readily available and effective, this

"Indian baby talcum" was eminently the proper shade to use (Smith 1923).

Slightly more controversial uses of puffballs include the following: Hooker (cited in

Watling and Seaward 1976) related that in the Far East puffballs were burnt on the skin
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irritant

practice.

an Indian

m certain

and reduction of cancers. Beneke (1963) has produced some scientific support

an In

laboratory situations, Beneke found that Calvatia species produce chemical substances

against tumors. Again

Indians. Gasco et aL (1974) have reoorted that an antibacterial and

i/<

and

niifi

(Schw.) Fr.

Paramedical Possibilities.—Some other uses of puffballs are worth a brief review. Among
the Ahnishinaubeg there is mention of the anesthetizing effects of the burning puffball

when employed by the Indians to smoke out bees (Keewaydinoquay 1978). This was a

common practice throughout North America. The literature is speculative in discussing

the possible uses of puffballs as hallucinogenic agents. Scleroderma verrucosum Bull, ex

Pers. is reported to cause gastrointestinal intoxication and Ly coperdon pedicellatum
Peck (cited as L. candidum), L. mixtecorum Heim and L. qudenii Bottom, (cited as

Vascellum qudenii [Bottom.] Ponce de Leon) are apparently questionable hallucinogenic
intoxicants (Ott, Guzman, Romano and Diaz 1975). Lincoff and Mitchel (1977) stated
that L. marginatum Vitt. ex Moris et De Not. is reported to produce psychoactive effects.

Dietary or Food Uses. -Culinary aspects of puffball usage are seemingly contradictory.

Indian
"any knowledge of the really edible qualities of puffballs;" in fact, they looked upon
them with grave superstition. The Iroquois referred to the puffball as "devil's bread"
(Waugh 1916). Certainly the Indians of British Columbia recorded them with annrehen-

ake
»>

"ground ghost," and even "corpse." Mushrooms of any kind were avoided by the Koote-
nay people and given the unlikely name of "frog's navel" in the native language. It is

turther reported that the puffballs were not generally eaten by the Athapaskan people
of Central and Northern British Columbia, although one source does suggest that the
Slave ate them in times of famine (Turner 1978)

——- r"""""" musi. oc eaien
and they should be cut in half in order to be sure that an
lected. Some snemVc *» a \a ^.u: . / .. ,

and

;,Scleroderma atrtnum Pers. and S. cepa Pers. have been reported or suspected as poison-

ZJ°tT
{

<T°J ^ MitChd 1977>- Nevertheless, among the different groups of

oedeshae^ 7T^ °M °f *« Safest *">"*>* " collect for food,
species have been sought after as culinary delicacies throughout the world.

in* anvilTff/TT £?"*^ *** *' * kmds ° f fun^ and Puffballs without SuffCr'

mg any m effects (Robbms et al. 1916). While white and firm before the snores formed,

Many

Omah
quantities

firm HurinrT *u« • ^
-««^ iui iuuu, anu aiso anea tnem ior cuh&ui«k

quite ZcU a ™? 7"** {St™m°a 1915 >- ^ l'°<»™ ""ed the edible fungi

ped dicedId ,h "tT^ PUffba"S aS «°°d ">*«»' '« "up. The fungi were

tallow (Parker 10 nf u
P ' """ WCIe also tried in sunflower oil, bear oil or deer

to soups, for soup 2» a favoredu?* '" "" lndfaa
* *» th«C *** m*ht "'<

-ed Su, j;«(„iSc G Tfr^r (Smi,h l928) - The Central Miw
n

which thev around ktj J
°yd

<
c,Kd as Lycoperdon sculptum (Harknes]).

„„ffK,,7. I!' ™.11 '

b°!led -
and ate w^h acorn «,„„ (Barret, and OifLd (Ml. Other

Ahnishinaubeg enjoyed meal'sTi*'2J* K««-Vdtooquay (1978) reported that the

taste of the „!(fh n!.^..^, "'.* puf£baUs
- *«— «™«d. however, that the delicate
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Little is known about the true nutritive value of edible mushrooms, including puff-
balls. The nutrient composition of C. cyathiformis (cited as C. lilacina) is reported by
Cnsan and Sands (1978). Lycoperdon perlatum (cited as L. gemmatum) has a relatively
low ascorbic acid content (Gilbert & Robinson 1957). Mushrooms appear to be good
sources of several vitamins and minerals. Puffballs, however, have no significant vita-

Mushrooms may be principally a carbohydrate source. Although impossible to make
general statements which are true of all mushrooms, at their best some mushrooms
provide nutritive value comparable to some high protein foods. The nutritional con-
tribution to the diet is likely to correlate with the degree that the food is used as a staple
(Crisan and Sands 1978). The nutritional assessment of species of puffballs, however, is

needed.

CONCLUSIONS

Although some usages of puffballs, such as the styptic function, are well known,
other lesser functions of this interesting group of fungi are not as well appreciated.
Investigations into the medical, paramedical and nutritional uses of the puffballs need
to be encouraged in the future. Moreover, our fuller appreciation of the cultural back-

studies.

nhanced
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KEEPING OF STINGLESS BEES
BY THE KAYAPO' INDIANS OF BRAZIL

DARRELL A. POSEY
Laboratorio de Ethobiologia, Dept. de Biologia

Universidade Federal do Maranhao

65.000 Sao Luis, Maranhao, Brazil

ABSTRACT.—The Kayapo Indians of Brazil recognize 56 folk species of stingless bees, with

an 86 per cent correlation with scientific classifications. Of these, nine species are consid-

ered semi-domesticates. Honey is an important nutritional element in the Kayapo diet;

beeswax is believed to be a material link with the ancient world and is used to form a cere-

monial hat (mekutom) that is a model of the universe.

INTRODUCTION

Previously I have pointed out the widespred use of insects by indigenous peoples in

the lowland tropics of the New World (Posey 1978a, 1978b, 1980). Inevitably stingless

bees (Meliponidae) are one of the most valued insect resources. Beekeeping for the Maya
of Mesoamerica, for example, was an elaborate science (Schwarz 1948). For the Kayapo

Indians of the middle Xingu region of Brazil, beekeeping is not as complicated as that of

the Maya; however, knowledge and utilization of stingless bees is well-developed.

There are approximately 2,500 Ge-speaking Indians in the Kayapo nation, which is

divided into nine widely dispersed villages in a two-million hectare reserva indigena in

the Brazilian states of Para and Mato Grosso. The data used in this paper were collected

at Gorotire (7°48's, 51°7'W), the largest village (population approximately 600), during

a 14-month field study conducted in 1977-78 (See Fig. 1).

As an athropologist with entomological training, I was initially attracted to the role

of bees in the Kayapo culture by the elaborate semantic domain of social insects and by

the extensive mythological corpus collected about social insect (Posey 1981a, in press).

Social communities of Hymenoptera are thought to mirror Kayapo communities; indeed,

it is believed that Indians learned how to live as social beings from an ancestral wise man

(wayanga), who gained his knowledge from the study of bee, wasp, and ant behavior

(Posey 1978a, 1979). This belief serves as a social charter to the Kayapo to continue

their observations of nature in general and of Hymenoptera in particular and accounts

for their reputation as keen ethologists (Posey 1981a, 1981b).

THE SOCIAL AND ECOLOGICAL CONTEXT

agriculturalists

Portion of their diet (cf. Bamberger 1967). The thoroughness of their ecological exploi-

tation

1982).

variety of plants and

o range over a variety

1.

recogniz

our
a. kapot-ken -
b. kapot-kamepti — campos with trees;

campo

campos
intermittant

c. kapot-kam-boiprek
d. pykati'o'krai-cz

2. krai (mountains) , and
3

- ba (forest) of which there are four types:

a. ba-kamrek — gallery or riverine fores
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Villages

M?-kra-ngoti
KokraymSro
Nova Olinda

4 Kuben-kr2-k£
5 Gorotire
6 Pyka-to-ti

Kayap

b. ba-epti — dense jungle;

c. bakati or pi 'y-ko

d.

high forest; and
ba-barara - forest with intermittent openings.

(informants)
zones with consistency, reflecting the various habitats frequented by the specific folk

species of bees.

A morphological taxonomic system also exists, but the ability of the Indians to

liable _ widely known by

*«*«. and can even be identified away from their nests (eg., Apis mellifera,

tftventrts flavolineata, and Trigone dallatorreana). These are recognized by
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village

features such as body color, markings, and relative size. Out of a

ably consistent in identifying folk species from morphological characteristics alone. Both
bee specialists were males. Women know little about bees since the collection of honey
and wax rests within the male social domain.

During the dry season, groups of men often go off for days to procure honey. Honey
is constantly sought on hunting trips and is highly prized. Meat and gathered foods are

and
of the household)

tives.

among
man

lection site.

any

leaves.

the leaf cracks.

make honey containers on the spot from multiple layers of banana

; are folded upward to form a collection vessel. When no honey remains

leaves are licked to glean the last drops that may have escaped through

stalks

brush-like object is produced. This is dipped into the honey and pulled through the

mouth. an

any proprieties and I have no
data on how much honey is consumed by the average Kayapo in a year's time; however,

Indian
like

eaten,

with t

d with larvae,

and taste and

When honey is removed from the hive, a portion of the brood comb and honey is

an

and

and

flash of lightning. Functionally this secures the perpetuation of certaii

return to re-coIonize (Table 2). He resides in the clouds, or rather ii

sends lightning, thunder, and rain. Anyone who does not share with Bep

fellow Kayapo risks being struck by lightning.

Honey, wax, and bees are associated with the heavens and rains because of Bep-

kororoti's penchant for honey. Bees wax is burned to produce a smoke that is believed

to attract storm clouds and rains. The smoke is also believed to repel evil spirits, purge

houses from lingering ancestral spirits, and protect children from witchcraft (cf. Posey

1981b, in press).

Beeswax is also used for many Kayapo artifacts. In most cases I was unable to ascer-

tain if the bees wax had special ceremonial importance in artifact production, or if it

served purely functional purposes.
Feathers and bow points are cemented into arrows with bees wax. Wax is also used

to strengthen and lubricate bow strings. Black wax is used to darken cotton string that

is used in making various wooden and bone artifacts (Posey 1978, in pres

made ml a hat worn by

about to receive ceremonial names. The beeswax 1

md stored as a ball in a hole in the earthen floor of the family

relative of the boy.

wax ball is exhumed and

The form of the me-kutom is highly symbolic (Figure 2). The front point of the

ne-kutom
a morning sky pole" (kaikwa kratx); the rounae

(kaikwa-not). These poles represent the beginning and
of the sun's path across the sky. The two "legs" (p ,

cardinal directions. There are painted patches on the pa that represent the idealized

geographical relationships between village and fields. The village is the nipok, or center



TABLE I.-Principal species of Apidae utilized by the Kayapo Indians.

Kayapo Name Scientific Name
Util

ngai-pere-y Apis mellifera X

ngai-ny-tyk-ti M. semiligra X

ngai-kumrenx M. rufiventris X

ngai-re M. compressipes X

ngai-kak-ny Partamona sp.

mykrwat Frieseomelitta sp. X

udjy T. amalthea

kukraire T. dallatorreana

mchnora-kamrek T. cilipes

mehnora-tyk Scaura longula

kagnara-kra- O. tataira X
kamrck

kangara-kra-tyk Oxytrigona sp* X

kangara-udja-ti Oxytrigona sp. X

kangara-ti Oxytrigona sp. X

myre T. pallens. X

ngoi-tcnk Trigona sp.

djo T. fuscipennis X

imre-ti-re T. chanchamayoensis 1

kukoirc-ka Partamona sp.

o'i Tetragona sp.

Wax Use Honey
Cer. Med. Seasonal Amount

X

X

X
X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X
X

all year

X dry seas

X all year

X all year

X all year

dry seas

all year

X all year

X all year

X all year

X all year

X all year

X all year

X all year

all year

X all year

all year

all year

dry seas

Larvae

Eaten

very much

average

average

much

average

average

X

much

little

little

average X

average

average

average

average

average

little

little

average

little

X

X
X

X

Pupae
Eaten

X

X

X

X
X

X

Pollen

Eaten

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

Resin

Used

Aggres

sive*

++++

++

X

+

X
X

++

+++

+

Distinctive Traits

Honey taken during

New Moon

Bee parts used for hunting

magic

Wax used for me-kutom

Has markings like the
itanta99

magic

enemy weak

Bee parts mixed with

urucu for hunting magic

Break off limb with nest

and run to expell bees

Has skinny eyes like jaguar

Used for jaguar hunting

magic

Cut entire tree to take

honey

Bee causes blisters on skin

Bees used in hunting magic

Wax used for me-ktuom

Sometimes fell tree

Live in termite nests

Live in termite hills

Live in ant nests

Nests in termite nests

Very acidic honey; fell

entire tree

O
CD
W

<
c^

o



TABLE I .—Principal species ofApidae utilized by the Kayapo Indians (continued)

Kayapo Name

ton-my

n

mehn-xi-we'i

menire-udja

mehnodjanh

mehny-tyk

pyka-kam

Scientific Name
Util.

Wax Use

Cer.

Honey

Med. Seasonal Amount

Tetragona sp.

Tetragona sp.

X

X

Tetragona goettei

T. quadrangula

X

X

F. varia

mehnykamrek T. spinnipes X

T. banneri

T. fulviventris

X

X

X
X

X dry seas

X all year

average

much

X

X

X all year

X all year

average

average

X dry seas little

X X dry seas little

X
X

X dry seas

X dry seas

little

little

Larvae

Eaten

Pupae

Eaten

Pollen

Eaten

Resin Aggres- Distinctive Traits

Used

X
X

X

X X X

X

sive

+

Fell tree to take honey

Bee thought to be

"stupid" and weak

Found only in the Xingu

Opening of nest like a

vagina

Smoke from wax used for

curing

Wax burned; smoke causes

dizziness

+

Bee deposits drops of resin

on skin

Nests of Aggressive (+++ - very aggressive; ++

Utilitarian; Ceremonial; Medicinal.

using smoke and fire

00

o

O

o

o
o

o
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TABLE 2.-Semi-domesticated (manipulated) species ofAPIDAE utilized by the Kayapo.

Kayapo Name Scientific Name

*Ngai-pere-y

A. -
*fNgai-ny-tyk-ti

fNgai-kumrenx
(mehn-krak-krak-ti)

*Ngai-re

Apis mellifera Linn.

Melipona seminigra cf. pernigra (Moure & Kerr)

Melipona rufiventris flavolineata (Friese)

mykrwat

fudjy

*fkukraire

mehnora-kamrek

mehnora-tyk

Melipona compressipes cf. fasciculata (Smith) or

afinis Moure Ms.

Frieseomelitta sp.

Trigona amalthea (Olivier)
»

Trigona dallatorreana Friese

Trigona cilipes pellucida (Ckll.)

Scaura longula (Lep.)

fThose species whose nests are taken to the village.

Those species that are encouraged to build nests in dry posts in the houses.

*These species are systematically raided in subsequent seasons.

circle. The circle also represents the sun. The smaller circle inside the nipok represents

the moon superimposed over the sun. The painted paths from the sky poles indicate

the paths of the sun and moon through the sky (kaikwa) and over the earth (pyka).

From a side view (Figure 3), the me-kutom represents another plane and the rela-

tionship between sky and earth. The wax hat itself is seen as a floating somewhat con-

cave, disc with small "feet" (pa). The circle (nipok) as seen from above is really an

elevated hump into which is inserted a thin stick. Onto the stick is woven an arch of

bamboo and cotton. Macaw feathers are inserted into the bamboo to produce a radiating

arc of red and blue feathers. This represents the sky (kaikwa). The Kayapo believe they

and

armadillo
that once brought the Kayapo from the upper world to the earth (Posey^l981b).

It is said that the wax used for the me-kutom is the same as that brought by the

ancient Kayapo from the sky. It is a direct and highly valued link with the very origins

of Kayapo culture. It is the one material continuity the Kayapo of today have with their

most ancient ancestors.

kaikwa

nipok

kaikwa-kratx

pa

FIG. 2.-An Overview of the me-kutom, showing major symbolic components.
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rIG. 3.—A lateral view of the me-kutom, showing the symbolic relationships between earth (pyka) and
sky (kaikwa).

CLASSIFICATION AND BEEKEEPING

biology, several taxonomic
superimposed and a particular classification paradigm brought to play depending on
functional context (Gardner 1976). One "functional" classification system is based on
the aggressive behavior of the bee when disturbed. There are four major divisions in this

system: and
«<-^i : »»two stinging

uropean and the hybrid Brazilian bee (Apis mellifera).

Brazilian bee is a source of great concern for the Kayapo because of its aggres

sive behavior. Since its arrival in the area (the Indians say it arrived in 1966 during
February full moon), the Brazilian bee has driven out or taken over the nests of native

°ees. The Kayapo claim that the availability of native bee honey has drastically declined

because of the colonizing exuberance of the Apis mellifera. The Kayapo have grown to

jjke the abundant, sweet honey of the Apis mellifera (ngai-pere'y), but still prefer the

flavor of the honey from stingless bees.
There is an elaborate svstem of bee classification based on nest structure and loca-

tion of the nest.

abandoned term)

earth

criteria

and size of the entrance tube (length, shape, markings, size, etc.); and (4) nest size (based

°n gross size, relative amount of honey per nest, etc.). These
with Willie and Michener's (1973) descriptive typology.

Nests are raised using strategies consistent with the aggressive nature of the species.

For the most violent bees (akre), fire and smoke are used to expel the colony before the

nest is opened. If the nest is high up in a tree, the entire tree will be felled in order to

get the nest. For less aggressive species (wajobore), the Indians tackle the nest with axes
and bare hands, despite clouds of furious, swarming insects (Posey 1981b). Table 1 sum-
"Barnes characteristics of principal species recognized by the Kayapo.

The Kayapo recognize six species whose nests can be raided and, if the queen and
Part of the brood chamber are returned to the nest, the bees will return to re-establish

tbe colony. Thus there are trees known by, and in a sense owned by, certain Kayapo
men that are consistently raided year after year (Table 2).

The Kayapo also "keep" several species in or nearby their houses. For example
W en nests of certain .species of Trieona (T. dallatorreana and one unidentified species)
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are found in the forest, they are brought back still attached to their limbs and the com-

plete nests erected from an eave of the house. Yet other species (T. amlthea and Af.

rufiventris) are brought with the l

clearing and

and

household residents,

times when the hone

all

The Kayapo also encourage the establishment of bee nests in their fields. To do this,

Into these holes they

scitoennis Friesek T.

larg

fi

fulviventris guinae Ckll. nests directly in the earthen The presence of

bees is associated by the Kayapo with crop success, although there is no clear notion of

pollination

discerned (Tab!

J. M. F. Camargo

TABLE 3.-Species ofAPIDAE found in the Gorotire (Kayapo) Collection.

Family, Genus, Species

DallaTorre
Af. (Austromegachile) sp

Af. (Crysosaurus) sp

Af. d.giraffa Schrottky

Megachile sp 3

Megachile sp 2

Megachile sp 1

Collection Code Number 1

ANTHRPHORIDAE

Xylocopa (Schoenherria) dimidiata Latr.

X. (Schoenherria) lucida Smith

X. (Schoenherria) anthophoroides Smith

X. (Megaxylocopa) frontalis (Oliver)

Centris (Centris) inermis Friese

C. (Centris) flavifrons (Fab.)

C. (Centris) aenia Lep.

C. (Centris) spilopoda Moure
C. (Paremisia) similis (Fab.)

C. (Paremisia) den tata Smith

C. (Trachina) longimana (Fab.)

C. (Hetero centris) bicornuta Mocs.
C. (Centris) sp 1

C. (Centris) sp 2

C. (Paremisia) sp

C (Hemisiella) sp

C. (Melano centris) sp

Mesoplia sp (parasita)

Mesonychium asteria (Smith) (parasita)

Tetrapedia sp

HALICTIDAE

Halictus hesperus (Smith)

Neocorynura sp

Augochloropsis sp

MEGACHILIDAE

540-2
112- 1

507- 1

540-1

422,479-6
sem no - 1

sem no - 1

117-1
442-2
442-3
540-2
103,104-2
113,114-2
111-1
35-1
105-1
119,120,118-3

278- 1

603- 1

222-1

88-2
280-1
451- 1

99-1
98-1
107-1
97-1
331-1
101- 1

532-1
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TABLE ^.-Species ofAPIDAE found in the Gorotire (Kayapo) Collection. (Continued)

Family, Genus, Species Collection Code Number

APIDAE

Bombinae

Euglossini

Eulaema (Eulaema) meriana (Olivier)

Apinae

Apis meHifera (L.)

Meliponinae

Meliponini

Melipona rufiventris flavolineata (Friese)

M. tumupasae Schwarz
M. seminigra cf. pernigra (Moure & Kerr)
Af. compressipes cf. fasciculata (Sm) or afinis (Moure Ms)

TRIGONONI

Paratrigona (Paratrigona) cf. peltata (Spinola)

Oxytrigona tataira cf.flaveola (Friese)

Piebeta (Plebeia) minima (Gribodo)

Scaura (Scaura) longula (Lep.)

Cephalotrigona capitata femorata (Smith)

Trigona (Trigona) spinipes (Fab.)
T. (Trigona) fuscipennis Friese
T. (Trigona) amalthea (Olivier)

T. (Trigona) fulviventris guianae Ckll.
T. (Trigona) chanchamayoensis Schwarz
T- (Trigona) pollens pollens
T (Trigona) cilipes pellucida (Ckll.)
T. (Trigona) dallatorreana Friese
T. (Trigona) branneri Ckll.

Partamona (Partamona) pseudomusarum Camargo
P

' (p<*rtamona) cf. cupira (Smith)
P> (Partamona) sp 1

P' (Partamona) sp 2

Mannotrigona (Scaptotrigona) nigrohirta Moure Ms.
N

> (Scaptotrigona) polysticta Moure

Tetragona (Tetragona) quadrangula (Lep.)

£• (Tetragona) goettei Friese 1900
T

- (Tetragona) clavipes (Fab.)
T (Tetragona) dorsalis (Sm.)
*• (Tetragona) sp
T- (Ptilotrigona) lurida (Sm.)
T (Tetragonisca) angustula fiebrigi (Schwarz)
^xeseomelitta

cf. varia (Lep.)
Frteseomelitta sp

"rteseomelitta
cf. modesta Moure Ms.

540-2

218,109,106,

110,108,340

547-2

331,541,332,325-4
340-1
542-1

554-1

555,553-4

520-1

sem no - 1

509-1

328-6
557,89,71-6
343,504,475,94,

343-7
466- 1

44-1
515-1

sem no - 1

546,473-3
516-2

512-7
96-1
334, 356? - 2

581- 1

339,550-5
342-3

432,512-3
436,437,435 -9

522,338-4
536,327,506-11
86-1
604- 1

508-2
519,513-3
85-1
558-5
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fied the Gorotire collection. recogniz

were unknown or as yet not described (one species of Frieseomelitta; two of Partamona;

two of Centrist three of Megachile; one of Mesoplia; and

pedia).

and

an Such high correlative quotients are not

uncommon

CONCLUSION

Bees and other social insects are of great symbolic importance to the Kayapo Indians.

The organization of the Hymenoptera is believed to be the basis of human social and

political organization. Honey and beeswax are directly related to Bepkororoti, a central

mythological figure who controls rain and lighning. The beeswax mekutom is a symbolic

representation of the Kayapo world and is said to be the one material link to origins of

the Kayapo people.

Various folk taxonomic systems operate to classify the 56 folk species of stingless

bees recognized by the Kayapo. The Kayapo utilize nine major "ecozones" to group bees

by nesting sites. Other taxonomic paradigms take into account specific nest types and

exact locations within a given "ecozone." A morphological taxonomy also exists, but

appears to be utilized by only a few bee "experts." Utilitarian considerations seem to

forge the predominant taxonomic system, taking into account the behavior of the bees,

honey taste and wax type.

There is an 86% correlation between folk species and scientifically determined

species listed in Table 3. It is clear that the Kayapo are keen observers of nature in gen-

eral and Meliponidae in particular. Bees are an important economic source to tropical

forest peoples like the Kayapo Indians of Brazil.
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Book Review

Photomicrographs of World Woods. Anne Miles. 233 pp. illus. Department of the En-

vironment, Building Research Establishment. Her Majesty's Stationery Office,

London. 1978. 20.00 Pounds Sterling.

Although this volume may not appeal to the entire readership of the Journal of

Ethno biology, it will be a welcome discovery for the archaeobotanist, paleoecologist,

plant anatomist, wood technologist, dendrochronologist, or plant taxonomist. Miles

has assembled photomicrographs of over 450 species in more than 375 genera of impor-

tant Angiosperm and Gymnosperm timbers. Each species is illustrated in transverse,

radial, and tengential views at 25 to 60 magnifications in black and white photographs.

The resolution is so fine that pit structure can be determined on the individual vessel

elements. One could do a detailed phylogenetic study of wood evolution, using only

the photographs in this book.

Of course it is impossible to illustrate all woody plants found on earth but Miles has

included enough species to give a detailed picture of the range of variation within indiv-

idual families and genera. This volume is slightly biased toward Old World species, but

there is excellent coverage of both temperate and tropical, as well as northern and south-

ern hemisphere genera. In any problem of plant identification, there is no substitute

for reliable comparative material, but this volume should prove to be a good starting

point and an invaluable reference tool.

CHM
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ARCHAEOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT OF SEASONALITY FROM
FRESHWATER FISH REMAINS: A QUANTITATIVE PROCEDURE

DARCYF.MOREY
Department of Anthropology, University of Tennessee

Knoxville, TN 37916

ABSTRACT.—Reliable, replicable procedures for archaeological assessments of seasonality

in North America are needed. This paper presents a procedure for determining season of

death of archaeological freshwater catfish (Ictalurus) based on analysis of measurements on
incremental growth structures in pectoral spine thin sections from modern catfish from the

Middle South. The measurements are regressed with the date of death of each specimen,

resulting in a quantitative model for predicting the date of death of specimens for which
this is unknown. The predictive reliability of the model is assessed with a "blin<

modern specimens. Evaluation of modern specimens from regions north of the Middle

South suggests that predictive error results when specimens from more northerly latitudes

" test on

sam
spines from the Schmidt site (25HW301), a late prehist

ment in central Nebraska. This site was the object o

seasonality among horticulturalists in the Central Plains

seasonal evidence would have been available.

INTRODUCTION

important

and In spite of a growing interest in

archaeological seasonality studies, reliable, replicable procedures for assessing seasonality

are generally lacking in North America. However, recent research is helping to correct

this problem. For example, procedures have been developed for determining seasonality

of large scale aboriginal bison kills in the North American Plains (e.g. Frison and Reher

1970; Reher 1974; Frison 1978). Unfortunately, the data base upon which this work

to most archaeologists. Research being conducted in coastal areasunavailable

around

analysij

organisms (e.g. Coutts 1970; Coutts and Higham 1971; Coutts and J

Although the procedures developed for assessing seasonality from remains of marine

organisms have produced sound results, they have no direct application in non-coastal
•^ .. _

r
. -« . !•*... £

situations. ality

structures
eologists have attempted to derive seasonal information from incremental growth struc-

tures in mammal teeth (Benn 1974; Kay 1974; Spiess 1976, 1978, 1979; Lippincott 1976;

Adair 1977; Bourque et al. 1978; Monk and Bozell 1980; Bozell 1981), fish scales (e.g.

Artz 1980; Peterson 1980* and fish vertebrae (Casteel 1972). No one has demonstrated

interpretations
and—wx ut cicariy promising, suiier rrom suujctuvt w»ai«»"«.. »

demonstrated validity.

Seasonal analysis of archaeological fish remains has been inspired largely by the

existence of established criteria for aging modern fish from scales. The principles under-

tying aging techniques (and, by extension, techniques for deriving seasonal information)

have been summarized many times (eg. Lagler 1956; Casteel 1976; Bagenal and Tesch

1978; Peterson 1980). Briefly, fish are poikilotherms; their metabolic rate fluctuates in

"' "
Thus, growth rate decelerates during

surro

mer).

during warm periods (spring and

ailability, population density and

water conditions also affect seasonal growth rate. The end of a period of decelerated
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growth is visible on a fish scale as a narrow zone of closely spaced circuli, the outer

edge of which is called an arrest line or annulus. By determining what stage of growth is

represented on the outer edge of the scale when the fish died, an estimate of season of

death can be made.

Fish scales present some problems. First, they are not readily preserved in or recov-

ered from archaeological contexts. Even when preserved they are fragile and easily

damaged by routine field and laboratory processing procedures. In addition, one fish

may have hundreds of scales and, therefore, there is no reliable way of estimating how

many fish a series of scales represents. It is logical, therefore, to assume that fish bones

might provide an appropriate and more readily usable medium for assessing seasonality.

Fortunately, investigating seasonality from fish bones does not require starting from

scratch. Fish of the North American family Ictaluridae (catfish) are scaleless; yet there

exists substantial literature on aging modern catfish from bones, principally vertebrae

and pectoral spines (Lewis 1949; Appelget and Smith 1951; Sneed 1951; Schoffman

1954, 1955; Forney 1955;Marzolf 1955;Jenkins 1956). Three important points emerge

from this research: (1) when viewed properly, catfish vertebrae and spines exhibit arrest

marks analogous to arrest marks on fish scales, (2) these arrest marks are formed annually

(one each year) with a high degree (perhaps 85%) of reliability (cf. Appelget and Smith

1951; Sneed 1951; Marzolf 1955) and (3) on average, catfish grow at approximately
the same rate from year to year throughout life (Appelget and Smith 1951; Sneed 1951).

With regard to the latter point, while extensive data compiled in Carlander (1969:538-

554) also suggest that this is generally true, some catfish populations do show variability

in yearly growth rates (usually decelerated growth), especially among older age groups
(about 7-8 years and older);

Ictalurids have several additional things to recommend them for archaeological

analysis. Catfish are abundant and widespread and are commonly represented in arch-

aeological contexts in many parts of North America. Their cranial elements and spines

are easily recognizable and comprehensive osteological guides are available (Mundell

1975; Grizzle and Rogers 1976:74-85). If specific identification is desired several keys

may be consulted (Paloumpis 1963, 1964; Calovich and Branson 1964; Krause 1977).
Correct interpretation of seasonal growth in archaeological samples of any species

depends on (1) an understanding of seasonal growth patterns in modern individuals and

(2) the validity of the necessary analogy between modern samples and archaeological
samples. Therefore, in 1980 a study of seasonal growth in modern catfish was initiated

(Morey 1981), leading to the development of a procedure for assessing seasonality from
archaeological catfish remains (Morey 1982:76-102).

ANALYSIS OF SEASONAL GROWTH IN
MODERN CATFISH SPINES

This research is based on analysis of seasonal growth in pectoral spines of modern
channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus). Pectoral spines are paired in each individual (Fig.

1); thev are comnart anH ^nmkin i _•**. . . . ^ «ctcy arc compact and durable and are as likely to preserve archaeologically as
animal bones. The modern sample consists of 97 snerim^ns from fish taken

most
otner animal bones. The modern sample consists of 97 specimens from fish taken from
one of three locations in the Middle Southl; the impounded Tennessee River in Decatur

(^' T' rT SSee
<
n-55 )' the unimpounded Duck River in Maury County, Tennessee

years gyfit^
1^^ Cumberland River ** Trigg County, Kentucky (n=15). The

years iy78
,
1980 and 1981 are represented. Based on annuli counts, 80 of the 97 (82.5%)

cZZZT
W
v^

SlX yCarS °ld °r less when theY died. Linear regression is used to
compare two variables, the date of death and a calculated growth index from each speci-

-In order to calculate the growth index it is necessary to obtain thin sec-
Growth Index.

illustrated. The sectioning " '
*°

* '^^ miae with

and Sneed (195 n. One spine '
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SECTIONING
POINT

W

9

CM
FIG. l-~Photograph of a catfish pectoral spine, showing the sectioning point.

usually the right, is used from each modern fish. They are cut on a Buehler Isomet low

speed wafering saw. Thickness is not critical; most sections used vary between 200 and

400 microns. No grinding, polishing, embedding or chemical

modern specimens; untreated sections are stored in a small vi;

ethanol solution. To view them they are removed from the \

°n a glass slide.

staining is necessary

I containing a mild v

ilution. dried, and d

tran

arrest marks which appear as continuous, narrow, dark blue bands
of the section. These reflect arrested growth during winter/early s]

arrest line is regarded as an annulus. Areas reflecting

miAmm i^kt+Uli 7nnps between annuli. In most fish the

and
ann

and
section. full

increment. The measurement points are from inner edge to inner edge of the last two

annuli. Measurement A represents the most recent partial yearly growth increment. It is

^en from the inner edge of the last annulus to the edge of the spine. The measurements

^e taken with an ocular micrometer in units of .01 mm.
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Posterior

EDGE OF SPINE

ARREST
LINES

Anterior

FIG. 2.-Schematic view of a catfish pectoral spine thin section, showing the location of measurements
AandB.

Measurements A and B are used to calculate the growth index

A
Growth Index = — x 100

B

Figure 3 shows two photomicrographs of a pectoral spine thin section from a Duck River

(Maury County, Tennessee) catfish that died on July 12, 1980. The location of measure-

approximately
channel

t and Si

at

UHTv 7 Y SamC fatC from ^ear to Vear (Appelget and Smith 1951; Sneed 1MU-
a tms is the case, it is reasonable to expect a regular decrease in the absolute distance

between annuli from year to vear «™ th~ -«.-*— u_: aa-a *~ ;. obsessively
each

given full increment
can

~\.\. a i^guidl UCUCdSC ill WIS aujv""— —
the structure being added to is progressive

ft « ««. . . , • rt Ti £r\T dt
variable

about
mean

adequate
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f

05 mm
...'.

**

1 mm

FIG. S.-Two photomicrographs of a pectoral spine thin section from a Duck River (Maury County,

Tennessee) catfish that died on July 12, 1980, with the location of measurements A and B illustrated.

The upper half is an enlargement of the contained area in the lower half.

assimilated for all year classes with 25 or more observations, which includes year classes

mean

Year Class

2

3

4
5

Mean of P

85.32

83.36

76.19

81.15
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These data suggest that, at least during years 2-5, a fish is likely to produce an increment

with a width of approximately 75-85% of the previous increment. In other words, a

spine from a three year old catfish with a growth index of 30 is probably comparable to

a five year old catfish with a similar growth index.

1-52.

of Death. -Date of death for each specimen is recorded as a whole number from

A fish that died in the first week of January is assigned a value of 1, a fish that died

in the second week a value of 2, and so on through 52 for a fish that died in the last week

of December. The starting point for this scale is more than a matter of convenience; a

sample of mid-January fish consistently showed the initial stage of annulus formation on

the outer edge of the spine whereas a mid-December sample from the same calendar year

did not. Recognizing that there is undoubtedly year to year variation in the time when

annuli begin to form in most fish, January 1-7 is a reasonable estimate based on the data

at hand. Annulus formation in catfish pectoral soines seems to take several weeks, begin-

and

growth resumes.

Aberrant Specimens. odern

were rejected due to aberrant irregularities in growth. Sometimes annuli

tinct to permit reliable measurement. an arrest

annulus. False annuli

and

lute increment width from year to year).

increments used to calculate the growth index are rejected.

ann

any

Sometimes a fish shows irregularities which cannot clearly be attributed to false

annuli (i.e. the arrest marks are uniformly distinct). During the course of this research

such specimens were accepted or rejected on the basis of my subjective impression as to

their degree of regularity. Anticipating archaeological application, this may be operation-

alized to produce a replicable rejection criterion. To do this it is necessary to return

briefly to a consideration of the variable P. The means of P for year classes 2-5 are com-

parable; therefore, the raw data have been pooled to produce a grand mean of P for these

year classes which is 79.7. The standard deviation of the pooled data is 27.558. By con-

sidering 1.5 standard deviations (41.3), an arbitrary decision, it can be stated that ap-

proximately 87% of the P values from fish considered acceptable fall within a range of

79.7 4- 41.3 if a normal distribution is assumed (cf. Arkin and Coltonl963:119). There-

fore, a rejection criterion for future specimens is proposed. A specimen with an irregular

growth pattern not clearly attributable to false annuli is rejected if it has a value of P for

This conservative rule can only increase the

predictive reliability of the final model when it is applied to archaeological specimens.
Figure 4 shows an example of another type of aberration. This specimen shows an

arrest mark on the outer edge of the section with a width already exceeding the entire

previous year's growth. The reason for this aberration is unknown. This type of aber-

ration was encountered in only one sample of fish (to be discussed).

The Regression.-Tht regression will serve as a model for predicting date of death for

archaeological specimens. Figure 5 shows a plot of growth index by date of death for the

97 modern specimens. It is obvious that a simple linear function will not adequately
describe these data. Moreover, the plot verifies an expected problem involving non-

constancy of the error variance without residual analysis. The error variance is expanding
as the X term (date of death) increases. This sort of phenomenon is commonly encount-
ered in time-related regression problems (cf. Neter and Wasserman 1974:101-104) and

must be corrected since linear rearpecinn ... ._„ *., _ :-„.nstancy
Data transformations can often help stabilize non-constant error variance. The

transformation applied here is based on Taylor's power law (Taylor 1961) which states
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FIG. 4.-Photomicrograph of a rejected pectoral spine thin section from a Fort Loudoun Lake (Blount

County, Tennessee) catfish that died on July 4, 1980.
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variance

appropriate transformation is to raise each original observation (growth index) to the

fractional power 1 - b/2, where b represents a slope coefficient (cf. Elliot 1977:71-73).

The and

in the data set is obtained. Examination of Figure 5 shows six discrete (i.e. single date of

death) samples from January, April, September, October, November and December. By

pooling observations from a three week period in July (date of death 29-31) to obtain

a much needed variance term from the scattered summer series, a seventh discrete sample

is approximated. The seven mean and variance terms are then transformed

and

squares line fit to the data. It is the slope coefficient from this regression that is needed.

In the present case the slope coefficient is 1.274 which, when substituted for b (recall

1 - b/2), yields a value of .363. This value is the desired fractional power; when each

original growth index is raised to the .363 power the results are as shown on Figure 6.

inary

an

been fit (see below).

Though inconvenient, the desired function must be obtained with growth index

treated as the Y (predicted) variable since it is measured with error. The alternative

procedure will produce invalid results. There are two curves in the transformed data,

suggesting that a third order polynomial might provide an appropriate curvilinear func-

tion. This is accomplished by squaring and cubing the X term (date of death) and adding

the two new terms to a simple linear model. The form of the polynomial model is

Y = Bq + BiX + B2X2 + B3X3

and Bi. B9 and Calculations for
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this regression were done at the University of Tennessee Computing Center, using SAS,
PROC GLM (SAS Institute 1979).

Applying the above model to the transformed data yields positive results. F ratios

indicate that all terms in the model are significant at the .05 level. Residual analysis

(Fig. 7) indicates that the curve fits nicely; points are distributed approximately evenly

on either side of the zero point axis with no pattern evident. Figure 7 should also be

inspected with reference to the error variance problem. The R coefficient of correlation

between the two variables is .928.

The polynomial model fit to these data yields the following function:

Y = 1.74863 - .0583847X + .00678332X2 .000085 1173X 3

The curve produced by this function is shown on Figure 6. It should now be evident why
treating growth index as the predicted variable is inconvenient. To predict the date of

death of an "unknown" specimen, a transformed growth index must be obtained and X
solved for on the right-hand side of the equation. Fortunately, a less tedious procedre is

available that produces the same results. Consider, first, that only whole number values

of X from 1-52 are of interest. Using the polynomial to solve for all 52 values of X, 52

corresponding solutions for Y may be derived. This step has been taken, producing the

results shown on Table 1. With this table it is possible to predict the date of death of

"unknowns" without again referring to the polynomial equation. To accomplish this

the transformed growth index of a given specimen is compared to the values of Y on

Table 1 to determine which one is the closest. The value of X corresponding to this Y
is the predicted date of death. This simple procedure yields the same results as deriving

the tedious solution for the growth index and then rounding X to the nearest whole

number.
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.3 63
TABLE 1.-Solutions for Y (growth index' ) for every value ofX (date of death, 1-52) based on the

polynomial function.

X (corresponding week) Y X (corresponding week) Y

1 (Jan. 1-7)

2 (Jan. 8-14)

3 (Jan. 15-21)

4 (Jan. 22-28)

5 (Jan. 29-Feb. 4)

6 (Feb. 5-11)

7 (Feb. 12-18)

8 (Feb. 19-25)

1.69694

1.65831

1.63228

1.61818

1.61565

1.62413

1.64312

1.67211

27 (July 2-8)

28 (July 9-15)

29 (July 16-22)

30 (July 23-29)

31 (July 30-Aug. 5)

any Y less than 1.70 is predicted as

January-February

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Feb. 26-Mar. 4)

Mar. 5-11)

Mar. 12-18)

Mar. 19-25)

Mar. 26-Apr. 1)

Apr. 2-8)

Apr. 9-15)

Apr. 16-22)

Apr. 23-29)

Apr. 30-May 6)

May 7-13)

May 14-20)

May 21-27)

ay 28-June 3)

23 (June 4

24 (June 11-17)

25 (June 18-24)

26 (June25-July

1.71056

1.75799

1.81388

1.87773

1.94902

2.02722

2.11184

2.20235

2.29829

2.39909

2.50429

2.61332

2.72571

2.84097

2.95853

3.07992

3.19862

3.32013

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

Aug. 6-12)

Aug. 13-19)

Aug. 20-26)

Aug. 27-Sept. 2)

Sept. 3-9)

Sept. 10-16)

Sept. 17-23)

Sept. 24-30)

Oct. 1-7)

Oct. 8-14)

Oct. 15-21)

Oct. 22-28)

Oct. 29-Nov. 4)

3.44191

3.56349

3.68430

3.80389

3.92173

4.03730

4.15009

4.25959

4.36531

4.46672

4.56329

4.65454

4.73997

4.81902

4.89122

4.95605

5.01299

5.06155

any Y greater than 5.07 is predicted as

November-December

45 (Nov. 5-11)

46 (Nov. 12-18)

47 (Nov. 19-25)

48 (Nov. 26-Dec. 2)

49 (Dec. 3-9)

50 (Dec. 10-16)

51 (Dec. 17-23)

52 (Dec. 24-31)

5.10119

5.13143

5.15173

5.16160

5.16052

5.14799

5.12348

5.08649

Table 1 also allows further assessment of the aptness of the polynomial model. The
52 solutions of Y for X yield 52 coordinates for the curve fit to the data on Figure 6.

Table 1 and Figure 6 show that the curve is literally going backwards during the first

tour weeks and then again during the last four weeks. Interpreted literally, Table 1 and
r igure 6 indicate that as the date of death increases the growth index gets smaller during
the tirst four weeks of the year and then again during the last four weeks. In both cases
these are misfits of no real significance. First, the magnitude of the errors is very small,
second trom inspection of Figure 6 it is clear that there is decreased predictive resolution
during these periods. The misfits both encompass eight weeks: therefore, summary rules

acy
Table

A complication potentially affecting the predictive reliability of the model can be
ctea by comparing Figure 5 with oreviouslv nr^n f~A ^, t , «„ ,i« „.™h1e P. Data
suggest

Yet from Figure 5 it is apparent that the late fall/early

St1°T^id °ec7bCT
> Prod««d growth indies tending to fail above thi. range

The mean growth mdex for each of these samples i, 87.87, 91.006 and 91.04, respec
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tively

.

and
Tenn

exceptionally "good" year for growth among catfish in this portion of the Tennessee
River.

above discussion it is reasonable to suspect that "unknowns
during the late fall will tend to be slightly underpredicted. However, this problem is

minimized by the polynomial function. From the residual plot (Fig. 7) it can

curve

indicating that the specific fit of the curve will help compensate for this source of error.

For example, if a specimen with a growth index equal to the mean of the mid-October
sample (87.87) is evaluated, it will be more accurately predicted in the November-Decem-
ber range. Any fish with a growth index in the range of 75-85 will be predicted as Octo-
ber, which is entirely rational based on analysis of the variable P. It must be borne in

mind, however, that fish with a growth index in the range of 75-85 could have died in

November or perhaps December.
More importantly, it must be realized that there is always decreased predictive reso-

lution during periods of decelerated growth. Data presented here suggest that weekly

predictions in the mid-October to mid-April range must always be evaluated cautiously.

The empirical distinction between fish with a high growth index (75+) and fish showing

the initial stage of annulus formation al

winter and late winter/early spring fish. ns during

summary

January -February

are especially useful since they encompass that period of the year when confusion is most

likely

.

an efficient predictive tool. There is no danger

misleading extrapolation beyond the range of the data se

polynomial regression (cf. Neter and Wasserman 1974:275).

range; it can never be less than 1 or exceed 52. The summary
range

A Test of Validity. -The only real test of this methodological tool is whether or not it

works. This cannot be assessed with archaeological specimens since it is impossible to

know the true date of death. However, tests can be conducted on modern specimens.

To do this 17 pectoral spines from 17 modern channel catfish with known dates of death

were evaluated. However, this was a "blind" test; the dates of death were unknown to

me at the time of evaluation. All 17 specimens are from the impounded Tennessee River

in Blount County, east Tennessee, a source different than any in the regression series.

Nine of the 17 specimens were immediately rejected. Figure 5 shows one of these

rejected specimens. This fish, with abnormally wide annuli, died on July 4 and would be

predicted incorrectly by several months. Six additional specimens showed a similar

abnormality. Two more had annuli too indistinct to permit reliable measurements.

:s results on the remaining eight. One specimen (LL-108) was missed

completely. It showed no significant irregularity, had developed an arre

summariz

and was measured accordingly. The arrest mark was evidently non-annu

Unfortunately, when such specimens occasionally do occur, an unavoidable risk of

significant error results. Predictions on the remaining seven are relatively close; all are

Predicted correctly to general season, five within one month. Age at death of the eight

fish represented ranges from two to seven years and there is no apparent correlation

between age and accuracy of prediction.

Two important points emerge from this test. First, the procedure works; seven of

«ght specimens show a good correlation between predicted and actual date of death.

Second, knowing when to reject specimens is as important as knowing how to measure

them.



TABLE 2.

Tennessee,

-Comparison of regression-based predicted week of death and <

based on pectoral spines.

ictual date of death of eight channel catfish from Fort Loudoun Lake, Blount County, 00
at

Specimen Growth Index Growth Index'
363

Predicted Week Actual Date of Death Error

LL-108 5.79 1.8917 March 19-25 September 12, 1978 6 months

LL-154 29.03 3.39636 July 2-8 June 9, 1980 +3-4 weeks

LL-156 52.50 4.21132 August 20-26 June 8, 1980 +6-7 weeks

LL-158 31.25 3.48843 July 2-8 June 9, 1980 +3-4 weeks

LL-159 7.27 2.05465 April 2-8 April 21, 1980 -2-3 weeks
H-^

LL-160 9.42 2.25725 April 23-29 April 21, 1979 +0-1 week o
so

LL-162 54.05 4.25603 August 20-26 June 9, 1980 +10-11 weeks

LL-163 18.35 2.87541 May 28-June 3 June 9, 1980 +1-2 weeks

<

o
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Additional Tests on Modern Specimens. application
outside the Middle South it is desirable to explore the possible effects of latitude on its

accuracy. Two additional

Sangamon River drainage ii

Dakota

wn
were evaluated.

Tables 3 and 4 summarize results of these tests. The correlation between predicted
and actual dates of death is good. The reader should note that six of these specimens
(Table 3) are black bullhead (Ictalurus melas) rather than channel catfish (L punctatus).
Overall, the bullheads were predicted as accurately as the channel catfish. Since all fiih

in the Illinois series died within three days of each other, Table 3 presents an evaluation
based on the mean growth index. The error factor associated with this group prediction
(-1-2 weeks) is very small. Nine of the 1 1 specimens were underpredicted; the error factor

associated with the group prediction might be larger if not for the remaining two speci-

mens which were overpredicted by surprisingly high margins considering the tendency of
the other nine to be underpredicted. Overall, this test suggests that evaluating fish from
about 350 km north of the Tennessee/southern Kentucky region may introduce a ten-

dency toward underprediction.

Moving farther north, the tendency toward underprediction with the Missouri River

series (Table 4) is more pronounced. The correlation between underprediction and more
northerly latitude makes intuitive sense. It is likely that fish in this region start their

yearly growth cycle later than fish in the Middle South since winter (i.e. lower tempera-

tures) lasts longer. According to Weatherly and Rogers (1978:67), "Growth is Released'

in fish at various SDecies-snerifir threshold temneratures below which it cannot occur and

an

ly waters.

spring in Middle South waters than in more norther

Evaluations on four of the eicrht SDecimens on Table 4 are based on dorsal rather than

pectoral available

is assumed that their seasonal growth is similar to that of pectoral spines. Like pectoral

spines, they were sectioned near the base and measured on the posterior portion of the

sections.

Results of the above tests suewst a tendencv toward underprediction with increasing-

specimens

reasonable

AN ARCHAEOLOGICAL APPLICATION FROM
CENTRAL NEBRASKA

The Schmidt site (25HW301), which represents a late prehistoric horticultural

settlement, is located on a terrace overlooking the North Loup River in central Nebraska.

imm— ^'i;^-iuo; uiaKesiee
River phase (Ludwickson 1978).

Plains Tradition (cf. Brown 1966;

and has been tentatively assigned

^oup River phase is a taxon which

enresents lineal antecedents of the

conducted at the Scnmiat sue irora i ^ / u iu **««

ka-Lincoln and local amateurs yielded an abundan

preserved faunal remains from eight house structures and 22 associated major features

The Schmidt site was the

horticulturalists in the Central

and seasonality

in the Central Plains (Morey 1982). In this study etnnohistonc inior-

"tttion on the Pawnee, Omaha and Ponca Indians was consulted as a source of ideas

bearing on the seasonality of the Schmidt site. Information on the seasonal subsistence

activities of these groups was integrated into a model of subsistence and seasonality

^ong Central Plains villagers. The model specifies fall and spring village occupation with



TABLE ^.-Comparison of regression-based predicted week of death and actual date of death of eleven channel catfish (Ictalurus punctatus) and black bullheads
(Ictalurus melas) from the Lower Sangamon River drainage in Cass and Mason counties, Illinois, based on pectoral spines.

oo
oo

Specimen/Species

LSD-1 1-1 6// punctatus

LSD-1 1-11//. punctatus

LSD-11-9//. punctatus

LSD-1 1-4//. punctatus

LSD-1 1-8//. punctatus

LSD- 17-2//. melas

LSD-1 7-3//. melas

LSD-1 7-4//. melas

LSD-1 1-2//. melas

LSD-1 7-5//. melas

LSD-1 7-1//. melas

Growth Index.363

4.35792

4.33918

4.38329

4.01878

3.65071

4.42047

4.31812

4.35792

4.91262

4.06695

5.32108

Predicted Week

Aug. 27-Sept. 2

Aug. 27-Sept. 2

Aug. 27-Sept. 2

Aug. 6-12

July 16-22

Sept. 3-9

Aug. 27-Sept. 2

Aug. 27-Sept. 2

Oct. 8-14

Aug. 6-12

Nov.-Dec.

Actual Date of Death

September 7, 1971

September 7, 1971

September 7, 1971

September 7, 1971

September 7, 1971

September 10, 1971

September 10, 1971

September 10, 1971

September 7, 1971

September 10, 1971

September 10, 1971

Error

1-2 weeks

1-2 weeks

1-2 weeks

4-5 weeks

7-8 weeks

0-1 week

1-2 weeks

1-2 weeks

+5-6 weeks

4-5 weeks

+7-16 weeks

2
O

Mean Evaluation 4.41261 Aug. 27-Sept. 2 September 7-10, 1971 1-2 weeks

<
o

o
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AB^ 4-~Co 'n^a

j
riso" °f regression-based predicted week of death and actual date of death of eight channel catfish from the Missouri River along the Nebraska

south Dakota border, based on pectoral and dorsal spines.

Specimen/Spine

SUSD-7 2-1 /pectoral

SUSD-7 2-2 /pectoral

SUSD-72-3/pectoral

SUSD-72-4/pectoral

SDFR-66-2 /dorsal

SDFR-66-l/dorsal

SDFR-66-4/dorsal

SDFR-66-5 /dorsal

Growth Index*363

4.46396

4.96436

3.95824

3.72206

3.01081

3.09629

3.0686

3.53252

Predicted Week

Sept. 3-9

Oct. 15-21

July 30-Aug. 5

July 16-22

June 11-17

June 11-17

June 11-17

July 9-15

Actual Date of Death

September 16, 1972

October 10, 1972

September 16, 1972

September 16, 1972

July 13, 1966

July 13, 1966

July 13, 1966

July 13, 1966

Error

1-2 weeks

+1-2 weeks

6-7 weeks

8-9 weeks

4-5 weeks

4-5 weeks

4-5 weeks

2
3

00

O

>

o
in

as
o

O
r
O

00
U3
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complete abandonment for communal bison hunts during the winter and summer. The

modeled seasonal pattern is believed to have had its roots well back into precontact times

in spite of the various effects of Euro-American contact, including the introduction of

the horse.

The long term stability of the modeled seasonal pattern resulted because Central

Plains villagers, both prehistoric and historic, responded to similar environmental circum-

stances. Specifically, a restricted growing season of 100 to 140 days during most years

resulted in a high level of dependence on food storage strategies among these groups,

a circumstance which favored extended communal bison hunts during summer and winter

(Morey 1982:60-66). Prehistoric Central Plains horticulturalists were surely no less

affected by the restricted growing season and procurement requirements of bison, the

critical animal food resource in this region. Therefore, it was proposed that seasonal

evidence from the Schmidt site should indicate that it was occupied only during the

spring (April-late June) and fall (September-October) (Morey 1982:66).

Seasonal Evidence from the Schmidt Site.—The major source of seasonal evidence from

the Schmidt site is a series of catfish pectoral spines from several provenience units.

Archaeological catfish spines are embedded in eooxv prior to sectioning: otherwise

modern

modern samples (15-20%

The rejection rate on archaeolog-

arrest

burned specimens are presently unanalyzable. Figure 8 shows an
section from a Schmidt site specimen in which the
are identified.

The most useful series of spines from the Schmidt site are 15 specimens from the

second arbitrary level (15 cm) of a large undercut pit. At least eight individuals are

represented; they are tentatively identified as Ictalurus melas (black bullhead). All 15

spines are from fish three years old or less when they died. Table 5 summarizes results

of evaluation of these specimens. The estimates clearly cluster in the late April-May-June
range. Several lines of evidence suggest that it is reasonable to assume that a single pro-

curement episode, perhaps a single day, is represented. They are all from a single arbit-

1 mm

Fia 8-Photomicrograph of a thin section from a Schmidt site catfish pectoral spine (specimen
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rary level of a feature, are of uniformly small size, and their state of preservation is

identical. Moreover, the unimodal distribution of predicted dates of death supports this

assumption. Therefore, Table 5 includes an evaluation based on the mean growth index
of the series that yielded a predicted week of death of May 21-27. For a series from this

latitude, falling early in the year, a correction factor of adding 1-2 weeks is tentatively

suggested. This places the series squarely in the first half of June.
Several other provenience units yielded five isolated spines that were measureable.

Age at death was four years old or less for all five specimens. Table 6 summarizes results

TABLE 5.—Regression-based predicted week of death for 15 bullhead (Ictalurus cf. melas) pectoral

spines from a single arbitrary level (15 cm.) of a large undercut pit at the Schmidt site.

Specimen Growth Index Growth Index*
363

Predicted Week

282-1

282-2

282-4

282-6

282-7

282-8

282-9

282-10

282-11

282-12

282-13

282-16

282-17

282-18

282-19

12.22

11.11

13.95

22.50

10.14

25.0

18.88

29.03

7.34

13.04

14.14

23.08

11.30

10.71

27.63

2.48089

2.39659

2.60304

3.09629

2.31842

3.21701

2.90528

3.39636

2.06181

2.54007

2.61585

3.12503

2.41139

2.3649

3.33596

Mean Evaluation 16.67 2.77699

May 7-13

April 30-May 6

May 14-20

June 11-17

April 23-29

June 18-24

May 28-June 3

July 2-8

April 2-8

May 7-13

May 14-20

June 11-17

April 30-May 6

April 30-May 6

June 25-July 1

May 21-27

TABLE ^.-Regression-based predicted week of death for five catfish (Ictalurus sp.) pectoral spines

from several provenience units at the Schmidt site.*

Specimen Growth Index Growth Index
.363 Predicted Week

96-1

17-1

207-1

290-1

290-2

66.67

60.78

46.48

48.15

51.11

4.5929

4.44125

4.02919

4.08115

4.17049

Sept. 10-16

Sept. 3-9

August 6-12

August 6-12

August 13-19

•Specimens 96-1, 17-1 and 207-1 were recovered from three different large undercut pits at the

Schmidt site - see text for explanation of specimens 290-1 and 290-2.
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of evaluation of these specimens. The estimates clearly fall in the late summer/early fall

range. Correction factors of + 2-3 weeks for the mid-August estimates and + 1-2 weeks

for the September estimates are tentatively suggested. This places estimates on two

specimens (96-1 and 17-1) in late September and estimates on the remaining three during

late August /early September.

Specimens 290-1 and 290-2 are problematical in that they are from the third level

of the same feature as the previously described series of 15 specimens. However, field

notes on file at the Department of Anthropology, University of Nebraska-Lincoln provide

evidence of a stratigraphic separation between levels 2 and 3. Level 1-2 fill was evidently

looser and less compact than level 3 fill. In any case, predictions on the level 3 specimens

are inconsistent with predictions on the level 2 series and it is assumed that a different

procurement episode is represented.

It is assumed that Middle South catfish start their yearly growth slightly earlier than

Central Plains catfish. Yet, it is also reasonable to assume that the average value of P

from spines of Middle South and Central Plains catfish is the same, leading to the con-

clusion that Central Plains catfish must have a slightly more rapid growth rate than

Middle South catfish at some point, probably during mid- to late summer. Perhaps the

average temperature of Middle South waters during this period exceeds the optimum for

catfish growth (cf. Weatherly and Rogers 1978:67). Moreover, there is no evidence that

suggests the overall growth rate of catfish varies systematically between different regions

in North America (Carlander 1969:550). Therefore, it is likely that predictive error

between the two regions will be greatest during mid-summer (July to mid-August) when

Central Plains catfish are "catching up" in growth. Error should be least pronounced in

spring and fall. This is the reason for variation in the suggested correction factors for

Schmidt site specimens. It should be emphasized that the proposed correction factors

are tentative estimates with no statistical basis; they are considered subject to amend-

ment if additional data suggest that this is warranted.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a reliable, replicable procedure for archaeological assess-

ment of seasonality from freshwater catfish remains based on analysis of incremental

growth structures in pectoral spines of modern channel catfish. The reliability of the

procedure was assessed with a "blind" test on modern specimens. Tests on modern

specimens from locations north of the Middle South suggest that patterned predictive

error results when such specimens are evaluated.
Although there are potential problems with any archaeological seasonality study

(cf. Monks 1981) evaluation of archaeological catfish spines provided the most reliable

evidence bearing on the seasonal occupation of the Schmidt site. As predicted, analysis

of Schmidt site catfish spines suggests, minimally, fall and spring occupation on the site.

Moreover, other traditional lines of seasonal evidence, though more tenuous, are consis-

tent with evidence from the catfish spine analysis. Specifically, age-at-death estimates on

deer and bison mandibles based on tooth eruption and wear schedules and inferred

periods of maximum availability of several groups of migratory birds represented at the

Schmidt site suggest fall and spring occupation (Morey 1982:128-133). All evidence

considered compares favorably with a model of seasonal site occupation in the Central

Plains generated from ethnohistoric information (Morey 1982). It is true, of course, that

an argument for only fall and spring occupation of the Schmidt fr* requires an appeal to

negative evidence. Additional -mtr^« ~f ___i :-r .,„ ,i

summer and/or winter occupation.
available, might suggest

important
ested in the reconstruction of settlement-subsistence systems is to develop additional
methodology tools for assessing archaeological site seasonality.
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Book Review

Plants bv Indian J

and W. Andrew Archer. 139 pp. Quarterman

1981. $25.00.

>f Plants by Indian Tribes of

plant

and

specimens for a flora of Nevada. Percy Train collected data on the medicinal uses of 194

species of plants by the Moapa Paiutes, Paiutes, Shoshone, and Washoe along with native

plant names. One hundred and nine of these plant species were screened for bactericidal

properties, chemotheraputic effects, alkaloids, ascorbic acid content, effect on blood

pressure, and effect on rabbit smooth muscle.effect on rabbit smooth muscle. Standard extracts of 83 species were also

tested for toxic effects and minimum lethal dose.

A volume on medicinal plants with detailed pharmacological data is a rare find

indeed and herein lies the major utility of this work. Species or genera are common to

most of the surrounding states so researchers outside the borders of Nevada will appre-

ciate this book. This volume should be added to the libraries of Poison Control Centers

in the western United States.

The basic botanical data in this volume first appeared in Contributions Toward a

>/

Q
terman edition is a facsimile reproduction of the 1957 publication. Unfortunately,

an

CHM

1
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NEWS AND COMMENTS

SAA

SEVENTH ANNUAL ETHNOBIOLOGY CONFERENCE
Having learned that the next meeting of the Society of American Archaeology is scheduled fc

April 11-15, 1984, in Portland, Oregon, we have set the seventh ethnobiology conference to in

mediately follow, April 15-17, 1984, convening at the University of Washington in Seattle. Th
should facilitate attendance at both meetings by those with overlapping interests in ethnobiolo^ -«

archaeology. Consult forthcoming issues of American Antiquity for detailed information on th<

meetings. For the ethnobiology conference, a reception is planned on Sunday evening, April 15th
with paper sessions on Monday and Tuesday. A call for papers will be issued later. For further infor-
mation contact Dr. Eugene Hunn, Department of Anthropology, University of Washington, Seattle.
WA 98195.

ON ANTS AND ARTHRITIS

Nina M. Woessner, plant recorder for the Fairchild Tropical Garden, Miami, Florida, responded to

our note in the last issue (Vol. 2, No. 2, pg. 179) concerning a jungle tree-dwelling ant the venom of
which was thought to be of value in the treatment of arthritic pain and inflammation. Mrs. Woessner
sent a clipping from the April 1982 Newsletter of the University of Miami/Jackson Memorial Medical
Center describing the work of Drs. Duane R. Schultz and Roy Altman of the University of Miami's
School of Medicine assessing the therapeutic value of an extract of the venom of a species of Pseudo-

myrma (cited as Pseudomyrmex) which inhabits the polygonaceous tree Triplaris americana L.
Dr. Schultz became intrigued by the potential of such treatment after observing Bolivian Indians

suffering the very painful bits of this ant to relieve their arthritis. The sufferer "strikes the tree with

the affected part of the body. The ants swarm out, inject venom through their abdominal lancets, and
the person's arthritis is often relieved." Double-blind studies at the UM Medical Center-supported by
the Kroc Foundation—have confirmed that the venom extract indeed facilitates remission in rheuma-

toid arthritis patients. A pharmaceutical company is planning to market a derivative drug when testing

is completed.

These ants are part of a fascinating community of coevolved organisms described by William

Morton Wheeler in his "Studies of Neotropical Ant-Plants and their Ants" (Bulletin of the Museum of

Comparative Zoology at Harvard College, Vol. 90, No. 1, 1942). The several species of Triplaris grow
by preference in low, swampy places throughout the American tropics from Mexico south. Each hosts

a menagerie of ants, scale insects, fungi, and round worms within the hollow internodes of their trunks

(which in some species may grow to 30 meters), branches, and twigs. A structural feature of stem

growth gives rise to an opening in the bud scar of each node by which the ants and other resident

forms enter. The relationship of the ants and the tree is quite likely symbiotic as the ants vigorously

attack any animal which has the misfortune to touch the tree. In some instances the ants kill all

ground vegetation within a ring of a few meters radius, which may reduce competition for nutrients

needed by the host tree. Yet, in contrast to other myrmecophilous plants, no extrafloral nectaries

are provided to attract and sustain the ants. How such thriving ant populations survive on trees which

*nay be isolated by floodwaters for months each year puzzled researchers until the complex relation-

ships between the ants and their coresidents of the inner world of the Triplaris trunks was made clear.

Aphid-like scale insects (coccids) share the ants' nests and feed on plant tissues excavated by the ants.

These ants do not "milk" the coccids, as some ants do their aphid "cattle," but rather serve up coccid

steaks to their larvae, using them as "beef [cattle] . . . rather than ... as milch cows." The ants con-

struct "latrines" within their nearly self-contained plant stem homes which support a lush growth of a

delicate fungus. The fungus supports a highly specialized nematode worm. The ants crop the fungal

hyphae, mix them with the bodies of nematodes and coccids in a sort of stew which they then feed to

their larvae. Occasional forays outside by the adult ants for other insect prey is apparently sufficient

for the growth and energetic needs of the ant colony. A veritable Journey to the Center of the Earth!

1983).

ETHNOZOOCRIMINOLOGY

Berlin forwards the following report from Ted Mann's column in Omni (Vol. 5, No. 6, March

Canadian customs agents sought a less obtrusive means to sniff out contraband drug shipments

fran the trained dogs widely employed south of the border. They embarked (sic.) upon an ambitious

experiment training gerbils to push a button activating a red light alerting the law at the first olfactory

^t of narcotics. "But before the gerbils could be deployed, tragedy struck. By accident, or perhaps

by criminal design, the eight-rodent team was given contaminated water" and shortly were found

"paws up, on the bottom of their cage/barracks." The project continues under tightened security.
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WILL COTTONSEED OIL CURE CHAUVINISM

As reported by Don Carter in the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Dr. Guozhen Liu, member of the

Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences and staff member of the Capital Hospital in Peking, is in Seattle

to further his investigation of gossypol, a derivative of cottonseed oil, as a male contraceptive agent.

Chinese researchers first noted the association of gossypol and low fertility while investigating out-

breaks of an unfamiliar illness called by rural Chinese "the burning fever." It was traced to the toxic

action of gossypol, a constituent of cottonseed oil which had been neutralized by traditional heat-

processing techniques of extracting the oil, but which remained in cold-pressed oil. An epidemiolog-

ical link to low fertility led to the discovery that very small does (50 milligrams per week) will prevent

sperm production in the human male. Most subjects studied regained their fertility a few months after

terminating treatment, however, the possibility of permanent loss of fertility and other serious side

effects is the subject of continuing investigation. If the drug proves safe, Dr. Liu foresees it providing

a way to overcome one of the greatest obstacles to birth control, that is, "male chauvinism," which

Liu believes inhibits adoption of the traditional male birth control measures, vasectomy and the

condom.
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SKETCHES IN THE SAND

In an early recollection from childhood I see my older brothers and sisters practicing
homework using stubby pencils and wrapping paper which had been ironed smooth of
wrinkles to be copied later in pads of yellow paper. I also see my parents making prelim-
inary lists on wrapping paper then copying the final, pared-down versions on order blanks
from the mail nrArr rQtQl^nocfrom the mail order catalogues.

I was still a towheaded preschooler when I became aware that sometimes there's a
need to communicate in writing or through drawings and there's no pencil and paper
handy. During an exciting summer, after the hay was in the loft and the corn laid by,
my family resumed work on digging a basement for a new house. My father-"Dad" to
all his children and to all the kids in the community-had stopped work on the excavation
to instruct my older brothers how to shore up the collapsing walls. When both talk and
gestures produced only uncertain results, Dad solved the problem with sketches scratched
into the sand.

As far as I can recall, my first use of this handy technique happened after I had com-
pleted the first grade. By this time my hair had darkened and I was no longer called a
towhead. My mother-"Mom" to all the youngsters around-had been hailed to the
driveway by the honking of a horn. Mrs. "X", from town, had driven out to our farm for
utter and eggs. These transactions were made from the car, for although Mom always

mvited her in for refreshments, Mrs. "X" protested that she was in a hurry. Both women
new the real reason: likely the kitchen would appear a clutter with food in various states

e*ng processed—butter being churned, cottage cheese being drained, peas being can-
ned, strawberries being turned into jam. On this occassion Mom called me to the drive-
Way to * etch the merchandise and to help with the figuring. I amused both my mother

is. X by using my bare big toe to calculate in the sand the price of three pounds
o butter at 35c per pound and four dozen eggs at 27c a dozen. Knowing that Mrs. "X"

en changed her mind deciding that on second thought she really could use more eggs,

astily retreated for my mastery of multiplication tables ended at five and I didn't
Want to exPose my limited arithmetic abilities!

By the time I was in the fifth grade my hair had darkened to a warm brown shade-
e same shade as certain strands in the coat of "Pete", our pet racoon. During the week

a ter we had finished putting all the corn fodder in the shocks, my teacher told her ver-

°i the story of Dido and Aeneas, mentioning that it was part of a larger work-an
Plc poem. And it was this vision of past glory that inspired my magnum opus in the
nre of sand sketching. I determined to write an epic poem.
The following Saturday, after spending the morning gathering and hulling walnuts,

ternately scooted my behind and my knees along the footpath that led from the back
t of the house past the Chinese elm tree, three black walnut trees, a Maiden Blush

PP e tree, and ended at the shed where we boiled down the juice from cane sorghum to

J** £
molasses. As I gradually moved along the lengthy path (about half the length of a

t all fold) I managed to stain my faded overalls on the grass, wear out the seat of my

JJ"

ts and write a poem about the Huckleberry Queen, a local almost legendary rough-

ti

"tumMe character who operated a berry picking camp about whom old-timers some-
mes spoke Jn a vague ^ aImost forgotten manner. So in my version she became a Potta-
a otnie Indian Princess who fell in love with and was abandoned by her French lover/

Unf°
rer and Wh° then lived forever within the confines of the many bogs of the area.

walk""
11316^ f°r this WOrk ' l was ""successful in convincing family members to avoid

well h
8 °n thC Path Until l could copy my masterPiece on papen Thus my skctch may

7 the longest in all history and also the shortest lived. Sketches in the sand are
lndeed ephemeral.

Stei h ^ a revelation of high school years to learn, as I did when I first read John
ln eck's celebrated novel "The Grapes of Wrath", that my family had no monopoly
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on using the earth as a slateboard. I recall being a bit miffed to learn that this craft was

and

ano Since then, of

many rural folks engaged in this sort of activity and

reported in the ethnobiological literature. an

(Papago Fields: Arid Lands Ethnobotany and Agricultural Ecology

anders

water into fields from nearby channels, and encourage the deposition of floodwash is a

folk engineering science that Papago farmers often discuss among themselves. By drawing

diagrams in the dirt with sticks, they illustrate the logic of various brush weir placements."

ormone

any

summer. Sketches in the sand, like hair or at least our reaction to it, may be of tempor-

ary importance, may be an

What better title for an
WV

0*4
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PREHISTORIC BIRD BONE
FROM

ALAN FERG
Arizona State Museum, University of Arizona

Tucson, AZ 85721 >

and

AMADEOM.REA
San Diego Natural History Museum, Balboa Park

San Diego, CA 92112

ABSTRACT.-Fifteen individual bones and one nearly complete skeleton, representing eight
bird species, were recovered from the Big Ditch Site, a large Hohokam pithouse village in the
lower San Pedro River Valley, Pinal County, Arizona. Contexts date primarily from late

Santa Cruz and early Sacaton Phases, around A.D. 850-950. We present osteological and
provenience data for each bone and note other Hohokam occurrences for each species.

We document a Northern Cardinal premaxilla from Big Ditch (dating apparently
around A.D. 550-700) and another premaxilla dating around A.D. 1150-1225 from a site

W km upstream. The apparent absence of this species from southern Arizona prior to the
late 1800s leads us to suggest that brilliantly colored cardinals, like macaws, may have been
a prehistoric trade item to southern Arizona derived from somewhere farther south in Meso-
america.

INTRODUCTION

The Big Ditch Site (AZ BB:2:2 - ASM) is a Hohokam pithouse village located on the
second terrace above the east side of the San Pedro River. The locality is about 1.6 km
north of the river's confluence with Aravaipa Creek in Pinal County, Arizona (Fig. 1). It

was occupied from at least late Snaketown Phase times through the middle of the Seden-
tary Period (circa A.D. 500 to 1050 or 1100). This was possibly followed by a short
hlatus, succeded in turn by a Tanque Verde Phase occupation (circa A.D. 1150-1250).
Calendrical dates for periods and phases follow Haury (1976: Table 16:1). The earliest

occupation at Big Ditch is represented by at least several pithouses, with the greatest

extent of the village occuring during the late Santa Cruz and early Sacaton Phases, about
AD. 850-950. At present, it is estimated that as many as 25-30 pithouses may have been
occupied contemporaneously at the height of occupation, with the absolute number of
structures at the site being much greater (Masse 1980a:208, 216). A ballcourt was also

Present at the site during this maximum occupation.
As of this writing, nine pithouses and some thirty cremation deposits have been

excavated, with test excavations made in six areas of sheet trash and in four of the 48
rash m°unds at the site. This excavation probably represents less than 5% of the areal

extent of the Big Ditch Site (Masse 1980a: 208).
Located in the Lower Sonoran Life Zone (Lowe 1964) at an elevation of approxi-

!*?
tely 1658 m, the site currently supports a variety of plant species including saguaro

{
''reus Sigunteus), mesquite (Prosopis sp.), paloverde (Cercidium microphyllum), cholla

L
Puntia SPP-) and creosote (Larrea tridentata). About 1.2 km north of the site is Cooks

*' a small marshy body of water that attracts water birds. This natural lake was
Pr° ably mailable to water fowl prehistorically as well.

b

We reP°rt here one bird bone recovered during the 1974-1975 excavations directed

^ Dudley Meade, and all of the bird bones recovered during the 1975-1977 excavations

(liM^
by W

' Bmce Masse > Arizona College of Technology Archaeological Field School

Tabl
and °ne virtually complete skeleton; Table 1). In the following text and in

e
1, reference is made to upper, middle, lower and floor fill in pithouses. Floor fill
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FIG. 1 Locality map for the lower San Pedro River Valley.

is defined as the 10 cm of fill immediately above the pithouse floor, and is so segregated
because of its potential for containing materials that were on or near the floor when the

structure was abandoned. This is distinct from the rest of the pithouse fill, which,
although it contains cultural material, has usually washed in from adjacent areas or been
thrown in as trash, and is consequently of little or no use in interpreting activities in the

pithouse. It must be stressed that "floor fill" too can consist of materials thrown or

washed into an abandoned structure, which may actually be more closely related (con-

textually) to items above them, rather than to anything on the floor. The two fragments
of a Snow Goose humerus discussed below illustrate this well. The species descriptions
below are presented in phylogenetic order following the American Ornithologists' Union
(shrrk-T let r\f \T,*~+L /I — „ • r» • i /«^-_.

SPECIES DESCRIPTIONS

Order: Anseriformes

Family: Anatidae
Snow Goose (Anser caerulescens)

f W1 1 * ft _

.. v^v-wat
K
nnbtr caerulescens)

The distal end of a right humerus and part of the shaft of the same bone were recov-

ered from the floor fill and lower fill, respectively, of House 3. Both pieces are burned
(except for the tip of the articular end). A presumed food item, this species is distin-
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TABLE 1. Tabulation of bird bone from the Big Ditch Site (AZ BB:2:2 - ASM),

SPECIES ELEMENTS PROVENIENCE AGE

Anser caerulescens

Buteo jamaicensis

Callipepla gambelii

humerus (R)

1 skeleton

femur (L)

coracoid (R)

coracoid (R)

House 3, lower and

floor fill

Santa Cruz/

Sacaton

animal burrow (non- Santa Cruz or

cultural) in Excava-

tion Area 6

House 2, middle-

upper fill

House 2, floor

House 2, floor

earlier

Santa Cruz/

Sacaton

Santa Cruz/

Sacaton

Santa Cruz/

Sacaton

coracoid (L) House 2, floor Santa Cruz/

Sacaton

Quail, sp? sternum House 2, floor Santa Cruz/

Sacaton

Z^naida macrou ra

Geococcyx califomianus

Tyto alba

spinete$ obsoletus

radius (R)

femur (R)

coracoid (R)

humerus (R)

Trash Mound 1,

Level 3

House 4, floor fill

House 4, fill

House 2, middle-

upper fill

tibiotarsus (L) House 2, middle-

upper fill

ungual phalanx House 7, lower fill

ulna (L) House 1, upper fill

humerus (L) House 2, floor

Santa Cruz

Tanque Verde

Tanque Verde (?)

Santa Cruz/

Sacaton

Santa Cruz/

Sacaton

Santa Cruz

Sacaton or Tanque

Verde

Santa Cruz/

Sacaton

Cardinalis cardinalis

ulna (L)

premaxilla

House 2, floor

Found in child's

burial in or below

Trash Mound 1

Santa Cruz/

Sacaton

Gila Butte (?)
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guishable from the similar sized Anser albifrons (White-fronted Goose) by the shape of

the internal and external condyle and of the intercondylar furrow. This bird would have

been a winter visitor, available between October and March (Phillips et al. 1964:11).

Anser "hyperborea" and Anser caerulescens are the white and dark morphs, respectively,

of a single species, once thought to represent two populations (A.O.U. Committee 1973).

Generic usage follows Mayr and Short (1970), Phillips, et al. (1964) and Rea (1983).

The only other Hohokam site that has produced Snow Goose bones is Snaketown,

Where McKusick (1976) reported (as Chen hyperborea) four occurrences from the Pio-

neer Period (300 B.C.-A.D. 550), considerably earlier than this Santa Cruz/Sacaton Phase

specimen (circa A.D. 850-950). We have examined the Snaketown Phase (A.D. 350-550)

perforated furcula listed as "Blue Goose (?)" from the 1934-1935 excavations at Snake-

town (Gladwin, et al. 1937:Plate CXXIXc - ASM Cat. No. GP-47549), and find it is in

fact a White-fronted Goose (Anser albifrons). This latter bone is distinguishable from the

furculae of Snow Goose, Canada Goose (Branta canadensis), and Ross' Goose (Anser

rossii) by the strong intermuscular lines on the interior surface which continue to the

apex of its very pronounced furcular process. Also, the large pneumatic foramen in the

ramus of A. albifrons is absent in the other three species. This is the only bird bone that

has survived from the first dig at Snaketown, undoubtedly because it was worked.
Other Southwestern cultural groups also used geese furculae for pendants. Four

perforated Canada Goose furculae, the two illustrated being virtually identical to the

White-fronted Goose specimen from Snaketown, were found in the A.D. 1300s deposits

at Pindi Pueblo near Santa Fe, New Mexico (Stubbs and Stallings 1953:138, Plate 34h).

Order: Falconiformes

Family: Accipitridae

Red-tailed Hawk (Buteo jamaicensis)

A single, almost complete skeleton of a Red-tailed Hawk was found partially arti-

culated in an animal burrow in Excavation Area 6. All major elements were present

except the left humerus, the right coracoid, the right carpometacarpus, both scapulae

and the mandible. The specimen was compared with other expected buteonine species

including Buteo lincatus (Red-shouldered Hawk), B. albonotatus (Zone-tailed Hawk),
B. rcgalis (Ferruginous Hawk), B. nitidus (Gray Hawk), Parabuteo unieinctus (Harris*

Hawk), and Buteogallus anthracinus (Common Black Hawk). Although this specimen
is non-cultural, the burrow mouth was sealed by Santa Cruz/Sacaton Phase trash and it

can be considered of Santa Cruz age (A.D. 700-900) or slightly earlier. Red-tailed Hawks
are year around residents virtually statewide in Arizona.

Culturally deposited remains of Red-tailed Hawk of an approximately equal age have

been found at the Cemetary Ridge Site along the middle Santa Cruz River (S. Olsen

1977:178), dating around A.D. 900. Utilization of all species of hawks and eagles is

much greater during the Classic Period, at which time they often show up as single or

multiple burials (Bradly 1979:10; Emslie and Hargrave 1979:123-126; Ferg, in press;

Fewkes 1912:91, 93; Gerald 1975: 190; McKusick 1976; Mills and Mills 1969:136; Spar-

ling 1974:237). Additionally, from a site near Santan, McKusick identified a Swainson's
Hawk and Red-tailed Hawk burial (materials and notes in the Additional Site Information
rile for AZ U:14:8 at the Arizona State Museum). Found in a trash mound, associated
with primarily Santa Cruz and Sacaton Red-on-buff sherds, this burial may be intrusive

mto the mound and actually of Classic Period age.

Order: Galliformes

Family: Phasianidae

Gambel's Quail (Callipepla gambelii)
Four bones representing at least two individuals were collected in House 2. The

proximal left femur, one left and two right coracoids all date to Santa Cruz/Sacaton
times. As might be expected from this quail's wide distribution and its relative ease of



t
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hunting and trapping, bones from this ready source of meat are found in Hohokam sites
of virtually all ages. Of the two quail species expected from the San Pedro drainage, the
Scaled Quail (Callipepla squamata) is partial to grasslands and Gambel's Quail to mesquite
and cactus (Phillips et al. 1964; Rea 1973; Gavin and Sowls 1975). Because of the pre-
sence here of the Gambel's Quail, it would appear that there were probably no grasslands
in the immediate vicinity of the Big Ditch Site. Generic usage follows Phillips et al.

(1964), Mayr and Short (1970) and Rea (1983).

Unidentifiable Quail

Three quail bones (a partial sternum, a distal right radius and a partial right femur
shaft) were too fragmentary to be identified as either Scaled Quail or Gambel's Quail.
The sternum from House 2 may well be from a Gambel's Quail in that the other four
quail bones from this pithouse are Gambel's.

Order: Columbiformes
Family: Columbidae
Mourning Dove (Zenaida macroura)

The right coracoid of a Mourning Dove was found in the fill of House 4 and is

probably Tanque Verde Phase in age (A.D. 1150-1250). This bird would have been a

year around resident in the San Pedro Valley and is distinguished osteologically from
its close relative the White-wing Dove (Z. asiatka) by smaller size.

Various archaeological finds of Mourning Dove have been made, including speci-

mens of both older and younger age than the Big Ditch specimen, from Snaketown

(McKusick 1976), Ventana Cave (Haury, et al. 1950:Table 11), the Davis Ranch Site

(Gerald 1975:Table 3), and the Hardy Site (Gregonis, in prep.; Gregonis and Reinhard

1979). Mourning Doves, like quail, were probably utilized as a food resource.

Order: Cuculiformes
Family. Cuculidae

This full-time resident of southern Arizona is represented by a distal left tibiotarsus

and a distal right humerus. Both are from the middle-upper fill of House 2 and could

well be from the same individual.

Archaeologically, the Roadrunner, too, is present at a number of sites, in contexts

both older and younger than the Big Ditch specimens, including Snaketown (McKusick

1 976), Ventana Cave (Haury et al. 1950:Table 11), the Davis Ranch Site (Gerald 1975:

Table 3), Las Colinas (Rea 1981), Pisinimo (Masse 1980b:270) and the University Indian

Ruin (Ferg, in press). Roadrunner feathers continue to be used in Pueblo ceremonial

items, but among historic Pimans they were avoided as being a source of sickness (Bahr

etal. 1974).

0rder: Strigiformes
Family: Tytonidae
Barn Owl (Tyto alba)

One complete ungual phalanx (claw) was recovered from the lower Santa Cruz (A.D.

7 00-900) age fill of House 7, and the distal end of a left ulna came from the Sacaton or

Tanque Verde age upper fill of House 1. Barn Owls are permanent residents in the San

pedro Valley.

The only other known archaeological occurrences of the Barn Owl in a Hohokam
s"e are three bones from the upper (dry) midden (levels 1 through 4) in the upper cave

at Ventana Cave (Haury et al. 1950:Table 11). While these bones are probably from the

Hohokam occupation, because of the considerable mixing of the upper deposits (Haury
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et al. 1950:341-342) all that can be said with certainty is that they probably date after

about A.D. 1. Upper level bones could relate to Papago use of the cave, or could even

be post-occupational (as the White-wing Dove may be; see Rea 1983:159-160).

Order: Passeriformes

Family: Troglodytidae

Rock Wren (Salpinctes obsoletus)

A complete left humerus and left ulna were found on the floor of House 2. Both

bones are well preserved and appear to be from the same individual. These are larger

than the Canon Wren (Catherpes mexicanus) and Bewick's Wren (Troglodytes bewickii).

This bird is probably a full-time resident in the San Pedro Valley, and prefers living in

cliffs, hills, and even in areas with high dirt banks. No other archaeological specimens

are known for the Hohokam area.

Family: Emberizidae

Northern Cardinal (Cardinalis cardinalis)

During the 1974-1975 work at Big Ditch, the premaxilla of a Northern Cardinal

was found, apparently associated with what is seemingly a Gila Butte Phase (A.D. 550-

700) burial in or below Trash Mound 1. The burial was that of a child, three to six years

of age, with Gila Butte Red-on-buff ceramics in the lower fill of the grave (Dudley Meade,
pers. comm.).

Only two other prehistoric occurrences of the Northern Cardinal in Arizona are

known. The first is from another Hohokam site, Alder Wash Ruin (AZ BB:6:9 - ASM),
located 40 km upstream (south) from Big Ditch, on the west bank of the San Pedro River

(Fig. 1). This specimen is also a premaxilla, but dates to about A.D. 1150-1225, having
been found on the floor of an early Classic Period pithouse, House 17 (Masse, in prep;

J

mandibl
associated terminal phalanx) have been reported from the fourteenth century Grass-

hopper Pueblo (AZ P:14:l - ASM) in the White Mountains of east-central Arizona (J-

Olsen 1980:163-164; 1982:66). None show any modification.
The bill of the related Pyrrhuloxia (Cardinalis sinuatus) is quite differently shaped.

Both Hohokam archaeological specimens are illustrated in Fig. 2, along with modern
specimens of the Northern Cardinal and Pyrrhuloxia.

DISCUSSION

All eight bird species in the archaeological assemblage (including the non-cultural
Red-tailed Hawk) can be found year-round in the vicinity of the site today, except for

the winter visitor Snow Goose. Although the Northern Cardinal is now a common resi-

dent of southeastern Arizona north to the Mogollon Rim, such was apparently not alwavs
the case. Philhps (1968:151) notes that 'This gorgeous bird, apparently rare and lo.

in the early 1870's and conceivably absent from Arizona a few years before, had spre
Dy 1885 north to the Agua Fria River." Ti ' ' - - -- - - - -»» «««:•.

ad

, «,.„, w uic Agua *ria River." Its colonization of the Big Sandy-Bill Williams
drainage has occurred since about 1940 (Monson and Phillips 1981). A similar recent

rl^v 'IT
CXt

/

ension in south-central Arizona has been documented for the closely

from AW "w u o
(RCa 1983:89

'
230-231 >- Based on the Northe™ Cardinal premaxilla

cTrL ? Rum'J°hnson M-«) suggested that the recent range expansion of the

bten «*fc , hT
°na

,

represents a "-occupation of an area from which it had previously

natTon n nnn h ,
Y n°Wn faCt° rS> A" alte™tive (and not mutually exclusive) expla-

skts tC T,
1S that thCSe Cardinal beaks reP^ent the remains of live birds or

"original" r ?^f* *' Hohokam area from somewhere farther south, in the

as macaws oT'
'" PrehlSt°ric times

- * ^s been well documented that other birds, such
macaws, obtained originally from far to the south in Mesoamerica, were traded into the
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I

\

!

I • ^.-Dorsal, lateral, and palatal views of (A) modern Pyrrhuloxia skull (No. 6202 in the University

Arizona Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology Bird Collection), (B) prehistoric Nor-
ern Ordinal premaxilla from Alder Wash Ruin (AZ BB:6:9), (C) prehistoric Northern Cardinal

Premaxilla from Big Ditch Site (AZ BB:2:2), (D) modern Northern Cardinal skull (No. 11840 in the
yersity of Arizona Denartrnpnt nf Fmlncrv and Evolutionary Biology Bird Collection).
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Southwest (Hargrave 1970). Presumably the Cardinals traded would have been the males

with their brilliant red plumage and bills.

With the present data it is not possible to say whether the Cardinal was a trade item

or occurred naturally on the San Pedro in prehistoric times. The reinvasion hypothesis

is unlikely. Archaeological dry cave deposits in the Hohokam area could yield identifi-

able Cardinal feathers, but so far have not, to the best of our knowledge. The recovery

of Cardinal bones or feathers from dated prehistoric but non-cultural deposits, such as

fossil packrat middens, would argue strongly for the natural presence of Cardinals in

Arizona prior to the late 1800s. Again though, no such specimens are presently known.
The distribution of bird bones within the site also merits some comment. Of the

sixteen bird bones reported here (the non-cultural Red-tailed Hawk being excluded), over

half (nine bones or 56%) came from a single provenience, House 2 (Table 1). Of these,

six bones representing at least two Gambel's Quail and one Rock Wren, were directly

associated with the floor. Although the fill of House 2 represented the largest single

trash deposit excavated at the site, virtually all proveniences were screened through Vi

inch mesh screens (Masse, pers. comm.), hence the high proportion of bird bones in

House 2 cannot be dismissed as a problem in the manner in which the various proven-
iences were sampled. When the analysis of the complete floor assemblage (including all

artifactual, floral and faunal materials) is completed by Masse, some further comments
on this distributional situation may be possible.

A second notable relationship is that only two (12.5%) of the bones were recovered
from non-pithouse proveniences even though the sampled trash mounds produced large

quantities of large and small mammal bones. It is uncertain whether this restricted dis-

tribution of bird bone at the site is the result of cultural practices or of differential pre-

servation of bird bone in different types of features.
Finally, from the 1975-1977 excavations, 2618 mammal bones were recovered,

820 of which were considered identifiable Accordingly, bird bone
(15 elements) represents 0.6% of all recovered bone, and 1.8% of all identifiable bone.
At first glance, this proportion of bird to mammal bone seems quite low, but there are
no large, analyzed faunal assemblages from Hohokam sites with which to compare these

faunal
oe sutticiently clearly presented that similar proportions may be calculated from them.
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AN ETHNOBOTANICAL ANOMALY:
\RTH OF BINOMIAL SPECIFICS IN A FOLK TAXONOMY
OF A NEGRITO HUNTER-GATHERER SOCIETY

IN THE PHILIPPINES

THOMAS N. HEADLAND
Summer Institute of Linguistics

Box 2270, Manila, Philippines

ABSTRACT.-The Agta are a Negrito hunter-gatherer group in the Philippines. After a brief
description of their culture, language, natural environment, and folk plant taxonomy, a
comparison is made between that taxonomy and the universal model proposed by Brent
Berlin. While the Agta data substantiate the Berlin model in most aspects, there is one
salient area of conflict. The model proposes that specific biological taxa in any language
are composed of binomials. It is argued here that the Agta case is an anomaly, in that their
specific plant taxa are monomials. Four hypotheses are proposed as possible explanations
for this anomaly.

INTRODUCTION

Certain cognitive anthropologists, particularly Brent Berlin and his associates, argue
that in any ethnobiological taxonomy the specific taxa (those found at the third level of
a taxonomy) are almost always binomial "secondary" lexemes.

1
The suggestion is that

this "binomiality principle" (Berlin 1978:20) may be a human universal. Most of the
evidence published to date substantiates this hypothesis.

Data gathered by the present author and his wife in the 1970s, however, provide a
startling exception to the hypothesis. An analysis of an ethnobotanical taxonomy of the
Agta Negritos found that of the sample of 143 specific taxa elicited from Agta infor-
mants, only five were binomials, and none of these were secondary lexemes. Further-
ore, to the author's knowledge, no secondary biological lexemes were found to occur

m the Agta language, except for the two varietal taxa mentioned in Note 3.

Alter an introductory description of the Agta sociocultural system, including their
na ural environment, economy, language, and their relationship with the flora and vege-

'on, a brief description is presented of their folk plant taxonomy. A comparison will
e made between that Agta taxonomy and the Berlin model. Emphasis will be placed on
e one area where the Agta data deviate from the model. Four hypotheses will be pro-

Posed herein as possible explanations for this Agta anomaly.

THE AGTA CULTURE AND ENVIRONMENT

The culture. The Casiguran Agta, or Casiguran Dumagat, are one of approximately
different Negrito populations found in the Philippines today. The Casiguran Agta are

a hunter-gatherer society which numbered 621 in 1977. Most of these live in one of 13

areas in or near the Casiguran Valley in Aurora Province, on the eastern coast of
Uzon Island. The Agta are seminomadic. Their temporary settlements are typically

composed of from three to seven kinship-related nuclear households, located either along
watersheds in the foothills of the heavily rain-forested Sierra Madre or along the beaches
ot the seacoast.

The environment. The geographical boundaries of the Casiguran Agta circumscribe
311 area of 700 km?. Elevation ranges from sea level to a maximum of 1100 m. Average
nual rainfall is 378 lcm. The temperature ranges from an annual normal maximum of
c

.
to an annual normal minimum of 22 C. About half of the area is still covered by

Pnmary Dipterocarp rainforest, although most of this has been thinned of the bigger trees

oggers during the past twenty years. The Agta are today greatly outnumbered by a
growing

population of Filipino immigrant farmers, who now number some 30,000.2
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Agta have been, for the men, hunting and fishing and, for the women, shellfishing, gather-

ing wild yams (Dioscorca spp.), and extracting starch from a wild palm called agel (Cary-
ota cummingii). Throughout the same period, a major aspect of their economics has
involved the symbiotic relationship between the Agta and their lowland Filipino farming
neighbors. This is manifested in heavy trading between the two populations. For at

least the last hundred years, if not long before, the Agta have practiced very marginal
swidden cultivation. Only about 4% of their starch foods comes from their own gardens
(Rai 1982:171). Today, Agta women spend little time in the gathering of wild carbohy-
drate foods, since rice, secured from the non-Agta framers for which the Agta exchange
meat, forest plants, or labor, is now their main staple.

Linguistic note. The Casiguran Agta speak their own distinct language, which be-
longs to the Northern Cordilleran subfamily of Austronesian (Tharp 1974)'. This langu-
age, hereinafter called Casiguran Agta, or simply Agta, is closely related to four sister
languages spoken in northeastern Luzon: Palanan Agta, Agta of Southeastern Cagayan,
Paranan, and Kasiguranin (Headland and Healey 1974, Headland 1975a). Casiguran Agta
shares 46% of its basic vocabulary with Tagalog, and 43% with Ilokano (Headland 1975a).
These are the two main trade languages of the area, and of most of Luzon Island.

In this paper, Agta terms are written phonemically. Glottal stop, which is predic-
table belore initial vowel and after final vowels of utterances, and between certain vowel
sequences, is not symbolized. The mid close central vowel (the so-called Austronesian
pepet vowel) is written as e, and the velar nasal is written as ng. (For a full description
ot Agta phonology, see Headland and Headlai

'

1974: 4-19, and Headland and Wolfenden 1967.)

an

Agta culture in relation to the flora. The Agta, a forest-dwelling group of hunters

M .wia^'^r
a" in "dCpth knowIed§e of the diverse flora in their environment.

Merrill (1967:61) recognizes 8120 species of Philippine plants in 1524 genera. Eighty-
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8)
,
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AN ACTA ETHNOBOTANICAL TAXONOMY
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The term "unique beginner" refers to the most inclusive taxon of a taxonomy.
It is the label for the taxonomy, and is the only taxon at the highest level. It does not

occur in a contrast set, and it is usually not labeled linquistically (Kay 1971:87; Berlin

et al. 1973:215; Conklin 1962:128).

Life form taxa in Agta correspond to the definition proposed by Berlin (1976:384;
1978). Such taxa occur at the first level of the taxonomy, are few in number, are invari-

ably polytypic, are made up of primary lexemes, and are differentiated by stem habit.

All Agta informants divided the plant world into three categories: herbs, vines, and
trees.4

Intermediate level taxa refer to points in a taxonomy where nodes occur, but for

which there is no emic plant label (though there are usually generic descriptions, such as

'herbs that bear fruit', or 'hollow trunk trees'). Such intermediate taxa are "covert cate-

gories which . . . represent groupings of generic names which are included in mid-level

taxa that have not been labeled by . . . plant lexemes" (Berlin et al. 1973:226).5 Our
Agta informants classified a number of plants into covert intermediate categories. Three
levels of such categories occured between the life form and generic taxa. (The details of

these are not pertinent to the argument of the present paper, and are thus not described
herein. Refer to Headland 1981b for a complete description of the Agta taxonomy.)

Generic taxa in Agta refer to plants which are readily perceived as different by any
lay person (which is not the case with specific taxa). Agta generic lexemes are all mono-
mials, and are included in one of the three life form taxa (with a few ambiguously affili-

ated exceptions). Agta generic taxa also correspond closely with the species in modern
biology. Psychologically, generic taxa are the most salient in the taxonomy; they were
the first terms our informants gave us in our early ethnobotanical inquiry, and they are

the first terms acquired by Agta children as they learn to name plants (Berlin 1978:17;
see also Stross 1974).

Specific taxa are those which are immediately included in generic taxa. Whereas
generic taxa represent perceptually distinct discontinuities in the biological world, speci-

W**?*\
n COgnkively rec°Snized primarily because of their cultural importance (Berlin

1978: 18). As Berlin states it, generic taxa are recognized "because they are there;"
specific taxa are recognized "because it is culturally important to do so" (1978:19).
Most specific taxa occur in sets of two or three members, although we have found Agta
specific sets of up to twenty and thirty members immediately included in some generics
ot major importance (e.g., the generic uway 'rattan' includes 22 specific types of rattan,
and the generic pahay 'rice' includes 31 specifics).

hi™
1" ??* eth

J
nobiol°8ical taxonomies, it has been found that most specific taxa are

binomial secondary ' lexemes. Conklin reported this to be the case for another Philip-
pine group (1954:117), and Berlin and his colleagues hypothesize that this is a cultural
universal Berlin et al. 1973:2l8ff). Our data, on the other hand indicate that most
Agta spectics are monomial lexemes, with only 4% of the specifics in our data being bino-

lais furthermore, there are no secondary lexemes in our data, except for the two van-

in H t T-
m

I

SinCC this Pheno™non is so contrary to expectations, we discuss it

m detail m the next section which is the heart of the issue and the thesis of this paper.

THE DEARTH OF BINOMIAL SPECIFICS IN AGTA
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We f°U"d 25^^ *"" '"ZP generic plant names that were polytypic. From these 25, we found a total
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plant"Um
:.' """ SPCC1"C Plant taxa at ,evel thr^.» Of these 143 specific taxa, only five

are binomials Furthermore, none of these are secondary lexemes, and there are nosecondary biological lexemes, to our knowledge, in the Agta language, except for thetwo varietal taxa discussed in Note 3.
P

axa
.• i . ,

r r '
* v-~^-""-3, w»x/o <uc unproauc-

,ve complex primary lexemes," and 4% are "productive complex primary lexemes."

21 wSST
see e °nIy 4% of the Agta specific taxa in our sample arc bin°-

attributive plus a generic name" (1974:41). In contrast, we found only five such bino-
mials among the 143 Agta specific taxa in our sample, with four of these occuring with

^nan
e

nivo

n
ff

Veterm
' ""*. ^^^ ^ m tUnay a paIaS *»** Dille™'.uinay a niyog genume coconut>) tunay § bmag .^.^ ^^ ^ ^ maes

.

To illustrate with just one example the difference between Tzeltal and Agta specific
exemes, let us compare the form of the specific terms included in the generic taxon for
banana m both languages. In Tzeltal there are at least twelve specific classes of bananas.

ot which are binomial secondary lexemes (e.g., 'white banana', 'genuine banana', 'wax
banana', etc.) (Berlin 1977:84). Agta, on the other hand, has eighteen specific classes of
ananas, all of which are marked by primary monomial lexemes. Ten of these are simple

lexemes, and eight are unproductive lexemes.

FOUR HYPOTHESES FOR EXPLAINING THE ANOMALY

At this point the question is raised, why is the Agta case an anomaly in having so
ew specific terms which are binomials?9 While more research is necessary before I will
prepared to give a definitive answer to this question, four possible hypotheses may be

considered. These are presented here:

ypothesis 1: Agta speakers tend not to use a lot of adjectives. Elsewhere (Head-
981a) I have argued that although it is grammatically allowable, it is semantically
rsome in Agta to use more than one adjective or adverb in a phrase. Some langu-
ctually favor the heavy use of noun modifiers as a rhetorical device for enhancing

peecn style. Koine Greek is a classic example of such a language. Banker (1980) also

v s that some of the Viet Nam languages string out their sentences with extra modi-
ymg words to improve discourse style.

?ta, however, as well as several other Philippine languages, tends to be at the other

° the spectrum in its discourse style. Agta speakers are predisposed not to use a lot

f

m° ers in the ir speech. It is rare, in Agta text materials, to find two adjectives in the
e phrase. When too many adjectives are inserted into Agta speech, I have argued,

tj

Cre ls a resulting "information overload" (Headland 1981a) which causes communica-
ockage. This may be at least part of the reason for the dearth of binomial taxa in

Agta plant names.

.
yP° th esis 2: Agta specific taxa are monomials because the Agta are such skilled

da

CI

,

StS °n Plan ts that they have long ago coined primary lexemes (rather than secon-

Zif'

e
.

Xemes
) for even those plants at the specific level. This hypothesis concords with

of

S aw
( ly 49), which maintains that length of word varies inversely with its frequency

lc r

age
" That is, words that are used frequently will be shorter than words that are used

less frequently.

expj -

eci1 Brown (drawing from Berlin 1977:96), has developed a theoretical model to

socieT
-11

/
growth

(and decline) of certain types of biological terminologies in human

n

les
*Brown 1977:332, 1979:381, and Witkowski et al. 1981). Though Brown does

tfic h

CUSS any reasons as to whY a language may have mostly binomial (or monomial) spec-
s

>
is model does suggest why some languages may have many specific biological taxa,
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while others have very few. To summarize this part of Brown's model, more complex

societies tend to have more life form taxa, and fewer specific taxa, while simple societies

(like the Agta) would have the opposite tendencies (but cf. Waddy 1982:70).

The reason, then, that more complex societies (with more cultural-technological

development) have less specific taxa is they are not as intricately involved and dependent

upon the plant world. Berlin (1977:97), for example, points out that English speakers

reared in an urban environment have virtually no specific names for kinds of plants.

Brown's model thus suggests that specific plant taxa are more highly salient in simple

forest societies.

Carrying Brown's direction one step further, I would hypothesize that very simple

societies, such as the Agta, which consist of forest dwellers who are intimately involved

with and dependent upon their botanical environment, will not only have more specific

plant taxa in their vocabulary, but that a majority of those taxa will be primary mono-

mial lexemes. In the case of the Agta, therefore, I see them as skilled botanists, real folk

scientists in their own right. One manifestation of this is that they have monomial plant

lexemes for most of the named plants in their environment. This includes their plant

taxa at the specific level.

It would be interesting to do a semantic study of automobile parts nomenclature as

it is used by professional mechanics in an auto repair shop, in contrast to how the same

parts might be used by the lay people in the same neighborhood. I would conjecture that

the lay people would use proportionately more secondary binomials for the same parts

for which the mechanics use primary monomials. James Spradley (1970) has shown the

complexity of terminology of certain restricted semantic domains in English, which are

known only by those who are specialists or practitioners of those customs to which the

domains pertain. Spradley does not discuss the ratio of monomials to binomials in his

examples, but his examples do illustrate the extreme argot which can be found in the

vocabulary of those who find the items referred to in that domain as important to them-

selves.

The Agta definitely find the items of the plant world as very important to their

lives-so important, I am suggesting, that they have simple monomial lexemes for even

many of their specific plant taxa. This fits with Berlin's recent modification of his earlier

models that in some languages specific taxa of major cultural importance may be mono-

mial (Berlin 1976:392, 1978:20-21).

Hypothesis 3: Here the question is raised as to whether we are dealing here with a

phenomenon similar to what Hays asserts for the Ndumba: "Binomialization is culturally

permissible for nearly all Ndumba plant names but is uncommon except when used for

emphasis" (1976:506, n.7). I would argue that this concept is not true for Agta plant

taxa. While any plant taxon may carry a modifier within the phrase within which it is

said, such modifying is rare and, in any case, I would not consider the modifier as part of

the actual lexeme. Similarly, I do not believe that Agta plant lexemes correspond to

what Pennoyer describes for another Philippine group: "In the Taubuid classificatory

plant second attn

butive word and then applied to a different (but somewhat similar) plant" (1975:209)
Hypothesis 4: This hypothesis concords with a characteristic feature of the syntax

of Phihppme languages in general. It is common in the syntax of Agta, as well as other

Hulippme languages, to nominalize adjectives simply by using them in the nominal posi-

tion in a sentence. That is, adjectives may be used as nouns. For example, an Agta

speaker may refer to the smaller of two bolos being offered for sale in a market by saying

to the vendorto the vendor,

'Alapen ko tu ketihek a sondang.'

take I the small bolo

'I'll take the small bolo.'
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Although this sentence is perfectly grammatical, and would sound natural the Agta
speaker would be more apt to omit the last word, 'bolo', and merely say, "Alapen ko tu
ketihek," Til take Ismail (one).' This tendency in Philippine languages for the

7 'J

the context what the speaker is referring to.

kn

Agt

Hypothesis Four, then, suggests that originally the monomial specific plant taxa in
L were hinnmicjlc rnncio+U^ ^f — «^:_ _*.• ._ „i

However, because of theo — —j^v*^ ^ 1LAJ a uuun. xiuwcvcr, oecause oi tne
ability of adjectives to serve as nouns in the language, the original generic nouns in the
bmomial taxa eventually came to be dropped, and the remaining adjectives became
nommalized as the formal names for specific plant taxa.

Thus, for example, the specific taxon binaybay Variety of rice', may have originally
been called *hinavhnv a nahov f,.rU;„u ~,„ vi n_. < i • -»\ r. . t .

pahay
pahay

taxon for referring to this particular specific variety of rice.

There is one minor problem with this hypothesis. It implies that the Agta monomial
specific taxa are nominalized forms of known adjectives used elsewhere in the language.
But this is the case with only 24 of the 138 specific monomial taxa in our sample. Other
specific taxa may be recognized as having been borrowed from another language (usually
Tagalog, probably at the same time these cultigens were first introduced into Casiguran).
And some of those taxa have adjectival meanings in the languages from which they were
borrowed, but not in Agta (as e.g., the variety of cassava called merakel, which probabh
comes from the English word 'miracle'). Other specific plant taxa have no meaning, to
our knowledge, in either Agta or any of the major Philippine languages in Luzon, other
than as present-day terms for Agta plant names. Hypothesis Four, then, suggests that
these latter tprmc w^ ™«—:„r._i -Ji„*J :„ 4 „*~ • *i * u..+ *i :~--iittllul Lcims were meaningiul adjectives in Agta in tne past, but those original mean-
ings are now extinct, and the forms remain today in the language only as terms for plant
taxa.

Admittedly, a strong cas anno
specifics in Agta without first making collections of the total flora in the Casiguran area,
311 tnen eliciting from informants all or most of their plant names, which could number
over a thousand. The sample of plant taxa used in the present study is small, and tends
to include plants which are of cultural importance to the Agta. Berlin has more recently

ypothesized that taxa of "major cultural importance" may have monomial forms at the

specific level (1976:392, 1978:20-21). He has, however, also suggested to me (in per-

sonal correspondence in 1978) that if I were to elicit more taxa of plants of no cultural

utility, that I would find most of the specific level labels of these taxa to be binomials.

While this may be possible, it must remain an open question for the present. 10 My
nowledge and experience regarding the Agta language lead me to believe that specific

momials will be just as rare in a complete plant inventory as they are in the present
sample. It is rare for Agta speakers to modify nouns with more than one adjective in a

Slngle Phrase. Though grammatically allowable, it is semantically cumbersome to do so.

would be even more surprised to find any Agta plant lexemes consisting of three, four
°r flve Words, as Conklin found for the Hanunoo (1954: 128).

CONCLUSION

Thiis

nnobotanical taxonomy into three main levels-life form, generic, and specific, as well
as several covert intermediate levels numbering up to three in some branches of the
taxonomy.

The theoretical issue of the paper is concerned with the observation that very few
the plant taxa in the Agta data are composed of binomial lexemes. Agta plant names

at thp e^.«. •/*• - . x .1 • 1_ f\_1.. ACT? ~f
any
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the specific taxa in the sample were binomials, and there were no secondary lexemes

found in the data. The issue concerns the conflict between the data and a basic hypo-

thesis of certain cognitive anthropologists that specific taxa in any folk taxonomy are

made up of mostly binomial secondary lexemes.

Four hypotheses were presented here as possible explanations as to why the Agta

case is an anomaly in having so few specific binomial terms. Hypothesis One suggested

that Agta has few plant binomials because the language as a whole tends to use adjec-

tives sparsely. Hypothesis Two suggested that the reason for the lack of binomials is

because the Agta are such skilled specialists on plants that they have primary monimial

lexemes for plants even at the specific level. Hypothesis Three suggested that the Agta

specific taxa are binomials, but that the second attributive words are only used uncom-

monly for emphasis. In other words, the binomials are there but the investigators failed

to notice them. This author rejects the possibility of Hypothesis Three being correct.

Hypothesis Four suggested that originally the monomial specific taxa in Agta were bino-

mials consisting of an adjective plus a noun. But because of the tendency in Agta for

adjectives to serve as nouns, the original generic nouns in the binomial taxa came to be

dropped, and the remaining adjectives became nominalized as the formal names for speci-

fic plant taxa.

There is a theoretical significance to the Agta data, as it has been described here.

This involves the discovery of a language group which does not appear to use binomial

lexemes for specific plant taxa. The major theoretician in the area of folk biological

taxonomies, Brent Berlin, has developed a widely accepted model which proposes that

the use of binomial specific taxa is a cultural universal. The present sample of Agta data,

however, contradicts that model. The point is, if the Agta lexicon fails to have binomial

lexemes for their specific taxa, it seems probable that other languages elsewhere do as

well. It would be interesting if future research shows that this phenomenon is limited to

languages spoken by so-called hunter-gatherer band-level societies, or is restricted to cer-

tain Philippine languages.
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NOTES

1.
a MQ7fi-397 1978; Berlin

Berlin defines two main types of lexemes, primary and secondary \V9iv* »#,

et al. 1973:217-219, 1974:28). Primary lexemes may be of two types, simple primary, or c

°

J

primary. Complex primary lexemes may in turn be further subdivided as either unproductive^ °
^.^

ductive. Since Agta plant taxa consist of each of the three types of primary lexemes,

tions are outlined here, with examples from the Agta data, as well as from English.
analyz-

Simple primary lexemes are unique, "single word" expressions which are "linguistica y
emeS

"

able." They are monomorphemic (i.e., unsegmentable). Conklin calls these "unitary simp e ^^^
(1962:122). Examples of such lexemes in English folk biology are oak, pine, quail, and bass.

^ ^
pies in Agta are biget 'banana', buloktot 4

jade vine', ogsa
4deer\ and nabneh

4
var. of rattan

^^^
sample of 203 plant taxa, 97% of the generics (58/60) and 65% of the specifics (93/143) are

with simple primary lexemes. Unguis

Unproductive complex primary lexemes are polymorphemic (i.e., segmentable)
§

tically analyzable, but no constituent of the term labels a taxon superordinate to the c a ^^
tion. Conklin calls these "unitary complex lexemes." Thus, poison oak is not a type o •

ductive

pies in English are jack-in-the-pulpit, pineapple, and cat-tail. There are 45 specific unP|"^
s^

lexemes in our Agta sample. Most of these, 32, are single words with frozen denvationa a i ^^
tumadem 4

var. of rattan
1

, malagkit
4

var. of rice'). Five more are reduplicated forms of s 1111^. os .na.

(e.g., aso-aso 4

var. of rattan
1

, ipit-ipit
4

var. of banana'). The eight forms are compound n0
f̂

S

;cs
-

n olir

buhog 4

var. of rattan', songsong-gabi 4

var. of taro'). Thirty-one percent of the Agta sp

sample are unproductive lexemes (45/143). There is one generic which may be classe

ductive lexeme: makahiya 'Mimosa pudica', a term borrowed from Tagalog.

unpr°
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NOTES (continued)

Productive complex primary lexemes are also polymorphic and linguistically analyzablc; however,
in contrast to the unproductive lexemes, one of the constituents always labels a superordinate taxon,'
such as tree in tulip tree. However, such lexemes contrast directly with other taxa in the set which are
simple primary lexemes or complex primary lexemes (which may be productive or unproductive).
Examples in English are crabgrass, swordfish, and pipevine. There are only five examples of produc-
tive lexemes in our sample, all of which are binomial specifics; and all of the binomial specifics in our
sample of Agta are productive lexemes. (These five samples are listed in Headland 1981b:90.)

Secondary lexemes are also polymorphemic and linguistically analyzable. They are, like produc-

samc
category superordinate to the form in question. In this case, however, in contrast to productive
lexemes, secondary lexemes occur in contrast sets all of whose members are labeled by other secon-
dary lexemes which share the same superordinate constituent. An example of such a contrast set in

English is the set filled by the terms jack oak, post oak, scrub oak, blue oak, etc.

To our knowledge there are no secondary lexemes in Agta botanical taxa, except for the two
varietal taxa in Note 3. This phenomenon does not fit the Berlin model, which states that "specific

and varietal classes are labeled, with predictable exceptions, by binomial secondary lexemes" (Berlin

1976:390).

It should be noted that Conklin does not differentiate between productive complex primary
lexemes and secondary lexemes in his model, but refers to both types as "composite lexemes" (1962:

122).

2. The traumatic culture change of the Agta since WWII has been described elsewhere (Head-

land and Headland 1974:xlviii; Headland 1975b; 1981b:2-13).

3. Berlin et al. describe a fourth level universal ethnobiological taxonomic category, called

varietal, which is a further division of specific taxa. They state that this level is "rare in most folk

biological taxonomies" (1973:215, 216). We discovered only one set of taxa at this varietal level,

two subvarieties of the species of taro called sampernando. These are melatak a sampemando 4

white

sampernando taro*, and mengitet a sampernando, 'dark sampernando taro'.

4. We hypothesize here that this three-part division of plants is universal for all Philippine

groups. It has been documented for the following Philippine groups: Subanun, Hanunoo, Taubuid,

and Gaddang (Conklin 1957:44; Frake 1969:36-37; Wallace 1970:10; Pennoyer 1975:210), and

several colleagues of the Summer Institute of Linguistics have verified to us that this same 'herb-

vine-tree' trichotomy exists in other groups in the Philippines. This contrasts with a two-part divi-

sion at the life form level for the Aborigines on Groote Eylandt, Australia (Waddy 1982:70), a four-

part division for the Tzeltal and the Aguaruna (Berlin et al. 1973:219; Berlin 1976:385), and a five-

part division for the Papago (Mathiot 1964:156, 158) and the Ndumba of New Guinea (Hays 1976:

506, n.4). For a possible exception to this hypothesized universal, see Reid and Madulid (1972:2),

and Headland (1981b:96, n.17).

5. Not every researcher handles the covert nodes in folk taxonomical studies. Conklin, for

example, found intermediate levels in>a Hanunoo plant taxonomy, but did not include them as levels

ir
» the taxonomy, because these midgrouping of plants were not made "according to a structured

terminologically-identifiable system" (1954:97). Berlin et al., however, argue that these unlabeled

covert categories are of crucial taxonomic significance, and that "the understanding . . . of a . . .

domain is actually obscured if one focuses solely on lexically labeled units" (1968:290).

6 - For a definition of "secondary lexemes," see Note 1. A binomial is defined in this paper as

a native biological name consisting of two terms, one of which is the same as the superordinate taxon

t0 the name in question, and the other of which is an attributive. This is synonymous with what

Conklin calls
it gments

ordinate to those designated by the forms in question" (1962:122). In Berlin s model, all secondary

lexemes and productive primary lexemes are binomials. There were only five binomials discovered in

Agta.

7. Hanuno
names, 1054, or nearly two-thirds, consist of an initial basic name followed by one or more attributive
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NOTES (continued)

units (961 types have only one such attribute, 87 have two, eight have three, and only two have four)"

names

addition of a second attributive word and then applied to a different (but somewhat similar) plant"

(1975:209).

8. There are, of course, more than 143 specific plant taxa in Agta. These 143 extend only

sam

informants, being questioned with Black's elicitation method, added lexemes to the original sam

9. The Zambales

terms

terms for 34 varietiespopulation to deforestation (Brosius 1981). His sample includes specinc

banana, 16 of sweet potato, 16 of rattan, 15 of rice, 9 of taro, 8 of yam, 8 of corn, and 4 of wild

banana. Of these 110 specific terms, only 5 are binomials (Brosius, personal communication).

This Negri!

Zambales

They have no social interaction, and their languages, though both Austronesian, are not closely re-

lated. The shared vocabulary between Casiguran Agta and Botolan Sambal, which is spoken both by

the lowland Filipinos and the Negritos in the municipality of Botolan, is 46% (Walton 1979).

10. A final answer to this question may be soon forthcoming. Melinda S. Allen, an ethno-

botanist from the University of Hawaii, conducted a seven month field study of Agta ethnobotany in

Cagayan Province in 1981. Allen is a co-investigator of an NSF project titled "Women Hunters in a

Tropical Foraging Society," Grant No. BNS-80 14308. The investigators studied an Agta group 200

km north of Casiguran, who speak a language which is 70% cognate with Casiguran Agta (Headland

1975a:50).

Allen's work was aimed at a botanical collection of all plants in fruit or flower, with an emphasis

on those of economic importance. Regarding the frequency of binomials in this area, she wrote me

on June 29, 1981 saying, "To date 293 folknames have been elicited for an unspecified number of

Latin equivalents. Of these, 1 1 are compound nouns, and only five are true binomials."
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EVALUATING THE STABILITY

OF SUBSISTENCE STRATEGIES
BY USE OF PALEOETHNOBOTANICAL DATA

DEBORAH M. PEARSALL
American Archaeology Division, University of Missouri

Columbia, Missouri 65211

ABSTRACT.—Two analyses of archaeological plant remains are presented to illustrate how
ethnobotanical data can be applied to the problem of determining stability of subsistence

strategies through time. An analysis of charred wood from the Real Alto and Rio Perdido

sites in coastal Ecuador revels changes in firewood collection strategies which correlate to

changes in settlement patterns and land use in the area. An analysis of seed and wood
remains from the Pachamachay site, Peru, explores the utility of four quantitative ap-

proaches. Patterns of change in occurence of plant taxa are pinpointed within the overall

pattern of stability of plant utilization strategies in the puna zone.

INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, paleoethnobotanists have made an increasing effort to apply

their data to questions of cultural process: the evolution of early nutritional systems,

cultivation strategies, long term stability of subsistence strategies, and the process of

agricultural intensification, among other ogy

paeloethnobotany
the evolution of this trend, and the emergence of anthropological ethnobotany. This

paper demonstrates the application of ethnobotanical data to the problem of determining

the stability of subsistence strategies through time. Two cases will be presented: analyses

of charred wood from the Real Alto site, coastal Ecuador (Pearsall 1979), and of charred

fj

an

tanical

and overall adaptation allowing comparisons between conclusions reached from each set

of data. quantitative approaches, it will be dem

of plant remains valuable insight can

examination of paleoethnobotanical data.

Several recent papers (Asch and Asch 1975; Asch, etal. 1979; Dennell 1976;Minnis

1981) have emphasized caution in the interpretation of archaeological seed assemblages.

The lack of direct correlation between raw seed counts or percentages and dietary impor-

tance of the plant is well understood by most ethnobotanists, who routinely include in

their analyses cautions about the bias produced by differential preservation of botanical

materials archaeologically. A variety of quantitative means have been applied to ethno-

botanical data in an attempt to circumvent this problem. No overall review of these

measures has been made. No such assessment is attempted herein, rather it is hoped that

comment can be generated on this topic by the presentation of the Real Alto and Pacha-

machay data in several different quantitative formats.

REAL ALTO CHARRED WOOD ANALYSIS

400

The Real Alto site, excavated under the direction of Donald W. Lathrap, is a 300 x

m oval village located on the Rio Verde in southwestern Ecuador. It was occupied

The Valdivia traditionceramic. -,.._„ » me v anuria anu iviaciiaiuia «.*»»—«»»»

Del°ngs to the early Formative phase of coastal Ecuador (Meggers 1966:34-42). Earliest
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Valdivia ceramics, Valdivia I, appear at Real Alto at 3545 B.C. (Damp 1979). The entire

sequence, Valdivia I-VIII, is present at the site, but for purposes of this analysis, phases

VII and VIII were combined as late Valdivia, terminating at about 1500 B.C. The Macha-

lilla phase, the middle Formative of coastal Ecuador, dates approximately 1500-1000

B.C. The Machalilla samples used in this analysis come from a second site, Rio Perdido

(OGCh-20), a multiple component site located near Real Alto and excvated by Ronald

D. Lippi. Lippi (1980) proposes a hiatus of several hundred years between the abandon-

ment of Real Alto and the beginning of the Machalilla occupation at Rio Perdido.

The research problem investigated in the full ethnobotanical analysis of plant remains

from Real Alto and Rio Perdido was the nature of the subsistence strategy of the Valdivia

and Machalilla peoples living in the study area from 3500-1000 B.C., including an investi-

gation of the role of agriculture, the presence of specific crops, such as maize and root

crops, and the pattern of firewood and other wild plant utilization (Pearsall 1979).

Evidence of maize agriculture, beginning in the earliest Valdivia period, was obtained

through phytolith analysis (Pearsall 1978; 1979). Cultivation of a member of the Can-

naceae, probably achira (Carina edulis), is also suggested by the phytolith data. Charred

fragments of Canavalia beans, identified by Lawrence Kaplan (Damp et al 1980) as

probably domesticated C. plagiosperma, also date from earliest Valdivia times onward.

A model of Valdivia and Machalilla subsistence developed from the Real Alto study

includes not only agriculture, but wild plant gathering, terrestrial hunting, fishing, and

collecting of molluscs from mangrove swamps (Pearsall 1979: 186-189).

Charred wood fragments were the only well preserved macroremains recovered in

any quantity from the sites. Samples of 20-30 pieces greater than 2.0 mm could be

identified from many flotation samples by comparison to modern wood from the region.

Because there was no evidence for structural fire in the areas excavated at Real Alto

and Rio Perdido (e.g., no charred posts, no evidence of roofing or wall collapse due to

fire), all charred wood could be assumed to be the result of deliberate burning. Small

pieces of charred wood were found in concentrations, suggesting cooking areas, and

spread in household debris. Stone-constructed hearths were not found at the sites.

This situation implies that all charred wood can be considered functionally comparable

(also see Miller, 1980). Further, it can be argued that wood charred by deliberate burning

is the one type of ethnobotanical remain where the archaeological patterning directly

translates to a pattern of human behavior (Fig. 1). The charring of wood reflects its

function: as a fuel to be burned. By contrast, the charring of most other botanical

remains is not the result of its function, but is accidental. Of course, before percentage

WOOD
COLLECTION
(Function: Fuel)

MODEL OF FUEL
COLLECTION

WILD PLANT
COLLECTION

(Function: Food)

LIST OF
POTENTIALLY
USEFUL PLANTS

deliberate

burning

WASTE PRODUCT
ash, charred

wood

Percentage

distribution of

wood taxa

WASTE PRODUCT
leaves, stems,

peels, seeds

chance

burning

PERCENTAGE
DISTRIBUTION
OF SEED TAXA

DEPOSITION

RECOVERY:
Flotation

DEPOSITION

OF CHARRED
SEEDS

RECOVERY:
Flotation

FIG. 1. -Contrast between the results of deliberate burning of wood and accidental burning of seeds m
the interpretation of archaeological plant assemblages.
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distributions of wood species can be translated into firewood preferences differentfracturing propert.es, hardness, and ashing properties of the woods" to corre i fo overand under-representation in the archaeological record, must be considered With Jexperimental work in this direction the potential exists for contoH ng o^hl b"seswhereas there „ httle possibility to correct the accidents of seed preservation
Turning now to the Real Alto analysis, Fig. 2 shows the major vegetation zones ofsouthwestern Ecuador as reconstructed for the early Formative. This reconstruc ionassumes that the climate during the Valdivia and Machalilla periods (SSOO^STc^was similar to the present day climate of southwestern Ecuador, and controlled by the

recir. t

mS Wmd^ CUrrCntS Whkh °Perate t0day
-
A Cdtical evaluati°" of climatice

^
n tr^tion curves proposed by Hough (1953), Fairbridge (1961, 1962), McDougle

(1967) Sarma (1974) and Byrd (1976) revealed neither convincing evidence for climaficchange during the 3500-1000 B.C. period nor evidence that conditions were differentfrom today (Pearsall 1979: 55-79). The description of the floristic communities is basedon observations m the area made August 1974 through August 1975, interviews with
change

communities ,s necessary for the wood analysis, the xerophytic forest, a dry open forma-
ion dominated by leguminous trees, and the seasonally deciduous forest, a denser forma-
ion of two stories requiring more abundant and regular rainfall. Both are considered
climatic climax vegetation types (Richards 1972:321). The open grassland appearance ofmuch of this area today is s

J * * '

[
earsall 1979). Both me xcrupnyuc iorest ana tne deciduous torest formations

ave been modified in composition in modern times because of intensive exploitation,
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particularly cutting of trees and shrubs, and pulling of dead stumps of previously cut

trees, for making carbon (locally produced charcoal). The Real Alto and Rio Perdido

sites are located near the boundary of the two forest zones.
1Seventeen archaeological wood types were defined in this analysis (Table 1). Five

of these could be identified securely to species. The other 12 types were either less

securely identified, not present in the comparative collection of 75 species, or were

and so could not be assigned

and J
gned

xerophytic forest because it is probably Maytenus octogona (L Her.) D.C. Because the

archaeological specimens are so few, and minute, this identification is tentative. Type B

resembles two taxa: Triplaris guayaquilensis H.B.K. and Tecoma gandichandi D.C, both

native to the deciduous forest. Type D resembles four genera occurring in either deci-

duous or evergreen forest formations: Ocotea sp., Guazuma ulmifolia Lamark, Vitex

gigantea H.B.K. , and Bombax ruizii Schum. Type E is similar to Muntingia calabura L.

and two unidentified taxa, all collected in the deciduous forest. Type K is similar to

Dodonaea sp., a woody vine collected in the deciduous forest of Chongon. This identi-

fication is tentative, however, because of the small sizes of the pieces. Because the final

unidentified wood type (the soft, grainy type) resembles numerous taxa in the compara-
tive collection, notably many of the large deciduous and evergreen forest trees, it was
assigned to the deciduous forest for purposes of this analysis.

TABLE 1.-Archaeological wood taxa identified at Real Alto and Rio Perdido and their

assigned habitats.

Xerophytic Forest Deciduous Forest Unknown Habitat

Prosopisjuliflora (S.W.) D.C Stercula corrugata Little Type A

Acacia macracantha H. & B.

Pithecellobium duke (Roscb.)

Benth.

Tabebuia chrysantha

(Jacq.) Nicholson

TypeC

TypeF

Type B TypeG

Type H Type D Type I

Type E Type J

Type K

Soft, grainy Type

Chi-square analysis of the charcoal data was performed to determine if the 17 wood
taxa were randomly distributed among the eight time periods (Valdivia I-VI, late Valdivia,
and Machalilla). For this analysis, all taxa and time periods were used, and the wood
types having totals less than 10 observations (types G, H, I I and K) were combined into

me Other category. The categories and analysis matrix appears in Table 2. A Chi-

square value of 1,416.4 (d.f. = 84) indicates a highly significant difference (P «0.01);
tneretore, the taxa did not appear to be randomly distributed among time periods.

Chi-square analysis was also performed to determine if non-random distributions
existed within wood type categories or within time periods. This showed that the Macha-
hlla period accounted for most of the lack of randomness between periods, and the taxa

rrosopis juliflora, Acacia macracantha, Stercula corrueata. and Types B and E between
taxa
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This conclusion was drawn by comparing the observed (Ob.) and expected (Ex.)

values for the matrix points in the row or column where high Chi square values occurred.

For example, much of the deviation from chance giving the high Chi square value for the

Machalilla row (914.02), occurs in the P.j, A.m, and S.c points (compare observed and

expected values for these taxa).

Fig. 3, showing the percentage distribution of these tax, allows the direction and

magnitude of the changes to be seen more easily. Two trends in these data are note-

worthy: the replacement of the leguminous tree taxa (Prosopis and Acacia summed) by

taxa of the moister deciduous forest formation (Stercula and Type B summed); and the

replacement within the leguminous taxa of Prosopis by Acacia.

Throughout the Valdivia period, wood utilization centered around the leguminous

trees of the xerophytic forest. This formation lay to the seaward side of the Real Alto

site, providing a close source of firewood. Prosopis, the mesquite of the American South-

west, is a highly resinous, hot burning fuel, with a heating value/unit of wood volume
1.4 times that of other woods (Wiley and Manviller 1976:48-51). Acacia produces a light

brown gum and is very dense. The dead wood from these common, low growing trees is

easily collected, a task of children today. The larger deciduous forest trees are very scan-

tily represented in the Valivia samples. The percentages of leguminous taxa may be

inflated because of their dense, durable nature. On the other hand, these woods also burn
very- hot and completely, which might tend in turn to reduce their preservation.

From Valdivia I to VI, a gradual replacement of Prosopis by Acacia occurs at Real

Alto. The late Valdivia samples show a reversal of this tendency, but this may be the

SUM of PROSOPIS and ACACIA

PROSOPIS

ACACIA MACRACANTHA
TYPE B

SUM of STERCULA and TYPE B

UJ

<

LlI

en

a.

Mach.

PHASES

FIGURE ^-Percentage distribution of wood taxa, by phase, at the Real Alto and Rio
rcrdiao sites.
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result of small sample size (three features). The replacement otProsopis by 4c* ia couldbe interpreted as the decreasing availability of the preferred fuel being made u
™"

preferred, but similar taxon. Collection pressure would have decreased Z avalb lh\ oProsopts. t be hypothesized that the Valdiv
.

a woQd pattem

S

^^» f anexample of the maintenance of a traditional fuel system based on collection nt"xerophytic forest in the face of declining availabilitv of the best fuel

while

n

64% o

M
f

a

the

aliI

n

a^ "ft? ^"^ "*"' Lf*U™™^ "** ™ to 23%while 64% of the charred wood belongs to two taxa, Stem* corrugate and Tvpe BStercula corrugate and Type B are both native to deciduous forest. The magnitude ofhis change suggests that a shift in basic fuel collection strategy has occurred. Thishypothesis is supported by other archaeological data, which show in the Machafflla period

z£i q
g
7

°

7

Population from a centralized site to small sites along the river courseMidler 1977). Localized collecting in the gallery deciduous forest, replacing wide
ranging collection in the xerophytic forest, may be the explanation for the shift in the
recovered wood rem^inc

To summarize, this analysis of charred wood from the Real Alto and Rio IVrdido
sites brings up several points of general interest:

1. A site with poor preservation, i.e., nothing but charred wood, can still yield inter-
esting data on human interaction with the environment.

•
Because patterns in archaeological charcoal closely correspond, though not in exact

numbers, to the pattern of use of the resources, the relationship of one taxon to another
represents cultural «»Wt;«»,represents cultural selection.~~«..u*c4.a ov. lv ^ L lull,

. Interpretation of charred wood data, analyzed first to demonstrate areas of statistical
erences and then to show the direction and pattern of these changes, can generate

ypotheses to be tested against other archeological data and further excavation. In this
case it was hypothesized that during the Valdivia period a conservative strategy of col-
ection of hot burning leguminous tree wood from the open xerophytic forest was main-

by substitution of taxa in the face of declining availability of the main taxon.
e end of this period, a change in basic collection strategy occurred, with collection
e deciduous forest replacing the earlier pattern. There is no evidence to support the

at the deciduous forest expanded in extent during Machalilla times and was there-

in-
more

*requently used for firewood collection. Evidence from deep sea cores (Hough
53; Pearsall 1979; 51-64) suggests that, if anything, the climate during the Machalilla

was slightly cooler and drier than during the Valdivia sequence. Even if it were
Wetter thf*

i mere is scarcely time to hypothesize a major vegetation shift. What did shift dur-
ln
§ the transition from Late Valdivia to Machalilla was the settlement pattern. The

e ** occurrence of wood from the deciduous forest may represent the burning of scrap

collected during clearing of the gallery forest for agricultural purposes. The spread-

th K

Ut tflC poPu ^at ^on along the Rio Verde may have necessitated more use of land in
e h^h alluvium area. This need, combined with a decline in the availability of the hot
ning leguminous wood through millenia of exploitation, caused the shift in firewood

Section.

mally, it is important to keep in mind, in any ethnobotanical analysis, the sources
Crror which may affect conclusions drawn from the data. In this study, it was not
ssible to obtain equally large counts of charred wood for each of the time periods.

s J s shown in Table 2, the Valdivia IV, V, and Late Valdivia periods had low wood
Unts

;
This may have affected the pattern of distribution of charcoal observed in the

aysis
- Another potential source of error, discussed above, is differential preservation

W°°d taxa based on their relative hardness.

ANALYSIS OF SEED DATA FROM PACHAMACHAY

, excavated by John W. Ric

Junin puna of Peru. The J
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land with a variety of native plant and animal resources capable of supporting long-term

human occupation (Rick 1980:11-28; Pearsall 1980). Occupation at the Pachamachay

site is dated by radiocarbon determination from 10,000 B.C. until about A.D. 200

(Rick 1980:64-69). Rick (1980:316-326) defined five preceramic phases (Phases 1-5),

(Phases 6, 7, and Late), occuring after the preceramic oc-
ceramic

cupation. sedentary, year-round hunter-gatherer occupation of the J

puna, based on exploitation of camellids, especially vicuna (Vicugna vicugna), and of

plant and other animal resources, is proposed for the preceramic (Rick 1980:25-28).

Water flotation was used to recover botanical remains from all strata at the site. Only

charred remains were preserved. The sheltered location of the site favored charred seed

preservation, giving seed counts almost equal to wood counts. Twenty-one taxa of seeds

were identified (Table 3), shown here grouped by the zone in which they occur in highest

concentration. In general, the dry puna grassland, dominated by bunch grasses (e.g.,

Festuca dolichophylla, Calamagrostis recta) and scattered rosette plants, is the most

extensive zone. Where ground moisture levels are higher (lake shores, edges of small

streams, depressions) polster-forming taxa (e.g., Plantago rigida; Distichia muscoides)

and distinct moist area herbaceous taxa occur. Rock outcrops, scattered over the puna,

provide a favorable environment for rosettes, tuber-producing species, and small, hardy

shrubs (e.g., Ephedra americana, Margyricarpus strictus). A number of weedy species

occur in disturbed habitats in the zone.

TABLE 3.—Archaeological seed taxa identified at Pachamachay.

HABITAT TYPE

Dry Puna

Grassland Disturbed

Moist

(Lakeside) Rocky

Calamagrostis

Festuca

Amaranthus Luzula

Chenop odium Polygonum

Stipa

Gramineae (other)

Lepidium-type Brassicaceae Ranunculus

Scirpus

Sisyrinchium

Umbelliferae

Compositae

Euphorbia

Leguminosae (other)

Lupinus

Malvastrum

Opuntiafloccosa

Salm.-Dyck.

Oxalis

Plantago
———— —«^ -

Previous presentation of the ethnobotanical data (Pearsall 1980) relied solely on su -

jective interpretation to conclude that the constancy of occurrence of taxa through time

indicated a stable, puna based collecting strategy virtually unchanged for 10 millenia -

These data will be re-examined here, applying several quantitative measures, to better tes

these conclusions. As discussed above, raw counts or percentages of different seed taxa

occurring during a phase or within an individual sample give no direct indication of t e

relative importance of each taxon. As Asch and Asch (1975) have discussed, however,

rcnce of different plants between assemblages can indicate change in their utilization res-

tive to one another. Can context of preservation be assumed as constant for the eig

phases of occupation at Pachamachay? Several factors enter into this evaluation.
Firs ,
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because cave deposits were periodically wet throughout their depth, preservation of dried
botanical materials did not occur. Only seeds charred by chance and wood charred as
fuel or by accidental burning were preserved. This is a constant. Second, the number of
seeds and wood fragments recovered in equal-sized samples from each phase was not
constant/ Samples from Phases 1-4 have lower quantities of seeds and wood fragments
than those from Phases 5 and 6. Phase 7 samples have much higher counts than other
samples. Third, cave function, as reconstructed by Rick (1980:293-326) changes to
some degree over the period of use of the site. Rick proposes light, sporadic occupation
of Pachamachay during Phase 1. Relatively continuous occupation of the shelter began
in Phase 2. After an interval of sporadic but intensive use (late Phase 2-early Phase 3),
the cave was used as a sedentary base camp until late Phase 5. During Phase 6 and 7 use
ot Pachamachay as a hunting camp of herders occupying open air lakeshore settlements
is suggested, while in the early part of the late ceramic period the cave was used as a
ceramic workshop, as indicated by the presence of characteristic clay mixing pits. Taking
all these factors into consideration, context of preservation of botanical remains was

an
vities not involving the whole social unit. Although Phase 1 was a period of less intensive
use of the cave, recovery of remains was equal to, or better than, some later phases.
Following the discussion of the quantitative analyses applied to the Pachamachay ethno-
botamcal data, the impact on the results of possible changes in preservation factors in
the later phases will be discussed.

The data will be discussed using the following measures: 1) intensity of occupation,
measured by the total count of wood in each phase; 2) the percentage distribution of
selected seed taxa through time, with intensity held constant by dividing seed count by
wood count, 3) species richness or diversity, as measured by the Shannon-Weaver formula
and 4) calculation of standard scores, or the number of standard deviation units each
taxon varies away from the mean. 3 After first presenting a series of charts showing the
suits of each approach, these will be compared and conflicts and correlations resulting

from their use discussed.
ensity of Occupation. It has been proposed by several researchers (Asch and Asch

y 75; Johannessen 1981a, b), that the total amount of charcoal resulting from delib-
rate burning can serve as a measure of the intensity of use of an occupation area. An
ccupation containing a much higher amount of charcoal under conditions of similar

preservation and sampling is interpreted as having more intensive cooking or other hearth
ac lvity. Fig. 4 shows the charred wood counts through time at Pachamachay. These
ata were obtained by counting all charred wood fragments greater than 2.0 mm from
our flotation samples of equal volume from each phase. It should be noted that length

peach phase did not correlate with the amount of charred wood recovered per sample.4

ere are several points of interest in this figure. First, there is a high constancy in the

^tensity measure for the first four phases of the preceramic, a period of almost 8,000
> ears. Second, the late preceramic (Phase 5) and the earliest ceramic period (Phase 6)
s °w an increase in occurrence of charred wood relative to the earlier phases, and are

similar to each other. Third, Phase 7, the middle ceramic period, shows a marked devia-

j

10n from the early pattern, with a much higher occurrence of charred wood. In the
atC ceramic phase, the intensity measure declines, but remains high relative to the earliest
six phase q

Selected Seed Taxa. Several authors (Asch and Asch 1975;

S1* phases.

Percentage
Distribution of

an

occupation const

an nt. This serves to hold intensity of

seed taxa can be compared between
semblages. Fi&- 5 shows seed/wood ratios for eight seed taxa considered food resources,

the Gramineae, considered here to represent thatch or fuel resources. With intensity

occupation held constant, several interesting patterns emerge. First, Opuntia declines

overall abundance through time. Decline occurs between Phases 1-3 and between
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FIG. 4.-Intensity of occupation, by phase, at Pachamachay

Phases 5-7, with a sharp resurgence in Phase 4, the middle preceramic. Chenopodium
increases from Phases 1-3, while Lupinus, other legumes, and lakeside plants, Scirpus,

Stsyrinchium, and Luzula stay fairly constant in Phases 1-3. Second, A maranthus, Cheno-
podium, lakeside plants, and legumes all reach their greatest relative abundance in either

Phases 5 or 6, the late preceramic and early ceramic phases. Third, all seed taxa con-

sidered food resources decline in Phase 7. By contrast, the grasses (black), declining
from Phases 1-4, increase through Phase 7, reaching their highest peak there. These

parameters are difficult to depict graphically because of the wide range of variability

present.

Species Richness or Diversity. Species diversity is a measure that takes into account both
the total number of species or taxa present in a population, and the abundance of each

species (Pielou 1969:221-235). High diversity results when a large number of species are

evenly distributed, i.e., when it would be difficult to predict what a randomly selected

item would be. Low diversity results when the number of species present is low, or when
abundance of each is highly variable. Since ethnobotanical data deal both in numbers of

of each, combining these intn nnp \nAt>v Hi™>reitv mav be useful.and counts

Shannon-Weaver information index (Shannon and Weaver 1949)

and
index than a specialized activity area. In the !Kung study,
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' than artifici^y lump species to raise counts, the Shann"
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fte highest diversity » achieved in Phase 5, the late oreceramic. The earliest ceram*
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P ase
» Phase 6, has a diversity index similar to Phase 5. There is a dramatic drop in

^versity in Phase 7. Inspection of the Phase 7 data reveal that very high counts of grass
ee s

-
i-e., a lack of evenness in the data, account for the low diversity index for this

eriod
- Diversity goes back up to earlier levels in the late ceramic phase.

^andard Scores. Another attempt to convert raw seed counts to a more useable form
*S made by converting the data to standard scores, or the number of standard deviation

c

"ltS each taxon varied away from the mean. This procedure involved finding the mean

and"!
°f CaCh species through time, calculating the standard deviation of each species,

then calculating for each occurrence of each species the number of standard deviation
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units

scores can then be examined as data points instead of the raw counts. This reduces the

gnifica Similarities in the

direction of changes obscured by different absolute counts can be more easily seen.

Fig. 7 shows the standard scores of all taxa possibly used for food except Oxalis (1

seed). Again, for the purposes of this analysis, it is assumed that most grass seeds repre-

sent accidental burning of thatch, or inclusion of seeds in camellid dung used as fuel.

Except for Opuntia cactus, and possibly Chenopodium, all taxa show a similarity in

variation during the first 4 preceramic phases. All occur below the mean and vary rela-

tively little in their standard score from phase to phase. Similarly, most taxa occur above

the mean in the later half of the sequence. Variation is no longer even, however. Two
clusters of high positive deviation occur in Phases 5 and 6. All taxa except Amuranthus
then decline in Phase 7. The late ceramic phase is very variable.

Looking at the fuel or thatch plants (Fig. 8), there is little variation in occurrence of

these taxa in Phases 1-4. This pattern continues into Phase 5, with the exception of a

sharp positive rise in standard score for Compositae and Stipa. In Phase 6, all scores

except Calamagrostis approach the mean. Phase 7 shows a cluster of high positive scores.

While the potential food plants showed peaks of high positive standard scores in Phases 5

and 6, late preceramic and early ceramic, most fuel or thatch taxa clustered highly posi-

tive in Phase 7.

Phases 1-4.

plants exhibited little variation in stan
The exception to this was Opuntia, which deviated from all other species,

-.curing aoove the mean early in the occupation and below the mean during later

phases.

To summarize, these four quantitative approaches to the Pachamachay seed data

est the following:

1. There mwi U1 an measures employed tor a rmg preceramic Phases 1, 2, 3, and 4, or from 10,000-2200
a loneterm. stahlp «t«».m , _r ..... ..strategy

f constancy dur-

j
hypothesized that

isted. The relative
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' Occurrence of taxa with edible seed, by phase, at Pachamachay, expressed as the

"umber of standard deviation units from the mean.

in

i

portance of each taxon is difficult to conclude, but the variation in Opuntia, running
contrary to most other taxa, suggests a declining role for this wild food.

meaSUreS *nc^cate a change in direction in the late preceramic period, (Phase 5)
similarity between Phase 5 and Phase 6, the earliest ceramic phase. The occurrence
ost roods, measured by standard score or percentage occurrence, peak in either Phase

o '

or are high in both. There is increased variability in seed occurrence as a whole.
ase 7 is also marked by abrupt changes in most of the measures. A dramatic drop

pecies diversity occurs, corresponding to low occurrences of edible plants and the high

^7
rrence °f fuel and thatch plants. Even with the caution that low abundance counts
used to calculate this measure, a change in the function of the site seems to be indi-

• The rise in the amount of charred wood present in Phase 7 suggests a function
ated to ^creased burning.

ow do these results correlate with the non-botanical data from Pachamachay?
sity of occupation of the cave and the nature of that occupation changed over

lo

e period of use of the site (Rick 1980:293-326). Intensity was low in Phase 1, fol-

Ph
intense occupation in Phase 2. After a decrease of intensity at the end of

I

S

^
2~early Phase 3, intensity of occupation rose again until a final decline from

te Pha*e 5 onward.
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as the

not

not

As a measure of intensity of occupation, wood count per phase (Fig. 4) does

reflect this pattern. The lower intensity of Phase 1 is not detected, intensity does n

rise appreciatively from Phase 2 to Phase 5, nor decline in the later phases. The species

diversity measure (Fig. 6) correlates better with Rick's data on intensity of occupation,

showing increases in Phases 4 and 5, and declines in Phases 6 and 7. Phase 1 is not dis-

tinguished from the other phases, however. If low abundance could be corrected for,

this measure may have considerable potential for distinguishing the botanical remains o

a base camp from those of a temporary or special activity camp.
The occurrence through time of individual taxa as measured by standard score or

percentage occurrence, show patterns which do not parallel the data on intensity
<j

occupation at Pachamachay. The basic assemblage of subsistence plants changes litt e

from Phases 1-4, even with increasingly intense occupation. This finding supports t e

conclusions of the initial study (Pearsall 1980), that a stable, puna-based collecting

strategy was in operation through the millenia at the site. The transitional nature o

Phases 5 and 6, obscured in this analysis somewhat because of lumping of levels, «

expressed by increasing variability and high occurrence of some edible taxa. It seern^

clear that change or lack of change in the occurrence of specific taxa is
dependent on

Mi ± I £? ± .1 * m _
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Because the "hard" archaeological data suggest changes in the nature of human use

of the cave during Phases 6, 7, and the Late Ceramic Period, conditions leading to the

charring and preservation of seeds and wood also could have changed. For example, if

the hunting parties occupying the shelter during Phases 6 and 7 were small, and spent

little time actually in the cave, the remains of their camp fires or cooking fires might

have been covered over before the next occupation, giving better preservation of remains

than when the cave was used on a daily basis. This might be part of the explanation for

the higher quantities of wood and seeds in samples of the later phases (see Note 2).

Occurrence of individual seed types could also be affected by such factors.

CONCLUSIONS

An attempt has been made to apply ethnobotanical data to the problem of deter-

mining the stability of subsistence strategies through time. The two cases discussed had

well dated and analyzed "hard" archaeological data which could be used to evaluate the

hypotheses generated from the perishable botanical data. Several different quantitative

measures of seed occurrence could also be tested. charred

analysis and the Pachamachay seed analysis illustrate the potential of these data in giving

valuable insight into subsistence patterning through time. The application of archaeo-

an

nobotany, and one with great potential.

To take full advantage of this potential, however, ways must be found to analyze

ethnobotanical data to minimize the vagaries of preservation. The quantitative measures

applied in this study attempt this, with varying success. Of the measures applied in the

Pachamachay seed analysis, using standard scores to replace counts or percentages as data

points seems to have considerable potential for indicating direction and magnitude of

changes, while minimizing the impact of absolute quantities. This technique also allows

clear graphic presentation of results. Use of a species diversity measure, such as the Shan-

non-Weaver information index, minimizes the impact of any particular set of data by

combining all data from one time period into one index. Of course, information on the

behavior of the constituent data sets is also lost. It is argued that use of percentage occur-

rences in wood analysis, or absolute counts, if sample sizes can be held constant, can give

direct information on cultural selection of wood (see Fig. 1). Over or under-representa-

tion of specific taxa due to differential burning characteristics could be corrected by

experimental work.
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NOTES
1
Ch

during excavation). In samples where charred wood was abundant, a minimum of 20 pieces were
selected at random for identification. For samples with little wood present, all pieces roughly 2 mm
or larger were identified. Number of samples examined per phase: I 10; II 10: III 28; IV 9; V 2;
VI 9; Late 5; Mach. 4. Total wood count: 2282 pieces.

Four general level flotation samples per phase were used for this analysis. Counts of identified
2

seeds and all charred wood fragments were as follows:

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Seeds

196

211

112

117

Wood
199

253

196

182

Phase 5

Phase 6

Phase 7

Late

Seeds

433

434

2046

719

Wood
302

332

1227

711

Total seeds: 4268; total wood: 3402

3
Measures employed in this analysis were calculated as follows: Intensity of Occupation: Total

count of charred wood, summed by phase. Percentage Distribution of Seed Taxa, Intensity of Occu-
pation held Constant: Seed count of each taxon, summed by phase, divided by total wood count,

summed by phase.

Species Richness or Diversity: The Shannon-Weaver Information Index for finite populations (H) was

calculated for each phase.

H = I

In

In: natural logN: total number of seeds in the phase

N
j

: total number of seeds of taxon. in the phase

Taking the Phase 1 calculation as an example: N = 196 seeds, 12 taxa. The product/
Nj

*'as calculated for each seed taxon. (
—

for example, Opuntia: 64 In 64 0.16

196 196

H equals the negative sum of the 12 products, or 0.69

Standard Deviation Units, Z (Standard Scores)

Z = x-x

s

x
; occurrence of a seed taxon in a phase

X: mean occurrence of a taxon in all phases

" standard deviation of a taxon from the mean

Tht standard score, Z, was calculated for each taxon in each phase, and used as a datum point on the

Staphs.

4
To i amount

each phase, wood counts were graphed versus length of phases, in years. No correlation was found.

r

0r sample, Phases 1, 3, and 4, which have almost equal wood counts (199, 196, and 182 pieces,

respectively) vary in estimated length from 3000 to 800 years.
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ABSTRACT.-Although Richard Spruce, a pioneer botanical explorer of the northwest
Amazon and the northern Andes in the middle of the last century, made numerous impor-
tant ethnobotanical discoveries, he missed the opportunity of delving deeply into the ethno-

Part of this deficiency was due not certainly to his scien-
armaco

tific curiosity but to his inability to associate closely with unacculturated natives, the
incredible intensity of his floristic and taxonomic studies, and possibly to his illness. Yet his
research set the stage for recent ethnobotanical investigations of this very species-rich
region.

INTRODUCTION

The Indians of the northwest Amazon, especially those of the Brazilian and Colom-
bian region of the Rio Vaupes, have a rich ethnopharmacological lore. This wealth of
knowledge of the presumed medicinal properties of plants, however, is just coming to the
ore—and most certainly not too soon with its disappearance in the face of advancing
acculturation and the inroads of civilization.

Richard Spruce (Fig. 1), the British plant-explorer who opened up this region to

science between 1851 and 1854, must be counted amongst the greatest naturalists ever
to have engaged in collecting and studies anywhere in virgin tropical American territories.

As a result of his meticulous observation and insatiable curiosity, a basis for our under-

standing of great areas of the Amazon Valley and of the northern Andes was early and
most firmly laid. Not only did Spruce advance taxonomy and floristics, but he also

made many important observations in ethnology, linguistics and geology. Some of the

most significant discoveries in connection with the hallucinogens derived from Banister-

l°psis Caapi (Fig. 2) and Anadenanthera (Piptadenia) peregrina (Fig. 3-5) are due to his

first-hand field observations. And he was particularly interested in ethnobotanical lore

concerning the palms.

ETHNOBOTANICAL OBSERVATIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

BY RICHARD SPRUCE

portant„ u,naya UCCI1 U1111CU1L lOT II1C LU UHUCISWliu nuw *v » ^*m , — 7 ~—

|

-

botanical discoveries eluded such a perspicaceous scientist who spent four years on the

Rio Negro and its tributaries. The use of Virola in the preparation of an hallucinogenic

snuff Provides a good example. Spruce gave special attention to this myristicaceous

genus and collected the material on which at least nine new species were described.

Although he was definitely interested in and had personal contact with several hallu-

cinogenic plants, he failed to learn that the Indians employed the red bark-"resin" of

lrola in elaborating a snuff used by medicine men and, in some tribes, by the whole
male population.

Another curious aspect of Spruce's ethnobotanical observations was hi

discover "simples" that were employed medicinally by Indians of the northwe

is failure to

est Amazon.-"limits mat were empioyeu iiicuicmony ^y ***%**•—« ~- —— — —
fne Indians/' he says, "have a few household remedies, but by far the greater portion

these have come into use since the advent of the white man from Europe and the negro
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FIG. 1.

Harvard
Smith

from Africa. Von Martius remarks nearly the same thing in the introduction to his

Systema Materiae Medicae Vegetabilis Brasiliensis (1843, p. xvii).

... Of external applications, I have seen only the following. For a wound or bruise or swelling,

the milky juice of some tree is spread thick on the skin, where it hardens into a sort of plaster,

and is allowed to remain on until it falls of itself. Almost any milky tree may serve, if the juice

be not acrid; but the Heveas (India-rubbers), Sapotads, and some Clusias are preferred. Such a

plaster has sometimes an excellent effect in protecting the injured part from the external air.

This

amongst
capons and Caqueta and their tributaries-a region with a flora estimated at 80,000
species-where I collected large numbers of plants reputedly valuable alone or in pre-

scriptions for treating a variety of common diseases!
It is true that, in this whole region, the "medicines" par excellence-and those

wh,ch are administered not to the patient but usually to the medicine-man-are the hallu-

cinogens The "medicine" with psychic properties that enables the medicine-man easily

through hallucnations to see or converse with malevolent spirits from whom come all

illness and death are ncnaiiv f • ... . . . Ai^nes
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FIG. 2.-Cultivated vine of the caapi plant, Banisteriopsis Caapi, identified by Richard Spruce as the

source of an hallucinogenic drink prepared throughout the western part of the Amazon Valley in

Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru. Photograph: R. E. Schultes.

with purely physical properties. It is, however, most certainly untrue that the Indians of

the northwest Amazon denegrate or do not possess those medicinal plants which have

Properties physically to reduce pain or suffering, lessen uncomfortable symptoms of

illness or even apparently cure pathological conditions. They have many such medicinal

Plants and are willing to share their knowledge with the serious, enquiring visitor. It is

n°t only I who has found these people to possess a deep knowledge of medicinal plants;

other botanists and several anthropologists have likewise been impressed with the wealth

°f native medical folk lore in the region.

Spruce's surprising statements concerning the lack of knowledge and use of medi-

cal plants in the northwest Amazon may be explained by his difficulty in spending

lo"g periods of time with aboriginal peoples. We must always remember that Spruce was

at work well over a century ago. He wrote:

I have never been so fortunate as to see a genuine pay? (medicine-man) at work. Among the

civilized Indians, the Christian padre has supplanted the pagan paye . . .
With the native and still

""christianized tribes, I have for the most part held only passing intercourse dunng some of my
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FIG. 3.-Tree of Anadenanthera peregrina. Photograph: R. E. Schultes.

voyages, Once I lived for seven months at a time among them, on the river Uaupcs, but even there

I failed to catch a paye. When I was exploring the Jauarite cataracts on that river, and was t c

guest of Uiaca, the venerable chief of the Tucano nation, news came . . . that a famous paye .

would arrive that night and remain until next day, and I congratulated myself on so fine a chance

of getting to know some of the secrets of his 'medicine' . . . When he learnt that there was a white

paye (meaning myself) in the village, he and his attendants immediately threw back into It

canoe his goods, which they had begun to disembark, and resumed their dangerous voyage doun

the river in the night-time. I was told he had with him several palm-leaf boxes, containing «

apparatus ... I could only regret that his dread of a supposed rival had prevented the intm^which to me would have been full of interest; the more so as I was prepared to barter with

for the whole of his materia medica, if my stock-in-trade would have sufficed.

It is amply clear from this statement, from Spruce's reports (Fig. 6) of other ethno-

nical observations and from the rich collections of artifacts which he collected anbotanical.„„. v^wvauuns <uiu irom rne ncn collections ol artuacts wniui "«- ***""--
,

sent to the Economic Botany Museum of the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew (Fig. 7) l *

he was not-as have been so many modern botanists working in South America's tropica

regions-prejudiced against aboriginal uses of and beliefs about plants. He was certain

J
far from being a prejudiced man. An explanation of his failure to note the rich ethno-

pharmacological lore of this region may have several facets. Spruce may truly have be

too busy and, much of the time, too ill to delve into this specialized field so tangenti

to floristic and taxonomic studies and collections.
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FIG, 5.-Pods and beans of Anadenanthera peregrina collected on the Orinoco River in 1854 by Richard Spruce. Courtesy of the Royal Botanic G d K
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FIG. 4.-Fruiting branch of Anadenanthera peregrine, Photograph: R. E. Schultes.

Even today, with modern transportation and other amenities not available a century
ago botanists engaged in floristic or taxonomic studies usually do not have the time
available for ethnobotanical research. The great Amazon specialist, the late Dr. Adolpho
Ducke whose lifetime of collecting made him undoubtedly the modern master of the
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FIG. 7.-Snuffing tubes of bird bones and mortar and pestle for grinding roasted seeds of Anadenan-
thera peregrine and for mixing lime to prepare yopo snuff. Guayabero Indians, Rk> Orinoco, Vene-

zuela. Courtesy of the Botanical Museum of Harvard University.

or presumed therapeutic value of plants-that is those plants with actual physically active

constituents able to relieve or cure ills of the body. They could justly be termed the

"botanists" of the societies. They work cooperatively with the payes or medicine-men,
very frequently referring difficult or recalcitrant cases to these "specialists" who are

generally considered to be practitioners of a higher rank. It is, naturally, with these

"regular doctors" and their knowledge that the ethnopharmacologist or ethnobotanist
must primarily be involved.

Whether or not in Spruce's time-a century and a quarter ago-such practitioners

did not exist we cannot now state with certainty. It is, however, most probable that they

did exist and did practice their skill, although perhaps not with so much freedom from

control of the paye's as today. Spruce's surmise that the few household remedies prac-

ticed amongst these peoples may have come in with Europeans or negroes is open to

serious doubt, if only from the fact that the plants and uses characteristic of the house-

hold medicine of the northwest Amazon are so utterly different from those of Europe
and Africa. And a century ago there was very little European and no African influence

i wrote the following list of ethnobotanical artifacts which he

177. Apparatus for making and taking Niopo snuff, procured from Guahibo Indians at the Catar-

in the northwest Amazon.
In June

sent to Kew:

upper Orinoco, Guaviare, Vichada, Meta, Sipapo, etc. There is no doubt of its being prepared

from AcaaaNtopo Humb., which is perhaps not different from Pipindrnia peregrin* Benth. My
specimens of the Parica tree from the Barra are referred to the latter species by Mr. Bentham. I

ILZ
Se^ tfee fr°m Which the Guahibos obtained their Niopo and which they told ** **

Planted in their conucos (garden plots) near the head waters of the river Juparo; but the 1'ar.cal
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have seen on the Amazon and all the wav un th^ r;^ m„™. i

*. one species which, on passing [hevZ^^£r™%£?"- »

One startling fact stands out stridently from Spruce's notes fFh 71 m»i, t M
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f? °f ^<fe"""'"™ #-W*- cultivated on an

wouH h °H, I ^ '*"'• Such a P^P^ious botanist as Spruce, howeverwould hardly have confused this characteristic tree with any other- furthermore
mentioned a. great length the medicinal and narcotic use of the tree

fUr,herm°rC
-
"<

^^SSLEST Rio Negro especia"y i! far poorCT in cultigc"s

-Assuming that others are as interested as I am in learning more about-.piute, the pioneering ethnobotanist and explorer of
suggest these selected references for further reading.
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ABSTRACT -The use of herbal love potions on Andros Island, Bahamas, is examined
including the various species, plant parts used, methods of preparation and social and
medicinal functions of the love potions. Twelve species are referred to including Bourreria
ovata, Bursera simaruba, Cassytha filiformis, Cordia bahamensis, Diospyros crassinervis,

Erythroxylon rotundifolia, Eugenia axillaris, Phoradendron sp., Pinus caribaea, Swie tenia
Mahagoni, Tabebuia bahamensis and Thouinia discolor. Information is based upon inter-
views with seven bush medicinal practitioners, each of whom employ a slight variation on
**

basic recipe. In rural and urban sites, the use of bush medicine differs in that
isolated rural areas must rely to a greater extent upon native cures while only remnant
medicinal practices in the form of love potions remain in urban sites.

Although greatly disturbed, Andros Island still contains the elements of an essentially

natural ecosystem. For several centuries the naturalized Africans in the West Indies have
been sampling their environment and have compiled a substantial knowledge of those
plants which are beneficial and harmful to man. The Caribbean island society has relied

upon medicinal practitioners, in the past referred to as "grannies," who utilize the know-
edge compiled by their ancestors to care for the daily medical needs of the community.

Today Andros Island is influenced to an increasing extent by the central Bahamian
government as well as by contacts with travelers from other countries. Various develop-
mental changes have brought about a gradual alteration of the traditional community
"e. One change accompanying development in the black communities (e.g. Great Abaco
Island) is sexual infidelity, (Rodgers and Gardner 1969). Ultimately, this may explain the

contradiction of the continued use of herbal love potions in urban areas while at the same
time, medicinal herbal teas are being forgotten.

METHODS

Previous investigations of plants of economic importance in the Bahamas have been
broad surveys resulting in lists of plants used by the native population, e.g. Anonymous
1971), Ayensu (1981), Eldridge (1975), Halberstein and Saunders (1978), Morton
(1981). in thi s study the pi^^ considered were only those commonly used in native

°ve Potions. Interviews were conducted with prominent medicinal practitioners on
North Andros Island. The interview procedure followed that outlined by Wood (1975).

interviews, unless declined, were taped using a portable Superscope C-104 tape

recorder and Scotch AVC 60 tape. The recorded tapes are deposited in the collections

the Willard Sherman Turrell Herbarium (MU).
The informants (native consultants) in this study included Mr. Doc Curry, Mr.

hadie Gilcot, Mrs. Amelia Marshall, Mr. James Thompson, Ms. Rosie Tusco.Mrs. Lona
miams and Mrs. Ena Woodside. Every effort was made to obtain complete information

f

r°m the informants. When possible, in discussions with informants, plants were identi-

,ed bV fresh or dried samples of the species referred to rather than relying upon corn-

on names which were used inconsistently by several sources.

Bulk samples of dried plant material were obtained from at least two sites for each
sPecies including Bourreria ovata, Cordia bahamensis, Bursera simaruba, Diospyros
crassinervis and Thouinia discolor. Two sites per species were required in order to collect
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material was field dried for later analysis.

The various chemical analyses were carried out at the National Institute of Health,

Purdue University, and Miami University. The National Institute of Health, Division of

Cancer Treatment, National Cancer Institute, screened the material for antitumor poten-

tial. At Purdue University the material was screened for alkaloid content in the labora-

tory of Dr. Jerry McLaughlin by S. Pummingura. The studies at Miami University in-

cluded a screening for tannins.

Two anticancer screens used by the National Cancer Institute are the 9 -KB and the

P-338 tests. The 9-KB assay is an invitro test on a culture of human nasopharynx cancer

cells. The plant extract or purified compound is applied to the culture and the amount of

growth inhibition measured as a function of protein concentration. If the pure com-

pound inhibits tumor growth at less than 4 mg/ml it is considered active. If the extract

inhibits growth at less than 20 mg/ml it is active. The P-338 assay is an in vivo test in

mice. A 20 gram mouse is administered leukemic white blood cells. Control mice die

within 10 days from administration. Plant extracts are injected daily for 9 days and any

life extension in the mice measured. If the T/C (treated/control) life span value is greater

than 130% the extract is considered active.

Alkaloid screening at Purdue University follows a standardized procedure. Dried,

powdered plant material is extracted in CHClo-MeOH-NHoOH (2:1:1) and with CHClg.

The CHCI3 filtrate condensed on a rotary evaporator with an aspirator vacuum. The

resulting thick syrup is extracted with 3-5, 20 ml portions of IN HC1. The acidic

aqueous solution is extracted with 2, 100 ml portions of CHClo and EuO. At this point

the acidic aqueous extract is set aside momentarily. The combined CHClg and EtgO frac-

tion is dried over anhydrous Na
2
S0

4
and condensed in the rotary vacuum until it reaches

a syrupy stage. The residue is saved as fraction B.
The previously saved acidic aqueous solution is adjusted to pH 9.5 with 7.5 N NaOH

and extracted with 2, 100 ml portions of CHC1 Q and Eto 0. The basic NaOH extract is

saved. The CHCl
c
-Et

2
fraction is dried over

rotary vacuum to syrupv residue A. whirh shm,

an

The basic aqueous NaOH solution set aside in the last step is condensed on the

rotary vacuum until all organic solvents are evaporated. The residue is freeze-dried and

extracted with 3, 10 ml aliquots of 10% EtOH in CHClg. The insoluable salt is discarded

and the organic solution condensed to syrupy residue C.
Residues A, B, and C are dissolved in small amounts of EtOH and separated by thin

layer chromatography. Several solvent systems may be used on silica gel G, H, or PF254
plate. The solvent selected depends upon the compound present.

Identification of the alkaloid is made by comparison of the unknown with a standard

sample, the use of spray reagents, and other analytical techniques. Spray reagents used

include UV indicators, fluram, dansyl chloride, tetrazotized benzidine reagent, or I
2

vapor. Instrumentation such as GC, LC, IR, UV-Visible Spectrophotometers, NMR, MS,

and X-ray crystallography are available at the Purdue University Pharmacology Depart-

ment for identification and structural determination of unknown compounds.
The analysis for tannins uses one gram of dried leaves which are pulverized and ex-

tracted in boiling water. The lipophilic compounds are separated out into chloroform.

An aliquot of the aqueous extract and a 5% tannic acid standard is tested with a feme

chloride test. This same aqueous extract is also tested for precipitation of a 50% gelatin

S

ni
Utl

xr

n
'
A SeC°nd m° re sensitive method is used in which the pH is adjusted to 4 and

•05gNaCl is added.

DISCUSSION

Information from different sources varies because of the background of the practi

tioner, the location of settlements, the differing extent of reliance upon the plants a.

medicines and the availability of each species in the bush.
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Medicinal Practitioners.37 ^''"»"/«-RuraI practitioners included Mrs. Amelia Marshall Mrs Ena

*rttrits :z ts
-

-,r

rs - Ameiia Marshan (Fig
- > ° f R<d ^E£Jleaders of the most remote village on north Andros Island which is isolated aeographically and politically. She and many others in Red Bays are descendantso Africans'and Seminole mdians who fled ,o this distant par, of the island in the nine! tenthintl

em nole meT
CUt,0n

' £"? MarSha" '" "* "" *«**«">" of Sipian Bowleg.^Seminole medicine man from Low Sound, Bahamas. As a child she attended a few years

Nonh
1 *~Mrs

- Amelia Marshall, a prominent "granny" or "bush medicine" woman from Red Bays on
Andros
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of school before becoming an apprentice to the village's practicing granny. Since then,

she has ventured into the bush to taste different plants to evaluate their medicinal qual-

ities. Her axiom is, "If it doesn't kill me, it won't kill you." She is training a male ap-

prentice, Junior, who will take her place when she is too old to carry on. Mrs. Marshall

has a very extensive knowledge of the local flora which she employs daily to treat the

common ailments in the village. In the village of Standard Creek, Mrs. Ena Woodside is

the matriarchal leader of a village of her descendants. Ella Woodside, Ena's daughter and

apprentice for years, now has taken over part of the responsibility of brewing medicinal

teas. Lona Williams, from Blanket Sound, and one of the authors (SAM) chanced to meet
in the middle of a tidal flat where she was hunting crabs. When she saw that one of the

authors was collecting plants of love potions (Fig. 2), she offered to divulge her recipe.

In contrast, the more urban settlements of Fresh Creek and Stafford Creek primarily

have male practitioners. Mr. James Thompson, Mr. Charlie Gilcot, and Ms. Rosie Tusco
ft V I ^h. — _

grandso
J

father's lifetime, that's (drinking medicinal teas) why they lived so long. My Grandfather
lived to be 84 years old." Although his experience was mainly limited to the love potions,

he spoke of the Obeah superstitions on Andros and explained how certain plants are used
in ceremonial rituals to curse an enemy. Most other sources refused to comment on this

subject. Unlike James, Charlie Gilcot had an extensive medicinal background. However,
since the establishment of the Andros Island Medical Clinic he seldom made any teas

except for love potions. Originally born on Andros, Charlie moved to Mexico in 1936

ran t *

from the Indians. After nine years, he returned to Andros. Like others in rural areas,

Charlie was training an apprentice, Rosie Tusco. Rosie's interest began with her training
in Haiti where she lived until 1973. She brews love potions regularly to facilitate her

profession, prostitution. Doc Curry of Standard Creek claims his old age (75) and good
health are the result of the teas he brews and drinks. At one time he had a regular clien-

tele who purchased his remedies. Now his sales are limited to occasional strength or love

potion sales.

Preparation. -All Bahamians interviewed use a combination of several herbs to brew a tea

for energy which is necessary for maintaining sexual stamina, a highly desirable trait in

this island society which is very concerned with procreation. Other terms used to des-

cribe the desirable action of these teas are: "to build you up," "to raise the blood," "to

strengthen the back" and "for strength."
The recipe for the love potions varies according to the source, but the same basic

plants are used (Table 1). Some additional plants were also mentioned, but since no
specimens were available for identification they are not included in this paper.

1 he vine of Cassytha filiformis, the resinous inner bark of Ptnus caribaea and the

leaty twigs of the other species are boiled when used by all practitioners except Doc

uTi" I
hC rCSulting tea is bo»led and stored in the refrigerator to be drunk anytime.

Usually the tea is taken with sweetened condensed milk, although men are known to add
rum also. Unlike the others, Doc Curry brews the roots. "Your strength lay in your leg,

when your leg go then you go down ... so not branch but root do the trick ..." (G*

Tl\ l
t

!

mC °f thC interview his wife was in the hospital in Nassau, so he remarked

tu u,'
'

* t0 quk drinkin§ the root tea for he woke at night." The solution to

this problem was to change to drinking leafy twig teas or coffee. Since some of his

American clients feel boiling the roots is unsanitary, Doc Curry steeps one half pint of

root, in one gallon of lukewarm water to make his tea. He recommends curing the root
tea by leaving it on the pantry shelf for one year before opening the jar.

useH „
P^1110"^ ^commend drinking the tea anytime when feeling weak. When

your Iff
aphr°dlS,aC

'
the P°tion » ^unk before bed. As Doc Curry says, "... if^

V staff is gone, you can drink anytime." Lona Williams promised to show Susan
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l

FIG. 2.-Four of the main plants that serve as ingredients for love potions-A, Bourreria ovata (Strong

Ba<*); B, Tabebuia bahamensis (Five Finger); C, Cassytha fitiformis (Love Vine); and D, Dtospyros

crassinervis (Stiff Cock) (photos W.H. Eshbaugh).
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TABLE 1.—Some ingredients of Andros Island, Bahamas, love potions.

SCIENTIFIC NAME

Names are arranged by family

and follow the treatment of

Correll and Correll (1982).

Bignoniaceae

Tabebuia bahamensis

(Northrop) Britt.

Boraginaceae

Bourreria ovata Miers

Cordia bahamensis Urb

Burseraceae

Bursera simaruba (L.) Sarg

Ebenaceae

Diospyros crassinervis

(Krug.fc Urb.) Standi

Erythroxylaceae

Erythroxylon rotundifolia

Lunan

Lauraceae

Cassy tha filiformis L

Loranthaceae

Phoradendron sp.

Meliaceae

Swie tenia mahagoni

(L.)Jacq.

Myrtaceae

Eugenia axillaris

(Sw.) waw.

Pinaceae

Pinus caribaea Morelet

aceaeSapind

Thouinia discolor Griseb.

Plant part

used

s

INFORMANT

S

o E

NOTES

O «
O ra

O

H u

Chemical components/

other areas used in

love potions

Leafy twig X X X X X X X Lapachol in genus/

Trinidad & Jamaica

Leafy twjg X

Leafy twig X

X X X X X

Leafy twig X X X X Ethereal oils, tannins,

sterols/ Bahamas

Leafy twig X X X X X X X Long & Exuma Islands,

Bahamas

Leafy twig X X X X X

Vine X XXX Alkaloids / Long &
Exuma Islands, Bahamas

Leafy twig X

Leafy twig XXX

Leafy twig X X X Ethereal oils / Bahamas

Inner Bark X X Resin

Leafy twig X

tef nHI K
rCClPe

l°[
thC l0VC P°tion under the condition she would not drink the

eLrin l
^^ hCr husband

- The Potion is also drunk as a general tonic when
feehng poorly and « .

. . to keep the body in really super shape ...» (Tusco).
Geographical Range of Use.-On other islands in the Bahamas and in the Caribbean

Same SDeciPS z\re> nmmA ;« 1^ • . , . . r~ .
• :A„rTrinidad

igth, the

Burst %£Z^™' B°»™~. *•*«*. filiformis, Diospyros erases.

Islands BahZt! Z T ""'" "* boiled with » Pie« of iron. On Long and Exumas
islands, Bahama,, the leaves of r. WUm<IMfc , ,„„„,„,,„„> » L«nlH and
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and energy
1975). Higgs (1969) notes Eugenia axillaris is used in the Bahamas as an IphrodZMen m the Caxcos Is ands boil the roots of E. axillaris with several other species including
Tabebuia heterophylla (Morton lumps T. heterophylla and T. bahamensis into a single
species complex) to make an aphrodisiac tea (Morton 1981). In the Bahamas, shavings of
Swietenia mahagoni bark are steeped in warm water and rum for 3 or 4 days and the
infusion is taken as an aphrodisiac (Ayensu 1981). On Long and Exumas Islands, Baha-
mas, a leaf decoction is drunk to overcome
ridge 1975).

weakne

Chemical and Pharmacological Aspects.-Tabebuia bahamensis (five finger) is used by all
the practitioners interviewed in making love potions. Lapachol, isolated from the wood
ot some Tabebuia species, has been tested by the Natural Products Section, National
Cancer Institute. Test results indicated inhibition of human nasopharynx carcinosarcoma
(9KB) and mouse leukemia (P-338) (Lewis and Elvin-Lewis 1977). Gram positive acid
fast bacteria and fungi are also inhibited by lapachol applications.

Bourreria ovata, known as strong back on Andros, tested negative in alkaloid screen-
ing at Purdue. Morton (1980) has speculated that the use of this plant for the blood may
exemplify merely a symbolic cure since the decoction is blood red.

Only Mrs. Marshall used Cordia bahamensis, commonly called granny bush on
Andros, in love potions. This reflects her former role as an unlicensed midwife. Granny
bush is used primarily in teas or baths during and after birth. This practice has almost
disappeared since the Progressive Liberal Party began to enforce a 1957 law requiring
only registered midwives to attend births.

Bursera simaruba, known as gum elemi on Andros, is not only used frequently in

ove potions, but throughout the Caribbean and the Meso-American areas it is used medi-
cinally tor fever and colds, rheumatism and back pain, purgative and diarrhoea, derma-
itis and tumors. Results of alkaloid screening were negative but tannins are present in

aqueous solutions of leaf and twig. The National Institute of Health screened B. simaruba
or anticancer activity. Of 27 extracts screened, nine were active (Suffness, personal
comm.).

In Bursera simaruba several other biological actions have been recorded. The alcohol
extract causes cytostatic activity in a microbiological system (Abraham et al. 1979).
ent and others (1962) screened a number of plants on specific isolated organ systems.
°th the aqueous and the alcoholic extracts were tested. The aqueous fraction caused

toe death of two mice at a 0.5 ml dose. It was considered acutely toxic. An isolated

rabbit heart was inhibited by 1 ml of aqueous solution. The alcoholic extract was not
acutely toxic, but it increased the vascular flow of a rat hind limb and stimulated a

rabbit duodenum. Both fractions inhibited contractions of a guinea pig ileum. These
actions required relatively high doses of extract, thus the effect may be considered mild.

Diospyros crassinervis is commonly known as stiff cock on Andros which reflects

the stiff, coriaceous nature of the leaves and its use in love potions as a male aphrodisiac.

Alkaloid screening resulted in a negative reaction and little tannin activity was noted, yet
he plant is commonly used by all practitioners.

Little pharmacological research has been focused on Erythroxylon rotundifolia,

called bohog on Andros, but the alkaloid screening was negative.

Cassytha filiformis, known as love vine on Andros, is an orange parasitic vine that

cImgs to many different shrubs. The common name, love vine, may reflect the clinging

Parasitic habit of the vine. Cassytha filiformis contains four tetrahydroisoquinoline

haloids, laurotetainin, cassyfiline, cassythidine, and cassythicine (McLaughlin, personal

comm.).

Little is known of the chemical properties of the native Phoradendron sp. and they
*** used only by Rosie Tusco in her love potions.
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(mah

tannin

Eugenia axillaris, called iron wood on Andros, is one of the more infrequently used

plants. No chemical or pharmacological research has been done on this species but frag-

rant ethereal oils are evident when fresh twigs are broken.

Thouinia discolor, known as hard bark on Andros, is also used alone for pain in the

back, strength and fever. Thouinia discolor also gave a negative reaction to alkaloid

screening.

Much more chemical testing must be done before any physiological basis for the

use of love potions can be established. The information reported here serves only to

Bah

investigated further.
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ABSTRACT.—Over the past 3000 years exotic races of maize (Zea mays L.) were intro-

duced, evaluated, sometimes discarded but often modified, and incorporated into North

American agriculture. Present-day northern Mexico has served as a source area for many

races. Whether maize was able to produce (i.e., yield acceptable products and viable propa-

gules) in the new area or not after the first growing season was critical. A key factor in the

success may have been the method of dispersal, for example gradual diffusion or long-dis-

tance jump-dispersal. This study examined the biological patterns of variability for the long

distance jump-dispersal by using five contemporary Tarahumara races of maize from nor-

thern Mexico and a Papago race from southern Arizona as exotics and one contemporary

Puebloan race, Hopi Blue maize, from southwestern United States as a native standard.

Comparisons among morphological characters, developmental patterns, and productivity

were made to develop the baseline for evaluating the biological and ecological factors for

successful introduction and change of a component in the subsistence agricultural system.

The maize was grown under a uniform environment in the experimental gardens of the

Dolores Archaeological Program in southwestern Colorado.

INTRODUCTION

Th
spread of agricultural techniques. The dispersal of cultivated plants provides information

human

1979;Heiser 1965;Pickersgill 1972;Sauer 1969). Usually the evidence for dispersal of culti-

vated plants is derived from both modern and archaeological specimens which represent

Plants that were successfully introduced and established. These plants may have a parti-

Periods. The extant

and
... »nv tAiiuii plains luuiu aisu i«_in_<-t. »^"& t

could represent recent introductions. Plants may have been introduced in the pastand

their occurrence at different time periods would be recorded archaeologically (Ford 1979;

These
ducts of introduction of new plants but they reveal limited information about the process

of introduction or exotics.•• wmuv uuii Ul CAUlltS.
,

Recent reevaluation of archaeological plant remains in North America suggests that

_ r eriods from

The developing picture

^ggests the movement of different plants at different times. One possible interpretation

plants were successtul at any

time period while other plants were not successful. What happened in the process ot

introduction? We only have the remnants of the final products left today.

Maize (Zea mays L.) has received considerable attention in the last forty years with

r«Pect to its origin and diffusion. Maize agriculture appears to have been introduced into
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the American Southwest by about 2000-1000 an

Utah by about 200 BC (Ford 1980; Woodbury and Zubrow 1979). The

an

and cucurbits followed the Mexican and

plain (Ford 1980; Kelley 1966; Spence 1978). Subsequent introductions of maize suc-

ceeded and appeared to have had an impact upon the cultures in the area. Between AD
900-1100 in present-day northwestern Mexico, a rapid evolutionary spurt in maize

occurred which transformed the maize being grown. This rapid change has been attri-

buted to genetic recombination, heterosis and mutagenic effects of teosinte introgression

(Mangelsdorf 1974) which suggests the introduction, acceptance, incorporation and

selection of exotic races and their products. Similar patterns occurred in the present-day

southwestern United States during the Pueblo II period^ (AD 900-1100). This introduc-

tion and modification of maize is thought to have been more productive and to have led

to the expansion of agriculture in the arid Southwest. In fact, it is this increased biologi-

cal diversity and subsequent productivity of the maize rather than a favorable climate

which may have led to the expansion of agriculture and human populations in the region

(Galinat and Gunnerson 1963; Mangelsdorf 1974). The establishment of exotic races as

well as their hybridization with native races would provide the genetic basis for increased

diversity which would amplify the patterns of variations of plant responses to the en-

vironment. These variations would be evaluated and selected upon by humans for desir-

able products and the favored races would be continued. The rise of the Fremont maize

races in the American Southwest as well as the Cristilino de Chihuahua in northwestern

Mexico and its counterparts in the Puebloan races suggests the importance of the dispersal

of exotics into the Southwest and their effects on the local cultures. The specific evi-

dence and patterns of movement and incorporation of exotic races into the Four Corners

area based upon archaeological materials will not be presented in this paper because there

is no uniform analysis of the maize materials at this time. However, establishing a frame-

dentifying

aningful

It is difficult to understand the process of dispersal 1 when we are presented with

only static fragments of the past. In order to go beyond the descriptive phase and enter

ant
responses of the plants in order to explain the results we observe. In examining the

process we must look at the patterns of variation in the plants as responses to various

environmental factors. Then this information can be combined with perceptions and

values of the cultivated plants by certain cultures and with the characters which are

influenced by human selection (for examples of maize, see Benz and Bye, in prep.;

Qawson and Joy 1979; Johannessen 1982; Winkelmann 1976).
Maize may have been introduced as a package of various races associated with other

cultivated plants and weeds. This complex may have moved slowly with a series of short

steps (i.e., diffusion). Each step would have involved cultivation and subsequent selection

and movement. On the other hand, a large distance between source area and the new
home area may have been accomplished in a short period of time (i.e., jump-dispersal).

The environmental factors of the source area and the new home area may vary and

consequently influence the expression of genetically fixed plant responses. Light, tem-

P
l
rat

u
Ure

.f
ld moisture are usually considered the dominant abiotic environmental factors

which affect plant growth (Eastin et al. 1969; Milthorpe and Moorby 1974). Light is

important as the source of energy which is fixed by the plant as well as the stimulus for

developmental and growth patterns. Temperature affects rate of growth, length of grow-

ing season and evapotranspiration rate. Uptake of moisture from the soil and moisture

loss through evapotranspiration are critical to the metabolic pathways and nutrient trans-

port These factors often work together. The photoperiod (ratio of light to darkness)

and the length of the growing season influence the initiation of flowering and subsequent
mating. Temperature, in terms of absolute extremes as well as cumulative degree-days,
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affects the rates of growth and maturation. Moisture uptake and evapotranspiration rate

strongly influence the growth and reproductive patterns of different races.

The responses of the plants of different races to the different environmental factors

can be compared with one another. Those plants with desirable characteristics can be

maintained by obtaining reproductive seeds for subsequent planting. Also hybridization

of open pollinated plants, such as maize, can increase the genetic diversity within popula-

tions; the selection of progeny over generations could produce distinct local varieties.

Plants with less desirable characteristics would not be as highly valued and consequently

may not be continued. The differential reproductive potential, which is limited by bio-

logical and cultural factors, determines the success and duration of the maize races over

time and the products that could be observed in the archaeological, historical and con-

temporary records. The critical points include: 1) increase of intraspecific genetic diver-

sity and phenotypic variation, 2) preferential selection and subsequent planting of seeds

from plant populations, and 3) comparison of several forms or races so as to select cer-

tain ones and discard others based upon the divergence of the characters in response to

the new ambient environment.

THE SETTING

For the purpose of this study, the new home area was located in southwestern

Colorado, ca. 10 km northwest of Dolores, Montezuma County. The source areas for

the exotic maize package were the Sierra Madre Occidental of southwestern Chihuahua

and Rang A brief descrip-

tion ot the environment at the Coloradoan home area ana tne uninuanuan wuilc <u^ ™

presented below so as to compare the similarities and differences of the two extreme

environments.viiuiimcnis.

The new home area is located in the ecotone between the Ponderosa Pine Forest

. * ... *v . _i ^- _ ~f ~« oonn mcm

The
and the Pinon-Juniper Woodland (with msm.

The relationship between temperature and precipitation is critical. This can De

expressed graphically in an ecological climate diagram (Walter 1979) using the relation-

..l- .t . - ^/% _ ' - „ „ . .. A - „ i i „«^« mnnthlv means. This rela-means. Thisuup mat iuv (J equals zu mm ot precipuauon udacu uF ui. ^^ ,

tionship between the temperature line and the precipitation line represents the inten-

sity of moisture stress in the environment. Where the precipitation line is below the

« . .. .... , ., t. _• u* ^r +u~ ^,-ffpfPnrp renresents the intensity

m
aridity

and the width is related to the duration. Where

above the temperature line, humidity is assumed. This relationship when based upon

several years of data should reflect the overall macroclimatic patterns although variation

from year to year as well as over long periods of time is expected.

In the Dolores home area, the data for the general ecological climate diagram Fig.

2a) is derived from the Cortez weather station. It is located ca. 23 km south of the study

area is situated at ca. 1900 msm. It is the closest long-term weather recording station

Even though the specific data may be different from the Dolores home area thegenera

pattern should be similar. It should be noted, however, that the 1979 and
I

1980 weather

Patterns of the Cortez station were different from the normal pattern and that the limited

data from the upper and lower garden sites of the Dolores home area were different from

the Cortez records (Fig. 3a and b). The aridity usually occurs during the growing^season

which is calculated as the time between the dates of the 50% probability of the last spring

^eze
(
oC ) and the first fall freeze. Soil moisture is regenerated by the winter precipita-

*.• ' ' . ««.. j T\.,,.;«rT thf> 1Q7Q season in Cortez.
kon. The~^*. ine normal growing season is aooui ±*>± ^«j*. ~- o

the aridity was more pronounced during the longer than normal growing season of 157

days but the precipitation during the non-growing season was greater Fig 3a). In—9 m i^ul tne precipitation during uic nu»-6*~**~e -
.

^lores home area there was even less precipitation and an unusually short growing
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•

</> 3/30'
o

52

o

FIG. 1 -Comparison of day length (as measured by daylight hours) for 27° 30'N in Chihuahua,
Mexico, and for 37° 30'N in southwestern Colorado, United States, for April through October (based

upon data extrapolated from Smithsonian Institution 1963).

season (87 days). During the 1980 season in Cortez, the aridity was even more pro-

nounced than normal and worse than 1979 season (Fig. 3b). Even though the precipi-

tation peaked during the winter months, the overall precipitation for 1980 was less than

normal. In addition drought was extreme at the beginning of the growing season. The

growing season at Cortez was a little longer than normal (137 days). In the Dolores home
area, the precipitation was a little greater than at Cortez but the overall aridity was more

pronounced than normal. Th c growing season was much shorter in both the lower

garden (67 days) and the upper garden (98 days). In summary, the general growing
season in the new home area can be characterized by a short arid growing season and

by a non-growing season precipitation pattern.
The exotic package source area is located in the Pine-Oak Forest (with ponderosa
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MEX: CHIH: Creel (2338 m)
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2a: Cortcz,IG. 2-Ecological Climate Diagrams (following procedures outlines by Walter 1979).

Montezuma County, Colorado, (based on weather data from 1951-1973) and 2b: Creel, Municipio de
B°coyna, Chihuahua, (based on weather data from 1953-1970).

an Th
45 N where there are ca. 13% hours of light on the longest day during the growing season

(
Fl

S- 1). The relationship between temperature and precipitation is based upon the long
term recording station located in Creel, municipio de Bocoyna (Fig. 2b). A short period

° aridity occurs prior to the growing season in April and May. The heaviest precipitation

s during the growing season. The growing season is about 107 days.

The Coloradoan home area and the Chihuahuan home area are situated at similar

Etudes and have comparable vegetation. Aridity is part of the climatic pattern of both
areas but is more intense and of longer duration in Colorado. Also, the aridity period in

Colorado occurs during the growing season while in Chihuahua it comes prior to the

lowing season. Chihuahua is wetter (709 mm per year) than in Colorado (320 mm per
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Cortez (1883 m)

Cortez
U&LGs

FIG. 3-Ecological Climate Diagrams for Cortez and for upper and lower gardens of Dolores Archae-
ological Program based on weather data from 1979 (3a) and 1980 (3b).

and the majority of the precipitation occurs as rain during the growing season in

Chihuah

growing season in Colorado. The mean annual temperatures in the source area and in the

new home area are similar (10.6°C and 9.4° C, respectively) but the growing season is

longer in the gpnpral Pni«.^j , ,.__ . / '. . i ruihua-Goloradoan„ BM1C1<U v.oioraaoan new home area (131 days) than in the general uh»"-
huan source area (107 days). However, the growing season of the specific new home area

in Dolores is shorter than the growing season of the general home area in Cortez and

appears to be more similar to the Chihuahuan source area.
Uverall the vegetation, elevation, and mean annual temperature are similar but the

daylength, aridity, mean annual precipitation, and seasonal fluctuation of monthly mean

tempera ures are different. The length of average growing season seems to be different on

a general scale but may be similar on the specific site. Although not discussed here, the
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Coloradoan home area is dominated by Aridisols an
Chih.. _^ } ^v.v, ixj^c*. W1U1C II1C

by Mollisols derived from volcanic bed rock.
Even though the Chihuahuan maize races, which are grown today by the Tarahumara

subsistence agriculturists, would seem to require a more moist regime than that found in
southwestern Colorado, a study was conducted to look at the responses of these exotic

grown
plants

area of southwestern Colorado as a consequence jump-dispersal. As discussed above, the
Sierra Madre Occidental has served as a migration route, if not a source area, for the intro-
duction of such cultivated plants as maize into the American Southwest.
miDOSsihlp tn rprroito tU» „„*.._1 j.- ^r * .

Although

Corn
witn dispersal and to produce results which may be compared with archaeological and
contemporary materials. The comparison of divergent responses of members from an
exotic package (i.e., various races of maize representing intraspecific crop variation) with
a native standard from the Colorado-New Mexican home area will allow some insights
into the process of dispersal of maize into the Southwest from northwestern Mexico.
Also, these insights will provide an analog and allow for a better understanding of the
products which are left in the archaeological record.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The races used in this study are those maize for which we could readily obtain

ernels for planting. Each collection3 represents (with one possible exception) one
an race for each taxonomic race. For simplicity, we will refer to each collection as a
distinct race. Hopi Blue flour maize, a variety of the Puebloan race (Brown et al. 1952;
Carter and Anderson 1945), came from the 1979 crop grown in the Dolores garden. The
original seed source from northern New Mexico was provided by Bob Gallegos. Because

s race was adapted to the Four Corners region and had performed successfully in our
s season, it was used as the native standard with which other races could be compared.

aPago white flour maize, a variety of the Pima-Papago race (Carter and Anderson 1945),
as obtained from Gary Nabhan in Tucson, Arizona. This race is .considered similar to

Prehistoric Basketmaker maize (Anderson and Cuder 1942) and is noted for its rapid
maturation and drought hardiness (Castetter and Bell 1942). Ears of Apachito5

, Azul 5 ,

Cristalino de Chihuahua5
, Blando de Sonora6 , and Blanco 5 '

7 races (Hernandez and
anis 1970; Wellhausen et al. 1952) were collected from the Tarahumara Indians in the

vicinity of Creel, Chihuahua. This group of one flour variety, Blando, and four flint

varieties was considered in exotic package. From our discussions with Tarahumara
armers in October 1979, and October 1980, and our observations of maize plants in the
le ds at harvest time, these races appeared to be a unified package because of their simi-
arities in growth responses, rate of maturation, morphology, and yield potential.

To compare the performance of the five Tarahumara varieties and the Papago maize
^"i the standard Hopi Blue, kernels of all races were planted and raised under uniform
conditions in the gardens of the Dolores Archaeological Program near Dolores, Colorado.
w«ity hills of each race were planted on June 8, 1980. Hills were spaced at 1 m by 1 m

with an additional 1 m boundary surrounding each plot. Three or four plants developed
each hill, and overall crop density averaged 1.75 plants per m2

. Seeds were inbibed
e ore planting and 5 liters of water were applied to each hill at the time of planting and

once again after seedlings had emerged. No further irrigation was supplied. Total rainfall

etween planting and harvest was 6.1 cm. Records were kept during the growing season

mV?
6 °f growth and maturation of plants from each race. At maturity of the plants in

1 "September, a series of morphological variables was measured on 20 plants from each

/*ce - Ears were harvested September 28-30, 1980, approximately 112 days after plant-
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Crop productivity of different races was determined by growth and development

patterns, morphological characters of mature plants, and yield of ears. Patterns of

divergence or similarity between the exotic races and the native standard indicate factors

that affect the ability of introduced races to mature in a new geographic region, demon-

strate ecological and morphological differences between plants of different races, provide

comparison of yield potential between introduced and native races, and show divergence

among races within the exotic package when it is introduced into a new region. The data

are derived from the populations in the upper garden rather than the lower garden which

experienced a short growing season.

Growth rates and development. — Differences in the growth rates and development as

measured at time of maturation of the maize races grown at Dolores appear to be res-

ponses to temperature and photoperiodic sensitivity. For all races, increase in plant

height and number of leaves prior to tasselling was directly related to accumulated heat

units. The duration of vegetative growth between planting and flowering is dependent on

temperature, and one effect of cool nights is to prolong this period of growth (Brouwer

et al. 1973; Shaw 1976). Mean daily temperatures of 15-18° C, as recorded in Dolores

from June to September (Fig. 4), can retard maize maturation (Jenkins 1941). This

should not have affected the Tara humara races since the temperatures during the growing

season in Chihuahua are similar to those recorded for Dolores. However, the effect was

strongly pronounced in the Papago maize. This type of maize is reported to produce ears

in 60-65 days near Tucson (Gary Nabhan in Meals for Millions 1981), but required 100

days in Dolores. Monthly mean temperatures for a similar period in Tucson range from

26-30 C. Because maize growth is so temperature dependent, the number of days
4 a

an

constant for any race (Wallace and Bressman 1949).

t *

1973; Mangelsdorf 1974). Plants

of maize (Francis

, .—..S v..av.Ui i xz>i~t). naius 01 maize oiten grow taller ana nave more leaves v»..v...

grown at higher latitudes because of delayed floral initiation; vegetative growth goes on

longer through the growing season before the tassel and silks develop. Mature plants of

the four Tarahumara flint races (Apachito, Azul, Blanco, and Cristalino) had from 14 to

18 leaves per stalk at maturity and ranged from 130 to 225 cm tall in the Dolores garden.

In the Tarahumara region, plants matured on approximately the same schedule as those

in Dolores, and also had 14 to 18 leaves at maturity and ranged from 125 to 250 ml tall.

In this case, the differences in vegetative growth and rate of maturation due to a latitudi-

nal shift of 10° did not exceed the range of phenotypic variation shown by plants in both

settings. Plants of the flour race, Blando, however, did show a response to a latitudinal

shift. In Chihuahua, Blando plants were similar in height and rate of maturation to those

of the other four races, but in Dolores the Blando plants were taller than those of the

other four races and ears had only developed to the milk stage by early October.
Hernandez and Alanis (1970) report that Azul maize flowers in 65 days after plant-

ing and Apachito maize flowers in 55 days; both tasselled at 60 days in Dolores and pro-

duced silks in 72 days. The delay between tasselling and silking in Dolores was a symp-

tom of drought stress on the plants (Aldrich and Leng 1965). This delayed silking is th<

basis tor reports that corn matures more .lowlv „nH,f Hm,„At renditions (Hack 1942).

Tarah

This
.-_ „™ wu Fu 5iuon. ims sensitivity may
in either race. The tntsl i„„f „.._<• ,
in either race. The total leaf surface area of Azul was greatly increased by the 3-4 tilfco

Ihh H .^^ Ver^ few Plants of P^ago maize produced tillers. 1*
standard Hopi Blue maize was intermediate in both number of tillers and tolerance

of
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• —Air (solid lines) and soil (dashed line) temperatures recorded at the upper garden of the

and l

rcriaeological Program and reported as weekly means, weekly extreme means (average highs
ows), and absolute extremes (weekly highs and lows) for the 1980 season.

in "
use *-he average summer rainfall in Chihuahua is so much greater than that

b A
°reS

g# ^' ** Was exP ected ^at all plants of Tarahumara maize would be affected

W
V rouSht stress more than plants of either Hopi Blue or Papago maize. This hypothesis

Pported by observations of leaf response on hot afternoons in late July and August.
er, the Tarahumara plants produced normal mature ears and showed neither poor
set nor incomplete filling: at the tips of the ears, characteristic manifestations of

bought stream

Morphological
characters

disti
of mature maize plants. -Races of maize are traditionally

guished on the basis of ear and kernel characteristics (Anderson and Cutler 1942;

tiv h
a ^°°dnian 1977). Since vegetative characters are more plastic than reproduc-
racters, they are less useful in discriminating between races (Goodman and Pater-
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niani 1969). However, as races evolve in restricted geographic areas, they are selected for

adaptation to local climatic conditions (Bird 1970) in addition to biotic and cultural

factors. This process has resulted in a divergence of developmental and vegetative char-

acters as well as ear and kernel characters. When introduced into a new area, differences

in these characters will influence the potential productivity and successful reproduction

of the exotic race.

One aspect of the architecture of mature maize plants is the location of the main

ear on the stalk. Ears were borne as low as the ninth and tenth nodes in Hopi Blue and

Papago maize, as high as the fourteenth in Blando, and in between at the eleventh and

twelfth nodes in the four Tarahumara flint races. In addition to this variation in ear

location relative to the nodes, the average ear height ranged from only 50 cm in Hopi

Blue to 102 cm in Blando. Ear placement may be related to yield potential. Mangels-

dorf (1965) reports that leaves above the ears supply photosynthates to the developing

kernels, and that leaves below the ear supply the root systems. He predicted that if

plants from races which bear ears low on the stalk have more leaves above the ear, they

should show increased yield but decreased root system development compared with

plants from other races with higher ears. These predictions were not substantiated by

the plants at Dolores. Hopi Blue and Papago maize plants had both the lowest ears and

the most leaves above the ear but did not have identical increased yields. Both showed

good drought resistence compared to the Tarahumara races.

Morphological characters, which were measured on a sample of 20 plants from each

race, were chosen to represent the dimensions, proportions, vegetative vigor, and poten-

tial yield of ears. Some characters were based on previous studies of maize (Goodman

and Paterniani 1969; Wellhausen et al. 1952), and others were added for this study (Table

1). Although one-way analysis of variance showed that significant differences among the

seven races from each other. Some characters showed much more variation than others.

For example, plant height to the tassel base ranged from 134 ± 4 cm in Papago to 194 ±4

cm in Blando, but both had tassels 38-40 cm tall.

TABLE 1 -Morphological measurements of maize plants, based on previous studies of characters

important in racial determination (Goodman and Paterniani 1969; Welhausen et al. 1952) with some

characters added or modified for the purposes of this study.

1. Height of plants to tops of leaves.

2. Height of plants to node of the base of the tassel.

3. Length of tassel along primary axis from base to top.

4. Height of stalk from ground to node at which top ear develops.

5. Number of leaves, including the first four which develop from the embryonic

plumule.

6. Number of leaves above the top ear and below the tassel.

7. Length along the midrib of the leaf subtending the top ear.

8. Width of that leaf, measured midway down its length.

9. Number of tillers produced by the main stalk.

10. Number of primary branches on the tassel.

11. Number of mature ears per plant.

12. Number of secondary ears per plant that arise on the tillers or on the main

below the primary ear, and do not develop to maturity but can be consum

''green
1
' corn.

13. Number of axillary ears arising between the husks of the primary ear on a

T11^ are ^ny but can be consumed entire.

stalk

ed as

stalk.
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To test the strength of the relationship between different characters and test hypo-
thesis of correlation, the Pearson's r coefficient was determined for several pairwite com-
binations of variables. The results support the hypotheses that (1) height to leaftops
height to tassel base, and height to top ear are strongly related, (2) total number of
leaves, number of leaves above the top ear, and measures of height are strongly related
(3) leaf length and leaf width are strongly related, and (4) number of tillers is' indepen-
dent of the other variables.

A multivariate approach was needed to utilize the information on morphological
characters while recognizing the correlation between them. The purpose of the analysis
was to emphasize the significance of the morphological differences between races, which
imply differences in potential productivity and successful introduction of races. Discrim-
inant function analysis was performed on the data set to create linear combination of
variables which maximize the differences between the races. Using the functions created
in this analysis, 120 of 143 cases (84%) could be properly assigned to one of the seven
races. Thus, this analysis confirms that racial differences can be distinguished on the basis
of vegetative plant morphology as well as ear and kernel morphology. A plot (Fig. 5) of
the results from this analysis clearly separates the Tarahumara races from the South-
western races, and further separates the races within the two main groups, so that Hopi
Blue and Papago are distinct and the Tarahumara races also spaced out slightly. Because
of the great morphological plasticity of maize plants, the functions used in this classifica-

tion would not necessarily apply to plants grown in other gardens. Approaches to racial

classification based on more conservative characters are more universally applicable.
However, for the purpose of indicating differences among plants of various races that
could affect the successful growth, maturation, reproduction, and acceptance of exotic
maize in a new region, this type of analysis in helpful.

O
H
H

Blando—

j

H Blanco

H
s
e
CO
H
Q Apachito

6 4 2 2 4

CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 1

IG
" 5~plot of group centroids based upon vegetative morphology of maize grown in Dolores, Colo-

rado. Group centroids for each of the seven races of maize are presented for the first two discriminant

"Jnctions.
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Yield of cars in different races of maize

:

-Ears of PapagO maize and the four Taraliumara

flint races reached the milk stage by September 12-15, one week in advance of Hopi Blue

and 2-3 weeks in advance of Blando. Maize ears may be harvested and consumed at this

stage but usually kernels are not fully mature until 3-4 weeks later and ears increase

greatly in weight and carbohydrate content during this period. Differences in degree of

maturity of the ears at the time of harvest at the end of the growing season have impor-

tant consequences. The fate of races introduced into the Southwest from regions further

to the south depends on the ability of the plants to produce seeds in the new setting.

After harvest in late September and subsequent drying, ears were sorted into categories

of immature and nature for measuring the weighing. Immature ears were those that had

been picked with kernels in the milk stage. Their kernels shrank during drying and were

small, wrinkled, and light colored. Fully mature ears had large, well-filled, bright-colored

kernels. Intermediate ears were common. Since later germination tests showed that the

seeds from intermediate ears were viable even though they were not fully filled kernels,

these intermediate ears had reached reproductive maturity and were grouped with the

fully mature ears. Fully mature ears are culturally important as a major food staple, but

reproductively mature ears are also important as a possible means of renewing the plant

population and establishing a race in a new region.

The four Tarahumara flint races (Apachito, Azul, Blanco, and Cristalino) produced

mature ears that were very similar in length and weight (Table 2). Average ear weight in

Blando was much less because these ears were not fully mature but only reproductive^

mature. Ears of Papago flour were slightly shorter and lighter than in the four Tara-

humara flint races. Ears of Hopi Blue were significantly longer and heavier ai m*vu.»y

than ears of the other races.

In Blanco, Cristalino, Hopi Blue, and Papago maize the immature ears were those

produced at lower nodes of the main stalk or on the tillers. They were shorter than the

top ears and of course weighed much less. This trend was even more pronounced in

Apachito and Azul which produced very short immature ears. In Blando, however, many

of the top ears on the stalks were immature. These were as long as or longer than the

mature ears produced on other stalks of that race.

Immature ears can be consumed fresh but are less desirable as a food source a ttr

drying. The pericarp and glumes are more fully developed than the endosperm in these

immature ears and constitute a larger proportion of the dried kernels. In mature e ,

75% of the weight is in the kernels and most of this is in the endosperm.

Total yield of immature and mature ears from twenty hills of each race is presen

in Table 3. Again it appears that the four Tarahumara flint races (Apachito, Azul, Blanco

and Cristalino) produce similar numbers and weights of both immature and matuic tan.

Blando produced as many total ears, but fewer reached maturity so the total weig P

duced was very low. Hopi Blue produced numbers and weights of mature and imma

ears intermediate between the four flint races and Blando. Papago flour maize pro uc

the most mature ears and the greatest weight of both mature and total ears, inis v

tion among races is summarized in Figure 6, which shows number and dry weig

mature ears produced per plot of each race.

Among subsistence agriculturalists, maize ears are carefully selected at harvest t

seed sources for the coming year (Beagleholc 1937; Whiting 1939). Some traditiona

farmers are very conservative about maintaining their own seed stock. Others

interest in unusual or exotic races and grow trial plots to compare with their traditio

forms (Johnson 1972). The introduction of maize from Mexico into the SoUth^"
n

depended on many factors including the importation of seeds, the growth and matura

of the plants, and the cultural acceptance of the new crop. As Sauer (1967:139) su

ft *

The diffusion of corn . . . undoubtedly required a long time The older forms of mafl* ^
be considered as having required a long, warm, moist season, more rapidly maturing

t_ ..... ..... .• _ .mA in oart ais"

marized:

developing by slow selection on the successive boreal fringes of its cultivation and in \>
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on the drier margins. Slow ecologic selection was demanded of all crops that diffused through a

wide latitudinal and altitudinal range, the diffusive energy of such a crop being probably a com-
plex expression of its desirability and of inherent ecologic plasticity.

TABLE 2.—Length and weight of mature and immature ears of seven races of maize, n = 140.

Race Mature Ears

No. of ears Length (cm) Weight (gm)

Apachito 26 17.1 ±0.68 58.3 ± 5.06

Azul 23 16.2 ±0.55 58.5 ± 4.40

Blanco 21 17.9 ±0.52 55.8 ± 5.01

Cristalino 28 17.4 ±0.93 63.0 ± 5.97

Blando 4 18.4±2.14 28.0 ± 2.09

Papago Flour

Hopi Blue

27

8

17.4 ±0.39

19.6 ±1.22

52.0 ± 2.42

71.7 i 11.50

No. of ears

Immature Ears

Length (cm) Weight (gm)

Apachito

Azul

Blanco

Cristalino

Blando

Papago Flour

10

15

14

18

27

11

10.3±0.77

8.4 ±0.57

11.9 ±0.88

11.8 ±0.86

21.5 ±2.12

13.4 ±1.05

8.3 ±2.00

6.9 ±0.78

14.0 ±2.86

13.8 ±2.73

14.7 ±2.83

17.3 ±3.40

Hopi Blue 42 13.4 ±0.64 20.7 ±3.19
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TABLE 3.-Total yield of mature and immature ears of seven races of maize. Ears were harvested

September 26, 1980 from twenty hills of each race, grown at lm x lm spacing in 3m x 4m plots in

Dolores, Colorado.

RACE

Apachito

Azul

Blanco

Mature Ears Immature Ears Total Ears

67

60

62

Total No. Wt. (gm) Total No. Wt. (gm) Total No. Wt. (gm)

3630

3240

3400

47

60

48

540

640

670

114

120

110

4170

3880

4070

Cristalino 53 3250 35 550 88 3800

Blando

Papago Flour

Hopi Blue

14

89

40

600

4550

1700

95

44

67

1400

740

1400

109

133

107

2000

5290

3100

100

80

c
60

UJ

t/>

40
UJ

20

1000
T

2000
T

3000

DRY WEIGHT OF EARS (gm) PER PLOT

o
D
A

4000 5000

"HOPI BLUE" MAIZE (Immature and mature, respectively)

SrSeSi.?
f MAIZE: ^ACHITO", "AZUL", BLANCO, and

CRISTALINO de CHIHUAHUA" (immature and mature, respectively)

BLANDO MAIZE (immature and mature, respectively)

O PApAG0 MAIZE (Immature and mature, respectively)

FIG. 6-Immature and mature ear yields per plot (area = 25 m2
; density = 1.75 plants per m 2

)
at

upper garden of Dolore* A rrh

a

M iM;~.i t» j . .. , .^vimatesDolores Archaeological Program during 1980 season. Note: the square approximates
the y,eld of one of four Tarahumara flint races; these four races had similar yields.
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SUMMARY

1. Maize can be introduced into a new region by means of jump-dispersal where the

kernels from a source area are carried a great distance in a short time and established in a

new region. In this study, five Tarahumara races of maize from southwestern Chihuahua,
Mexico, and one Pima-Papago race from southern Arizona were grown in gardens in

southwestern Colorado and compared with a native standard Hopi Blue of the Puebloan

race. This jump represents a shift of ca. 10° latitude or ca. 1260 km for the Tarahumara
races and a shift of ca. 5° latitude or ca. 630 km for the Papago race. The source areas

and new home area differ in photoperiod, temperature and precipitation patterns. Plants

of all races produced mature ears in the first year.

2. Blando was the only Tarahumara race of maize that showed prolonged delay in floral

initiation in the new home area. This can be attributed to photoperiodic effect. Papago

maize required 50% more days to mature in southwestern Colorado than in southern

Arizona possibly because of retarded growth at lower temperatures. Extreme aridity

during the growing season produced symptoms of drought stress of the foliage in the

Tarahumara races, but ear production and quality did not seem to be strongly affected.

The Papago and Hopi maize plants did not show drought stress symptoms. In all races,

ears reached at least the state of reproductive maturity.

3. Although the five Chihuahuan races were considered similar in terms of growth

responses, rate of maturation, morphology, and yield potential in their native setting,

a divergence was observed among these races when they were grown in southwestern

Colorado. The four flint races, Apachito, Azul, Blanco, and Cristilino de Chihuahua,

matured earlier and produced more mature ears than the native standard, Hopi Blue

flour variety. The flour race, Blando de Sonora, did not reach full maturity but yielded

some ears which were reproductively mature. Plants of these five exotic races also

showed divergence in vegetative morphology. Papago flour maize matured earlier and

produced more mature ears than any other race in the Dolores garden, including the

native standard, Hopi Blue flour maize.
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NOTES

1. Dispersal is a general term which is broadly applied to the concept movement of organisms from

one area to another. It has been used in many ways and is the source of some confusion. Also,

certain plants are considered to be adapted for short distance dispersal with gradual expansion of

their ranges, others for long range distance dispersal, and others for both strategies. A useful

framework for understanding dispersal is presented by Pielou (1979:242-243). Three modes of

the spread of a species are: 1) jump-dispersal which describes the movement of individual organ-

isms across great distances in a short period of time with successful establishment of the popula-

tion and its descendants, 2) diffusion which is the gradual movement of populations across hos-

pitable environments over a longer period of time, and 3) secular migration where diffusion is

greatly reduced such that the species undergoes appreciable evolutionary change. Baker (1971)

has provided a series of criteria for testing the dispersal of a plant with or without human aid

with reference to gradual range expansion (diffusion) and long-distance dispersal (jump-disper-

sal). The biological as well as the cultural characteristics of dispersal as a process are still in need

of critical investigation.

2. In the case of maize, the seed or kernel is a one-seeded fruit which is technically known as cary-

opsis.

3. Specimens of the maize have been made for deposition in the Anasazi Cultural Heritage Center.

Related collections are deposited in the Laboratory of Ethnobotany and Plant Systemat.cs,

Department of EPO Biology, University of Colorado, Boulder.

4. Landrace can be defined as a subset of a race which is highly variable in appearance and genetic

diversity but which retains particular properties and characteristics (Harlan 1975).

5. These four races were obtained in October 1977 from a Tarahumara ranchito in Cusarare, ejido

de Cusarare, municipio de Guachochic, at an elevation of ca. 2100 msm.

6. This race was obtained in October 1977 from a Tarahumara ranchito in the ejido de San Ignacio

Arareco, municipio de Bocoyna, at an elevation of ca. 2200 msm.

7- This undescribed race is a white flint with morphological similarities to Apachito.
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POSTSCRIPT

Subsequent studies in the experimental garden as well as in the laboratory were planned to

examine more carefully the biological and ecological factors affecting maize along with other culti-

vated plants and associated weeds as well as to integrate those results with cultural information and

archaeological materials from the Dolores area and other regional archaeological sites.

Unfortunately, the objectives of the Dolores Archaeological Program changed resulting in the

elimination of support for the Environmental Studies Group. Consequently, our experimental, field,

laboratory, and literature studies were discontinued. None the less, two Master of Arts theses (R.

Shuster, 1981. Factors affecting productivity in subsistence agriculture. Dcpt. of EPO Biology,

University of Colorado, and B. Benz, 1981. Five modern races of maize from northwestern Mexico:

archaeological implications. Dept. of Anthropology, University of Colorado.) and an introduction to

a model integrating contemporary and archaeological data (R. Bye and R. Shuster, in press. Develop-

ing an integrated model for contemporary and archaeological agricultural subsistence systems. In P.

and S. Fish (eds.). Prehistoric Agriculture Strategies in the Southwest. Arizona State University

Anthropological Research Paper.) were completed. With the writing of these items and the resigna-

tion of R. Bye, the Environmental Studies Program came to an end before the relationship between

the general theme of this paper and the archaeological and ethnobotanical evidence could be properly

integrated.
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NEWS AND COMMENTS

CALL FOR PAPERS: SEVENTH ANNUAL ETHNOBIOLOGY CONFERENCE

April 15-17, 1984, University of Washington, Seattle, WA

PAPERS
Papers will be limited to 20 minutes. To schedule a paper please submit an abstract of

150 words, a title, a list of author(s) with address(es), and the name of the person to

present the paper. Please indicate required audiovisual services. ABSTRACTS MUST
BE RECEIVED BY FEBRUARY 1ST. They should be sent to Dr. Eugene Hunn, Depart-

ment of Anthropology, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195.

SCHEDULE
April 15 / evening Reception and registration

April 16 / morning Registration, presentation of papers

afternoon Presentation of papers

evening Banquet of Northwest Indian foods

Special presentation by Margaret Siwallace

Nuxalk Indian elder "On Making Ooligan Grease

April 17 / morning Presentation of papers

afternoon Presentation of papers

NOTE: Symposia are being planned on Indigenous Foods and Chinese Herbal and

Nutritional Medicine. Abstracts of papers on indigenous foods, particularly their nutri-

tional values, should be forwarded by December 1st to Dr. Harriet Kuhnlein, Division of

Human Nutrition, The University of British Columbia, Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6T

1W5. Abstracts of papers on Chinese herbal and nutritional medicine should be for-

warded by February 1st to Dr. Eugene Anderson, Department of Anthropology, Univer-

sity of California, Riverside, CA 92521.

»»

*D ELIZABETH JACOBS RES

Whatcom Museum Foundation

all
The Melville and Elizabeth Jacobs Research Fund invites applications for sm

individual grants to support research on Native American cultures primarily of north-

western North America. The Fund is designed to facilitate field research rather than

analysis of previously collected materials. Appropriate are field studies of any aspect

of culture and society, with emphasis on expressive, conceptual, and purely linguistic

systems. (Projects in archaeology, physical anthropology, urban anthropology and

•Plied anthropology or applied linguistics will not be funded.) Awards range from $200

to approximately $800; salary cannot be supplied, and only minimum living expenses

can be considered. . . ... , _,. K^ tV»

For further information and application forms, contact the Melville «d Elizabeth

Jacobs Research Fund, Whatcom Museum of History & Art, 121 Prospect St., Belling,

ham, Washington 98225. Application deadline is February 15, 1984

The Society of Economic Botany will hold its 25th Annual Meeting at Texas AfcM

tt«:..__. .. .
r

-.. :.._««i?»i,n«hntanv of the Greater Southwest

man
-in iucus on past, present, ana ruiurc iuicia«.wv, *

.

western United States and northern Mexico. Symposium presentations and *™™°"
will involve specialists from both the United States and Mexico Registration

matenah

and information can be obtained from Hugh D. Wilson, Biology, Texas A&M University

College Station, Texas 77843. Those wishing to contribute papers should contad^Dr.

Gregory Anderson, Biological Sciences Group, University of Connecticut, Storrs, Con-

necticut 06268.
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John Ciardi's etymological essay aired on National Public Radio June 6th, 1983, in

Seattle took a turn our way. He noted the fact that a new productive English suffix has

evolved in recent years, "-athon," as in "walkathon," "talkathon/' "bikeathon," even

"birdathon," and, of course, the original "marathon." The suffix can be seen to mean

an

26 miles and some odd yards, took its name from the Plains of Marathon in Greece, scene

of the climactic battle between Athens and Persia, news of which was carried to the

victorius Athenians by an heroic runner who collapsed and died at his goal. Ironically,

the plains of that name are socalled after the wild fennel (presumably Foeniculum vulgare

Miller) which must have flourished beneath the warriors feet, then decorated their graves.

The Arizona Daily Star (Tucson, Arizona, 18 May 1983) under Ed Severson's byline

reports a unique local educational event, the Flowing Wells High School ethnobiology

class final exam, a banquet prepared by students and faculty featuring traditional food-

stuffs of the Papago Indians and other Southwestern native peoples. Featured were

"cottontail tacos, agave hearts, boiled tumbleweed, venison seca, cactus 'Jello-O', rattle-

snake meat" and a variety of foods derived from beans of the mesquite tree, "the Papago

Indians' tree of life." It is encouraging to see ethnobiology—defined in this article as

"how the plants and animals of their [Southwest Indians] environment were used in their

culture—introduced to high school students. Soon it will be a household word. Thanks

to W. Van Asdall.

A visionary application of ethnobiology is being pioneered by the Institute of Eco-

technics, a U.S.-spawned, London-based (24 Old Gloucester St., London, W.C.I) organi-

zation devoted to establishing a new discipline, Ecotechnics, to deal "with the relations of

men with their biosphere." A major resource of the Institute is their 82-foot research

vessel R/V Heraclitus, a floating ethnobiological laboratory. The ship embarked this past

February upon a Vk year "Around the World Ethnobotanical Expedition," sequel to

their 1979 "Flora Tropica Expedition" up the Amazon River. Ecotechnic literature

reflects a blend of hard-nosed science and global consciousness.

Ethnobotanical research is a priority of the Academia Sinica of the People's Republic

of China through its support of the Yunnan Institute of Tropical Botany (P.O. Box 302,

Xishuangbanna Menglun, Mengla, Yunnan). The institute-founded in 1959-boasts a

research garden of 1000 hectares with 2500 species of tropical plants from China and

abroad. sanctuary
Re-

search emphases include tropical plant taxonomy, tropical forest ecosystems, cultivation

of economic plants, and phyto chemistry. The Institute has recently (1982) edited and

published a volume of Collected Research Papers on the Tropical Botany, in Chinese with

some English abstracts. The volume is dedicated to the eminent Chinese botanist and late

Institute director, Tsai Hsi-tao (1910-1981). The collection includes reports of an ethno-

botanical survey of self-sufficient aboriginal ethnic groups of Xishuangbanna district, a

study of timber utilization by these indigenous minorities, an evaluation of the value of

introducing Cuban balsa trees for local cultivation, as well as various horticultural exper-

iments. Thanks to Peter Nute, Anthropology, University of Washington.

William Tucker's Crosscurrents column in Science 83 (March, 1983:92-94) discussed

J

Journal of

Neel pro

Americans might be the consequence of recent dietarv changes, in particular,

constant.* UfttlittUllliy yj L ainyuz quantities oi sugar and starcn in moucm iw»—
surmised that a diabetes gene may have provided its bearers with a survival advantage

under condition* of limits ^a : „ * . j ,. . i._t-^*-. :~ *»ff*»rt rations
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sugar metabolism. Under conditions of abundance this "rationing*' overloads the blood
with sugar. The recent "epidemic" of diabetes among many Native American populations
(K. M. West, Diabetes 23:10, 1974) appears to support this hypothesis. Tucker sum-
marizes a study by D. L. Coleman (Nutrition Reviews, May 1978) of mice fed starvation

diets. Such mice with two diabetes genes lived eight times longer under nutritional

stress than mice with no such genes but "developed obesity and all clinical symptoms" of
diabetes when fed somewhat more generously (50% of the standard lab diet).
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RECENT ANTHROPOLOGY DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS
OF INTEREST TO ETHNOBIOLOGISTS I.

TERENCE E.HAYS
Department ofAnthropology and Geography

Rhode Island College

Providence, Rl 02908

This is the first in a proposed continuing series of compilations of information
regarding recent doctoral dissertations of interest to ethnobiologists. The series is in-
tended only to bring such work to the attention of readers of this journal; no abstracts

d. This list is limited to Ph.D. dissertations accepted in
annotations

Anthropology
ser-

tations (as well as master's theses) are written in a wide variety of other university depart-
ments. It is also limited to those of which abstracts are published in Dissertation Ab-
stracts International, and thus to those accepted at colleges and universities which are
cooperating institutions with University Microfilms International (300 N. Zeeb Road,
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106), from whom in most instances copies may be ordered.

Judgments as to substantial relevance

and In addition to
those dissertations whose titles indicate an ethnobiological focus, also included are those

ogy, subsistence, and
Some judgmental errors are probably inevitable and the compiler would be grateful for

and
For this first listing, the arbitrary starting point chosen was Vol. 41(A), 1981, and

the list ends with the entries in Vol. 43(A), June, 1983. Space considerations preclude
categorization and cross-listing; thus a total of 92 dissertations are simply listed below,
aipnabetically by author. The information provided includes: author, year of acceptance,
itle, number of pages, institution, University Microfilms International order number, and

an
international. (Canadian dissertations are not available through UMI, but their abstracts
are published in DAI; thus they are listed here.)

ANDERSON, PATRICIA MARIE. 1982. Reconstructing the Past: The Synthesis of

Archaeological and Palynological Data, Northern Alaska and Northwestern Canada.
578 pp. Brown Univ. DA8228227. 43:3638-A.

BARKER, JAMES PATRICK. 1982. Incentives, Income, and Institutions: An Inquiry

into Fisheries Development in Western Samoa. 316 pp. Univ. of Calif.-Riverside.

DA8223365. 43:1599-A.
BAYHAM, FRANK E. 1982. A Diachronic Analysis of Prehistoric Animal Exploitation

at Ventana Cave. 425 pp. Arizona State Univ. DA8216424. 43:489-A.
BEAUDRY, MARY CAROLYN. 1980. Or What Else You Please to Call It: Folk

Semantic Domains in Early Virginia Probate Inventories. 206 pp. Brown Univ.

8111063. 41:5153-A.
BERLIN, ELOIS ANN. 1981. Migrants to Amazonia: A Study of the Nutrition and

Health of Settlers on the Santiago River, Peru. 292 pp. Univ. Calif.-Berkeley and
Univ. Calif.-San Francisco. DA 8212167. 43:1212-A.

BOGAN, ARTHUR EUGENE. 1980. A Comparison of Late Prehistoric Dallas and

Overhill Cherokee Subsistence Strategies in the Little Tennessee River Valley. 221

PP. Univ. Tennessee. 8108125. 4D4433-A.
DSTER, JAMES SHILTS. 1981. How the Exceptions Prove the Rule: An Analysis of

Informant Disagreement in Aguaruna Manioc Identification. 270 pp. Univ. Calif.-

Berkeley. 8200031. 42:3212-3213-A.
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BROWN, MICHAEL FOBES. 1981. Magic and Meaning in the World of the Aguaruna

Jivaro of Peru. 268 pp. Univ. Michigan. 8116204. 42:760-761-A.

BRUDER, J. SIMON. 1982. Prehistoric Settlement and Subsistence Strategies in the

Carefree Area, South Central Arizona. 530 pp. Arizona State Univ. DA8 304704.

43:3357-A.

CALVERT, SHEILA GAY. 1980. A Cultural Analysis of Faunal Remains from Three

Archaeological Sites in Hesquiat Harbour, British Columbia. Univ. of British Colum-

bia. 42-.2738-2739-A.

CHANG, CLAUDIA. 1981. The Archaeology of Contemporary Herding Sites in Greece.

370 pp. SUNY-Binghamton. 8121174. 42: 1697-1698-A.

CHRISTENSON, ANDREW LEWIS. 1981. The Evoluation of Subsistence in the Prehis-

toric Midwestern United States. 307 pp. Univ. Calif.-Los Angeles. 8201079. 42:

3 64 6-A.

CLAASSEN, CHERYL PATRICIA. 1982. Shellfishing Patterns: An Analytical Study of

Prehistoric Shell from North Carolina Coastal Middens. 298 pp. Harvard Univ.

DA8303423. 43:3043-A.

COLLINS, JANE LOU. 1981. Kinship and Seasonal Migration among the Aymara of

an 359 pp. Univ. Florida.

DA8213653. 43:203-204-A.

CONDON, RICHARD GUY. 1£ an

8202341. 42:3650-3651-A.

Canadian Arctic. 286 pp. Univ. Pittsburgh.

COUNIHAN, CAROLE MARIE. 1981. Food, Culture and Political Economy: An Inves-

tigation of Changing Lifestyles in the Sardinian Town of Bosa. 377 pp. Univ.

Massachusetts. 8201314. 42:3651-A.
CRABTREE, PAM JEAN. 1982. Patterns of Anglo-Saxon Animal Economy: An Anal-

ysis of the Animal Bone Remains from the Early Saxon Site of West Stow, Suffolk.

394 pp. Univ. Pennsylvania. DA8217101. 43:851-A.
CRADER, DIANA CATHERINE. 1981. Hunters Alongside Farmers: Faunal Remains

from Chencherera II Rockshelter, Malawi. 443 pp. Univ. Calif.-Berkeley. 8200063.

42:3210-A.

DOELLE, WILLIAM HARPER. 1980. Past Adaptive Patterns in Western Papagueria: An

Archaeological Study of Nonriverine Resource Use. 382 pp. Univ. Arizona. 8108329.

#1 mm mm m M M mm mm\ m m mm\ m\

Subsistence Strategies in Rain Forest Swidden Agn-

tatu. 2 Vols.. 1051 dp. Stanford Univ. 8201983.

4L4433-4434-A.
DOVE, MICHAEL ROGER. 1981.

culture: The Kantu' at Tikul Batu. 2 Vols., 1051 pp.
42:3651-A.

DYE, DAVID HOWARD. 1980. Primary Forest Efficiency in the Western Middle Ten-

nessee Valley. 281 pp. Washington Univ. 8103675. 41:3638-3639-A.
FLINT, PATRICIA ROBINS. 1982. The Northern Rocky Mountain Region: Environ-

ment and Culture History. 305 pp. Univ. Oregon. DA8224838. 43:2014-A.

FORBES, HAMISH ALEXANDER. 1982. Strategies and Soils: Technology, Production

anri p«„;,.~~ _„* .• ^l. »__• i o » . . „ ., » . ii.:.. D»nn«vlvania.

DA8227269. 43:2388-A.

ana

FRANKE, CHRISTINA. 1982. The Kumasi Cattle Trade. 363 pp. New York Univ.

DA8227183. 43-.2388-A.

TIMOTHY

DA8213303. 43:207-A.

iyoz. Ecological Theories ot Diet ana r ouu *»«-—

i Subsistence Agriculture. 262 pp. Penn. State Universi y.

GALM, JERRY R. 1981. Prehistoric Cultural Adaptations in the Wister Valley, East-

Central Oklahoma. 274 pp. Washington State Univ. 8129967. 42:3210-A.
GEDDES, DAVID SIMON. 1980. Patterns of Animal Exploitation in the Late Meso-
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lithic and Early Neolithic in the Aude Valley (Southern France). 358 pp. Univ.
Pennsylvania. 8107747. 41:4434-A.

GRANDIN, BARBARA ELLEN. 1981. Small Cows, Big Money: Wealth and Dwarf
Cattle Production in Southwestern Nigeria. 260 pp. Stanford Univ. 8108936.
41:4756-A.

GWYNNE, MARGARET ANDERSON. 1982. The Late Archaic Archa
Sinai Harbor, New York: Human Ecology, Economy and Resource Patterns on the

Southern New England Coast. 607 pp. SUNY-Stony Brook. DA82 18079. 43:851-A.
HANSEN, JULIE MARIE. 1980. The Palaeoethnobotany of Franchthi Cave, Greece.

466 pp. Univ. Minnesota. 8102094. 4L3164-3165-A.
HARRILL, BRUCE GILBERT. 1982. Prehistoric Agricultural Adaptation and Settle-

ment in Long House Valley, Northeastern Arizona. 211 pp. Univ. Arizona. DA-
8217418. 43:852-A.

HECHT, ROBERT MICHAEL. 1982. Cocoa and the Dynamics of Socio-Economic

Change in Southern Ivory Coast. 360 pp. Univ. Cambridge. DA8309242. 43:

3959-A.

HIDE, ROBIN LAMOND. 1981. Aspects of Pig Production and Use in Colonial Sina-

sina, Papua New Guinea. 705 pp. Columbia Univ. 8125303. 42-.2743-A.

HILDEBRANDT, WILLIAM REID. 1981. Native Hunting Adaptations on the Northern

Coast of California. 230 pp. Univ. Calif. -Davis. 8200518. 42:3647-A.

HORNE, STEPHEN PHILIP. 1981. The Inland Chumash: Ethnography, Ethnohistory,

and Archaeology. 376 pp. Univ. Calif.-Santa Barbara. DA8215856. 43:490-A.

HOUSHOWER, HANS. 1982. Fishing Tree Point: Gillnetting as Work and Self-Reflec-

Simon Fraser Univ.

tion. 361pp. Univ. Washington. DA8226544. 43:2017-A.

IRIMOTO, TAKASHI. 1980. Ecological Anthropology of the Cari

of the Wollaston Lake Region of Northern Saskatchewan.

42: 275-A.
IRIS, MADELYN ANNE. 1981. Navajo Children's Lexical Development and the Acqui-

sition of World View. 402 pp. Northwestern Univ. 8124911. 42:2196-A.

JOHNSON, JEFFREY CARL. 1981. Cultural Evoluation and the Organization of Work:

cement in an Alaskan Fishery. 172 pp. Univ. Calif.-an
Irvine. DA8202914. 42:4505-A.

JUMAYEYI, YUSUF MCDADLLY. 1981. The Later Prehistory of Southern Malawi:

and

an
-%_*- — mm **!—^ — ^^ ^^ ^ ^^ — ^^ m ^^ ^^^ — I

—

—

KAHN, MIRIAM. 1980. Always in Hunger: Food as Metaphor for Social Identity in

Wamira, Papua New Guinea. 325 pp. Bryn Mawr Coll. 8125525. 42:2745-A.

KENT, JONATHAN DWIGHT. 1982. The Domestication and Exploitation of the South

mencan
trine Archaeological Sites in Bolivia and Peru. 645 pp. Washington University.

DA8223797. 43:1598-A.
KLEIN, JOEL IRA. 1981. The Cypress Citadel and Its Role in the Subsistence-Settle-

ment System of the Late Woodland Lewis Culture of Extreme Southern Illinois.

390 pp. New York Univ. DA8210983. 42:5169-A.

KOERPER, HENRY CARL. 1981. Prehistoric Subsistence and Settlement in the New-

port Bay Area and Environs, Orange County, California. 687 pp. Univ. Calif.-River-

side. 8122913. 42:2190-A.
LAMBERT DONALD H\RLEY 1981 Diversified Farming and Ecological Change m

a Pahang Malay Neighborhood. 254 pp. Univ. Calif-Berkeley. 8200173. 42:3214-A.

LEE, THOMAS REED 1982. Cultural Ecology of the Middle Trinity River Basm,

1850-1970. 366 pp. Southern Methodist Univ. DA8309626. 43-.3959-A.

LYMAN, RICHARD LEE. 1982. The Taphonomy of Vertebrate Archaeofaunas: Bone
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Density and Differential Survivorship of Fossil Classes. 318 pp. Univ. Washington.

DA8218245. 43:852-A.

McCREERY, DAVID WARREN. 1980. The Nature and Cultural Implications of Early

Bronze Age Agriculture in the Southern Ghor of Jordan: An Archaeological Recon-

struction. 409 pp. Univ. Pittsburgh. 8112620. 41:5153-5 154-A.

McCUTCHEON, MARY SHAW. 1981. Resource Exploitation and the Tenure of Land

and Sea in Palau. 278 pp. Univ. Arizona. 8117744. 42:1230-A.

McGOVERN, THOMAS HOWATT. 1979. The Paleoeconomy of Norse Greenland:

Adaptation and Extinction in a Tightly Bounded Ecosystem. 413 pp. Columbia

Univ. DA8204512. 42:4057-A.

MAY, JACK ALAN. 1982. Midden Formation Modeling Using Ethnographic and

Archaeological Data: A Trend Surface Analysis of Midden Deposits at the Carlston

Annis Site (15 MtS), Kentucky. 304 pp. Univ. Missouri-Columbia. DA8310413.

43:3955-A.

MILLER, NAOMI FRANCES. 1982. Economy and Environment of Malyan, a Third

Millennium B.C. Urban Center in Southern Iran. 2 Vols., 479 pp. Univ. Michigan.

DA8215051. 43:49 1-A.

MINNIS, PAUL EDWARD. 1981. Economic and Organizational Responses to Food

Stress by Non-Stratified Societies: An Example from Prehistoric New Mexico.

366 pp. Univ. Michigan. 8116300. 42:759-A.

MOBLEY, CHARLES MURRAY. 1981. Archaic Hunter-Gatherer Settlement in North-

eastern New Mexico. 241pp. Southern Methodist Univ. 8120707. 42:1698-A.

MOORE, JAMES ANTHONY. 1981. Decision Making and Information among Hunter-

Gatherer Societies. 391pp. Univ. Massachusetts. 8201366. 42:3648-A.

NELSON, MARGARET CECILE. 1981. Chipped Stone Analysis in the Reconstruction

of Prehistoric Subsistence Practices: An Example from Southwestern New Mexico.

426 pp. Univ. Calif.-Santa Barbara. DA8215867. 43-.491-A.

NEUSIUS, SARAH WARD. 1982. Early-Middle Archaic Subsistence Strategies: Changes

in Faunal Exploitation at the Koster Site. 389 pp. Northwestern Univ. DA8305504.

43:3358-A.

OLSEN, JOHN WILFRED. 1980. A Zooarchaeological Analysis of Vertebrate Faunal

Remains from the Grasshopper Pueblo, Arizona. 377 pp. Univ. Calif.-Berkeley.

8029534. 41:3166-A.

PAINTER, MICHAEL DAVID. 1981. The Political Economy of Food Production: An

Example from an Aymara-Speaking Region of Peru. 305 pp. Univ. Florida. D. •

8213687. 43:205-A.

PALACIO, JOSEPH ORLANDO. 1982. Food and Social Relations in a Garifuna Village.

215 pp. Univ. Calif.-Berkeley. DA8300616. 43-.2719-A.
PICCHI, DEBRA SUE. 1982. Energetics Modeling in Development Evaluation: The Case

lans

3048-A.
451 pp. Univ. Florida. DA8302286.

43:

THOMAS
Variables: A Mathematical Model for the Sierra Nevada Foothills. 120 pp.

Univ '

Calif.-Berkeley. DA8300622. 43:27 16-A.
POMEROY, JOHN ANTHONY. 1980. Bella Bella Settlement and Subsistence. Simon

Fraser Univ. 42:4503-A.
PRATT, GARY MICHAEL. 1982. The Western Basin Tradition: Changing Settlement-

Lak 305 pp.
Case

Western Reserve Univ. 8118803. 42:1225-A.
RAI, NAVIN KUMAR. 1982. From Forest to Field: A Study of Philippine

Negrito

Transition" ~w... - . v» ^p. vjiiiv. iiavv an. i_/.n.u *.*.«" ^i^. .»-..- .

RASHFORD, JOHN HARVEY. 1982. Roots and Fruits: Social Class and Intercrop^

J
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From Forest to Field: A Study of Philippine Negrito

HN HARVEY. 1982. Roots and Fruits: Social Class and Intercropping

>87 pp. City Univ. of New York. DA 8302539. 43:3048-A.
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REDDING, RICHARD WILLIAM, JR. 1982. Decision Making in Subsistence Herding of
Sheep and Goats in the Middle East. 442 pp. Univ. Michigan. 8116322. 42:759-A.

RICHARDS, NANCY LOIS. 1980. Erythroxylon Cocoa in the Peruvian Highlands:
Practices and Beliefs. 281pp. Univ. Calif.-Irvine. 8106789. 4L4438-A.

RINDOS, DAVIS JOHN. 1981. The Origins and Spread of Agricultural Systems: An
Evolutionary Perspective. 547 pp. Cornell Univ. 8129710. 42:3648-A.

SABO, GEORGE III. 1981. Thule Culture Adaptations on the Southern Coast of Baffin

an

SATTERTHWAIT, LEONN DALE. 1980. A Comparative Study of Australian Aborig-

inal Food-Procurement Technologies. 459 pp. Univ. Calif.-Los Angeles. 8102876.
4L3646-A.

SCHELBERG, JOHN DANIEL. 1982. Economic and Social Development as an Adapta-

tion to a Marginal Environment in Chaco Canyon, New Mexico. 321 pp. North-

western Univ. DA8305519. 43:3359-A.
SCHULZ, PETER DOUGLAS. 1981, Osteoarchaeology and Subsistence Change in

rn 260 pp. Univ. Calif.-Davis. 8200542. 42:3649-A.

SHRESTHA, BISHNU BAHADUR. 1982. The Prehistoric Archaeology of Nepal with

Special Reference to the Beginning of Agriculture. 272 pp. Univ. Minnesota. DA-

8302013. 43:2716-2717-A.
SILLEN, ANDREW. 1981. Strontium and Diet at Hayonim Cave, Israel: An Evaluation

of the Strontium/Calcium Technique for Investigating Prehistoric Diets. 201 pp.

Univ. Pennsylvania. 8117853. 42:1225-A.
SMITH, ERIC ALDEN. 1980. Evolutionary Ecology and the Analysis of Hi man

aging Behavior: An Inuit Example from the East Coast of Hudson Bay. 690 pp.

Cornell Univ. 8103010. 4U3647-A.
SOULE, EDWIN CHARLES. 1981. Agriculture, Aridity, and Salinity in the Prehistoric

Moapa Valley. 256 pp. Univ. Calif.-Riverside. 8119580. 42:1226-A.

SPIELMANN, KATHERINE ANN. 1982. Inter-Societal Food Acquisition among

Egalitarian Societies: An Ecological Study of Plains/Pueblo Interaction in the Ameri-

an

SPONSEL, LESLIE ELMER. 1981. The Hunter and the Hunted in the Amazon: An

Integrated Biological and Cultural Approach to the Behavioral Ecology of Human

Predation. 518 pp. Cornell Univ. 8129634. 42:3656-A.

STAFFORD, CHARLES RUSSELL. 1981. Modeling Prehistoric Settlement-Subsistence

Systems in the Forestdale Region, East-Central Arizona. 337 pp. Arizona State

Univ. 8124497. 42:2191-A.
STEWART, RICHARD MICHAEL. 1981. Prehistoric Settlement and Subsistence Pat-

terns and the Testing of Predictive Site Location Models in the Great Valley of

Maryland. 448 pp. Catholic Univ. 8107982. 41:4435-A.

STUCKY, RICHARD KEITH. 1982. Mammalian Fauna and Biostratigraphy of the

Upper Part of the Wind River Formation (Early to Middle Eocene), Natrona County,

Rrid^erian Boundary. 338 pp. Univ. Colorado-Boul-"yuming, and the Wasatchian-
der. DA8229868. 43:2387-A.

and

zation in the Turks and Caicos Islands. 460 pp. Univ. Illinois-Urbana-Champaign.

DA8203607. 42:5169-A. . cu
TANNENBAUM, NICOLA BETH. 1982. Agricultural Decision Making among the Shan

of Maehongson Province, Northwestern Thailand. 399 pp. Univ. Iowa. DA8229980.

43:2720-A.
TAYLOR, PAUL MICHAEL. 1980. Tobelorese Ethnobiology: The Folk Classification

of "Biotic Forms." 480 pp. Yale Univ. 8109818. 4L4760-A.
"ttEL, BARBARA JEAN. 1980. Subsistence Change and Continuity in Southeast

ory Champaign
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TRAKAS, DEANNA JEANNE. 1981. Favism and G6PD Deficiency in Rhodes, Greece:

The Interaction of Environment, Inheritance and Culture. 382 pp. Michigan State

Univ. 8117272. 42:766-A.

WASELKOV, GREGORY ALAN. 1982. Shellfish Gathering and Shell Midden Archae-

ology. 381pp. Univ. North Carolina-Chapel Hill. DA8222909. 43:1598-A.

WESSEN, GARY CHARLES. 1982. Shell Middens as Cultural Deposits: A Case Study

from Ozette. 292 pp. Washington State Univ. DA8301345. 43-.3045-A.

WHITLAM, ROBERT GEORGE. 1981. Settlement-Subsistence System Type Occur-

rence and Change in Coastal Environments: A Global Archaeological Perspective.

235 pp. Univ. Washington. 8113481. 42:270-A.
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BOOK REVIEWS

In the realm of book reviews there seem to be two major approaches, the synopsis

and the critique,

encourage both formats.

Journal of Ethnobioloey want to

/
try to make it as flexible as possible to meet new situations as they arise. Dr. Bahr's

review of Once A River raised several provocative issues to which we asked Dr. Rea to

respond. We hope the result is a dialogue that will be of interest to our readers.

CIIM& RSI

Once a River, Bird Life and Habitat Changes on the Middle Gila. Ama-

deo M. Rea, with sketches by Takashi Ijichi. Tucson: University of Arizona

Press, 1983. xiv + 285 pp. $24.50.

The editors asked that this review concentrate on the linguistic and more broadly the

ethnographic aspects of Rea's fine book. As will be seen, I think its strength lies not so

much in that aspect, but rather in its patient and scientific answer to the question, "What

was the effect on birds of the historic man-caused stopping of the Gila River?" An orni-

thologist, Rea inventoried the occurrence of Linnaean bird types (order, family, genus,

species, subspecies) on a particular tract of land (the Gila River Pima-Maricopa Indian Com-

munity) located in central Arizona. He related species of birds to particular habitats and

seasons on the Reservation. Most important, he demonstrated changes in those distribu-

tions over a 150 year period in which the Gila River was made to dwindle and die on the

Reservation.

Ethnography and linguistics entered the project through the use of old (not young)

Pima (not Maricopa) residents to provide native names for bird skins already identified

by Linnaean species, to comment on the habits and occurrence of the species (in other

words, to recall how they experienced the birds), and to comment on changes they had

observed through their lifetimes. The residents were from a part of the reservation where

aquatic habitats had persisted the longest and where Rea had made friends as a biology

teacher. The book is divided in two parts, one dealing with habitat and species changes

in general, the other, called "Species Accounts", dealing with what was known histori-

cally, ethnographically, and ornithologically about each species.

By my count, 249 species are treated in the second part. Of these, 71 were found to

have Pima names. The species represent 19 Linnaean orders and 61 families, by mv

count. No relations of class inclusion are indicated for the Pima taxa, except that all

71 of them are included under the class u'uhig, 'bird'. Seventy-one bird taxa are many,

when compared with any previous list from the Pima-Papago (the two tribes are essen-

tially of one culture and language), but it is not many when compared with two other

well studied tribal peoples (both from New Guinea) cited by Berlin, Breedlove, and Raven

in their survey article on principles of classification and nomenclature in folk biology

(1973). According to them the Karam, studied by Ralph Bulmer, have 181 taxa under

J

unde

about taxonomic levels would probably find more levels than Rea did. When I say tne

strength of the book is not in its ethnography, I mean that there are comparative studies

on folk taxonomies, exemplified by Berlin et al., and this book doesn't consider them.

As stated, it appears that Rea's method of securing native names was to take skins to

natives and ask, "Do you have a name for this?" Of the 249 species that he recognized

didn
gn
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of X?' One prior student, Madeleine Mathiot, made such a study and published a sug-

gestive analysis of the noun classes in which Papago bird taxa fall (1964). This research

was not followed up, and although such a study would be ethnographically relevant, it

was not needed in order to answer the ornithological or ecological question on the effect

on birds of the stopping of the river. Pima taxonomies have nothing to do with that

question.

I will contrast Rea's study with one more model ethnographic work, namely Salinas'

and Bernard's Re Hnychnyu, The Otomi (1978). This book is called a "monolingual

ethnography" because every word in it was first written by Salinas in Otomi (a Mexican

Indian language), then translated as literally as possible by Bernard into English. It con-

tains a section on birds with 28 essays averaging about 400 words each, on 28 Otomi bird

species. Basically these are birds as seen by a young male, Mexican, Indian, peasant,

school teacher. Twenty-eight species names are fewer than Rea, Bulmer or Diamond ob-

tained from their intentionally exhaustive investigations into native cultures, and they

are probably far fewer than a Western ornithologist would identify among the Otomi.

Ah, but what accounts they are, and how much richer in discourse than anything from

a Pima in Once a River. For example:

336. The cenzontle (=mocking bird). This is a long, thin bird, grey on the back

with white on its wings. It has a long tail which it fans out beautifully when it

sings. Its song is pretty because it combines its song with that of other birds. In

other words, it mimics other birds. It imitates the sparrow, the huitlacoche, the

calandria, the lark, the cardinal, and even people if it hears them whistle . . .

341. As I said before, it is much desired in the market for its song. People pay

20 pesos for one of these birds. The merchants shout in the market to attract

attention. Some people pay 15 pesos . . . I've heard that they are sold in big

cities for up to 40 or 50 pesos each. (p. 94).

It would be good to have such a book or books from Pimas telling what they really

think and know about birds: young Pimas, old Pimas, bird lovers and bird haters. Does

Joe Pima know more about birds than Joe White who lives in Phoenix?
Rea answers his ornithological questions as follows. He divided the present reserva-

tion habitats into eleven types. Some are types with multiple places, e.g., "Mountains,

"Floodplains", and "Mechanized Farms." Some are unique places but have the potential

to be duplicated within or outside the reservation, e.g., "Chandler Boundary Cotton-

woods'* and "Barehand Lane Marsh". Each habitat was surveyed for the kinds of num-

bers of birds it had in various seasons and years. Each is discussed in regard to its en-

dangeredness, that is, whether peoples' activities in the 1970's and '80's were making

serious changes in the habitat and whether those changes affected bird life.

The answer is complex. Rea points out that aquatic environments are now the most

dynamic (i.e., changing) on the reservation. There are only a few riparian habitats left

and those patches are not watered by the Gila River. One that he studied intensively is

a small marsh formed from the runoff of agribusiness fields-its water is pumped from the

ground. Another's water comes from the Phoenix Sewer Plant. Both habitats suffered

various calamities over the nearly 20 years that Rea followed them, and both show an

amazing ability to come back, first with plants in a certain order, then with birds who use

those plants.

Taking all birds and habitats, Rea considers that 29 species no longer occur even as

dependable visitors to the reservation. Twenty-five of these required aquatic habitats.

Another 24 species are greatly reduced, again mostly lovers of water or of vegetation that

grows along water. Combined, these represent a fifth of the ornithologist's origma

240-odd species. (Other species are increasing or have arrived since the 1850 baseline:

cowbirds, house sparrows, pigeons, a kind of vulture, two kinds of hummingbird, an

more). Assuming that the Linnaean species for which Pimas had names are cultura y

more important than those for which they didn't have names, I checked the ProP^j

tion of Pima-named against the whole 249. The proportions are about the same (9 of
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against 71 of 249). This suggests a negative conclusion, but one very remote from the

heart of the matter if that heart is considered to be the human significance of the loss of

the birds. The negative conclusion is that the removal of the river did not remove a dis-

proportionate number of native named birds. The remoteness is that names, present or

absent, remembered or forgotten, are not articulated thoughts or feelings. Names (nouns)

are not sentences, tabulations of names are not essays.

This may be a difference between ethnography and ornithology, that the latter con-

cerns facts about the birds and the former, mistakenly or not, concerns their human

significance. In concluding there is less ethnography than ornithology in this book, I

don't mean to slight the latter or to say that the former necessarily should have been

pressed farther. It is Rea's book, it took a lot of real work, and I recommend it, espec-

ially the parts on the resurrection of the marshes.

I will close on a strictly linguistic matter. Practically the only linguistics in the book

are concerned with the hearing and spelling of Pima bird names. Rea heard and hence

spelled many names differently from the several linguists (including possibly myself) who

have studied primarily on the "Papago" side of the Pima-Papago language. He believes

Pima has some phonemes which no one else has yet recognized for Pima-Papago. This is

a technical matter which is not resolved with proper linguistic evidence in the book.

Personally I am skeptical of many of Rea's hearings and spellings, including his extra

phonemes. To give a non-bird example from the book, because it involves a fairly com-

mon word, to spell 'many saguaros' as s'hawshunek instead of s-hasanig, whether in Pima

or Papago, strikes me as plain wrong not so much because of the diacriticals but because

of the vowels.

Donald M. Bahr

Department of Anthropology

Arizona State University

Tempe, Arizona
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Reply to Bahr

The book review editors have asked me to respond to Don Bahr's review of my book,

Once A River, Bird Life and Habitat Changes on the Middle Gila.

An author can only hope that a reviewer will evaluate a book on how successfully it

fulfills its stated objectives rather than on the basis of some tangents that the reviewer

himself m ight have pursued had he been writing a somewhat similar book. My objectives

are almost skeletally explicit in the introduction: "This book examines the microcosm of

the Gila River Indian Reservation and focuses on minute details of specific avian habitats

and of ecosystem deterioration" (p. 3) and "In a minutely detailed manner this book

attempts to present what is known of the interactions on the middle Gila of human art-

ant communities, and

and
°ne that has been modified by three human culture*, mum.., ._.,_,_ *

of the tools used in this historical reconstruction include Piman terminal folk taxa and

ethnohistorical accounts. The limitations of the ethnographic data included are recog-
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nized: "There is a richness of symbolism only hinted at here. Explication of the deep

cultural significances of animals will require a separate work" (p. 117, introduction to

species accounts).

Bahr is quite right that there are some aberrant spellings of Piman terms. When the

book was in page proof, the Press urged me to convert my orthography from the LP .A.

system I had used for a decade to that of Alvarez and Hale, now almost universally used

by Papago. This compromise, coming in the midst of prescheduled filed work, left me

scarcely 48 hours to search for Piman terms, transforming various vowels such as e, i,

and u. Some were missed. I would certainly agree with Bahr's spelling of 'saguaro' and

essentially his spelling can be found on pp. 34 and 285. I am more chagrined atakimel,

'river' (part of the self-designation of the River Pima), remaining as akimul on pp. 9 and

256. But I am not a linguist and am sure that there are other transcriptions due to faulty

hearing, particularly of e and u.

My several additional River Pima phonemes were not defended in traditional linguis-

tic manner (i.e., by contrasts in the same or similar sound environments). But I must

decline the honor of claiming that "no one else has ever recognized" these. All my
phonemes (and more) can be found on p. 16 and throughout Frank Russell's classic

ethnography of the Pima (1908, reissued 1975). Too, there are regional variations in

words even within Riverine Pima, as some careful consultants will point out. My point

is that just as careful attention to subspecific variation in birds is a major tool to studying

their migrations, so too regional variations within the widely dispersed Piman speaking

groups might be of some aid to tracing the protohistoric peregrinations of these interest-

ing people (see p. 25 6).

Numbers must be used cautiously. My book includes only 18 orders and 51 families

of birds, not 19 and 61, respectively. The suggestion that the loss of the river did not

remove a disproportionate number of named terminal taxa seems to me unlikely. Surely

such visually distinctive or vocally conspicuous breeding birds as the Green Heron,

Common Yellowthroat, Long-billed Marsh Wren, Common Gallinule, Song Sparrow,

Black Phoebe, Least Bittern, and the several rails must have once been named in the Pima

lexicon. We began asking questions about a century too late to accurately evaluate the

full importance of riparian flora and fauna in the lives of these people.

To compare the Pima ethnoornithology numerically to that of the New Guinean

highlands is misleading for several reasons. As is well known, tropical ecosystems are

considerably more diverse than temperate ones (including deserts). The New Guinea

natives have virtually intact cultures and environments, while the Pima have suffered a

century of deculturation and major degradation of their biotic community. New Guin-

eans are dealing almost entirely with a resident avifauna. If one eliminates all transient,

rare, casual, accidental, erratic, and sibling species (those such as certain flycatchers re-

quiring careful in-hand comparison to distinguish), there remain about 102 species on

the Middle Gila that the Pima might have regularly encountered as either breeding birds

or winter residents before habitat deterioration. Of these, they distinguish at least 71

terminal folk taxa, about 70% of the biological species.
The correct identification of avian ethnotaxa is a complex matter involving criteria

such as behavior, vocalizations, nesting habitats, and habitat preferences as well as mor-

phology. Bahr's surmise that I worked only or even primarily from skins (morphology)

in eliciting ethnotaxa is incorrect. (He happened along one of the few times I did, over

a d^ade ago.) Actually, hundreds of hours were spent in the field with older Pimans

who^ere mobile. This should be evident from the accounts of the Harris' Hawk, Ground

Doy^ Yellow-billed Cuckoo, Say's Phoebe, Common Raven, and Curve-billed Thrasher,

to mention a few.

Once A River does not deal with folk hierarchies, and need not, as Bahr notes. But I

wonder if such hierarchies may serve primarily to satisfy the needs of western anthropol-

ogists? How many of the so-called covert categories truthfully represent anything in the
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natives' conceptualization and how many are logical gymnastics on the part of the invest i-

gator? Do Papago really have an unlabeled category whose referents are the porcupine

and tortoise (Pilcher 1967)? Recently, while trying to group terminal folk plant taxa for

a Pima ethnobotany, I tried out both Mathiot's (1962) and Pilcher's Papago higher cate-

gories with two Pima I've been working with for two decades. Most categories they

denied for the Pima. Some they said, "Well, Papago would say it that way, but we
don't." Others they said were sliding categories, with an individual plant being categor-

ized differently according to circumstances—as if someone plants it or it just came up as a

volunteer. Asked for a better arrangement, they grouped plants by how they were used,

putting even biological congenerics into different divisions. Elicitation is still in an early

stage, but it appears that utilitarian factors are quite important to how Pima organize

groups above the level of terminal taxa (see Hunn 1982 and Hayes 1982 for critical

discussions of this concept). The Pima taxonomic "tree" may be scarcely more than a

bush.

This brings me back to Pilcher's (1967) Papago labeled higher category of 'bird'

u'ukik (or u'uhig), which reportedly includes only flying critters and therefore excludes

chuchul, 'chickens.' Some days after our sessions on the proposed Papago categories,

Sylvester Matthias, a Pima, reminded me that when Phoenix ranchers in the 1890s and

1900s began raising ostriches, the Pima called the new stock ge:'ichu u'uhik or 'great

birds.' Perhaps this higher category business has gotten us little further along the beach

than Lewis Carroll's "The Walrus and the Carpenter," which is intended to be merely

delightful.

Amadeo M. Rea

Natural History Museum

San Diego, California
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Cheval dans la view auotidienne; techniques et representations du ch

de travail dans I'Eurooc ind d Berger-Levrault

des Hommesl. Paris. 1982. 214 pp., ill., bibliogr

The subtitle of this book, "Techniques et representations du cheval de travad dans

VEuropc industries", indicates the chronological and geographical limns the author felt

obliged to impose on the wealth of materials she has collected on the horse and its place

»" everyday life. Her careful analysis of numerous historical sources is completed by

extensive information derived not only from her personal experience with horses but also

from years of field work in regions where these animals are still employed. Avoiding

facile bucolic scenes of the plowman and his shire and hackneyed caricatures of the

ruthless coachman and his scrawny nag, Lizet has undertaken to describe how horses

Hved and worked, in the fields and the mines, on the roads and the canals, at a time when

they represented the principle source of energy for agriculture, trade and industry. All

the aspects of their existence are considered, and we learn how they were bred and tram-
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ed, shoed and harnessed, stabled and fed, bought and sold, and eventually slaughtered and

and even eaten. The wide range of professions associated with each phase of equine life

is also depicted. The author introduces us to farmers, miners, barge-men and omnibus-

drivers as well as to horse-dealers, farriers, saddlers and knackers; explaining their spec-

ialized lores, analyzing their economic, social and sentimental relationships with the

animals they used and served. We are also given a glimpse of the conflicts that arose when

certain administrators, veterinarians or agronomists, eager to maximize productivity,

sought to replace traditional knowledge and practices with genetic and technological

"improvements". The text, enlivened by exerpts from 19th century treatises on horse

management and interviews with some of the surviving professionals of the period, is

abundantly illustrated. In addition to photographs from her personal collection, the

author presents us with a fascinating array of illustrations, including reproductions of

appropriate paintings, drawings and engravings as well as amusing pages from catalogs

and instruction manuals published near the turn of the century, all of which she selected

and organized herself.

The book begins with abrief look at the origins and evolution of the genus Equus and

at the behavior of animals living in the wild, before mentioning the controversy over

when, where and why the horse was first domesticated. The next section outlines man's

relationship with this animal from Ancient Times up to the 19th century, explaining the

various ways it was used and cared for.

The most important section of the book is devoted to "living and working with

horses". The choice made by the author to organize her material according to the dif-

ferent phases in a horse's life and to its physical and human environment, rather than

according to specific breeds or careers (e.g. farm animals, pit ponies, coach cobs), enables

her to focus on the equine condition in general, while facilitating comparisons among the

various kinds of work animals.

The first chapters discuss horse-fairs and horse-dealers, explaining the criteria used

for selecting an animal, the rituals of buying and selling as well as the "tricks of the

trade". Once a horse has been acquired, it is often subjected to certain "operations"

designed to make it more suitable for its functions or simply conform to esthetic ideals

(e.g. docking, nicking, castrating, ear-trimming). Training is the next significant episode

in a horse's life explored by Lizet. Commands and requirements vary from one task to

another but what is remarkable in almost all cases is the rapidity and willingness with

which the horse learns to obey its new master. Next we find out how shoes and har-

nesses must be adapted to both the individual and the type of work it is to accomplish.

Once the horse is fitted out, it is put to work, and the chapter entitled "Le Travail"

treats the wide range of ways horses have been employed, what has been expected of

them and how they have fared in their different tasks. It was not until the latter half

of the 19th century that public attention was drawn to the plight of omnibus-horses, pit

ponies and others, and that societies were formed and laws promulgated to combat the

misery and mistreatment of certain work-horses.
The following chapter, devoted to grooming, shows how practices are influenced not

only by the type of activities the animal performs but also by its socio-economic environ-

ment, current theories of hygiene and odd and sundry fads. The furnishings and imple-

ments of a well-run stable are described and pictured, and the responsibilities and quali-

ties of grooms and other stable help are mentioned. In the chapter on food, Lizet ex-

plains how diets vary according to the region, the season and the type of effort required

as well as to traditional beliefs and scientific theories.
The myths, rituals and techniques associated with mating provide the material for

another brief but informative chapter. Next the author discusses what happens when a

horse falls ill, showing how the treatment it receives depends not only on the disease but

also on the beliefs and pharmacopoeia of the region. "La Mort" describes the fate of the

mcurable, the injured and the aged and also that of their remains (e.g. horse-meat, raw

materials for agriculture and industry).
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The industrial progress to which the horse had so extensively contributed during the
19th century was inevitably the source of its downfall. First, the Iron Horse threatened
the live animal's supremacy, for with the development of railroads, horse -relays became
obsolete. Soon urban transportation companies adopted motorized vehicles, and the
last horse-drawn omnibus left the streets of Paris in 1913. Farm horses gave way to trac-

tors and the whole structure of agricultural production was profoundly altered. The
disappearance of the workhorse sounded the death knell for all the professions and crafts

that had flourished during its reign.

After this short section depicting the end of the "Horse Age", Lizet presents a

realistic appraisal of the problem of the work-horse today: should it be considered as

"relic or revival"? Motivations for its comeback are not only economic (i.e. a growing
awareness of the energy crisis); its companionship is also an important factor in prefer-

ring an animal to a machine. A return to their generalized employment is obviously out
of the question, but work -horses still exist and can still be of use, as the photographs in

this section amply prove.

An impressive 8-page bibliography hints at the vast amount of literature the author

has consulted. The thematic classification makes it somewhat difficult at times to locate

the complete reference of a title cited in the text, but for someone interested in a parti-

cular aspect (e.g. origins, behavior and domestication; shoeing and harnessing; folklore),

it furnishes a solid basis for further research. For the non-specialist, a glossary would

have proven helpful, regrouping various technical terms (most of which are defined at

some point in the text or in foot-notes), as would several simplified diagrams of ahorse

and various kinds of harnesses, indicating the terms used for the different parts. Unfor-

tunately, as in all too many French publications, an index is lacking.

But these minor technical flaws in no way detract from the overall impact of this

work. Not only does it provide the reader with a wealth of beautifully illustrated his-

torical and ethnographical information, but by reflecting the author's deep love and

understanding of horses, it also makes us more aware and appreciative of all the ways

this animal has contributed to our civilization. A most valuable book for ethnozoolo-

gists, horse-lovers and everyone interested in discovering a crucial period in European

history from an unfamiliar angle.

Ann Cooper

Laboratoire d'Ethnobotanique et d'Ethnozoologie

Museum National d'Histoire Naturelle

Paris, France
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SKETCHES IN THE SAND

It is April, and spring is just now making its debut in two southeastern Arizona
riparian habitats at elevations of 5000-6000\ As I sit reviewing my notes for the day,
I sense the flow of cold ah' down canyon sides and into depressed basin areas. In reaching
for my sweater I partly understand the delayed emergence of leaves and flowers in
streamside and marsh, when compared to nearby warmer upland slopes. With the excep-
tion of willow (Salix) and cottonwood (Populus) catkins, some newly emerging tender
leaves, and the underground rootstocks of cattail (Typha), these wetlands offer few edibl
plants for humans in the early months of the year.

For one used to picking tiny seeds out of samples of soil from archaeological sites, or
attempting to identify microscopic unknowns (such as termite fecal pellets!), studying an
entire habitat and its plants is a refreshing exercise that alleviates myopic vision. Examin-
ing a complete plant in context—where it grows, how it grows, its relationship to other
vegetation—provides insight helpful in interpreting the ancient plant record. One is better
able to relate to decisions humans had to make when seeking out useful plants.

For the past year I've been monitoring the phenology of over 100 riparian plant
species known from ethnological literature or suggested in archaeological reports as being
potentially important to humans. The general plant activity level at my two observation
sites has dictated the frequency of visits; in the fall it was necessary to return every week
to update my records, whereas from January to April general dormant conditions have
continued to prevail between visits spaced a month apart.

At each visit separate standardized notations on phenological events are routinely

made on leaf, stem, flower and fruit of all plants monitored. For example, in looking at

the fruit of a species, I note whether (a) fruit is immature, (b) fruit is mature, (c) prior

season's fruit is still clinging or (d) fruit is absent. An ultimate goal of this research is to

develop a basic chart outlining the seasonality of plants in these two places, and thus

better understand when and how prehistoric humans might have found wetlands econom-
ically productive over the course of a year.

As data gathering continues, I am intrigued by some preliminary seasonality patterns

relating to reproduction, and especially to the persistence of edible parts. For example,

although the caryopses (grains) of bristle grass (Sctaria geniculate) and sour fruit of

lemonade berry (Rhus trilobata) were only briefly available for harvest in the fall, the

sweet berries of golden current (Ribcs aureum) clung for up to three months after ripen-

1%T
- Different species of sedges (Cyperaceae) and rushes (Juncaceae) were represented in

sequential reproduction from early June till late October. Some members of the Compo-
sitae (sunflower) family experienced a prolonged season of simultaneous flowering and

fruiting that covered 16 weeks. In prehistory, humans visiting riparian habitats would

undoubtedly have known upon which plants to concentrate their harvesting efforts;

Poor timing could have been costly in terms of lowered return for travel effort.

Human use of riparian plants poses the possibility that pollen could be carried into

^veilings on harvested parts. Could the shriveled flowers still attached to the inferior

ary of currents (Ribcs) provide a mechanism for pollen transport? A smooth fruit

coat should preclude carrying grape (Vitis) pollen on grapes brought to a meal. As part of

this research, these hypotheses will be tested by looking for pollen in water washed over

specific plant part harvests.

Ultimately I hope to have sketched, though perhaps not in the sand, a bit of the

natural history of Southwestern wetlands. Possibly a contribution in understanding

Pollen transport into human habitations will also emerge. Whatever happens, it is a type

of sketching that is its own reward, and will leave me renewed to again tackle the Lilli-

putian world of seeds and plant parts from ancient dwellings.

KRA
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BETWEEN THE GORILLA AND THE CHIMPANZEE:
A HISTOPvY OF DEBATE CONCERNING THE EXISTENCE

OF THE KOOLOO-KAMBA OR GORILLA-LIKE CHIMPANZEE

BRIAN T. SHEA
Department of Anthropology and Cell Biology & Anatomy

Northwestern University

2006 Sheridan Road

Evanston, IL 60201

ABSTRACT.-The taxonomic scheme proposed in 1934 by Ernst Schwarz for the subspec-

ific classification of common chimpanzees (Pan troglodytes) has been accepted by the

majority of subsequent primatologists. A notable exception to this general trend is that the

late W. C. O. Hill continued and revived a long history of controversial debate over the

existence of a rare gorilla-like chimpanzee subspecies known as the "kooloo-kamba." The

history of the enigmatic kooloo-kamba is reviewed here, from its early discovery and des-

cription by DuChaillu, through the morphological investigations of Keith, Schwarz, Merficld,

and others, and finally to the more recent claims of Hill. Almost all claims supporting the

existence of the kooloo-kamba have invoked indigenous labels and folk taxonomies as

evidence. The prolonged debate provides insights into the relationships between folk

taxonomies and our own classifications. Confusion, variation, and the use of intermediate

or hybrid categories in both Western and indigenous classifications probably reflects a

salient biologic fact-gorillas and chimpanzees are very closely related animals with patterns

of morphological development which coincide and overlap.

INTRODUCTION

During the late 1800s and early 1900s, a large number of chimpanzee and gorilla

species were described by various workers, often on the basis of a parUcular variation ot

facial coloring, hair distribution, or cranial shape. In his classic 1913 monograph on the

primates, D. G. Elliot listed two genera, two species, and an uncertam number ot sub-

species of gorillas: he tentatively divided the chimpanzees into eleven different species

and an unkn™™ ™,mk„r «f c„htnPri«. Paul Matschie recognized eight species ot gorillas,ogn
Rothschild (1904,

and added nine chimpanzee species to Elliot's list (wenai **>»,. ~~-~ *

1906), Matschie (1904, 1919), and others created or discussed scores of P«tential sPec»
•»•_—•-.. , .. , •„__ j..-:—!,;. ™.rind. Stiles and Orleman (192/),
and varieties of chimpanzees and gorillas during this penou. *«.« » -

Allen (1925), and Allen (1939) provide useful summaries and synonyms for this taxon

omic chaos.

In their review of the great apes, Yerkes and Yerkes (1929) could «Mht*MW

Bitot'. (1913) summarv. As Coolidge (1929) had done for the gonllas, ho- tJE n

Schwarz (1934) tackled the classificatory confusion wi.hm the genus ta uluma,e^

jt . .. .
'

. - u:— i eiihcncnps. Except tnat mam
uiviaing the genus into one species and tour geograpm^ --"i"™ '

R .

now view the bonobo or pygmy chimpanzee (Pan paruscus) from south of th *«£«
as a distinct species, most* subsequent authorities have^£,"^33.A notable exception in this regard is that W. C. O. Hill (l^o/, ^
earlier investigators in claiming that two kinds of chimpanzees exist in the are of equa

torial Guinea and Gabon (Fig 1), one of these being a "gonlla-hke *"%"?££
usually referred to as the "kooloo-kamba," its name being an onomatopoeic derivative

°f its supposedly distinct call.
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FIG. 1 -(after Hill 1969a). The geographical locations of the four subspecies of Pan troglodyte

recognized by Hill. The pygmy chimpanzee (Pan paniscus) is a distinct species found south o i f

Zaire River.

In this paper, I present a brief account of the century-long debate over the existenc^

of the kooloo-kamba and other forms claimed to be intermediates or hybrids between t

gorilla and chimpanzee, giving particular attention to the role of indigenous labels an

folk taxonomies in this discussion.

BACKGROUND AND EARLY HISTORY

The kooloo-kamba was "discovered" and first described by the explorer Pau

Chaillu after his forays into equatorial Africa in the 1850s. His account of the **
of this creature can be found in his well-known and controversial book entitledcan be found in his well-kn

at Forest of Equatorial Af.

.

earlier book. DuChaillu (1890, p. 290) wrote:uuU1«uu \ioyv, p. zyu) wrote:
eWe had hardly got clear of the bashikouays [ants] when my ears

united by the singular cry of the ape I was after. 'Koola-kooloo,
koola-kooloo^

it said several times. Gambe and I raised our eyes, and saw, high up m a r

branch, a large ape. We both fired at once, and the next moment the poor be^ •

fell with a heavy crash to the ground. I rushed up, anxious to see if, mdee ,

had a new animal. I saw in a moment that it was neither a nsbtego-^o

[another of DuChaillu 's apes] , nor a chimpanzee, nor a gorilla.

DuChaihVs (I860) description of the morphology of this
"chimpanzee-like

am^
ided a round head and farr with w,<rh w*\\ ^~x,*t nn*A rheekbones, jaws wincluded a and face with high, well-developed cheekbones, ja^»

« Hiu.mnent than m any of the other apes, large ears, and a bare, bla
distinctive feature of the ape supposedly was its cry, resembling the sound

"koolo°-
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DuChaillu (1860) reported that some Africans referred to this creature as the kooloo-

' "that which speaks kooloo." The only information which heanin

could obtain about the habits of the animal was that it lived in the mountainous interior

and was shy and rarely encounted. The skull of DuChaillu's animal is housed in the

™iwt;««e ^f thp RritisV. MiKPiim nf Natural Historv. and it is pictured in Figure 2.

»». Hfcw Short 1980). Lateral and frontal view, of the skulls of DuGha.Hu s koo^^1eft

(»MKH No. 1861.7.29.10) and a specimen of Pan troglodytes troglodytes, nght (BMNH No. 8b
-

.

»-7). With permission of R. V. Short and Journals of Reproduction and Fertility. Colchester, *.

Earlier references had been made to the possibility of two chimpanzee *»£*[
««a of western Africa, one of which was claimed to be intermedtate between know

chimpanzees and gorillas. The earliest reliable reference to chimpanzees and gon las is tne

account of Batell (

h,cego. .\n accoun
^greu of Language has been noted by Reade (1864), however, and it is mteres ting

*« it mentions three species or types of manlike apes in western Africa: **•»£
"*«*«), the chimpanzee (or chtmpenza), and a third ape intermediate between

<*< fa*.). Franquet (185

l

2) also claimed that two distinct chimpanzee spec es mhab

lte<* the coast of western Africa in the area of Gabon. He called these species
,

he chim

P^/ee and the N'tcbego, the former having a brown face and large ears, the latter

f* face and small ears, as in the gorilla. Duvernoy (1855) examined »**££
1 duet's (1852) N'tcbw, and he concurred with Franquet's (18*2 ^™Z*Z** - distinct species. Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire (1857) stressed caution however an

Rested the possibility that the morphological distinctions being used for the spec
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as

separation were only differences of sex or age. DuChaillu (1860) claimed that Franquet's

(1852) N'tchego was in fact an adult chimpanzee, noting (correctly) that facial color in

chimpanzees seems to darken with increasing age. Thus, DuChaillu's opinion was that

Franquet's N'tchego was not the same as his own kooloo-kamba. This early confustion

and lack of agreement characterizes the entire century-long discussion of the kooloo-

kamba and other gorilla-like chimpanzees.

Although DuChaillu never suggested that his kooloo-kamba was the product of chim-

panzee-gorilla hybridization, others forwarded this hypothesis in an effort to account for

the reports of supposedly intermediate forms. German game hunter H. von Koppenfels

(1881, 1887) claimed he had observed gorillas and chimpanzees interacting in their native

habitat, and suggested that male gorillas and female chimpanzees unquestionably inter-

bred. Meyer (1881) discussed actual specimens purported to be hybrids, but concluded

that they were merely chimpanzees, however. One expert on the apes, Robert Hartmann

(1885), was undecided concerning the issue of hybridization, and suggested that DuChail-

lu's kooloo-kamba and Duvernoy's (1855) N'tchego be considered subspecies or species

intermediate between the chimpanzee and the gorilla.

Zoologist Ralph Garner (1896) was among the first to systematically observe primate

behavior in the wild. In the late 1800s, Garner studied the behavior of gorillas and chim-

panzees in equatorial Africa from the safety of a cage. (Although ethologists find they

need no such protection when observing ape behavior, Garner was working in a time still

smarting from the horrific exaggerations of DuChaillu and other "explorers".) Garner

(1896) maintained that the kooloo-kamba and "common" chimpanzee were well-defined

forms which were not at all difficult to distinguish while alive (which suggests he relied

on inferred behavioral rather than morphological differences). In addition, British anato-

mist W. L. H. Duckworth (1898) reported on an ape specimen in his possession which w

difficult to label either a gorilla or a chimpanzee. He concluded that the creature was a

representative of DuChailuu's kooloo-kamba, noting that its large size provided some

claim to an intermediate position between the chimpanzee and the gorilla. Yerkes and

Yerkes (1929) reviewed the debates over the kooloo-kamba, hybridization, and inter-

mediate gorilla-like chimpanzees. They doubted, but did not entirely reject, the pos-

sibility of gorilla-chimpanzee interbreeding, and concluded that confusing intermediate

specimens which were difficult to classify reflected the close genetic relationship between

these apes.

In 1938, Raingeard reported on specimens which he claimed represented a distinct

form of ape intermediate between the chimpanzee and the gorilla. Schwarz (1933)

rejected this claim, arguing that the specimens were in fact representatives of the lower

Guinea subspecies P.t. troglodytes. In doing so, he recounted an earlier case, where a

Dr. Vassal had presented material (skin and skulls) to the British Museum which rie

claimed were of an intermediate ape taxon. Schwarz (1939) examined this material an

concluded that one skull was a black-faced chimpanzee (P.t. troglodytes), the other t»o

being female gorillas.

Another naturalist who considered this problem was the well-known gorilla
hunter

Fred Merfield. He does not mention the kooloo-kamba in his 1956 book Gorilla**"

My Neighbors, but rather discusses a gorilla-like chimpanzee known as the cW
(clearly a linguistic variation of N'tchego). Chogas were alleged to resemble goril

*as

having prominent brow ridges, some cranial cresting, black skin, small ears, and

same smell as gorillas" (Merfield 1956:72). Merfield viewed the chogas as a rare K

of chimpanzee combining the strength of gorillas with the cunning of chimp*™*
jthough he felt that interbreeding between the two was not a possibility. Groves (W

has very briefly discussed the kooloo-kamba, and claims that intermediate PVS-
gorillas also exist, but he concluded that these forms are based on sporadic indivi

variation.
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As noted above, this debate has most recently been rekindled by Hill (1967, 1969a).
Although largely agreeing with the classification of Schwarz (1934), Hill (1969a) was
struck by the persistence of local reports of the occurrence of more than one kind of
chimpanzee in the general area of lower Guinea. Some of the morphological features of
the kooloo-kamba outlined by Hill (1967, 1969a) are small black ears, pronounced brow
ridges, an extremely prognathic face, ebony black facial color, and a "swollen" nose
shaped like a gorilla's (Fig. 3). In his reviews of the genus Pan, Hill (1967, 1969a) erected
a fourth subspecies of Pan troglodytes, labeling it Pan troglodytes kooloo-kamba. He

an
like other chimpanzees. Both forms are said to occur side by side in the same forests,
but the kooloo-kamba, according to Hill, is restricted to high level forests of the hinter-
land in South Cameroons, Gabon, the the former French Congo, perhaps ranging to the
Zaire River (Fig. 1).

F»G. 3-(f

New'y
r°m HU1 1969a )' Two chimpanzees from the Holloman Air Force Base colony, Alamagordo,

onth
CX1CO

'
ThC animal on thc lcft was claimed by Hill to be a Pan troglodytes kooloo-kamba, that

e right is P. t. troglodytes. With permission of S. Karger Publishers, Basel.

ZOO ANIMALS

Th
and

Euro

S may haVC reached its Peak i° the late 1800s, involving several living apes in

Pean ZOOS. The«*» mm*..-.* o„~~~„„,4K. ~~<>„^+^A „ ~,;„ «f ^imnQn^p and trnrilla

fied with

Th
and imany authorities disagreed over which species they should be classi

was "Mf
°r

^
Hy thCy Varied in the waV s ±ey did>

aluca," broueht from +u~ t ^ -,,,„« ,.«.,,. „

Th

harden '
— ««g"i irom tne L,oango coast oi Ainca to inc L/rcsucii ^uuius'^

"a wild

m 18?4
^Yerkes and Yerkes 1929). Mafuca was described by one observer as

gorilla"'

m

nmanageable creature
- 120 cm in height, reminding us in many respects of the

voluine f

tmann ^S^IS). The debate over Mafuca's status generated a substantial

literature. She was indeed classified as a young female gorilla by several
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people, although many vehemently maintained that she was in fact a chimpanzee. Still

others stressed the possibility that Mafuca was the offspring of a mating between a chim-

panzee and a gorilla. She was pictured in Hartman (1885), Brehm (1920), and Yerkes

and Yerkes (1929). Noted British anatomist Sir Arthur Keith (1899) assigned Mafuca

to DuChaillu 's kooloo-kamba species. The situation was confounded not only by differ-

ent conclusions, but also by the fact that several investigators apparently changed their

minds during the protracted debate.

A second captive pongid which engendered similar controversy was the adult female

"Johanna" from the collection of Barnum and Bailey. Although the circus owners

believed her to be a gorilla, Keith (1899) concluded that Johanna was a female kooloo-

kamba, of relatively vicious predisposition, and characterized by the peculiar call for

which that form was originally named. Keith (1899:296) also emphasized that Johanna

was significant "because she represents a variety of chimpanzee which approaches the

Gorilla in so many points that it is evident the characters which separate the two African

anthropoids are not so well marked as many suppose." Duckworth (1898) commented

that Johanna represented an unclassifiable ape, intermediate between the chimpanzee and

gorilla. He placed her with Mafuca, DuChaillu 's kooloo-kamba, and other intermediate

specimens, as did Garner (1896). Johanna was illustrated in a color plate in Elliot (1913).

FOLK CLASSIFICATIONS

One interesting aspect of this prolonged debate, and a theme which runs throughout

the century-long discussion, is that almost all claims for the existence of the kooloo-

kamba or other intermediate taxa are made with supporting references to indigenous

"folk taxonomies." In his 1852 letter to Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, Franquet noted that the

Africans of Gabon called the gorilla Ngena and his supposedly newly discovered ape

species the N'tchego. As for what they called the "common" chimpanzee, F
^
anc

l
uet

(1852:94) had to admit: "Je l'ignore, parce que je n'ai pas pensc a leur demander." [I d°

not know that, because I did not think to ask them.] DuChaillu also relied on African

naming systems to help sort out chimpanzee variation and support his arguments for net

species assignments. He claimed that the Africans of the area called Pan tro^dytcs

(then Troglodytes niger) by the name Nschiego, or the label used by Franquet (183 )•

To support the validity of a new species of "bald-headed" chimpanzee which he ca e

Troglodytes cahms, DuChaillu (1860, 1890) noted that the Africans knew the creature >y

the name of Nschiego mbouve, meaning something like "another tribe of Nscbtego.

addition, DuChaillu (1860, 1890) stressed that the indigenous peoples knew hisj>

^
newly-discovered ape species by the name of kooloo-kamba, or simply kooloo, -
basis of its distinctive call.

the
Garner (1896) also cited native naming practices as evidence for the existence o^

^
kooloo-kamba as distinct from the nytigo (the N'tchego or Nschiego). Further^ ^
described (Garner, 1896:211) another variety of ape in this area based on the to

sification:

on

This account would give us another kind of gorilla-like chimpanzee in addition

koolon-ksimk-*

In his 1956 book, Merfield notes that in the Batouri district of central "^
black-faced chimpanzee (or Choga) is known by Africans as N'KUImgt, wm
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"gorilla's brother." A brief exerpt from Merfield's notes gives additional evidence; he
entered the following for one specimen: "extremely hairy beast, N'Bodgil the native

it was." Raingeard (1938) argued
though

anz re existed in Gabon. Differentiated from both of these species by the
native inhabitants, this ape was supposedly given names meaning "chimpanzee-gorilla " in

various
^y r

does seem to be a combination of native names for the kooloo-kamba and the gorilla.

Vassal (in Schwarz, 1939) mentioned an intermediate ape species from central Africa
which had the local label Dedieka (this could be a variation of N'tchego or Choga). In

can mammals. Perret and

Les Boulous appellent le chimpanze: wo'o. lis cmploient le nom: ebot pour les individus

tres ages qu'ils prennent pour un hybridc du chimpanze et du gorille. Le gorille, comme le

chimpanze, est encore commun dans le region dc Sangmelima. II est connu, chez les Bou-

lous, sous le nom de: njiou ngui [The Boulous called the chimpanzee: wo'o. They use the

name: ebot for very old individuals which they take for a hybrid between the chimpanzee
and the gorilla.

/

Sangm

It is clear from this passage that Perret and Aellen (1956) believed such "hybrid" inter-

mediates to be simply aged common chimpanzees. Further, one of the names used here
for the gorilla (nji) would seem to be the same as Garner's (1896) supposed new
intermediate variety, or the ntyii.

Can we take these various indigenous labels as support for the existence of the

kooloo-kamba, or a chimpanzee variety more closely approaching the gorilla? Hill

(1967, 1969a) clearly did, and many of the naturalists cited above felt similarly. Others
have reached a different conclusion, however. For example, Schwarz (1939: 58) cau-

tioned his fellow naturalists:

Le kooloo-kamba, le dedieka et le koula-nguia, tous sont le meme animal: Le chimpanzf a

face noire de la Basse-Guinee. Sans doutc les indigenes du Gabon, comme ailleurs, ne con-

caissent que tres incompletement les animaux de leur pays. II faut toujours se mefier un peu
de leurs rapports. [The kooloo-kamba, the dedieka and the koula-nguia, all are the same
animal: the black-faced chimpanzee of Lower Guinea. Without doubt the native inhabitants

of Gabon, as elsewhere, know only very incompletely the animaJs of their countries. It is

always necessary to be a little distrustful of their claims.]

More complete consideration of these folk taxonomic issues would require detailed

analyses of the relev* "it icicveni /\incan groups ana tneir an The biggest prob-

ating indigenous labels, is that no, — v* U1V. luuudiiicniai iiaw 01 tne naturalists iiimg inuigcuuua »auti 3 , m *..*-* ..~

systematic attempt was made to determine the inclusive levels or hierarchies of the folk

Pnmate taxonomy. An introduction to the area of folk taxonomy and biology may be
°und in Raven, Berlin and Breedlove (1971), Brown (1979, 1982), Hunn (1975),
Dough

Augu

K would seem that individual ape specimens have often elicited as much disagree-

lel

% 3nd debate am°ng native African classifiers as among Western naturalists them-

M&h
F °r instance

> in the late l800s a European hunter showed the skin of an ape
>ch he believed to be the product of chimpanzee/gorilla hybridization to various native

hunter
Most of the Africans labeled it a

kool L y called this animal. Mosi 01 roc /-vuicana ww^w ^ -

ed
it

°° mba
' but several called it the Nscbiego or Babu (chimpanzee), and a few claim-

conf

WaS thC N]<na (8°riIIa ) (Meyer 1881). Part of the resolution of this classificatory
usion may be that Western biologists have often erroneously assumed that indigenous
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folk classifications closely correspond to our own Linnaean system. That such is not the

case seems clear from a passage in the field notes of Fred Merfield, which I examined at

the Powell-Cotton Museum in Birchington, U.K. In describing three chimpanzees from

the same troop, Merfield wrote (dates unknown):

The above beast is out of the same troop or family as nos. 449 and 450 and as the three

beasts were quite different, it shakes my faith as to really black-faced chimps or chogas

being a separate race. I have described the colour of the foregoing beasts as near as possible,

and have also made minute enquiries from various natives to try and find out if they recog-

nize more than one race of chimps. They do not. The different names they have for

chimps, generally speaking, depends on if the beast is large or small in build, old or young,

grey hair or black haired. The last six chimps I have had in I have asked the native name for

each beast from three or four independent natives, but they could not agree on the names,

so the various native names mean nothing.

Under another chimpanzee labeled "Choga," Merfield added: "Natives told me this

was Pamma Guargue and not N'Bodgil. It appears that they change the name according

to size and colour of hair as already mentioned. I cannot get any clear explanation.

This assessment is supported by the comments of another African visitor, R. F. Burton

(1876:42), who noted two native names for chimpanzees, Nchigo Mpolo, meaning "large

chimpanzee," and Nchigo Njue, "white-haired chimpanzee." DuChaillu's (I860) Nscb-

iego mbouve is probably a similar descriptive tag. Therefore, at least some of the varia-

tion in the indigenous labels seems to relate to description of physical differences among

individual specimens. Hays (1983) notes that the Ndumba of New Guinea distinguish

among certain closely related groups of animals on the basis of features such as color

pattern, tail length, and overall size. We should not assume that indigenous classifiers

make divisions for the same reasons or on the same bases as Western taxonomists (Doug -

erty 1978). Brown (1982) notes that individuals in "small-scale" societies frequently

know and utilize many names for zoological and botanical groups. Additional wor

examining finer levels of classification of individual variations within species or subspecies

categories would be of interest to the present case.

CONFUSION AND VARIATION

One of the primary reasons for the plethora of generic, specific, subspeC1' IC '

uate
infrasubspecific designations by early naturalists undoubtedly relates to an inadeq

^s

appreciation for the range and meaning of variation among individuals and withmgjo p
•

uaiism, nothing that it was a fundamental characteristic of the pre-Darwimai »

the natural world. Although we credit Darwin with the first real appreciation ot in

nal v»,h— „„J , .. . . U~fnre thlS UHUC1

wv,.. a..u pujjuiauon tninKing in biology, it tooK many ycai*—-
Further-standing was fully incorporated into studies of natural history and classification,

more, many biologists of the 19th century interpreted morphological variation in

of the "great chain of being" (Lovejoy 1936). Thus, one goal of studies of anim*
ch a

fication was to fill in the gaps between already discovered forms with gr°uP s

l972:prion must exist. The words of Paul Topinard (1876, in McKown and Kennedy

174) reflect this sentiment well:

• • • bctvv«n one type and another, sufficiently recognized for naturalists to make thc
^.Qn

representatives of special groups, whether of order, family, genus, or species, some van^
of the organ, or some bastard species, almost always comes in to establish the tr

\atura nan fnrit r„h,.~.Xatura nan facit saltum.
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In regard to the foregoing remarks, it is perhaps ironic to note that indigenous classifka-

recogn

own early taxonomies. Finally, one additional reason for the erection of new, albeit

intermediate, categories relates to "discoverer's bias" (Simons 1972), or the tendency to

argue that one's own discovery represents a previously unknown form (genus, species,

subspeices, etc.).

repancies an

purporte of

the actual existence of such a distinct species or subspecies. To cite but several examples,

while Franquet (1852), Hill (1967, 1969a), and others stressed the small size of the ears

in the gorilla-like chimpanzees, DuChaillu (1860, 1890), in his original description,

claimed that the ears were very large. Similarly, DuChaillu (1860, 1890), Garner (1896)

an

Hill

kamba, the "extremely prognathous face." Such variance is also found in the labels.

Ill
^J %J * \ f

loo-kamba, referring instead to the chogas, whereas Hill (1969a) simply lists "choga" as

any

taxonomists as Pan troglodytes troglodytes, or the black-faced chimpanzee.

Th Hill

(1967, 1969a) followed several earlier investigators (e.g. Keith 1899; Hartmann 1885) in

and of savage disposition. By con-

trast, Garner (1896:41) referred to the kooloo-kamba as "a high order of chimpanzee,

characterized by a kindly expression and confiding and affectionate to a degree beyond

animal." And
4 f ^» •

topoeic label based on its distinctive cry of "kooloo," it is of interest to note that in the

1860 an
tate the call of the kooloo-kamba, he reported that they made a noise like "ee! - ee! -

In sum, although the persistence of this century -long debate is in some waysa-a-a!.

suggestive, Hill's (1967, 1969a) brief summaries camouflage a number of important

inconsistences and problems in these discussions.

Further confusion in terms of the descriptions of the kooloo-kamba and other

intermediate gorilla-like chimpanzees is raised when we consider that Mafuca, the ape

from Dresden described above, might have been a bonobo or pygmy chimpanzee (Pan

paniscus) (Gijzen 1975). The small ears, coal-black face, and nasal region of some bobo-

andos do indeed recall the general appearance of gorillas.
this observation and Susman (1980) has more recently noted and illustrated this similar-

nY- Jungers and Susman (in press) argue that pygmy chimpanzees are relatively more
r°bust and "stocky" than at least the eastern variety of common chimpanzees (P. t.

xhueinfurthii), and thus more closely resemble gorillas. The geographical range of the

onobo chimpanzee does not coincide with the areas from which other gorilla-like

!

j^PMzees and the kooloo-kambas have been described (Fig. 1), although Urbain and
°de (1940) claimed that their specimen of Pan paniscus came from the northern (or

nSh t) side of the Zaire River. Reynolds (1967) also discusses a possible extension of the

Present range of Pan paniscus. Further, Nishida (1972) gives a second-hand report of

s

claims that two kinds of chimpanzees co-exist in the Lac Tumba region of Zaire,

south of the Zaire River. To add to the potential confusion, Freckhop (1935:11) com-
P^ed the cry of a captive bonobo to that of the kooloo-kamba, although the bonobo's

f7
!' Usually ®ven as a high-pitched "hi! hi! hi!" by other observers (e.g. Hill 1969a).

hoP ( 19^5) also noted the curious fact that to the southwest of Lodja (in the range
of p,

ailing the indigenous name

dytes).
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As if the confusion surrounding the existence of gorilla-like chimpanzees were not

enough, several reports of "pygmy gorillas" have been made through the years (e.g.

Elliot 1913; Freckhop 1944; Groves 1970), giving us potential chimpanzee4ike gorillas

also. These reports have never been confirmed, and the skulls of the intermediate crea-

tures have turned out to be either large male chimpanzees or small female gorillas (Groves

1970).

An additional consideration is that Hill's (1967, 1969a) designation of the kooloo-

kamba as a subspecies of Pan troglodytes would appear to violate the modern taxonomic

understanding of the subspecies (Mayr, 1969), which requires such groups to be geo-

graphically distinct. For example, Hill (1967:53) notes of P. t. troglodytes and P. t.

kooloo-kamba that: "Both forms are said to occur side by side in the same forests, but

the koolokamba is restricted to the high level forests of the hinterland in South Came-

roons, Gaboon and the former French Congo." Furthermore, Hill's (1967, 1969a) assess-

ment of the morphological criteria distinguishing the various subspecies of Pan troglo-

1 Luscombe (1971). A comparison of the sub-an

gned

oman
try of origin yields "a very poor correlation" (C. E. Graham, personal communication).
The two live animals at Holloman AFB assigned to P. t. kooloo-kamba by Hill are of

unknown origin.

CONCLUSIONS

We can draw several conclusions from this interesting and protracted debate over the

^icucc oi me kooloo-kamba chimpanzee and other apes purported to be hybrids 01

intermediate between the gorillas and chimpanzees. One is that a poor knowledge of

indigenous languages, a failure to adequately determine hierarchical levels of inclusivity

for folk taxonomies of the apes, an inadequate appreciation of individual variation, and

a desire to discover orevioiislv nnrW^rik^ fnrmc KA+.*,~~n Vr^wn t*va all contributedknown
to the confusion surrounding the enigmatic kooloo-kamba. Furthermore, early natura-

lists and scientists tacitly assumed that indigenous labels reflected subspecific or specific

designations, when they were frequently intended to signify individual variants. The

history of the classification of the kooloo-kamba, by itself, may seem esoteric at best

However, it provides an example of what probably occurred in the taxonomic history ot

most nnn.Fi.r. rt« — ^__ • __ i . _ _ 1 ~U,onnme-

non in the process of classification.
But the very persistence of this debate over the existence of the kooloo-kamba is also

significant and revealing. Purported kooloo-kambas and other individuals claimed to *
intermediate between chimpanzees and gorillas have generally turned out to be either

large male chimpanzees or small female gorillas, and this fact leads us to what I consi*

the most important implication of this debate. The disagreement, confusion,
variation,

and use of intermediate or hybrid categories in both Western and indigenous dassiw

tions reflects an imrwu-t™* w:-i-_. .. . - o«. vwrv closely

and chimpanz, , .

"'"lus»>- icauiy, i.e., gornias anu ciuiiipai".v».- —
^latea animals with patterns of morphological development which coincide I

ecent genetic investigations in the great apes have demonstrated this sim
Bruce and Avala 1Q7Q t ._ ,„°

, JT. . _...mi
imilarity

(e*

n '—»-•—'«• "« me gicai apes nave aemunsuaicu <•"" —
,

Bruce and Ayala 1979, Templeton 1983). This congruence is so great that the pro

been
'

V1 ^ remaim a real Possibility, although I emphasize that this has^e

been attempted in captivity nor demonstrated in the wild. Chimpanzee and gorilla***

overlap
,n lowland western Africa, but Jones and Sabater Pi (1971) provide evidence

gical separation between the genera in one such area of sympatry. d

Yerk« (19

C

2QT
0rPh

°!r
giCaI^ ^ WOrkers Such aS Kdth (l899)

"m /rec nth-S (1929) ar^ed that chimpanzees and gorillas were quite similar. More rece
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I have shown that patterns of ontogenetic development of the skull and postcranium are

very similar in chimpanzees and gorillas, many of the shape differences between adults

of these species being the result of the ultimate size differences, or the point of termina-

tion of the similar growth patterns (Shea 1981, 1983, in press). This is probably why it

anz

kambas Frechkop and Marit (1968) note the appearance of

and of the

cimens

originate from the southeast rather than the southwest portion of the range of P. troglo-

dytes).

Although there clearly are qualitative morphological differences between chimpan-
zees and gorillas, these findings help clarify some of the confusion and debate over pat-

terns of variation and intermediate varities. Indigenous folk taxonomies capture and
reflect the same morphological overlap and similarity between chimpanzees and gorillas

by the use of such "hedging" (Lakoff 1973) labels as "gorilla-like," "chimpanzee-gorilla,"

gorilla's brother," and so forth when describing and classifying individual chimpanzees.
Our own classifications offer the kooloo-kamba, the choga, and other intermediate varie-

ties, as well as the varying opinions of the long series of primatologists and naturalists dis-

cussed here. Although the possibility of the existence of Pan troglodytes kooloo-kamba
must be acknowledged, the real lesson of the debate over the kooloo-kamba relates to

our attempts to deal with the continuities and discontinuties of the natural world in our
classifications.
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Medicinal Plants of the Bible. James A. Duke, with illustrations by Peggy-Ann K. Duke.

Buffalo and New York: Trado-Medic Books/Conch Magazine Ltd., 1983, 229 pp,

138 illustrations, indices, bibliography.

Throughout human history, herbalists have played a critical role in helping relieve

pain from injuries, in reducing the severity of symptoms of diseases, and in controlling

certain ailments. Today, in three quarters of the world's rural population, traditional

herbal practitioners continue to handle the bulk of human medical problems. In the

past decade, the World Health Organization and other agencies have recognized that the

skyrocketing costs of providing industrial pharmaceuticals and conventionally trained

physicians will likely prohibit Western medicine from reaching all of the world's bur-

geoning population. Therefore, a significant investment in cooperating with traditional

herbalists to ascertain suitable dosages and preparations of medicinal herbs has already

been made by Mexican and Chinese scientists.

Yet perhaps it remains easier for Western scientists to show appreciation for Onenta

or Amerindian-derived herbal traditions than to evaluate the Mediterranean folk medica

science upon which their own heritage is based. In this intriguing compendium. Dr.

James Duck directs us back toward the herbal traditions long-associated with the Ho>

Lands of the Middle East. The plants and lore he presents have spread with Judeo-

Christian religions to many parts of the planet, to the extent that ethnobotanists working

on other continents will be surprised at how many of these species and how much o

lore are immediately "familiar."

For each of 142 taxa, the following data are given: the Latin binomial and
I

taxo-

nomic authority; common names in modern and Biblical times; Biblical verses whic r

^

to the plants (though not to specific medicinal uses); a narrative text on the h
j*

tfV
importance of the plant within various cultures; the presumed therapeutic or prop }

a

uses of the plants as attributed by herbalists; and a summary of the physiologically ac^

chemical compounds that have been isolated from the plant and empirically investlg

^en .

The latter two data sets often dovetail, so that anyone with a modest amount o *
^

tific training can begin to speculate which compounds may be responsible or

effects. .,

t

Duke's contribution would be considerable if it was merely confined to this «xc^

^
compilation of hard-to-encounter pharmacological data. Yet his writing is u

ĥ

'

and
references to ethnographic (especially Lebanese) and ethnohistoric herb uses are "^^
his interpretations are cautious. His personal enthusiasm for the utility of these ?

use$:

not evangelistic: "understand that I make no claim for these medical herbs or t «
^

But I personally believe in and use many of them," and "Do not view this boo

scription ... it is merely a bibliographic compilation." nterpreta-
Between the careful illustrations by Peggy Ann Duke and the seasoned i

^ ^,
tions of Jim Duke, this book does become more than a bibliographic compllatl

d

°

e

"

s it is

field guide to medicinal plants commonly found in Mediterranean-climate
gar e ^^

a reassurance that plants used by the ancients continue to be used by Mi ^^
peasants today. It is a charming statement by a sensitive, skilled scientist w o ^
the wisdom of the Bible nearly as much as he does the wisdom of the forest '

tradit
ions

it will encourage many ethnobotanists who are used to studying folk median ^.^
of other cultures to reflect on the derivations of the Indo-European traditions

their own heritage may be derived.

GPN
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INTENTIONAL BURNING OF DUNG AS FUEL:

A MECHANISM FOR THE INCORPORATION OF CHARRED SEEDS
INTO THE ARCHEOLOGICAL RECORD
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Museum of Anthropology
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ABSTRACT.—An important concern of paleoethnobotanists is accounting for thr presence

and charring of seeds recovered archeo logically. The possibility that seeds can be brought to

a site incorporated in animal dung and charred when that dung is burned as fuel is con-

sidered. Researchers have shown that animal dung can contain seeds. Ethnoarcheological

data from the rural village of Malyan, Iran demonstrate that seeds can be charred when dunn

is burned as fuel and can be recovered from deposits analogous to those commonly encoun-

tered archeologically. A description of the residue from burning dung, based on an exami-

nation of modern samples from Black Mesa, Arizona, is provided. Four conditions for

determining whether the use of dung fuel might account for the presence of a charred seed

assemblage are presented. Finally, two specific archeological examples are discu

which this interpretation seems plausible for some portions of the charred seed assemblage:

the archeological site of Malyan, a third millennium B.C. urban center in southern Iran, and

the Tierra Blanca site, a Late Prehistoric habitation site in the Texas panhandle.

sed

INTRODUCTION

Over the last two decades paleoethnobotanists have been thinking a great deal about

how seeds are brought to a site and become incorporated into the archeological record.

While it has been recognized that both modern and prehistoric (or ancient) seeds can be

recovered from an archeological site, only the latter will be considered in the present

study (see Keepax 1977 and Minnis 1981 for a detailed discussion of modern seed con-

tamination). Four types of processes have been considered through which seeds could

have been brought to a site in the past: (1) prehistoric seed rain (Minnis 1981:145),

which involves the natural dispersal of seeds into the site area (and is not a cultural

Process); (2) direct resource utilization (Minnis 1981:145), in which the seed itself is

utilized;
(3) indirect resource utilization (Minnis 1981:145), in which seeds are brought

to the site as a by-product of the use of another part of the plant for some cultural pur-

Pose; and (4) incidental inclusion with utilized resources, in which seeds are brought to

^e site incorporated in a resource totally distinct from that seed or plant. For example,

weed seeds may be brought to a site mixed with harvested seeds and later removed during

food processing (Dennell 1972, 1974, 1976, 1978; Monk and Fasham 1980; Hillman

98 1). These weed seeds are brought to the site as a by-product of cultural activities.

Except in certain unusual environments, such as dry caves or waterlogged deposits,

seeds must be charred to be preserved archeologically (see Minnis 1981 for a discussion

,

the ^probability of the preservation of uncharred seeds). Three mechanisms for the

^ arring of seeds and other plant macroremains have been suggested (Hubbard 1976:262;
•unnis 1981:145; Miller 1982:136-140): (1) the catastrophic burning of a site or a por

»n of a site; (2) accidental burning of the plant material itself; and (3) intentional

m
J"

g of th« Plant material primarily through use as fuel, waste disposal or in rituals.

°hviously, not all seeds brought to a site have an equal probability of being charred.
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The density of a seed affects the likelihood of its becoming charred instead of burning

to ash (Munson et al. 1971:427). In addition, plant processing and other cultural acti-

vities that involve fire or that occur near a fire are more likely to lead to accidental

burning of seeds than activities carried out away from fire (Monk and Fasham 1980:325-

326;Minnis 1981:149; Miller 1982:135-138).

chanism

charring them that has not been widely considered in paleoethnobotanical analyses. We

suggest that seeds can be brought to a site incorporated in animal dung and become

charred when that dung is intentionally burned as fuel. We believe this process can

account for the composition of certain charred seed assemblages recovered archeologi-

cally.

We will begin with a brief discussion of ethnographic evidence for the use of dung as

can

deposition of seeds. Evidence will be presented which shows that seeds can be incor-

porated in animal dung. Ethnoarcheological data will be provided which demonstrate

that seeds are charred through intentional burning of dung as fuel and can be recovere

from deposits analogous to those commonly encountered archeologically. A description

of the residue from fires using dung fuel will be provided, based on the analysis o

modern burned dung samples. We will then suggest criteria for evaluating whether it is

an

dung as fuel. Finally, we will briefly discuss the paleoethnobotanical data from a

millenium B.C. urban center in Iran and a small Late Prehistorical habitation site in

Texas panhandle for which this interpretation is plausible.

third

the

THE USE OF DUNG AS FUEL
where

supplyotner meis are in snort supply or unailordabie. ttnnograpmc <u«« *—
- . ,^

report the use of dung fuel for domestic purposes in much of Africa and ia»

parts of South America (e.g. Becker 1979:35, 37, 97; Hill 1972:372; MiUei
r

W
•

*•

:8;Winterhalderetal. 19/4).^

„ *.ia and the American South**
fuel is also used in pottery manufacture in southern Asia and

(Saraswati and Behura 1966:105; Rye and Evans 1976:41; !>•—
aturally

areas have arid, semi-arid, or alpine environments where wood for fuel is eit er n ^
scarce or severely depleted due to deforestation. Older ethnographic and e n ^
accounts document the use of dung as fuel in the past not only in some o

^^
but also on the Plains in the American West (e.g. LeBruyn 1737:228; Cunnl

JS
a

605 ).

219, 222; Vazquez de Espinosa 1948 [1629] :456; Hornaday, cited in Roe W ^^
Large herbivores commonly provide the dung that is used as fuel. In t e

^ ^ ^
available

v.-..^ {L,v* wuruij aim sneep (wis anesj are me prim<uy w~* ..
aVaiiaDi<:

purpose. Yak (Poephagus grunniens) dung is also important where loc l
glui

(MacDonald 1929:20). The use of dung from goats (Capra hircus), caf
e
^'

el haS also

horses and donkevs (Etmus) and the A«iatir wild »s&(Eauus heminousjtornorses and donkeys (Equus), and the Asiatic wild ass (Equus nemtnuw ^ unle5S

been reported in the literature, but these do not appear to be common y ^^j
other types of dung are unavailable (e.g. Lhote 1944:85; Lattimore 1941:^

^aditio
nallV

1909:91). In the New World, camelid (Lama) and bison (Bison bison) dung
ghccpf

and

were used for fuel in South and North America, respectively. However, cat .

horse dung are also used in these areas today (see ref. above).

EVIDENCE FOR THE PRESENCE OF SEEDS IN DUNG

st 5° Y
earS

A considerable amount of research has been conducted over the **
$oXl et ai-

de terminc whether seeds can pass through an animal's digestive tract (.
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1934; Harmon and Keim 1934; Burton and Andrews 1948; Piggin 1978; Takabayashi

ct al. 1979; Schroder and Baart 1982). While the primary goal of this work was to

determine whether animal dung could be a vector for the dispersal of field weeds, the

results are directly relevant to our discussion. This research focused primarily on cattle

and sheep, but some work has also been done with chickens (Gallus domesticus), hogs

(Sus scrofa), and horses (Harmon and Keim 1934). In these experiments, test animals

were either fed seeds from grasses (Gramineae) and/or forbs directly, or placed in pastures

with plants that were in seed.

Seeds were present in nearly all the dung samples from the mammals tested in these

experiments. However, the numbers of seeds recovered varied from one species of seed

to another and from one test animal to another (both between and within animal species).

The amount of time that had elapsed since the ingestion of the seeds also affected the

number of seeds recovered. Interestingly, some of the dung samples in these experiments

contained hundreds of seeds, and in one experiment seeds were found to be present in

cattle dung for at least 10 days after they were ingested (Burton and Andrews 1948:98).

The results of this research clearly demonstrate that animal dung can contain seeds

when they are part of the animal's diet. However, it must be remembered that the pre-

sence and quantity of seeds in the diet of herbivores will vary depending on the season-

ality of fruiting of forage /browse plants and, in the case of domesticated animals, the

nature of animal fodder. At certain times of the year seeds may be absent or very rare

in the animal's diet and, therefore, in the animal's dung.

DUNG FUEL AS A SOURCE OF CHARRED SEEDS

In order to study the mechanisms through which seeds become incorporated into

the archeological record, Miller examined four samples of modern debris from the rural

village of Malyan in southwestern Iran that were analogous to deposits commonly en-

countered archeologicially. These included a prepared hearth, two samples from a mid-

den and a fire pit.

The first sample was taken in the village of Malyan from a mud-plastered hearth

located in the open air on the second story of a residential compound, above animal

stalls occupying the ground level. The hearth was cleaned daily by the residents. The

previous evening, a fire fueled with small pieces of wood and dung cakes of cattle dung

and straw had been built in this hearth in order to cook rice. The hearth sample con-

tained wood charcoal identified as willow or poplar (Salix/Populus), probably from a

r\ 1 *\ V% «, 1 - _ _ -• 1 1 _ A1- _ C~ — II**

an that is own
However, most of the carbonized material from the hearth was dung,
seeds were found embedded in this dung and 67 additional chz"~A «""*

» the sample (Table 1).

Three

dung-« « uK-ciy xnat tnese additional seeds also came irom mc uung iv,i p«.*w.. .-——--

At least one of the identified seed types, dock (Rumex), is a wild fodder plant that is

eaten by cattle and does not grow in grain fields. Other seeds are from weedy plants

at a* suitable for fodder and have no known use in this area today. While these

COuld have grown in grain fields, it was not the household practice to dispose of the

Pam-deaning residue in the hearth. In addition, there are few natural sources of seeds

w"lch are i;t-i.. *_ • . ., , , . , .t _ ^i ,4 et™-i7 within a walled

^nipound in a Middle Eas
"* eat all the vegetation in
to seed.

illag

plant

Two samples were obtained from a midden area just outside the village wall. The
was taken from an ash dennsit nremimed to be hearth sweeping debris, and is analo-

The
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and oak (Q
sam

Twenty seeds were found embedded in burned sheep/goat dung including 16 seeds of

guminou

from weedy plants; of 764 charred seeds, only 16 are from cultigens.

Th
Alth

observed, the proximity of the midden to residential areas as well as the nature of the

deposit suggest that the sample represents household debris and c^
u^f^P

î

This deDOsit is most analogous to ordinary trashy fill from an --
1--- 1

and straw and

counted for most of the volume. Th
an

totally

small

(Table 1). The noncultigens were weedy plants whose seeds are nor ^«^^u "'

villagers. They are used as fodder and occur as field weeds.

A fourth sample was taken from a fire pit located away from the village in the oa

forest. It was a subterranean feature, 1 to 1.5 m in diameter and less than 0.5 m deep,

which could have been used for a shepherd's or nomad's fire or in the mmui*ct™e

J{y

charcoal by a villager. Unlike the village hearths and courtyards, this pit was to

open to the elements. Nonetheless, it contained primarily oak charcoal and a

amount (ca. 5% by weight) of burned dung. There were no stray seeds either c

or uncharred in the sample (Table 1). Malvan
The analysis of the prepared hearth and hearth sweeping samples from

^J^
demonstrates that seeds can be brought to a modern village site in dung an ^
when that dung is used as fuel. This was also shown in the recent analysis o

^^ ^
tents of an outdoor, "burgul" fireplace from the Syrian village of Tell am

ksals0
Turkman (Bottema in press). The Malyan hearth and hearth sweeping ^P^

or

indicate that seeds from dung can be recovered either incorporated in burne

^
as stray charred seeds within a sample. The contents of the sample irom

^ ^
demonstrate that burned dung does not always leave a residue of charre see ^^
these samples provide information regarding the types of archeological ep

mieht contain charred seeds that are remnants of dune burned as fuel.

DESCRIPTION OF BURNED DUNG

and

When dung is burned as fuel it produces

fragm

fragm

various directions within a friable matrix of fine grained, charred mat.

proportions of charred stems and matrix can vary considerably. VV

TABLE l.-Seeds Recovered in Modern Refuse Samples from Malyan.

terial. Th
fragm ents

Prepared Hearth Hearth Sweepings Household Debris

Refuse Sample

VVt. Examined
87 g ca. 358 g

ca. 628 g

Seeds- Cultigens

Total Count 1

(charred)

Taxa Vicia en ilia

16

(charred)

Hordeum distichum

Triticum

22

(uncharred)

Citrutins

Cucumis

Hordeum distichum

Triticum

Vitis vinifera
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TABLE 1.—Seeds Recovered in Modern Refuse Samples from Malyan. (Continued)

Seeds- Weedy

Total Count

Taxa

Prepared Hearth

69

(charred)

Astragalus

Compositae

Cruciferae 2

Gramineae

Leguminosae^

Lolium

Malvaceae

Papaver*

Rumex*
Silene

Unknown
(Count=5)

Unidentifiable 3

(Count=18)

Hearth Sweepings Household Debris Fire Pit

748

(charred)

cf. Adonis

Astragalus*

Caryophyllaceae

Chenopodium*

Compositae

Cruciferae

Galium

Gly cyrrh iz a

glabra^

Gramineae

Heliotropiumv

Hordeum glaucum'

Labiatae

cf. Lathyrus

Leguminosae^

Malvaceae

Medicago

Physalis

Plantago

Polygonum*

Rapistrum 10

Reseda

Rum ex

Setaria

Solanaceae

Sophora

Trifo lium
Vic ia

Unknown 12

(Count=90)

Includes 16 seeds embedded in sheep/goat pellets

plus 1 uncharred seed

Includes 1 seed embedded in dung
^Includes 4 types
5AH in 1 pod
p'us 125 uncharred seeds

ca. 721

(uncharred)

Adon is

Ajuga

Amaranthus

Astragalus^

Bromus

Caryophyllaceae

Centaurea

Cephalaria

Chenopodium

Compositae

Convolvulus

Cruciferae

Cynodon dactylon°

Digitaria?

Fumaria

Galium

Gramineae

Hordeum glaucum

Labiatae

cf. Lepidium

Lolium

Malvaceae

Medicago

Physalis

Plantago

?PolypogonH

Polygonum

Reseda ^

Rumex
Setaria

Silene

Solanaceae

Sophora

Umbe Hiferae

Vaccaria

7 Plus 2 uncharred seeds

8pius 3 inflorescences

9pius 1 inflorescence

lOsilique

11 Inflorescence

12lncludes 2 seeds embedded in

sheep/goat pellets

fragm

red stems are fairly distinctive, fragm

an be difficult to identify. Sometim-

valuer to provide some quantitative intoi
ash and burned dung fragments produced by fire

e relative amounts

dung, two modern
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samples were examined by Smart. These samples came from Black Mesa, Arizona

cans

around the work sites of the Black Mesa Archaeological Project. Cattle, sheep, and goat

dung were used together as the primary fuel for these fires, although shrubby plants such

as sage (Artemisia) and dried grass were sometimes used as kindling. Since these fires

w«v«. k,,;h tn r,mrlnr«» «mnke handfuls of dirt and pebbles were sometimes tossed onto

(Alison Rautman and

The remnants of two of these burning

The
and

>

Th

was recorded (Table 2). The fraction coarser than 4.00 mm consists of fragments o

burned dung, clumps of gray ash, pebbles, and trash (such as cigarette butts, paper

aluminum foil, etc.). The fraction coarser than 0.50 mm contains small burned dung

fragments, charred stems and other charred plant parts, clumps of gray ash, and small

pebbles. The fraction coarser than 0.25 mm contains charred stems and other charred

plant parts, clumps of gray ash, and sand grains. The fraction finer than 0.25 mm con-

sists of fine, gray ash along with small flecks of charred plant material and fine sediment.

s fraction was a major component of both samples (Table 2).

Charred seeds were recovered from these two samples both as stray seeds and embe -

ded in dung (Table 2). The stray charred seeds are somewhat difficult to interpret since

shrubs and grasses may have been used as kindling in these fires. However, the presence

of charred seeds embedded in burned dung provides unambiguous corroboration tor ou

contention that dung fuel can be a source of charred seeds. _
It should be noted that these samples were from fires made to produce smoke. e

residue of fires made for other purposes would probably look somewhat different, n

addition, the nature of the burned dung will vary somewhat depending on the diet o e

animal that produced it. However, these samples can provide a general impression o

nature of the residue from burning dung.

INTERPRETATION OF ARCHEOLOGICAL SEED ASSEMBLAGES

We have demonstrated that seeds can be brought to a site incorporated m a^^
dung and charred when that dung is used as fuel. We suggest that the use of g

^
S

blage
be considered as one possible interpretation of an archeological charred seed asse

^ood
when the following conditions arr met- M Whi» site occurs in an environment where

"xv.„, w; lIlc aasciuuiage oi cnarrea material contains uumvu ~— —
heologica'

plants that could have been eaten by dung-producing animals; and (4) the arc ^^
context of the samples suggests a primary hearth deposit or secondary dumping °

^ ^
contents. Ethnographic and /or ethnohistoric evidence for the use of dung as u

area can provide supporting evidence for this interpretation.
coul£l be

Obviously, other possible interpretations of a charred seed assemblage ^
suggested even when these four conditions are met. A careful evaluation o ^ dis

.

ological context of the samples, the quantities of charred seeds recovered an
^ ^

tribution within the site, and the evidence (ethnographic, experimental, etc -'

nS &
sible uses of identified plant taxa must be made to determine which interpre

most plausible for each particular archeological case. . .

ituations
in

We would now like to describe briefly two very different archeological s

^^
which portions of the charred seed assemblages might reflect the use of U

*
of the

Our intent is to illustrate the utility of this interpretation; detailed presenta

.

igg2;

paleoethnobotanical data from these sites are provided elsewhere (Miller

Smart 1982).
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TABLE 2.—Modern Burned Dung Samples from Black Mesa.

Fractions

Total sample

Volume

Weight

Coarser than 4.00 mm
Volume

Total Weight

Trash Weight

Pebble Weight

Charred Seeds

Total Count

Taxa

Coarser than 0.50 mm
Volume

Weight

Charred Seeds

Total Count
Taxa

Coarser than 0.25
Volume

Weight

Charred Seeds
Total Count
Tax

mm

mm

1

Sample 1

775 ml

244.5 g

125 ml

18.9 g

0.6 g

0.7 g

5l

Amaranthus

Chenopodiaceae

Chenopodium

Unidentifiable

(Count=2)

250 ml

44.4 g

29+6 frags

Amaranthus

Chenopodium

Gramineae

Portulaca

Salsola kali

Unidentifiable^

(Count- 13+4 frags)

75 ml

28.0 g

15

Gramineae

Fincr than 0.25
Volume

Weight

2g

U Seed$ ^bedded in dung
ample of 13.1 g was examined for seeds

4j ,

es l *«* embedded in dung

4am
3 SCedS embedded in dun8

ample of 13.3 g was examined for seeds
'•o g was examined for seeds

325 ml

153.2 g

Sample 2

950 ml

429.3 g

75 ml

17.2 g

1.6 g

3.1 g

71

Chenopodium

Unidentifiable

(Count=l)

200 ml

50.8 g

30+4 frags2

Chenopodium^

Gramineae

Unidentifiable

(Count=5+l frag)

75 ml

31.2 g

1+1 frag6

Chenopodium

Unidentifiable

(Count=l frag)

600 ml

330.1 g
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CHARRED SEEDS FROM ANCIENT MALYAN

Background. -The first example comes from the archeological site of Malyan, a major

urban center during the third millennium B.C., contemporary with Sumerian and Akka-

dian civilization in Mesopotamia (Sumner 1974; 1980). The site is located in the Kur

basin, an intermontane valley in the Zagros of Iran. Today the region is largely defor-

ested, although there is a remnant oak forest about 10 km north of the village and a

degraded pistachio-almond (Pistacia-Amygdalus) forest about 100 km away at the south-

ern end of the valley. nnA - .

Plant remains from Malyan were analyzed by Miller (1981, 1982). Nearly 200 flota-

tion samples were collected from a variety of deposits, including hearths, pits, room

and trashv and plant
V CU1V4 llV/ll tl L4^AA J A.4.M.M.9 ~ —— — — — i_/ *

t
-

maiyan is m many respects typical of Near Eastern sites. In general, the material was

sparsely distributed. Approximately half of the samples contained less than Log

charred material per 10 liters of sediment. The deposits sampled contained an assortm

of taxa and plant parts. The bulk of the material consisted of charcoal and charred se^

and rachis fragments. The seeds represent a variety of taxa, cultivated and wii .

economic base was wheat (Triticum) and barley (Hordeum) agriculture; other co

food plants were grape (Vitis), pistachio and almond. We believe that the seea

weedy plant types from many, if not most of the samples from this site beca

because they were incorporated in animal dung burned as fuel.

Meeting the conditions for the dung fuel interpretation. -Based on charcoaUn >siM

appears that deforestation progressed during the course of the third mdl
.

enn

^ich

"

ouid

this highland region. In particular, charcoal percentages from tree species w

have grown in the valley close to Malyan decrease, and percentages of oak, w

on the hill slopes, increase (Miller 1981, 1982:212-216, 221-231). Text*rT^
i8 m

vides some corroboration for deforestation in the third millennium B.
.

^ ^ ^
(Hansman 1976). This suggests an ancient environment in which woo

becoming increasingly difficult to obtain. . u ave been

The main Middle Eastern domesticated animals, sheep, goats and ca e,^^
reported from the site by Zeder (1980). All of these animals produce dung^^^
able for use as fuel. Dung cakes and dung are commonly used as fuel in

^

s

since wood is scarce. The
highway

ample, in the eighteenth century a traveler commented that the mam •

region was kept clean, as animal dung was collected for fuel (LeBruyn •

For ev

in this

Charred weed seeds were found

embedded in burned dung in six of these sampl
ubstantiai ma-

tsemoeaaea in burned dung in six ot these samples, in «*»«•««»•• -
lan

the charred seeds recovered in these and other samples from the site ar

no known economic importance today except as fodder (Table 3).
n and 10 •"*

All 12 samples containing burned dung had charcoal in them as we
, ^^ i9g2:

from trashy deposits encountered in either the site matrix or within pi^ contents
of

205). These kinds of deposits could represent secondary dumping o ^g
^

hearths. Th
dung burned as w

. a co*>rk and

ibk

samples from similar contexts also contain these types of charred se

sence may be the result of the use of dung fuel as well.
el as a P

osS'~

Interpretation.-While the conditions for considering the use of dung u^
been m et.

interpretation of the charred seed assemblages from ancient Ma'ya
^ for ovCrall

si*

alternative interpretations must be considered. There is no evl

^arring
probab

burning in the third millennium B.C. levels of the site. Therefore, c .^^
occurred either accidentally or intentionally in fires set for cooking,

an
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TABLE 3.—Weedy Seed Taxa from Ancient Malyan.

Adonis*

Aegilops

Ajuga

1

Gramincael >2

Hordcum*

Hyoscyamus

Astragalus* >2 Labiatae

cf. A trip lex Leguminosae *» 2 ,

3

Avena Lepidium *

Boraginaccac cf. Litlwspermum

Bromus* Lolium *

Carex*££ Malvaceae 1

Caryophyllaceae Medicago *

Centaurea\ Neslia

Ceratocephalus* cf. Panicum
Chenopodiaccae Phalaris

Chenopodium Polygonum

Compositae Potentate*

Crucifcrael>2 Pro sopis*

Cucurbitaccac Rumex*
Cypcraccae 1 Setaria*^

Cyperus*^^ Silene*

cf. Cynodon* Solanaceae*^

cf. Delphinium cf. Trifolium *

cf. Eremopyrum * Umbelliferae 1

Euphorbiaccac cf. Vaccaria*

Fumaria cf. Valerianella

Galium 1»2 Vicia (not ervilia)

Taxon found in sample containing burned dung

2Taxon found in 10% or more of the samples from the same time period

^Taxon found embedded in burned dung

Ethnographic data from Malyan suggest that accidental burning of the natural seed

r*in is unlikely in architecture similar to that found archeologically at the site. Hence,

the charred seeds were probably brought to the site as the result of direct resource utili-

zation, indirect resource utilization or incidental inclusion with utilized resources.

There are no caches of charred seeds (weeds or cultigens) from the site that would

^ggest intentional collection for food, medicine or other culturally defined purposes.

Most of the identified weedy taxa have no known use in the modern village of Malyan
cx <*pt as fodder for animals, indicating that these seeds probably were not brought to the

«c by direct or indirect resource utilization (although the possibility that plant use was

*«erent in ancient Malyan does exist).
The likelihood that the seeds represent the residue of the burning of crop processing

by-products (cf. Hillman 1981) can be discounted for these deposits since most samples

ave low weedy seed densities. Those with the highest weedy seed densities (greater than

° seeds P^ 10 liters of sediment) have high counts of precisely those taxa that are not

*eeds, namely Carex and other sedges (Cyperaceae).
lhc Presence of burned dung (some of which contains charred seeds) from trashy

posits strongly suggests that dung was burned as fuel in ancient Malyan. It is possible

cht T C
°f ** Charred secds from weedV taxa were brouSht t0 the 5itC and bCCame

wh
d thr<>ugh other processes. However, since the chances of preservation are greater

ch
* PIant Serial is regularly and/or intentionally burned, it is likely that much of the

^ seed assemblage from this site is the result of the intentional burning of dung as

field
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The interpretation that the charred seeds from ancient Malyan originated in dung

used as fuel corroborates the charcoal evidence for deforestation during the third mil-

lennium B.C. in the valley. There was a ten-fold increase in charred seeds during the

course of the third millennium, as measured by absolute numbers of seeds, the number

of seeds per unit volume of sediment, and the proportion by weight of seeds to charcoal

(Miller 1982:209-215, 219). As wood became scarcer around the settlement, dung

became an increasingly important fuel source, resulting in the deposition of greater quan-

tities of seeds relative to charcoal.

CHARRED SEEDS FROM THE TIERRA BLANCA SITE

Background. — Our second archeological example is the Tierra Blanca site (41DF3), a

Late Prehistoric site located in the panhandle area of Texas (Spielmann 1982). This is a

small habitation site which apparently was occupied several times from ca. A.D. 1200-

1400 to ca. A.D. 1425-1525. It is situated on a bluff above the semi-permanent Tierra

Blanca creek. The modern vegetation in the area is short-grass grassland with riparian

species growing along the creek. This creek-side vegetation includes a number of tree

species that were planted in the area in the 1940s.

The plant remains from the site, analyzed by Smart (1982; final report in prepara-

tion), include charcoal, charred seeds and a maize (Zea mays) cob and cupule fragments.

Fifty-four flotation samples ranging in size from 0.75 to 2 liters were taken. These

samples came from a variety of contexts including hearths, roasting pits, ash dumps,

structures and other deposits rich in organic material. Slightly more than half (57%) o

the samples contained charred seeds. The most commonly encountered identified see s

are members of the grass family. Other identified seed types are the sedge family an

types including eroosefoot (Chenot?odium). the knotweed family (Polygonaplant

an

Two particularly interesting flotation samples were an- -~ j/«iMv.uiuiijr iHLV. 1 V. 3 L 11 1g liUldUUil ^4.111^1^3 VY^IV, taivvi* ** ~— — -

within an impermanent habitation structure consisting of a ring of boulders possi }

used to anchor a skin or brush superstructure (Spielmann 1982:284). The densltie *
°

f

charred seeds from these two samples were much greater than those from the o
^

samples containing whole charred seeds. These two samples had an

ca

"K*8 wwuMHuwg wnoic cnarrea seeas. inese two samples nau an •*w«D-

. 575 whole seeds per liter of sediment while the densities from the other samp«

seeds per liter.

nf 4 2 whole
an average oi^
.. ^+-:*mA nver 18U U

3^ua FC1 ww. xogetner the two samples trom this ashy deposit comam— -
^

charred small grass seeds of the Eragrostis/Sporobolus-type 1 and more than o0 p*^

seeds of other types, smaller numbers of sedee seeds, and a few seeds of the weedy p

and purslane and
deposit could be the result of the use of dung as fuel.

of

for the dung fuel interpretation. -The results ot tnc <u
/ ^

Blan

odern

could have been a problem.
rhi*

Prehistorically, the short-grass Plains region was the home of herds of bison, *

produce dung that is suitable for fuel. The aboriginal use of bison dung as fuel «

;

mented in several Plains Indian ethnographies (e.g. Hornaday, cited in Roe iy '

'

Grinnell 1923a:53-54; Wallace and Hoebel 1952:51, 90; Opler 1941:394). In *w -
a number of historical accounts of early travelers in the American West refer to

of "buffalo chips" or "hois de vache" for fuel (Roe 1970:346, 605-606). Faunal '.
faCt

recovered from the site demonstrate that bison were present in the site area **a ^
were the primary focus of the economic activities of its inhabitants (Spielmann p

communication).
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A recent study of the foods eaten by modern bison inhabiting the short-grass Plains

region of Colorado demonstrates that grasses and sedge make up the bulk of their diet

(Peden 1972:36-39). Seeds from both these families were found in the two flotation

samples from the ashy deposit. Interestingly, the diet of these modern bison includes

Spowbolus cryptandrus and another species from a closely related genus (following

Gould 1975), Muhlenbergia torreyi (Peden 1972:113).

The ashy nature of this archeological deposit suggests it is the product of secondary

dumping of hearth contents. This is consistent with an interpretation that the charred

grass and sedge seeds from this deposit are remnants of the use of dung as fuel.

Interpretation, — Although the conditions for considering the dung fuel interpretation

have been met, alternative interpretations of this seed assemblage of course are possible.

Since there is no evidence for general burning of this structure, these seeds must have

been charred by accidental or intentional burning of the plant material.

Accidental charring of the natural seed rain can not be ignored on a relatively open

site such as Tierra Blanca. However, the recovery of large quantities of the same seed

taxon in these two samples is inconsistent with this interpretation. Therefore, these

Eragrostis/Sporobolus-type grass seeds were probably deposited at the site as the result

of direct resource utilization, indirect utilization or incidental inclusion with utilized

resources. The larger grass and sedge seeds may have been deposited as a result of these

processes as well.

The large quantities of Eragrostis/Sporobolus-type grass seeds present in these

two samples could indicate that the seeds themselves were used, possibly as food. The
use of Sporobolus cryptandrus seeds as food has been documented in the ethnobotanical

literature for two Plains Indian groups, the Apache and the Kiowa (Castetter and Opler

1936:48; Vestal and Schultes 1939:17). Seeds from Muhlenbergia, a related genus, were

reportedly used as food by the Apache as well (Reagan 1929:157; Castetter and Opler

1936:48). To our knowledge there is no report of the use of Eragrostis seeds as food by
any Plains Indian group. They were utilized by the Paiute, inhabitants of the Great

Basin, who had a very different hunting/gathering subsistence strategy than the Plains

Indian groups (Doebley 1984).
The nature of the archeological deposit that contained these seeds rules out the pos-

sibility that they were part of a cache that accidentally burned. If these grass seeds were

collected for food they probably became charred as the result of an accident during

Processing. Interestingly, the fruiting structure of Sporobolus is such that the naked

Pa» is "easily freed from its membranous bracts. This may make processing simpler,

as heating to free the grain from its bracts is not required" (Doebley 1984:59). This
would also reduce the likelihood of charring due to processing accidents. However,
Parching of Sporobolus cryptandrus seeds as part of food preparation was reported

among the Kiowa (Vestal and Schultes 1939:17).
The charred grass and sedge seeds from these samples could be the by-product of

^her cultural activities. For example, sedges, especially Scirpus, were commonly used

« make mats in the Plains area (Gilmore 1919:69; Grinnell 1923b:l 70-1 71). Sedge seeds

HJJght
have been a by-product of the mat-making process which were accidentally or

"Mcntionally added to the fire.

. J
cre are ethnographic accounts of the use of grass to cover foods roasted in outdoor

PJ
s (Castetter and Opler 1936:29; Opler 1941:367). This practice could easily result in

tha h

arring of S*ass seed *. However, the archeological context of these samples suggests

at this was not the case. A roastine pit adjacent to the structure in question contained
°nly o

n0t CaSC
'
A roastin§ Pk adJ

ac

, ,v aSS seed, and a dnmn whirh wa« rltri
charr A

—*"*! <uiu a uump wnicn was airecuy associates ww. «.« r—

site

SCCdS at alK An°ther roasting pit associated with an earlier occupation of the

addir°
ntamed °nly a few S™85 seeds - None of these features contained sedge seeds. In

1Qn> since the roasting pits were located outside of the structures, and the seed-rich
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ashy deposit was located within a structure, it seems more likely that the ashy deposit

was residue from an internal hearth rather than a roasting pit.

It is not possible to discount the interpretation that the hundreds of charred Eragros-

tisISporo bolus- type grass seeds from these samples were collected for use as food or that

the sedge seeds were brought to the site as a by-product of the use of that plant. How-

ever, we feel that the dung fuel interpretation is equally plausible and can account for the

presence of both grass and sedge in the charred seed assemblage from this deposit.

CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that seeds can be brought to a rural village incorporated in

dung and become charred when that dung is used as fuel. We believe that dung burned

as fuel can account for certain archeological seed assemblages as well. Such charred seed

assemblages reflect animal dietary patterns rather than the natural seed rain, direct use

of the seeds or ther plant parts of those taxa, or plant processing practices.

We enumerated four conditions for assessing whether the use of dung as fuel might

account for a given charred seed assemblage and presented two very different archeologi-

cal cases in which this interpretation seems plausible, an urban center from the Middle

East and a small hunter/gatherer habitation site from the southern Plains. These examples

demonstrate that the dung fuel interpretation is applicable even in the absence of seeds

actually embedded in burned dung from a given sample. Yet no interpretation is appro-

priate for every site, and even in these cases alternative explanations have been con-

sidered. Paleoethnobotanical interpretation always depends on careful evaluation of the

particular and unique archeological deposits and associated plant remains under con-

sideration.

We hope that this paper has demonstrated the value of identifying additional mech-

anisms that can account for the presence of seeds on a site and their incorporation into

the archeological record. Ultimately, the better our understanding of depositional

processes becomes, the more accurate our reconstruction of past economies and environ-

ments will be.
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EVIDENCE OF WOOD-DWELLING TERMITES IN

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES IN THE SOUTHWESTERN UNIT]
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ABSTRACT.—Distinctively shaped fecal pellets of wood-dwelling termites have been recov-

ered from a number of Southwestern archaeological contexts ranging from 600-2000 years

of age. Pellet presence in a site may derive from prehistoric use of termite-infested fire-

wood, or may signal actual termite colonization in the roofs and walls of ancient dwellings.

Recovery of abundant uncarbonized pellets throughout strata should alert the archaeologist

to possible post-occupational site disturbance; these same uncarbonized pellets may be use-

ful in tracing the prehistoric geographic distributions of various Southwestern termite

species. Carbonized pellets shrink differentially, depending on conditions under which thc\

burned, and cannot be used to infer termite species identification and distribution.

INTRODUCTION

Some primal termite knocked on wood
And tasted it, and

And that is whv v

Fell through the parlor floor today.

OgdenNash (1942)

tongue in cheek, he acknowledged an

and
rhere is now evidence that wood-dwelling termites have lived close to humans in the

American C-..,*! ^ *___ . , . r^ .. • u:~* .,- U«west for at least ten centuries. Termite presence in prehistory may be

The
i ancien

organic
-""wivauon; orten an ethnobiologist must be content with providing a tnorougn mui-

P ©logical description to share with colleagues. Escalated attempts at identification are

Justified if an unknown type occurs repeatedly in deposits at a single site, or in several

Nations that vary in both space and time. In the Southwestern United States a decade
passed k —- - - - • •• •

(Boh
recognition

fc
—*****/i ana its identification by an entomologist as a woou-uweumg **—«•*

ital"

PClIet
' ThC connecting link was provided by a sharp-eyed graduate student who

wed that small items associated with termite nests in California and Utah looked just
1 1KC linirl«- 4 'p' i . • -„*._ r -~»

plant and
uiaeologica]

soil samples. Subsequent comparison by the author of ancient charred

m
" C Sprin§s Unknown" specimens from a number of archaeological deposits with

ancient

THE NATURAL HISTORY OF WOOD-DWELLING TERMITES

*» contrast to earth-dwelling termites that actually inhabit soil, wood-dwelling ter-

^duri
branch (Light 1946a)

termit
——"Mug, ana remain there throughout tne lite 01 inc cwwy. "« »

wood
^ ?mprise tWo maJ°r ^^^ to* dry-wood insects that attack only sound, dead

Wltl
* a relatively low moisture content, and damp-wood termites that require
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moister, often decaying wood. Dry-wood termites can easily invade and live in wood

located high above ground such as the wooden rafters of an adobe dwelling; they require

no contact with the ground throughout colony life. In contrast, damp-wood termites

may often be encountered in buried wood along water-courses or in buried stumps.

Distribution,-About forty species of termites inhabit the continental United States.

ans

continent. People, however, modify termite distribution by providing for their spread

into new and unoccupied areas (Kofoid 1946a:7). Activities such as the transport of

infested soil, wood, household furniture, and living plants provide a means by winch

termite colonies become established in regions wholly new for some species. Lines of

fence posts and poles connecting cities and villages facilitate the spread of termites from

one localitv to another. Termites now inhabit colder northern regions, warmed by the I

same fossil-fuel burning furnaces that keep people warm.

Two families comprising five genera of wood-dw

native habitats in the Southwestern United States today (Table 1) They

known

Over half of the nine species occur below
of both restricted and extensive distribution.

1130m. Patterns of plant use vary widely among the termites, with some occurring in

few plants, while others are found in a variety of plants in a broad range of habitats.

Food. -The food of termites is cellulose, one of the more resistant and durable Prod^
s

of photosynthesis. Cellulose is extremely abundant in the xylem, or conducting tisw .

of woody plants. In general, sapwood is more appealing to a termite because it c°n

j^
less lignin and a greater amount of useful organic compounds than heartwood; i e\w

^
un-seasoned wood is more vulnerable to termite attack, as is wood felled in the su

^^
(Kofoid 1946b:571). While termites exhibit preferences when offered a variety o w

^
types (Williams 1946:572) they will often eat whatever is available; even redwoo ,c^^

and cypress, often touted as "termite resistant", are vulnerable. Five of the *e

^.

listed in Table 1 are known to live in six or more native plants. Others opport"m*

st

inhabit whatever tree products humans make available to them. These reco
^

that choice of host material may sometimes be as much controlled by proximity

^ ^
other factor. If adequate moisture and minimum temperature requirements ar ^
wood-dwelling termites might be able to survive in at least some of the w dy plant

species in any given region.»>«•»; ^fw« iv^uu,
e of a sv

Most termites can break down the cellulose of their plant hosts becaus
mbi

^ v
• less

5; La F age and Nutting 1977). Undigested residue containing from 40 "6
g
?
Lee and

than 30% carbohydrates, and negligible nitrogen is eliminated (LaFage 1976: *

cati

Wood 1971:393). Because of the relatively low moisture content of the woo
. ^

215).

gnizable

V 'pft

Fecal Pellets.-A typical pellet of a wood-dwelling termite is a small, hard, ob °^
es &

possessing six surfaces. At the angles between the six surfaces, longitu i

The sides oi tne—
generally parallel to one another, but may slope to one end as in pellets 01

^^
The sides may be flattened, slightly convex or sometimes concave. Pellet

.^°28i).
The

variable, apparently related to the kind of wood being eaten (Castle 19 • ^^
author has seen white, tan, brown, black and mottled modern pellets.

sectionf
the

texture appears finely granular at 60x magnification; when cut in cross

interior is of a solid homogeneous texture similar to the exterior.
randoii«

l
>'

Length and width of modern termite pellets vary with species. »

sure(j u
nde r

chosen, entire pellets of eight Southwestern wood-dwelling species were mea
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a

FIG. 1.—Sketch of a typical wood-dwelling termite fecal pellet, enlarged approximately 18x normal

size. Cross-sectional view (a) reveals hexagonal shape, while parallel ridges are evident on longitudinal

view (b).

FIG. 2. term
average length of 1.14 mm. Light colored parallel ridges alternate with darker, slightly concave sides

30x magnification with an ocular micrometer (Table 2). Pellet diameter, measu
way along the length before tapering begins, is generally less variable than pelle

measured from blunt to tapered end. ' "
r D'"

ucgms, is generally less vanauic wo« K^**~-

i. A larger sample of 200 pellets of Ptewtermes

identical to those of the smaller 50-pellet samplerevealed population statistics nearly identical
suggesting that a 50-pellet sample was representative.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION IN THE AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

Wood-dwelling termite fecal pellets have been clearly documented in a number of

archaeological contexts in association with humans in the Southwestern United States

(Table 3). These pellets span broad geographical and elevational ranges, and derive from

a varirtv r»f ™,.:~~* c_..^i from contexts at
ancient All pellets are

least 600 years old, up to perhaps 2000 or more years of age.
Most of the prehistoric specimens appeared charred to investigators (Fig. 3);

these

ancient organic items probably preserved through time because exposure to fire ren-

dered them unappealing to degradative organisms. At each ancient site, such cnten

as context of recovery, carbonized condition, and presence of protective non-cultur

sediment over cultural debris were employed to help rule out the possibility that tM*

pellets might be unrelated to the period of site occupation. A few tan specimens, ap^

parently not carbonized, were also judged to relate to site occupation by the criteria

site context and location beneath protective non-cultural overburden. Preservation

non-carbonized fecal pellets mav be due tn Koth n*ll«* rontent and environment

lignin are not a food resour.

~ »u.:.~. ~„ iirmin l\ ,eo and
termitcloVT^'

although some Basidiomycetes can thrive on lignin (^o <u~ —
iy/b:4) Because these fungi function optimally only in moist, aerobic settings, -
tecal pellets buried in dry, oxygen-restrieted sediments, may have been unable to supp

decomposers.
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TABLE 2.—Diameter and length measurements on 50-pellet samples of eight wood-dwelling South-

western termites.

Species

Pterotermes

occiden tis

(Walker)

Zootermopsis

angusticollis

(Hagen)

Zootermopsis

laticeps (Banks)

Incisitermes

minor (Hagen)

Marginitermes

hubbardi (Banks)

Paraneoterm.es

simplicornis

(Banks)

Incisitermes

banksi (Snyder)

Incisitermes

fruticams (Rust)

Pellet diameter (mm)

Range

.59- .83

.56- .82

55- 1.07

54- .74

53- .69

45- .61

.40- .56

.40- .56

a

.71

.69

.81

.64

.61

.53

48

48

+ .06

+ .063

+ .13

+ .048

+ .04

+ .04

+ .04

+ .04

Pellet length (mm)

Range

1.17-1.57

.89-1.31

.98-2.14

.93 - 1.35

.82-1.10

51-0.87

63-0.91

70- 1.00

1.37

1.10

1.56

1.14

,96

69

77

85

O

±.10

+ .103

+ .29

+ .104

+ .068

+ .09

+ .07

+ .076

M

"G.
3.-Longitudinal view of prehistoric charred termite fecal pellets from a site along the Gila River

"ear Florence, Arizona. Although the pellets are magnified 17x their average length of .87 mm, tmv

Pr°bably shrank when burned. So metimes ancieient pellets occur fused to one another.

CULTURAL SIGNIFICANCE OF TERMITE FECAL PELLETS

IN ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES

Two possible routes of introduction of termite fecal pellets into ancient dwellings

"cl«de transport in locally gathered firewood, and infestation of roof or side-wall con-

ation material.

^od._Shrubs and trees brought in for firehearth fuel may have provided one very

My aven«e for termite debris to enter a dwelling. Both living and dead term.te colonies
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' andwould be expected to harbor some pellets in the colony ...
burning might slowly heat these protected pellets as the fire etched into the fuel source.

Eventual carbonization of the pellets might result. The irregular occurrence of charred
j

termite pellets in samples from a site in Phoenix, Arizona (Gasser 1981:359) could reflect
|

the occasional use of termite-infested wood for hearth fuel. Charred pellets in seven

separate fire-pit samples at a site near Snowflake, Arizona (Bohrer 1972), may also owe

their presence to this mode of introduction.

Infestation of Wooden Roof Beams and Wall Supports. -Perhaps ancient dwellers it

the Southwest experienced termite damage to various parts of their homes or towns.

Puebloans of the Anasazi Tradition, as evidenced at Salmon Ruin in northwestern New

Mexico, built stone and adobe towns that had multi-layered roofs of plant materials.

For example, one room had a roof that consisted of a basal layer of large wooden beams

(vigas) of Pinus, Juniperus and Pseudotsuga (douglas fir), topped by smaller trunks

(latillas), a layer of Salix (willow) twigs, and finally Juniperus bark, all interspersed with

mud and dried plant parts (Adams 1980c). Such a roof, many meters above ground level

and supported by sturdy walls of adobe and stone, was vulnerable to attack by termites.

Airborne infestation by wood-dwelling termites could be signaled by hexagonal fecal

pellets that might drop to floors below and be recovered in soil samples taken centunes

later. While Dr. William Robinson of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research in Tucson

Arizona has not observed termite damage in any of the large prehistoric beams ta en

from structures in the Chaco, Mesa Verde or Kayenta Cliff Dwelling areas (Letter Jan- -

1982), perhaps the smaller latilla or twig layers provided suitable nesting sites. Fin fflg

termite-galleried wood in ancient roof debris is needed to confirm this hypothesis.

Prehistoric dwellers of the Hohokam Tradition in Arizona built structures unlike

communal pueblos of the Anasazi. Single houses, often partially sunken into the grourr

were common among the Hohokam. The side walls of dwellings constructed at m

town, a large Hohokam town in central Arizona, were fashioned of such plants as op

(cottonwood) and Prosopis (mesquite), and occasionally of Juniperus. Mesquite an^

^
tonwood were also used for the overhead rafters and lighter layers that compr ^
roof (Sayles 1938:81; Haury 1978:72). One can speculate that these plant materia s

have housed termites.

ENTOMOLOGICAL/ENVIRONMENTAL SIGNIFICANCE

s the

The broad geographic and elevational distribution of termite fecal p«
je

^ ^
archaeological record posed the intriguing possibility of discerning the pre

^

tribution pattern of termites. Entomologists might appreciate a PrehlS
*°nC

meanS to

graphical view of termite range, while archaeologists might have yet ano
t

er ^
infer local site conditions by knowing what termites lived nearby. Leng a

a few
-of

measurements of modern pellets were secured to determine if one or per aps
based

the species could be distinguished from all others. The resulting dichotomous ^^
on modern termite pellet population statistics (Fig. 4) revealed that, as with any^^
varying group of organisms, some species had unique attributes while others

with characteristics shared in common by one or more species. rpholof

The real problem with identifying ancient termites from their pellet ^^
does not lie with overlapping population characteristics however. Carboniza^^ ^
ments performed on carefully measured populations of modern pellets re

^ 4

shrinkage in both length and width dimensions can be moderate to sev"C

e
^vari-

depending upon amount of oxygen present and length of time exposed to lT^ettim
able nature of termite pellet shrinkage parallels that found by researchers u^ ^
modern seed carbonization experiments. Seed size changes due to burnl"^

d Robe*'

inherent seed differences (Renfrew 1973:11-13), moisture content (Stewar
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1. Diameter .40-.45mm

1. Diameter greater than .45mm

2. Diameter .45-.53mm

2. Diameter greater than .53mm

3. Length .51 -.87mm, conical shape

3. Length .63-1.00mm, rectangular

4. Diameter .53-.6 lmm
4. Diameter greater than .61mm

5. Length greater than ,93mm
5. Length less than .93mm

6. Length .93-.98mm

6. Length greater than .98mm

7. Length .98-1.10mm

7. Length greater than 1.10mm

8- Length 1.10-1.17mm
8. Length greater than 1.17mm

9 - Length 1.1 7-1.35mm
9. Length greater than 1.35mm

°- Length 1.35-1 .57mm
0- Length greater than 1.57mm

L Length less than .63mm, conical
L Length .63-.93mm
2. Conical shape
2 - Octangular shape

3
- Length .63-.82

3 - Length greater than .82mm

mm

J"

Diameter.61-.74mm

• Diameter greater than .74mm

J-

^th less than .93mm
Le"gth greater than .93

Diameter .74-.83mm

mm
6.

6
- Diameter greater than .83mm

kngth.98-2.14mm
7

?

- J-ength less than 1.17mm
•

Length greater than 1.17mm

J
Length

1.17.1.57mm
'
Un§th greater than 1.57mm

Incisitermes banksi, I. fruticavus

2.

3.

4.

Paraneotermes

Incisitermes banksi, I. fruticavus

5.

14.

6.

11.

Marginitermes, L minor, L fruticavus,

Zootermopsis angusticollis

7.

Marginitermes, L minor, Z. laticeps,

Z. angusticollis

8.

/. minor, Z. laticeps, Z. angusticollis

9.

/. minor, Z. laticeps, Z. angusticollis, Pterotermes

10.

Z. laticeps, Pterotermes

Z. laticeps

Paraneotermes

12.

Paraneotermes

13.

/. banksi, I. fruticavus

I. banksi, I. fruticavus, Marginitermes,

Z. angusticollis

15.

16.

Marginitermes, Z. angusticollis

6.

17.

Z. laticeps

Z. laticeps, Z. angusticollis

18.

Z. laticeps, Z. angusticollis, PtcroU

Z. laticeps

rmes

Se

4

"~K
iCh°t0m0US ke* to whole - uncarbonized modem fecal pellets from wood^welling tcnmtes

m the Southwestern United States.
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TABLE \.-Mean size measurements of modern termite fecal pellets before and after exposure to heat.

^M

Dimension

Oxygen-rich carbonization* of

Incisitermes minor pellets

Anaerobic carbonization^ of

Pterotermes occidentis pellets

Before

(n=50)

Length

Diameter .64 mm

After % Before After

(n=50) (n=50)

1.14 mm 1.06 mm 7 1.26 mm

.60 mm 6.6 .73 mm

(n=S7)

.86 mm

.51 mm

%

Exposure Exposure Shrinkage Exposure Exposure Shrinkage

32

30

Carbonized in a coffee can over an electric hot plate for three minutes.

n

Carbonized inside aluminum foil buried in hot coals for over one hour.

son 1971:381), as well as maturity, evenness of carbonization and total amount o

charring (Brugge 1965:49). It would be impossible to know, in this case, how muc

shrinkage had been experienced by pellets recovered from the ashes of an ancient firepi

.

Since the bulk of pellets recovered from Southwestern archaeological sites to date au

been carbonized 1, at present the size dimensions give no clues to the identity o

termites. As uncarbonized pellets are recovered, however, they should be classi *»

in the hopes that both environmental information and the distribution of prehiston

termites may become known.

TERMITES AS AGENTS IN THE DISTURBANCE
OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL SITES

. J

In addition to suggesting prehistoric termite biogeography, abundant un .^
pellets in an ancient site might serve as a clue to pre or post-depositional mo n

jM

strata. For example, wood-dwelling termites could easily inhabit dense organic
.^

that are typical of dry caves or rock overhangs in the American Southwest. ^ ^
utilized buried wood, sediment mixing could occur as internal, now-empty sp

^^
lapsed downward. The archaeologist should consider such a natural trans

^.^
process in deposits that reveal broad distribution and fair numbers of unc

Penets -

t oiKaVt

Earth-dwelling termites could also play a major role in soil mixing
^ ^^

archaeological sites, where moisture content is generally higher. Ternu ^ ^

America have been known to mix, alter, invert and obliterate soil horizons, ^
create new horizons and affect the spatial boundaries of different soils (

Wo °.

He

a

channf

son 1978:325). Not only might termites mix soils, but they could also prov
of oxid*

for air and water to move downward through deposits and thus increase chanc
^$tai,

tion of organic material and destruction by fungi and bacterial degradatl

^tSi sp0ttW

Since earth-dwelling termites do not produce recognizable six-sided fecal pe

their former presence in a site would be difficult.

SUMMARY

a f m Southwest
Fecal pellets from wood-dwelling termites had been isolated iron

.

dentifica
tio»

United States archaeological soil samples for at least ten years before their i ^^^
was secured. Potential avenues for the introduction of termite fecal pehe s
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dwellings include plant materials carried in as fuel, and infestation of roof or wall sup-

ports. Often the pellets are charred in ancient deposits. Carbonization experiments

performed on modern pellets in the presence and absence of oxygen reveal that termite

pellets shrink from 6-30% in both length and diameter. Therefore, the possibility of

inferring ancient termite distribution from the morphology of carbonized pellets from

archaeological sites seems remote. While this particular record is mute regarding bio-

geographical and ecological data, other non-burned records may not be so. In a dry site,

such as a cave or rock overhang, widespread occurrence of non-burned pellets could signal

termite Th

and interpretation of insect remains from archaeological sites remains a largely

plored, and undoubtedly rich, source of information.
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To distinguish naturally black items from those turned black by exposure to heat, one can gently
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Book Review

The Desert Smells Like Rain: A Naturalist in Papago Indian Country. Gary Paul Nabhan.

San Francisco: North Point Press, 1982. 148 pp., illus., $12.50.

From an overture punctuated by spadefoot toads and desert thunderstroms, to a

pastorale of bird-song around a desert oasis, and a crescendo of mariachi and Papago

polka bands, The Desert Smells Like Rain presents an intimate view of the Sonoran

Desert and its native people. Ethnobiologist Gary Nahban shares his experiences and

insights while studying run-off agriculture and traditional crops in the borderlands of

Arizona and Sonora.

Mountains, a visit to a saguaro wine-drinking and rain-bringing ceremony, expeditions

to two relic oases in the desert, and a pilgrimage to the Fiesta of San Francisco Xavier in

Magdalena, Sonora. Along the way he introduces the reader to his Papago acquaintances,

*ho are more friends than just informants.
In other chapters, Gary Nabhan explores the relationship between the disappearance

The

and
He alsoocular problems, and other nutrition-related diseases among the Papago.

examines the native view of the indigenous wild relatives of important cultivated plants

Wild tcpary bean

The Desert Smells Like Rain is Papago cognition

An
of— "vam omens L,iKe Kain is fapago cognition oi "it wn<x"5."& --,-

C Sonoran Desert and the abandonment of traditional floodwater farming.

.
Ethnography, germplasm conservation, linguistics, and traditional agriculture arc

"teiwoven with insight, myth, and humor in The Desert Smells Like Rain. An extensne

Election of notr, * " * "" ^^ **""* *
and

-«« interrupt the flow of the text.
, J ... . -_,

Gary Paul Nabhan should be added tQ ^m of authors that includes Alfred Kusse

**«*, Charles Darwin, Edgar Anderson, and Stephen Jay Gould, natural history writers

*lth the unique talent of being able to present a tremendous amount of information ,n an

Movable and very readable style.
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Book Review

By the Prophet of the Earth: Ethnobotany of the Pima. L. S. M. Curtin. Tucson: The

University of Arizona Press, 1984. 156 pp., illus., $6.95, paperback.

The title, By the Prophet of the Earth, pays homage to the Piman diety Jewed Makai.

Thesethe Earth Doctor, whose gifts are celebrated in this book.

shelter, medicine, and raw materials for the Akimel O'odham, "Running Wash People

or northern Pima, and their ancestors for countless millenia in the Sonoran Desert.

Leonora Curtin's book provides descriptions and uses for seventy-six plants, both

wild and cultivated, important to Piman culture. She also has accounts of Piman games.

legends, and miscellaneous beliefs. One chapter is devoted to material culture, from

houses to ceremonial rattles, with brief descriptions of how these are made and the plants

__ * _L — u a *\ f+\%

that are used. Angl

species.

By the Prophet of the Earth was first published in 1949, and most of the field

research was conducted immediately before World War II. This was the period of time

when the impact of Anglo diet, with its dubious gifts of white bread, canned goods, and

convenience good, was first being felt on the Piman reservation. L. S. M. Curtin hop

that her book would both preserve some of the native Piman dietary knowledge and a so

awaken a scientific interest in evaluating its nutritional "virtues". The new iorwar

the book, written thirty-five years later by ethnobiologist Gary Nabhan, suggests t a

some of this latter purpose has been accomplished. Recent research published by

Calloway, Ruth Greenhouse, Harriet Kuhnlein, Charles Weber, and their collaborators

J*
demonstrated that native Piman foods, prepared in traditional ways, are nutrition

comparable or superior to modern Anglo foods now available on the reservation,

plant foods were seasonally important sources of vitamins, trace elements, carbo >

essential oils, and high quality proteins. A recent study in Mexico {Arizona Dai
> ^

p. 8D, May 27, 1984) has suggested that a 100 gram serving of prickly pear
•

pa^*

reduce 60 mgs. of glucose in the blood of diabetics, demonstrating another link e

^
traditional diets and the reduction of nutrition-related diseases. Robert Corrucci

his colleagues reported that older Pimans raised on traditional diets had bctt"
Am j

dental health than younger individuals who consumed refined commercial foo s

ofPhysical Anthropology 62{3):$17-524, 1983). ductionof
This edition of By the Prophet of the Earth is a direct photographic repro n ^

the original text, with a new foreward by Gary Paul Nabhan. With the recent pu
^

of Amadeo Rea's Once a River, this re-issue of Curtin's book, and forthcom"1

t̂at
The

Richard Felger on Seri ethnobotany and Alfred Whiting on Havasupai ™? ^
University of Arizona Press is rapidly becoming a leader in ethnobiological pu

CHM
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THE PRAGMATICS OF FOLK CLASSIFICATION

BRIAN MORRIS
Goldsmiths' College

University of London
New Cross London SE14 QNW, England

ABSTRACT.—In an examination

relating to the fungi, the paper suggests that functional criteria are intrinsic to their taxo-
nomic ordering, and that their mode of classification is essentially prototypical rather than
categorical and hierarchic.

INTRODUCTION

In 1925, almost sixty years ago, Malinowski (1974:44) wrote: "The road from the
wilderness to the savage's belly and consequently to his mind is very short. For him the
world is an indiscriminate background against which there stands out the useful, primarily
the edible, species of animals and plants." There has been a justified, though perhaps
unnecessarily harsh, reaction against this kind of pragmatism. No one has expressed this
h^ttft- +1 T • r> .

argu

cannot
stood in terms of a naturalistic perspective. For Levi-Strauss (1966:9) the "specific

an

meets intellectual requirements rather than . . . satisfying needs."
equal interest, however, is the viewpoint of the ethnoscientists, such as Brent

^erlin and his associates (1974). Although stemming from a different theoretical tradi-

in°nw
°^ AngIo "Saxon empiricism-the latter share with the structuralists an interest

" o k classifications. As with Levi-Strauss, folk knowledge is seen primarily in classifi-
es ory terms, and there is an equal stress on a logic of what Levi-Strauss (1969:163) calls

^oppositions and correlations, exclusions and inclusions . . .", that is, on systematics and

aff

erence
- Furthermore, though focusing on specific semantic domains, they have other

healT"
Wlth Levi'Strauss in ^eir search for universals, reflecting a consistent and

see f n,

°PPOsition to cultural relativism. Similarly, like Levi-Strauss, ethnoscientists

° classifications as expressing a purely intellectual interest in the natural world,
^ereas for Malinowski (1925), pre-literate people appear to think through the stomach,

c

*
.

trauss and the ethnoscientists view the interest in the world of pre-literate people as

61 rve and intellectual inA a;„~*.~~a t ,~,~~,.,*;„ ^^v>^#»mc » heintx related Drimar-

* t0
* "search for order". and

gnifican
unre j

,
— «5«"«.<uicc, e.g., tooa or medicines, dui doui impiy "—v <^>* ..— »«,

Gj

C t0 the WaY that people systematically classify the natural world.

^ahst^
11^ different Philosophical perspectives of the ethnoscientists and the struc-

«ficato

$t

•

tW° traditions naturally advocate a different kind of intellectual and clas-

thinkm^ u
m0de

' For Levi-Strauss, pre-literate people are concerned with a mode of
"MnR that iir.;f- _ ., .

' .* . „ F r
- .. • ..!...„_. f„r R»rlin

through

0rd«inVtr
dateS (19?4)

' °n the othcr hand ' objects are proto-botanists concerned with

^se per
UZtllT^ WorId through criteria based on morphology and structure. Both of

fnii ,

rsPectives have been nP(-«con, u„t tK«, w,* al™ limited our understanding of*lk *«i«caZ?
a".b"n --r» the symbloic logic, over

ignore
The
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approach of the ethnoscientists, on the other hand, has tended to underplay the relevance

of practical interests in the structuring of folk taxonomies. My aim in this paper is to

an

of the Chewa people of Malawi 1 that pragmatic concerns are highly relevant in inter-

preting the nature and structure of folk classifications, echoing some of Bulmer's (1974)

early misgivings about ethnoscience.

TWO

In an article on the uses of succulent plants in Malawi, one biologist, Hargreaves

(1976:190), admitted that he found local plant nomenclature somewhat confusing.

He wrote:

I found, for example, that a small herbaceous mint, a shrub, a grass and the large tree Acaat

albida were all referred to as 'Mbeya'. These plants were totally unrelated and showed no resem-

blance to each other. I was therefore puzzled until an informant told me to taste them. TT*n

became clear. 'Mbeya' means 'salt'! I soon learned to overcome my own taxonomic prejujee

and look at plants according to their uses. Many plants in Chitipa, in fact, have no loca nam

because they have no use.

And he goes on to state that "Botany grew from herbals listing useful plants and I

arise out of the objectivity which modem scientists like to pretend to.'

It would be easy, of course, to dismiss these suggestions as untenable. Some p

in Malawi, as elsewhere, have names but no apparent utility, e.g. the parasitic a !<

Striga Asiatica. Clearly there is no simple correlation, as H^^^65
.

8661115

,! ^^
between utility and nomenclature. Nonetheless, it is important to realize, as

and Riley (1980:121) write of the Mbeere, that utility is a major factor in the class

tion of plants.
oe

One could also perhaps question Hargreaves on his knowledge of the loc angp>

and suggest that Mbeya is not a plant name at all, since it means salt; the term,
^

cantly, is not in the Malawi 'Dictionary of Plant Names' (Binns 1972). Indeed, som^
^

thought it important to indicate the semantic confusions that appear to have

or are the

local floras, when terms were discovered which meant 'medicine' or 'poison
^

name of some local disease or complaint (cf. Carrington 1981). These, it is s ^
cannot possibly be taxonomic labels! Although offered as criticisms of ^^^J sUCh

suggestions indicate a stringent taxonomic outlook. After all, no one disputes
^^

English terms as "heartsease", "eyebright", "sanicle" (from Latin verb ^"^^
"gum", "rubber", "wormwood" and "liverwort" are valid plant names~n°Vn

°

0Sebleed
those terms that have long since disappeared from our vocabulary, e.g.,

^
, Ql

(yarrow). It is therefore somewhat misleading to assume that terms like p° ^^
"salt" or the name of some disease do not have taxonomic significance in

tion .

cations; indeed it is my contention that they do, which brings me to my sec°nd
^70), 1

Some years ago while studying the epiphytic orchids of Malawi (Mom ^^
noticed that many of these plants were well-known to local people, and t a ^
moner spccict-Angraecopsis parviflora, Cyrtorchis arcuata, Bulvophyllum $a ^^
though morphologically quite distinct, were referred to by the collective term

.

t
itc

an

mpbepo, meaning "child of the wind". Given my ecological bias, I thoUg
Jj.

bran
ches

appropriate term for epiphytic orchids, many of which grew high on the °Ut

^ther
plant

of trees. Many years later I discovered that this term was applied to severa I ^.^
life forms-herbs, shrubs and climbers-and was not restricted to epipy*

pe i
cfr s

Focused on the family Vitaceae, the herbs Cyphostcmma junccum and
y

otbtf

obtusa being prototypical, many of these plants, but not all, are referre
fofC)

to

generic terms (Table 1.). Plants referred to as Mwana wa mpbepo belong,
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several distinct families, and each one is used as a medicine in the treatment of a disease

which is called by the same term, and which is as complex as the plant taxon. The

important point is that Mwana wa mphepo is a polysemic term, and it is quite contrar

to Chewa thought to consider plants and diseases as somehow utterly distinct and exclu-

sive domains (cf. Turner 1967:299-358). Many plant categories do indicate their utilin

and one herbalist I knew categorized the plants she used either by the term (Mtenp)

Wazilengo (relating to misfortunes caused by medicines) or by the term (Mtengo) va

madzoka (of the spirit induced illness Madzoka). For these particular trees she never

used, or indeed knew, any other term. To understand Chewa folk concepts, therefore,

one has to accept that they have a pragmatic dimension, and that such taxonomies arc

not conceptually isolated, as a domain, from other aspects of Chewa culture."

ZOOLOGICAL LIFE FORMS

As with many other cultures, there are no terms in Chewa that can be considere

equivalent to the English terms 'animal' and 'plant', which derive from Latin and were

used widely only toward the end of the 16th Century (cf Morris 1980). The Chewa haj

a concept of life ( Moyo) and in many contexts use terms that imply a distinction jt-

tween the two main types of living organisms. The noun-classes themselves to K>me

«

reflect this distinction. Whereas many animals belong to the Munthu class A/Ftst,A- J»

lugwe, A/Mende (hyena, leopard, creek rat), most of the Mtengo category -which incW

the majority of the plants known to the Chewa-belong to a different noun class (typic

^
referred to as the Mtengo class) such as Mkuyu, Mkundi, Msopa, Mlombwa (all tikm

^
plural prefix Mi-). As in other languages, there are a host of terms referring both to

p^
morphology and usage and to plant growth that would imply a distinction between p

^
and other organisms, but whether such distinctions warrant the label of "covert

(Berlin et al 1968, 1974; Brown 1974) is difficult to say.

The main life-form categories of the Chewa are as follows:

aANIMALM

NYAMA

Edible

quadruped

MBALAME

Birds

NJOKA

Snakes

intestinal

worms

NSOMBA

Fish and

Edible

crustaceans

CHIROMBO

Useless

Organisms

of mamnte

Nyama is a polysemic term referring both to meat and to any edible sPecieS
and edibl<

It can include edible reptiles and amphibians but it excludes Nsomba (bs

^ ^^
freshwater crustaceans), Mbalame (birds) and Njoka (snakes). Nyama 7* hyem,

meaning: and in normal contexts it excludes the larger predatory mammals,
•

•>

mong
leopard, and lion, as well as those smaller animals not usually eaten, like t ^^^jon
and jackal. It also has a great ritual significance to the Chewa because of ltS

adrupC(
f .

it

with hunting. Schoffeleers (1968) suggests that besides meaning "edible qua ^^
refers to the spirit or power released by the blood of a slain person -thus

giv ^^
cept a mystical quality. Significantly the "flesh" of a bird, snake or a vegeta

. ^^
is not referred to as Nyama but as Mnofo. Besides these four main life forms ^.^o.
zoological drastically narrows their meaning-there is a kind of residual category ^^
which refers to any hostile wild animal; Nyalugwe (leopard) and Fist (hyena;
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typical. Essentially however, Chirombo, means any useless living thing, and also includes

weeds and most invertebrates; like Nyama, the term also has important symbolic conno-

tations, being associated with evil spirits and with the masked dancers (who impersonate

spirit animals) at certain ceremonies.

"Within" these categories a distinction is made between wild and domesticated spe-

cies. Domesticated animals are referred to as Chiweto or Chifuyo; the latter terms include

chickens, ducks and dog, as well as the larger livestock like goats and cattle. For example

Rakha refers to the domestic duck, and besides being seen as outside the Mbalame (bird)

category, is considered quite distinct from wild species such as Chipweyo, the fulvous tree

duck and Kalanga, the Hottentot teal. Europeans often use Bakha as a generic term, but

Chewa-speakers around Lake Chilwa were adamant that the term Bakha applied only to

the domesticated species.^ This conceptual demarcation is common amongst the Chewa;

Skbumba and Nvuluwe. for example, refer to the domestic and wild pig respectively and

did pigeon. The distinctioi

an important ecological an

amongst the Chewa. and
Strathern 1980).

In an important sense, then, three of the five life form categories which I have briefly

discussed above are largely functional categories that cannot be understood simply in

terms of morphological criteria. The polysemous nature of the main category Nyama

suggests, as Bulmer remarked, that such 'life-forms', "may be defined as much by cultural

evaluation ... as by their objective biological characteristics" (1974:23). Needless to say,

rm

BOTANICAL LIFE FORMS

Th languag-

often try to find or make one. Thus the terms Chomera or Chimerara (derived from

Ku-mera, to sprout or shoot) can be used to describe plants generally but their focus is

essentially on cultivated species, especially those like the sweet potato which are propa-

gated vegetatively. These terms have no general use. There are three basic terms m
Chewa for what might loosely be described as the plant world: Mtengo, which, at a

tni-iAi-i;,.:-! i t . - » _ * i__ _i__,«« \A~iiAerit orasses, and

The
ants like the anthericum lilies, and

additi

and

It also refers to a stick, the

hystegia and Uap-—v. vjy L11C genera uracnystegia ana u
* distinct from evergreen forest Nkhalango.
refer tn r«rr«. i

epers and small herbs. It also refers to a suck u.c

led concept Thengo is a general term for woodland

and Uapaca (not "bush" as it is usually translated),

The

bushland
To understand the mean

and —w uic natural world not only in terms 01 morpnuiwgy ^«^ —
y small herbs that are utilized as food or medicines are referred to as Mtengo al-

ien th*.,, . . . . „ .__ r „.,„, on Malawi radio onjanu-toough they are
ary 10, 19

*& Part

<l
uaint nat

useful

any was interviewed m tngnsn duuut ..

focused on the plant Galinsoga parvifl

relish dish. ThroughwolI . mrougnoui tne discussion uit « »»»—
»t M a .

tree ,

yct k
,

s Qnly a ^^ sknder herb> bardy six inches high.

Many herbs, however, do not fit into the Mtengo category. If a local person is asked

** «*t of plant, say, a balsam is, or whether a generic category is a 'tree Mtengo tUc

*f<»mant may be hesitant, and may conclude that it is a Maluwa (flower), significant
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using the plural. So in a sense Duwa or Luwa (flower—singular form) can take on the role

of a general plant category, although many small herbs remain essentially unaffiliated.

Many Europeans are surprised to discover, therefore, that many conspicuous plants such

as Gloriosa virescens, Crinum pedicellatum and Crocosmia aurea have no name, and arc

virtually unnoticed and unrecognized by Chewa speakers (cf. Brokensha and Riley 1980;

121) who yet, somewhat paradoxically, have such a detailed and accurate knowledge of

the plant world. The reason is that Mtengo is essentailly, that is prototypically, a cate-

gory of useful wild plants, and that Crocosmia aurea (for example), which has no evident

uses, has no name and is not a 'tree'.

Two other words are often used almost interchangeably with that of Mtengo. The

first is Mankhwala, which may be translated as "medicine", and includes both animal and

plant material. Medicines and their uses permeate Chewa culture, and are utilized for pro-

tection against witchcraft (Ufiti), as good luck charms and in the treatment of illness and

disease. I have often, in pointing to a shrub or tree, asked someone 'What's thisV (lebi

ciani?) only to get the reply "Mankhwala", and many of my Yao informants in Malawi

used the term Mtera which is a generic concept for both "medicine" and "tree". Such

polysemy seems widespread in Africa, and in his classic study on the Azande Evans-

Pritchard (1937:440) notes:

"The Zande word which I have translated as 'medicine' or 'magic' according to context is Afl*

Ngua means 'tree' or 'wood' or 'plant' so when we ask a Zande what medicine is used for a cer-

tain activity we are asking him what tree or plant is used."

Ch
are intimately linked.5 The second word
is 'root*. The true Chewa term is Mezu (plural Mizu) but I rarely heard th

the area where I did my research; the concept Mtsitsi was employed instead

used in

gnific
Although 1

importance

ant morphology

am noi ucny"*5

—

__ — , ^itvivoi, 1*1 pioiit uiurpnuiugy anu sirutiuic—indeed tney

interest if focused to a large extent on leaves and roots. In asking what usesof *P"'

plants were (Ntchito ciani?) the immediate response often was "You dig down" {Mu "

ba Pansi), and you were expected to realize the implications, i.e. that it had me K»»

value as Mankhwala. Many times I have observed herbalists digging up roots to chec

confirm the identification of a plant, and one woman to whom I showed a specime v

Albuca lily) said to me "Bring me more leaves and the root and 111 tell you what I

Man>' her
^

alists
> in Particular, have an amazing propensity for identifying P^ ^

. ~~*. ^,_- . . £cause many of the plants that axe of cmcial ""P 01^^ fo0d

s, nor do they have conspicuous flowers; it is their utility al

their roots. This

Chewa
or medicines that give them salience. Several members of the plant families vi

Asclepiadaceae and Menispermacceae are examples. Incidentally, the old Greek

times glossed as
a

oncepts in Chewa^
ub', 'herb' (noted by

^

There are terms which are

,~~h* wtt or Chipfutu.
fc«

tally these refer to the shrubby or tufted growth of either grasses or trees, ^
regeneration after being cut back or burned and not to shrubs as such. The »r ^ambx (Yao Chtsirisya)- Cissampelos Mucronata is prototypical -is also used i

several creepers, and like the term Mtsitsi, appears to mean, in some contexts,

creeper'. However, cultivated vines and plants such as the creeper Mond*
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because they are not used as cordage, are not considered Vines' at all, although they

ought to be on morphological grounds. Equally important is the fact that bamboos,

bananas and many cultivated plants are considered outside (unaffiliated) to the two main

categories. Thus millet, maize and sorghum are not Mandzu, although, again, they ought

to be by morphological criteria, and indeed the pearl millet Machewere belongs to the

same genus Pennisetum as does the grass Nsenjere. This division largely reflects what we

have already noted, namely the important symbolic categorization in Chewa between the

village and the woodland, and both Mtengo and Maudzu essentially refer to useful plants

that are to be found in the woodland.

Although there is a pragmatic emphasis at both the life-form and generic levels of

Chewa classifications there are also a number of intermediate categories that have a

largely functional significance. I have already mentioned Mwanawamphero . Three other

taxa are worth noting: (1) Thelele is a grouping of plants used in the preparation of a

kind of mucilaginous relish, referred to by the same term. It is focused around the semi

cultivated Hibiscus acetosella. Other species in this category are, in addition, referred to

by monotypic generic terms, such as Denje (Corchorus trilocularis) and Chewe (Sesamum

angolense). (2) Mtibulo, although probably of Yao derivation, this is a category that is

widely applied to plants that are used by men as a potency medicine. The category is

focused on the creeper Mondia whytei. (3) Mpira is usually translated as rubber, but it

is employed as a taxonomic category for many latex-bearing plants like Landolphia

kirkii and Euphorbia geniculate Whether one considers these as generic or intermediate

categories seems unimportant: what is essential to understand is that these taxa have both

a functional and a taxonomic significance for the Chewa. And each of these categories-

indeed almost all categories for the Chewa-have a prototypical member which virtually

defines the class; for instance, Hibiscus acetosella is described as Thelele Yeni-Yeni (truly

this plant) (cf. Berlin et al 1974:34, Bulmer 1979:58).

To further stress the close relationship between utility and classification I now out-

Kne, in some detail, the Chewa classification of fungi, a category that tends to be over-

looked by cognitive anthropologists.

CLASSIFICATION OF FUNGI (Bowa) 1

Around

Around 14 percent (70) of these are known

Ch
^d are considered edible. Although it may be possible to speak of Bowa, like the English

term mushroom, as a general concept for the larger fungi, in Chewa it essentially refers

°nly t0 ed*ble species. Edibility is a defining characteristic of the taxon, and in everyday

^ge inedible and r .

**« categorized at "all, for~th<
15 category, as we have not

u*less or harmful to mankind

usually referred to as Chirombo.

any

plan

knew
and inedible species whi

ling (Chirombo) 99 was an
UnglY, several species which are in fact edible, but which are not eaten (as far as I could

^certain ^ in \/t„i • i « % A~^;^ t c cilvntirus. and, in

the 7
uwawi nave no common name

°mba district at least, Suillus granulatus.
lr* an earh> *-~ -. ___ i * « , , 4T.«.

?!0n of fungi "each
** *h*t is significan

distinct set of names." Th
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within a specific locality, but there seems to be a common pattern of categorizing fungi

throughout Malawi. The basic schema is denoted as follows:

FUNGI

BOWA
(See Table Two)

CHIROMBO

FODYA WA NYANI
(LYCOPERDON CITRINUM)

NGOMAWA NYANI
(CALVATIA UTRIFORMIS)

No specific names in the folk

taxonomy: it includes inedible

and poisonous fungi such as -

AFROBOLETUS LUTEOLUS

AMANITA MUSCARIA

HYPHOLOMA SUBVIRIDE

LECCINUM UMBONATUM
XEROCOMUS PALLIDOPORUS

ETHNOMYCOLOGY OF THE CHEWA

Most women in rural areas have an extensive knowledge of the identitica i

ecology of fungi. Although I recorded about seventy edible species, because o ^
varied geographical distribution, few women knew all of them. Most female m

i
°^

fl

could name, without difficulty, about 20 species. Knowledge about fungi, as wit o

wild vegetable foods, is largely confined to women, and there were few men wo^
anything about fungi, except for the commoner species, which they normally re e

simply as Bowa. I asked the president of a herbalist association, a man with a ee

^
impressive knowledge of medicinal plants, what edible fungi he knew. He nam ^
and after a few minutes of thought, admitted that he could remember no m0

^stobe
variability in folk knowledge according to age, sex, class or ritual affiliations ten

overlooked in some discussions of folk classifications (cf. Hays 1976:491).

clature quite

and scientir

- «.„«*. Th
several names are applied to species of quite diverse rkuu*" &

(
, -

t j,

for doing so may be ecological. For example, many mushrooms are associa c ^
Msuku tree, (Uapaca kirkiana) and these bear names that indicate the associa j> q{

sub* \r„/, „•.,.»,,. \r j. «.„._ m«__ r .i.. »#„.«_-. \ tu,.c rprtain edible sp
suka, Nakasuku, Ngunda Suku (Pipe of the Msuku). Thus certain

Lactarius are put in the same category as Cantharellus, although local peop e
^jug

do not con

fuse them, for they usually treat the latex-bearing Lactarius to a more elaborate

procedure.

Gyropo

timber.

the
Boletc

deadire. Likewise the two species of Lentinus share the same term as

rus Luteopurpureus, Kamchikuni (Nkhuni, firewood), as all grow on or

term
derive* 1

Other groupings are based on texture or appearance. Kanchombo is a

^^y

rply
two commonpush its way through the termite mound. But it is also applied to two co""^ j^

of Psathyrella, one of which significantly bears the specific name AtroU"*
&nie lines

#

dark, Umbilicus, navel). The mycologist, Pegler is clearly thinking along the s
f t

the Chewa. Another widely used term is Msongolo wa Nkbwali -"the

the same .«

lower leg °f
*'
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Francolin". This has been noted with reference to a number of very different fungi —

Cantharellus tenuis and Melanoleuca Melaleuca for example, and alludes to the reddish

color of the cap, which is reminiscent of the red legs of this common game bird.°

Like all good mycologists, Chewa women do not put much stress on color, but when

handling and identifying fungi rely more on smell and texture. When discussing my speci-

mens with women, I found great difficulty curbing their natural tendency to tear the

fungus apart, as they always do in verifying the identification of a particular species. If

one asks a woman to group a collection of fungi they invariably place the important

species into two categories. Into one category they place Russia schizoderma, all the

Cantharellus and Termitomyces schimperi; into the other they put the three main species

of Amanita, and Termitomyces eurrhizus. If one asks about the rationale behind this

'covert' categorization it is suggested that the second grouping consists of those Bowa

which have a slippery texture— "Onse Lutelele". This is in accord with the folk classifi-

cations, for the taxon Katelela is virtually a generic term for the edible Amanita. Again

this links with an important functional category within the Mtengo life-form, Thelele

(discussed earlier).

Folk generics (see Table 2) can be roughly divided into two types: simple generics

like Manyame, Nakajeti and Nyonzwe, and those which have metaphoric connotations

such as Ngoma wa Nyani, ("Drum of the Baboon"), Mpafaya Fulu, ("Liver of the Tor-

toise") are examples. But significantly, this division corresponds to the cultural impor-

tance of the fungi; all those generic terms which are metaphorical are of secondary impor-

tance as a food source, or like Fodya wa Nyani, Baboon's Tobacco (Ly coperdon citri-

num) are considered inedible.

Finally, it is worth noting that Chewa Women see a much closer association between

mushrooms and meat (Nyama) than between fungi and either plants or vegetables. One

woman categorized a basket of fungi by dividing them always into two piles, Nyama
edible) and Chirombo (inedible fungi). She used the term Nyama almost as a taxo-

nomic category for the edible species. This association of fungi with animal life, rather

*an with plants (Mtengo), based as it is on texture and edibility rather than morphology,

" probably widespread in traditional cultures. Gerard described fungi as "meates", and

the tissue of fungi is normally spoken of by analogy as flesh (cf. The writings of Theo-

Phrastus in Hort 1968:21). One anthropologist, writing of the Semai people of Malaysia,

suggests that fleshy fungi are indeed grouped with animals as 'real' food (Dentan 1968:

34-35). The Chewa clearly see Mtengo and Bowa as quite distinct categories, and the

general notion, accepted by Europeans and many past biologists, that all living things

Wong to one of two kingdoms, plants and animals (with 'fungi' placed in the 'plant'

category) makes little sense tQ the maJority of Chewa women. To suggest to a Chewa
that a particular fungus belongs to the Mtengo category is rather like asking an English

Person whether a cabbage was a kind of tree. Thus the views of Chewa women are pro-

,

ably closer to those of the modem taxonomist than the ideas of the great botanist

unnaeus.

CONCLUSIONS

I have given above a broad outline of Chewa folk classification, and specifically the

r^fication of fungi (Bowa). In the light of this discussion some broad conclusions can

°e made.

Firstly, although ethnoscience was motivated by a genuine desire to present the cog-

b"t

,Ve P^iples of a particular culture (and Sturtevant (1964) indeed defined ethno-

mol
y
f

a '<Specific cultur*l conception of the plant world") an undue focus was put on

^rphology and classification. But folk taxonomic hierarchies are relatively shallow, and

term hierarchy is almost a misnomer when one considers, for instance, that about W
Cnt of Tzeltal plant categories are unaffiliated to any life-form taxa, and that some

the
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TABLE 2.—Chewa classification of the Taxon Boiva

Cantharellus cibarius

CHIPATWE WAYERA
NAFUWANKHUKU
NGUNDASUKU

Cantharellus congolensis

CHIPATWE CHAKUDA
NAKAMBUZI

MANYAMA
CHIPATWE (Y) MAKUNGUTA (Y)

Cantharellus longiporus

CHIPATWE WAFIRA
NGUNDASUKU
ANAKSUKU

Cantharellus densifolius

NGUNDASUKU WAYERA

MSONGOLO WANKHWALI Catharellus tenuis

Melanoleuca melaleuca

KASANJALA

KANJALA

NAKASUKU

CHIPINDI

TERENYA

Lactarius gymnocarpus

KUNGULUKWETITI
KAMSUKU
NKWICHI

Lactarius sp. JW 563

KAMBWALO
KAMPHANDE

Lactarius sp. BM 131

NGUNDASUKU

Lactarius vellereus

Russula schizoderma

Russula sp. JW 578

LILANGWI
USINDA (Y)

MKADZADZULO

Russula sp.JW 593

Russula sp. JW 580

NAMALOBA

Russula cyanoxantha

TERENYA WAFIRA

Russula ochroleuca

TERENYA WAYERA
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TABLE l.-Chewa classification of the Taxon Bowa (continued)

XDELEMA
KATELELA

NGODZI

NAKAJETI (Y)

RAMCHIKUN I

MPAFAYAFULU
N»PHAMFA

Kalisachi

UTENGA (Y)

TAMBALA

Macrolepiota diolichaula

NAMANDADERENGWA

Amanita hemibapha

KALONGONDWA
KATSOBOLA
NDEZA

Amanita rhodophylla

Amanita zambiana

SANDJ1

Amanita bingensis

NAKAJONGOLO
MSONGOLO WANKHWALI

Aminita elegans

BONGOLOLO
NAKATOTOSI (Y)

KATALESYA (Y)

Amanita rubescens

Amanita goossensiae

MUSENDAIWA

Amanita sp. JW 595

Lepiotasp.JW585
NKOTWE

Gyroporus luteopurpureus

Lentinus cladopus

Lentinus squarrosulus

KAMSEMPHA
CHINTSEMPHA
NAKATASI (Y)

Phlebopus colossus

NGOMAWANYAM

Russula nigricans

Phaeogyroporus portentosus

Pulveroboletus aberrans

Suillus granulatus

Xerocomus soyeri

Schizophyllum commune

Clavaria cfr albiramea

KABVISAZA
KASANZA
MUSANJALA
NAKAMBI (Y)
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TABLE 2-Chewa classification of the Taxon Boiva (continued)

Termitomyces robusta

NTHANDO
KANCHOMBO

UJONJO
NYONZWE

Termitomyces eurrhizus

KACHOFU
NAKATERESYA (Y)

UTEMBO (Y)

UWUMBU
MAZUMBUKIRA
KAMBVI

Termitomyces microcarpus

MANDA

Termitomyces clypeatus

NAKASUGULI

Micropsalliota brunneosperma

Psathyrella atroumbonata

Psathyrella candolleana

Mycenasp.JW 697

CHAMASALA

Termitomyces schimperi

NYONZWE WANKU
USINDAWANKULLO

LILANGWI
MANANDARENG^
MAZUMBUKIRA
NAKASOWU (Y)

Unaffiliated taxa

KASALE
CHANJIRA UPYA
NAKATERESYA
UTALE
BAMBOMULUZA
KATSOKOMOLE

NGUNDA NGULUWE
MPANDOWAFISI
FISI

KASANGA
KADYAM'LERO
CHING 'AMBE
NYAME
BOWA WAFIRA
KAFIDI
KAMWAZI
MKODZO WAGARU
KAMTHOVA

Termitomyces striatus

Termitomyces aurantiacus

Termitomyces nr titanicus

Xerocomus pallidoporus

Strobilomyces costatispora

Gyroporus castaneus

Lactarius sp. JW 581

Russula lepida

Russula atropurpurea

Russula delica
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TABLE 2-Chewa classification of the Taxon Bowa (continued)

DEGADEGA Amanita baccata

RACHITOSI Amanita nr calopus

B0NG0LOLO Amanita vaginata

PEZUPEZU Amanita fulva

CHADWALI Oudenmansiella radicata

NKALANGANJI Serulina lachnocephala

KANJADZA Stereopsis hiscens

KANYAMA Cymatoderma dendriticum

ULANDI (Y) Inocybe sp. BM 74

NK.OLAKOLA Agaricus campestris

MSOLO WANKHWALI JW
MATWE Auricularia auricula

MAKUTUKUTU
KHUTULANJOBVU
M.W'GUNGULI Collybia dryophila

KWASANGA Collybia sp. JW 662

85 percent of the generics are monotypic. When Friedberg (1979:85) suggests that

plants in Bunaq taxonomy appear to be classified more according to a "complex" web of

resemblances" rather than forming a neat hierarchy, she would seem closer to the ethnog-

raphic reality. Moreover, to suggest as do some ethnoscientists, that "a culture itself

amounts to the sum of a mvpn snHetv's folk classifications" (Sturtevant 1964:100) or

relevan t

human

—»»w \nunn is//) is to stare doui iou uiuc aim i^v —-

folk knowledge extends well beyond what is encapsulated in formal taxonomies, and

many Chewa-speakers knew the medicinal properties of plants for which they could

not give a name, for much knowledge is memorate or unformalized. In the latter regar ,

to suggest that classification extends well beyond what has immediate utility, and that

Plants and animals have salience simply because they happen to be
^

ere
„

wlthin_^
human life-space, becai

' ' "

the opposite extreme. 9

The Chewa do not "see", let alone know and classify most of the fungi which are to

>* found in their immediate environment, and the same might be said of most human

communities. In addition Chewa folk concepts do not constitute logical or inciusiv

Tories, for their folk classifications are inherently flexible, with many ^b.guous

• overlapping categories. While they do have a deep interest in the naming and catego -

^tion of plants (and in this they contrast significantly with the Hill Pandaram) their

classifications largely focus around prototypical taxa. Hallpike's suggestion d^' 1 *
.

f» that folk classifications are inherently complexive rather than hierarchic,
a

dominated h, . ,_ ^ «*--**—.1 bailment" are certainly confirmed

by my
and

own
—^"«'uiy, although we can

octween >,t;i;... and nomenclature 10 nevertheless it is important to recognize

abovc, many Ch
tenns. anH «\.„_*

categories like Mwana wa Mphep

ecognised that cultural significai
recognize

taxon
—.v-uuiidi categories exist aitnoui

orn-ic groupings (cf. Hays 1979:257).
tanding
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folk classifications, both in a culturally specific context and in terms of the evolution-

the "encoding sequence"-of life-form categories demands that we incorporate into the

analysis functional criteria. As anthropologists we should be concerned with systems

ically exploring the relationship between folk classifications and other aspects of cultural

life. To view folk taxonomies simply as taxonomies, abstracted from utilitarian, ecologi-

cal and cultural concerns, limits our understanding of how human groups related to the

natural world.
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NOTES

1.

2.

3.

Ethnobotanical research in Malawi was undertaken during the year 1979-80 and was ^PP^
hv an qcdp . r , . , . . r , xm u^k^lrWal researches in Malawi go back
bV an SSRC grant for which I am grateful. My own ethnobiological researcnes in > 1"*" 1

^
more than twenty years, for during seven years' residence in the Thyolo and Mulanje distnc

(1958-65) I collected a lot of data on the folk names and cultural uses of plants and small mam-

**. (cf. Morris 1962, 1964, 1967). I am thus fairly fluent in Chichewa During m Y*«*

^dence I became a student 'novitiate' to several asinganga (doctor-diviners) and market her

»*•. and altogether I worked closely with about twenty-five informant friends, ten£ «"££
*ere women. In the drafting of the present paper I am appreciative of the help eiven

>

^anAsdallandPatCaplan.

l\* beyond the scope of this present paper to offer ethnographic material 0*1^^^£
°j*< peasant communities of Malawi. For some useful background material

Chewa-speaking peoples cf Mitchell 1956, Schoffeleers 1968.

Tambiah

ducks

°f edibility.

*'i (1969) interesting discussion of animal categories in Thailand^^^^ not considered to he hird* /NozL and that many categories are aimos
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NOTES (continued)

4. How these ethnographic facts fit into the encoding sequence in the evolution of zoological life

forms, as postulated by Cecil Brown and his associates (Witkowski and Brown 1978:437-8,

Brown 1979a) it is difficult to assess. But clearly Nyama is a life-form category of the same

taxonomic status as Njoka and Mbalame (under no circumstances would Njoka be described as

a kind of Nyama), and it is defined by cultural criteria for which Brown's perspective finds no

place, at least in his discussion of animal categories. Moreover, to situate 'animal' beyond or

outside the schema obscures some interesting developments that have occurred in the evolution

folk taxonomies, and the shift of focus from utility to morphology.

5. The polysemous nature of plant categories is widespread (cf Richards 1969:232, Buhner 1!M:

20, Ngubane 1977:22). In a recent paper, Witkowski and his associates (1981) notethatthe

wood/tree polysemy is found in a variety of languages. Whether the loss of this polysemv i

directly linked to increased societal complexity is difficult to say, for a hunter-gathering com-

munity like the Hill Pandaram has three morphological categories-Maram (trees and wood;

plants), Valli (creepers and lianas) and Chedi (ferns and herbaceous plants) (Morris 1976:546).

that are very similar to those described elsewhere (cf. Berlin et al 1974, Berlin 1976:385, Havs

1979) while a much more technologically complex society like the Yao has but two life form,

(excluding the fungi), the primary category Mtera, which like the Chewz Mtengo, is polysemous

and extremely wide in scope. Brown's study of the development of Mayan botanical life-forms

(1979) indicates that almost all life-form categories derive initially from functional polysemous

concepts, and yet, surprisingly, in an earlier paper (1977:320) he appears to define these cate*

|

gories as non-functional. I

6. The Anglo-Saxon word "wort" originally meant 'root', and was used to designated many pam*
j

that has medicinal properties. Many English plant names still carry the term,e.g., St. Jo n l

Wort, Figwort, Mugwort, Ragwort. It has been suggested that it was a virtual synonym o

"herb", a concept that did not originally refer to small herbaceous plants, i.e., it was no

morphological category at all, but to any plant that had utility as medicine or for cuhnar

^
P

vch
poses (Foley 1974:187). Many common herbs, of course, are shrubs (Dogrose), trees\()^

Hazel) or climbers (Nightshade). Early English folk classifications also seem, there ore

,

have a functional bias. In an interesting paper, Hoeg (1983) has described how comt^°^
in Norway are able to identify ferns by the feel of their rhizomes, and in Gerard's classic

(1597) the illustrations of the plants all show the structure of the roots, sometimes, as wi

common arum, without the flowers.

7. With respect to the present paper I should particularly like to express my thanks to

Selcmani and her sister Esmie, Benson Zuwani, Kitty Kunamano, Rosebey Mponda an^^
Chinyangala for help and instruction on those aspects of Malawi cultural life relating ^^
During the year-and in a subsequent short visit-I made water-color sketches, an .^^
data and specimens of over five hundred fungi. The specimens are deposited in herban*

larger

at Kew and Zomba. Material for this paper is based on these collections, and draws on_^
study on the Macrofungi of Malawi (in press). For the identification of my specimens

ful to Dr. David Pegler of the Herbarium, Royal Botanical Garden, Kew, England.

8. Importantly when categorizing and describing fungi reference is continually made w ^^
'primary' colors, names - era, light or white, -da, dark or black, and - fira, covenng *

q[iC conno-

colours as well as yellow. These are basic to the Chewa and have important sym

tations.
9

1f althou?
hlB

In a recent paper, Hunn (1982) has modified his earlier views and has, like myse
,

^
^.^

a more substantive theoretical manner, come to stress the 'utilitarian factor' in °

tions.

10. In
that

abo«'

a more recent study of the Aguaruna Indians of Peru, Berlin (1976:393) sugge ^^
third of the plants known to these people are conceptually recognized buone

importance.
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ABSTRACT.—Of the 101 species of edible insects collected and studied in several Mexican
states, 77 were analyzed for protein content and evaluated for protein quality. Percent pro-

tein varied from a low of about 10% to a high value of slightly over 81%. For many species

of insects, protein quality, as evaluated by aminoacid profiles, compared favorably with
those recommended for nutritional purposes by FAO/OMS. It is suggested that with appro-

priate technology and consumer acceptance, commercially produced insect food products

would help alleviate hunger and malnutrition.

INTRODUCTION

Entomophagy, the consumption of insects by humans, has long been known, espec-

* y b regions where environmental conditions are often adverse (Ancona 1931, 1932,
4; Blasquez 1870; Bodenheimer 1951; Conconi and Pino 1979; Figueroa 1968; Hoff-

194fi

1947; LaPP and Rohmer 193? ; Ruddle 1973; Skinner 1910; Thompson 1954; Tihon

6: Wallace 1852). In fact, in some areas they are a major food source and are even

A .

and stored in large quantities for consumption when food is scarce. Considering
at m Somc regions different species of insects are available for consumption in different

buT^f!

•

and SlnCC thC eggS
'
IarVaC

'
nymPhs ' PuPac (g™bs ),

and adults of, for example,

are

terfIlcs
' moths, bugs, flies, ants, bees, beedes, termites, grasshoppers, and dragonflies,

o ten eaten, a large number of different species of insects are consumed by humans on
a worldwide basis.

the

of

That hunger and malnutrition is a problem in human populations in many parts of

orld is well known. In some instances the problem may not be a sufficient supply

ioUr
°nCS bUt a deficiencY of high quality protein. And so the search for new food

foiueT'
mdudinS thc identification and development of localized ethnic ones, con-

ing J f

Utln America food resources are becoming increasingly scarce and the import-

'"dieen
iS becoming more expensive. It is thus imperative to identify and develop

attentio

°US f°°d resources. In this report of preliminary research we have turned our

ProtehTk
10 mSCCtS not only because of their abundance, biomass, and high quality

Peoples' r\
alS° becausc of the time honored practice among many culturally diverse

with a
m Amenca of consuming live, roasted, and fried insects, providing them

d
nutritious nrntP;« »s protein source.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Collection and identification.-The insects for which nutritional studies were conduct

in this report were collected during field work in various parts of Mexico where peopk

regularly use them as food. The stage of the insect life cycle which was eaten was noted

in every case. A portion of the collection was preserved in acetone for later cherc

analysis and the remainder was placed in alcohol for later taxonomic identification m

as vouchers.

ogy

The National University of Mexico (U.N.A.N

taxonomic literature and reference collections.

Chemical and nutritional analyses. —Aminograms were prepared by the Department"

ogy

All other analyses were performed at the Laboratory of Nutrition and Biochemist:

the Veterinary Faculty of U.N.A.M.

Kjeldahl

results calculated on a dry weight basis. Aminoacids were measured with an aminoaa

analyzer (Beckman CL 119) with the aid of a minicomputer (Beckman model 126 D*

Tryptophan measuremer-gned

were obtained by the Spies and Chamber (1949) method. Aminoacid profiles were c*

pared to those recommended by FAO/OMS (Patron 1973), and a "chemical score

aminoacid profiles based on 100% was devised to give us an index of protein <l
uallt

^
Trejo et al. (1974) interviewed scientists, chefs, and consumers in Mexico i.

determine the acceptability of commercially produced insect food products.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

of edible in*

dedl
Conconi and Bourges (1977) reported in that year that 491 species

a „,

had been recorded on a worldwide basis. During our research in Mexico we^^^
species, eaten at various stages of development depending upon the species.

fi

longed to 31 families in nine orders and included dragonflies, grasshoppers,

ants, bees, and wasps

dix 1). Th

(mostly wasps) to only one in the Anoplura (lice). A couple of interes

J*^*
apparent in Appendix 1, deserve special comment: eggs are the stage c0™

^

eC
pet

aquatic bugs (Corixidae, Notonectidae, and Belostomatidae), and two of tne

of edible Diptera are flies of alkaline lakes.
the

'1 &*
Protein content, expressed as grams of protein per 100 g of sample, tor ^^

of insects we analyzed, is shown in Appendix II. The data is straight forwar^
^^

readily note the range in nutritional values within and between insect tax* ^^
highlighting, though, that protein values varied from a low of about ll>/o

^^
of ants to a high of slightly over 81% for the wasp, Polybia sp. By W

f^ the ran?
•*

seven species in the low range had about 29% protein, 19 species fell wi

60% to 69%, 1 1 species from 70% to 77%, and one species had over 81%P^
Several incidental but nonetheless interesting facts seem worth c

*P
species of butterfly in the family Helialidae utilize Arbutus S^ndulo$^L that f^

they exhibit the lowest (34.34%) protein values and the highest (
7L6^ He**?,

Inese valnpc o*-- f rr i . r . . . . _ . . . t • —««*»/-tivelv. 1I!
^.,t\e *

Hylcsia
f\

Mexican caviar.

known
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Protein quality, as related to human nutrition, is dependent upon the amino acid

composition of the source, and we devised a chemical score (Table 1) from aminoacid

profiles to facilitate comparisons (see Methods). As noted, our profiles were compared to

those recommended (for nutritional purposes) by FAO/OMS (Patron 1973). In general,

values for Mexican edible insects obtained for the amino acids isoleucine, leucine, lycine,

threonine, valine, phenylalanine and tyrosine surpass the recommendation by FAO.

Some Mexican insects, however, had lower values for methionine, cysteine and trypto-

phan than those recommended by FAO/OMS. The highest score for Mexican insects was

found in immature queens of Liometopum apiculatum, larvae of Sciphophorus acupunc-

tatus and adults of Hoplophorion monograma (Conconi and Bourges 1977, Table 1).

TABLE I.—Chemical score of some edible Mexican insects,

Atizies taxcoensis

Ephydra hians

Hylesia frigida

Parachartegus apicalis

Euchistus strennus

Boopedon flaviventris

Sphenarium spp.

Melanoplus mexicanus

Trigona sp.

Musca domestica

Pa chilis gigas

10%

42%
45%
50%
56%
56%
56%

56%

58%
58%
58%

Sphenarium histrio

Cossus redtenbachi

Atta mexicana

Sphenarium purpurascens

Vespula squamosa

Brachygastra mellifica

Brachygastra azteca

Polybia parvulina

Liometopum apiculatum

Sciphophorus acupunctatus

Hoplophorion monograma

60%

60%

60%

65%

70%

70%

70%

70%

80%

81%

96%

The conversion efficiency ratio is based on weight gain by the organism per gram of

food eaten. For some edible insects this ratio ranges from 2.1:1 to 11.8:1. The average

ratio for the edible insects studied is about 4 to 5:1. For comparison, the ratio for

chickens is 2.6:1, for beef cattle 10:1, and for sheep 19:1 (Taylor 1975, DuFour 1981).

h part this is because insects are poikilotherms and thus do not allocate a large propor-

tion of food in maintaining body temperature.
As early as a decade ago Trejo et al (1974) interviewed 12,300 people (see Methods)

concerning the acceptability of commercially produced insect food products and reported

^at in this survey 93% indicated that developing insects on a commercial scale was a

good project considering that insects are, in general, a nutritious, economical, delicious,

complete food, and "in the future."
The result of this study and the survey by Trejo and others suggests that with im-

proved technology insects could be a valuable renewable natural resource. The estab-

lishment of massive culturing practices could result in the continuous production ot a

"ch new protein source for the diets of people in the not too distant future.

^tor's note.-Although I would have liked a more detailed description of the methods

«*d. I have decided to publish this paper because of the timeliness of the subject and

becau*. «« :.. -.
I recommend that readers who would hke

gnifican

and
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APPENDIX 1.—Edible insects in Mexico.

Order/Family Species Stage

Consumed
Place Consumed

Odonata (Dragonflies)

Aeshnidae

Orthoptera

Acrididae

(Grasshoppers)

Anoplura (Lice)

Pediculidae

Hemiptera (Bugs)
pentatomidae

Common Nam
("Jumiles")

Anax sp. 1

Ochrotettix cer salinus Burm.

Tropinotus mexicanus
Brunner

Osmilia flavolineata De Greer

Plectrotettra nobilis Walk

Schistocerca paranensis

Burm.

Sphenarium spp.

1

1

Sphenarium purpurascens

Charp.

Sphenarium histrio^ Gerst.

Sphenarium magnum Marquez

Taeniopoda sp**

Trimerotropis sp.%

Melanoplus sp.

Melanoplus mexicanus Sauss

Spharagemon aeguale Say.

Schistocerca sp.

Boopedon flaviventris Sauss.

Boopedon sp. af. flaviventris

Sauss.

Arphia falax Sauss.

Encoptolophus herbaceus

Sauss.

Pediculus humanus^ Linneo

Euchistus crenator^ Stal

Euchistus lineatusl Walk

Euchistus strennus^- m

(E. zopilotensis) Distant

Edessa mexicana* Stal.

Edessa petersii Stal.

Edessa conspersa Stal.

Atizies taxcoensis^ Ancona

Atizies sufultus Smith

nymphs

nymphs

adults

nymphs

adults

adults

nymphs
adults

Sonora

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Veracruz, Tabasco,

Campeche, Yucatan

Morelos, Puebla,

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca, Guerrero

Oaxaca

Morelos

Hidalgo

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Michoacan

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Morelos, Estado de

Mexico, Hidalgo,

Veracruz, Guerrero

Morelos, Estado de

Mexico, Hidalgo,

Veracruz, Guerrero

Morelos, Estado de

Mexico, Hidalgo,

Veracruz, Guerrero

Morelos

Guerrero

Estado de Mexico

Guerrero

Guerrero
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APPENDIX 1.—Edible insects in Mexico (continued)

Order/Family

Coreidae

Corixidae

(Water Bugs)

Common name
("ahuahutle"

"axayacatl")

Notonectidae

Belostomatidae

Species

Pachilis gigas^ B.

Krizousacorixa azteca\ Jac

Krizousacorixa femorata
Guerin

1

Corisella texcocana* Jac.

Corisella mercenario\ Say

Notonecta unifasciata^-

Guerin

1Lethocerus sp,

Abedus ovatus^ Stal.

Stage

Consumed

nymphs
adults

eggs

nymphs

adults

adults

nymphs

& adults

Place Consumed

Queretaro, Guer-

rero, Hidalgo, Sn.

Luis Potosi

Estado de Mexico,

Guanajuato,

Michoacan

Estado de Mexico,

Guanajuato,

Michoacan

Estado de Mexico,

Guanajuato,

Michoacan

Estado de Mexico,

Guanajuato,

Michoacan

Estado de Mexico.

Guanajuato,

Michoacan

Distrito Federal

Distrito Federal

»

t

Homoptera

Membracidae

(Treehoppers)

Cicadidae

(Cicadas)

Coleoptera (Beetles)

Curculionidae

Scarabaeidae

Crysomelidae

Histeridae

Passalidae

Umbonia reclinata Germar

Umbonia sp.

Hoplophorion monograma
Germar

1

Proarna sp. 2

Metamasius spinolae^ Vaurie

Rhynocophorus palmarum 1

Linneo

Sciphophorus acupunctatus G

1

Homolepta sp.

Oileus reinator Trequi

Passalus af punctiger
Lep. y Serv.

adults

nymphs

& adults

adults

larvaeStrategus sp. 1

Phyllophaga spp.

Xyloryctes sppA

Leptinotarsa decemlineata Say larvae

larvae

larvae

larvae

Puebla

Morelos, Guerrero

Michoacan, Guer-

rero, Estado de

Mexico

Hidalgo

Hidalgo

Tabasco,
Guerrero,

Veracruz

Hidalgo,
Estado ^

Mexico,
Oaxaca

Nayarit, Chiap^

Michoacan

Chiapas

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca
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APPENDIX I -Edible insects in Mexico (continued)

Order/Family Species Stage

Consumed
Place Consumed

Cerambycidae

Cicindelidae

Cerambyx sp. 1

Trichoderes pini*- Chevr.

Stenodontes cer. maxil-

losus Drury

Aplagiognathus spinosus N.

Cicindela curvata^ Chevr.

larvae

larvae

larvae

larvae

larvae

Cicindela roseiventris^ Chevr. larvae

Michoacan, Guer-

rero

Guerrero, Micho-

acan

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Chiapas

Chiapas

Trichoptera

Hydropsichidae Leptonema sp. 1 larvae Veracruz

Lepidoptera (Butterflies and Moths)
Megathymidae

Geometridae

Hepialidae

^octuidae

Cossidae

Pyralidae

Pieridae

Saturnid ae

Aegiale (Acentrocneme)
hesperiaris^ Kirby

Synopsia mexicanaria Walk

Phassus sp.

HeHothis zea^ Boddie

Ascalapha odorata* Linneo

Spodoptera frugiperda S.

Catasticta teutila Doubleday

Hylesia frigida Hubner

Arsenura armida Cramer

larvae

larvae

larvae

larvae

larvae

larvae

Xileutes redtenbachi^ Hamm larvae

Laniifera cyclades^ Druce larvae

Eucheria socialist Westwood larvae

larvae

larvae

larvae

Estado de Mexico,

Hidalgo, Tlaxcala,

Queretaro,San Luis

Potosi, Oaxaca,

Jalisco, Distrito

Federal.

Distrito Federal

Oaxaca, Puebla

Puebla, Hidalgo

Oaxaca, Guerrero

Estado de Mexico

Estado de Mexico,

Hidalgo, Tlaxacala,

Queretaro, Puebla,

San Luis Potosi,

Oaxaca, Jalisco,

Distrito Federal.

Hidalgo

Distrito Federal,

Chihuahua,

Hidalgo

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Puebla, Oaxaca,

Veracruz, Chiapas

^Ptera (Flies)

Ephydridae

Muscidae

Ephydra (Hydropyrus) hians* larvae

(Say) Cresson

Gymnopa (Mosilus) tibialis 1 larvae

Cresson

Musea dome sttea Linneo larvae

Estado de Mexico

Estado de Mexico

Nayarit, Veracruz
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APPENDIX 1.-Edible insects in Mexico (continued)

Order/Family Species Stage

Consumed
Place Consumed

Hymenoptera
Liometopum Occidentale var

luctuosum W.

eggs

larvae

pupae

Michoacan, Puebla

Zacatecas

Formicidae (Ants)

Liometopum apiculatum

Mayr.

1

Myrmecosistus melliger^ Llave

(Luc)

Myrmecosistus mexicanus^ W.

Atta mexicana^- Bourmeir

Atta cephalotes^- Latr.

eggs

larvae

pupae

adults

adults

Estado de Mexico,

Hidalgo, Tiaxcala

Tamaulipas,

Hidalgo

Yucatan, Campechc

Veracrus, Oaxaca.

Guanajuato

Chiapas, Guerrero

Apidae (Bees)

Apis mellificai L.

Melipona fasciata guer-

reroenisis^ Schw.

Melipona beeckefi Bennet

Trigona jaty 1 F.

Trigona nigra nigra*- Cress

1Partamona sp.

Trigona sp.

Lestrimelita limao 1 Sm.

honey

eggs

larvae

pupae

eggs

pupae

larvae

All Mexican

Republic

Guerrero

Yucatan

Oaxaca, Tabasco.

CamP
eche,Yucatan

Oaxaca, Taba*°;

CamP
eche,Yucat<

Campeche,Yucat*

Oaxaca

CampechcYucat*

Vespidae (Wasps)

Brachygastra lecheguana^ L

Brachygastra mellifica Say

Polybia spp.

Polistes sp.

eggs

larvae

pupae

immature

stages

eggs

larvae

pupae

Michoacan

Oaxaca

Oaxaca
Michoacan

Michoacan
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APPENDIX 1.—Edible insects in Mexico (continued)

Order/Family Species Stage

Consumed
Place Consumed

Polybia occidentalis

bohemani Holmgren

Polybia occidentalis

nigratella B.

Polybia parvulina Richards

Brachygastra azteca Sauss

Mischocytarus sp.

Parachartegus apicalis F.

Polistes canadensis L.

Polistes major B.

Anmophila sp.

Vespula squamosa Drury

Oaxaca

immature

stages

immature

stages

Oaxaca, Michoacan,

Veracruz, Pucbla

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

Michoacan

Oaxaca

Oaxaca

1 Conconi, J. R. E. de and H. Bourges, 1977.

2Conconi, J. R. E. de and J. M. Pino M., 1979.
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APPENDIX 2.—Protein content of insects, expressed as a percentage ofgrams of protein

per 100 grams of sample on a dry weight basis.

Species (arranged in orders) Common Name, Stage Consumed
Notes

Percent

Protein

a

<<

a

<t

(4

a

c<

u

Hymenoptera (Ants, Bees, Wasps)

Myrmecosistus melliger

Myrmecosistus mexicanus

Melipona beeckei

Liometopum apiculatum

Liometopum occidentale var.

luctuosum

Liometopum apiculatum

Liometopum occidentale var.

luctuosum

Atta cephalotes

Liometopum apiculatum

Liometopum apiculatum

Liometopum occidentale var.

luctuosum

Polybia sp.

Brachygastra meHifiea
Liometopum apiculatum

Parachartegus apicalis

Polistes instabilis

Polistes major

Atta mexicana

Polistes instabilis

Polybia parvulina

Polybia occidentalis boh

Brachygastra azteca

Vespula squamosa

Polybia occidentalis nigratella

Polybia sp.

Liometopum apiculatum

Polistes major

Mischocytarus sp.

Polybia sp.

Orthoptera (Grasshoppers,) "chapulines"
Sphenarium histrio^

Plectrottetra nobilis

Sphenarium histrio

Sphenarium purpurascens

Melanoplus sp.

Sphenarium magnum
Sphenarium histrio = bolivaril

Trimerotropis sp.2

"hormiga mielera", "honey ant"2

"hormiga mielera", "honey ant"

abeja que no pica"

escamol", larvae

escamol", adults

escamol de obreras"

escamol de reproductores"

"hormiga arriera"2

"escamol", adults

"escamol", adults

"escamol de obreras"

>»

avispas" larvae

avispas, panal de castilla"

escamol", pupae

avispa ala blanca

avispa guitarrilla", pupae

"avispa coloradad", pupae

hormiga chicatana"

avispa guitarrilla", larvae

(< i

..

"avispa negra"

emani "avispa rayada
»»

«

<<

o

avispa cola amarilla"

avispa panal de tierra
»»

>>

<«

avispa huevo de toro

wasps eggs, larvae, pupae

escamol", larvae y pupae

avispa colorada" larvae

avispa negra con franjas

o

-. 1*

"avispa negra"

9.45%

10.5%

28.95%

37.33%

37.54%

40.90%

41.68%

61

51.507:

52.84%

53.32%

54.59%

57.75%

57.93%

58.3-42.59%

60.00%

.40-58.44%

61.57%

62.74%

62.85%

62.93%

62.97%

66.90-47.94%

71.99%

74.51%

81.69*

52.13%

58.31*

58.31*

58.31*

58.31*

59.63*

62.93*

65-13*

42.59%

45.06%

45.53%

48.28%
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APPENIX 2.—Protein content of insects, expressed as a percentage of grams of p

per 100 grams of sample on a dry weight basis, (continued)

Species (arranged in orders) Common Name, Stage Consumed
Notes

Percent

Protein

Sphenarium sp.

Taeniopoda sp.

Arphiafalax

Boopedon sp. flaviventris

Sphenarium sp.

Melanoplus mexicanus

Encoptolophus herbaceus

Melanoplus femur-rubrum

Boopedon flaviventris

Sphenarium spp.

Melanoplus mexicanus

69.97%

70.92%

71.35%

71.35%

71.35%

71.35%

71.35%

75.30%

77.13%

77.13%

77.13%

Hemiptera (Bugs)

Edessa conspersa

Atizies sufultus

Edessa mexicana

"jumiles"

"jumiles
>*

Euchistus zopilotensis = strennus "jumiles"
Euchistus zopilotensis "jumiles"
Edessa petersii "jumiles"
pachilis gigas

Pa chilis gigas

Abedu s ovatus

Corisella mereen
Corisella texco

ana

cana

ariaCorisella mereen

Kotonecta unifasciata
Krizousacorixa azteca

Krizousacorixa femorata

a

l

chamoes", nymphs^

"chamoes", adults^

"cucarachon de agua'

"axayacatl" 1

"axayacatl"

36.82%

44.10%

44.10%

44.10%

44.67-41.82%

58.56%

62.95%

65.39%

67.69%

68.70%

69.94-54.44%

69.96-54.44%

69.96-54.44%

69.94-54.44%

69.94-54.44%

Atizies taxcoensis

Corisella texcocana
Corisella mercenaria

Xotonecta
unifasciata

KrKousacorixa azteca
K^ousaCO rixa femorata

"jumiles de Taxco" 1

..ahuahutle
»>

70.30-51.25%

71.52-58.25%

71.52-58.15%

71.52-58.15%

71.52-58.15%

71.52-58.15%

"omoptera (Treehoppers, Cicadas)
UTnbonia reclinata

yiophorion monograma
ftoarna sp.

Torito

periquito del aguacate

chicharra2

32.73%

59.57-44.84%

72.02%
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APPENDIX 2.—Protein content of insects, expressed as a percentage of grams of protein

per 100 grams of sample on a dry weight basis, (continued)

Species (arranged in orders) Common Name, Stage Consumed
Notes

Diptera (Flies)

Ephydra (Hydropirus) hians
agusano del agua", larvae

Fam. Stratiomydae y syrphidae "gusanos pianos de maguey"

"gusano del queso," larvaeMusca domestica

Ephydra (Hydropirus) hians

Musca domestica

Coleoptera (beetles)

OIleus reinator

Aplagiognathus spinosus

Passalus af. punctiger

Phyllophaga sp.

Sciphophorus acupunctatus

Mctamasius spinolac

Lepidoptera (butterflies and moths)
Phassus sp.

Xylcutes redtenbachi

Hylcsia frigida

HeHo this zea

Synopsia mexicanaria

Laniifera cyclades

Acalapha odorata

Eucheria socialis

Aegiale (acentrocneme)

hrsprriaris

Arsenura armida

Catasticta teutila

Eucheria socialis

"mosca del agua", adults

"gusano del queso", pupae

"ticoco"

"gusanos de elite podrido"

"bechano"

"gusano de la tierra"

"picudo del maguey"

"picudo del nopal "2

n

"gusanillo"

"gusano rojo de maguey"

"mariposa del madrono

"gusano de maiz"2

"pescaditos"

"gusano del nopal "2

"Mariposa del muerto

"gusano del madrono", larvae

"gusano bianco de maguey"^

*>

2

"gusano del jonote"

"gusano del muerdago"

"mariposa del madrouo", pupae

Percent

Protein

35.90*":

53.70%

54.1"

60.2:

61.54%

20.91"

26.25
r

26.42*

29.68%

55.56%

69.05%
\

34.3.

37.10-71.00*

41.93

41.98*

44.43% I

45.83%

50.8:

50.8'

.00-30.28*51

51.81"

66.58-59-'

71.60*

JConconi, J. R. E. de and H. Bourgrs, 1977.

2Conconi,J. R. E. do and J. M. Pino M., 1979.
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ABSTRACT.-The folk biological classification system of the Sahaptin-speaking Indians, a

hunting-gathering people of the Columbia River Plain, is compared with other well docu-

mented systems. The Sahaptin system is notable for its lack of taxonomic hierarchy

especially in the rarity of binomial names. Such names imply taxonomic subordination of

the binomially labeled taxon. Sahaptin speakers more frequently employ complex names

which employ coordination of core and conceptually related peripheral taxa. An inventory

of such names from one Sahaptin dialect group is analyzed. Explanations for the lack of

hierarchy in Sahaptin folk biological classification and nomenclature are discussed. An evo-

lutionary/functional explanation based on the relative sizes of the folk biological domains of

hunter-gatherers versus subsistence agriculturalists is preferred.

INTRODUCTION

Studies of folk biological classification begin with the matching of names to corres-

ponding segments of the biota. Since they do not end there, the next step is to seek to

discover and analyze the organizing principles that structure these systems, which mav

then be compared cross-culturally.

Berlin's universal principles of folk biological classification and nomenclature (1973;

Berlin, Breedlove, and Raven 1973), though based on limited comparative data, represent

a Pioneering effort at such cross-cultural analysis, and provide the framework for most

subsequent studies of the structure of folk biological classification systems. His proposals

have been supported (e.g., Brunei 1974; Hays 1974, 1983; Hunn 1975), extended (Brown

1977; Brown et al. 1976), criticized (e.g., Bulmer 1974; Hays 1983; Healey 19/8-79;

Hunn 1976, 1977; Randall 1976), and revised (Berlin 1976). This paper is intended as

both critique and extension of Berlin's point of departure. We will argue that the taxo-

n°mic principle of inclusion by which taxa at one level or rank are subsumed by those ot

a higher level or rank-basic to Berlin's hierarchic scheme of folk biological classification,

as « is to the Linnean-is but one way to organize a set of folk biological taxa. lurtner-

"J

™. the associated binomial naming principle is one of several ways to indicate nomen-

c'aturally structural relationships within folk biological classification systems (Fig. 1).

Our research with Sahaptin-speaking Indians of the Columbia Plateau region ot the

foa K-

N°rthWeSt
< FiS- 2 ) h*> shown Sahaptin to be an unusual case "^P*^"™*

Jf
b,ological classification s viously described. Plant and animal classic

,

ton

Z °Z
SahaPtin-speaking consultants exhibits an extraordinary lack of hierarchic struc-

^ (French 1981). m fact, the system closely approximates the null point of taxo-

"°™»c hierarchy, the single leve, system . Berlin has postulated that such a

J
*«m should

197

C

2)

nt ^ inhial StagC in an cv°lutionary sequence of development of folk taxonomies
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Lr

(K) b

PRIMARY LEXEMES

NOMENCLATURE

aLF = life forms, G - folk generics or basic level taxa, S = folk specifics, V = folk varx

tals, based on Berlin, Breedlove, and Raven (1973).

bThe kingdom (K) rank is typically not named.

FIG. 1.-Idealized taxonomic structure indicating the relationship between taxonoi*

levels and ranks and showing the distribution of binomial nomenclature.

mcd*
Brown

entorW

• wMvwwg Dcrun s ieaa, Brown (iy/7, iy/y) sougnt to aemwiu«« »-
form taxa, i.e., inclusive taxa at a level above that of the basic folk taxonomic It

"folk generic" rank of Berlin), are added progressively to the folk biological inven

of the world's languages. Sahaptin is at an early stage of development, according

.:__,,... • , . • , ___,.^„„i inform named.itcrown s analysis, having a single botanical and a single zoological hie torm «-

'tree* and 'bird'. Of 217 cases sampled by Brown, only six are judged to have as

(5 cases) or fewer (one case) life forms (1977:324, 1979:796).
The minimal degree of hierarchic development in Sahaptin is even more

when Berlin's folk specific taxonomic level is considered. Berlin has compared a^of well documented folk botanical and zoological systems in terms of the per

LI

apparc*

of

folk generic" taxa subdivided by subordinate "folk specific" taxa, to whicn

names are characteristically applied (1976:389). These and an additional case

marized in Table 1. There is a surprising degree of consistency to these »»»*"' ^
except the Hanun6o falling in the range of 11% to 18% of basic level taxa K£
typic. Sahaptin stands in sharp contrast. The frequency of basic level P '^?.^
taxa is 1% (excluding recent coinages), with only two cases known, while tha

is 2%, with four cases known. . #
It is misleading, however, to conclude that Sahaptin-speakers fail to Pe^ t0

jn*

ture wIthin their biological domains. Furthermore, they use nomenclature \ta ^
cate the structure they perceive, just as the use of binomial names may ind1'

emplo^
of taxonomic hierarchy. We will describe two regular nomenclature!

patten ^ ^
in Sahaptin to indicate relationshios amon? folk biolodcal taxa. Botn ^

an Sahapt

m Sahaptin to indicate relationships among folk biological taxa. -
a

ouentlv ~»«i...^ ........ .

n folk biology .
Bo

J.H
^tfU

.~-« perceived resemblance or "kinship" among taxa. These relations
coor ^

m direct contrast (cf. Lancy and Strathern 1981) rather than subordinate

taxa to those more inclusive.

»

I
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Sahap

FIG, 2.-Map of the Pacific Northwest showing territory utilized by Sahap tin-speak in

copies. The central area indicates territory used primarily by Sahaptin-speaking

and under their control. The peripheral area indicates territory used annually by

tin speaking peoples but in common with neighboring groups of other linguistic

tjons. Both areas are approximate. Reproduced from page 22 of Eugene S.
^

"Mobility as a Factor Limiting Resource Use in the Columbia Plateau of North America,

PP- 17-43 in Resource Managers: North American and Australian Hunter-Gatherers,

A-A.A.S. Symposium Volume 67, Westview Press, Boulder, Colorado.

nn

Sahaptin speakers are much less likely to name a taxon by reference to its relation^

sh
'P to some other taxon-whatever the nature of that relationship-than speakers oi

other well known languages. The percentage of basic taxa named by reference to such

Rations in Sahaptin is substantially less than the percentage of binomially named taxa

^one m comparable systems.

METHODS OF DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

h the Sahaptin case, we have consulted a variety of sources: 1) the naming re

-

anim
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TABLE 1.—Degree of basic level poly typy in folk biological systems.

System Polytypy %
Number of Basic

Level Taxa Source

Sahaptin plants

Sahaptin animals

Chacan Quechua plants

Ndumba plants

Ndumba animals

Tzeltal Mayan plants

Tzeltal Mayan animals

Aguaruna Jivaro plants

Hanunoo plants

1

2

11

14

16

16

17

18

36

213

236

n.a.

385

186

471

335

566

n.a.

Hunn 1980

Hunn 1980

Brunei 1974

Hays 19741

Hays 1983*

Berlin , et al. 19 74

Hunn 197'

Berlin 1976

Conklin 1954

a These numbers represent the "shared" inventory, i.e., shared by nine of Hays' 10 infor-

mants. His totals are thus conservative compared with those reported by other researc «,

who list a collective inventory.

situ or as pressed specimens, 2) discussions with consultants (conducted in English) of

data

and anim
eagu

Jacobs, E. Curtis, M. Pandosy, W. Everette). These—
t ^„ ****** iui§ui Jtl) ^itx. jatuuj, ju . v^ui 113, 1*1. i anuuay , "• *" ' -.

diverse quality. However, in the aggregate they represent several thousand ins a

the naming of plant and animal taxa.mining oi piam ana animal taxa.
articular.

The key methodological issue is the operational definition of a name, n p
'

names must be distinguished from more ephemeral constructions such as

rms, and idiosyncratic

descriptive

itructed
of

ferential
meanin

two or more words, it is a single lexeme (Conklin 1962), that is, the referentl

onent m0r-

of the lpvpmc ic nnt m«*i:i« Lb_«j <•..„„* *u» >«.f»v<.r.t;oi mcanin?s of its comp

Thus. "silverfish" is not » silver fish andpnc.ucb ur woras. inus, "silverlish" is not a silver tisn ana a u!«^ ^
bird which is black. For present purposes, a name must also reflect som

^lished

of

consistency of application across individuals and naming events. We have es ^^
criterion for our data that to be considered a name a lexical expression mus ^ ^
consistently by at least two individuals on at least two independent 0<*a"

kd t0
the

same referential meaning. This criterion is conservative in that it no dou ^.^ ^ jVS
.

exclusion of some names from the corpus here considered. However, i P.

onisanec<

tematic means to exclude many (perhaps not all) nonce forms. This crlter

name
£xpr<

sary but not a sufficient condition for a lexical response to be considered a
f

• ... r "What IS Ui<-

sions must also ppropnate
X?" In Sahaptin this is tun i-wamk-'sa. "2

Sahaptin speakers are quite emphatic in denying the status of "name

What

m (wamk-t)
**

distin
c

-—

„

FlJ4l SFcdKcrs are quite emphatic in denying tne status ^ —--

m is
emic cUSl1

sponses considered to be transparently descriptive. It seems to us that ^^^^
tion is identical to or closely parallel to the linguists' distinction

betwee ^^
and polylexemic expressions (Lyon 1977: Vol. 1, 18-25; Taylor 198^ ^
queried consultants ahont -„.u „^~a „„,.„ ,.M,.«,in<r uses, distribution y

^

also

and

queried consultants about each named taxon concerning uses,

an Wh able to prov,-ide
detail**
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ancillary information about a named organism, we feel justified in concluding that the

name indeed refers to a distinct concept, a "semantically primitive" kind of living thing.

We are also concerned here with a particular class of names, that is, those which
indicate syntactically a formal or structural relationship between the taxon named and
some related folk biological taxon. Such structure-defining names necessarily will be

guish

compound expressions of parallel syntactic composition. English structure-defining

(if not exclusively) of binomial form, as for example, "big-leafnames

maple" and "hammer-head shark." Th
indicates that the taxon so named is subordinate to the taxon named by the head con-

stituent of the name. Such names must be carefully distinguished from descriptive

phrases, such as "moss-draped maple" and "man-eating shark," and from metaphorical
look alikes such as "poolshark," "poison oak," and "silverfish," already mentioned.

Parallel naming conventions have been described for a number of languages unre-

lated to English, and the binomial pattern may be universal (Berlin, Breedlove, and Raven
1973). The lexemic typology devised by Conklin (1962), since refined by Berlin (1973),
recognizes the binomial name form as of privileged status, and the class inclusion relations

indicated thereby have come to be seen as the fundamental structural principle of folk

biological classification. The generality of binomial naming in folk biological nomen-
clatural systems, plus its incorporation as the basis of scientific biological nomenclature,
has obscured the fact that this naming convention is just one of several naming patterns

indicative of structural relations among taxa.
In Sahaptin there are three nomenclatural patterns commonly used to reflect two

distinct types of formal relations among taxa. Binomial nomenclature used to indicate

class inclusion is one of these. More frequently used in Sahaptin are two other naming
patterns. These latter indicate relations of coordination-a relationship sometimes refer-

red to metaphorically by Sahaptin consultants in terms of human social or kinship
relations, as for example, dog, coyote, and wolf are said to be naymu 'relative /friend' of
one another.

One of these coordinating naming patterns is superficially binomial, in that the name
is formed of the modified name of a second taxon, which remains unaltered as the head
constituent. The attributive const'*"**"* " ***+ KmmH *nff\x-waakui. which mav be
glossed "resembling' or, simple '-like'. tnaw

m [
names Townsend's and Washington ground squirrels (C. townsendiu C. ivashingtoni).

Consultants who used this name (one each froi

jJ*tinguUh Belding's on the basis of size, calls, _ —^. - —
jequently employed to indicate similarity in a descriptive context, as when the color

a horse is described as wiwnuwaakui 'huckleberry-like'.
Ihe «Prnnrl CI *• . . . * . •* ^_ .:~~ \~ *»As4iii-Jts-a.

Joh

and range. The suffix -ivaakul

con'

6 P hy> and~as here-the status of "younger sibling," i.e., the resemblence of a

^
nceptually peripheral taxon to the more central or salient prototype- *"°r example,

rest

U$t d°g ' " derived °y this process from k 'usi Tiorse'. This naming process is not

nam
101^ t0 recently introduced species such as the horse; it is also used, for example, in

'grouV
SP

f
CiCS °f Vaccinium that is a traditionally favored food item, iviwluwiwlu

hucklh"
7.' ^ Vaccinium scoparium Leiberg)3, derived from wiwnu 'black mountain

speake
"^ ^' membranaceum Dougl. ex Hook.), the archetypical fruit for Sahaptin

WHslW
relations of coordination of similar plants and animals may be described in

(or in other languages including Tzeltal), but such descriptive expressions as
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"dog-like" in English or "kol pahaluk sok sus" 'almost the same as wasp' in Tzeltal arc

never used as names. The status of the parallel Sahaptin forms as true names is suggested

by the fact that the nonce form wiwluwiwluwaakui has been recorded (in response to an

iguous Vaccinium specimen), as has the binomial tanan sit'xwswaakui, literall

'Indian corn', from tanan 'Indian', plus sit'xws 'Brodiaea hyacinthina (LindL) Baker',

plus -waakut '-like'.

A DISCUSSION OF THE SAHAPTIN CASES

Binomial Names.—Th

at times appears to be actively avoided. One simple case of binomial nomenclature

involves the recognition of two species of raspberry:

cmiik saxat, lit. 'black raspberry'

(1) saxat

lucawxat, lit. 'red raspberry'

dified
Since the red raspberry (Rubus idaeus L.) is rare in the Sahaptin range, the unmo

generic term saxat is normally used to label the common blackcap raspberry /?. euc0

dermis Dougl.) (cf. Curtis 1911:175).

The naming and classification of willows (Salix spp.) in Sahaptin is compi^.

general term is ttaxs (taxs in NW dialects). However, the large, erect peachleaf w \m

Anderss

its straight, nearly branchless bole (Peattie 1950:346-347), and thus is favored tor^j-

house framing. The categories hahaw and ttaxs are seen as closely related ut
1

taxa. Other native willows (e.g., Salix exigua Nutt. ssp. exigua vzx.exigua, JV~
Muhl. var. mackenzieana (Hook.) Cronq., S. scouleriana Barratt, S. lasiandra e" '

j

caudata (Nutt.) Sudw.) as well as the introduced willows (S. alba L. var. vite ina

Stokes, S. babylonica L.) are ttaxs. This term may be modified, though wit o" *

consistency, as pu?uxpu?ux ttaxs' 'gray willow', often used to refer to the s "Vj
l{fl|

')

), and

willows are "just" frays 'willow', which creates a "residual category" (H

labeled [R] in the diagram below.

(2) hahaw 'peachleaf willow'

[R] ttaxs 'residual willow.

tt*f*
-^C^ pu ->uxpu >ux ttaxs 'coyote willow'

pt 'xanupama ttaxs' 'Scouler willow'

interestii<

Chokecherry (Prunus virginiana L. var. demissa (Nutt.) Torr.)
provides^an^

^ ^^
comparison. Chokecherries are an important traditional food. The cherr

^ xtc0^
from red to black, but discontinuously so that three color types are ^.^ la

bel t*

Modern-day Sahaptins are aware of this variation but refused to apply ĥ °
ik mk^

variants, even when prodded to do so. Several consultants rejected cm ^ parall

"black chokecherry' and *luc'a tmis 'red chokecherry', while accep *
$ ^ n0 jig*

raspberry names. They asserted that this variation among chokecherrie

ficance.
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The four acceptable examples of binomial naming applied to animals arc

widely nor very consistently used. Two informants distingu

)

• •

Unmodified miimanu

calls to mind as prototype the great horned owl (Bubo virginianus), the most common

egion. This is attested by consultants' descriptions of

and habits. The term miimanu is now also extended

and

fi Th

indicate that contemporary speakers have never learned the "proper" names for these

owls. Although this naming pattern might suggest that the snowy owl is considered a

'/ Th
Th

preted taxonomically if we were to posit two polysemous senses of miimanu (cf. Berlin

1976:391-392), as follows:

il) miim'anu<i 'large owl'

miimanu i 'great horned owl'

quyx miimanu 'snowy owl'

However, this interpretation is hypothetical, Snowy Owl illustrations were never identi-

fied as unmr>Hifi«»H »m»*;»«^mm I™a *\^^w r^r\*xr nrPvcntpH evaluation of naming responses in
(and

and in the sinele mvth recorded in which Snowy Owl
ter the binomial expression was used exclusively. Thus it is not possible to determine if

quyx miimanu is more like the English "pack rat" (a kind of rat) than "musk rat" (which

is not a kind of rat).

Several consultants distinguish blac

their white-tailed cousins (L. townsendii).

alifi

plas (=quyx) wcAwas (=twini) wilalik4 ,

literally 'white-tailed jackrabbit'

(2) wilalik

cmuk wahvas wilalik,

literally "black-tailed jackrabbit'

S^te of Washington consultants are quick to note that the black-tailed species is a mod-

years,

the le

River

mark"In Oregon, where both species are longtime residents, Sahaptin speakers
"mark

ss common white-tailed jackrabbit as quyx twini wilalik in contrast to the black-

ed jackrabbit, known simply as wilalik. .

Typical lizards are called watik 'asas, a name which applies with equal torce ana

), and

!^ard (Uta stansburiana) [and possibly alligator lizards (two species of Gerrnonomsn .

">« western skink (Eumeces skiltonianus) was singled out as lamt wahvas watik asas,

hterally,
'blue-tailed lizard', by two consultants from contrasting dialect groups. I he

•link's tafl is used as a good luck charm in gambling. Two lizards are not includedUto

*«,k asas, but are contrasting basic level taxa: xlHawit, literally 'of root diggers
,

is the

'horthorned lizard (Phrynosoma douglassi), and t'uulnawata, literally 'jumper is o\

\a :.. . r « . . . . ., ,. *- ;*c Thoueh tuulnawaiain certain
rpohologically divergent species. Though

"in
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colloquial English) is not. The horned lizard is in addition considered to be an "India

doctor" worthy of special respect and protection.

(3) x IHawit 'horned lizard'

[lizard-like]

t'uulnawaia 'unidentified lizard'

[R] watik
y

dsas\ 'residual lizard'

watik asas 2

lamt watwas watik 'asas 'skink'

Typical snakes are called pyus, with the abundant garter snakes (three species of

Thamnophis) considered unexceptional examples. This name also may be applied un-

modified to the racer (Coluber constrictor) and the gopher snake (Pituophis rnelano-

leucus), two other common species. However, the gopher snake was named ncipyw

literally, 'big snake', by at least three consultants of as many dialects. Others appM

contrasting basic level term, ppaw, to this species (Johnson-O'Malley 1977), perhaps

reflecting a more differentiated nomenclature before Euro-American settlement.

dividual consultants have on occasion used additional binomials to distinguish gartt

snakes and racers, but such usages failed to meet our nomenclatural standard for con-

sistency of application. The western rattlesnake (Crotalus viridus)-\ike the horn

lizard, an "Indian doctor"-is not considered to be a kind of pyul though its nan*.

waxiJuX r\r*rUr c.mrrprto ™ ~*,,™,-j~,^_i 11.1. ,.,uu ***£? nnw nh«rure to native speakers.

Thus

nc'ipyus 'gopher snake'

pyus2

(4) [snake] [R] pyus\ 'residual snake

waxpus 'rattlesnake'

inimal
develop-1 /Jpvnw*

All four cases of binomial nomenclature among animals involve a m *nlII1*

ne exCtp
.

ment of the specific contrast set. In three cases a binomial name is applied to o^^ rf

tional "species" within a folk "genus"-or possibly to a coordinate form m .^^.j
the snowy owl-while the other member(s) of the genus is (are) not distmgm ^^
parallel binomial. Thus it would be necessary to postulate an unmarked P°lyS

^rm f the

specific category in three of four cases in order to preserve the hierarchic

taxonomic model.
::

'/ if

taxon superordinate to tn ^
This

lin's distinction (1973:217) between "primary" names such as "m oc
„"^ the **

contrast with such names as "robin" (not "robinbird"), and "secondary na^

^

binomials, such as "bald eagle," which contrasts with "golden eagle," a nam
^ ^ [Qt$

structure fin? «v .,w,~i„ _r _ m-- • , » _* .u ~ u„«;^ \rve\ in Sanapt ^

— , . „„ u<uu cagic, wnicn contrasts wiin gw"-" —v - -

n jS
tnc

structure. One example of a "binomial name" at the basic level in Sahap ^
tkwnat nusux 'Chinook salmon', more usually and simply rendered tk i

^
r^,,.,.!.... .... ....._ 7

, ;,r includes "F
t). The taxon nusux 'anadrom
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basic level categories (Hunn 1979), but spontaneous binomial combinations have been

recorded only for tkwinat, the prototype of nusux.

(1) nusux 'salmon /steekhead'

tkwinat (nusux) 'Chinook salmon, typical'

tkwilattkwHat 'jack Chinook salmon'

sinux 'silver salmon'

kalux 'blueback salmon'

mit'ula i 'dog salmon*

susayns 'steelhead'

The category nusux may be considered a small "life form" (as there is no general term for

fish' in Sahaptin) or a named intermediate level taxon (see Berlin, Breedlove, and Raven

1973), as it includes several basic level taxa. A similar situation holds among names for

coniferous trees, at least as Sahaptin is spoken today. Spruce trees (Picea engelmmnii

Parry ex Engelm.) may be called qutqut patatwi 'prickly fir'. However, patatwi also

u.k.i>. _ t _r . t • „^- ,.,^.«f (i r,f 'Vi^mlnrW tnttOSknown by primary tap as

primary

for spruce, mic'ipaas, literally, 'itchy tree/shrub', suggests that the binomial term is a

recent replacement for the "true name" now forgotten.

patatwi\ 'balsam firs, especially the subalpinc fir,

6

(2) patatwt2 'coniferous tree'

extended to the Douglas fir'

paps 'Douglas fir, or large fir in general'

qutqut patatwi/mic'ipaas 'spruce'

waqutqut 'hemlock'

kimila 'larch'

wawamns yew

tap 'as 'Ponderosa pine, sometimes extended to

pines in general'

kalamkalam 'lodgepole pine'

nantkaas 'white-bark pine'

More than 20 varieties of k'usi tiorse' are recognized nomenclaturally by contem-

porary consultants (a more exact count is not possible due to the productivity o bino-

mial laK^i^ ,.__! . , ., , x ^ _._:_.:_ ^ i,M#.H as in the following

naming

such

kusi 'appaloosa horse', but such a binomial

v- -
in conversation, even when the modifier is a widely used adjective

™ %'muR black', which thus may also mean
*nstances the** ic o fc«-*w«- ^k^;„;„;^« ^f .

•black horse', according to context. In a

named Sahap

an unusual elaboration of Sah
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sequence of a recently introduced biological phenomenon, a domesticated, and thus

organism. We have tnus excn

very large number of recognize

terms trom preseat

an

with the recent incorporation of the horse in Sahaptin culture.

We have also excluded cases in which a heterogeneous ba.

but idiosyncratically or inconsistently further specified binomially. Example

ith-

Variation within these broad categoric}
»kJw-» m viva *»»

i
-%* **«•-— — gw ^—_*-^_

I "OO - *

may be noted by reference to color, behavior, habitat, or host organism, but the form

seem clearly to be on-the-spot inventions to entertain the ethnographer. Finally, we to

excluded cases involving recently introduced species. The binomial expression urn \

literally 'Indian X', is used by a few consultants to distinguish native forms from related

introduced forms. For example, one consultant contrasted tan'an saak 'Indian onion the

wild species of Allium, with saak proper, which this consultant restricted to garden

onions. an

corn'. Th

and

The Suffix -waakui '-like'. -This naming convention is much more frequently use^

botanical names than in the zoological. Our single animal case is the groun sq

example cited above.

(1) c'iita Townsend's/Washington ground squirrel'

c'iitawaakui 'Belding's ground squirrel'

Plant examples are as follows:

(2) anipas 'Claytonia lanceolata Pursh'

anipaswaakut 'Montia sibirica (L.) Howe

nd close

traThe first named is an "Indian potato"; the second is a striking *°°
us r00t is a tra»

relative, lacking underground tubers. In fact, the presence of a tuberous^ ^,^
used by certain botanists to distinguish Claytonia from Montia. This usC

°^ gashing1*

was recorded by Gunther during a 1935 ethnobotanical survey in wes

^
(1973:29) and is current on the Warm Springs Reservation in eastern Oreg

(3) c'isf 'Purshia tridentata (Pursh) DC

c'mwaakui 'Cercocarpus ledifoliu
Nutt.

L

Purshia and Cercocarpus are large shrubs or small trees of the "'j* *
cfn fringe

of *f

Purshia is widespread, while Cercocarpus is found only on the sout

Sahaptin range.

na

(4) nank Thuja plicata Donn.'

nkwaakui 'Calocedrus decurrent
(*>«

Florin.'

Ives two la#

This Warm Springs case is precisely parallel to the preceding but inv

tr*
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species of the cypress family

known

(5) saxi Thiladelphus lewisii Pursh'

saxiwaakui 'Symphoricarpos albus (L.) Blake'

two
and

od

The

and

(6) suspan 'Fragaria spp.'

suspanwaakui 'Gcum triflorum Pursh'

Here the strawberry (FraSaria) is compared «o mother **»Z»£*»J*** "2
family The strawberry is a favorite though

ifl

t at lower ele\

g sagebrush' in part,

tawsawaakui '"A. vaseyana, " a montan

ecotype of A. tridentata, and A. arbuscula

Nutt.'

ations, occasionally attaining the stature of a small tree. It

Tawsawaakui is a torm
has incidental technological applications and is a medicine.

dwarfed by high elevation ("A. vaseyana") or impoverished soils (A. arbuscuiaj

(8) tmis 'Prunus virginiana L.'

tmiswaakui 'P. emarginata (Dougl.) Walp. and

domestic P. cerasus L., etc.'

The conceptual priority of the chokecherry (

value as a highly regarded food. Bitter cherr\

and medicine value. Therecnnoiogical and medicine value. The inclusion oi u.c ««-—

-

tmiSvaakut as
ttc.) gives the derived category a residual quality, that is, we might gloss

'any cherry but the chokecherry'.

(9) #•> kamu 'Camassia quamash (Pursh) Greene'

wak'amuirtakut 'Iris missouriensis Nutt' 7

Camas

used. with
The terms for corn and ton:

name, modified in this way. Both are introduced domesticates,^*T£ universally
*en known to Sahaptins before Euro-American contact, wm

,Lindl ) Baker

£-.» ***£!* Us namesake *V". is *»««'"*^'"^S however, is

m «>e lily family, valued for its edible corms. The resemblance perceive
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not between corn and the lily as plants, but in the form of the edible portions of cadi

the kernel of corn fancied to resemble the corm of the Brodiaea. Our second example is

precisely comparable. The introduced tomato is often called scapawaakin Whip-

like', and indeed a tomato's fruit bears a substantial superficial resemblance to thefri

(hip) of the native roses. These two cases are intermediate between the instances des-

cribed above in which two taxa are closely related conceptually on the basis of ovenl

morphological resemblance, and instances in which the perceived resemblance is bay

on some single characteristic shared by the "prototype" and the form compared to it,

as when a "huckleberry roan" is called wiwnuwaakuh 'huckleberry-like' based on shaicd

color.

Reduplication. -This naming pattern is less frequent than the preceding, but it is used

the same way to link a simply named prototype to a derivatively named form (or forms

perceived to be closely related. It usually carries the additional implication of relative

smaller size. Botanical examples include the huckleberry case already cited:

(1) wiwnu 'Vaccinium membranaceum Dougl. ex Hook'

wiwluwiwlu 'V. scoparium Leiberg'

Th

more as an incidental treat. Both the shrub and fruit of V. scoparium are dwarfed, l.

some Sahapi

are saaksaak:

pec*

(2) saak 'taller wild onions

saaksaak 'low-growing wild onions'

which *
A similar (or identical?) contrast is handled differently in other dialects, *

tf

taller onions of wet meadows are called q^lawi and the low-growing roc

samamwt.

Zoological examples include the following:

(3) tkwinat 'typical Oncorhynchus tschawytschwa'

tkmiattkwilat '"jack" Oncorhynchus

tschawytscha'

The "jack" of the Chinook salmon is a form of that species that returns toJ^^.
earlier than is typical. They are identifiable by their smaller size. Tb€ ^

C

t
^a*

sidered a kind of tkwinat, but a "species" of salmon in its own ngnt.
spe

are close parallels.

(4) apm 'head louse

apUapU 'small swarming
invertebrates

Examples of the latter include aphids and the larvae of mosquitoes.

(5) istxni 'horse fly, typically, extended to include other large biting &cS

utxltistxli 'gnats'
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Our final example is the intriguing case of the horse and dog. Contemporary Sahaptin

speakers, as well as those who served as Pandosy's informants (1862), call the dog k'usi-

kusi, literally 'little horse*. However, the horse is the more recent introduction (Haines

1938). Dogs are known from the Pacific Northwest archaeologically since 10,400 BP

(Lawrence 1968), and thus must have been the original referent of k'usi. Horses were

likened to dogs presumably because of the role they came to play in human social econ-

omy as highly useful and esteemed (but inedible) pets. The horse's large size and rapid

incorporation as an essential mode of transport and currency of social exchange appar-

ently produced the semantic shift now evident:

(6) kusi 'horse

k'usikitsi 'dog'

A similar process occurred in Tzeltal with deer and sheep and peccaries and pigs (Berlin

1972:82-83).

We have not counted here cases of reduplication used to name early growth stages of

a plant or animal, such as aluqataluqat 'recently emerged frog/toad', from aluqat 'adult

frog', and tapaytapay 'Ponderosa pine seedling', from tap as 'Ponderosa pine'. We
have not counted laltklalik 'columbine' {Aquilegia formosa Fisch.), derived from nanxk

'seed of white-bark pine', as the resemblance is drawn between the seeds of the respective

plants only, a naming pattern like that of corn and tomato.

Implicit Recognition of Prototype/Satellite Structural Relations.- The

and explicitly recog-

nized in the above examples by reduplication or the suffix -waakut Mike'-is frequently

implicit in Sahaptin. anife

ments that taxon X is similar or related to taxon Y or by patterns of identification errors

(Hays 1976). In each of the following cases a heterogeneous basic level taxon has a

closely associated satellite taxon which-if not named in its own right-would be sub-

sumed by the heterogeneous category as within the "sphere of influence" of the proto-

and

U) xatxat 'duck in general with the mallard prototypical', except for,

tastas 'common merganser'

W Pyus 'snake in general with variable focus', except for,

waxpus 'rattlesnake'

<3) vatikasas 'lizard in general with Sceloporus/Uta apparently protypical', except for,

t'uulnawoda 'unidentified lizard'5

)
kltwtsa 'ant in general with Formica spp. prototypical', except for,

tammy 'a species of small, non-biting, black ant'

utxalxali 'spider in general with no apparent prototype', except for,

tispun 'black widow spider', and

kaatlam wuxa 'harvestman', literally 'long-leg'
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I

(6) ttaxs 'willow in general with no apparent prototype', except for, j

hahaw 'peachleaf willow'

The rattlesnake and black widow spider are significant dangers; the peachleaf willow, due

to its atypical growth form, is of special utility; while the common merganser warned

Columbia River villagers of the approach of Paiute Indian raiders. In these cases the

special utility of the satellite taxon seems of paramount significance in motivating its

special recognition. Morphological singularity seems the dominant factor in the cases of

t'uulnawaia and the harvestman. Why tamsuy is deemed worthy of special attention

remains a mystery.

DISCUSSION

We have examined 21 legitimate cases (and a number of marginal ones) in whi

pairs of taxa conceived to be related are linked nomenclaturally. In all cases the patten

is similar: the prototypical taxon provides the nomenclatural base for naming the pen

pheral relative. This pattern is obvious in the cases of reduplication (N=6) and in the use

of the suffix -waakui '-like' (N=9). It is somewhat less clear in the binomally labeled

cases (N=6). However, at least in the case of the snowy owl the binomial quyxmwnaM

carries no implication of taxonomic subordination to the unmarked prototype, mnm*

'great horned owl'. Thus at least 16 of 21 (76%) of these cases of indirect naming involve

conceptual coordination between basic level taxa, one focal, the other peripheral, rather

than hierarchic subordination between taxa at higher and lower levels or ranks of a tax

onomy.

Sahaptin also contrasts with other cases cited in the literature in terms of the t

to which indirect naming of any sort is used. The percentage of taxa named by refere*

to other taxa, either by reference to a superordinate taxon or a coordinate, P
r0tot

^{

taxon, is 5%, compared to ca. 35% binomially named taxa in Tzeltal (Berlin, Bree

and Raven 1974:37; Hunn 1977:79). Thus, not only do Sahaptin speakers a**01^
ordinating one taxon to another nomenclaturally, but they also are less given tor

i

one taxon in terms of another. A related observation is that Sahaptin consulta^

^
skeptical of "names" which are transparently descriptive of either form or functio^
example, thistles (Cirsium spp.) are always referred to as qutqut ,

literally
,!

th0m

JonsUit*same breath, consultants aver that qutqut is not the plant's "real name." Noc
^

has been able to recall what the "real name" is, but all agree it is not qutqu a
,

"real name" does in fact exist. Consultants react similarly to the label tut r^
literally 'for the hair', applied to a variety of plants used "medicinally to

rf

hair grow long or to prevent graying. By contrast, Tzeltal speakers freely accep ^
the form 'X-medicine'. This Sahaptin naming style may reflect a belief m i

^ ^^
power of names. Naming ceremonies and the inheritance of ancestral nam ^
point of Sahaptin ritual observance even today. However, it is not clear ^
speakers differ in their regard for the sacred power of names from speakers

which use indirect naming more freely. Such a connection should be *vestl*
,

in seve

The Sahaptin nomenclatural pattern we have described may be interpr ^ways. These interpretations might be of three types, the pattern being: I ! ^
stylistic, or (3) evolutionary. Those who argue for the pattern as »«*«^^
that the Sahaptin data are the result of a degenerative process due t ^
Perhaps the pre-contact Sahaptin system more closely resembled the

dSahaP<*

Aguaruna, or Hanunoo systems in reliance on binomial naming. ^Jf'^mba. 8"

ethnobiological inventory, i.e., 450 Sahaptin basic level taxa versus 57 it
. re$er

m Tzdta1
'
1000+ in Aguaruna, and 1000+ in HanunSo, might suggest that
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gnifican If acculturativc losses dispro-

:culturated systems to exhibit

an

We do not believe acculturative loss explains the Sahaptin data. First, though it is

likely the pre-contact system was larger, it is doubtful that it was ever as large as the com-
parison systems for the basic reason that the ecosystems familiar to the Sahaptin people
are less rich in species than those of the Tzeltal, Ndumba, Aguaruna, or Hanunoo, all in

humid, tropical environments. Furthermore, there is continued nomenclatural r

and
cogni

(Hunn and French 1981). Although one might expect binomials to be applied to such
cases, they are not. We call attention also to the fact that in many languages binomials
are most frequently employed in naming species of high cultural salience (Berlin, Breed-
love, and Raven 1973:216). Such names are likely to be disproportionately persistent

under acculturation. Finally, we note that in several instances binomials and other pro-

inguistic expressions in Sahaptin
nomenclature as in the examples cited of qutqut patatwi 'spruce' and nc'ipyus 'gopher
snake'. Thus indirect naming may be more frequent in contemporary Sahaptin than it

was pre-contact.

It may be argued that patterns of naming simply reflect styles peculiar to the "gen-
ius ' of one language or another. We may appreciate such variation as illustrating the rich

diversity of human cultures, but draw no more general conclusions. For example, French
(I960) has documented dramatic differences in naming responses between samples of
native speakers of Sahaptin, Upper Chinookan, and English to standardized collections of

P ants. Sahaptin speakers much more frequently labeled unfamiliar plants with nonce
forms indicating perceived relationship or similarity, i.e., of the form X-waakui *like-A'\

while Upper Chinookan speakers simply said, "I don't know. "8 English speakers were
particularly inclined to invent names or to subsume unfamiliar plants within known
categories. However, if the predilection for the use of binomial names were purely
stylistic, Berlin's universals could not be relied upon (1973). The consistency with which
momials are applied for example in Tzeltal, Ndumba, Aguaruna, and Hanunoo, is strong

contrary evidence. It is also noteworthy that published exerpts from languages such as
tskimo (Irving 1953), Groote Eylandt (Waddy 1982), Agta (Headland 1983), and Khoi-

|^
(Lee 1979:464-478) suggest that these languages might closely resemble Sahaptin in

cir disuse of binomials. It is at least suggestive that the former set of languages are of
*u sistence farmers, the latter of hunter-gatherers. This brings us to our third alternative

fl* Of explanation.

refl

V°lutlonar
y explanations of this nomenclatural pattern may be of three basic types,

eco]

CCtlng the solution of: (1) intellectual capacities, (2) social organization, or (3)

^° ogical and economic systems. There are respectable proponents of each of these

rific

Utl°nary PersPectives. For example, Berlin (1972) argues that folk biological clas-

^ication systems evolve in two steps; the initial step is one of "horizontal" expansion

Wc h

C Set °f basic foIk taxa by an analogical process of "concrete transposition." What

whi h

VC labcled coordination here is an example. The subsequent evolutionary step-

the^b

C°mplements but does not supplant the first-is one of "vertical" expansion from

matei

aS1C

h

f°lk **** by means of generalization to produce named life-forms and, ulti-

taxa

V

R
unique beginner, and of differentiation, to produce folk specific and varietal

nation

m°mial names are indicative of this latter process. From this perspective subordi-

Wc ^Y*
a SUperior mode of classification, being more "abstract" than coordination,

of a 1

1CVe tHlS assessmcn* has no basis in fact, but rather represents the bias of speakers

To re^^*^'
English

' *** has enshrined binomial nomenclature as the scientific ideal.

* * kind^v
that X iS Hke Y rec

luircs abstraction fully as much as to recognize that X
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on

Durkheim and Mauss argued in Primitive Classification (1963) that the conceptual

recognition of hierarchy, as in a taxonomy, is a byproduct of the experience of socai

hierarchy. Thus one might argue that Sahaptin folk classification lacks hierarchical

development comparable to that of the Tzeltal because the pre-contact Sahaptin speakers

were egalitarian hunter-gatherers within an acephalous polity, while the Tzeltal Mayans

had long known the reality of state and nation. This hypothesis is tempting in that

Sahaptin social relations stress coordination and do not emphasize subordination. Thoi$

chiefs (miyawax) were recognized, their power was limited. Much more salient wert

bilateral kin ties and dyadic trading partnerships between 'friends' (cf. Marshall
19"'

There is a curious parallel between the Sahaptin stress on individual autonomy and their

stress on the essential uniqueness of plant and animal names. However, it is patently

false that Hanunoo—which surpasses Tzeltal in degree of taxonomic hierarchy in the folk

biological domains as far as Tzeltal surpasses Sahaptin—have experienced extremes

«

social hierarchy. Furthermore, the Wasco/Wishram place considerably greater stress

social hierarchy than do their Columbia River Sahaptin neighbors, yet share their aver

sion to hierarchy in their folk biological classifications. It seems the apparent correlation

of taxonomic hierarchy with social hierarchy may be an epiphenomenon of the under

lying subsistence systems. This brings us to a consideration of the third evolutions

perspective, the ecological.

The pattern we have observed here suggests that folk biological classification systems i

have evolved from a single-tiered system of coordinate taxa among hunter-gatherers to a

multi-tiered system (a taxonomic hierarchy proper) exhibiting a high incidence of *
level polytypy (Geoghegan 1976) among subsistence agriculturalists. A further stage o. i

development (or of devolution, if you will) has been suggested (Dougherty 1978, Bro»t

1979) to account for the progressive increase in the number of highly inclusive mc-rp

J
logically based life-form categories and parallel reduction in numbers of basic leve

^
The initial phase of this evolutionary pattern might be explained by reference tote

.^.

cess of domestication. Diverse cultivars might reasonably have been the initial recipif

of binomial names. They are very commonly applied in such instances. However,
^

wild plants and animals are also so named. Therefore, we must assume a Proc
.^

generalization whereby binomial naming was extended to wild relatives of c

^^
plants and animals, then used to label any closely similar set of plants or aniniaS

'

jS

ticated or wild. The fact that the degree of polytypy among Tzeltal zoologic te^

^
virtually identical to that of Tzeltal botanical terms-despite the far S1

*"1"/
hyp0

.

domesticated plants than of animals in Mayan subsistence -indicates
that t is

thetic process has run its course in Tzeltal.
ins t0

be

This is a plausible account but an incomplete explanation. There re

^ffoj

explained the apparent correlation of the degree of polytypy and the size o^

^^
biological inventory (Table 1). Independent of the domestication of plants an^
an elaboration of taxonomic hierarchy might serve as a more efficient meanS

tolearn
arfl

store a larger quantity of folk biological knowledge. It is presumably
easier

thers namiaj

to remember a set of five terms-one naming a basic level taxon and the °
polep*''

binomially labeled subdivisions, such as pine, Ponderosa pine, white pine, o g ^^
and white-bark pine-than to learn the unrelated names of four genera

tap'as 'Ponderosa pine',

as m
10 learn me unrelated names w *~~.

ne

pak'inakaas 'white pine '9, kalamkalatn
'lodSep

t0
incre*

'. Thus we mieht expect the use of binorm .nanikaas 'white-bark pine'. Thus we might expect the use of bin0""
continue

rapidly beyond a certain threshold of basic level name expansion, and o^ ^
increase in proportion to the size of the total inventory of basic level e

^^^
interpretation fits the data of Table 1. However, we have not explam

^nomial
nam*

of knowledge which, by this hypothesis, gives rise to the increase in X"

therers
sho*

In fact, we might have predicted quite the opposite, that is, that hunter'S

he neXt 1^
have the largest folk biological inventories, subsistence agriculturalists
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with modern urban dwellers having the smallest, in relation to the degree to which each

lyitem depends upon detailed, widely-shared knowledge of natural history. Thus bino-

mial nomenclature, if functionally linked to the scope of a folk biological domain as

hypothesized above, should be inversely correlated with this progression of modes of

production. This seems not to be the case.

We would like to propose a possible resolution of this seeming contradiction, first,

we believe it likely that hunter-gatherers will have smaller folk biological inventories

than subsistence farmers in the same habitat. This accords with an otherwise curious

fact that Kalahari San hunter-gatherers are more selective of the plants they use than

nearby agricultural Bantu (Lee 1979:180). They can afford to be more selective because

of their low population densities and high mobility. Subsistence farmers are subject to

periodic crop failures (Colson 1979), at which times they are forced to rely on wild foods

the hunting-gathering San consider inedible. Their sheer numbers force them to recognize

a wider range of species as of potential use than is true of the San. If this hypothesis is

conrect, the increased reliance on binomial naming by agriculturalists may be understood

as a response to the need for an expanded ethnobiological repertoire. Brown (1984) has

recently arrived at precisely this conclusion on the basis of an extensive series of cross-

language comparisons.

Subsequent industrialization and urbanization reduces the need for detailed know-

ledge of natural species among the general population. As a consequence, the sweeping

generality of life-form categories proves adequate in most circumstances. Binomial

nomenclature, however, does not disappear, since the cultivars frequently so named

remain important. Thus the elaborate taxonomic hierarchy proposed by Berlin as the

ultimate expression of our evolving capacity to comprehend natural diversity is seen

rather to result from a sequence of economic developments affecting our need to know

aspects of that natural diversity (cf. Hunn 1982).
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NOTES

Earlier versions of this paper were presented by Hunn to the 5th Annual Ethnobiology Conference in

Saj Diego, California, April 1982, and by Hunn and French to the 17th International Conference on

Palish and Neighboring Languages in Portland, Oregon, August 1982. The Sahaptin examples cited

Hunn
n Mail but are supportive of all key conclusions.
Sahaptin words are written in a phonemic orthography adapted from Rigby (n.d.) as follows: plain

c'T'S
af

,

fricat« are p, t, c,%, c, k, kw, q, q
w

;
glottalized stops and affricates arep ,

t
,

C, A
. * , *» , q ,qW>.

spimnts are j ? ^ xW sonorants are Wj n> l
t
w, y; laryngcals are b, i

and

or some consultants wiwluwiwlu refers instead to a wild blueberry, Vaccinium caespitosum Michx.

"Northwest Sahaptin dialects twin'i 'tail* replaces vat was. Some speakers prefer quyx 'white,

5

»n'mate to p/^Vhite, inanimate'.

lizL
C

°K
SUltanlS are Unsure as to the characteristics of t'mhiauaia agreeing that it is a snake-likc

rhoL »

,JUmpS '' Some informants mav apply the term to alligator lizards (two species of &f

talis)

°therS maV haVC in mind the rarc and local WCStCm WhipUil (Cnemid°ph0rUS °
CC

ContcmPorary consultants assert the paps large individuals of Pscudotsuga or

- ~.«+U«-><\T-1<Tt.

*** classif
reiers to a11 others of these genera. I his seems uniiKt

SSl 1Cat0ry situation and contradicts some facts of the contemporary
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the fact that patatwi very clearly implies a prototype with the characteristics of Abies, to wit, hi*

aromatic foliage. This characteristic—and important uses contingent upon it—are not cited forpfi

7 For some speakers the iris is nunaswaaku /, named after the mariposalily Calochortus macrocvfu

Dougl. The classificatory principle is the same, as C. macrocarpus is a valued winter emeip

ration.

*> A form functionally parallel to Sahaptin -waaku i Mike' is used by speakers of the Wasco diakctof

Upper Chinookan, but only to describe, not to name categories.

y This term was not cited in previous discussions of Sahaptin tree terms as it is apparently restridd

today to the Northwest dialects.
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\fter a year of writing letters to publishers, badgering friends to finish book reviews

and pounding out last minute abstracts myself, I am finally starting to learn my craft.

The Journal of Ethnobiology is now on the review list of most major publisher! of

ethnobiological works. If any of our readers are interested in becoming reviewers, please

send me your name, address, and preferred subject area. We will also welcome unsolicited

reviews if you discover a book that you want to share with our readership. Significant

works that have been in press for awhile but may have been missed the first time around,

should also be considered.
Charles II. Miksicck

Book RrvUw Editor

Book Review

Fading Feast: A Compendium of Disappearing American Regional Foods. Raymond

Sokolov. New York: E. P. Dutton, Inc., 1983. 276 pp., illus., $6.95, paperback.

Fading Feast is a delightful collection of twenty-four essays collected by gastro-

ethnographer Raymond Sokolov, on a two year expedition sponsored by the American

Museum of Natural History through the backwaters and byways of the American hear -

i._j -m . .. ,. » u* ~„+ ^.nHsncrered dishes trom lina-
land. This Indiana Jones of the culinary

ingua Chile, Kosher Challah«"«». v>ncuuar to lerungua uiue, jvoshci *. » «"» —j , i turc
regional flavor and ethnic identity. In our homogenized and mass-marketed cu

.

, , , j r„- fom ;i,. aathenncs and seasonalgathering
"•usi oi tnese traditional dishes are only reservcu iw »a."" 7 & -

feasts. Others are only found in gourmet and specialty shops.

Many of these regional specialties are losing out to their more commercially mar
^

able cousins. The small Key Lime, also known as the Mexican Lime, has been r p

b> the Tahitian Lime, actually a green lemon-hybrid with questionable parentage. .

Wk„.u u.. ... . -
7 6

,,, •. ._ u o» r,r^e« and ship than the larger,
lowbush blueb.^o „, 1£U Mwx. „
hybrid highbush variety. The imported Jap
• ^aw A I m _

"' UI1U nignoush variety. The imported J apanese persuing" "-r—-
cks

to the native Hoosier species, as the bounceable tomato found in our local mar

UP to a Midwestern "Beefsteak" picked fresh from the vine. Olympia oyst

more d^ s .___-„ .u. »„;(„ *«.««- borrowed from Japanese maricui
niorc

turc. The— me sironger-navored, native biacK wainui u« a -»-^ ^^w and aee
™rcial species imported from Persia. Virginia hams take much longer to smoke a

g

Property than the brine-cured, water-injected product available from
^] ^^J

bouses. Other delicacies are just plain rare, such as the Michigan morel La jona

or Minnesota wild rice. Still others, like white lightning are downnjtill^.

u
Perhaps the most sobering tales in Fading Feast deal with traditional del ca e ^

hav* been MiMUi h„ „ • relations or competing business interes
.

Interstate

gulations
native salmon harvest in the Pacific Northwest has been severely impaci-

and sport fishing, the timber industry, and damming the wild stream

which has always been tainted by the cowboy-shepherd rivalry, is now

government permit regulations that favor recreational vehicles over rar ^
lament of gooseberries is strictiy regulated because they are an alternate^h

;h»te-pinc blistcr mst> Departmen
Y

t of Agriculture regulations on meats ar so^string

*« g"se, with tenacious pin-features, have been replaced by turkeys a the^Chr s

b»d, chicken has replaced ^uirrel in Brunswick stew, and you will never find a blackb

,n Kentucky Burgoo.
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You are what you eat is more than just a trite phrase. The food we eat is a reflecta

of our cultural heritage. Delicate, wafer-thin piki bread, made from blue corn grown will

the proper ceremony, ground on a stone metate, and cooked on a red-hot piki stone is a

elegant expression of everything that epitomizes traditional Hopi society. Black-qd

peas and rice express the ties of South Carolina Gullah culture to its African roots.

I have always felt that the more senses that are used in a learning experience. Ac

stronger a lesson is learned. Each essay in Fading Feast is followed by a collection of

traditional recipes that will tantalize the nose and palate.

A review of a "cookbook" may seem a little out of place in a "serious" scientific

journal, and yet a regional feast has been an important part of most of the recent Ethuo-

biology Conferences. In San Diego we tasted an astounding variety of Japanese

cacies, in Oklahoma we feasted on buffalo, and in Tucson we sampled traditional Pap*

and Southwestern fare. After a Northwest Coast banquet that included baked salmft

smoked ooligan, and salmonberry sprouts, many of the participants at the Seattle c<*

ference wondered what next year's gathering in Boston would have to offer. It wo*

seem only logical to open to the chapter of Fading Feast that describes a traditional Ne»

England clambake and start hunting for a cord of hardwood, a truckload of rockw

bushels of clams, and dozens of eager volunteers. It would also seem appropriate torn**

Raymond Sokolov as the after dinner speaker. ^

Book Review

Aroer

an
State

Laboratory of Anthropology, Reports of Investigations, No. 58, 198 .

x

illus., $9.50, paperback.

The Hoko River Site was a coastal fishing camp on the northern edge o tj
^ ^

Peninsula in Washington State that was occupied about 2500 years ago. ^
known Ozette Villas. Hnkn River \m * watprlnacred site with excellent orga M

ent

the site include a vast array of m
Botanical

aromals, and «» " „

an

macrofossils are also discussed. Information derived from the expentn

and utilization of various artifact types is also presented. . yjrden
*"

Hoko River includes a fascinating section on Ethnohistory by je^
backgroU

*
Maureen Brinck-Lund which provides very useful historic and ethn°^aP

sections
provi

*

Detailed analyses are provided for each artifact class. The method
F*

e0 \ & .

&**
interesting insights into the problems and potentials of wet-site arc V^ the c#

much of the detailed data from Ozette Village is not as yet widely »
archa

colo0*

parative data included in Hoko River will prove invaluable to other we
-

and paleoecologists.
working

with&
Hoko River will make those paleoethnobiologists that are used

from open sites with much poorer preservation, green with envy. C0
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Book Review

Farming Practice in British Prehistory. Edited by Roger Mercer. Edinbrugh University

Press, 1981. viii+ 245 pp., illus., 9.50 Pounds Sterling, paperback.

Prehistory

held in honor of Robert Munro at the University of Edinburgh in 1980 on prehistoric

farming and its relevance to modern agricultural problems. It begins with a brief history

of agrarian society in the British Isles and an overview of modern British apiculture.

Peter Fowler's chapter, "Wildscape to Landscape" provides data on prehistoric field

systems derived from an analysis of aerial photography. Halliday, Hill, and Stevenson

examine "Early Agriculture in Scotland". Sian Rees reports on prehistoric agricultural

ools, including sickles, ards (Celtic plows), and brush hooks. P. Rowley-Conwy suggests

that much of the northern European pollen data should be re-evaluated not in terms of

the more traditional interpretation of slash and bum land clearance, but in favor of more

He cites long-term yield data from
and Dermanen

experimental stations at Woburn and Rothamstead that show no reductions in the return

from cereal crops after fifty years of continuous farming by traditional methods. Peter

Reynolds discusses the results of three research projects at the Butser Iron Age Farm,

dealing with experimentally replicated and utilized ards, the yields of prehistoric grain

types- emmer and spelt wheat, and the competition between field weeds and crops.

(I have often wondered why Reynolds' book, Iron Age Farm: The Butser Experiment

American

charred

guidel

remains ot cereals and associated weeus, ictuvuv,u •*«- — -

egge focuses on Iron Age cattle husbandry. Michael Ryder reports on skins,

fleece, and other important products from prehistoric livestock. Alexander renton i

cusses another significant animal product, manure which was critical to maintaining

high yields reported in earlier chapters. ,

Although the specific geographic focus of this research is the Bntish Isles, and m

generally temperate Europe; the data, models, and methods presented in this volume

be of interest to any investigator studying traditional agricultural problems.

CHM

Reynolds, Peter J. 1979. Iron-

Museum Publications, Ltd.
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RAYMOND MAURICE GILMORE
1 January 1907 31 December 1983

Photograph: Mike Hatchimonji, Los Angeles County Museum of Natural History

Ray Gilmore leading a whale-watching expedition.

On
mmunity

was both
word can-

energy, and

Throughout

fulness. He

an
storyteller

Otitic papcrs

nto vogue, he ignore

anthropology seeme.

olo

a precise lecturer. An ethnobiologist before the

iemic boundaries. Scarcely any subject in natural

scape his scrutiny. His 65 published popular and

j—-^*^.- t.v^nmv. zooarchaeology, epidemi-

studies.
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Ray Gilmore took his A.B. and M.A. in zoology and anthropology at the Univcrsit

of California, Berkeley. During summers he collected birds and mammals extensively

California, Arizona, Nevada, Idaho, and Alaska. He spent one summer excavating Santa

Cruz Islands shellmounds off Santa Barbara.

After a year as Ranger

Naturalist at Yosemite, Ray
went to Harvard in 1934 for

doctoral studies as a Gibbs

Fellow. At the end of the

following summer he was in-

vited by the Rockefeller Foun-

dation to join a team of 65

scientists for a two and a half

year stint in Brazil studying

yellow fever epidemiology. Ex-

cept for a brief period back in

marry Eliz

American
and

at Cornell University (Ithaca

was his birthplace), Ray was to

spend most of his time until

late 1944 with the Institute of

Inter-American Affairs study-

ing yellow fever, malaria, ty-

phus, and sylvatic plague in

Brazil, Colombia, Peru, Boliva,

and Ecuador. In the tropics

live-trap canopy

platforms

anim for

and

Photograph courtesy of Mrs. Raymond <*•"

Ray Gilmore during his epidemeological
studies »

and
Matto

States museums. Always inquisitive and thorough, he kept voluminous n0*"®

animals he handled, even drawing wing shpes and making color sketches of t
-^

the

soft

two

missioned medical boats to attend to the needs of the sea
mammalian

bio-

geography
and doctoral theses dealt with Bering Sea area «« ^

q.w^^w, x., icwuon to giaciation. uunng tne summer ui **•**

with St. Lawrence Island Eskimos. A spin-off of this research was Ray

mals

and the dating of Early Man •»*- ^^
L

. . Htsonian Institution as Associate ^

u nr\ f\r\n „-,VUo.»<->1r»criral mam

ology
sites in Pennsylvania and the state of Coahuila, Mexico
Antiquity, and the other in the Journal of Ma
faunal identification.

Am ericfl

Two *2ZL 'o°f
**'

In the latter, Ray wrote, "This type of work is cons1

^
^^t

mitigated drudge. There is also a desire on the par ^~™ ~*° "• w%- a" unmitigated drudge. There is also a desire u« *•» r ^
ologist to receive his identifications as soon as possible for his reports,

priatt

that the identifier's own work is interrupted." Some of his advice is just a ^^
today as when written in 1949. For instance, he recommended, "In prepays ^^

in the

can nfl'

and the possible significance of their Dresence and
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found in the collection and the possible significance of their absence." He encouraged

the permanent preservation and conspicuous marking of critical bones such as elements

of species no longer found in the region. "This is an important point, because doubts as

to one's own identifications of questionable and critical species always arise, and the

pertinent bones will be desired in all good conscience for reexamination. They should

be readily available."

With his many years of experience with South American biota and his background

in rooarchaeology, Ray was a natural candidate to write "The Fauna and Ethnozoology

of South America" for vol. 6 of Julian H. Steward's Handbook of South American

Indians (1950, Smithsonian Institution).

From 1946 to 1958 Ray worked for the United States Fish and Wildlife Service, first

in Washington, later at Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, California. Ray's

interest in whales, dolphins, and porpoises flowered during this period, an interest that

occupied most of his own teaching and research for the next three and a half decades. In

1958 he became Research Associate in Marine Mammalogy at the San Diego Natural

History Museum. The following year he led the first whale-watching boats to view gray

whales off the San Diego coast. He took smaller tours to observe the Baja California

calving lagoons of the grays in Scammons and San Ignacio Lagoons. Under National

Science Foundation sponsorship in 1969 and again in 1970 he led teams of scientists into

the Southern Hemisphere to survey marine mammals and birds. Each winter he enter-

tained, in the best sense of the word, over 5,000 people on San Diego whale-watching

tours.

and Siema Xi, Ray was also an

ary foreign member of the Drestieious Venezuelan
Salic. He—»«. ne was an active member of the Committee on Polar Kesearcn, tne wauoiw
Research Council, and the National Academy of Science. When in 1982 the San Diego

Museum of Man and the San Diego Natural History Museum co-sponsored the Fifth

•^nual Ethnobiology Conference, the local committee dedicated the conference in

Kay was no ordinary person, as anyone fortunate enough to know him will attest,

^nng his academic years he was closely associated with some of the great names of this

century such as Ales Hrdlicka, Joseph GrinneU, Alex Wetmore, Remmington Kellogg,

K°y Chapman Andrews, Robert Cushman Murphy, Harry Swarth, the Kroebers, Carl O.

*««, Carl Hubbs, and many others in the fields of anthropology, biology, and paleon-

_
°gv- An excellent storyteller, Ray had memorable anecdotes about them all. He

«*mblcd great files, Neotoma fashion, on these related subjects and seemed always able

he'P a student by providing references. His humor and vivacity are missed by all who
"Kw him.

-Amadeo M. Rea

San Diego Natural History Museum

(For more detailed information, see Environmental Southwest, Spring 1984.)
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NEWS AND COMMENTS

ETHNOBIOLOGY IN THE NEWS:

The Louisiana state Attorney General, William Guste, ruled on 29 November 1983 that alligators

are legally fish. The ruling came in response to a request for a line of credit from the state Market

Commission to alligator farmers. The existing statute failed to specify whether alligators fell within

the scope of the definition of "livestock," and thus would be eligible for credit at the tax-payers'

expense. "Livestock
11 encompassed "domesticated fish,

11 which in turn, in Louisiana state law, in-

cluded "all fish, crustaceans, frogs, turtles and other living aquatic resources which have sport or other

economic value.
1
' Alligators, by Guste's ruling, are aquatic resources and thus domestic fish/livestock

under the law. If this smacks of Linnean revisionism, consider that Mr. Guste in 1974 ruled cock

fighting legal, since roosters, having only two legs, are excluded from the purview of the state's laws

governing cruelty to animals. An animal, he noted, generally means "mammals or four-footed crea-

tures.
11

(From the University of Washington Daily of 1 December 1983.) Is there an employment

opportunity here for a qualified consulting ethnobiologist with a specialty in folk classification?

REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION:

arre de Biologia, Universidade

write

ermany

survey article on ethnoentomology for the Annual Review of Entomology. If you can help with

reprints, references, or editorial suggestions please contact Mr. Posey.

Anton Saurwein (c/o Institut fur Volkerkunde an der Universitat Munchen, Schellingstrasse 33,

D-8000 Munchen 40, West Germany), editor of MEXICON: Aktuelle Informationen und Studien zu

Mesoamerika, bimonthly journal of the Internationale Gesellschaft fur Mesoamerika-Forschung e.v.,

solicits reports on current archaeological, ethnohistorical and anthropological research as well as

announcements of congresses, exhibitions and other events of interest to Mesoamerican scholars. To
subscribe send $20 US (+ $3 US for airmail delivery) to Karl-Friedrich von Flemming, Katharinenstr.

20,D-1000 Berlin 37, West G

SOCIETY OF ETHNOBIOLOGY T-SHIRTS:

Trish Flaster (523 N. Grant, Fort Collins, CO 80521) is in charge of the society's fledgling

Apparel Division, offering for $8.00 US (plus mailing charges) an elegant T-shirt with our journal

lo?o prominently displayed on a rich clay-toned background. A variety of sizes and styles for men
and women are available. Be the first on your jogging route to sport this unique T-shirt design and

support your society in the bargain.

KAYAPO ETHNOBIOLOGY SYMPOSIUM:
The Universidade Federal do Maranhao, Sao Lufs, Maranhao state, Brazil, hosted a symposium

p"
KayaP° Indian ethnobiology as part of this vear's Congresso Brazileiro de Zoologia. Dr. Darrell

°sey writes of the symposium that, "It was a great experience. The first time-at least in Brazil-

ni
„*

anS had becn included in a scientific society as invited discussants." The program featured

c Papers and four Kayapo "debatadores," listed below:
Dr

- William Overal, Head of Entomology, Museu Goeldi, Belem

Dr v/°
PC: Importance of Social Insects to the Kayapo

r
- arwick E. Kerr, Head of Biology, Univ. Federal do Maranhao

Dr
Nativt; methods of insect control used by the Kayapo

r-Joao M. F. de Camargo, Dept- de Biologia, Univ. Fed. do Maranhao

Dr
Knowk' dge of stingless bees by the Kayapo

'
aVld 0ren

»
Dt Pt. of Ornithology, Museu Goeldi

Dr a
:
f

thno -°rnithol°gy of the Kayapo
• A"red A. Jensen, UNICAMP (Bio. Dept.) & SIL

Dr
"nomatopoea in Kayapo Bird Names
lame Ehsabetsky, Dept. Pharmacology, Univ. Fed. do Para

Dr M Th and ConceP ts of Dis <-' a *c
Wei Petrere, Jr., Dept- de Biologia, Univ. Fed. do Maranhao
1 n°- lcthyology and ethnoecology of the Gorotire Kayapo
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Dr. Anthony Anderson, Dept— de Botanica, Museu Gooldi

Management of secondary forests and forest islands

Dr. Darrell A. Posey, Laboratorio de Etnobiologia, UFMa
Ethnobiology as an integrative methodology for inter-disciplinary research

Kayapo specialists were: Jose Ute (ethnobotanist), Kwyra Ka (ethnozoologist), Beptoopoop (shaman

and Takak Kayapo (10 year old son of Kwyra Ka)

EIGHTH ANNUAL ETHNOBIOLOGY CONFERENCE

The program and schedule for the Eighth Annual Ethnobiology Conference is now being develop-

ed. It will be held in the Boston, Massachusetts, area in Spring 1985. Details will be announced later.

Tentative plans include symposia on zooarchaeology and New England ethnobiology, and optional

field trips to the Plymouth Plantation and to laboratories and field stations to view collections.
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Mail check payable to: Society of Ethnobiology / 523 ff. Grant, Fort CoUins, CO 80521
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NOTICE TO AUTHORS

The Journal of Ethnobiology accepts papers on original research in ethnotaxonomy

and folk classification, ethnobotany, ethnozoology, cultural ecology, plant domestication,

zooarchaeology, archaeobotany, pab/nology, dendrochronology and ethnomedicine.

Authors should follow the format for article organization and bibliographies from articles

in this issue. All papers should be typed doubled-spaced with pica or elite type on 8* x 1

1

inch paper with at least one inch margins on all sides. The ratio of tables and figures to

text pages should not exceed 1:2-3. Tables should not duplicate material m either the

text or graphs. All illustrations are considered figures and should be submitted reduced

to a size which can be published within a journal page without further reduction. Photo-

graphs should be glossy prints of good contrast and sharpness with metric scales

^
dudc°

when appropriate. All illustrations should have the author(s) name(s) wnttcn on the back

with the figure number and a designation for the top of the figure. Legends for figures

typed on a separate page at the end of the manuscript

these
name

manuscript. Metric units should be used in all measurements. Type author^,

the top left comer of each manuscript page; designate by handwritten notes in tne ien

margin of manuscript pages where tables and graphs should appear.

If native language terminology is used as data, a consistent phonemic orthography

should be employed, unless a practical alphabet or a more narrow phonetic transcription

is justified. A brief characterization of this orthography and of the phonemix ^entory

of the language(s) described should be given in an initial note. To increase readability

native terms should be indicated as bold-face italics to contrast with the normal use oi

italic type for foreign terms, such as latin binomials. If necessary, the distinction oe

tween lexical glosses, i.e., English language approximations of a term's referential mean

in*, and orerise English enuivalents or definitions should be indicated by enclosing tne

gloss in single quotation marks.
manuscript plus the original copy and

original figu format

manuscripts
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and

and

anticipa-

In anticipation of the actual holi-
t_7 J — ^ X *

days, I distributed gifts of applebutter today and as I did so I indulged in recalling the

apple harvest of bygone days and especially how apples were put away for winter use.

town— J M.KA.xa.x anu tVCU aVJlllC LUWli 1UI^3 LU1U LI LA\- IV,va aiiu iiioiiiittiiivv* * ww w ^w ...

they were often as well supplied with winter stores as was the home of Mr. Badger in

Graham's classic tale. "The
—v* iwnupi, wnicn are, Dotanicany speaKing, actually roois, ivi

of another era housed a number of other storables—some vaguely

and

and others obviouslv not root-like at all. e.e. cabbages, quince, pears, and

apples.

farm

folks did. gments«. i^vuuig mcicniciii weauier, uiey set asiuc laigc a^gin^n^ w* « v,~-r /

shred dozens of heads of cabbage, to be layered in enormous stoneware crocks for fer-

menting into sauerkraut. On sunny, pleasant days, they made commodities such as apple-

butter in large cast iron, or preferably copper, kettles over an open fire.

Making sauerkraut required relatively little skill and various members of the farm

family participated in its preparation. Making applebutter, on the other hand, required

th
constant

younger—~w*v* ui me iamuy supervised one or more 01 tne yuuugci wmw^i -

—

small to be useful in the fields, as they fetched wood and spelled her with the required

constant stirring.

My mother made applebutter this way and for a number of years I was her assistant.

1 made many a trip to the woodpile to select a piece of wood of the proper size and type

so that a fire of just the right amount of flame and heat would result. Also, I made many
a second trip to the woodpile because my judgment in wood selecting was not as good as

W at least was different from) my mother's. And although I'm sure I complained under

^y breath, all the extra effort seemed worth it when enjoying that wonderful spread on

h«t biscuits on T™,,,™—™;»„*January« ""January mornings. ,,
Eventually, of course, all the children grew up and left home. My father helped tor a

A of years and then my mother modified her method for the kitchen, baking out the

"^sture in a slow oven ^ WQrks wdl> but scveral days ^ required for the same yield

« a product that's not quite the same as was possible in one day out of doors. And, ot

c°urse, with an electric or gas range, labor is considerably reduced.
1 ve made some modifications too. As we have come to appreciate fiber in our diets,

"uuldlca paring the apples an
!" trough a food processor before

pulsively bought at a roadside stand in Oak Creek Canyon



Flagstaff, Arizona. I gave much of the product to friends, who now each year make cer-

tain that I have apples with which to continue the tradition. It wasn't until several of I

went on a camping trip that we had the pleasure of tasting applebutter with the true c

:

fashioned flavor that I recalled from childhood. As we sat around the camp fire eai

morning we kept the opened jar of applebutter near at hand. By the time the campin

trip was over, the applebutter had acquired that slightly smokey flavor, just as it had in

bygone days.

And at times late on a Sunday morning while savoring a tasty morsel generously

covered with my favorite spread, I think of Mr. Badger and fantasize an interaction in the

fashion of River Rat and Mole:
aWhat?" I cry, open-mouthed: "Never enjoyed applebutter! You've ncver-weE.

I—what have you been doing, then?"

"Is it so nice as all that?" asks Mr. Badger rather forcefully, though he is quite

prepared to believe it as he surveys his bundles of dried herbs, nets of dried onions,

baskets of eggs and assorted winter stores.

"Nice? It's the only thing," I say solemnly, as I open ajar of that essence of appk

itself. "Believe me, my friend, there is nothing absolutely nothing-half so much worth

spreading on biscuits as pure, unadulterated, old-fashioned applebutter!"

f
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"COVERT CATEGORIES" RECONSIDERED:

IDENTIFYING UNLABELED CLASSES

IN TOBELO FOLK BIOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION

PAUL MICHAEL TAYLOR
Associate Curator of Asian Ethnology

Department of Anthropology

National Museum of Natural History

Smithsonian Institution

Washington, D.C. 20560

ABSTRACT .-Covert categories can usefully be posited in the description of Tobelo tolk

biological classification in order to delimit the domain of investigation, to reflect groupings

apparently referred to by Tobelo themselves, to provide "missing" supcrordinate classes for

sets of co-hyponymous terms, and also to reflect those covert classes that must be posited

for the description of lexemes in other domains. A review of methods generally used to

posit covert classes, however, reveals that all are based on tests of perceived similarities

among organisms. Such tests produce groupings that may be culturally irrelevant, that do

not belong in a linguistic description, and that are based on similarities that may not be

those used in hierarchically relating taxa. In order to avoid these difficulties, two alterna-

tive methods are tentatively proposed: "co-hyponymy," which identifies contrast sets

lacking a superordinate term; and "definitional implication," which posits the covert classes

main reauired for the definitions of terms

stematic

INTRODUCTION

Folk biological classification has proven to be one of the most culturally important

and most exhaustively lexicalized areas of folk classification among pre-industnal peoples

Meeting those peoples' generally intimate familiarity with locally available fauna and

flora. Although folk biological classification represents only one part of the subjec

matter of ethnobiology as a science, an ethnobiologist's concern with semantic ana

classificatory topics is justified primarily because decisions about the uses of plants ana

animals in subsistence, technology, medicine, and other areas of cultural endeavor are

Presumably based on criteria which can be linguistically expressed and discussed and o

a system of grouping local plants and animals into classes used in natural language
(

a> lor

1980a).

The great increase in research on folk biological classification systems over the
^

past

twenty years affirms the predominance of taxonomic relations among^classes m ^ '

b'°logkal domains, though folk biological taxonomies have ^""^"^^d
notorious for irregularities of the sort enumerated by Ellen (1979:13): multipl and

"^docking hierarchies, extra-hierachic relations, synonymy, homonymy polvse y

f^omaly, covert categories and residual taxa." The distinctiveness of the bas c

generic" terms within those domains has also been widely reported, as has the obsen

act that, if we consider only lexically labeled classes, folk biological C^T^
Ston« seem to be universally "shallow" (having few taxonomic levels) but wide ,^ very large contrast sets, particularly among classes labeled by basic or generic

Cmi
,

S
(
Ber»n

. Breedlove and Raven 1973).
t „m whifh in .

.
/hfe it is possible to present a description of a folk taxonomic V~"M* »

C,udes only lexemically labeled classes, or even to define either "semantic classes
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systems of "classification" such that each class must be designated by a single lexeme

(e.g. Conklin 1962:128), several cogent reasons have been offered for considering

"covert" or unlabeled categories or classes within descriptions of folk taxonomies.

In a paper which inaugurated the study of covert categories in folk taxonomie

Berlin, Breedlove, and Raven (1968) emphasized that in attempting to identify covert

categories of Tzeltal plants they adopted formal methods for uncovering categories

which, though unlabeled, were recognized and used by natives. The inclusion of coven

classes in a description of folk classification thus had the primary advantage of repre-

senting more precisely the shared set of structured relations among classes. Two further

advantages of formally identifying covert classes were that (1) where the highest-lev

taxon or "unique beginner" is unlabeled a covert taxon can establish the domain of

classificatory structures and (2) recognition of covert groupings of labeled classes could

structure relations among the very wide contrast sets of basic ("generic") classes. Covert

categories continue to be posited primarily in folk biological taxonomies, although the

methods for positing them and the ontological or "psychological" status of the posited

categories have been a subject of debate (Brown 1974 and reply by Berlin 1974; Hays

1976, Hunn 1976, 1977, Atran 1983).

In my own investigations of folk biological classification among the Tobelo (or

"Tobelorese") people of Halmahera Island, Indonesia (Taylor 1980a, 1980b, 1982),

have also attempted to identify covert classes and have posited them using met

described below. 1 I have not, however, based my analysis on methods used by o •

authors (Berlin, Breedlove, and Raven 1968, Hays 1976, Hunn 1977). Though en

methods differ, these all share the goal of identifying covert classes based on tests o.

perceived similarity among plant and animal classes. A critique of procedures esifl^

to identify covert classes based on such tests will show that sometimes the on y

cultural significance of those classes may be their sudden appearance as a resu ° ^
designed to find them, that similiarities observed may not be those used in^^V
relating folk taxa, and that such classes do not in any case belong in alingulStl

h

C

testsarf

tion. It is not my purpose to argue that categories posited on the basis of sue

^
necessarily worthless, only that their status as culturally recognized ^T^L^nc
or animal classes is questionable, and that in any case they do not belong

;

in^^
description of a semantic domain. Of course, much other interesting fol ^
information (e.g. "symbolic" associations, medicinal and technological uses o ^^
techniques of cultivation, etc.) also does not belong in descriptions of seman"C

w0 major

The two main techniques I have used in this study are derived from the
rf

areas of structural semantic investigation (Ikegami 1967:49, 60): (1) the^^

,

cJi

the relations among lexemes in terms of their meanings, which leads to the m^ ^
that of co-hyponymy, and (2) the description of the meaning of a single ex ^
leads to the method I call definitional implication. The classes Poslte^ristic

devic«

applying these methods to the Tobelo case are, at the very least, useful ^eur^es
^M

which point up relations among labeled classes in ways that the Tobelo t^"1^
recognize. At most, they represent covert classes used by the Tobelo t em

parable perhaps to similar classes used by other ethnic groups.

m#>

com-

THE PROBLEM OF THE "UNIQUE
»»

attempting
*

Undoubtedly one of the most vexing problems for an ethnographer ^^^
study folk classification of fauna and flora occurs when he discovers tna^

^^
of many languages, no "unique beginner" or highest-level term exists (W

• Stran*

'plant', or 'living thing') which can define the domain of his investigation * .^
iQfifi.i.o\ ™ ... ... . -:_„i nnmenclaturc /

1966:1-2).

fying the types of lexemes used to desig

animal ih>»*

U organisms
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sider "plants" or "animals." It is also possible to study man-plant or man-animal inter-
_. _ m mmm mm * * i

an

.» any cannot

dassification-that is, the shared, structured set of relationships that members ot a

culture posit among those classes-without considering whether this assortment of terms

for "plants and animals" names classes of objects grouped together or even considered

similar by native speakers themselves.

The highest-level Tobelo terms designating classes of what we consider animals and

plants ('animal', 'tree', 'herbaceous weed', etc.) have multiple senses, and there is no

named higher-level "plant" class or named class of "living things." I have also been un-

able to find any distinctive grammatical treatments of plants or animals, although these

can be found in some other languages. If we only consider lexically labeled classes in our

study of Tobelo folk classification, we must content ourselves with one of two alterna-

tives: (1) studying the relationship among those Tobelo classes which happen to contain

objects biologists consider "biological"-and calling this the study of "Tobelo" -^

biological classification, or (2) considering each highest-level term in the language-

including 'tree', 'vine', 'rice', and many "basic" classes-a separate "unique beginner"

establishing a separate domain. The serious problems with either alternative leave us no

recourse except to posit covert higher-level classes, for the following reasons:

i\\ Tko ft—* «u<.~«««.;„,« ;„ „a^+~a in nnr r»f its forms bv Hunn (1977) and imph-

ethno-

citly conceded by many
"folk" bioWv ac the range

animal and But any analysis which claims

to be "semantic" or to study meanings of terms and relationships among native classes

cannot take as its point of departure a class whose membership is based entirely on a

translation from another language or system of thought. To do so in this case would risk

analyzing relationships among "native" ideational forms collected together in a way

which is foreign to Tobelo language and culture. . „ .

Hunn (1977:44), however, argues that since the choice of a "unique beginner is

itrary," we might as well use the domain of Western biology

animals. We can
together on any
and plants" or t

useful.

animals

an

But we would have to leave aside an

significant unit or domain to the "nat

cul-

«Wty. And the terms I

definitions of semantic
among

separate

(2) The second alternative-considering each highest-level term in the languag
:

a

:ion-is not acceptable in the Tobelo case for four reasons,

*hich may be listed in order:
1. The

Eft, seem to

In the area

,
w groupings at levels higher than those laDeieu m u... —— —

-

-

s f

•£ weinsider "p^ for examp.e, .here are «*£%£ nam^«p.
"«

. vine', and 'herbaceous weed', and also there are over 80 o^lc
." 200 "

terminal ..
or lowest .level subclasses) which are unaff.ha.ed w, h «h«e majo

*»« Poups. Ye, Tobelo refer to groupings of such plants in^^^ like
» unfamiliar or distant bamboo can be denoted a boka o Uba-ob (an object I

**»l-*d*- spp, a bamboo)'. This whole^""T"^^
than

gu.ar non-lexemic phrases might be
^XtT^-^rnic reali-

XlStence of a covert class; that is, the phrase in this example may d
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ation of the covert BAMBOO class.2 While this is an important argument for the exis-

tence of covert classes, it is not reliable—in the Tobelo case—as a method of finding c

positing them, since similar phrases ('rather like an X') are frequently made up for special

purposes and without reference to generally used covert classes.

2. A second frequently-cited argument for positing covert classes has produced

methods which will be criticized below; this is the argument of perceived similani

among classes, and it may briefly be paraphrased here. There are, after all, so man

similarities among classes not grouped together under any higher-level term that

would expect those similarities to be conceptually recognized in any system of classifi-

cation. Continuing the above example, the various labeled species of what we call "bam-

boo" are more like each other than like 'rice*, 'sugar palm', 'cycad', and the otherbaac

plant classes with which they seem to contrast. This similarity is recognized in biology

and seems so obvious that it must be clear to folk classifiers, and could underlie local

references to higher-level groupings noted above. It has been argued, therefore, that

analysis should posit covert classes like BAMBOO based on tests for this perceived simi-

larity.

Though they suggest that positing covert classes could be worthwhile, both these

arguments are hardly sufficient reason in themselves to posit such classes. Nor do thev

provide techniques for reliably delimiting the boundaries of those classes, as the critique

below will argue. There are, however, two other reasons for considering that covert

classes can be posited for Tobelo BIOTIC FORMS-and that they are required by the

ou:

data:

3. Polysemous terms which form a contrast set in one of their senses are

hyponyms" (Lyons 1977:291) and must be considered contrasting subclasses of a higher

level class. It will be shown below that polysemous Tobelo terms for 'tree',
l^t ''

'herbaceous weed' form a co-hyponymous contrast set in one of their senses.

implies that they are immediate subclasses of an unlabeled higher-level domain, which »<

can call the PLANT or FLORAL FORM domain. Though these facts do not delimit

boundaries of any such FLORAL FORM domain, they do indicate that any ana^
these data must posit such a domain containing (minimally) these three named subca

^.
4. Finally, the method of "definitional implication" which I outline in detai e

can be justified by recognizing that an adequate description of Tobelo animal or
p^

classification is only part of the larger task of describing the entire Tobelo lexicon.^

^

Tobelo words which are not names for animals or plants nevertheless have classes^

tic forms implied in the definitions of those words. We can use these related wo^
^

posit the covert classes implied in those definitions. It may be more Par*
im°"

s ^
posit a set of covert classes and then use them in the definition of "related* te

^- ^
to independently define the set of objects to which each of those "related te^ ^
apply. Thus we may conclude that, though positing covert classes may seem ^ ^
the requirement of parsimony in a linguistic description, it is not only re

^^"^
f leXical

data, but may also be the more parsimonious path to a complete description

structure within the language.

<< AND
PERCEIVED SIMILARITY OF FOLK TAXA

catego*
5

an

many

begin

and Raven (1968) sugge-
t

ally revealing category ^

By labeled" (I96^dist
incti*

^v .x „ k eviuence ior tfte "unique beginner" rLAiN 1 ciaw «*—

—

Tzeltal numeral classifier used only for members of this domain, all the c

rganism
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We can consider the covert class within a description of language in the light of the

normal relation between a linguistic sign and the objects that it denotes. This is often

expressed as a triadic relation or "triangle of signification" (Lyons 1977:96-99; cf. Ogden

and Richards 1923:11), in which the three angles A, B, and C of a triangle represent (A)

the linguistic sign, e.g. a lexeme, and (C) the object denoted by that sign, which are

mediated in some sense by (B) some concept of the class of objects which may properly

be denoted by the sign. "The members of any naturally conceived class of things, arrived

at pragmatically by stimulus generatlization, have some distinctive quality or combination

of qualities in common, that furnishes the basis for their common designation" (Scheffler

and Lounsbury 1971:4). Those distinctive qualities of a natural class are "the significant

features of the objects and the defining features of the class". Following Scheffler and

Lounsbury's (1971:3-6) terminology, we may say that the sign denotes the object or

objects, and at the same time designates the class of such objects, and signifies the defin-

ing features of the class. From this perspective we can see that, in order to integrate

covert classes into the classification systems we describe, and to treat them alongside

labeled classes (i.e. taxa) in a hierarchically arranged classification scheme, we must have

all the elements of the "triangle of signification" except the linguistic sign. Alternatively

we may insist on finding some non-lexemic phrase or expression used to refer to the

covert class, and consider that to be the sign, functioning like a lexeme to denote mem-
bers of the class and to designate the class. In either case, we should recognize the need

for distinctive features if we wish to integrate such a class into the same taxonomic model

used for labeled taxa.

One alternative to this view is presented by Hunn, who prefers to consider the folk

taxon "a set of real objects, in the present case, a set of animal organisms" (Hunn 1977:

42), rather than the class of those objects. The taxon or class, however, is not the same as

its members; by Hunn's definition, every time a housefly anywhere dies or is born the

t«on (rather than its membership) changes! We do not define the English-language

taxon housefly by this shifting set of organisms which are the temporary members of

the class, but rather by the constant attributes (or "features") of that class itself.

3

Berlin, Breedlove and Raven (1968) however, recognize the importance of discover-

»ng distinctive features in positing covert categories. They commendably combine tests of

perceived similarity among organisms with tests to determine whether distinctive fea-

tures can be found to define the classes posited. The two major techniques used to deter-

"une candidates for covert categories are (1) card sorting, and (2) tests of triads, both of

which test the informant's (native consultant's) perceived similarity among organisms.

In the ^d sorting technique, names of labeled plant classes are written on separate

Pieces of paper and informants are instructed to group them together. As Atran (1983:

5 «) has pointed out, this method of elicitation seems designed to find only taxonomic

relations, because only names of plant classes within the higher-level ("life form") classes

*" presented to the informant. "Thus, the method of elicitation may have unduly

restricted recognition of complexes only to those which happened to fall entirely within

^e range of a given life-form" (Atran 1983:58). Furthermore, as Brown (19/4:3//;

n°tes of both sorting tests and triads tests, "Such tests often present informants with

^turally irrelevant options coercing them to sort items together which they rarely, if

cver, group together on an ordinary day to day basis. Such groupings can hardly be con-

«dered culturally relevant." Brown also argues that many of the unlabeled groupings

of Plants and animals which can result from such tests are not covert classes at all, but

f
eK culturally recognized categories which cross-cut the folk biological toonomy.

£• (1983:55-56) dtS examples from the Bunaq of Timor (Friedberg 1970; see *0
Fnedberg 1979) and the Brou of Cambodia (Matras and Martin 1972) to illustrate that

^s-cutting classifications relating to cosmology, cultural usefulness, or ecological

Unities between plants may intersect the proper folk taxonomy under study. In short,
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Hunn (1977:55) has correctly recognized that perceived similarity among such

naturally diversified organisms as animals and plants is not just a simple matter of simi-

larities among whole well-defined groups of classes ("covert categories"). Instead, he

envisions handling this problem by recognizing that the degree of differences among

named classes forms a continuum, which he proposes to represent by linking them into

"chains" or "complexes". Such "chains" of organisms, in which a is linked to b and b t

linked to c but a and c are not linked, are very difficult to reconcile with thenotionsof

semantic class (or "concept") underlying the "triangle of signification" model of the

relationship between a sign and its denotata, and thus must function very differently

from the taxa discovered in the lexically labeled portion of the folk taxonomy, and

should not be integrated with those taxa in the same model. Hunn gives the example

(1977:55) of the 'slug' class, which is allegedly perceived by his informants to "link" the

'snail' class (or "complex") with that of the 'worm'. Though the three are not su

classes of any higher-level named class, this worm -slug-snail "chain" is allowed to creep

into the posited taxonomy of named forms, leaving its trail of fragile posited link-ups so

unlike the clear-cut taxonomic class-inclusion relationships which it and the other "cnaiw

have infiltrated. If investigation of such "chains" may serve to give us more lnformatio^

about the way natives perceive or "feel about" these taxa, then they might usefu

.^s

included in ethnobiological studies alongside information on how the plants and aniffl^

are used, where they grow, how often natives see them, etc.-but all that mform
J na

does not have to be forced into a description of the natives' classificatory sy st^
side the clear relationships of class inclusion which are expressed (even if all those

things are not) in a folk taxonomy.4
tech

.

We may also consider the use of "folk keys" constructed by informants
^ceived

nique to determine the distinctive features of categories posited on the basis o P ^
similarity, (see e.g. Berlin et al. 1968:293). It is important to note that in folk a ^
logical keys more than one of these artificial arrangements of binary opposite

^^
used to "key out" or arrive at the same set of items. More importantly, even1

1 ^
did represent the way "folk" actually identify classes of organisms (that is, i

o

along-

other

oppositions used, and the order in which they occur, were actually those natives^^
identify objects), it still does not follow that the higher-order oppositions are

form the most inclusive classes.
P
hvio^;

In biological systematics, where classification attempts to represent
p^^^

relationships among organisms, it is possible to write a "natural key" (
Sirn

j

PS°

loWer.or*
16) in which the key first "keys out" higher-order taxa, then keys out the

^^^
taxa in the order in which they subdivide the highest-level taxon. But m°

ulobeTS0
,Be

who want to use keys to identify specimens would never bother with such a

arrangement (nor, probably, would folk classifiers). . . ^ stated

Among the Tobelo-and I suspect others too-it seems that inform ^^
reasons for grouping organisms together (whether for a folk key or for som ^ ^pose) are often not really statements of the distinguishing features ot

ld trUe
in ^

rather "rules of thumb" (Goodenough 1951) which will be found not ton

the major problem with using sorting tests to determine folk taxa is that one can never

be sure that the principles on which the sorting task is carried out correspond to cul-

turally relevant principles used in hierarchically relating semantic classes. In using a

card-sorting technique to investigate Navajo principles of classification, for example.

Perchonok and Werner (1969) discovered that "people evidently felt no compulsion to
j

use the same principle of classification consistently throughout the [taxonimic] tree,

and that individuals not only differ in the classifications produced by this method, but

also that they without exception "agree to the Tightness of another person's classification,
j

even though it differs considerably from their own" (1969:234), indicating that cate-

gories formed on the basis of such tests are not stable.
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1

an

answers without taking "sliding doors" into account.

In natural conversations, Tobelo regularly wanted to figure out what kind of unfami-

liar animal or plant was sighted by someone who did not recognize it. Where no hint was

available except that it was a 'bird', for example, questions might involve the animal's

behavior, time of day sighted, how it moved, and similar queries which clearly could not

all be references to the distinctive features of the class, because, for example, a night bird

(such as an owl) is still an owl at noon. If such queries are a guide to folk keys actually

used, they bear much more resemblance to the multiple-approach keys sometimes in-

cluded in field guides, in which oppositions need not be binary, the key need not key out

all possible taxa, and an observer may key out specimens in more than one way with each

of several types of key (see e.g. Fitter 1953:178-9). If such non-binary, multiple-approach

keys represent one way Tobelo might identify specimens, as natural conversations indi-

cate they might, then clearly folk keys constructed by informants may not be aimed at

keying out taxonomic groups in their hierarchical order, but instead may, if properly

representative of folk identification, only provide one of several ways natives identify

specimens and place them in terminal or near-terminal classes in their taxonomy. An

adequate folk key could yield interesting results for the study of folk identifications, but

those results would still not constitute a classificatory structure such as a folk taxonomy.^

Many of the same criticisms can be made for the "method of paired comparisons

........... . . , • i •_ c *„ ^^ «.n„#»ctpr1 "tn romoare all logical
informants

pairs of any set in terms of all the similarities ana ainerenccs mat ^ »w. ..~~

for any pair" (Berlin et al. 1968:293). As in the card-sorting techniques the apparent

lack of overlap cross-cutting higher taxonomic levels is possibly a result of the tact tnat

paired comparisons are generally tested only within (not across) labeled taxa In any

case, we may suspect that, as with features found through construction ot folk keys,

' r
. f .... .l. j;,H«rtlvp features used in

means
informants' statemen

than
similarity among members of a class otten reriect ruics ^ «.«— -

features which actually discriminate the class; and (2) the features used and referred to

most often are not necessarily those which are "judged important by the informant to

defining classes. In order to relate frequency of occurrence with importance tor c

ponential definitions, the technique requires that all the attributes *st^"hmg °"

class from another be equally "weighted" or distinctive (as well as equally likdyi

verbalized), and thus that they can be compared by simply counting the num&e

times they are invoked in judging the dissimilarity of classes (cf. also Berlin et at.

61 )-

The assumption that native information-processing rules are like

Processing information about the taxa to which particular objects beloi

the most inclusive to the least inclusive taxon, also underlies the method Hays (

"natural keys,"

taxonomies

Assuming that my informants perceive their world and«^*^Sjtf*dr~*
though not identical, information-processing rules . . .

much or me ^ ^ ^
ments and acts is likely to be patterned in discoverable ways. lm™

the diverse

patterns in plant naming responses is that, far from ^dicatmg™d° ®
d to c^ccur regu-

names offered tended to form relatively small sets whose memoers
pvidence of con-

u.i.. ...... . -. t „,«#> mav be taken as eviucu*.

re adily

umpie instances ot such co-occurrences, i \>^r— »

heir tokens wcre

imilarity among the categories designated by the name. d̂V„ ,_ ro-occurring

hames, then, may be considere
allv named or not! whm it i« i

other. . . . The category

.

,~-~ .^ fa habitu
.

d conceptually grouped, whether tngrj ^

Whil
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among informants in naming responses, his reliance on pressed voucher specimen! i

unnatural contexts probably greatly increased the variability of naming responses, be-

cause so little of the plant (excluding also its growth characteristics and habitat) w*

available for examination by informants. But even if these methodological problem

could be surmounted, there is no evidence that information processing rules functioi

like natural keys; if they function like non-natural keys the "co-occurrences" will not

represent hierarchically-related groupings. In any case, understanding such information-
j

processing rules would not help us describe language as a system (Saussure's langur,
j

rather than as behavior (parole).
J

A final argument for the existence of covert "mid-lever* categories within folk

taxonomies derives from the notion that man cannot store and process enough informa-

tion at the same time to simultaneously consider contrast sets of large numbers of tan 1

such as those found in folk taxonomies. The argument follows Wallace's (1961) hypoth-

esis which sets a limit of 64 items within a contrast set (Berlin et al 1968:297). How-

ever, Wallace's (1961; cf. Miller 1956) limitation only concerns the storage and processiiu:

of information in short-term memory. Anyone can certainly imagine more ways to

explain how Tobelo, for example, might "store and process" information about over

three hundred basic classes which subdivide the Tobelo 'tree' class without stuffing thea

all into their short-term memories at the same time (note, for example, D 'Andrade's nA

notion of "cross-indexing" or the multiple-approach keys described above) Nor dc

language

only Tobelo "pliit

Tobelo language, we
ceous weed*, and inc

*ever, wc-- m
task of *****

which occur in the ^ ,

investigation. In order to illustrate how the study of polysemous *"°*
levCi

Tob*

understand the folk classification system, several senses of the three hig^« ^^ *t

terms for "plant" (o goto 'tree', o gumini Vine', and o i

detailed below.5

informants need to consider at once the entire definition of any particular class. Not

the features used in defining a class need to be used to identify any particular member c.

the class. A type of 'tree' may be defined by characteristics of the bark, flower, leave. I

etc.-but in fact the Tobelo and others can, for many kinds of 'tree', identify its lews

or its bark or its wood, without reference to the whole tree. Of course, as less in onn

tion is available, misidentification becomes more likely. .

In any case, a description of a particular semantic domain is part of the tota e

^
tion of a language, and language should be described in terms acceptable to some

theory of linguistics or semantics. Any adequate linguistic description risks Prese^
explanations that a psychologist, neurophysiologist, or cybernetician will have

^

culty interpreting in the light of his specialization; but we need not choose^^
many possible interpretations and tailor our linguistic description to fit it.

e ^
instead first describe language in linguistic terms, then consider relationships

types of interpretation, rather than risk jumbling them together from the start.^^
Considering all the problems with the attempts to posit cover classes by ^^

perceived similarities among classes, one might wish to simply ignore any u^

^ ^
classes in the description of an ethnobiological domain. But for reasons sta^ ^
preceding section we must still try to posit them, though with techniques °^^
those reviewed here. Any class so posited must have at least one distinctive tea

makes it acceptable as a semantic class, and which is shared by its subclasses.

CO-HYPONYMY .

,
I folk biol°P^

It was noted above that many of the highest-level terms in Tobei
Tot,{lo

classification have multiple senses. It is one of the tasks of anyone describing ^
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(n.= noun; vb. = verb):
*

gota i n. 'tree' (including saplings) contrasts with gumini \ 'vine' and rurubu \

'herbaceous weed' (excludes palms, cycads)

gota 2 n. 'relatively large tree' (excluding undergrowth of saplings) vs. rurubu 2

'weeds, unclutivated undergrowth' and various cultivated plants

gota 3 n. 'lumber' (wood from * gota 1 'tree' used for manufactures) contrasts with

other materials of manufacture, e.g. katu 'thatch', paku 'nails', etc.

gota 4 n. 'firewood' vs. rage-rage 'kindling wood'

steam

tissue)', etc.

(i)-gota vb. 'to be woody, to have woody tissue' (from gota 5)

(bo-maa-)-gota-gota vb. 'to gather firewood' (from gota 4)

gumini \ n. 'vine' vs. gota 1 'tree' and rurubu \ 'herbaceous weed'

gumini 2 n. 'rope'

and

rurubu 2 n. Sveed, uncultivated undergrowth' (including 'tree' saplings, moss at the

, * .... . • nnHonrrnwth etc.) vs. gota 2 ana
_ „ J

—_ ,

various cultivated plants

growing among

rurubu 3 n. 'thickness, density' (of hair, leaves, trees, undergrowth, houses, etc.)

•rurubu 1 vb. 'to be thick, dense' (from rurubu 3)

rurubu 2 vb. 'to be full of undergrowth or weeds' (from rurubu 2)

e same object may
une can easily find cases in natural looeio convex*^.- -

"trunks"
bedenoted by two or more of these terms. For example, tree-like palm o c> ^
may be called gota 4 'firewood', yet palms and cycads are not in^ trc

£ 1^^
Similarly a Tobelo may refer to a small sapling as rurubu 2 «« mcdicina,

of clearing fields, for example, whereas in a context m which he is Iook g
^^bwUf (u.._i__.t_ r . ^1 im rt « a irofa 1 tree. 11 1» p"»-«> 01 mat plant he may reter to the same sapimg <*> »»«"- »

9Hs a tree (g
acceptable sentences like ma rurubu nenanga o gota 'this weed {rurubu 2)

herbaccou
or said of the same sapling, nenanga o rurubuua, o gota ho toil is no

("»»*» 1 V it U . »JTZS. , V ff onr informant then turned to the task ot ci

(gota 1)'. If our informant—"growth and forest, we might hear him say 01 u« .«-- --
down this undcr.

"•"dm toparibohi, botino daba ma gota totoyanga Now 1 11 jusi
without

growth (mte 2> including the sapling), later I'll cut down the trees || Z^^^
considering the polysemy of these terms and without recognizing tna

£ lica .

*ts are being utilized, one might be puzzled by these superftaally contrad.c ry

tions of terms. . . , .-„ *u~ c,ncfs

terms
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and

as in this example of the contrast between gota \, 'tree', gumini i 'vine' and rurubu

'herbaceous weed' it is possible to argue that, in these senses, the three terras are co-

terms

included in some superordinate class. Lyons (1977:298) has noted that "lexical gaps"
English frequently occur in which terms seem to contrast but have no superordinate ten

in a taxonomy.

In cases such as that of 'tree', 'vine', and 'herbaceous weed' in the Tobelo language.

we must posit a higher-level class, which we may call PLANT or FLORAL FORM,whid

has these senses of each of the Tobelo terms listed above as its subclasses. The method of

co-hyponymy consists essentially of identifying a set of terms which can be shown to

directly contrast in at least one of their senses, but which have no superordinate terra*

label the entire set. Having posited a FLORAL FORM domain by this method, west!

have not resolved the problem of the boundaries of the domain, although it must rn«>

mally include the full range of the three subordinate terms on whose basis the FLORA

class was posited. To more directly establish the boundary of the FLORAFORM class was posited.

FORM domain, we may turn

DEFINITIONAL IMPLICATION

The method of "definitional implication", which is tentatively introduced her^

^
method for the determination of certain kinds of lexical domains, is based upo^ I

assumption that the description of any set of lexemes in a language is only^ ^
larger task of describing the entire lexicon of that language. In some cases,

J^^
I

tion of certain lexemes requires positing covert classes of objects to wnic ^,
are presumed to apply. Some of the Tobelo terms discussed below (sue

^ ^
'female', or 'fat') seem to be partly defined by the classes of objects to w

^
presumed to apply, and cannot be identified by any characteristics of o jec

labeled by the terms themselves.ea Dy me terms tnemseives.
. beJtfi

The results of making these assumptions about positing unlabeled classes ma>

:„ i -n... j- . i, ..- * _: ..^^orir-" terms within tnc f
in Fig. 1. That diagram represents all the basic or "generic term

» «
is

consisted

BIOTIC FORM domain as if they were on the same basic (or B°) level, ini
^ {fl|

with the fact that the distinctiveness of these terms has long been recogn^

^^
biological nomenclature, and, though evidence for their distinctiveness """

.

h -rob*

herein (see Taylor 1980b:244-252) it is possible to nomenclaturally ais i^g^
^

0<f

terms below the basic level (i.e. B
-

terms) from terms at basic and hig *'

lexicall»

B+ terms). Levels below B° are not represented in this diagram. The
g^ g+1^

labeled classes in the FLORAL FORM (or PLANT) domain are only a

^ ^w
while some FAUNAL FORMS are labeled two levels above the basic e ^^^
numbers of named basic classes cannot be included on this diagram; ^ ^pfe

to the right of most contrast sets of basic terms, and the dots fo <>w
^ exampl«-

*

listed, will substitute for the other basic terms not listed (there
=

are
'

significanc<J

proximately 146 basic classes of 'fish', though only two are listed). ^ FoRM*
the broken line connecting the 'human being' (o nyawa) class to

be discussed below. , . -nested*
1

:f. Taylor 1977), whose theory of lexical structure

omain (Alinei 1974:69-151), offers a systematic <^^
the underlying structure of lexemes in one domain in terms of sense- ^^

iscusscu Deiow. . sugg
esl

Alinei (1974, cf. Taylor 1977), whose theory of lexical structure ^ .^$

view of a lexical domain (Alinei 1974:69-151), offers a system*
tlC *

coaip0n&
ts^

the underlying structure of lexemes in one domain in terms of senSe"

tricted
thea

from the entire Italian lexicon. Unlike Alinei, however, I have here r« ^^otfP00

of a particular domain to an example (BIOTIC FORM) established Dy
^
^^V

which is not itself realized by any lexeme in the language, althoug
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GRAIN

orurubu

(herbaceous weed*

o gumini

Vine

ogota

'tree'

o aewani 2

'mere (insignificant) animal

o totaleo

•bird'
'

ododlha

•snake'

onawoko
'fish*

tali ma kiarono '(certain) sponfet

'

o hihtmiU 'moit, mould , bryoxoa, smaUci »)g»e'

gauku 'mushroomi, sheIf fungi*

o pahi 'coral'

kolibohoru 'black coral*

o ktketuku

o guhurxgiri

- o btco 'Cycas so.*

- o k ah itela 'maize'

- o boboro 'nips pakro*

o bunga tanjung

o bunga-popohu

o tuwtkl

otiba

o liliamo

buho

oguapo

boteme

opine

o taktu

o haeJweke

o bidoho

o hurutu

fahihuku

o namo-namo

o hilo ma totodengt 'starfish*

o mumuru 'sea urchin*

I— o bcto-bctoko

1— guguli O

o gohomanga 'crocodile'

o gaeru 'tei anemone* &
manjanga 'deer' £

I
o am 'centipede* <g

o hohmaleke 'frcko* m
tun *ant*

O
u-

o meleu u
o hohonotoko H

3
opakska

o lakoiwa

hUo^ana

okfa

!
o

o C
m
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definition of other lexemes. I have further restricted the analysis to outlining the hypo-

nymic relations of this posited BIOTIC FORM domain to other labeled and unlabeled

classes within the domain.

It is clear from definitions of lexemes within folk taxonomies that a superordina

class may appear in the definition of subordinately related classes. Thus, for examp

"bird" will probably have "animal" as a feature in its definition, just as "owl" ad

"robin" will probably have the notion of "bird" in their definitions. Mor<
1

in their definitions. More importantly,

"bird" will probably also be found in the definition of at least the primary senses of other

words too. It is the implied class of subjects of verbs like tweet or chirp (compared

and its imolied subiert mnl\: it i<5 also lilcelv tn hp fnnnH in a definition oiheak.it

feath

(robin, sparrow, etc.) but no word for "bird", we could still posit a BIRD class became

the occurrence of a sense-component BIRD in the definition of so many lexemes a

lm
terms and defini-

than

terms

; posited biotic classes apparently implied in the detimtions iu u»

dealing with animal and plant forms. Ethnobiologists have ofta

anim
derive covert classes. In the case of Tobelo terms. I svstematically reviewed all entw

and animals

Qailolo

terms for plant and animal

handli
sounds or actions done by, or for characteristics of, plants or animals: in short, any^
that seemed related to living things and which might possibly contain some subclass

^

living things as part of their definition. These were quickly narrowed down to a

^
fraction of the number originally investigated, because rough attempts to develop

^
necessary

post

any covert classes in order to define most of the terms
gives

Ideally, sense-components within definitions in the Tobelo lexicon woul

using Tobelo lexemes for sense-components which are realized in the Tobelo ^ ^
Any metalanguage (including potentially one derived from Tobelo) could bejx

^
those sense-components not directly realized in Tobelo. This goal of develop

J"emic dictionary" remains extremely difficult for many practical reasons (
pawey

assuII

although we can still analv%* hwlfcfM*tal a****;** rw rations of domains using

mak

terms
do

«

their

definitions.
turn out to contain any classes of BIOTIC ^

important
in the definitions of terms only if alternative definitions cannot suince ,^
term in question. It is insufficient to argue that, because terms like 'leaf or ^
only to plants or animals, they presume the existence of a PLANT or AW ^^
If those structures can be defined by reference to shape or function they a

notions of PLANT or ANIMAL in the definition. n0n-H^We may consider in order the four features or sense-components (Iving -^
sexual vs. non-sexual, breathing vs. non-breathing, and fatty vs. non-fatty;

g
-

us to posit covert classes above the B +2 level, then we will consider tne
,

classes of FLORAL FORM (or PLANT) implied in the definitions of otne

evidence has been found for nnsitW rovort «„hrla«eS of FAUNAL FORM-

own aaia on icu»" xam.

, «.,r c*.mantir analyses,^
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7

1. Living vs. Non-living ( +L vs. —L)

Organisms which may be said to 'live' (-wango \) or 'die' {-honenge \) constitute the

class of BIOTIC FORMS, the class of all organisms which are the implied subjects of 'live'

and 'die', a class implied in the definition of these lexemes. Only this primary sense of

and

termshonenge 'dead'. However, several other senses of these

a motor or a fire may be said to -wango 2 'live' ('to run', 'to burn') or 'die' ('stop running'

and

FORMS and A disease or recurrent

any

said to -wango 3 'act up, flare up' (i.e., be temporarily active), though the form -bonenge

and

be considered ma ngango 'living'. There is in addition another sense, -wango 4 'to grow

(of its own accord without being planted)', contrasting with -datomo 'be planted, culti-

vated'. This is a special sense which again does not form the participial, and cultivated

plants can of course be said to -wango \ 'live'. The class of BIOTIC FORMS may be

posited as the highest-level covert class establishing the domain of investigation.

2. Sexual vs. Non-sexual ( +S vs. -S)

(ma) nauru 'male' and
contains all those Rlf

FORMS

It

and FLORAL forms, as well as 'seaweeds' and

CMy pahi 'coral', o gauku 'mushrooms an
bryozoa, smaller algae', and o tali ma kiarono

recogn

definitions of

ing and reproduction at least among aewatti 'animals' (and, ot <

and female plants are not considered to mate for reproduction. Th

'male' and 'female' do not coincide with a biologist's notion of

difference in animal and plant species; very often plants considered 'male' and 'female

forms of the same basic (B°) folk class are from different botanical families (Taylor

1980a: 2 24-225). Tobelo informants from several villages have volunteered the in for-

and

"'*uon that "all" 'trees', 'vines' and 'herbaceous weeds' have t

forms of each basic class though they were not familiar with I

plant forms. In fact, however, basic plant classes whose 'male'

*« known are far from the majority; informants also differ in their familiarity with the

Wen esoteric knowledge of 'male' and 'female' forms. Among 'animals' (aewam
j>.

Tobelo « *_ " ., . .. , j.._*;^ ,mnnJ 'male' and 'female

form
FORMS, and

•owgnize valid morphological signs of these organisms sex yc.&. u.v "—

"

na
|
Kgments on the undersides of female crabs). For most insects, worms, fish and other

animal* k .. . . . u—u— ,>™, nartirular organismannuls, howev recogniz

3

11 fact 'male' or 'female', though the presumption again is that there must be maie

** 'female' forms.

Beathing vs. Non-breathing ( +B vs. -B)

of J!?
BREATHERS, including all FLORAL and FAUNAL FORMS, form a subclass

of SEXUAL BIOTIC FORMS defined by the ability to 'breathe' (-womaba). Ability to

£«he implies possession of a 'throat' (ma ngomaba). Apparently considered the

breat*ung organ, the ngomaba 'throat' refers to the esophagus and windpipe of verte-
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and to the esophagus of other animals, and

cular plants. It seems to be considered an organ of central

survival of plants and

I have tentatively noted (Fig. 1) the posited existence of a class of organisms, the

BREATHERS
FORMS which cannot 'breathe' and

tentative of all those posited here, is not required by or implied in the definition of any

lexeme. It unites seaweeds, sea grasses, and 'black coral'. All members of this class arc

organisms

and 'female' form

The
nomenclaturally anomalous and

weed'.

cal

FORMS

PLANT part is located'. Thus
>n the plant' (even though the

plant). No "part" of any loose branch
FORM

earn of the

-FLORAL

fun

FLORAL FORMS. In this sense the term does not label a taxon or

, . ,.1...^ ^lant'inEng"
1

'plant

Thus to distinguish the 'tobacco plant' (o tabako) from the 'cigarette' (also o

Tobelorese may add ma utu 'its entirety of plant', i.e. "the plant."
+3 ^ ^

To summarize the discussion of classes tentatively posited at the B
^

above, we may offer componential definitions of the covert classes posite (

classesThe fact that such definitions can be arrived at indicates that these ar

^
C *

REAiHEH
could be used by the Tobelo themselves. All of these classes except the N°^^

iangu#
class were found necessary to posit

^ - t„ «•

The NON-BREATHER class has so many
and

of*

, M

the class has been posited here for those reasons. Because no such aip""

forms

'basic

and

Diotic lorms nit" -

_

^
-S (non-sexual) have not been gr

one posited class, and do not appear in this summary.
r^ &&

In addition to these classes at level B +3 or higher, there is evidence
or^^

classes of FLORAL FORM: BAMBOO, GRAIN, and PANDAN. Each o

^^^
classes has been observed lexicalized in some phrase of the form 'rather li

'X* is some particularly focal member of the covert class. the B
+1

!

<j
It should be noted that the form o bunga 'decorative flower', seen a^ ^^4

in Figure 1, seems to be a recent intrusive term from Indonesian, just as

translating the North Moluccan Malay term rumput tot sa
{

4. Fatty vs. Non-fatty ( +F vs. -F)

The Tobelo noun haki 'fat', and verb -baki 'to have fat' are other lexemes that!

to be defined partly by the class of objects presumed to possess them, and we may

that class FAUNAL FORMS. All aewani \ 'animals' and bianga 'molluscs' are presumed

to have haki 'the layer of substance occurring between the outer skin and the flesh

FAUNAL FORMS'-even those FAUNAL FORMS (such as tiny insects) which are too

small for Tobelo to physically determine whether such a layer is present.

The BREATHERS which are not FAUNAL FORMS may be called the class

_ (or PLANTS) . We have seen that such a class must be posited because

of the co-hyponymy of the contrast set 'tree'-'vine'-'herbaceous weed'. Several lexe

appear to be candidates for having the FLORAL FORM class in their definition,
*

perhaps the strongest would be the word utu which may be glossed 'the body or entire
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TABLE I.—Unlabeled Classes of

Level Unlabeled Class Componential Definition

B
+6 BIOTIC FORM +L

B+5 SEXUAL BIOTIC FORM +L +S

B+4 BREATHER +L +S +B

B
+4 NON-BREATHER +L +S -B

B+3 FAUNAL FORM +L +S +B +F

B+3 FLORAL FORM (=PLANT) +L +S +B -F

planting and cultivating flowers around the home for purely decorative purposes is

apparently a recent phenomenon. Although this term bunga is polysemous in Tobelo,
it is apparently used to designate this subclass of FLORAL FORMS; thus it is not neces-

sary to posit a covert DECORATIVE FLOWER class in this case.

The covert B + * classes of FLORAL FORM, along with the evidence for positing

them, may now be considered:

1. BAMBOO

The posited BAMBOO class is lexically realized by the form hoka o tiba-oli 'rather

like a tiba (Schizostachyum sp.) bamboo', and includes ten basic (B°) classes. Like the

non-lexemic phrases whirh r^li**. th* r»th*>r rnvprt rlasses of FLORAL FORM, the

means
the covert class.

mportant

The class must be posited because only the young shoots of members of this BAM-
BOO class may be termed o diburu (Dodinga dialect, cf. o jiburu in Boeng dialect of

Tobelo). Thus this leypmp mnct K^ A^KnoA .c SmuTKT Bhnnt nf RAMROO\ and the covert—» —

Hueting's (1908:22 and 325) Tobelo

and "bamboo" respec

Tobelo).

<kss is implied in the definitioi
^tch dictionary lists the terms
ese origin, and which he translates "bamboo, general n
e
y. These words were unfamiliar to my Boeng and ^~—

.

6
nowever.

2. GRAIN

The "basic" class o pine 'rice' is subdivided into fifteen B~2 subclasses. Though
undoubtedly others could be found if all villages were investigated specifically for 'rice'

^eties, these represent all varieties known at my two field site villages (where rice is

ot a major staple). The only other known subclasses of GRAIN are o boteme 'Italian

GRTix
($etaria italica Beauv-). and o guapo 'sorghum' {Sorghum bicolor Moench). The

to h
ClaSS may be realized by the phrase hoka o pine-oli 'rather like rice'. It appears

be necessary to posit this class in order to define the term (ma) afa 'chaff of GRAIN

ter!T
te tHe large v°cabulary associated with rice and millet cultivation, I found no oth.

"n squiring GRAIN in its definition.

T»

3. pANDAN

pANDAN pandana
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terms

handling of pandan

apparent lexical realization of this class is quite commonly used, i.e. 'rather like a bubo

The verb -hakoto cannot

important

boboro (Nipa palm) leaves. As with the lexical realizations of other covert classes posited

an

ant

the whole class.

Before concluding, it is necessary to comment on the placement of the o nyau

'human being' class within this scheme of Tobelo BIOTIC FORMS. Only this da

stands out as having no basic ("generic") terms. If one considers (as I do not) that the

purpose of positing higher-level covert classes is only to show the classificatory associa-

tions of all the basic terms in the domain, then we need not concern ourselves with the

position of this class, since it is not labeled by a basic term. Because it seems in some

contests to contrast with aewani \ 'animal' we may tentatively place it at level B in

Fig. 1. In any case, these levels are only important insofar as they indicate relations of

class inclusion among subclasses of BIOTIC FORM; no claim is made for particular

characteristics of terms or classes at any level except the basic one, and presumably

those who do make such claims for characteristics of particular levels (e.g. Berlin eti

1973, Brown 1977, 1979) will have means of recognizing the levels to which their gener-

alizations apply. Nevertheless, the 'human being* class does meet the defining features

of the FAUNAL FORM class, and thus of all the superordinate classes, and must be

included in this diagram and in our analysis for that reason. The broken line is used B

Fig. 1 to indicate that, while included for those reasons, this 'human being' class is
»

ficiently different from other BIOTIC FORMS to be distinguished in that fashion on the

diagram. With that addition, we may say that Figure 1 summarizes the posited relations

among

FORMS

CONCLUSION

This paper has criticized some methods for positing covert categories in folk c *s^

>n, and introdurpH enm^ ^+v»^*.„ t~ m.^^im *u« ^c^rlvantapes of positing
disadvantag

sized. Cat
imilarity among organisms has dc

.La.i w. Ao*rr\hinz local percep^

about animals and plants, but cannot produce classes of the sort that belong m
lingua

caiupuon oi a semantic domain. .

s^By instead focusing on co-hyponymous contrast sets within folk taxonomies.

The methods of co-hyponymy

logical reality" because they can be shown to underly lexemes used in the lang ^
study. Nevertheless, it is also possible to consider them purely heuristic de ^
mav Ka nc^-ri +« j 'i i «,~*nprl animalmay be used to describ

forms.
among named

tec*

id4 .~ vviwmvi me mcuiuus oi co-nypoiiymy <mu uv« coW 1"

niques for establishing a lexical field (cf. Lehrer 1974:15-45)-in the ****£* ^s*
here, the field of the BIOTIC FORM in Tobelo. The usefulness of the cov^^
posited depends primarily on their ability to assist in the description o

relationships among labeled classes which divide up that field.

+2;n
:
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NOTES

1. This report is based on fieldwork totaling 33 months, carried out among the Tobelo of Halma-

hera Island during two field seasons. The first (October 1977-July 1979) was supported by a

Fellowship for Doctoral Dissertation Research in Southeast Asia from the Social Science ResearA

Council of New York, with an additional Research Grant from the Concilium of International

and Area Studies (Yale University). A second field season (December 1980-November 1981) was

supported by a grant from the National Geographic Society.

2. Posited covert classes will here be distinguished by being written in upper case letters (eg., BAM-

BOO, BIOTIC FORM).

3. Hunn's argument against the use of distinctive features in this way is surprising (Hunn

and footnote):

1977:42

(t)&*

... I reject the alternative approach to taxonomic axiomatization that would define

as sets of features. Such an approach is not consonant with the postulate that ta\a

related to one another by set inclusion . . . [footnote:] If a taxon (t) is defined [by]-

features (a, b, c)
9 then a taxon (M) which is immediately included in the taxon

be defined as a set of features (a, b, c, d). Thus M cannot be a subset of t.

This argument seems to confuse the distinctive features used to define a class with them^
fi

of that class (or the elements of a set). In defining classes of English "kin", for^^
might define parent with features like (a) Kin, (b) First ascending generation, and [0

Father would require a fourth feature, (d) Male. Yet father is clearly a subclass of paren .

Elsewhere Hunn (1976) has argued that such "chains" more accurately reflect Per^Jc

ferences among organisms than can be reflected in the taxonomic model, and tha
. ^

models do not distinguish between what he calls "deductively" and "inductively
de

^
goncs (the former based on a small number of abstract features, the latter based on

^
bers of naturally occurring shared characteristics). The aim of the semantic dcs™

>
dcSc*

domain is to describe the meaning of each linguistic form occurring in the domain an ^
the sense relationships of those forms to each other. Taxonomic principles are va

^ f^
as they can be usrA tn **.**•_» jl~~is~-i j *—* —UtWi« among lmgu ^

ri &

admitt
denote

numbers of features defining "categories issert

"inductively" and "deductively- defined categories does not make it less necessary -"j^
the description of any semantic class should include at least one defining feature

that class from others in the domain.
Taylor

(Ui

This analysis of these polysemous terms and the ensuing discussion are from tf ^

»

where the example was used to indicate the importance of distinguishing V°W meth^
nomenclature: hPr*> tk* i- : . L ... _ •__ . _.=« * „„mnW . to illustrate

of co-hyponymy in positing covert classes.
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ABSTRACT
named

rm
or contiguous sets called "morphological sequences." Hierarchical structures emerge when

signi

name
indicators of symbolic significance. Hierarchical structures are, therefore, indicative of

utility, suggesting that current hierarchical and utilitarian models are not contradictory as

mplementary

INTRODUCTION

f Hayes (1982) and Hunn (1982) have attempted to pr

framework for folk biological classification studies. Hunn

arian "natural core model"
^d the traditional, formal hierarchy model of Berlin (1973, 1976) and Berlin, e

(1 966, 1973). Hunn correctly points out that ethnobiologists have woefully ignored

Poetical, utilitarian asoects of folk rlamifiration! he is. however, unnecessarily polemi

models.
fundamental

*
*«»s paper presents data to suggest that there is no "fundamental coikkuhuu..

^tween hierarchical and utilitarian models, but rather confusion between process of

classification and *«„•*««.<, f^ „i„ <.„:*•: „„*;~„ aii c^^i^t^s Hassifv some natural pheno-tion and purpose for classification. All _,» .

mena utilizing processes of culturally influenced categorization (cognitive categories)

organized in logical patterns distinctive to that society (taxonomic structures). These

Pro«sses can be studied as cognitive/perceptual phenomena (eg., Hunn 1976, Kay 1971,

* *ch 1978) or as classificatory /logical phenomena (eg. Berlin, 1972, 1973, 1976; Brown

J

7
' 1979

)- The latter inevitably demonstrates hierarchical characteristics of ethno-

taxonomic rank

and an
' 6* T,-U society ce

""s question is best

and
approach

t
. ^ata in this paper show a correlation between the degree of subordinate differentia

*n
(»*.. differentiation below the Basic Objective Level) and utilitarian significance.

uPerordinate categories (i.e., groupings above the Basic Object Level) are of two types:

^ named categories that appear to be indicators of epistemological (symbolic or mytho-
,0«lcal) significance, and <2\ „™„,11v unnamed (covert) categories that reflect • chain-
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•rphology

itarian significance

importance of a domain is signalled by named superordinate categories. Thus hierarchical

• ^i_^ t^_, < Hvnn^mlr cv5tpm are indicative of "utility ". either practical ortaxonomic

symbolic.

SEQUENCES

ana

ethnoentomological investigations.

Brazilian

ign and n

For the Kayapo" all visible things are divided into four categories: (1) things that

and grow, i.e., animals; (2) things that grow but do not move, i.e., plants; (3)
tfanp

.:.u„ ,» „™ ,™w i ^ mmprak: and 14) humans-creatures that are akin to*

animals, yet unique and more powerful than animals

It is the first covert (unnamed) category of "an

cularly concerned. All animals are sub-divided into two named groups those with

flesh" (called mry, or flesh), and those with "shells" and no fleshM1^^*^
flesh).2 This latter group, animals with shells and no flesh, coincides with the sci

phylum Arthropoda.

The most psychologically salient of the taxonomic units in tne jvayaFu
~-

—

cal classification system are Basic Object Level (BOL) categories. BOL categori

"natural discontinuities" in nature (cf. Hunn 1975, 1976, 1977) by^^^
units characterized by variations in morphological forms. Other chMactenS

^^ but

color, sound, smell, texture, movement, etc.-may be staultaneously e"

As previously described (Posey 1981), four "morphological sequences"^ V^
form is the fundamen

morpnoiu^- -
„,

Aberrant specimen that are consistently classified in *'
h
*

acterfetia-
^

but are given special names because of distinctive morphological c ^ ^ ^to

form subgroups of the BOL category. (4) Collective Forms - j**> B0L categ
^

be classified based on morphological characteristics. Table 1 lists Kay P

A jh A *• M

mry kati (maja) in the KayapS system. The term morphological se(l
uenc

The sequenct

continuum of morphological traits that unites a series of BOL categories

^ qus b0l

may be an uninterrupted continuum with overlapping members bet
J^

en C

unusual
(abe

categories, or there may be interruptions in the continuum marked y *" ^ for &

rant) morphological feature. Figure 1 illustrates the morphological seq^
^^ v

Kayapo system of Arthropod classification (numbers refer to BOL catego

^^^^
The Kayapo system shows four types of BOL categories: (1)

oc
^

^picai of

men that are always classified in the same BOL category and are c°nS
dassified

in m*

that category. (2) Transitional Forms - specimen that are frequent

JristicS
with 0*

|

than one BOL category, indicating shared morphological dM»»^
seauence" |

BOL groups. These

an ir scientific equivalents.

Morphological

Sequence A B Cm
BOLLevel* 1 2345 67 16 89 14 ~ -

only one 01 ""

FIG. L-Organization of BOL categories into 4 morphological sequences,

(Nhy/Ny)*
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Named, "undifferentiated utilitarian categories" are also sometimes found that group

animals of the same BOL category into a collective class because of their similar utilitar-

ian significance. Kikre-kam-mara, "house beetles," is an example in which all house

"pests" that are beetles receive the same name, although morphologically they are said

to be different.

TABLE 1.-Levels of correspondence for insects.

BOL Categories 1

Focal Forms:

mara(i)

(2) ipoi

(3) kapo

(4) krytkanet

(5) wewc

(6) kanenet

(7) kokot

(8) pure

(9) kopre

(10)

(11)

U2) amuh

(13) mehn

rorot

mrum

Coil

(14)

ective Forms

ngoire

Aberrant Forms:

15) karere

Transitional Forms

( 16 ) kapoti

'I 7
) kungont

( 18
) mehnkamamuh

1

2

Common Name Correspondence Levels

beetle

true bug

roach

grasshopper,

cricket

butterfly,

moth

dragonfly

leafhopper,

cicada

fly

termite

ant

social wasp

bee

mmute
insects

earwig

giant roach,

mantid

solitary bee

and wasp

honey wasp

Order (Coleoptera)

Order (Hemiptera)

(Family: Blattidae)

Order (Orthoptera)

(Various Orders)

Order (Odonata)

Order (Homoptera)

Order (Diptera)

Order (Isoptera)

(Family: Formicidae)

(Family: Various)

(Family: Apidae)

(Various)

Order (Dermaptera)

Order (Dictypotera)

(Various)

(Genus: Brachygastera)

B°L (Basic Object Level) Categories

rrclations state in relation to correspondences at the
atCS tt over-differentiation; - is undcr-diffcrcntiation).

Correlation2

1:1

1:1

+

1:1

1:1

1:1

1:1

1:1

+

+

+

1:1

+

+

scientific level of Order (+ indi-
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SUBORDINATE TAXONOMIC GROUPINGS

Groupings subordinate to BOL categories are subject to distinctive processes of

characterization. Through what Hunn (1976: 512-512) calls "attribute reduction," cer-

tain of the nebulously encoded criteria of Basic Object Level categories are selected out as

distinctive features for sub-groupings. These criteria often predict co-occurring sets of

(for example, presence of hard wing covers always co-occurs with the presence of wimgs;

the presence of scaly wings always co-occurs with the presence of fuzzy-elongaged abdo-

men, etc.). This type of "feature redundancy*' is referred to as "configuration*] recod-

ing" (cf. Hunn 1976:513; Bruner et al 1956:47). These criteria can be expressed in a

limited number of componential features and are more easily expressed verbally by the

Kayapo than are the BOL characteristics.

The degree to which a Basic Object Level category is subject to subgroupings indi-

cates the following: (1) the importance of that particular set of organisms to the cultuit

as a whole, or (2) the particular importance of that set of organisms to cultural "spec-

ialists."

Specialized knowledge is acquired in two ways: (1) from relatives as a part of one's

ne kretx (inheritance), or (2) from another "specialist" through apprenticeship.

In a materialistic sense the Kayapo are egalitarian, but only in a materialistic sense.

The "secrets" or rights one inherits as part of one's n^ kretx do much to determine one's

status. This specialized information usually deals with rights to perform certain songs,

dances, or rituals. But one's n£ kretx might also include specialized knowledge about

curing or witchcraft.

r _B_ J Some are more powerful

others, depending partially upon the degree of specialized knowledge.

Shamans are able to "talk to" certain animal spirits (karon). Some animal spirt*

are considered to be more powerful than others. The more powerful the shaman,

more powerful the animal spirit to which he can speak. It is through "talking to" annn*

spirits (mry karon kaban) that a shaman can cause or cure illnesses, predict the future,

^

talk to the spirits of ancestors. Only the most powerful shamans can talk to dI *ni^This means that knowledge about animals is soecialized and as a result, the subor

an
than

• •

animals
lassificatiooTwo major problems are evident in eliciting subordinate insect class

systems: (1) to understand the totality of the subordinate groupings would require

:

isatintr thr itnnwUn. ~t — _u .1 j m\ u _f !,;«, serialized kno\vie"6igating the knowledge of each shaman, and (2) much of this specialized

highly secretive in nature.

A third factor must also be considered. The
who also are "curers" (me-kute-mekane-mari). Th^ ,-_r- -m

ot
.

of a number of native diseases. Their cures are effected through concoction^
^

and animal parts; no manipulation of animal spirits is utilized. There are d°ZC"

ist f
154

in any village. My partial inventory of such curers in Gorotire alone yielded^^
individual specialists, which was over 25 percent of the population. Thus, t e^^
of subordinate classification that follows reflects my very limited knowledge

Kayapo system of specialized insect classification. . L .. «*<#

and won*11

e treatment

plan

the*

Kayapo system of specialized insect classification. . . r hv sPe

Th* M* :_ .i__. j , . • . i j-rr^^tiatinn. either wyrThe categories that do show exceptional internal

:vitably
to the Kayapo.io me Kayapo. Category specialization (internal differentiations

useful methodological tool and provides an emic guide to signifi

shown to be

(Posey 1981, 1983d),

wing of the
subordinate

raJfr

Af^a
category.

use the term "relative"
(ontbikwa)

with v>&$
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degrees of inclusiveness. All otnbikwa are in some degree of relatedness one to the other.

Thus mara (n) otnbikwa, relatives of beetles, are grouped together because of general

features of relatedness. Each grouping of otnbikwa is thought to have a "father" (bam).

The father is generally distinguishable as the largest specimen of the group; for most BOL
categories no particular organism is consistently labeled as bam. For the category' mara,

however, the rhinoceros beetle (Stataegus sp.) is specifically thought of as the father of

all mara and, indeed, of all things with shells and no flesh. The rhinoceros beetle is one

of the bulkiest insects found in the tropics and sometimes reaches over 15 cm in length;

its distinctive large "horns" make it one of the most morphologically distinctive insects.

The Kayapo call this beetle the kra-kam-djware, the beetle with teeth on its head.

The kra-kam-djware cannot be considered a separate class of mara, but rather is a

distinctive representative of the subclass tningugu. All Scarabaeidae collected in Gorotire

was classified as tningugu.
v v v»tThe mingugu (also called marati, or "big mara") are subdivided further into two

groupings: (1) mingugu, and (2) mingugu-ti. The "-#" affix denotes "largeness;" thus,

the mingugu-ti are the large scarabs (of which the kra-kam-djware is the most notable

example). The mingugu are the smaller scarabs and are sometimes said to be "children"

of the larger mingugu-ti.

The category mara has ten major subdivisions that follow to some extent the sub-

divisions of the scientific Order Coleoptera (Fig. 2).

(1) mingugu are characterized as having shiny, tough black shells and well-defined

wings underneath. The shape of the scarab is distinctive and inevitably the key non-

verbalized basis for this subgrouping. When consultants are asked how the mingugu

differ from other beetles, they emphasized that mingugu are found around dung. The

collection of mingugu made in Gorotire yielded only specimens of the superfamily

Scarabaeoide (families including Passalidae, Lucanidae, Scarabaeidae). Some small

scarabs collected were co-classified with the folk taxon ipoi.

(2) ngoi-kam-mara are beetles characterized as living on, in, or under the water.

The name of this group means "water beetles" and includes the scientific families Dytis-

cidae and Gyrinidae. The fact that these beetles can swim, as well as walk and fly seems

t0 pose no problems of anomaly for the Kayapo, who are nonetheless fascinated by such

abilities.

(3) pyka-kam-mara are ground dwelling beetles as the name implies ("mara of the

«arth ,f

). Beetles in this category are believed to be carnivorous because they are frequent-

*y found near carrion. Specimens from the following scientific families were collected as

P^t of this folk taxon: Rhysodidae, Carabidae, Tenebrionidae, Cleridae, Cucujoidae,

Cerambycidae, and Chrysomelidae.
(4) ngrot are beetles classified as being somewhat elongated and having shiny shells.

"* "grot are said to live in tree bark and include all the Buprestidae or wood borers.

v v
mara

mojngo mingugu v v
ngoi-kam-mara pyka-kam-mara ngrot kararati

mingugu mmgugu-ti

FIG
- 2~Subdivi*iivisions of mara.
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(5) mojngo are weevils. These beetles are said to live on trees and shrubs. Tha

elongated snout serves as the diagnostic feature for this folk subclass, which coincides

with the scientific families Curculionidae and Brenthidae.

(6) kararati are elongated beetles that coincide with the scientific families Elatcr-

and Lampvridae (click beetles and mean

(7)

wing, or shiny-winged beetles.

kikre-kam-mara is an "undifferentiated utilitarian

and Dermestidae

and

various other household insects are also lumped into this category.

(8) mara-re is yet another undifferentiated category that includes a wide variety o

beetles, including representatives of families Bostrychidae, Lyctidae, and Dermestidae.

(9) kapran-karon are the small, rounded and colorful insects we call "lady beetles.

The name literally means "turtle image" beetles; this group consists mostly of snd

coccinellids (Coccinellidae).

informants into a variety of covert sub-classes based upon their preferred plant hosts.

(10) mara-puni are the hairy rove and carrion beetles. The name means "ug.

or "repulsive" beetles, referring to their attraction to dead and decaying animals. These

beetles are sometimes co-classified with ipoi (Hemiptera) because of their poorly dev

eloped wings and elongated bodies. The scientific families of Silphidae and S taphylinidac

are represented in this category.

and

Continuous category set overlap occurs mostly with the blister beetles (Meloidae

The reason for

this appears to be the soft-wing covers (fza, or elytra) that more closely resemble winp

than the hard "shells" of true

Except for the kra-kam-djware (rhinoceros beetle), there is little evidence of any

gnific

ferrugineus)
A

larvae of this large beetle is said to have been an important food of the ancien

and is still eaten by some children and old people. These larvae reach a considerably

size (three or four ounces) and have excellent food value. A large green metallic wo

borer (Buprestidae) is also given a special name, tnara-nibumpre. The elytra of this beetle

is commonly used in the tropical lowlands for decorative purposes. ^A series of descriptive affixes is used in conjunction with the name mora to desc

a certain specimen. These refer to color, shape, size, or texture and are used only as °

descriptive labels. Examples of name combinations are found in Table 2.

TABLE 2.-A list of affixes used in the description of various ntira specimens.

Affix

"-re"

(<

-kryre"

"prire"

"-«-? 99

it

tire

kra"

kapnre"

Translation

diminuitive

tiny

small

large

child (small)

short shell

Common examples: rmLra-tyk-ti

mara-pri-tire

nara-kamrek -ti

Affix

"kakratyk
»9

"kamrek 99

"ngrangra"

"tyk"

"jaka"

"jadjen
99

Translation

jet black

red

bluish

black

white /gray

shiny

(large, black beetle)

(medium size beetle)

(big, red beetle)
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Ipoi: True Bugs and Kin* Ipoi are seen as having shells (ka) or wing covers that are not so

tough (tytx) as most of the beetles (mara). The ipoi are thought to live and feed on

leaves of plants. The most typical of the ipoi are stink bugs (Pentatomidae) that are said

to cause one's eyes to burn (me no kang r£) and are called ipoi kumrenx, the "true" ipoi.

There are four subgroupings of ipoi (Fig. 3).

(1) ipoi (kumrenx) are "true" ipoi. The Kayapo have little to do with these insects

because of the fear of being blinded by them. Shamans utilize ipoi kumrenx in various

concoctions to induce or cure blindness and burning eyes. Informants easily recognized

and grouped Pentatomidae specimens into this grouping on the basis of gross morphology

insisting that all insects in this group could cause harm to the eyes.

(2) ipoi (ka ak) are "false" ipoi. These do not cause the eyes to burn, but are said

to inflict painful bites. The ridged thorax of these ipoi is the generalized morphological

feature that characterizes the group. These are the Reduviidae or assassin bugs.

(3) tika are the giant water bugs (Belostomatidae). Indians

can and

who utilize it in their crafts.

(4) an
few Coleoptera (families Meloidae and Mordellidae).

The following descriptive affixes were elicited for ipoi: "-jaka" (wh

(light color),
u4yk" (black, "-kamrek" (red), "-kryre" (small), "-fi" (1

giant water beetle (ipoi-tika) is given any specific polylexemic distinction.

Only the

mara
\

kapo

\
ipoi

\
\
\
\

lpoire ipoi-kumrenx ipoi-ka 'ak ipoitika

FIG. 3-Subdivisions of ipoi showing some subclass overlap between mara and ipoi, ipoi

^d kapo (indicated by dotted lines).

K«po: Cockroaches and Kin. Cockroaches, mantids, walking sticks, crickets, and grass-

hoppers are generally grouped into the scientific Order Orthoptera, though some authors

Prefer to place cockroaches and mantids into a separate Order Dictoyptera. Regardless of

which system is preferred, entomologists agree that these insect groups are closely related.

The
; upvj likewise \

ings to distribute them
^d crickets).

and

and tbgroupings of kapo; that is, as

and kapoti as in Figure

and krytkanet; therefore kapoti is prooauiy ™ ^-

:ate^orv rather than a subclass of kapo (as in Figure 4-B). I he

(A) kapoti as a subset of kapo

kapo

(B) kapoti as a BOL category

(kapo)

(kumrenx) kapoti kapo kapoti krytkanet

FIG
- 4.-Two possible models of set relationships between kapo, kapoti, and krytkanet.
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grouping kapo includes all insects of the suborder Blattaria, except for the extremely

large winged forms of family Blattidae.

The karete, earwig (Dermaptera), is seen as a special type (aberrant form) of kapo.

It is shaped like a kapo, but does not have the same type of wings or abdomen. The

karere are associated with dark, damp places and are believed to be an omen of Dines

or death. Karfere are associated with spirits of the dead and whenever too many karkt

are seen in a house, it is assumed to be a sign of spirits in the house. The Kayapotrac

tionally abandon and burn a house after several deaths have occurred because of fear of

spirits returning to their old homes.

Kapoti: A Transitional Form. Little can be said about the kapoti, except that they art

some of the largest insects encountered in the Kayapo area. Large cockroaches of the

scientific suborder Blattodea are grouped with pyranus beetles (Prioninae) in this cate-

gory. The bodies of the kapoti are like those of the kapo, except that their impressive!

large wings cause them to be considered as relatives of krytkanet (grasshoppers).

Kapoti are ground into a powder and used by various shamans to cause or curt

illness and blindness. Specimens of this group are hoarded by shamans to prepare various

concoctions.

Krytkanet: Grasshoppers and Kin. Grasshoppers are one of the most numerous forms of

grasslands

(i)

krytkanet

c-horned doide

An extremely large species occurs in the area and is given the special name krytM

kararati. Its legs are used to treat aching or weak joints. The spiny part of the act

legs are removed and scratched over the afflicted joints, sometimes until blood is aw

Contact with the strong legs of the mot ft'ia 'ara is believed to impart its strength to «

user. The name means leaf

leaf imitative wing veination.

(2) chyre
x
-chyre

K
are the

krytkanet, referring to its protective coloration

large grasshoppers of the family Acrididae. Dunng

da|
annear in trreat abundance. It is said that in the anci

fc

days the Kayapo ate these as delicacies, but there is no evidence that they are

today.

still
eaten

tbc

The legs of the cbyre
K
-chyre

L

are utilized for curing in the same manner a»

TABLE 3.-Subgroupings of krytkanet with analagous scientific classifications.

Subgroupings

(1)

(5)

moi'&'ja'ara

(2) ch>r£-ch>r£

(3) Pat-karon

(4) wejaputcho

ngra-reremex

(6) krytkanei-e

(7) krytkanet-ka 'ak

(8) krytkanet (kumrenx)

Krytkanet (Orthopteriods)

Common Names

Katydid

Grasshopper

Mantis

Walking stick

Mole cricket

Cricket

Grouse locust

<Locust"

Scientific Taxons

Tettigonioidea

Acridoidea

Mantodea

Phasmatoptera (or
ChdcutoP

Gryllotalpoidea

Grylloidae

Tetrigoidea

Acridoidea

tcra)
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legs of the mot o ' ja 'ara. The large rib vein of the upper wing is also removed from

the rest of the wing and used in shamanistic ceremonies that are intended to cause or

cure paralysis of victims. The name of this category is derived from the flight sound

made by a focal member of the category.

(3) pat-karon are the mantids (Mantodea), some of which reach six inches or more

in length. The name means "anteater image" and refers to the similarity perceived

between the front legs of the mantis and those of the giant anteater. Indians say the

mantis holds it prey in the same manner as the pat (anteater).

(4) wejaputchfr are the walking sticks (Phasmatoptera or Cheleutoptera). The

Kayapo say contact with these can cause blindness and shamans use the ground-up parts

of certain species to inflict blindness. In many ways the walking stick is aberrant mor-

phologically, particularly because of its wings. The body, head, and legs, say the Kayapo,

are those of krytkanet. I do not know the meaning of the name for this class.

(5) ngra-r$rfrmex arc the mole crickets (Gryllotalpoidea). Their name means "pretty

paca" and refers to their similarity in shape and coloration to the rodent "paca." Because

these crickets are heard and seen at night, they are associated with death and ghosts and

are harbingers of disaster.

(6) krytkanere are the true crickets (Grylloidea). These are distinguished by the

Kayapo because of their songs and their distinctive wings. Crickets are common in Indian

fields and are associated with good crops and abundant rains. They are favored fish bait

for Indian boys, who spend hours chasing them for that purpose.

(7) krytkanet-ka ak are the grouse locusts (Tettrigoidea). The morphological form

of these is distinctive and easily recognized by the Kayapo as being "false" krytkanet

(8) krytkanet-kumrenx are the true locusts (Acridoidea). There are five unnamed

(covert) subdivisions of this group.
a. those found in the grasslands (kapot)
b. those found in the transitional forest (ba-rarara)

c those found in the high forest (ba-tyk)

d. those found near rivers (ngo-k&t)
c. those found in or on the ground (pyka-kam)

No generic or specific scientific determinations were made for these subgroupings. It is

interesting to note, however, that the Indian recognize certain forms (morphological

^Pes) as more "typical" of the various ecological zones. There are five ecological zones

recognized by the KayapS that correspond to the five groupings of krytkanet-kymrenx

listed above. Informants made minimal grouping "error" in sorting krytkanetkumrenx

dc spite the specimens being "out of ecological context."
The noted acridologist Uvarov (1977:371-444) has attempted to group grasshoppers

«d crickets into "life forms" based on generalized morphological adaptations to parti-

cular ecosystems or "life zones." Five basic "life zones" recognized by Uvarov are: (1)

"terricoles," those living on the ground and feeding on herbs; (2) "aquacoles, those

*™g in or on the water; (3) "arboricoles," those living on trees and woody shrubs; W
herhirrJ*.. n n_ ,. . >

'
, . , . n , _i_ a u.rKc- *nd (Z\ "erammicoJes,"herbkoles," those living in dense thickets of shrubs and herbs; and (5) "grammic

*osc living in grasslands. This attempt to account for phylogenetic relationships between

morphological adaptation and the functional success of a species associated with ecologi-

Cal Zones aPPears to coincide with the Kayapo system. ,

The term "life form" as used by Uvarov is confusing for ethnobiologists because oi

thc current use of the same term as a general folk taxonomic unit. 'CThaP* e~~™
Whatever the*°«W be a less ambiguous word that could be adopted by ethnobiology.

***. I believe ethnobiologists need to follow lines of investigation that analyze native

Perceptions of adaptive associations between species morphology and ecosystem.

*** Butterflies and Kin. The Basic Object Level category wewe could be considered^

a c<>»ective form. Six orders of insects are subsumed under this one label: Neuroptera,
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Ephemeroptera, Plccoptera, Mccoptera, Trichoptera, and Lepidoptera. The focus of the

entire category is the giant morpho butterfly (Morphinae).

Seven folk subgroupings occur within the basic category so that in the overall scheme

the underspecialized category wewe becomes a focal category differentiated by the degree

of morphological feature recognition. The subdivisions are as follows:

(1) wewe (kumrenx) are butterflies and moths (Lepidoptera). Wing scales are the

distinguishing characteristic, and scales are used by shamans to treat diseases of lethargy.

A covert differentiation within this category is found between night-flying and day -flying

species. Moths and other night-fliers are considered omens of death or illness.

(2) wewe-jaka are the mayflies (Ephemeroptera). The suffix "jaka" ("whitish" is

often used loosely as a descriptive affix. In this case, however, wewe-jaka labels a specific

subclass of wewe. Although these appear at night, the Kayapo do not find them dis-

turbing; on the contrary, they are always a sign of abundant fish and good fishing.

(3) wewe-ja ara are the stoneflies (Plecoptera). The suffix "-ja ara " denotes a trans-

lucent quality of the wing. This subclass defines the particular set of Plecoptera.

(4) wewe-ka ak are the "false" wewe. This category coincides with the scientific

Order Mecoptera, scorpionflies.

(5) ngfa-kam-wewe are the caddisflies (Trichoptera). The name refers to the affinin

of this set of organisms for the water and areas surrounding lakes and rivers.

(6) pingbkra are the fish flies and dobson flies (Corydalidae). The name literally

means "worm head" and refers to the sometimes elongated thorax and head of the

family.

(7) pi #' ja ara are the lacewings and kin (all Neuroptera, except Corydalidae). The

name literally means "leaf wings'' and is descriptive of the delicate, transparent veined

wings for which the Order is named.
Though generally oblivious to insect life cycles, the Kayapo are aware of the stages

metamorphosis of Lepidoptera. The eggs they call "ngri) " the larvae "pingo; the

cocoon or chrysalis "kraka" ("child cover").
The stinging larvae of various unidentified Lepidoptera are incorporated into

rituals prescribed for warriors and are smashed on the bare chests of the young me*

The intense pain is believed to impart strength and remove fear. Often the ordeal leave*

scars on the chest that are sported proudly as though they were battle scars.

Kokot: Cicadas and Kin. There are only two basic subdivision of kokot. */j*
the entire category is the large annual cicada (Cicadidae). The two subgroupings io o*

(1) kokot (kumrenx) are the "true" kokot. This category coincides perfec >

the scientific Family Cicadidae. The principal vein of the cicada's front wing is us

shamans in sorcery.

treehoppers (M*(2) kokot-kryre are the "tiny" kokot. This category includes the treehoppe v

bracidae), froghoppers (Cercopidae), lcafhoppers (Cicadellidae), and the plant

(Fulgoridae). I know of no special use or significance of this subgroup. ^
The usual variety of non-fixed descriptive suffixes are evident; for exarnp^

•

(painted), -prire (small), -tire (large, -kamrek (red), ngrangra (light colored), -ty

and so on.

Ng&re, Pure and Kopre: Flies and Kin. The third sequence has three f"*^
Basic Object Level Categories: ngoire, pure, and kopre. The category ngo tre

*

v

one containing a myriad of small insects too small to be distinguished morpno s^
^

the unaided eye. I did not make a collection of the insects in this category so

guess at the vastness of its inclusiveness.
. . „TOu?

&*
The category kopre is likewise a very nebulous category. Within this 8 ^

flies (Diptera), except those contained in the category pure. All forms are Kn

only two wings. There are no further subgroupings.
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The category pure is subdivided into three groups, all of which are blood-sucking

and biting species:

(1) pure (kumrenx) are small blood-sucking flies. This includes the punkies (Cera-

topogonidae), midges (Chironomidae), and black flies (Simuliidae). The Kayapo dis-

tinguish four types of pure kumrenx: (a) putykre (black ones, (b) putire (big ones),

(c) pukraktfiti (spotted-headed ones), and (d) pukrakamrek (red-headed ones). Dis-

tinctions among the four are not only morphological, but also biological, i.e., where they

ire found and the viciousness of the bites.

(2) pute are the mosquitoes (Culicidae). There are four sub-divisions of pute. (a)

pute-jaka (whitish ones with very painful bites), (b) putepryjaka (greyish ones found in

the forest along trails), (c) putekamrek (reddish ones found in open areas), and (d)

putetykre (black ones found in the forest).

(3) pumnuti are the deer and horseflies (Tabanidae). There are no further sub-

divisions of this category.

The overall relationship between kopre and pure is represented by line diagrams in

% 5.

The pumnuti (Tabanidae) are seen as being morphologically more similar to kopre

than pure. Their fierce biting habits, however, cause Indians to place them in the cate-

gory with other blood-sucking and biting species. There are more detailed subclassifica-

tions of mosquitoes and pium, but collections and analyses are yet to be made.

(kopre)

ng&ire pure kopre

pure pute pumnuti

HG. 5.-Category relationships within flies and kin (kopre)

Termites and Kin
Kay

found

.

undant in the Kayapo area, although

Four major subdivision or rorot are

termites

2nd are ac6ArUf.j with

(2) rorot-kra-kamrek-ti are termites that nest in the wood of houses. The

headed" termiw «» :-—J ...'.**- -i :-:— -f ~tK.»rtermites are associated with the origins of other Indians (non-Kayapoj in in

world.

(3) rorot-jakare are termites that nest in the ground. These are the "white" termite

« arc associated with the origins of Europeans in the world.
-«_-^- . . . i. T»^Tviit*» mminds ari

(4)

nume

under
ounds

and
termites are thought of as useless and helpless. They— c no more "true" 9iy (social insects) than kuben ftaum \ww«—--f-

*°Pfe- True people (the KayapS) originated above in the sky; not from below m the

**** « did non-Indians.
Termite nests are used in house construction, since their comb constructs serves as

* *eal natural insulation. Nests of Nasutitermes are also used as fertilizers^ mixed

organic mulch to create fertile Dlantine zones in savanna On numerous oc-
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casions I observed the Kayapo eating the textured nest of ground-dwelling termites and

ants. No explanation was offered other than in the ancient days the Kayap6 say th'

ate this in place of farinha (toasted manioc flour). Geophagy is not commonly reported

certain

to some extent.

Mrum: Ants and Kin. Ant

(Fosey 1981). similar

thology The major basis for sub-

ants is the type and location of their nests (uruk

(unnamed) groupings were found:

(i

(2

(3

(4

(5

(6

(7

(8

(9

ants with nests in the ground

ants with nests above ground (m<

ants with nests inside tree trunks

ants with nests outside tree trunl

ants with nests inside tree limbs

ants with nests attached to tree li

ants that live with termites

ants that live with bees

ants that live alone (solitary forn

The last grouping of solitary

ants

with

These

and

the set overlap between contiguous categories {ton

Ant "power," or ability to inflict pam. iTic

talk*
more potent the sting, the more powerful the ant. Some shamans specialize in ^
to" powerful ant species and claim to manipulate their spirits to cause harm. ^
mans have a special classification of ants based on the power of ant spirits (

&

date 64 different ant folk species have been collected and described.

The abdomen of the "sauva" (mrunt-tuti; Atta sexdens L.) is *e ""^^be
Its fat and juicy abdomen is mixed with manioc flour and baked, or whole

roasted in banana leaves. dedinW
Stinging ants are often collected by the Kayapo men. Ant bodies are pou

,
9

paste with red urucu (Bixa orellana) and painted on hunting dogs. This "^j
cause the dogs to keeD their noses to the trround and to hunt with determ

xdens U **

Azteca sp. ants are thought to have a smell that repels sauva (Ana
^tcctive

bar#

their nests are actively distributed near fields and gardens to produce a pro^

^

against sauva. Their nests are also planted with yams and taro to increase

Amuh: Wasps and Kin. Non-honev-nroducine wasps and stinging bees^^ (*•*•

M

ants

the category amuh. Subgroupings of amuh seem to be based on the type ^^
wa).

be very high. Consultants

nests

:ry high. Consultants were later brought to the Museu ooeiui ^^tm
. Identification of wasp nests "out of context," however, was foun^^ ^^

consistent with identifications and observations made in the field. Tntf ^ morphoW

that the Kayapo pay more attention to wasp nest construction than

. —• amuh is
be^of the wasps themselves.

The principal dichotomy
and (2) solitary

ings of each of these are outlined in Table 4.

he Basic uDjcti.^'-'— - - ~m
(those that do not live in* bgroaP
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TABLE 4.—Subgroupings oiatnuh.

Subgrouping Common Names Scientific Correlate

(1) Solitary amuh

(a) ambu-poi-ti

(b) prytumre

(c) myt-te

(d) 'apiPt-ti

(e) ajabamny

(f) pyka-o-ny

(g) amuhre

"ichneuman fly" Ichneumonidae

(<

<<

spider wasp"

sand wasp"

"mud daubers"

"thread-waisted wasps"

u
potter wasps >»

Pompilidae

Sphecidae: Larrinae

Sphecidac: Nyssoninac

Sphecidae: Sphecinae

Vespidae: Eumeninae

an undifferentiated category of various families,

including, Symphyta

1 A
{h) l

rop'krdre'kardn

(i)2 kung

u
velvet ant"

ont "solitary bees"

Scoliidae, Mutillidae

Xylocapinae

(2) Social amub

(a) mingugu

(b) mehnkamamuh

(c) amub (kumrenx)

<<
social bees"

"honey wasps >»

«<
social wasps"

Apidae: Apinae

Brachygastra sp

Vespidae

1 A

2

ropkr&re-karon is co-grouped with mrum

kungont is a transitional class between mehn and amub; mehnkamamuh is a transitional

^between honey-producing bees and wasps.

Most social wasps are used in some form of hunting magic. Most commonly, wasp

Parts *** m*xed with urucu (Bixa orellana) and painted on the warrior. Certain wasp
^sts are even used to rub over the noses of hunting dogs to make them brave (akre).

° datc 85 f°lk species of wasps have been identified and described.

Mebn
Kin. Thus.

— / -*^**u«-uig dccs ana ivin. inus ids uv iwiiv apv-^- ~
Ponmae) have been discovered for the Kayapo corresponding to 66 scientific species

p
0SCy 198 3a). Of this number, 11 species are considered to be semi-domesticated

(Posey 1983b).
Bces ar« grouped into 15 "families" in addition to the 56 folk species. Criteria

'cterminin<r «-Vv» j:rr • .• i 11 u.A- *U+ fnllnwinff:dcterm

1.

ese differentiations are c

Ethological characteristics:

and

patterns
"*•*/, lb) aggressive behavior when the nest is disturbed (aggressive or uutuc,, IW

**nd Pro°-uced by bees in flight or by nocturnal behavior inside nest; (d) places bees

• deluding types of flowers, dead animals, feces, sand banks, dirt, etc.

•• *>est structurem n«ts, termite mm,
* —

—

and position of the entrance

savanna, etc.); (c) form, texture, color and
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the entrance structure (eg., earth, resin, cerumen, vegetable fibers, etc.); and (c) form ad

texture of the batumen.

3. Morphological and biochemical characters: (a) shape of the bee's body;

colors of the bee; (c) designs or markings on body; (d) size and color of wings; (c) size of

the bee; (f) smell of the bee (either its natural smell or when the bee is crushed); (g) secre-

tions produced for defense.

4. Economic factors: (1) quality of honey; (b) quantity of honey; (c) quality of

resins; (d) quality of wax and cerumen; (e) suitability of pollen for food; (f) suitability of

larvae /pupae for food.

As this list of taxonomic characters indicates, the Kayapo also have a detailed knov

ledge of Meliponinae morphology, nest architecture, ontogeny, and behavior. Technolo-

gies and strategies for raiding nests and rearing bees are also well-developed (see Posey and

Camargo 1984). The Kayapo use bee waxes, batumen, resin, pupae, and larvae fori

variety of purposes (Posey 1983c).

SUPERORDINATE GROUPINGS

Of the 18 BOL categories found in the Kayapo system of Arthropod classification,

only three show extensive differentiation at subordinate levels (amuh, wasps, with 85 fot

ants, with 64 folk species; and
ultuflling the hypothesis that such differentiation is indicative of emically significant cul

phenomena (cf. Posey 1983d), one would predict bees, wasps, and ants to be of parti...-

importance to the Kayapo\

An additional indicator of the importance of these BOL categories is the named

superordinate grouping of all social Hymenoptera, nby (ny), which includes all m-
and nam

(animals with shells and
This phenomenon is explained by the epistomological importance ot social

to the KayapS belief system. The Indians say that their social organization was

^

onC

J
by an ancient shaman who specialized in the study of social Hymenoptera. Hop^
organize his defenseless, dispersed people against attacks from the wild beasts an

^
mipc tv»* c.Uo~*~~ i i ^i_- -j__ ^_ ?__ ^l. _ rr -if in*- fjhv (nv)> This iflC

,.r„j:^ *wi selves agaia*

while observing a hive of wasps (amuh-dja-kein) successfully

an
interested in^This Kayapo belief indicates that the Indians have long been int

^

re"

insects as a "natural model". There are still specialists who study nby 7 ^
importance of social insects is man tested, symbolically in ari, ««"— - -

0£}es<P*

The named category nby (ny), therefore, ,

amological significance in the Kayap
ignificance. Iptf

In addition to the named, superordinate category of nby i ny/,
^tego*1

nebulous groupings can be found. These "cross-cut" (cf. Gardner 1976) ^ ^ ^
recognize a variety of other characteristics held in common with other

f
aaa

^aaaas *p
Any given organism might be grouped with other organisms m *

ns A tur*.

A frog might be grouped with a water beetle because both are amp i

^^ J(0
/L

id a lady bettle might be grouped together because all

^ ^ m ^
humped shells,

wriggles on the catcrpill crtain
W

because of the nature of their stings. A flying ant might be classified wi ^^tf
because both appear at the same time of the year (the hawk is migrato^ ^^p

ant

front feet are seen as similar in form.

c same time 01 me year \ua ****" -

1). A type of cricket might be classified witn
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/

/

/

Superordinate Levels

/

/

Named (Covert)

BOL Level

Subordinate Levels: Genus

Species

Sub-species

FIG. 6.-Idealized hierarchical model showing superordinate and subordinate levels.

The list can go on and on. In observations of superordinate groupings, I have ob-

served four types of "cross-cutting" mechanisms. Animals are grouped on the basis of:

1. similar function (eg., edibility, medicinal value, ceremonial importance, etc.)

2. behavioral characteristics (e.g., nocturnal animals, crepuscular animals, swim-
mers, etc.)

3. habitat (eg., water animals, forest animals, ground-dwellers, etc.)

4. special cultural concerns. The latter type of grouping deserves some further

explanation.

One of the major ways the Kayap6 group animals is by the "power" of their "spirits"

This is an extremely difficult typology to analyze and
(ka

anim

<*pts of animal "power" and "spirit" are exceedingly complex. An animal's "p<

determined by the facility of the karon in inflicting or curing illness. Every
nicies has a "spirit" and, theoretically, every animal can affect the human "spirit" by
fusing or curing illness. Only the shamans who "talk to" the animal spirits can cure a

Patient of the disease provided by the spirit of that animal. Therefore, the ranking of

animals based upon the "power" of their "spirits" is tantamount to ranking the power

shaman
uperficially certain groupings seem nonsensical. exam

CCrtain Iiz*rds, some snakes, grubs, and small rodents into one category. This grouping
appeared to defy reason until tribal elders were heard telling of the ancient days before

Kayapo had corn and manioc. The list of animals eaten in ancient
1 th*s grouping and is hrst aWc^H ac "animal* of notential use" and

W' or

f
ncration to generation,

tomorrow.

and

can

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Classifi

e,ting insight The 18 BOL~ --.8» ia mio me overall patterns of folk biological ciassincauun. *...

tion

80nCS srm^cd m morphological sequences show very little hierarchical differentia-

n except for the social insects (amuh. mrum. and mebn), which are the only represen
Stives to receive

flush d^
111 B°L catcSorics » especially krytkanet

distin

form
UP °n Pcrccived phylogenetic relationships between animal morpnu..

cthn ^ itS ecoI°gical adaptation or niche. These "ecoforms" merit study and
inn°blolotn st **AA :*:-_., • .. ,. r u

s for research.anal mtergrative paradigms lor researcn.

Kayapo
-

knowledge points to the difficulty of an overall evaluation
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any complete biological/natural taxonomic system. This problem is accentuated

ing to determine the "utilitarian" value of any given domain.

The Kayapo data suggest that elaboration or differentiation of named subordinate

(lower in hierarchical rank

an
ti
utility" and cultural significance

ignificanc

dcarct

and Highly differentiated categories recognized b

;est indicator of cultural utility or significance

"Utility" is difficult to assess since it does not always include the obvious qualities

of food, shelter, or medicine. In the case of nhy (ny)
y social insects, for example, onh

bees have the obvious utilitarian value of producing food, medicine and useful to

materials. Ants are utilitarian in the sense that they have qualities that are desirable to

impart to hunting dogs via medicinal mixtures painted on the dogs. Wasps are import*
•__ ___ i . . _ _it ^_ l _J^l_f*_f__ i\r J • * . i -i - • i

tainly

ance of stineine species mav be considered utilitarian Such

avoidance, however, is not the sole reason for wasp classification since only a small per-

centage are aggressive.

molopal

ignifica

incluiioi

than amed

gnific

Kayapo classification of insects and related Arthropods is characterized by c

Basic Object Level (BOL) categories. anization

lassifr

mind

a con-

tinuum of overlapping or contiguous sets called "morphological sequences." Hierarch

structures emerge when any BOL category (or sequence) is of utilitarian and/or symbo

significance. Named subordinate differentiation is an indicator of "utility;" named super-

ordinate groupings are indicators of symbolic significance.

Thus parts of the folk taxonomic system that exhibit greater hierarchical qu"

'

reflect recognition of "utility" in its broadest sense (practical and symbolic).

resolves the apparent "contradiction" between utilitarian and hierarchical modew^

pointing out the difference between process (essentially hierarchical) 3iid purpose^

tially utilitarian) in folk taxonomy. Both are at work in any folk classification
s>s

and neither excludes the other in importance nor explanatory potential.

Thi
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NOTES

Funding for this research came from the Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropol

f

** toti ("false flesh," or "no meat") is an animal type of maja ("unimportant things," or, m
African slang, "stuff"). Mry kati could also be considered a type of mry kaigo ("empty meat ).

Jj
> previous publication (1983b), I employed the term Maja without its additional modifier..

"y thanks to Cecil Brown, Terence Hayes, and Eugene Hunn for pointing out this fault.

w« told that no shaman in any Kayapo* village today had this power. The last shaman, a woman,

" died in Gorotire in 1972. The most oowcrful shamans that exist today are those who speak to

the

*r

water eel fmry-kaak).

"tnite, frorot) are also included in the superordinate category of nhy (Ky). The fact that they are

not differentiated at the subordinate level as are other members of the group is explained in rosey,

1983b.
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Book Reviews and Abstracts

In our last issue, Volume 4 Number 1, Gary Paul Nabhan did not receive full recogn

tion for his review of Medicinal Plants of the Bible (p. 14). I apologize for this oversight.

I have adopted the convention of using initials for reviews written by the Journal staff

and spelling out the names and addresses of outside contributors.

Charles H. Miksicek

Book Review Editor

Book Review

Ethnobotany J. A. Kallunki

New York Botanical Garden, 1984. 15 6 pp. paper, index, illustrated, $29.75 U.S.

Orders, $30.75 non-U.S. Orders.

Ethnobotany in the Neotropics contains the proceedings of a symposium, by the

same name, presented at the 1983 Society for Economic Botany meetings. It is the

inaugural issue in the Advances in Economic Botany series to be published by the Insti-

tute of Economic Botany at The New York Botanical Garden. Although the title suggests

all of the New World tropics, the geographical focus of most of the papers in the volume

is Amazonian South America.

This collection contains a mixture of both short topical studies and longer treatises.

The longest paper in the volume, by Plowman, is a fascinating, detailed study of the

history, taxonomy, cultivation, phytochemistry, and ethnobotany of two species

four varieties of coca, Erythroxylum coca and E. novogranatense. Other contnbui

that focus on the ethnobotany of various taxonomic groups include palms (B

manioc (Boster), Solanaceae (Heiser), and edible fungi (Prance). Ayala Flores present"

more generalized paper on Peruvian plants with medicinal or toxic properties. Lewis

Elvin-Lewis explore the realm of ethnodentistry, the use of botanical agents by the J
iv

for tooth extraction or hygienic blackening. The article by Posey on the a^lc^!L
ecology of the Kayapo examines the continuum between "domesticated" an

^
^

plants and suggests that there is no clear-cut demarcation between "natural an

aged'* forest in much of Amazonia. Van den Berg's contribution includes an anno a

"flora" of plants found in the open-air market in Belem, Brazil. ..^

All too often, ethnoscientists are strangers to the area they arestudyl
f
g,

izesti1c

Flores, Posey, and van den Berg are residents of the Neotropics. Berlin emp asi ^
value of training local informants to gather ethnobiological specimens and -^
collaborative approach can provide a wealth of information and new insight in

standing a traditional culture's view of the natural world. .

Sot0j.

The overall layout of the volume is identical to its parent journal, Econ°^ t^
The only reservation I have about this publication is that $29.75 seems a htt e^^
for a journal as opposed to a book format. Nevertheless all researchers in

economic botany will look forward to the next issue of Advances.

CHM
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CHUMASH ETHNOBOTANY: A PRELIMINARY REPORT

JAN TIMBROOK
Department of Anthropology

Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History

2559 Puesta del Sol Road
Santa Barbara, CA 93105

ABSTRACT.-The Chumash, a hunting, gathering, fishing and seafaring people of coastal
southern California, were greatly affected by Spanish missionization beginning in the 1770s.
Mexican settlement and later Americanization exerted their own influences, and by the early

20th century the Chumash had been pushed nearly to the brink of extinction. Although
the people survived physically, most of their culture perished. Recently, much has been
learned about the early Chumash way of life through ethnographic and linguistic data which
were collected while Chumash culture still lived in memory, combined with historic, archae-
ological, and museum resources. This paper summarizes what has thus far been recon-
structed of Chumash knowledge and uses of plants in late prehistoric times and after Euro-
pean contact. Chumash ethnobotany has broader implications for theoretical issues in the
nature of hunting-gathering societies, interpretation of the archaeological record, human
ecology, acculturation, and folk taxonomic studies.

INTRODUCTION

At the time of the first Spanish voyages of discovery along the southern California
t, beginning with Cabrillo in 11142 thp S>™t* Rarhara Channel Islands, mainlandw .»*...»* viaunuu 111 ±UT£,, U1C OdULd UdlUdia ^ilOlIIl^i laianua, inunuui^

coast, and adjacent interior mountains and valleys were occupied by about 15,000
People who later became known as the Chumash. Although never politically unified
much beyond groups of villages, and that only in certain areas, they were culturally and
"^guistically similar enough to be considered by anthropologists as a single, albeit some-
what variable. ru1t„roi »„:+.,

territory

July. Diurnal

January

:r in the

« man along the coast. The rainy season, with average rainfall of about 43 cm at

iTth
Barbara

' lasts from November to April. Virtually no precipitation occurs the rest

c year. Early summer fogs give way to late summer heat and drought, with oc-
sjonal wildfires fanned by winds from interior deserts (Smith 1976:3-6).
««i wudtires fanned
^e bulk of thc Chumash populati

This ranire runs Darallel to the east-west coastline, and

on th

S°me meters within just a few kilometers of the shore, vegetation

cha

C °0aStal Plain Was dommated by grassland-oak savannah. Coastal sage scrub and
Parral were also widespread plant communities; the latter is a dense growth of several

v cies of stiff woody shrubs covering the slopes of the mountains and higher foothills.

and permanent
jjp .

— ^"amici!, oi Dotn seasonal anu perm*

coastT
VCgCtation

» dissected the coastal plain. Stream cnanneis ouch *»•»•—"- —

nand
l

?arshlands - Mand, oak savannah and woodland dominated the valleys, with

from

S COnifcrous trees in the higher mountains. Within a relatively short distance

own
3ny SCttlement there were a variety of different plant communities, each with its

reliei

*Ct °f valu*ble resources which contributed to the subsistence, material culture and

8">us behavior of the Chumash people.
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The Chumash were hunter-gatherers, with particular emphasis on ocean fishing by

coastal groups. The marine and terrestrial environments were both rich in species diver-

sity and extraordinarily productive, permitting a sedentary settlement pattern and a

degree of population density greater than that of most agricultural peoples in aboriginal

North America (Brown 1967). Ethnohistoric reseatfth has revealed much about the com-

plexity of Chumash society (e.g. Blackburn 1975, 1976; Harrington n.d.; King 1971),

which was stratified into classes based on wealth; membership in these was inherited but

some opportunities for mobility also existed. Positions of political and religious leader-

ship were inherited. Craft specialization seems to have been controlled by guild-like

organizations. Shell bead money functioned as a medium of exchange in a far-reaching

network of trade. The Chumash, in short, were a prime example of what have been

called "affluent foragers" (Koyama and Thomas 1981) and were not at all typical of the

more familiar modern, nomadic hunter-gatherers who have been pushed into marginal

environments.

Technologically sophisticated though they were, the Chumash proved no match for

the powerful ecclesiastical and military force of the Spanish Empire, nor for the array of

contagious diseases which devastated their population and their morale. Although the

Mission system, which lasted from 1770 to 1834, was apparently less completely destruc-

tive to Chumash culture than was once thought, it so drastically reduced their numbers

and altered their outlook that it was impossible to revive the functioning cultural entir

after secularization. The Mexican rancho era (1834-1850) and subsequent period of

American settlement further contributed to the numerical and cultural decline of the

Chumash. Although there are over a thousand people of Chumash ancestry currenth

residing in Santa Barbara, Ventura and San Luis Obispo counties-the approximate

extent of their former territory-Chumash culture may be regarded as virtually extinct.

SOURCES AND METHODS

lore

Because of the lack of knowledge about nearly all traditional plant uses and relat

among today's Chumash descendants, the usual methods of ethnographic andlmgu*

ield work are not useful for <rath«»rifi<r infnrmotinn ^hnn t former practices. Kec

pragmatic

form— r ,

Chumash ethnobotany is therefore a t

unlabeled "ethnohistory." This Wj*
^"^ ******* L.umuMon since it is qualitatively aiirerent irom cumw-y/-

musicology," and the like. It has been characterized as the history of non-literate
:

pco£

and fundamentally involves incorporation of a diverse variety of sources (Carmac
;

For this specific research project there are three major sources: historical writ

f»arlv trot rA1«va 1 • ! • * ,. , i n _ A l ~-„nU ir *TiA Hn£U lS

and missionaries; unpublished note

as conducted early in this century

c fid*

collections now housed in museums,
terns and plant usages throughout the

. In addition, a general familiarity with cuJtu^
^

terns and plant usages throughout the entire central and southern California" cU
rfB

.

is incorporated, in order to provide a basis for comparison and a context form

tion of the findings from the other major sources.
t bc

twf<*

The brief logs of the 1542 Cabrillo voyage, which marked the initial contac^^^
mash and Europeans, provide very little detail; and subsequent contacts ove^

^^Chumash and
The majorm^twu centuries were tew and sporadic (Bolton 1925; Wagner iv^,. •»-

Ac diari«s °J

sources which provide information about Chumash plant uses begin with ^
the Portola and De Anza expeditions of 1769-1770, particularly the accoun

' ^
(Bolton 1927; Brown n.d., 1965) and Fages (Priestley 1937). These account^^
attention to natural resources, with an eye toward establishing Spams c ^^
therefore contain information about the relationship between native Pe0P^

s
Martin*

Further such information is offered by later naturalist-explorer Jose Longi
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in 1792 (Simpson 1961) and by Archibald Menzies on the Vancouver expedition a year
later (Menzies 1924). By that time Franciscan missions had already been established,

certain species of new plants introduced, and traditional Chumash plant-use practices

subjected to Spanish-Mexican influence. Writings by the missionaries provide ethnobo-
tanical data, particularly on food and medicine; they are noticeably sparse on material
culture and religion, things the padres sought to change rather than understand (Gciger
and Meighan 1976). After mission secularization in 1834 there are few historical docu-
ments of much use for ethnobotanical reconstruction. Exceptions are two manuscripts
on Chumash medicine, one compiled in the late 19th century by a physician (Bard 1894),
the other slightly later by a pharmacist (Birabent n.d.).

The

American Ethnology anthropologis
rington. He worked sporadically with at least three generations of Chumash consultants

1910s and 20s. 1
inform

langu
and English are scattered throughout Harrington's tens of thousands of pages of field

notes. plant
sultants and tagged with Barbareno Chumash and Spanish common names. 2 Because
Harrington usually attempted to note names for the same plant in several Chumashan
languages and Spanish, these tagged specimens have enabled accurate botanical identifi-

cation of numerous plants for which Chumash or Spanish common names prevail, both in

is own notes and in many other sources. The Harrington material provides a good core
of data on Chumash knowledge and uses of plants into which data from other historical,

ethnographic, and archaeological sources can be fitted. In this way, a reasonably detailed
picture

The
inquiry

Pant remains and, until recently, poor techniques for their recovery. This research pro-

plant
roams; a large body of site reports awaits perusal. It seems likely that interpretation of

gnificance

do
determined. Museum collections

and
oving useful in supplementing and clarifying data from other sources; examples include

The ideal mci
m*sh ethnobotany
chancre tk.^

basketry, and caches of medicinal plan

occurred in chronological order. Th

extr
° PreSCntin§ the information. Unfortunately, the data from early historic times are

after™??
7 SCanty

- Thc most complete source is the "memory ethnography" conducted

^ 91 0, which reaches only slightly further back than thc mission era with any cer-

the

V ' Acc°rdingly
, the constraints of the source materials available force adoption of

torv

S°<alled <direCt historic approach" pioneered by Strong (1940) in Plains ethnohis-

frorn' T°
ng ° ther authors (e.g. Steward 1942); it consists of working backward in time

On'
kn°Wn t0 thc unkn°wn.

Search
P°SSiblc drawb*ck of the direct historic approach in Chumash ethnobotanical

tcm
° " a proPensitY to what might be called "reconstruction by subtraction." It is

Medite

mg mefCly t0 eliminate species which are known to have been introduced from the

But th

rranCan Regi°n in order to arrive at what was presumably the aboriginal tradition.

which
" rCSUltS " tWO serious problems: first, it overlooks the more subde influences

and ,c "^h
haVC becn exerted on plant usages beyond simple introduction of species;

COnd
' h implicitly assumes that aboriginal tradition was static, extending unaltered
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into the indefinite distant past. To the contrary, contacts between groups as well as out-

right population movements existed prehistorically, not just after European arrival;

particular consideration must be given to the date of any piece of information in order to

attempt to fit it into this dynamic process of culture change. It is likely, though, that

there would have been a relatively stable core of plant usages and related practices that

were maintained fairly consistently over the period of a few centuries intended to be

covered in this study. It should be possible to determine these by comparing source

materials which date from different time periods.

SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS

Plants- -_._w „—,^— * •*»« vAAMtj x«*x wvLv.iinuiv.u tv/ iiavt l^v-^ii u^cu uy tut v_-ai.uiiia.Mi aiv n.uu

in the Appendix at the end of this article.3 Their uses are assigned to standardized,

general categories and subcategories to facilitate summarizing a large body of informa-

tion. More complete descriptions of specific usages, plant parts used, methods of prepara-

tion, season of gathering, and other such important topics will be included in a compre-

hensive monograph which will be published in the future. Vernacular names in the five

major Chumashan languages and in the local Spanish dialect are likewise too cumbersome

to include in the present format.

Plants for which uses are listed number 156 species, of which 16 are non-native. Of

the many plants which were introduced to California from elsewhere and adopted by the

fThlimocVl nnKr 4-U~-~ ..-!_.• _1_ 1 1 ... ..... «. "x !- .*«Chum ashV441tt"1M11
'
^lu y lllusc wmen nave become naturalized are included here, because it is uui

always clear exactly which of the species in a particular genus were used or not used, the

approximations roughly

summarized in Table 1. Since many plants have more than one use-several have six or

and

shown

a nave inuic Liian uut; ust—a^*vi^ «.— -

the subcategory figures total higher than the

very large bo

tant. in terms

TABLE 1. Summary of Chumash plant usages

Category
Native spp. Introd. spp.

Total

Food

Medicine

curing

hygiene

Material Culture

clothing

construction

crafts

tools

Ceremonial

religious

magical

amusements

Miscellaneous

55 10

88 9

86 9

10 o

60 3

16 1

19 2

46 2

27 2

36 1

25

17

18

22

1

65

97

95

10

63

17

21

48

29

37

25

17

19
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may have been used or key roles which they may have played despite small volume ob-

tained. To help balance the tendency toward numerical interpretation of data, which, if

carried to excess, may be seriously misleading, I insert here a brief commentary on what
I subjectively consider to have been the 20 most important plants in Chumash culture.

an m order of importan

freyi

'/•

and wood for construction and bowmaking.
Giant wild rye (Elymus condensatus) and

aking

carrizo

3. Bulrush (Scirpus spp.) stems were the principal material for mats and house
thatching; the rhizomes were also eaten.

4. Juncus rush (four species) was virtually the only plant used in basketmaking.

Chumash baskets served in numerous vital roles in daily life, as well as being a highly

developed art form.

5. Soaproot (Chlorogalum pomeridianum) bulbs were used as fish poison, and
possibly as human food; the outer husk fibers were made into utilitarian brushes.

6. Brodiaea (Dichelostemma pulchellum) bulbs were formerly much more com-
mon than they are today and were apparently a major food.

portant Early Spanish

and
o. willows, probably several species, constituted the most important material tor

fuel and for all kinds of construction; e.g., willow poles were lashed with willow bark to

form the house framework. They also had a number of medicinal uses.

9. Oaks, particularly Quercus agrifolia and Q lobata, yielded acorns which were

^questionably the most important staple food of the Chumash. Their value was due
both to abundance and to storability. Oaks had many other uses as well-some 11 are

listed in the Appendix-including importance as firewood and coals for toasting seeds.

occasions. Large quantitie

important

territory
u

- l °yon (Heteromeles arbutifolia) provided hard wood used tor arrow roresnana

and many other kinds of tools.
12. Wild cherry (Prunus ilicifolia) pits were another abundant, storable staple food.

13. Ceanothus and probably also mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus betuloides)

W00d was made into digging sticks, essential tools for harvesting many edible plants.

!4. Prickly pear cactus (Opuntia spp.) had among the most diverse uses of any plant:

and
w. Chuchupate (Lomatium californicum) root was a highly valued magical plant

specially for affording protection from rattlesnakes.
16. Indian hemp (Apocynum cannabinum) and to a lesser extent milkweed (Ascle-

£« sPp .) fiber was most important for making string md cordage. These were essential

r canoemaking, fishing lines, nets, clothing, and other necessities of life.

bv U
Chia Sage (Salvia columbariae) seeds were a major food, constantly mentioned

had

aTgt°n,S Chumash consultants and many other historical sources. These seeds also

^dicmal uses. Other species of Salvia seem to have been much less used.

18. Jimsonweed or toloache (Datura meteloides) was the single most important

^monial/religious plant. It induced visions enabling contact with the supernatural,

*as also extensively used in curing. ..

being
C tobacco (Xicotiana spp.) was used for ceremonial purposes, as well as

smoked or eaten for eniovment and health.
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lift

and
prin

It will be noted that there are few medicinal plants named in the above list. This is

not because I doubt the efficacy of native health care practices, but because it is difficult

to assess their importance when little information is available about how frequently

Chumash people resorted to herbal medicine.

DISCUSSION

ronowing me onei overview just presented ot the range ot plant usages by the Chu-

mash, in this section I will address three related topics which have emerged in the course

with Europeans and
plant use practices? Second, how did the Chumash think about plants

anyand categorize them?

and the Linnaean system?

suggested? That is, in conr o a p

hunter-gatherers affect the ecological system in which they lived?
ft ft A m

plaint-human

ants

be

for

and medicine categories. The large total number of medicinal plants (97 spp.) may
related to the many uses that were introduced to the Chumash in the mission era f

plants which were native over a wide area from Mexico to southern California. Studies

in recent decades (e.g. Gardner 1965, Weyrauch 1982) indicate that the Chumash, like

most peoples, have probably always been willing to try new remedies, especially for

f+r\ ln(« n« J f« ta i1_ _ .1 «•.••* - - .1 1-

dermatitis"**"*** ah^uhc^v* uy puisuix ua.K. ii seems vciy iiK.ciy ui<*i »tv« "—

o

medicinal plants may have a wide distribution, their uses may have been discovered by

.
ii. suiiic pans oi tnc range but not in others. Hispanic

ignificant influence on Chiimnsh nr^ti^c f™m „«™ »^
New dietary items introduced with the agricultural mission economy had a profound

effect on the inventory of Chumash food plants which is scarcely reflected in the num-

bers presented here, owing to the elimination of cultivars from the list. Leaving those

plants aside and focusing only on naturalized species, which behave like native plants in

just growing wild," it is clear that the Chumash readily adopted those which were most

hke plants they were already using. These included small seeds of annual grasses, dock

an

pears.
fi

The same can be said of plants used in material culture: new species were adopted to

plants. —»— piuii,,) iw vv.mv.ji iui~v w»~i*~ awv^v */-

orny three species which were introduced into material culture, with seven uses among

them.
2*01 ^

Cd
!
Amndo donax) supplemented the large native wild rye and carr^

" """"* "
rowmaking and other crafts. The large introduced pncklvpe

^
unterparts in being used for Daint. sealant and other things

und to be suitable for stringm

lan
in ceremonial categories, however, the evidence indicates that no introduced s]

were adopted into either religious or magical functions. This is to be expected owm
to

importan
trast

illingness to experiment with foods and remedies. The only intro

nspmpnt ^o*« . . - . , i uh*> rarriz°&ia^
amusement

rn„ . ... 6 vi 7 "w, again, giant reca, wnicn was uj*-~

—

for crgarcue-Uke tubes to hold smoking tobacco.
, furtbt,

stud of ?r °
f natiVe Sped" m «hc lis< sh°uld b* «P*n <tol ^mcwhat af' lor-an

plan
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ing groups in the wider culture area. It now seems as though several species which the

Chumash would be expected to have used are not mentioned, particularly numerous

and seed-bearing composites. These gaps can probably

be attributed principally to the small sample of consultants interviewed by Harrington,

many
•ranging

The degree of correlation between Chumash folk botanical taxa and Western scienti-

fic genera and species must be addressed in any study such as this. Chumashan languages

are no longer spoken and there are no knowledgeable consultants who can aid in folk

taxonomic inquiries. It has therefore been a matter of real concern that a researcher

trained to think in terms of Linnaean taxonomy could completely misinterpret or at least

seriously misunderstand the categories of organisms represented by Harrington's recorded

Chumash names.

Careful analysis of plant descriptions included in Harrington's field notes and of the

labeled, pressed specimens collected by his consultants has relieved much of my anxiety

on that score. As Berlin and his colleagues (Berlin 1973; Berlin et al. 1973, 1974) have

found with other peoples, the Chumash seem to have fairly consistently placed plants

into categories that bear a remarkable similarity to our own, and to have based them on

morphological features in most cases. To give three examples: they distinguished

between spiny gooseberries (stimiy, Ribes amarum; stimiy 7w, R. speciosum) and non-

spiny currants (sqa'yi'nu, characterized as "smooth," attributed to R. malvaceum),

reflecting a division made by some authors, Ribes and Grossularia spp.; between white-

flowered (seq, :) and

Q
igrifolia) and deciduous valley oak (ta\ which includes both Q

Q. dumosa var. kinselae)

in

Other factors are sometimes seen in Chumash plant categorization. Usage is reflected

taxa

strands
ever, even in this case the divisions also seem to coincide with Western species (attributea

to /uncus balticus, J. textilis, and /. acutus, respectively, from descriptions by Harring-

ton's consultants). Habitat may sometimes be invoked in distinguishing between similar

Plants. For example, Equisetum telmateia var. braunii and Ephedra viridis, superficially

similar in having jointed stems, were both called wosbko 'loy in Barbareno Chumash, but

the latter was distinguished with a suffix indicating the interior mountain range where it

was found: woshko 'loy "hi cimajimol" [sic] - V tsiwaya (?) [tsiwaya, San Emigdio Moun-

tain (Applegate 1975:44)].

cology deals with the interrelationships between people and plants

>n has already addressed some of the effects of plants on the Ui

The

and The effects that people have on plant

can be either deliberate or unintentional. Gathering plants for human

^ which may have unintentional effects, such as depletion of fuelwood; to date no evi-

den any plant species. Long-term

formation

<">"at has been extensively altered by recent suburban development, tnc Channel

mid** rcIatively undisturbed. On Santa Cruz Island, native tooa^ « — /

----

*°» of former village sites, and Datura is found in far greater concentrations there
^

than

* <»y other location. Both these plants were of great importance in Chumash rehgion

:tjm°»V- I i-Pect that they were introduced to the islands by-the Chumash

0ugh fertility or chemistry

tio

LO

J

omzing middens. The intended or a
on of such plants is a Question that ethnob
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-

It has recently been found that the Chumash may have performed significant en-

vironmental alterations through the practice of regular burning of grasslands to encourage

plant

and vigor of the particular species they sought

gnificant

of vegetation as well. Archaeologists should attempt to recover plant remains and any

other data which can yield information about the antiquity of this practice, and also

about whether the Chumash may have acted as a selective influence on the morphology

as well as on the distribution of the plants they used. Agricultural peoples have modified

the plants they use, even those which are not really domesticated (see, e.g., Bye 1981;

Nabhan et al. 1981). It is possible that some hunter-gatherers may have had similar

effects on their botanical environment.

CONCLUSION

Chumash

an

fishing, and gathering wild plants; and they actively manipulated their environment to

increase their base of support. Greater knowledge of Chumash ethnobotany, along the

lines suggested here, can contribute to a better general understanding of the interdepen-

dent relationships between human populations and their natural environment.

In folk taxonomic research, it is useful to have new information to suggest that one

more group of people tended to classify plants according to the same morphological

criteria which have formed the basis for Western "scientific" taxonomy, fitting into the

general pattern noted by Berlin, Raven and others (Berlin 1973; Berlin et al. 1973, 1974;

Raven et al. 1971). For the Chumash, this remains only a suggestion since the original

descendants

and prehispanic language and folk categories are unknown

plant
ntial impor

understanding the processes of culture contact and chang

mechanics of everyday life. The Chumash case offers excell<

and
investigation.
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NOTES

Har

Chumash
a Partial list, see Anderson 1978). The field notes, related documents and plant specimens from
Har

. ""•" uwi«u pcopics an over rNorin America arc uuujcu <n mc "auumu .__.-
ogical Archives, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. Microfilm copies of much of this

»«tenal are being made available.

sight

°Ugh thC Specimens were generally in poor condition, I was able to identify most of them by

attrib°

rWith thC ald ° f standard reference floras (Munz 1959; Jepson 1925; Smith 1976). These

Sam "ft

" 8 WerC confirmed
> and additional identifications made, by botanists visiting from the

The

a

,.

arbara Botanic Garden who are much more expert than I in dealing with dried material,

aance
?°nS °f the U'S> National Herbarium were also used for species comparison in some in-

by a

eS

I

" aU bUt a few of Harrington's Chumash plant specimens were collected in the 1920s

availabT
Barbarefio consultant, they only represent her knowledge and those species which were

totraver"!
a 7°^ **" ° f C°aStal Chumash territory. In earlier times it was common for people

and to collect many other very important species not available near the coast.

sl*d2L
dete

J
mination8 WCrC made usin& various combinations of the following: actual labeled plant

ages iTv ?
eSCTiptions in Harrington's notes or other sources; common names in Chumashan langu-

*ne'raiiv
** ^^ Spanish dialects ^ studV of artifacts made from plants. The attributions are

VCry c°nservative, and many more species were probably used than are shown here.
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4
Unless otherwise noted in the text, the terms given are from the Barbareno Chumash language, and

the identifications are from specimens. The orthography follows the practical system designed by

Applegate (1975a), with the substitution of x for underlined h to minimize typesetting difficulties.

APPENDIX
Plants Used by the Chumash

A few introductory comments are necessary to explain what is included in this

Ch
tioned in one or more of the 50 references which are enumerated below. Most of the

John
plant specimens; that which came from research by other authors based on the Harring-

ton material was carefully evaluated—and some identifications changed-before being

included. Many other ethnographic, botanical and historical sources were also consulted

and similarly evaluated.

Certainly many more species were likely to have been used than the information

available at this late date would indicate, and some of the plants in the list may have had

additional uses which were not mentioned in the sources I have examined. Naturalized

species are included, but cultivars are not. The list omits the many plants which were

only named, described, or collected and preserved as specimens, if no use was recorded

for them. And plants

though uses were mentioned. The plants are listed by family, genus and species

ing the arrangement given in Smith's (1976) flora of the Chumash area.

follow

SOURCES CITED IN THE APPENDIX

1. Author's analysis of mat
2. Applegate n.d.

3. Applegate 1975a
4. Applegate 1975b
5. Bard 1894
6. Bell 1931
7. Bingham 1890
8. Birabent n.d.

9. Blackburn 1963
10. Blackburn 1975
11- Bolton 1925
12. Bolton 1927
13. CaballerTa y Collell 1892

objects

14. Juanita
15. Craig 1966
16. Craig 1967
17. Dawson and Deetz 1965
18. Gardner 1965

1978

19. and
20. Grant 1964
21. Greenwood 1972
22. Harrington n.d.
23. Harrington 1928
24. Harring

25. Harr

riuason ism
q^j

Hudson & Blackburn n.d., 19«.

26. Harrington 1944

27. Heizer 1955

28. Heizer 1970

29. Henshaw 1885

30. Hudson 1977

31.

32. Hudson et al. 1977

33. Hudson, Timbrook & Rempe

34. Jepson 1925

35. Jepson 1936

36. Jepson 1943

37. Kroeber 1908

38. Menzies 1924

39. Munz 1959

40. Priestley 1937

41. Rothrock 1876, 1878

42. Simpson 1961

43. Smith 1976

44. Timbrook 1982

1978

45.

46. Wagn

John

47. Walker & Hudson in press

48. Webb 1952

49. Weyrauch 1982

50. Yarrow 1879
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Book Review

Usos de los Helechos en Suramerica con Especial Referencia a Colombia (Uses of ferns in

South America with special reference to Colombia). Maria Teresa Murillo.Bogota:

Universidad Nacional de Colombia, 1983. 156 pp., illustrated, (no price listed).

This book is a compendium of the ethnobotany of South American (primarily Colom-

bian) ferns, written at the suggestion of Dr. Richard E. Schultes and published in connec-

tion with the bicentennial of the Royal Botanical Expedition of 1783. It represents a

remarkably thorough review of the relevant literature, and an extensive survey of the

National Herbarium in Bogota, where the author is located.

The book is divided into two primary sections. The first includes a key to the orders

and families of Colombian ferns, accompanied by formal botanical descriptions of each

family and line drawings of representative taxa. The second part lists nearly 130 species

of ferns, horsetails, and lycopods utilized by the peoples of South America, along with a

botanical description of each, their vernacular names in various regions, the approximate

distribution of each within Colombia, and a series of quotations describing in detail hov

each plant is used. This section is accompanied by 12 full-page, color plates illustrating

several of the species.

Unfortunately, the two sections of the book are not very well coordinated. Despite

the presence of the familial keys, there is no key to species, nor even any indication of

which species is in which family, making it nearly impossible to use the book as a field

guide. Nevertheless, there is much information of interest not only to students of South

American ethnobotany but also to ethnopteridologists of other continents as well.

The entire book is in Spanish.

Joseph E. Laferriere

Department of Ecology &

Evolutionary Biology

University of Arizona

Tucson. Arizona
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CONTRIBUTIONS OF FRANK G. SPECK (1881-1950)

TO ETHNOBIOLOGY

RALPH W. DEXTER
Department of Biological Sciences

Kent State University

Kent, Ohio 44242

ABSTRACT.-F.G. Speck, a naturalist-ethnographer, was a specialist on the Indians ol

Eastern North America. Forty eight studies (about 1/5 of his publications, including thi. c

books) were devoted to ethnobiology exclusively or as a primary concern and many other
papers included such information incidentally. Major studies involved the Beothuk and
Micmac of Eastern Canada, the Naskapi of Labrador, and the Penobscot of Maine. If

studied material culture, resource utilization and preservation, methods of hunting, trap-

ping, fishing, etc., family hunting territories, food, medicinal uses, and animal folklore

among such Indian groups as the Algonkian, Huron, Six Nations, Wampanoag, Delaware,
Rappahannock, Catawba, Houma, etc. and the Eskimo of southern Labrador. His majoi
contribution was the detailed study of family hunting territories and their ecological impor-
tance in the economy of these native peoples. Originally he believed such a system was pre-

Columbian, but later was convinced that the practice probably developed after contact with
uropeans and their demands for the fur trade coupled with game cycles and periodic

game scarcity.

INTRODUCTION

biology is more than

°gy

^sources and is equally concerned with the total biological environment and interactions

etween man and plant and animals. Frank G. Speck (1881-1950), trained by Franz
oas, was an American ethnologist who gave much attention to studies in ethnobiology.

"©graphical accounts of Speck have been published by Wallace (1949), Mason (1950).
itthoft (1950), Hallowell (1951), and Dexter (1954). As a specialist on the Eastern
ndians of North America, Speck published 247 papers in that field (1903-1952), 48 of

* ich involved some phase of ethnobiology in which plants and animals are a major
concern and many others in which they are mentioned incidentally. We might say Speck

jj

8 ' a "naturalist-ethnographer," since in addition to his works on ethnology he pub-

bld
^ artides on natural history (1898-1946). These were mostly on herptiles and

jjJJ

S *or which he had a life-long interest. Originally he had planned to become a natura-

Rav
a y°ung man he worked with and become a protege of the famous herpetologist

^ymond L. Ditmars, and vertebrates played a prominant part in his later studies on
nobiology. Wallace (1951) gave a good review of Speck and his field methods.

MAJOR
SPeck published thre

ethnobiology
huntin oeotnuK ana intcmac \wn). "t u^iuuv

KAed 1,

tei

y
h0ries in Nova Scotia, Cape Breton Island, and Prince Edward Island estab-

devoted
y MicmaoMontagnais of Newfoundland. His second and third books were

(1940-v *t
thC NaskaP i hunters of Labrador (1935a) and Penobscot Man of Maine

natural
'
t00

' were much concerned with methods of hunting and utilization of
*«iurai resourceresources.

MATERIAL CULTURE AND UTILIZATION STUDIES

Planu^ SpCCk '

S earliest and most persistent investigations concerned utilization of

a*l animals. (Dates without names refer to Speck.) Birch-bark (1910, 1928a.
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1931) for many uses such as canoes, house coverings, cooking vessels, dishes, and baskett

was naturally included, but he pointed out that contrary to common belief it was not

used to shape pottery. Other utilizations included feathers and moose hair for decorating

clothing and moccasins, and deer, moose, and caribou skin for making moccasins and

coats. Utensils of many types and wampum belts were made from plants and animals

t

the Huron of Quebec (1911a, 1911b). He published special reports on the use of wam-

pum for ornamentation, as a medium of exchange, and eventually for ceremonial pur-

poses by the Eastern Algonkians (1916, 1919). Two very special wampum belts given to

William Penn by the Delawares and the Six Nations during negotiations for land wot

described by Speck and Orchard (1925). He reported on, with artistic explanation, the

feather art and hair ornaments of the Sioux in South Dakota (1928b). Sealskin prepara-

tion in Labrador was included among other topics for studies on Eskimos and Indians is

southern Labrador (1935-1936). He described the use of ivory and bone for art, orna-

ments, and implements for the Eskimo of northern Labrador and Newfoundland (1927a,

1940b) and in eastern Pennsylvania (1930).

Speck made a special study of gourds and their utilization by Southeastern Indiana

the United States (1941a, 1941b, 1948-49). These inventive peoples found uses

'

gourds as rattles, drums, musical instruments, containers, lamp stands, candle holders,

emblems, implements, dippers, cups, toys, games, and medicines. He listed 35 traits and

functions served by gourds for 13 different tribes of the Southeast.

STUDIES ON FOOD
Speck and Dexter (1946, 1948, 1951, 1952) published a series of reports based p*

marily on wild plants and animals utilized as food along with several incidental uses

some of the food organisms. They included uses of marine mollusks by the Hounu

Indians of Louisiana, utilization of marine life by the Wampanoag Indians of coas

Massachusetts, and of biological resources by the Micmac and the Malecite Indians(

^
called Etchemins) of New Brunswick, Canada. In addition to food, some plants

^
animals were important to these peoples as bait, ornaments, beads (wampum), "^P

ments, utensils, games and medicines.

for

RESOURCE PRESERVATION AND HUNTING TERRITORIES;

HUNTING ACTIVITIES

As a naturalist, as well as an ethnographer, Speck was m
game

tud**
preservation, hunting territories, and conservation measures in general. Mai ^
were devoted to these topics, and they became his major contribution to ethno ^
Some early papers were devoted to general matters of conservation. He Pomte

K .^
Indian

sumed

than not

«... the increase on

(1913). Although this has not proved to be universal, it has been true

^^
t. In a paper published for students of birds (1938a), he pointed out t

^
"understanding of the need of sustaining the balance of nature," and conseq ^^
numerous regulations developed for taking plants and animals. Vecsey **«&*
1980) have pointed out that "as much as anyone, Speck fostered the ideao

lovers and conservers of nature."
hese $&Many of Speck's papers were devoted to family hunting territory.
JeMicl0*

lied the hunting systems of many bands of the Algonkian groups such as ^-~—~ -« uuuung systems ot many bands of the Algonkian grou^—
iban<i

Tumskaming, Dumoine River, and Kipawa (1915a, 1915b), also, the Timaga ^
Ojibwa in northern Ontario, and the Mistassini of Labrador (1923a). Later ^
involved with the Wabanaki, Malecite, the Lake St. John Montagnais, and ^bands of New Brunswick, the Hurons of Lorette in Quebec, and the Wajjjf d *i

chusett, and N»n«»t t^;™.. ^ *„ t. ..... ,^nc iooik 1927c, 19^» c -
\ , q4 ;

and the Labrador

1927b> m* -y
s;,;y

-
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In a review paper by Speck and Eiseley (1939), the authors defended the system of

family hunting territories as being pre-Columbian, but, after a thorough study of the

matter, Leacock (1954) concluded that family hunting territory came after settlement by

Europeans. Hickerson (1967:313-314) pointed out that "Speck concluded that family

or individual rights to land characterized aboriginal, even ancient property relations.

. . . Speck's hypothesis proved to be the cornerstone of a general theory of the particu-

hrity, or 'atomism* of Algonkian collectors." But Hickerson continued, "In opposition

to the idea that the family hunting territory system was aboriginal among northern

Algonkians, Jenness asserted in 1932 that the Athabascam Sekani had developed their

faraily property system in historical times, following the practice of the White trappers."

Hickerson agreed with Jenness. Wallace also reviewed Speck's theory and concluded that,

Speck-simply assumed that such a system of ownership and planned exploitation was

reasonable, considering the nature of the game and the physical contact with European

traders. He was challenged on this assumption very frequently" (Wallace 1968:22).

These writers, however, were unaware that Speck had already changed his mind. In a

letter Speck wrote to Julian H. Steward, dated 22 January 1940, he admitted that family

hunting territories were not "archaic" nor "pre-Columbian", but probably developed as

an ecological consequence after contact with Hudson Bay Co. fur buyers, and experience

with game cycles and the scarcity of game. 1 While Speck's theory on the origin of family

hunting territories was incorrect, his detailed studies of the practice in historic times are

a major contribution to ethnobiology.
Several studies were devoted to methods of taking game and fish. He described the

use of dogs by the Montagnais and Naskapi (1925), and their methods of skindressing

for the major mammal and bird skins taken in Labrador compared with the Eskimo of

coastal Labrador (1937a). The use of blow guns by the Catawba in the southeastern

l -S. is given as well as method of hunting and fishing with a seasonal chart (1938b,

1946a). Hunting and trapping techniques for mammals, and fishing methods for seafoods

by the Houma Indians of Lousiana (1943), and for the Rappahannock of Virginia (Speck,

[J«srick and Carpenter, 1946) are described in detail. Rabbit drives by the Nanticoke of

Delaware, Catawba of South Carolina, Pamunkey, Powhatan, and Rappahannock of

v «rginia are also described (1946b, Speck and Schaeffer, 1950). Eel pots and their con-

struction by the Nanticokes were studied in detail (1949).

NATIVE MEDICINE: HERBALS

Medicinal uses have been one of the major concerns of ethnobiologists. While Speck

** more concerned with ecological aspects of natural resources, their acquisition, and

anuly hunting territory systems than in medical practice, he did include that aspect m
""am cases. In his study of the Algonkians he recorded utilization of plants for medical

Ptoses by the Penobscot, Montagnais, Micmac, Mohegan, and Nanticoke groups (191/)-

» hls study of the Catawba of the Carolinas he described the gathering, preparation and

-amiitration of medicines for 14 different illnesses. Roots and leaves of certain herb

[l£7rd f°r CUres
> as we" as a few animal parts, especially from snakes and turt es

Publ k' i
944)

- MerreU < 1983 ) has recently given an excellent appraisal of Speck s work

1^
I

Cd ^ ^P^Hshed, among the Catawba. He wrote, "Speck collected almo 100

^lvVtems *« could cope with everything from backache and boil, to wart, and

plaT', ? C°ncluded that the "Catawbas derived most of these remedies from local

fCell S°3
nStrating

°nCe ^^ tHat andCnt
'

intimatC knOWledgC °f thC^^
Jn his Study of the Houma Indians of Louisiana he compiled an annotated.list of 7S

Co , ?antS md their medicinal uses (1941c), and did much the same for^*no* of Virginia (Speck, Hassrick and Carpenter, 1942). His last study in that direc
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tion concerned an Indian Medicine-man named J

cured fever with an herb now commonly called Joe

who

ETHNOHERBETOLOGY: ETHNOORNITHOLOGY

Reptiles and birds, as noted earlier, held a special fascination for Dr. Speck, and he

combined this interest in natural history with his studies in ethnography. A special

paper on bird-lore was devoted to such studies among the Penobscot, Malecite,Micmac,

and the Abenaki. He learned that about one -third of the names of birds were derived

from their utterances, while the remainder were derived from descriptions of the bird

(1921). A similar study on reptile-lore among these northern Indians, and including

the Naskapi, was published two years later (1923c) and a general paper on the know-

ledge of amphibians and reptiles by the Cayuga of Ontario was published by Speck and

Dodge (1945b). He gave special attention to the native and colloquial English names for

snakes, turtles, lizards, frogs, and toads, and fables concerning them, in the culture of

the Catawba and Cherokee of Piedmont, North Carolina (1946c). For the Delaware* in

Ontario he gave the names of birds in both native language and colloquial English equiva-

lent (along with official Latin and English names), and gave the Indian's interpretation of

the calls and songs of those birds (1946d). In his final paper on this topic he described

the Indian's interpretation of metamorphosis of geese into beavers, of snakes into rac-

coons, of deer into whales, etc. (Speck and Wittoft, 1947).

CONCLUSIONS

Frank G. Speck, naturalist-ethnographer, made numerous contributions to thee m>

logy of American Indians of eastern North America. He worked with many c

ups over many years reporting on their preservation and utilization ot na u

sources for clothing, decoration, utensils, foods, and
methods

sources ior ciotnmg, decoration, utensils, toods, ana medicines, *»» -

—

.

employed in obtaining those resources. Also, he studied and reported on the ro

animal life in their folklore.

He gave much attention to the family hunting territory system

lan

and

which he at W
e system develop

sion, his studies explain the operation of the system in historic time for

groups.

biology
if

not

exclusive focus, and it was incidentally included in many other works.
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PEELED PONDEROSA PINE TREES:
A RECORD OF INNER BARK UTILIZATION

BY NATIVE AMERICANS

THOMAS W. SWETNAM
Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research

University of Arizona

Tucson, Arizona 85721

ABSTRACT.-References by explorers, ethnologists and others to the utilization of pine
(Pinus spp.) inner bark as a food indicate that some cultural groups of North American
Indians may have used inner bark regularly, perhaps on an annual basis, while other groups
may have used it primarily as an emergency food, such as during famine. The peeling dates
and historical circumstances of one group of trees in the Gila Wilderness, New Mexico sug-

gest that these trees were probably peeled by the Gila Apache when they were very hungry.
Inventory of surviving peeled trees, and dendrochronological dating of the peeling scars may
help answer remaining questions about the importance and utilization patterns of pine inner
hark as a food source.

INTRODUCTION

fine trees with large oval or rectangular scars on their trunks can be observed in
"^ny scattered locations in the western United States (Fig. 1). The physical appearance
o these scars is different from scars created by fires or other disturbances (Table 1).
°ese distinctive scars are attributable to the peeling of the outer bark by Native Ameri-

cans to procure for food the soft, stringy layer of phloem and cambium cells that occur

IQkTv
thC °Uter bark and the secondary xylem cells (wood) of the trunk (Martorano

and
•

'Newberry 1887; White 1954). This layer has been referred to as the "inner bark",

*n
Utlhzation has been widely reported in the ethnographic literature, however,

nc^V it has been mentioned only in passing,

review h-
Part °f this paper considers different utilization patterns of inner bark in a

Pine fP
dlscussion of the ethnographic literature, with special emphasis on ponderosa

Xn,,

mus Ponderosa Laws.) inner bark utilization in the southwestern United States.

datin

SeC0I

J
Part discusses problems of sampling peeled trees for dendrochronological

location
problems of interpreting estimated peeling dates. The third part reports the

eviden

nS
Peeling dates of three groups of peeled trees in New Mexico, and historic

import*
°0ncerninS one of the groups. A summary includes comments on the potential

ance and applications of peeled tree information for ethnographic studies.

INNER BARK UTILIZATION PATTERNS

differen?

6 " extensive literature on the utilization of the outer bark and sap of many

numern,
SPCCleS °f trees for vari°us technological, medical and ceremonial purposes by

°n theS.^ 1 °f Pe°Ples throughout the world. This review and discussion is focused

1305). Th
the diffe

and Clark journals (Th

*tem Z m these entries illustrate the difficulty of determining if there was a con-

^temhe?^"6™ of mner ba*- The first journal entry was by William Clark on

Montana J i ' 1805
' while the party was in the Bitterroot Mountains of present-day

Imad7e1
C°nSistedofonesentence: * h .

PealeH
Camp at 8 on this roade & particularly on this Creek the Indians have

,

ea a "umber of Pine for the under hark which they eate at certain Seasons of

am make use of this bark . . .
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V

FIG. 1-Left, peeled tree in Lilley Park, Gila Wilderness New Mexico. Right, many peeling scarsm
show axe marks along the top and/or bottom of the wound.

Thus, the above sentence suggests that it was a seasonal or regularly used food. Howeu

the second entry by Meriwether Lewis, on May 8, 1806, was in the context of a discus-

sion of famine conditions during the previous winter when the Indians, possiby the

shoni, were reduced to boiling and eating the moss growing on pine trees. Althoug inn

bark utilization was mentioned in the same paragraph as the famine discussion, it was

specifically referred to as food resorted to only during times of famine.
^

Other early references to inner bark utilization clearly indicate that it was ane^

gency food. For example, Sturtevant (1919:436) cites a paper presented by Bro

bark].

andAlong both sides of the trail in the passes of the Galton <ui" **«

many of the young trees of this species [Pinus contorta Dougl.]

their bark for a height of six or seven feet.

are stripped

John Strong Newberry, a distingu id physician iou "<^"

—

observations while traveling
« S\ T A d \ «

ab

Indians
,orted to

— ~~.*.v...ii.iv,» »....Kx^ 7 v.^ ~ 7
f the water"'*

when they are driven to great straits by hunger. Around many oi u
defg5i

places in the pine forests of Oregon and California the trees ofPmusp ^
may be seen stripped of their bark for a space of three or four feet near the base

hatchet

ther

- --•r

r

^ *-* ^* uivix ucuiv iui a apatv vj* w*»»-~ — -

of the trunk. This has been accomplished by cutting with a ^
around the tree as high us as one could conveniently reach, and an

_

down, so that the bark, severed above and below, could be remove ^

^

At certain seasons of the year a mucilaginous film (the liburnum)f*^ ^d
bark from the wood of the trunk. Part of this film adheres to eac

a line

lower

strips-

the
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TABLE I —Characteristics of various types of scars observed on tree trunks.

Scar Type (cause) Approximate Location Distinguishing Features

Inner Bark

Peeling

ihuman)

Bottom of scar usually

above ground level.

Top of scar sometimes
up to 3 meters above
ground.

Oval or rectangular shape, or sometimes

pointed at top. Axe marks occasionally

visible at bottom or top. Occur in

groups, often near campsites with water

Trail Blaze

(human)

Breast height or slightly

higher. (1.4 meters
above ground).

Small stripe, spot or both. Usually on

both sides of tree. Occur on trails or

other travel routes.

Survey or

Witness Tree

(human)

Breast height. (1.4

meters above ground).

Round or rectangular shape with

numbers or other information carved,

stamped or posted. Usually a single

tree.

Fire Ground level up to any
height.

Lightning

Triangular shape or elongated strip,

widest at bottom. Charred wood, and

sometimes concave at bottom. Often

occur on uphill side of tree on slopes.

Anywhere on bole, some- Usually a narrow strip, sometimes

times extending from
top of tree to bottom.

spirals around tree. Occur randomly.

Animal Gnawing Usually on branches or

stems of smaller trees,

or near tops of larger

trees.

Irregular shapes, teeth marks some-

times visible.

Scr*pe (falling

trees, rock
slides, etc.)

Anywhere on tree. Irregular shapes. Occur randomly.

may be scraped off. The resulting mixture of mucilage cells and half-formed

W00d is nutritious and not unpalatable, so that, as a last resort, it may be used as

a defcn se against starvation. The frequency with which signs of its having been

resorted to are met with is a striking indication of the uncertainties and irregu-

anties of the supply department among savages.

tett

Se

Ia
ral Specific Southwestern references for use of pine inner bark by the Zuni (Cas-

huaV
42; Cushing 192°:223; Standley 1912:448) and the Mescalero and Chirica-

unu i

Chc (Castetter and Opler 1936:43; Opler 1941:358) indicate usage in times ot

Hrdit
Wam

'
°r esPecially when other foods were not abundant. On the other hand,

«*a (1908:22) observed that the Mescalero and Jicarilla Apache ate inner bark even

inner TV" great Want "- Ea<* of the above cited references indicate that the strips of

Cushin
WCre eaten fresh or "lade into a flour and baked as cakes. An exception is

bark?'
(1920:223

) ^count, which is a detailed description of the Zuni cooking inner

heaterro
P

c

S

ks

With ^^ bV b° iling them in Water in "closely-plaited basket vessels with

baJ1"' T St detailed description of inner bark utilization and methods of Procurement,

°* direct information from native informants, is a paper by Thain White (19d4),
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Scarred Trees in Western Montana. White's main informant was Babtiste Mathias a

Kutenai born in 1879, who recalled collecting inner bark in the spring as a child.

Mathias produced two tools for White that he said were used for debarking and

scraping. One was a wooden pole, sharpened on one end, that Mathias said was nor-

mally about 3 meters long, and was used for prying large slabs of bark off the trunk.

The other tool was a hand held implement, approximately 11 centimeters long and
*

centimeters wide, that was used to scrape the inner bark from the bark slab or the tree

trunk. Mathias made the scraping implement out of a flattened tin can, but White stated

that earlier tools may have been made of mountain sheep (Ovis canadensis) horn.

White's paper is a wealth of information on inner bark utilization in western Mon

tana, and a number of particularly interesting points are brought to light. For example,

White's informants indicate that the peeling was primarily a strong woman's task, and

that children helped their elders as they could. The peeling was carried out in the spring,

usually in May and coinciding with the bitterroot season, because the sap in the trees was

running at this time and they were easy to peel. The peeling was generally done nea

campsites, probably because it was carried out by women and children. The trees were

first sampled by peeling a small test strip to determine if the trees were "good". The

scraping of the inner bark was done at the site of the trees because the large bark slabs

were too heavy to carry back to camp. The strips of inner bark were rolled into balls and

stored in green leaves to prevent drying, or they were tied into knots so that they could

be eaten more easily. White's informants state that inner bark was sweet and tasted good.

and the overall impression is that it was a delicacy that was looked forward to and ex-

of

ploited every year. No mention is made of inner bark as an emergency food.

White indicates that the peeling of trees was discouraged by authorities at the time

white settlement because of damage to the trees. He suggests that the practice mayato

have been abandoned at this time because the availability of processed sugar replaced

inner bark as a sweet in the Kutenai diet.

White (1954:7-9) also reported that peeled trees could be found along nearly even

valley in western Montana and northern Idaho, and that this area seemed to be the center

of inner bark utilization in the west. If the inner bark of pine trees was utilized in areo-

lar fashion, year after year, it seems reasonable to expect that peeled trees would not^

rare within an area used by people that followed this practice. Although P
eeledtre

^on
the Southwest cannot be said to be very rare, they do not seem to be nearly as com

as in Montana.

A major problem of studying peeled trees is the fact that logging and oih*r^
bances have probably significantly altered the distribution and abundance of I

.

cs
^

in many areas. Therefore, inventories of numbers and distributions of peeled ^
well as tree-ring sampling for estimating peeling dates, may reflect this bias

• ^
cases it may be possible to research past timber cutting activities in an area to ^^
if this may be a factor. Large protected areas that have never been logged sue

Wilderness Areas and Parks, may provide the best opportunity for avoiding a

bias in studies of peeled trees. . Montana.

In any case, considering the reported abundance of surviving peeled tre
" f^ner bark

and the first-hand reports of White's Kutenai informants, it is probable tha

.

te

utilization in this area was on a regular seasonal basis. Indeed, for some na^ r^
bark were the same thing, because food was very scarce every year during

f**^%*

during some periods, it may have been true that annual use and emergency

This type of situation, however, seems to be different than that describee of

formants, who imply that inner bark was a treat, and would have been eate

whether food was unusually scarce or not.
bark

utilization
»

Eidlitz (1969:54-59) presents a wide ranging discussion of inner-b»* ^fr
circumpolar areas, including numerous references to its use in Scandan
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Russia, Canada and Alaska. Even though some of these citations indicate an annual
utilization pattern, in the majority of cases the predominant pattern of use seems to have
.nvolved rimes of food scarcity. It may be that in circumpolar areas, where food avail-
ability is more limiting during certain seasons than in temperate regions, inner bark pro-
vided much needed nourishment. In other words, the high frequency of inner bark utili-

zation among circumpolar peoples may have reflected a situation where annual use of
inner bark was a necessity. Whether or not this was the case for other Native Americans,
wch as the Kutenai, is questionable.

There is also the question of just how "good" inner bark is. Of course taste is a sub-
jective matter, but the fact that White's informants stated that the trees were "tested"
before peeling is some indication that not all trees tasted "good". Quantities of sugars
and other chemical constituents of inner bark tissues, such as tannins and monoterpenes,
vary between species and individual trees and may affect the sense of taste. Gaertner
(1970:69-70) experimented with flours made from inner bark of pine (Pinus strobus L.)
and balsam fir (Abies balsamea (L.) Mill.), and cited a Forest Service study that listed the
percentage of reducing sugars in oven-dry-weight of pine bark as varying between 22 and
43%. However, she expressed her opinion that pine inner bark had a "disagreeable and
trong flavour" because of the tannin-filled cells of the secondary phloem and resin canalsI are encountered if more than the innermost layers of bark are included.

The living inner bark tissue, composed of phloem, cambium and perhaps some cur-

years xylem cells, is likely to be a more valuable food source than the non-living
outer bark or xylem cells because the living cells contain a variety of chemical consti-
en s that may be of some nutritional value, especially the relatively high concentrations
sugars in the sieve tubes of the phloem (Noggle and Fritz 1983:331-332).

** dlfficult to digest. Dimbleby (1967:30-31) stated that inner bark is rich in proteins

carbohydrates in the spring when the active growth period of the tree is beginning.

b

°WCVer
'
when commenting on its possible medicinal properties he said: "... far from

lnS a palliative for digestive troubles, is liable to cause them if exclusively used."
n addition to considerations of taste, nutrition, and digestability , the time and

on th
procure and prepare inner bark as a food may also have had a bearing

pro

C Value that Pe°ple ascribed to it. Gaertner (1970:71) stated that the process of
Procuring

Cth
••—«-—~»a """•» voir*, a.5 a. nuui, which aci-uiuiiig iu !.«•—/ ~-

ta.v
^P"10 s°urces was a commonly used form, was a time consuming and laborious

la»K and rnnlrl Kuia De recommended only in times of wheat flour shortage.

DENDROCHRONOLOGICAL DATING OF PEELING SCARS

type"o?
SamPlinS and Dating Techniques. Peeled trees are unique among the many

usinjr d
° ftlfacts created by people in their search for food, in that it is possible, by

increrne

e

n

n

t

Qr0Chr0nOlogy
'
to date their utilization to the year. Sampling peeled trees with

^curate
^^ however

> squires an intensive and careful technique. In order to obtain

ne«ssarv
eStimateS °f peelinS date * using increment core samples, I have found that it is

e*posed

t0

f

°btain C°res from the curled healing portion of the wound alongside the

^ obieT
°f the PeelinS' and from the opposite, uninjured side of the tree (Fig. 2).

**>' near, k
t0 °ht*'m *" incren>ent core that intersects the scar created by the peeling

0r several
° ^ °riginal boundary because when the bark was stripped off the tree, one

father o r
11^ may ^ have been removed from the wood of the trunk. Erosion by

It

ire may also have removed wood.

"* with I

VCry difficult to penetrate the resinous, dried exposed surface of the peel-

*** are ,„
™Cniment borer

( FiS- 2, point D). The dried outer rings on a core from this

dually destroyed by the cutting tip of the bit, or they often break off from the
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lincdioc^

sam
of his sample t

ment cores from the sides of the peeling scar -
and then counted the annual rings from the bark in to the scar. Martoranu ^>»/--

cores from the exposed surface of the peeling - D, and from the uninjured side of the tree

A, and he also notched some of^'^
in to the scar. Martorano (1981) obtamed**

. . t c .u« tree - »•

;p<)J»

«^. a i ui wc core ana are lost. Therefore, increment cores taKcu ««»«(
eeling^

surface of the peeling generally provide a date that is earlier than the actu^ ^ bark *

Dating the peeling event by counting on crossdating the rings ro
ftfnrt

n

andu"luucu ^ong tne curved portion of wood, and one to severe i«v - - ^ sides0
!

the wound. It is best to core through the curled portion of the trunk on

^^^
wound and penetrate into the tree as near to the pith as possible, so a

^^^
rings extending from the pith area out to the original scar surface can^ ^^i
crossdating. Crossdating, as distinguished from simple ring c°untl"g '

am0lies
sud>»

matching ring-width patterns within and between trees, so that growtn
^n ca»

**

igned
can be accounted for. and

, • tvnically
ob5

, I

and what is t>P^^Figure 3 is a schematic illustration of a peeling scar ^when a series of increment cores is taken near the edge of the vrou
•^^

taken from the area of the original wo ^^^
In

estimated peeling dates among"the cores may differ by several^^
latest estimated peeling date is probably the closest to the actual peeu
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14

13

12

II

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

I

^EXPOSED
WOOD

PITH BARK
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14

I 2 3 4 5 67 8 9 10 II 12 13 14

BREAK

12 3 4 5 6 7 14 13 12 13 14

FIG. 3__A •

** core w" "J"*

6"16111 core taken along radius A would not intersect the original wouna dou

,e«ure, su°h

"0t haVC a break caused bV the exposed surface. The ring containing the scar

do* t0 tl
as da™aged tracheid cells or traumatic resin ducts. A core from radius B wou

,
e original wound hnnnHom ™a m „, ,k~,., »,*. n<.^i;n cr c^r rnterine the correct rm

dary and

1 earli" u
°Uld indude a break . but the last visible ring before the break may be one or mor

n°Unc. d
thC aCtUal Peding date

-
Note that the ring scquenCC fr°m *" ^^ in W

annual rings 8-11, and rings 13 and 14 may actually appear twice!

^mem^10" to the difficulties of intersecting the original wound boundary with an

;..
nt borer. scarred trees are frequently very resinous, and many have heart rot or

«U«ct
of

-ct trail •
»*-«"* cu trees are irequently very resinous, <um •»—.,

core an

C

H
nCS

*.
thus thc increment borer often becomes jammed with broken pieces

and resin. Because of these problems, it is very difficult to obtain the exact date
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any

and
pre-

can

destroys living trees.

sampling and crossdatins. can

)f Peeling Dates. The distribution of peeling dates, arrived at by careful

For

gular

many

hand, if the trees were Deeled on an

peeling dates should cluster around one or a few years, or a certain period.
W ft W* ft J -i ** -* .* V m — _ - M A *—

*

rt

estimate

of Flathead Lake, Montana. He used two techniques for dating the peelings. One tech

handaxe and counting

rings from the bark in to the scar. The other technique involved taking increment cores

through the bark along the sides of the wound, and presumably counting the rings from

the bark in to the appearance of a break caused by the original peeling (Fig. 2). The peel-

ing dates White arrived at varied from an early date of 1739 to 1928. Only a few of

White's peeled trees have the same estimated peeling date, although most of the dates

appear to cluster during the period 1880 to 1910. There is some ui

about the accuracy of White's estimates because he counted only th

the bark into the wound and did not crossdate the ring width patterns.

A recent study in Colorado involved an extensive survey of three groups of trees tW

were probably peeled bv Ute Indians (Martorano 1981). Martorano measured and an*

however

annual rings from

peeling dates. She cored through the exp

and also attempted •

e wound, and througk

The

and
compared and crossdated to estimate the peeling dates. The estimated dates o

trees varied from 1793 in one group to 1959 in another, although she indicated tlu

btained amFor two groups of trees located in south-central Colorado Martorano obtaine ^
different peeling dates spread out over relatively long periods of time, ^thoug

^
were also clusters of dates from about 1820 to 1830, and gaps without any dae '^
hypothesized that these trees were peeled by the Ute on an annual or xm'anm

Ĵ0^The other group of trees from north-central Colorado had peeling dates that were

^
clustered in the 1850 to 1860 period, and she hypothesized that these trees m

been peeled on an emergency basis (Martorano 1981: 110-113).
jaeB***

It can be argued, however, that Martorano 's peeling dates lacked the precis

^^
sary to answer the question of utilization pattern. The Colorado samples

^ ^^dated, which would avoid inaccuracies due to false or missing rings, but
.

SinC
, boundar.

were taken through the exoosed surfare nf the ^r instead of near the original-
is
due

* -~ " UU11U
. R is possible that some of the observed variability m F^""° epeeW

the sampling technique. If the dating were more precise it is possible that m

dates would cluster around certain years or periods. .

rep0
rted

tbi"

It is also worth noting on this point that Indian Agent Michael »*<*£
on (fr

jn 1853 about 40 Ute families (mostly women and small children) were CW^^
bra and Costilla Creeks and were said to be starving,

:

an annual or semi-annual
ally used by Ute for an en

Martoran

nd eating the bark of pi"
o0kB1

drainages are W**J?| £ 0* *

>othesized were peeled by

that inner bark was at leas
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An additional aspect of sampling peeled trees for dendrochronogical dating, and

interpretation of estimated peeling dates, is the problem of distribution of these trees.

For example, if only one group of dated trees were peeled on the same year, while many

other undated groups were scattered throughout the area, it may not be possible to con-

dude that the dated group was peeled on an emergency basis, because collectively all of

the other trees may have been peeled during many different years over a long period of

time. In some areas, it may not be possible to determine whether other peeled trees

existed because of past logging activities or other disturbances.

NEW MEXICO PEELED TREES

Locations: The

drainage

A smaller group of peeled trees is in Escondido Canyon approximately 16 km southwest

and
Wilderness in southwestern New Mexico. Table 2 lists locations (latitude and longitude),

and
in each area.

The three locations are all within ponderosa pine forests, although the Chimayo

Canyon group is the lowest in elevation (2134 m) and some pinon (Pinus edulis Engelm.)

and one-seed juniper (Juniperus monosperma (Engelm.) Sarg.) are growing near the

peeled trees. A perennial stream flows in the bottom of Chimayo Canyon. The Lilley

Park and Escondido Canyon groups are higher in elevation (both sites are at 2438 m),

have grassy understories, and are near large meadows. A stream flows near the Escondido

Canyon trees, and there is a spring near the peeled trees in Lilley Park. All three of the

groups of trees are near areas that would likely be attractive campsites.

Sampling and Dating. The New Mexico peeled trees were sampled by taking increment

wes from the curled healing portion of the wound alongside the exposed surface of the

Piling, and from the oonosite nnininred side of the tree (Figs. 2 and 3). The peeling

nd
, **^m me upposue, uninjurea siae oi uic net ^ ig*. *- *~ /•

scars were dated by crossdating the inner portion of the cores taken from the wou

«a with a master tree-ring chronology established for the area (Stokes and Smiley

19^). The cores from the uninjured side of the tree were also crossdated and used for

comparison with the cores from the wounded side. The tree-ring chronologies used were

the Unne, ftu r,-^
chronol

" " * B—
...

rr * -"* v^nue cnronoiogy ^chulman lyooj ior uic uuu»7" '

fi
„,

«"»o Canyon trees, and the McKenna Park, Gila Wilderness chronology (Swetnam 19WJ
lor the LilVvP,..!, *Lilley Park trees.

T\RT V o
^--Locations and numbers of New Mexico peeled trees.

^yPark

Chilmayo Canyon

Esc°ndido Canyon

Location

Lat.

108°28»

105°52 f

106°13 f

Long.

33°19 f

35°55'

36°35 f

Elevation

2438 m

2134 m

2438 m

Sampled

No. of Trees

Total 1

6

12

2

12

70

20

1

I^1 number of tre es at each site is an estimate.
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Peeling Dates. Table 3 lists the number of trees sampled, the estimated peeling dates of

trees that were successfully crossdated and comments and notes on the dating. The

Chimayo Canyon trees were very difficult to core because nearly every tree was infested

with ants and most of the peeled trees had rot behind the scars. As a result, very- few

usable cores were obtained and the peelings on only five trees could be dated out of the

12 trees that were sampled. The trees at this site were also climatically stressed, and a

number of rings were absent from the cores during years that were probably dry (eg.

1801, 1818, 1819, and 1822). As it turned out, a number of the usable cores showed

peeling scars sometime during the 1818 to 1822 period, and so it was difficult to cross

date these trees with absolute confidence.

Only two trees were sampled from Escondido Canyon. The cores from these trees

were free of rot and crossdated well with the Upper Rio Grande chronology. The dates

are listed in Table 2

.

The Lilley Park trees were also free of rot and they crossdated satisfactorily with the

McKenna Park chronology. Only one of the six trees that was sampled was not dated.

The undated tree had a very complacent ring series (low variation in ring-widths), and

crossdating was not apparent. The Lilley Park sampling is the most complete of the three

groups of trees since cores from nearly half of the estimated total number of peeled

>/

Site

Estimated
Tree ID Peeling Date

Lilley Park 1

2

3

4

5

1865

1865

1865

1865

1865

Chimayo Canyon 1

2

7

8

11

1818

1832

1831

1857

1815

Canyon 1

2

1872

1872

1

Comment

possibly 1866 1

possibly 1866 1

most reliable date2

last visible ring before scar 1864^

last visible ring before scar 1864

possibly 1819

dating uncertain

dating uncertain

possibly 1858

dating uncertain

4

4

4

1

possibly 1873

last visible ring before scar W
not

than
n been vefy ne*r the original wound boundary. ^
Most Reliable date for this site because a core included the original

wound bou

3

eeling

i .
-- *-***, siiv, u\,%.

snowing the scar entering 1865 ring.

The last visible ring before the break on the cores was the indicated date, but*

parent that the cores were not very near the original boundary, so thep

^estimated to be one or several years later. ^
Dating uncertain because ah^nt ™™ w* ,mnn in these trees, espe"

years near the peeling scars.
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trees at this site were dated. Some of the cores from the trees in Lilley Park had a break

in the 1864 ring and some had a break in the 1865 ring, but there were indications that

these cores were still some distance from the original wound boundary, and so the 1865

or 1866 ring may have been missing. Cores from one tree clearly showed the original

wound boundary, with the scar entering the 1865 ring. It is most probable that all of

these trees were peeled in 1865 or one year later in 1866.

Historical Evidence. The dating of the Lilley Park trees posed an obvious question. Who
were the people that peeled these trees and was their motivation unusual hunger or were

they merely exploiting a food resource that they utilized every year or every few years?

an

land of the Gila Apache, at least d'-ring historic times. The Gila Apache were composed

of at least two local groups of Chiricahua Apache, the Mogollon and the Mimbreno, who

were linked by intermarriage and other habits (Opler 1941:1; Thrapp 1974:63-64). The

second part of the question is somewhat more difficult to answer, but I believe the evi-

dence strongly suggests that the Lilley Park trees were peeled by the Gila Apache when

they were unusually hungry.

Mimb

The primary evidence is historical. Mangu
reno Apache were reported to have been involved in the famous battle at Apache

manding
July 14, 1862. Following this battle, General J

General Joseph R. West (Thrapp 1974:82): "... immediately organize a suitable expedi-

tion to chastize what is known as the Mangus Colorado's Band of Gila Apaches. The cam-

paign to be made must be a vigorous one, and the punishment of that band of murderers

and others must be thorough and sharp."
Carleton's orders were indeed carried out with vigor during the next year (1863) and

numerous battles with the Gila Apache took place within and around the Gila Wilderness

(Thrapp 1974:83). Keleher (1952:291) states that by mid-summer 1863: "... the Gda

Apaches in southwestern New Mexico had been driven back, slowly and relentlessly,

rom their country, starving and homeless, into the wilds of Arizona and Mexico". How-
^er, it is likely that the Gila Apache moved in and out of the Gila Wilderness and vicinity

during 1864 and 1865, as it was their home-land and it was also an extremely remote and

^ged country which was ideal for hiding out.
Victorio became the leader of the Gila Apache after the murder of the captive Man-

gu* Cobradas by his soldier guards in January 1863. Skirmishes between soldiers and the

,

APache continued into 1865, when Victorio attempted to make contact with Carle-

«>n to discuss peace. Carleton sent an emissary in May of 1865 to talk to Victorio in the

^ area, and he later quoted Victorio as saying (Thrapp 1974:91): "I and my people

ant peace-we are tired of war-we are poor and we have little for ourselves and families

eat or Wear_h fa yery cold_we wam tQ make peacC( a iasting peace . .
Untor-

^ately, Carleton was intransigent, and lasting peace did not come until after the death

of Victorio and m™. .- • • • ' -'- -*<* •»- M'-viran General Ter-

razas
««vj«. ui. uil WdlllUIS 111 lOOU ill a "&<.<-•"- "-—

(Thrapp 1974:293-3 14). , .

^ seems quite clear that the Gila Apache were experiencing unusual hunger during

2 T 1866 ' Although the historic evidence is circumstantial, it appears to be a very

^Pelhng argument for the emergency food utilization pattern, at least for the Gila

^Da h
~&"i4i^it iur ine emergency :

u^d the Peeled trecs in LilleY Park -

!t should also b and djacent Aldo Leopold Wilder-

timh-
r—""vc areas are quite large (approximately ouu.uw »~„ -~

* cuMing activities have taken place within these boundaries. Although u »l*dy

*2LT. °:h"»—— wi'hin these areas, they arc cer.au, y no. «£—,
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the Gila area. Therefore, the Lilley Park trees probably do not represent a sampling biu

because they are only one of many groups of peeled trees in the area, or because of pat

timber cutting.

Further testing of the hypothesis that any particular group of trees were peeled on a
emergency basis, or otherwise, could utilize similar historic evidence, but consideration

should be given to the sampling problems. Historic evidence that may explain the peeling

of trees at Escondido Canyon or Chimayo Canyon has not yet been pursued to any great

length because the sample sizes from these two groups are too small, or the dating too un-

certain, to determine whether the majority of trees at these sites were peeled during

specific dates or periods, A more intensive sampling of these trees is planned, so that the

emergency food hypothesis can be further tested.

SUMMARY

The published references suggest that there were different patterns of cultural utiliza-

tion of inner bark. Some cultural groups may have peeled pine trees and eaten the inner

bark every year because it was valued as a sweet or delicacy. Other groups may have used

inner bark only as an emergency food on relatively rare occasions. And yet others ma

have eaten inner bark every year, or every few years, because of a combination of neces-

sity, cultural tradition, and taste. Inner bark may not have very high nutritive value,

digestion of this fibrous material is difficult, and the taste may or may not be appealing.

It seems probable that inner bark was not a very important food for Southwestern
flI

- i . .... J r
. . i ...._ :„ *^P

tural groups that used it, but it was more likely a minor or peripheral item in the food

economy that was more or less exploited depending on the abundance of other foods

customs of the people.urns oi tne people.

It is my contention that the Gila Apache of southwestern New Mexico utilized mnff

as an ememenrv fnnH TV.*. A<>nA™r-u™n^n„;^ Aitina nf nne group of peeled

in tne una Wilderness, and the historical circumstances
the trees were peeled, supports this view. I suspect that
the Southwest and elsewhere in tVi#» w^ct,.™ TT«;t*>H St:

tfltf

people

during years when they were very hungry.
ticul*

rmine
people or group of trees. Inventories of the numbers and geographi

» • ft

and abundance
surviving peeled trees is needed. If the problem of changes in distribution and aDu

of peeled trees in historic times can he avoided or arrounted for, inventories may

ermine the imnnrtanrp rxf ;~~
ltural

group*

and
determine

were e

can

stances.

lg whether*»*££Z
food scarcity. 1«° «*
„ a group of peoplt,

««£
warfare, climate or other

and careful sampling is necessary

rings
are

*><

r—w*~^ uiai intensive aiiu carciui sampmig *» *

—

. i pincrement core samples for dating purposes. Crossdating, rather than sirnp*

mg, is also necessary to arrive at accurate dates because missing and false ^
uncommon in trees, especially trees that have suffered large wounds on

iflg
of

Cross-sections or wedge-sections from peeled trees would greatly facilitate ^
peeling events. Destructive sampling of living trees may not be a^'f"^ logs
siDle that cross-sections could be taken from standing dead trees or do

peeling scars,

were pee

cars. With cross-sections, it may also be possible to determm
,

e

uring
led during the dormant season (fall, winter and early spring) or

the
jro*
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ing season (late spring

within the annual rings.

recogniz

peeled trees and preserving them where it is possible to do so. No doubt many of these

wn
cultural or historical sign Timber cutting activities have increased in recent

years within the few remaining virgin, old growth stands of ponderosa pine. These are

the areas where peeled trees are most commonly found.
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study-

Tarahumara of Guazapares.
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photographs of most of the species. Most of the photographs are excellent, although*

few did not reproduce very well. The book also includes an introduction by Don *W

McGuire of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, and an appendix by Dr. Robert ye^

the University of Colorado, listing the scientific binomials of most of the species

cussed.

....._., uy a uunproiessionai, tne dook aoes lenu 10 uc «

though it appears rather thorough in what it attempts to do. Th<

use, with no apparent order to the listings. The book is interesting pn>

its novelty, and because if its inherently emic point of view, which is unu

logical literature.

bit folksy in spots.
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UTAH JUNIPER (JUNIPERUS OSTEOSPERMA)
CONES AND SEEDS FROM SALMON RUIN, NEW MEXICO

DAVID L. LENTZ
Scanning Electron Microscopy Laboratory

School of Dentistry

University of Mississippi

Jackson, MS 39216

ABSTRACT.—Morphometric comparisons with modern species reveal that ancient juniper

seeds and cones discovered at Salmon Ruin, New Mexico, are Juniperus osteosperma (Utah

juniper). Ethnographic sources for Southwestern Native Americans indicate that juniper

cones are used for food, medicine, and other purposes. Evidence is presented for a similar

utilization pattern of juniper cones by the prehistoric Anasazi inhabitants of the ruin.

Cones and seeds have been found in a variety of archaeological contexts, including strati-

graphic units from the Tower Kiva, burials, storage or processing areas, and trash deposits.

INTRODUCTION

During extensive archaeological excavations at Salmon Ruin, New Mexico, more than

1600 juniper cones and seeds were unearthed. These abundant plant remains provide

evidence concerning the use of juniper cones by the prehistoric inhabitants of Salmon

Ruin. A greater understanding of this archaeobotanical evidence is brought into focus

trough the integration of information on juniper taxonomy, regional topography, plant

ecology, and ethnographic accounts of traditional Southwestern Native American plant-

use practices.

Salmon Ruin is a prehistoric Puebloan site located 16 km east of Farmington in the

northwest corner of New Mexico. The site is on the eastern side of the Colorado Plateau

™ is just north of the San Juan River flood plain. Elevations in the area range from

00 m by the river to 2200 m on the higher escarpments above the site.

The dwelling, a multicomponent site, was built in the late 11th century A.D. and was

*W mhabited (primary occupation) by Anasazi groups associated with the Chaco Canyon

natural manifestation (Irwin-Williams 1977). The E-shaped, pueblo-style edifice (Fig 1)

as later inhabited in the 13th century and partially modified by another group, the

•

rsa Verde Anasazi (secondary occupation). The occupations were identified by potten

styles associated with early and late stratigraphic levels.

PLANT ECOLOGY

San Juan River Valley are

pigmy
"^Pal plant community of the terraces has been variously descry„ h,~,

(Woodburv 1QA7\ „:_..__:..„.. .n—j m„«,»ii 1941: Randies 1949, ^am

and
(luni*

aS SOme of the names suggest, pinyon (Pinus edults Engeim.j

Utah
* S?P -

] > the lattcr being much more numerous. /.
osteosperma .

RZ
1UTT

' WaS the onlV representative of its genus found within 10 km of Sdmon

15 km
SmaU Stand of / rnonosperma (Engeltn.) Sarg., one-seed juniper wa iloca

^5 m°th

h

e

C S°UthCaSt
°f ** »*' bUt ^^ JUnipCr SPCt

S TuJkoXmoZ^a m the region, i.e., the alligator juniper (J.
deppeana Stcud.) and Rocky m
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ft& Kivas

Meters
20

FIG. l.-Floor plan of Salmon Ruin showing selected rooms containing juniper seed

macrofossils. Room numbers are referred to in the text.

(J Sarg.) were not observed despite intensive botanical surw

-. d,,;„ *u~__ : *._i_. ice i . (r. not nf the land arc*

woodland,

mall stands

JUNIPER SEED IDENTIFICATION

Reference seeds from modern junipers were collected to compare with the ana

seeds from Salmon Ruin. Since almost all the Salmon Ruin seeds were round in cr

section, alligator and Rocky Mountain junipers were excluded as possible species^

Each of these sDecies umalKr Viae two or mnr«* seeds Der cone (Kearneyorigin.

diametric-

a ±JJX
, UKUK ivouj, resulting in distinctive flattened, areas, ui **—

seeds. Utah and one-seed junipers usually have one seed per cone and are is

Morphologically, the latter two species have seeds that are quite similar,
althougfi

juniper seeds tend to be larger than one-seed juniper seeds. ^To determine the species of the Salmon seeds, maximum length and width

ments for modern one-seed and Utah junipers were compared to those of the u
^

ancient seeds. Seed length and width were multiplied together, forming an m
•

•

accentuate the size differences and simplify the data (Table 1). A TukeyW '

gnificant
parison-

ccia*

Salmon Ruin must be from at least one of the species represented in the comj*

inspection of the frequency polygons of the three seed populations (Fig- D
simUanties between the Utah juniper curve and the Salmon juniper seed curv-

-^ ^
at the lower ends. If there were a number of one-seed juniper seeds in the a ^
collection, the curve of the latter would take on a bimodal configuration, ^
would be increased, and seeds would appear in the strictly one-seed juniper

However, this was not the case I

Although, the Salmon seed-size index mean is larger than the mean for rn ^^
jer rppHc +ui~ j: .. . _ _ °

- _-j„ 14/^rc colics

i

can be explainec

mm lower than

odern
tm^nt

rfO*
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TABLE \-Size index (length in mm x width in mm) calculations for sample population!

ofjuniper seeds.

Juniperus

monosperma
(modern collection)

Mean 14.75

/. osteosperma

(modern

collection)

35.50

Juniper seeds

from

Salmon Ruin

38.65

Standard Deviation 2.98 9.74 8.12

Variance 8.96 94.77 65.91

Median

Minimum Value

Maximum Value

14.28

6.21

23.37

36.00

10.40

63.00

38.55

13.69

66.00

Number of

Seeds Counted 210 283
1180

00
Q
UJ
Li
00

o

UJ

z

A MODERN J MONOSPERMY

MODERN J OSJEpSPERMA

. SALMON JUNIPER SEEDS

FIG. 2 .

index =

SEED SIZE INDEX

showing three juniper sccd
popubtions Seed

kngth in mm x width in mm.
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mcrcc 1977). The preceding year was even drier, with an 81.3 mm rainfall deficit (U.S.

Department of Commerce 1976). In this arid region, even a small drop in rainfall has

substantial ramifications as preciptation averages only 264 mm per year. Probably the

seed size of the juniper crop was adversely affected. The modern juniper seeds werc

collected during a dry year and were smaller than average whereas the juniper seeds from

Salmon were collected over many years and undoubtedly reflected a closer approxima-

tion to the true population mean.

ETHNOGRAPHIC SOURCES AND ARCHAEOBOTANICAL INTERPRETATION

Southwestern Native Americans use juniper

ornamentation. The

plant

Americans are similar to those of the past, ethnographic information

interpretation of archaeobotanical data.

TABLE 2.—Use ofjuniper cones and seeds by Southwestern Native Americans.

Native

American

group

Species of

Juniperus

Use, method of preparation

or storage technique

Hopi /. osteosperma cones baked with piki bread, seeds

used as beads for necklaces

Tanoan Pueblo /. scopulorum cones eaten fresh or stewed
(Jemez)

Tanoan Pueblo /. communis, cones eaten fresh
(San Juan) /. monosperma

Tanoan Pueblo /. deppeana
(Isleta)

cones boiled then eaten

Tanoan Pueblo /. monosperma cones eaten fresh or heated in an
(Santa Clara) open pan over a fire, decoction in

water used as remedy for internal

chills and as a diuretic

Tanoan Pueblo /. monosperma cones eaten fresh
(Santa Clara)

Tanoan Pueblo /. monosperma cones eaten fresh (?)
(San Ildcfonso)

Keres Pueblo

(Sia)
/. monosperma, cones eaten fresh or cooked

/. scopulorum

Keres Pueblo

(Cochiti)
/. monosperma cones eaten fresh or baked, tea

used as a cold remedy and as a

tonic after childbirth

References

Whiting 1939

Cook 1930

Ford 1968

Jones 1931:

Castetter
1935

Robbins eJ al-

1916

Hough 1931

Robbins

1916

etal

White
1945

Castetter
1935
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TABLE 2.—Use ofjuniper cones and seeds by Southwestern Native Americans.

(Continued)

Native

American

group

(Acoma,

Laguna)

Species of

Juniperus

Use, method of preparation

or storage technique

Keres Pueblo /. monosperma cones eaten fresh or mixed with

chopped meat and roasted

References

Swank 1932;

Castetter 1935

Western Apache Juniperus sp. cones an important wild food

baskets

beverage derived from dried cones

mixed with water, cones sun dried

and stored for winter

nitc Mountain /. monosperma, cones boiled before eating

Apache
/. osteosperma,

J. occidentalis

San Carlo

Apache
Juniperus spp. cones boiled before eating

Goodwin 1942

Western Apache /. osteosperma cones eaten fresh, stored in sealed Basso 1969

Western Apache /. monosperma cones eaten fresh, seeds spat out, Gallagher

1977

Reagan 1929

Hrdlickal908

Northern and Juniperus spp.
Southern Tonto

N

cones eaten fresh

avajo

^mah Navajo

Gosiute

^uthern
paiute

/. monosperma, cones eaten fresh, boiled juice

/. osteosperma used as a cure for influenza, as a

source of green dye; seeds used

as beads for necklaces

cones eaten fresh, boiled, roasted

eana and

/. osteosperma cones eaten after boiling

/. osteosperma trees sampled for sweetest cones;

cones crushed on a metate, seeded,

then eaten

Gifford 1 940

Elmore 1944

Vestal 1952

Chamberlin

1911

Kelly 1964

kmn ,
c°ntains data fi

»* of activities with whic

5 bi

ltcraturc
- Thc «*

^lectin
Prcscrvati°n quali

factnff
Stfata according tcfaCt0" have been minimized.

Ruin stratigraphic units, illustrating the
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Modern Southwestern Native Americans often cook juniper cones by boiling or

roasting them. The prehistoric Salmon Ruin inhabitants seem to have done the sane.

Over 200 of the juniper cones and seeds found at the site were carbonized (Fig. 3

Several trash strata in Room 62 contained carbonized and uncarbonized juniper sdk,

as well as other plant macrofossils, embedded in matrices of ash. These units represeot

redeposited hearth refuse. Since juniper seeds are regarded as waste products accordaf

to ethnographic sources, it should not seem surprising to find the seeds in prehistoric

midden deposits. Room 62 contained 53 trash strata and 43 of these included junipo

seeds, suggesting the early inhabitants also discarded them. The fact that many of the

juniper seeds found at Salmon Ruin are uncarbonized indicates fresh consumption of

the cones by the prehistoric inhabitants similar to patterns revealed in the ethnographic

literature. The durable nature of the seeds combined with the xeric conditions of the

region can account for the preservation of these plant artifacts.

FIG. 3-Utah Juniper cones and seeds. From left to right: modern cone, moderns

carbonized cones from Salmon Ruin, seed from Salmon Ruin.

Ethnographic sources show that juniper cones are sometimes sun dried (

1977) and stored for winter use (Vestal 1952). One secondary rooftop
^
Ro°m

(Bohltr

1980). Also

an
area (Bohrr

Juniper seeds were found on an

ants may have desired a reserve of the food itc

m^ ™ ~~ „~+;,.;*,, -«•*•*« in tU* Tower Kiva
j- ^ »tw*v iwuuu uu an activity junatt xn uiv -~

klVtf ^
gesting that they may have been used for ceremonial purposes. Traditional y,^
rooms where rituals are practiced (Vivian and Reiter 1965) and oftentime

associated with them have ceremonial significance. ^ of*
Five burials containing juniper seeds and cones were unearthed at the ' '^fr

burials were enveloped by matting, or the remains thereof, so that these stra

^^
crete units. For example, stratum Ll-11.5 of Room 33 showed evidence

r ^

^

offering with two cones found adjacent to the body inside of what was W ^
rounding matting of the inhumation. In the Southwest, food offerings *f* for *

long journey after death (Parsons 1939). The

and Adams 1977), providing nou»» &

ant's use as a funerary

DISCUSSION
ical^

Because of the numerous juniper remains found in a variety of arc

^^^t«ts at Salmon Ruin, it seems apparent that the cones were a part o
c0lfi

subsistence pattern of those early inhabitants. Although it seems likely m ^ fl0 ,
v

taple for the Salmon Ruin Anasazi. their supplementary r
oCc#

disregarded.
ant

a«d
<"-°ndary

primary ana
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tions indicate an increased reliance on wild foods, such as juniper, by the latter occupa-

tion (Docbley 1981; Lentz 1979).

Utah juniper cones have been shown to contain 7.5% reducing sugar (Yanovsky and

Kingsbury 1938) and a comparable amount, 10.66%, has been shown for the bread of

/. occidental Hook, with 5.69% protein and 17.87% starch (Palmer 1871). Heat of com-
bustion tests on Utah juniper cones from the Salmon Ruin area reveal the presence of

5.3 kcal/gr in strobilus material (minus the seeds) or 6.5 kcal/cone. Combine this with

the estimate of 488 mill cones produced within a 10 km radius of Salmon Ruin (Lentz

1979) during the relatively dry year of 1977, and a substantial, reliable resource appears

to have been readily available.

In addition to its nutrient contents, juniper cones contain volatile oils, resins, and
other chemicals with irritant properties (Claus et al. 1970). Cooking ameliorates the taste

of juniper cones by driving off many of the unpleasant compounds. Another cultural

adaptation for reducing the effects of irritants has been recorded for the Southern Paiute

(Kelly 1964) who sample different trees until they find ones with the sweetest taste, i.e.,

with lower irritant contents. Similar methods would have allowed the prehistoric inhabi-

tants of Salmon Ruin to have exploited the juniper cone crop with fewer ill-effects.

The agricultural subsistence base of the prehistoric inhabitants of Salmon Ruin
probably was precarious. However, the drought-resistant juniper crop was always avail-

able, even during lean years. In addition to the ceremonial uses of juniper cones and
*eds, the prehistoric inhabitants of Salmon Ruin could rely on nutrients in abundance
from the surrounding juniper woodland.
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RECENT DOCTORAL DISSERTATIONS OF INTEREST
TO ETHNOBIOLOGISTS
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Tucson, AZ 85721

This bibliography will update and expand a listing published in this journal a year
ago (Hays 1983). That compilation gave anthropological dissertations from series A of

(July

(June 1983). Th

(September 1984), selected dissertations from series B (Science and Engineering) volume
41, number 7 (January 1981), through volume 45, number 3 (September 1984), and
series C (European dissertations) volume 41, number 1 (Autumn 1980) through volume
45, number 3 (Fall 1984).

As with the earlier work, this compilation was made by scanning the titles and
abstracts published in D.A. and making a subjective decision as to those which might be
o interest to ethnobiologists. In certain cases, dissertations appeared to be of only
peripheral interest, or only part of the dissertation seemed relevant to ethnobiology; an
a empt was made to be as inclusive as possible thus allowing the reader to decide for
im- or herself. Since only those dissertations categorized under "Anthropology" in

scries A and C, and those listed under "ethnobiology," "ethnobotany," etc., in the
ices of series B were considered, other relevant dissertations in other sections probably

Th
The

me, year of acceptance, title, institution, length, number of the page on which the
a stract may be found, University Microfilms order number, and the ISBN number,
when ~

—

given.

Dissertations accepted at institutions in the United States may be obtained from
Jiversity Microfilm International (UMI), P.O. Box 1764, An Arbor, MI 48106, either

microfilm or published by microfilm xerography. Quality of printed material is

gnerally excellent, but that of photographs and tables varies depending on the quality

Snn7o?
r

i
gina1, Current pricing information may be obtained by calling 313-761-4700 or

800-521-3042 (in Canada, 800 268-6090).
iiaaian and European dissertations are not now available through UMI
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actS of ^ the dissertations listed below are, however, published in English in Dis-

^tation Abstracts.
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LuJtural Anthropology, 3.
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Book Review

Alam Singh, Ed. J

$60.00.
Jodhpur, India: 1983. Pp. 368, figs, and

formidable

untry, India has such a diversity of ecological areas that to gather together

wide range of dryland resources and technology of such an area is m it**

It has been well done in this first volume-so well that we are

_ _ _ 1 * *anxiously awaiting a second contribution.
TU« ..~1 • ......The volume is divided into eight chapters, contributed by 13 scientists, alm^

*n: 1) Fauna of the Indian H*»c#>r+. 9\ Wow^rkm^inn fnr DOtable use; 3)Indian: 1) Fauna of the Indian desert; 2) Water reclamation for potable use; 3) <

mzation of water; 4) Unsaturated flow in an arid environment; 5) Solar and wind

gi«; 6) Ravine lands-reclamation and use; 7) Pasture development; 8)
Economi

plants of Indian deserts. Each chapter has a specific bibliography,
usual y

The contributions are, naturally, of varying excellence, but all offer vital ma

hitherto avafl.K1. ~- —«.. , . . , , ^ . , , ,„ , f ;„t,.M»st to all en»«

inclusive.

"ulcri° available or easily obtainable. This book will be of interest

mentahsts working in xeric areas in any part of the world, and the eighth

significance esDeciallv tn ,-™„— :„ u_.__:...'gnificance especially to economic botan

Richard Evans Schultes

tanical

Harvard University

Cambridge,
Massachusetts
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NEWS AND COMMENTS

Keep those cards and letter coming! The value of this feature depends entirely on your willing-

ness to take a moment to share with us an item of interest: for example, research projects planned or

underway; newsworthy events, opportunities, or commentary; requests for information or assistance.

Thanks in advance.

This "Shoe" cartoon seems to indicate that Mr. Jeff MacNelly is privy to current debates about

folk biological classification.

SHOE / Jeff MacNeliy

f I (WT #E WOW YOU Tin
\ CM PiSU CGOW ANOTWEK. FROW
P WAY UP HERE, UCDM.

V REALLY MTTfl?

AllWm IK ,

TUl$ REGION FALL I

INTO ONE mXb '

!
v: v_ >

Thanks to Ms. Claudia Konker, Department of Anthropology, University of Washington for the

dipping. Reprinted by permission: Tribune Media Services, Inc.

HAWK'S GENES IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING

Dr. William Sturtevant of the Smithsonian Institution sent in this piece on biotechnological

brinksmanship, abstracted from a Washington Post article on 1 October 1984 under Christine Russell's

byline.

The USDA is conducting research to produce extra-large SHEEP and pigs via genetic engineer-

mS «ing a human growth-hormone GENE. However, Dr. Harold HAWK, chief of the USDA animal

"Production lab, noting that, "some people would be disturbed about eating human genes," plans to

9n from human gene implants to using cattle genes.
But microcannibalism is not the only spectre raised by this potential blurring of the folk taxon-

omy. The Humane Society of the United States joined with Jeremy Rifkin's Foundation onCcon-

om.c Trends to file a suit in federal district court to stop the experiments on the grounds that tne

^search represents a "new and insidious form of cruelty toward animals," to wit, "by robbing them ot

their unique genetic makeup." Michael W. FOX, Scientific Director of the Humane Society-iron.caU>

-asserts that such gene transfers violate "the moral and

ethical
HAWK

canons of civilization." . ,

Rifkin told Judy Mann (Washington Post 3 October) that "every species has a certain im gr

y

°-
• In the long run

, you undermine the biological basis of that species . . .
Where do you »**e

hne?
• • • There are nn n^u. i>™i-«. , iwt what the public hasn't grasped. Fox adds

Envir
unlawful as a federal common law nuisance and a

onmental Policy Act, the Administrative Procedures Act, and other statutes."
HoWCVCT ,

Rifkin and Fox clearly stand on the nature side of the nature -culture diehotomy. Howe
>

^evant n° tes
' *™ distress mav also reflect discomfort at this crossing of the bound.* betwe

farthest

MAMMOTH

been

*n this regard

,

clinn a . 7— an item P°sted on mV co,leagUC KatC MiHS '
° ffiCC T Zfdline' It was there

^Porte K

d fr°

D
m the A^ril ™* *™ of Technology Review, with the above

:

headhn,

^

oZr 1 " Russian"American cooperative effort had succeeded in implanting woo^

^-retnevea from a Pleistocene £ remnant in Siberia ^ fertilized by sperm from
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resembleelephant—in the uterus of a receptive Indian elephant. The resulting offspring were saidt<

both parents, but to have retained the infantile hair. The two surviving two-year old "Mammont=

elephas" individuals were last reported adapting well to the Siberian climate and in training as draft

animals.

I found it astounding that this feat had not received wider coverage given its radical evolu-

tionary implications. Dr. Mills had a good laugh at my expense, noting the publication date of April

Fool's Day (byline: Diana bel-Aaron). Yet the possibility remains high on my fantasy wish list. Wl

not retrobreed a mammoth, a passenger pigeon, peking man?

CMRAE SUMMER INSTITUTE ON PREHISTORIC AGRICULTURE

The Center for Materials Research in Archaeology and Ethnology (CMRAE), Massachusetts

Institute of Technology, announces it fourth annual Summer Institute course. This one month inten-

sive investigation of ancient agricultural technology and its reconstruction from archaeological and

paleoenvironmental data will be held 10 June - 5 July, 1985 at M.I.T. It will be taught by Frederick

M. Wiseman, Principal Research Scientist, CMRAE, MJ.T. The purpose of the course is to introduce

archaeologists, geographers, and scholars in related disciplines to techniques and methods used to

reconstruction past agricultural technologies and crop mixes. For further information and applica-

tion forms write Professor Suzanne DeAtley, Director of the summer institute, at M.I.T., Room 8-138.

Cambridge. Mass. (191 AQ nr r^ii gi7-9r»_i 37*

JACOBS

The Melville and Elizabeth Jacobsme Melville and Elizabeth Jacobs Research Fund invites applications for small maivlQUdiS"

to support research on Native American cultures primarily of northwestern North America. The

is designed to facilitate field research rather than analysis of previously collected materials. Appro-

priate are field studies of any aspect of culture and society, with emphasis on expressive,
conceptual.

and purely linguistic systems. (Projects in archaeology, physical anthropology, urban *nthr0^and applied anthropology or applied linguistics will not be funded). Awards range from JjW

approximately $800; salary cannot to supplied, and only minimum living expenses can be»re

.

"escarcn *und, Whatcom Museum of History & Art
Application deadline is February 15, 1985.

AMERICAN
Th

proceedings of . conference held 22-26 October 1984 on "Early Complex Societies of Africa

Sahara dessert.

enne

he city was founded
AD

, _** ™ aa audiiuonea Dy izuu AU. ausan ana iwoucj*m» —
nnlorists

sity organizers of the conference, joined an international panel of historians and anthropol

known suo-aanaran city.

ANNEDECUADOR PJ

tWO'Vtf"

<t,,H

T
,

h
l
NeW Y°rk Botani«l Garden joins the Missouri Botanical Garden in spo"**""*

isb<W
rtudy of the botany and utilization of plants of an area of Amazonian Ecuador. The P«»

.
It

hair,fn
C°llaboration w*h Ecuadorian academic institutions and the Ministry O*^ (2)

Hen if > ? °bJeCtiVCS: M Col,ection and identification of plants within the iWj
q{^Went f1Cat10n of the species by local people as food, fuel, medicine, fiber, etc.; (3)

CoDe<* .

wnpfci for nutritional and chamical analysis; (4) Identification of the most W^Ltffi*
studvT eCOn°miC °r subsi«ence utilization with collection of living material for ™ ^

ontact

y

n
eSe

r
ar

K

C

n
erS: (5) Trahling of local stud<^' *» «cld bota^ t«h™UCS

'

F
"J^«rk Bo***

Garden ^ ^ T
' flanCC

' Director
> *"*** of Economic Botany, The New

harden, Bronx, New York 10458.
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8TH ANNUAL ETHNOBIOLOGY CONFERENCE

The Botanical Museum of Harvard University, the Archaeology/Anthropology Program of the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and the Biology Department of the University of Massachu

rtts/Boston are co-sponsoring the 8th Annual Ethnobiology Conference. It "*" L
- "~" "

An

registration information, a call for papers, symposia plans, and other details will be mailed to those on

the Society mailing list. For further details and/or to request an announcement, wnte to:

Dr. Frederick Wiseman

Archaeology/Anthropology Program

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
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Book Review

$17.95 cloth, $9.95 paper.

Jabs. San Francisco

plant

available

locations in the United States. Few lay people fully comprehend the importance of this

and can
in maintaining this genetic diversity. Now there is a book which fills this gap between

amateur

Jabs
and with unsurpassable clarity and depth, the problem of the heirloom plant variety, the

and

derstandable to the average

and

companies

companies

governmental germplasm storage programs

and
American

She then discusses who is growing these traditional varieites today, and why they are

The
TV 11V/ V-r UilL v* L V CXI lv Llv O V/x \_-\- x wc**** ^-- ^*- j— /

companies, and living
u:-*~~ ——"» which

try to reconstruct gardens of pioneers or of famous figures such as Lincoln and Jefferson

She also describes how to go about obtaining seeds from such sources, and provides «•

fruit
and

part of the book would probably be the appendices, which provide extensive

hstings of seed companies, seed exchanges, federal seed repositories, and living

farms — J *

plants, the most valuable

annotated

historical

oldand museums, as well as giving a bibliography of selected historical sources,

and old seed catalogs.
enlighteni*

picture social forces which have been influencing genetic diversity and crop *

centuries. The
« a tremendous potential for the study of traditional plants right here within our OWB

culture

It would be rather easy for a book on this kind of topic to be written in a dry

Jabs writes in a very interesting, V«*»f*» -> ^«, wm.es m a very clear, vivia style, using um*»«-—°> *
,

kn0
*-

examples but yet relating such a wealth of information as to betray a thorough w
ledge of the subject.

fjjifof
.

I have absolutely no reservations about recommending the book as a source °

mation for the interested backyard gardener, as a reference book forP^10^supplementary reading material for undergraduate courses in ethnobotany,
eco

plant
introductory botany

Joseph E. Laferriere

Department of Ecology *

Evolutionary

University of Arizona

Arizona



NOTICE TO AUTHORS

The Journal of Ethnobiology accepts papers on original research in ethnotaxonomy

and folk classification, ethnobotany, ethnozoology, cultural ecology, plant domestication,

zooarchaeology, archaeobotany, palynology, dendrochronology and ethnomedicine.

Authors should follow the format for article organization and bibliographies from articlei

in this issue. All papers should be typed doubled-spaced with pica or elite type on %Vt x 11

inch paper with at least one inch margins on all sides. The ratio of tables and figures to

text pages should not exceed 1:2-3. Tables should not duplicate material in either the

text or graphs. All illustrations are considered figures and should be submitted reduced

to a size which can be published within a journal page without further reduction. Photo-

graphs should be glossy prints of good contrast and sharpness with metric scales included

when appropriate. All illustrations should have the author(s) name(s) written on the back

with the figure number and a designation for the top of the figure. Legends for figures

should be typed on a separate page at the end of the manuscript. Do not place footnotei

at the bottom of the text pages; list these in order on a separate sheet at the end of the

manuscript. Metric units should be used in all measurements. Type author(s) namc(s) at

the top left comer of each manuscript page; designate by handwritten notes in the left

margin of manuscript pages where tables and graphs should appear.

If native language terminology is used as data, a consistent phonemic orthography

should be employed, unless a practical alphabet or a more narrow phonetic transcription

is justified. A brief characterization of this orthography and of the phonemix inventory

of the language(s) described should be given in an initial note. To increase readability

native terms should be indicated as bold-face italics to contrast with the normal use of

italic type for foreign terms, such as latin binomials. If necessary, the distinction be-

tween lexical glosses, i.e., English language approximations of a term's referential mean

ing, and precise English equivalents or definitions should be indicated by enclosing the

gloss in single quotation marks.
Authors must submit two copies of their manuscript plus the original copy and

original figures. Papers not submitted in the correct format will be returned to the

author. Submit your manuscripts to:

DR. WILLARD VAN ASDALL, Editor

Journal of Ethnobiology

Arizona State Museum

University of Arizona

Tucson, Arizona 85721
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One of the pleasures of being editor of this journal is that I enjoy a great deal of
interaction with people and I have free rein in this column. I am pleased that this time
there is an especially joyous event about which to write.

I am happy to extend on my behalf and that of the Editorial Board and the member-
ship of the Society of Ethnobiology CONGRATULATIONS and wishes that are at once
sincere and almost estatic over the welcome news of an honorary doctoral degree awarded
this spring by The University of British Columbia, Canada, to Margaret Siwallace. Dr.
Wallace has been acknowledged in several papers published by the Journal and many
w"l remember her presentation on ooligan grease at the Seventh Annual Ethnobiology
Conference in Seattle (April, 1984).

It is gratifying to see that at least one institution of higher learning recognizes and
a nowledges-so

it; would seem-that folk knowledge is a valuable human resource as
we as being fascinating in its own right and having its own wisdom and insights. Formal
^cognition of Margaret Siwallace's talents, skills, devotion, and contributions to aca-
emic scholarship through work with ethnographers and ethnobiologists is both richly

served and long overdue. I commend the scholars of the Pacific Southwest of Canada
who undoubtedly nominated her for this great honor and The University of British

Columbia for making the award.
It is heartwarming to note in recent years (it's about time) a shift in attitude and

Regard of academicians toward those wonderful fellow humans-the possessors of folk

nowledge who are at once our teachers (teaching us humility, patience, and other
qualities we didn't ask about), our students (learning from us qualities that, in some
^stances, they might better be without), our friends, and our guides. Ethnographers and
^specially

ethnobiologists now often refer to those with whom we have such a relationship

native consultants (rather than as informants, a term prevalent in the older literature).

fere

0ccasionally some of these folk teachers now participate in ethnobiological con-

^jnces as they did at the Third Annual Ethnobiology Conference in Tucson (1980)
at the ethnobiology symposium sponsored by the Congresso Brazileiro de Zoologia

Drazil last year.

though many are mentioned in dissertations and published works, there are none-

acad "
°therS Wh° share their folk knowledge who remain unacknowledged by the

wavT
10 W°rld

- In some cases this is by choice, in others there is no easy or natural

.Wr acknowledgement can be made. I know of several Native North and South

garde

1CanS
'

f°r examPlc who, from time to time, show urban school children their

ration

7

S and ^adtund methods or who give demonstrations and receive little recog-

t0
<" this sharing of themselves.

c .

of Fth u
Cmain that Dr - Siwallace would be delighted for the Journal and the Society

.

tnnobiology
to recognize all those who live close to tradition, Nature, and the Soil

Peopir
n

fw
Native Americans, rural folks of the Appalachian and Ozark Mountains or

who, h, u
Xkan heritaSe in the American Southwest), both in and out of embodiment,

We^ been °r are our co-servers, co-workers and "folk colleagues" in ethnob10logy.

thele

Cach of y°u wherever you may be.
W.V.
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PALEOETHNOBOTANICAL
ANCIENT IRAN
RBAN MALYAN

NAOMI F. MILLER
Department of Anthropology

Washington University

St Louis, MO 63130

ABSTRACT.—Plant remains from archaeological sites can provide information about the

ancient environment. However, these remains should be considered archaeological artifacts,

"filtered*' through human culture. Adequate interpretation is only possible, and is indeed

enriched, by taking the cultural practices of human populations into account. This approach
is applied to archaeobotanical materials from Malyan, a fourth to second millennium B.C.

site in Fars province, Iran, where there is archaeological evidence for population increase,

growing complexity of settlement organization, and technological changes. Clearance of the

ancient woodland in the vicinity of Malyan, and concomitant changes in the choice of fuel

woods, can account for the observed changes in the proportions of woody taxa found dur-

ing excavation. In particular, it appears that as the local poplar and juniper were removed,

wood of the more distant oak forest was used. Deforestation was a result of a growing

poses.

gical—

e

INTRODUCTION

sedentary The

the

maintain

agricultural way of life. By the fourth millennium B.C.,

antiquity were developing in Mesopotamia and Iran.

e had both the social organization and the technology

1V Hicrh rUnnttM fnr thousands of vears-densities great

« — —uii m suustantiai cnanges in tne natural environment.
Changes in the prehistoric environment have been documented by archaeologists

0<lSed llnrm u**l . _ .. ,. ,, , , . • into. /-•:u~~~ lQld\ hv the
pattern studies Qacobsen and

botanical remains from excavations (Conrad and
I960; Minnis 1978: cf. Western 1971}. and by an

1983;Wertimel983)!
The

an in the Zagros Mountains of southwestern Iran

Figures 1, 2), lies at an elevation of about 1700 m oi

about 46 km

Kur
» «"*P, goat and cattle) were and continue to be the basis of the agricultural economy,

lenni, .
Ugh the Plain has been occupied by settled populations since the seventlim-

280nTo i
' the maJ°r occupation of Malyan began during the Banesh period, ca. 94W-

that 1 P°Pulation estimates of 100 to 200 people/ha of occupied settlement suggest

«^ J^ P°Pulation in the valley was 5650 to 11,300 (Alden 1979; Sumner

of 4500 onf
°f the Pe°Ple ™* concentrated at Malyan itself, which had a Population

4500.9000> The remainder of mation lived in Plages of less than 3.5 ha. By

22°0-l600 ft

3" Feached its maximum extent d

^ttleme
the °ity had Srown ^om abo

Malyan
**** ™ the Kur basin of 288 ha < J

3o«°oo tHo.ooS?
11 13 '°00 md 26,0° 0, —

** addition to —i , ,_...._ ,

Thus

ganizatio
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ALMOND
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CENTRAL STEPPE

HALOPHILOUS

200 km.

FIGURE 1.-Vegetation of southwestern Iran (after Zohary 1963).

changed. During the Kaftari period, only about one half of the population lived in

Malyan, while the remainder were scattered in numerous villages and towns (O.o a

10 ha) to the south and east (Sumner 1972, 1980). . . ^
Other important changes were taking place as well. Kaftari period Malyan is

Jin ancient texts as Anshan (Hansman 1972; Reiner 1974; Stolper 1976). Rf*J.
demonstrate a political link between Anshan, the highland capital of the Elarmte pom
and Susa, the lowland ranit^l H,.v,„„ +u. ci :*„ „„_:„^ f A «,«.t 1979). roughly con

porary with the Kaftari deposits at Malyan. Malyan became increasingly
invoke^

^
broader economic and political network. A greater quantity of exotic goods is to

Malyan (Sumner 1974: 173). The third millennium saw an increase in bronze metal^

owan
lillennium saw an increase in bronze m

^
:239-240, 305-306; cf. Lloyd 1978:» ,

. .. o __w:^^ ; c more ^ iaopMoorey 1982). At Malyan, copper-bronze slag indicative of smelting is more
>n the Kaftari tw;~h ,!«._.._

8«n the Kaftari period deposits.
its

•

fv
™C Way in which a population exploits a given territory depends in part onii

2 *'^ " iS distributed over the landscape, its economic activities, *?*££*0

den-

urcfs

an

inis report will show how ethnobotanical

/idence for the impact of human ecor

fourth/early third and late third/early
som e
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FIGL'RE2.-Kur River basin.

^

hese changes. The evidence is in the form of wood charcoal, recovered from Maivan

*»nngthe 1974, 1976, and 1978 field seasons.

THE CHARCOAL ANALYSIS

c

Archae°botanical evidence for the use of wood resources at Malyan consists of char

1 '

,

Generic identifications of the charcoal were made by comparison with known,

mi
carbonb.ed woods collected during the 1976 and 1978 seasons. A variable power

magn-Q---»--wfc* mm v^i* v/i f •»/ v/ n ww mam ^*^v-%-»» —

1 entified at the Royal Botanic Garden at Kew, England.
arcoal pieces were an that the transverse section would beCh

visible.

cnarr .
u,c neip ot Scanning Electron Microscopy ptivij y^^B'-r .

feat
Specimen^ (Miller 1982) and direct visual comparison with identified spec.mens

and n"
SUCh ** the distribution of pores within the annual growth ring, ray *k»«

Zaero ?Ce/absence of &™ were noted. Fortunately, the major genera of the southern

«"* Crests are anatomically distinctive relative to one another, so it was not neces-

Pfete I 'T^6 Cach sPecimen at a higher magnification. Pieces with less thana^

*%£T ^^ and th° Se *" crumb*ed bey°nd "c°8n ition WCren0t
.I" 1-,t!

woods

S
' ^ P1CCeS that had indeterminate anatomical features,

in earh
^ mcIuded in the category "unknown." *«*«. - * . -^w^n

^en J?? Were then weighed. Up to 20 pieces per excavation unit were ukntfkd

Pie e srlabIC
- though the pieces were not randomly selected, both »"* »nd

££CCS *«« chosen. SomP WpkLu-UI f—«*. were excavated in several units. Thus,

omicai lcdiuiw^, —
Total identified pieces for each taxon
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more than 20 pieces of charcoal were identified from some of the larger and charcoal-rich

features.

Although only 0.2% of the 130 ha site has been excavated to date, both Baneshand

Kaftari deposits have been sampled extensively (Sumner 1980; Nicholas 1980; Nickerson

1983). A large number of sediment samples (ca. 10 1 each) was taken for flotation I

(Table 1), and charcoal visible in the site matrix was collected on the site by the work-

men. Some of the charcoal was submitted for radiocarbon dating and is unavailable for

an Banesh
Malyan comes from a variety of residential contexts—hearths, pits, rooms, jar fill—burial

and other sediment matrix.

TABLE 1.—Flotation sample summary from Malyan.

No. No. Charcoal Seeds

Deposits liters Total Total Carb.

Period Sampled floated Wt. (g) Wt. (g)
Material

Banesh 97 1 1303 426.49 3.11 429.60

Kaftari 89 1301 438.25 38.18 476.43

Sediment volume of two jar samples could not be determined, so they are not included

in this table.

The charcoal comes from two types of sample. The first consists of large pieces

consists of smaller pieces, well under 1 cm in diameter, recovered by flotation o

mcnt samples at the field laboratory.6 Identification of the larger, hand-picked pi

somewhat more certain, because it is generally easier to identify larger pieces. All

hand-picked pieces represent a greater quantity of wood per sample. 7

For both time periods, information from numerous samples is combined, enabling

comparison of the two. The initial justification for this step was that for both Banes

and Kaftari periods there is no evidence of burned structures. It is therefore assu""med

fuel,

—- -^w , HcnoaS mere is no evidence of burned structures. It is tnereiu^ —
that the bulk of the charcoal represents wood or charcoal intentionally burned as rue

regardless of whether it is found in primary hearth or secondary trashy deposits-

assumntinnc Qro ~,„j„ _i_ . . .1 .... ... ,,1 u„»n fnrcookin

activities.

(Miller 1982, Table B.l).

No

okir.

urpose ot tne tires, wnicn couiu nav>- l^v-—
ting, ceramic manufacture, and smelting, or o

and ovens have relatively high densities of c ar

Although the amount of charcoal recovered does not necessarily reflect the am

ot wood burned, one might expect charcoal weight to be the most appropriate m«
oi the relative importance of different taxa. The number of pieces of wood put i

tre or the number of pieces of charcoal left when that fire is extinguished,
would s

to bear a *>« h,v<.„* „i... , . . . . . , ., . __ ,wc the am°"lu

quantity of wood burned than
(W weight) of charcoal left when that fire is extinguished. In addition, fragment
rates may vary among different wood types. It is therefore intuitively apP«?£

to

- ~"& m" a^uh wuuu types, it is incrciuic *••«••— *

r differentmeaSure charcoal quantities by weight to compare the relative importance of*

1?« tv, n«?
ately

'
many of the sma11 Pi€c« from the flotation samples are to

I'ess than .02g) to weigh accurately. The charcoal fragments frequently have it.*

clay encrustation c f„-i j.^_ ... . .r _ <• *h» use ot en*

counts is more practical.
i«3 ,uurc practical. .

$ b>

weio£
°rdCr t0 SCe Whether an ™*]y™ by counts would differ fr°m f^-i^ed

samel!
"

C°rrelation »%" of weights and counts for flotation and ban P^
chosen i_

counts and weights are highly cc

k
" ° emPhasi2 e the number of charcoal nieces or count

and
em
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TABLE 2 -Correlation of charcoal counts and weights of the major taxa.

Taxon No. Samples Corr. cocff. (r)

Juniper

Almond

Maple

Pistachio

Oak

Poplar

Elm family

29 .73

40 .80

18 .94

35
.

-81

33 -88

19 -72

25 -76

Correlation coefficients significant at p <.01.

w of count and weight, relative frequency of the taxa can be used to identify types that

may have a consistent but low level of occurrence (cf. Hubbard 1980). Weight and

frequency measures are therefore useful checks on the data based on count {Tables 4 and

5). It is not possible tp report densities for the hand-picked charcoal; although excavated

volume of the various loci and features were calculated by the excavators, not all charcoal

was collected. Pieces sent for radiocarbon dating were not available for this analysis.

Increase or decrease in the proportions of a taxon may be affected by a number of

^tors. First, because of the large size of the site, a sample of 10m x 10m squares was

*osen for excavation, and not all areas were sampled equally.8 Within the excavated

aeas, differences among hearths, pits, and other deposit types could conceivably account

for some of the differences among samples (Table 6). Although it is inappropriate to use

inferential statistics in the analysis, a representative group of deposits was sampled

lamination of a large number and variety of deposits, sampled by flotation and visu*

Section, and measured in several ways (i.e., count, weight, and frequency) increases

confidence that the observed patterning in the data accurately reflects the distnbut on

of material on the site. Consistency among the various measures then provides tne

means t0 ^sess the reality of changes in the archaeobotanical record.

Differential distribution of charcoal within the site is assumed not to inten

*e broad comparison of taxon composition by time period because: (1)
Overall

i

c

^sm* in the flotation samples were of similar magnitude for each time P«^W
£th periods are represented by shallow and deep deposits; (3) A variety o^2 »»*W for both periods, Id differences among deposit types were less£T^
** b«ween time periods; (4) Banesh and Kaftari charcoal is assumed to have

°m uel because there are no burned structures.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODERN VEGETATION

°« the nki 7?
natUnd veSetation of *e re&on is **** "J7e lhnestone hillsides sur-

round
P n

' lands not * cultivation are used for pasture, and the hmesto

* et2
th

\Plain « Wely denuded of vegetation *~«"^^ is an

JS** is based upon remnant forests of less populous areas, ine
g

P£ wo dland . Presently forested areas are discontinuous, so boundanes
*w

£

^tT'r' thC P^bio-almond W*£ ^enorthwelt end oi
ts of ^ese forest tvoes still exist in the area (Figure 2). Aim
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TABLE 3.—Charcoal counts from Malyan.

Hand-picked Samples

No. of

deposits (N)

Taxon:

Banesh

(N=35)

#

Dry Forest

Juniperus

excels**

Amygdalus sp.

Acer monspes-

sulanum 1

Almond/

Maple

Pistacia sp.

Quercus

aegilops 1

Humid

Populus sp.

Fraxinus sp.
I

Platanus

orientalist

243

101

21

65

45

162

Vitex sp

Distant Vegetation

Capparis

spinosa^

Prosopis sp.

Miscellaneous

Vitis viniferaX

Daphne

acuminatal

Rhamnus sp.

Ulmaceae

Diffuse Porous

Unknown

Totals2

1

80

33

751

%

32

13

3

9

6

22

+

11

4

100

Kaftari

(N=40)

#

45

159

130

1

199

235

10

13

18

8

1

23

46

70

958

%

5

17

14

+

21

25

1

1

2

1

+

2

5

7

101

Flotation Samples

Banesh

(N=99)

#

118

372

24

148

55

48

3

4

23

14

60

869

%

14

43

3

17

6

6

+

+

3

2

7

101

Kaftari

(N=89)

#

4

322

121

141

269

24

2

1

2

2

1

24

39

99

1051

%

+

30

12

13

26

2

+

+

+

+

+

2

4

9

98

stbcM9
a

66)

nS t0 SPCdCS 3re ^^ °n Pfcy'og^aP^ S™^8
' ^ mOrph°l0gy

2
Based on data presented in Miller (1982).
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TABLE 4 -Charcoal weights of hand-picked samples from Malyan.

No. of deposits (N):

Taxon:

Juniperus excelsa

Amygdalus sp.

Acer monspessulanum

Almond/Maple

Pistacia sp.

Quercus aegilops

Populus sp.

Fraxinus sp.

Vitex sp.

Capparis spinosa

Pro sopis $p,

Ktis vinifera

D«phne acuminata

ttmaceae

Effuse Porous

Imknown

Total

thc Kur RiVer basin i
*

lower and
and wild i

Banesh

(N=35)

Wt. (g.)

123.88

21.56

3.94

32.37

14.29

93.21

.12

14.26

4.51

13.67

321.81

%

38

7

1

10

4

29

+

4

1

4

98

Kaftari

(N=40)

Wt. (g.)

35.65

58.63

42.10

.07

84.44

73.37

1.32

7.81

1.04

6.19

.06

8.42

11.04

12.64

343.78

%

10

17

12

+

25

21

+

2

+

2

+

2

3

4

98

Aim

grows

such

^^^^g^U***
I
« « maple and wild fig, are less common. At the southeast end ot t^P^
**** stretch of somewhat degraded pistachio-almond forest. The pistach- a

tore« is more vp^u,,,. .u__ A „,. *~~. th„„ah thev share some genera, sue as

• - Atiupnyuc inan
Juniper, which is nre SP1present

;„:

" auis of southwestern Iran. Bobek (1951) considers/

tw_ ._ in the

c^/m "character-

th transition
form

ous soils and has an elevational altitudinal range

an is near th* r.r*»e»m*.H lnwpr limit of its range.
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TABLE 5.—Frequency of charcoal.

No. of deposits (N)

Taxon:

Juniperus cxcelsa

Hand-picked Samples

Banesh

(N=35)

#

26

%

65

Kaftari

(N=40)

#

3

%

9

Flotation Samples

Banesh

(N=99)

#

34

%

34

Kaftari

(N=89)

#

11

X

12

Amygdalus sp. 21 53 17 49 57 57 58 65

Acer monspessulanum

Pislacia sp.

Quercus aegilops

Populus sp.

Fraxinus sp.

PIa tonus orien talis

4

18

9

14

10

45

23

35

14

17

24

.3

1

40

49

69

14

3

12

33

19

18

3

12

33

19

18

3

35

37

55

13

2

1

39

4

62

15

:

l

Vitex sp.

Capparis spinasa

Prosopis sp.

Viiis vinifera

Daphne acuminata

Rhatnnus sp.

Ulmaceae

Diffuse Porous

Unknown

1

16

11

3

40

27

1

3

1

4

9

15

3

9

3

11

26

43

species.
an is probably /

2

13

10

2

13

10

1

2

1

11

12

1

2

1

12

13

nsist of P^
Ur

ana groves iyp«-.», ym .

tow^H ^ " treCS
- In the ccntral Par* °f the plain near the city of Mar*

oward the southeast, there are several species that prefer a warmer d«n

'
u

*- aper {Capbaris <^,™,.r„ t \ i n _•

liinate

as a

or

shm

^

(P.fi

an
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TABLE 6.—Density of charred material.

Banesh Kaftan

Deposit type N Mean N Mean

Fireplaces
1

18 17.86 4 1.71

Pits 16 4.64 28 4.37

Rooms 49 1.45 32 3.18

Burial 3 2.79

Jars 4 1.33 3 1.22

Matrix
:..2

7 2.64 22 4.86

Total g 7 3 89

Fireplaces: hearths, ovens

2 .

•latnx: soil matrix not found in association with architecture

3
Sediment volume of two jar samples could not be determined, so they are not included

"> this table.

such

cliff

CHARACTERISTICS OF MODERN WOOD USE

The effect of human activity on vegetation largely depends on the uses to which

P^ticular plants are put. First, wood is brought to a settlement for a variety of purposes

as construction and fuel, and trees of both forests and gardens are cut and used

"entially. Most woods are suitable as fuel, but variability in heat production, smoki-

c». and sparking will affect their desirability for particular tasks. Second, wood is a

U*V commodity. If it is the primary fuel for cooking and heating, supplies must be

Plemshed regularly. For example, estimates for fuel use in traditional Middle Eastern

0c*«es averaged over a year are 1.5-2 kg/person/day (Thalen 1979; Home 1982a).

FIZV?
C°StS m *«*« * significant factor in choice of wood (Chisholm 1967;

^"Research Institute 1972), and one would expect that, other things being equal

es closest to home will be utilized first. Cultural preferences for particular *OOd

^rces are frequently determined by purpose and availability (e.g. Heizer 1963; Met/^

btlo i

WUliamS 1966 >' wh><* depend to some extent on the different physica and

»*** propenies Qf trees Kno
P
wkd Qf thesc propcrties can therefore be cd to

loBra?
tCrpret Va^tion in the relative proportions of different species on an archae

Peal site.

usedt?
°f thC maJ°r wood* mailable today are suitable for fuel. Present-day vi lager

^d tr'
1 Whh donke* s and on foot to the mountains 15 or 20 km away£»»

S
')^lTti0n alm°nd ^mygdalus sp.), oak (B^-*^*^£££m^el0ck)> pistach

.

o fUrycarpa Yalt.), and maple {Acer »*»*<'»

'
* havm

8 b<*n important. Poplar (Populus alba L. and P. nigra L.), grow" for u

^rZ 1S aVailablC m the Vill^e »d SometimCS iS USCd t0 SUPPkme

-
ound archaeologically, is quite rare nowadays. th^The
Physical properties of these woods differ. Generally, oak burns hotter
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an
to

yield good charcoal" (Townsend and Guest 1966: 92). Pistachio, a resinous wood mav

be a preferred fuel (cf. Mikesell 1961: 26). Almond is probably a good fuel wood too,

but information about its burning qualities is hard to come by. Poplar is quite porous

and burns rather quickly so is somewhat less desirable. Dung is also readily available for

fuel, since most households own at least a few cattle, sheep, or goats. Wood, although

preferred over dung cake fuel, is relatively expensive, and, at least in 1978, there were

legal restrictions against fuel cutting in the forest.

The biological characteristics of the trees will affect their availability. Junipm

excelsa, for example, is a fairly slow-growing, xerophytic tree (Pabot 1960), and is ad-

an
does not compete well with oak (Pabot 1960), it would not be able to renew itself if

over-exploited for fuel. In contrast to juniper, poplar is fast-growing, and, when cut,

readily puts up new shoots. Unlike juniper, it has a high water requirement, and in the

and climate of southwestern Iran, is restricted to stream sides, irrigated groves, and other

areas with a high water table. Because it is always in demand for roof beams, it is culti-

vated and protected. Fuel is merely a by-product of its use in construction in the region

today, and it is therefore always available, at least in small quantities.

FOREST UTILIZATION IN ANCIENT TIMES

The major genera found archaeologically at Malyan are juniper, oak, almond, pis-

tachio, maple, and poplar. Perhaps the most striking difference between the Baneshand

Kaftari levels is the inverse relationship between juniper and poplar on the one hand and

oak and maple on the other (Tables 3, 4, 5). This relationship obtains regardless of

analytical method (Table 7). During these time periods, almond and pistachio percent

ages remain fairly constant. The very small quantities of caper and Prosbpis do not

appear until the end of the sequence. In addition to these changes in the use of wood

and charcoal fuel, there is indirect evidence for an increase in the use of dung fuel relative

to wood and charcoal (Miller and Smart 1984).
Wood found on an archaeological site has been selected by people, so the compos-

turn of the charcoal assemblage is not directly analogous to the ancient vegetation.

change ,n wood use might represent a change in the relative availability of the economi

r the major wood taxa (changes between Banesht*TABLE 7.

Kaft
>/ results ft

Taxon

Juniper

Almond

Maple

Pistachio

Oak

Poplar

Elm family

Counts

deel ine

slight increase

increase

increase

increase

decline

Hand-Picked

Weights

decline

increase

increase

increase

increase

decline

Flotation

Frequency Counts

decline decline

slight increase slight increase

increase increase

slight increase slight decline

increase increase

decline slight decline

decline slight decline decline slight decline

Frequence

decline

!

slight
increase

increase

increase

increase

slight
decl^

slight
decile
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1

ally important species. Changes in availability may be associated with climatic change,

or an

Before changes in wood use can be assessed, Post-Pleistocene climate and vegetation

changes must first be considered. Ancient climatic conditions can be inferred from pollen

analysis if suitable sediments are available for testing. Information thus obtained is com-
ethnobotanical am

Wright from a salt lake near Shiraz unfortunately yielded insufficient quantities of pollen

unication). Sum-
\ * X f

marizing the available pollen evidence, Wright (1977) and van Zeist and Bottema (1982)
infer that the Pleistocene environment over much of the Near East was a cold dry steppe.

The species typical of the Zagros oak forest would have spread in a southeasterly direc-

tion from Syria and southeastern Turkey at the end of the Pleistocene (van Zeist and
Bottema 1977). Conceivably this expansion of the oak forest in the post-glacial period

did not reach the southern Zagros until the third millennium B.C., and it replaced a more
xerophytic mixed forest of pistachio, almond, maple, and perhaps juniper. This recon-

struction is not likely for two reasons. First, data from Lake Zeribar in the central Zagros

indicate that the modern climate in that region became established by 5500 B.P. (van

Zeist and Bottema 1982). Using the MASCA radiocarbon correction, this date is equiva-

lent to about 4250 B.C. (Ralph et al. 1973), well before the Malyan samples. Second,
although climate and vegetation history are important determinants of the presence,

an
M also influenced by people. The disjunct but widely dispersed occurrence of juniper in

southern Iran today suggests that were it not for herding and fuel-cutting activities the

^a could support more juniper than it does at present.
Alternatively, a change in local availability of various tree species could be affected

V factors other than climate. The use of wood by human populations determines which
taXa wil1 be brought to a site, and in the absence of accidental fires, which taxa will be

Preserved as charcoal.

forest as well as its extent. Probable activities involving tree use are based on generaJ

j"
sPecinc ethnographic analogy, and are partially corroborated by some of the archaeo-

ogical evidence (Table 8). It is also possible to assess the amount of wood involved in

vanous activities.

Fuel.-Wood may be used directly as fuel, or it may first be transformed into char-

°a- Although trees may be pruned rather than felled for wood and charcoal, continuous

Remands for fuel by settled populations, especially in semi-arid climates, can lead to

C;

depletion.l 1 Most structures excavated at Malyan represent domestic architecture

q

ven the cold winters of the Kur River basin, heating would have been necessary for part

year.
Wer .

Vttri°us nearths and ovens sugi
set m built-in facilities within structures.
-- "*» aiso

hr^ghou t the site
levels. Nirir /

ho

an

urgy

Copper-bronze slag, found

is widespread in the Kaftan

used"
leVd durin* Kafta" times. It is noteworthy that charcoal rather than *,«od»

of d
* *°rbes (1964: 106) quotes the ancient Greek author, Theophrastus: The * ood

*pS r " inferi°r to *at of younger, for the same reason that of really oW tree i

Co?k^^ F°r * is ^ry dry, wherefore it sputters as it burns; whereas wood

should contain sap "
•

Hon,,
, 1982a) dfic istachio ,

ajmond, and oak as navmg

manufacture

the
third i

b
^' lt cannot be Prove

Kaftari H
millennium. However, evidence

posits (W.M. Sumner. v.cX and <

r A ^ * ^^

both Banesh
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metal use the larger Kaftari population would have required greater quantities of met
It therefore seems likely that more charcoal would have been produced and burned for

smelting.

The pottery kilns, filled with

kiln wasters and probable dung ash post-date the Kaftari occupation of the site, however.

TABLE 8 -Possible uses of woody taxa at ancient Malyan.

manufacture at Malvan

Taxon

Juniper

Almond

Maple

Pistachio

Oak

Poplar (largely cultivated now)

Ash

Plane (some cultivated today)

Vitex

Caper

Prosopi

Grape (cultivated only)

Daphne

Rhamnaceae

Ulmaceae

1

Wood

fuel
1

timber3

fuel
1,2,3

timber

fuel
1

'2 '3

timber

fuel L2

timber3

fuel
1,2

timber3

fuel
1,2

timber '2 '3

fuel

timber

fuel

timber3

fuel

fuel

fuel

fuel
2

fuel

fuel

fuel
1

timber

Leaves/

Branches

fodder

fodder
2

fodder
2

fodder
2

food
3

Fruits

3
medicine

fodder
2

food
1

'
2

food
2,3

(presume 1
)

1

fodder

food

2

food
3

fodder

food

3

food
1,2,3

mclultf:
1^"06 fr°m » *» oven/hearth/kiln (fuel) and latrine (food)***

2

eluding
post-Kaftari deposits.

Ethnographic ob
3

servations and discussion with villagers.

!!^^erences for Near East (e.g. Wulff 1966, Townsend and Guest 1966^
al.)-
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an e mountains

Th pieces

proposit

(Miller 1980).

Lime production would also have used up large quantities of fuel, considering the

substantial evidence at Malyan for the use of plaster for walls, floors, and containers

• Blackman 1982). It is appropriate to point out that Malyan, as the center of an urban

system, could well have drawn finished products (notably lime and pottery) from its

hinterland; direct evidence of fuel use for these manufacturing activities would therefore

not appear at the site, even if deforestation may be inferred on the basis of the charcoal

assemblage from the ancient city.

Construction.—Contemporary construction techniques are similar to those found
archaeologically; for descriptions and discussion of traditional techniques in use, see

tt'ulff (1966), Watson (1979) and Kramer (1982). Both present-day and ancient struc-

tures are made of sun-dried mud brick. The former, and presumably the latter, have

wooden roof beams covered with mats, brush, and a layer of hard-packed mud. Today,
poplar and willow are the primary woods used for roof beams. A large burnt public

building, dating to about 400 years after the Kaftari period, had an abundance of poplar

charcoal. The large chunks found in association with other roofing material (grass or
r«d stem, from matting) suggest that by 1200 B.C. poplar was used for beams. Juniper

(/• excelsa M.B.) may grow to a height of 20 m; its wood is "light and not particularly

"Jong," but it could provide durable wood suitable for beams (Townsend and Guest
96 6). Although none has been found to date in this context, the excavator has sug-

gested that some Kaftari period rooms may be too wide to have been spanned by poplar

ams, which have a maximum usable length of about 4 m (W.M. Sumner p.c).

In ^y case, despite population increase in the valley, the cutting of trees for roof

d

eams for loc al use would probably not be sufficient to cause deforestation. If long-

stance trade in wood were important for construction material (the suggested reason
°r depletion of the Lebanese cedar forests, for example) or ships (for example, in the

•Jditerranean region during Classical times, Hughes 1983), this could be a factor in

^station. Data are not available to assess this possibility,

to d k
manufacture--A1though no wooden tools have been found, there is no reason

obie
*** W°°d Was used for ^ensils, tool handles, containers, ornaments, and other

fore?

S
" ThC manufac*ure of wooden artifacts is not likely to put as great a stress on the

e"s as fuel use and construction.
G'azing.-The role of grazing in deforestation could be quite significant, especially if

"*als Were brought to forests that were already under stress from fuel-cutting Goats

almond

camels can be observed today in the oak forest nibbling on oak, pistachio

in
g

*ood

,nd ^ees, and undoubtedly they browsed these species during ancient times.

Land clearance.-No forest remnants occur on the plain today, but this has not

a>s been the case (Kortum 1976:84). New fields could have been prepared by remov-

^ **ei. If the trees were burned, no archaeological evidence would be left. If the

—as used as fuel, one might expect to find some charred remnants on the»«•
ine art;,,:*:., n* of ._ r—..*c m^v he counter-

acted k
k "uman populations wnicn are aesirucLiv^ .^

U \.-»t*A in

-till
"" Plan,in«- Whcth« « not some individual trees had been «""?»»

WsfcTf
Cann°' be de«™ined, since the wood of cultivated trees cannot be d s.m

»»th, I'

"" *' Samc *«'« mowing wUd. With the exception tfj%»£?*
«cc„f' I"

»* ^oentic to southern
8
.™, the woody taxa *****~£2

"' comm_ Ioaay "><" niany arc also cultivated. Altnougn u.t F...~-
f*> « no, now grown in the area, nor are they found archaeo ogu^K. nuts o

**2?** 12 and ^"-ondlS^ collected today by villagers and are also found arch"

„"**% Alth goats enjoy them, they

and noman
ob<*anical samples. Grape is the only woody plant with edible fruits or
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that one can safely assume was planted at ancient Malyan. Wood of the grape would

represent incidental use as fuel.

DEFORESTATION IN THE KUR BASIN

Initially, forest clearance close to Malyan may have been undertaken to provide

agricultural land. Population estimates for earlier fourth millennium occupation exceed

those of the Banesh period, and presumably some forest clearance in the Kur River basin

was already underway. In the absence of climatic and archaeobotanical data, the degree

of disturbance cannot be estimated. However, the Kaftari population increase could

certainly have led to the clearing of primary or secondary forest.

Home (1982a) has suggested that the vast amounts of wood required for charcoal

urgy can Th
sibility for later antiquity; Wertime (1983) considers that the "pyrotechnical industries"

were the primary cause of Mediterranean deforestation. As mentioned earlier, the choice

of slow-growing juniper as a fuel would deplete a nearly non-renewable resource, parti-

cularly if the trees were cut down rather than pruned. Note further that juniper would

have grown on the well-drained part of the plain, on land otherwise suitable for agricul-

ture, whereas poplar would not have interfered with cultivation. A complicating factor

is the apparent increase in the use of metal at Malyan and elsewhere in the Near East

during the third millennium. Juniper could have been a preferred fuel for this activity.

As the Classical author Theophrastus commented (although not specifically in referenc

to bronze manufacture and juniper): "Smiths require charcoal of fir rather than of oak;

it is indeed not so strong, but it blows better into a flame as it is apt to smoulder less;

and the flame from these woods is fiercer. " (quoted in Forbes, 1964:107)
The archaeological context of the finds, particularly the absence of any evidence of

burned structures in the Banesh and Kaftari levels, suggests that most of the charcoal

probably represents the remains of spent fuel. The deposits characterized by high den-

hearth debris.
primary

The charcoal from low-density deposits has been inter]

major limiting factor for the use of firewood is transp

dispersed

manufacture is one way to reduce transport ™*ts Charc
v*, uiiu n.a iiiaiiuiaccure is one way to reaucc tramp**** w

—

production sites by their nature are ephemeral (cf. Home 1982b) and would be differ

it not impossible to discover archaeologically. Although it is not possible to deter**

whether wood or charcoal was the preferred fuel, one may still apply least effort co

"deration, to the problem of fuel use. Those collecting areas nearest the site would*

used first, especially in a time of non-mechanized transport. One might expect chare

haeologi*
1

almond

During Banesh times, the fairly high proportion of juniper in the arcl

samples suggests that it may have been a major component of the pistachio-*

steppe forest that extended from the lower slopes down onto the plain. If*»*
se the jumper population seems to have been nearly completely removed to

n SoutH
ment

T

betWeen Banesh and Kafta* times. Textual support for depletionoj
m southern Iran « ^^..:j.j , „ . .

rr
. . . .u„» the anci«"

l

ritorv «f pi
Hiuviaea oy Hansman 1976 , who has suggested w»* - - .&

l°
f

,

Elam
'
east of Sumer, is "the land of the cut-down ERlN-trees" «*««*%»*

^avelth Tu DUring the *W millennium, the Sumerian epic hero Gilgam«h

Ju2e?
g

,

tMS territ°ry in order to obtain ERIN wood, which Hanseman sugg

P us excelsa on epigraphic and phytogeographical grounds. ^ I

unlilr^T
P
u°

bably V™ 'm the PoorlV d™™<* marshy area to the east of the si

seemst de ^ * VKtmd fud
'
Uke )™^> *« imPOTtanCC °'^ °

mar!h LnH r** bCtWeen Banesh and Kaftari times. It may have grown n**^
Hu-tu^ k"

t0day iS comPl«tely treeless and used for pasture. Unlike junipe '

<

,

because^

-

abSCnt " *« m* todaV> P^- d*d not disappear from the env*

»

because it « mtentionallv ««. \ L*^* ,/ tv,. ^rline of P°P
lar

grown The declin
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coal in the archaeological samples from the Kaftari period may be due to a change in its

primary use, from fuel (or construction and fuel) to construction.

During Kaftari times, the major woods used for fuel were those characteristic of the

modem oak forest. Today, the plain seems to be at the southeastern limit of oak forest,

so it is likely that the oak in the archaeological samples grew at high elevations. Some
juniper could have grown on the plain or within the oak forest. There are at least two
explanations which can account for the increase in the percentage of oak charcoal at the

expense of juniper at Malyan. First, juniper could have been a preferred fuel wood, and
a component of the oak forest in Banesh times, especially if charcoal manufacture for

smelting was a significant factor. After the depletion of juniper from the forest, it would
have been replaced by the more competitive oak. Note, however, that both juniper and
oak yield charcoal that is suitable for smelting. Second, juniper could have been primar-

ily a tree of the pistachio-almond forest near the site. This would accord better with the

modern distribution of juniper. Whether or not juniper was preferred, it seems to have

been removed first. Since oak would not have grown near the site, the increase in oak

an
the city. The increased use of dung as an alternative fuel also suggests a decrease in local

supplies of wood for fuel.

and
mtcrdigitate with oak in this part of Iran, depending on local climatic conditions. As
toesc genera are dominant in plant associations of the warmer and drier climes to the

south and east, they may have been associated with juniper on the plain during Banesh

times, and possibly continuing into Kaftari times. They may have spread at the expense

°' juniper during the Kaftari period, but, due to fuel cutting and agricultural expansion,

were eventually restricted to the more distant mountains, where they are found today.

finally, there are only minute amounts of wood that may have come from the center

°| the plain, Prosopis and caper. Both of these shrubs provide edible fruit but are quite

Cerent in their properties. Prosopis provides high-quality fuel (Isely 1982), but it has

onlV been seen growing to a height of less than 20 cm. Caper is extremely thorny and

Painful to collect; it is difficult to account for the presence of its charcoal for any pur-

pose- One would not expect wood from these shrubs, particularly caper, to have been
JecTregularly as fuel, especially if there were a closer source of wood. In keeping with

J
knowledge of the settlement pattern, the few pieces of caper and Prosopis charcoal

3W
* el1 as *««« and a half Prosopis seeds) which would have come from at least 30 km
a
> vvere recovered from the later levels, when settlement on the plain does seem to

m°re onented toward the southwest.

CONCLUSIONS

Results of th

In addition

the radi
"

f

def°rested or educed to a pistachio-almond-maple association.

mand J
S

u
fud Pr°curement seems to have expanded along with the e

.

Ct ° ?e ****** ^ban population for fuel and land-to include the areas of oak
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NOTES

1 dates

2

The chronology is based on MASCA corrected (Ralph et. al. 1973) radiocarbon

from Malyan.

The population estimates may be revised upward as the analysis of the settlement
a a

continues (W. M. Sumner, p.c).

Poplar (Populus sp.), indistinguishable from willow (Salix sp.) at these magnify"
" 5 '

was examined under higher magnification.

Collection in possession of author; duplicate material at the University of » '

' thnobotanical T.aW,t„..„ a__ *

.

l _ ,. • r _._._,.. t u-,t W wood atlas"

3

Mnnobotanical Laboratory, Ann Arbor. It is unfortun

Trut ^T-^
h indude the maJ°r trees of Iran - Greguss (1959) has some of the

useful

hsofvv<*>
ds

ruit and timber trees, and Haja/.i (1965) has poorly reproduced photograp ^
rom trees of the northern Zagros and Caspian forests. For those who are ,nte

he documentation of the modern wood specimens, descriptions and SEMp*>

«

(transverse, 50x; tangential, lOOx; radial, lOOx and 300x) are available (Mffl*
1*>

5
Hand-picked samples come
1 P lts>2l rooms, 8 matrix.

from 35 Banesh and 40 Kaftari deposits. Bane

Kaftari: 10 pits, 16 rooms, 14 matrix.
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NOTES (continued)

Flotation samples come from 99 Banesh and 89 Kaftari deposits. Banesh: 18 hearths,

16 pits, 49 rooms, 3 burials, 6 jars, 7 matrix. Kaftari; 4 hearths, 28 pits, 32 rooms, 3

jars, 22 matrix.

The comDleted an

charcoal

of charcoal within the site. The complete data set is presented sample by sample for

those who wish to use it.

answer certain

stratigraphy, the extent of settlement, and the range of variability on the site (Sumner

1980),

9
Quercus aegilops L. ssp. persica (J. & S.) Blakelock.

Juniperuspolycarpos C. Koch =/. excelsa M. B. (Riedl 1968).

Cf. Day (1953): "So important was firewood in Indian economy that the Naragansctts

of Rhode Island thought the English had come to America because they lacked fire-

wood at home," and they even lived in the tempe^atre forest zone!

12
Pistacia cf. eurycarpa Yalt.

forius cf. scoparia (Spach) C. K. Schneider = Amygdalus scoparia Spach; Prunus cf.

htschyi (Boiss. & Hohen.) Nab. = A. kotschyi Boiss. & Hohen.
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Book Review

Plants and Ancient Man, Studies in Palaeoethnobotany. Edited by W. Van Zeist and WA
Casparie. 344 pp., illus. A.A.Balkema Publishers, Boston, 1984.

The International Work Group for Palaeoethnobotany first convened in Prague,

Czechoslovakia in 1968 and it has held meetings every three years hence. Plants and

Ancient Man contains the proceedings of the sixth symposium sponsored by the State

University of Groningen in The Netherlands in 1983. The thirty papers presented in this

volume cover methodological problems, the use of documentary evidence, ethnographi

models, and various European regional studies. A special section is devoted to the identi-

« *i r i ,
fication of archaeological wheats

Jones discuss the potenials and
ethnographic models for cereal processing derived from Turkey and Greece, for inter

an

•/'

eval maps, tax lists, paintings, court documents, herbals, brewery recipes, cook books,

monastic texts, and market records. Green and Behre also compare the documentary

evidence with the archaeological record. Forni analyzes the linguistic roots of Indo-

rm 1U11L (Uiu **-

for environmental mai

J
Jacomet an

taxonomic problems of classifying cultivated wheats. The study by Van Der'Veen (Iron

Age England) compares the results of random and judgement sampling
'

*3 1 T ^\ I 1 f A *% j^t *

flotation

analyses. The two approaches produce essentially identical patterns but the absou

density of remains recovered from non-random samples is greater. Using experiment

carbonization, Wilson tests the differential destruction and distortion of moist and a

samples of 12 common types of European weed seeds. Greig compares the herbace°

floras" of modern and Iron Age British hay meadows. Van Vilsteren (Medieval Net

lands) examines the interpretation of charred seeds from postholes. Bottema «P»
the use of animal dung for fuel as a potential source of charred seeds in archaeo ogn

sites Reg,onal studies are presented by Korber-Grohne (Central European fruit tr

Kroll (Bronze and Iron Age Macedonia), Kucan (Iron Age Yugoslavia), Wasylikowa^
an

France
«hic Germany), Pals (Neolithic Netherlands), Straker (Roman London), K

(Roman through 18th century latrines in Germany), and Paap (Medieval
Netherlands^.

_

I he papers by Hillman, Tones, and Kosina nresent oioneering applications

tanical data. Few mathematician

niral correlation
anal

on continuous metric data from wheat caryopses.

canonical .

on the
other

u Qri , .
v "aia lIUI" wneat caryopses. some siau>utai K— . cr0phand may balk at the use of ratio or percentage data in the attempts to clas >

{flf

Processing residues. I fee l that tw\Li*JjL. «~kni«ti can be useful to

and

an

eauction it used cautiously. .
, thepaP

f

ias a somewhat limited geographical focus, n
jtob

taurh .
- «"J Australia), Clarke et al. (Australia), and Shay

s

data m .J?
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EDIBLE ANIMALS OF THE ITURI FOREST, AFRICA
IN THE ETHNOZOOLOGY OF THE EFE BAMBUTI

MARIA ARIOTI
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Facolta de Scienze Politiche

Universita di Perugia

061 00 Perugia, Italy

ABSTRACT.-This article presents ethnographic data about the ethnozoology of the Lte

Pygmies, hunters and gatherers of the Ituri forest (Northeastern Zaire). It deals particularly

with categories of edible animals. The Efe system is compared with that of their Negro

neighbors, the horticultural Balese.

INTRODUCTION

:le presents data concerning the ethnozoology of the Efe Pygmies of

ortheastem Zaire, Africa), collected during two periods of fieldwork: J
w-

August 1981 and November 1982-January
hunting Efe Bambuti in the zone of Andifere, between Mambasa and Nduye. The Efe are

traditionally linked to the horticulturalist Balese through a complex relationship of inter-

dependence. This symbiotic relationship results not only in economic transactions, bu

also in intermarriage

1950). Anthropologists who study Pygm
Problem of discerning the contribution of each ethnic group to this common .^
inheritance. It is a difficult, in some ways impossible, operation.

.
^ the specific case of ethnozoological classification, however, there is litue

11 is an oricrmal nrnA„~+ „r - „v~.-t* t „+™ArA mv research work to the oaicsc

only

Pygmy thought. I extended my research work to the
:

Balese

S,Zlm«. evactlv akin to that of the Pygmies, w.th

a few significant

Pygmy Knowled They
names

laIs and plants. In
Efe and the Balese c
The Ffp ->„a ^l. nand the Balese speak two very close dialects of the same

The Pvcrmi*»e Mil +\>o\r nuin lanmi^ap F.fe or. less often, Kj

term K
Pygmies call their own language

Kilese for the language of the Balese. Mor groups

Kingwana (a Swahili
fian?wana) and thev ^n^ii Kingwana in a wide range <

ptnale Efe toward Kingwan

- '""men speak and unc
1

'
P"Ocularly in their camps.

Kingwana

linguistic

The

gmies. The
^jortant are the horticulturalist Babira and the net-hunting^^^ E fe, and

both f
SUa "* linked by a dose bond, in the same way as the Bales

2 sP<*k Kibira. In a Pvemv ramn of Efe it is possible to meet some pe op

th

«ra. In a Pygmy camp of Efe it ispossiDie io m~- •

with the mainritv of Kilese sneakers. These people na s

band perm

I

- sirong and sometimes it is difficult to ascertain u a tcn» -
d

*? «*e in this article the terms which are used interchangeably by Km
takers.
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METHODS

van i, wiLii me assistance 01 a Diungual inter-

preter (Kingwana-Kilese). Kingwana has undergone adaptation to local situations. In

regard to the Pygmies, this process resulted in an almost complete correspondence be-

rm
Unly one of the Pygmies I met had gone to school. He was about 35 years old. h.

attended a primary school for two years, but could read only with the greatest difficult

and was unable to write. On the contrary, in each Balese village there were two or three

people, usually men, who were able to read and write quite well, and were able to speak a

little French. I found that the level of education of informants is a very important point

in ethnoscientific research. The anthropologist must be aware that it can affect the

quality of his or her work. Indeed, I noticed, for example, that Balese education people

immediately grasped the idea of the taxonomic tree and afterwards tried to force all given

information into this structure. Fortunately, they contradicted themselves and each

other frequently enough to make me understand that they were just playing with a

appealing new idea. As a matter of fact, non-educated Balese and Efe people either did

not grasp or simply refused the taxonomic tree model.
The Pygmies do not like to work as informants individually and regularly. Only two

people-one of whom was the educated man mentioned above-agreed to work with me

in this way. In each camp, people preferred to gather and talk with me as a group, con-

an
Jrom the questions they put to each other, and from the answers to these questions. and

form
rm

In contrast, I worked often with single Balese individuals. They prefer to be alone. 1

CCt. her-jnc*. tho.. _ ... ... . r..n k,- nfher
at fault by other

People. Among the Balese, only children were ready to start collective conversations.

In a few cases I tried to talk with the Balese and the Efe together. I noticed that

wnen the conversation took place in a Balese village, the Balese assumed an attitude of

supenority toward the Efe, preventing them from speaking. However, in a Pygmy **
m th

f
f
°,
rest theV agreed to talk on the same level.

t\m u
irSt Stage °f ™y research work, I put forward tentative questions, at the sam

toe showing them the pictures of some animals, just to start a conversation about th

matter I was interested in. Both the Efe and the Balese were enthusiastic about pa*.*

amm?
VayS bCgin talkinS to each °ther or to me endlessly, trying to ident.fv eac

anmai exactly, and thus giving me much information about names of single beasts, m*
categones, and identification criteria.

withn .

methodol°gical remark is necessary. I present my data in a descriptive^

without systematizing it into any model. In fact, I think that at present there a**

70S
C

,°T
ra

f

tive data t0 allow generalizations about universal principles of e*

nil fl r
daficatio- indeed, my data do not fit any of the models proposed«

strictll et'
ree<UOVe

'
RaVCn

' 1973 = Hunn, 1982). So, this paper is intended o*

of Pylmv T^^" COntribu<ion to add to the knowledge of a so far neglected asp

of pygmy culture.

terminology
j by Bern'-

prevalent in ethnotaxonomy propose
. ^ ^

lected hv lu
"7 V" ^9,9 t- instead, the similarity between my data an

f

Southed^H
0mS (19?6)^ the Hill Pandaram, a hunting and gathering p**. ..

or ".k„..
" a

!.

COnvinced me to adout his terminology. I use the term taxa P

^

organismin o^
SSCS" °r "CateS°ries

,in other taxa 'Mm a-

including oth!. ,
rmediate iaxa" to indicate all the taxa incluaeu m •—*

or in taL n
"' md "

taxa •"*»*" all the taxa included either * t*»J>

^d "species" ™ a
f* ^ indudinS^ other taxa

' ^ *""*
"gCnUS

'

. specific" are used only in the biological sense.
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ANIMAL REALMS: EDIBLE VERSUS INEDIBLE ANIMALS

There is no term for 'animal' either in Kilese, Efe or Kingwana. As far as I could

ascertain, the Efe do not recognize via terminology or in any other way the existence of

one unitary realm, including all those living beings which we consider to be animals.

They lack what Berlin, Breedlove and Raven (1973) call 'unique beginner'.

The most comprehensive term they have is uura, which is exactly translated in King

wana as nyama (best, meat). 2 This term, as we will see below, has many different mean-

ings, the most important and explicit being all edible animals. There is no corresponding

term in Efe for all inedible animals, which, therefore, constitute a sort of residual cate-

gory. 3 Sometimes the Efe use the Ngwana word vilulu to designate them, which is

usually translated as insects, but which includes also worms, spiders, and more generally

all little animals. The Balese have the same term uura, but they also have a term, haasi,

which covers all inedible animals, with only a few exceptions which I will consider below.

It is important to point out that this distinction between edible and inedible animals

is a very precise one and none of the categories into which the Efe put animals include

both. So, we can say that in one sense edible and inedible animals constitute two sepa-

rate realms.

DIFFERENT MEANINGS OF UURA

abo

onl\

The Efe use the term uura with at least three different meanings. The first, as stated

ve, is all edible animals, and is the widest and also the most formal and explicit. Not
.. * . _--.., _j 11 L..L
--» « m. tuiuic diiunais, ana is tne widest and aiso uic mun iumiai <*"« •,«.,

V are hunted game thus considered to be uura, but also fish, crabs, and small animals

such as turtles and snails. When I asked people to tell me if a certain animal was or was

not uura, they always answered me: "It is uura: we eat it", or "It is not uura: we do not

fat it "

designate*** i more limited sense, the term is used to designate nu
explicit;

I have inferred this from the answers of people. When
the uura names they knew, they always started to list the

antelopes and wild k™*-* r,„A +U™ ~aa~A ^^ir-ire lonnarrk rr

This use is not

the main hunted animals—'« names iney Knew, tney always started iu hm **«. "*——
Slopes and wild boars-and then added monkeys, leopards, mongooses, genets, and so

on
- No one gave me spontaneously, in his list, any names of fish, snakes, snails, etc..

^cept for one person, who included the name of a snake. However, when I tried to test

™eir awareness of the semantic field I had inferred, they refused to accept it and insisted

toatlWfli wprp oil aJ:n • ,at Uura w"e all edible animals.-—t *** tuiuic animals. ,

finally, the main hunted animals I have just mentioned represent, more or less a

ategory of uura par excellence. This meaning also is implicit and I have inferred it as

"«ed above, all lists of uura I elicited begin with the names of the most common ante-

°PeS and wfld boars. I noticed also that they always hesitated before adding to these

term

nam,
BaICSe Use the term

^rrower total a.u .

signate

^«sion s uura meli and uura ubopo, which indicate, respectively, the uura hvmgm™
« and the uura living in the viliages, such as goats {meme; in Kingwana mbu*t> and

t2Z**?* KinS— kuku). Another expression, uura ogb«, is used, more com

all big game.
However, it covers a

a with the same basic meanings. Houever

Balese do not eat all of the animals that the Efe dn.^

of !.. ,
" "A eucitation, some educated Balese people were incline o

ion

thev r

'erm UUra to the two more restricted meanings. However, in
i

mforma
i

c

cc
-ntradicted themselves often. The dietary restrictions placed upon boV dunn

C :f
°! *«"*• «* -P- P-gnant and post-partum w««*ow^ ^

Balese J "'"'^ edible animals-is correct and in common usage
:

ai

3* *£ ' ma"er of fac *> ^e forbidden animals are called uura
J^JJ"^ also

S bird
tranSlatCd in Kin^ana as >V"»a mbaya: bad beast, meat), and
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(JURA CATEGORIES

The Efe subdivide uura into six larger taxa primaria, five of which have their own

name, while one is unlabeled. The five named categories are: osa (birds), uua (snake

ufu (fish), odi (monkeys), and aja-aa (a mixed category which includes felines, roden:

etc.). The last unnamed category corresponds to the third meaning of the term uura. I

stated above. In this paper I will refer to it as uura par excellence.

To these must be added five smaller categories: bea (turtles), arigba (snails), ecbi

(termites), aruja (a kind of worm), and ei-ei (the larvae of some kinds of Coleoptera).

Finally, there are small number of animals which are considered uura, but arenotaffh

ated in any of these categories, or ambiguously affiliated.

The Balese have exactly the same categories. However, it must be pointed out that

one of these cannot be considered uura. As a matter of fact, the Balese consider snakes

disgusting and do not eat them. This introduces an element of disorder into the Balese

system of classification, to which I will return later.

In addition to these well defined categories, I elicited a term which labels a group of

animals with no precise boundaries and which crosses other categories. It is uura uiebolu.

categories mentioned above are discussed in more detail below.

fit category. All the

Uura par excellence -This category includes antelopes and wild boars. Wild boars are co:

sidered to be brothers of antelopes and are in no way separated from them. All Pygmie

enumerating animals falling into this category, grouped them according to size, so that

wild boars were put together with large-sized antelopes. Both the Efe and the Balese say

that these animals are akin because they have the same hooves (ija).

It is noteworthy that no Pygmy ever mentions in this class elephant (»») and rare,

buffalo (tupi), although both are hunted in the area and their meat is highly appreciated.

When I asked if they considered these animals "brothers" of antelopes, people seemed a

httle pulled. Some of them told me that buffalo was almost the same size as the biggest

antelopes, especially oapi (okapi), so it could be considered akin, but not really "brother

because of its wildness. The elephant, on the other hand, was considered to be on »
own, because of its enorm ous size.

On the contrary, the Balese state that both elephant and buffalo are very similar

other animals in this category, into which they also put oxen, which are not present

« area and only recently were introduced by missionaries in its northern part,

the category is subdivided into a small number of taxa terminalia (I elic'te

terms for antelopes, 2 for wild boars), all labeled by unanalyzable P^ary j'*"
Berhn, Breedlove, Raven 1973). They are all specific taxa directly ta***fj
category For example, in this area a few species of the genus Ccphahphus (du* -

hve. Each species h
j

" ^cues nas its own name.
,- bira

m*»l\
mU

D
l bC P °inted °Ut that some °f these terms are used both by Kilese and M

ecorH.K
VgmiCS

'
for CXamP le

'
soli (Boocercus euryceros). Also Harako [19£

htle r,l,
1S

,

nTe am °ng Kibira sPeaki"g Basua. He reports also the term M«*«
J

buuku
P

l
PhU

l
m °ntiCOla aS a Kibira term. The Efe call this antelope both ^

^Lzzrku
;

but they toid me that the iast w°rd was Kingwana -
Th

rind «^

loko Th ?" °f SchebeSta (1941:98), who also records both names, ^f^^t^ST* befe (Hyemoschus aquaticus) is also -****
Aja-aa

th

belonging

the most oJtZ^u T * ™lmah °f many different biological ramm«, .^.

Fossinae ItW ^ Carniv°ra (Mellivorinae, Viverrinae, Herpestinae,
Pan

11 u
etC

°' but aIso Rodentia and Insecivora. The Efe say that all these an«n

similar

footprings of all otherPnngs ot all other uura.
r ' ^A}a 'M are subdi^ed into a small number of taxa terminalia.

Inform^5
^
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upon only 14 taxa. They are all labeled by unanalyzable primary lexemes. Some of these

taxa are definitely specific, as, for example, au, leopard (Panthera pardus), chant w, afri-

can civet (Viverra civetta), abee, gaint elephant shrew (Rynchocyon cinu-i). Some others

are generic, as egbu (genets). All are directly included in the category, which is the same

for the Balese, who called it aja-haba.

Two terms I elicited are almost the same also in Kibira: dere, mongoose, and boro%-

bow (Crossarchus obscurus) are called in Kibira ndele and kpolokpolo. However, Herein

(1976:49) identified the first animal as Atilax palidinosus (marsh mongoose), while the

lie told me it was dere Bodeogale nigripes (black-footed mongoose), and the l.fe name
ior Atilax palidinosus was fidifidi. They added that ftdifidi spends much time in water,

so one can also call it uura uiebolu (in Kingwana, lombe).

Oifi-Both the Efe and the Balese call all moneys and apes odi (however, the Balese pro-

nounce it with aspiration, hodi). They say that odi differ greatly from other uura because

of their general appearance, their sura, which is similar to that of man.
This category is subdivided into a small number of taxa. I elicited twenty terms,

which for the most part label biological specific and terminal taxa. They are all unanalys-

able primary lexemes. For example, the term dato indicates chimpanzee, and different

names are attributed to the different biological species of Cnlobus present in the area.

There are two ambiguous cases that I was unable to resolve. Regarding the first, I

noticed that two names in some odi lists were distinct, mbela and muo, in some others

they were combined, mbela muo. I tried to discover whether or not they were different

names of different species, but my efforts resulted in nothing. Somebody told me that

»'bela and muo were two different names for to different monkeys, and that mbela muo
was not a correct form; somebody else said that they were three equivalent names for one

«<! the same animals; a third informant maintained that the three terms were all correct

names of three different animals. In the second case, several people gave me two dif-

ferent terms, bisi and agbisibisi, for two species of galagos. Afterwards, other people

PW me the same terms, but reversed. When In investigated this matter further, their

answers were as contradictory as in the first case.

JJfc-AH snakes fall into this category. The main characteristic is the absence of legs.

Ua are subdivided into some terminal taxa (people agreed upon only 13 taxa), labelled

Primary lexemes, including both analyzable and unanalyzable forms. Some members

» ^his category have no names and are designated simply as uua. They are the smallest

„," As a matter of fact, informants usually arranged snakes according to their size,

" lmg if **y were poisonous or not poisonous. Then, they said that other snakes were

°° small to have a name. It must be remembered that the Balese do not consider uua o

Z^a, because they do not eat them. They say that the big intestinal worms fall into

category also.

crustaceans. However, some

I

this

kI^ CategOI7 ufi

simT
et°ld me that crabs, for example, are more akin to spiders or to turtles^cc«»-

SSI! " thdr aPP e-ance, legs and shells. I did not go deeper jnto *» 9™*

Prim, ,

tCrms for 14 te™al taxa, upon which all informants agreed; they

priIRary lexemes. .

30
Jhe Balese subdivide ufu into two subcategories: ./. * small fish ^no longerjhan

** and Ufu ebi
< bi§ fish. The Efe do not make this distinction, and call set y

c small fish, and ebi a specific big fish.

^l bird

u

S and bats ^ within this category, which is the widest. I ha-^d lists

ames which reach,

** STtt
11*" terms label toxa which are, for the most part, m

j

on° l^^^]\s

*o, xL 7eVer
' some of them designate intermediate taxa, under which s

,

'
tCr**al taxa are grouped. In aK these cases, the term which desrgnates

than
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mediate taxon is polysemic with one of the terms used for the terminal taxon. For

example, there are two kinds of ebi bird (a sort of pigeon), ebi and ebi ene. (They use

the Ngwana word jiwa to designate both).

Besides these intermediate categories there are informal groupings of birds. Indee

informants usually listed birds grouping them according to the kind of next, the noctu

nal or diurnal habits, the diet, and kind of voice. Obviously, these groups cross and over

lap. Moreover, it must be pointed out that, when I asked them if ebi, for example, was

more akin to ebi ene than to other birds, they always told me that all birds were brothers,

and gave me a list of other birds akin to ebi as for size or voice and so on.

As for bats, I pointed out to both the Efe and the Balese that bats have neither

feathers nor beak and that they do not lay eggs, but give birth to their little ones. How

ever, they all insisted on bats being osa because they have 'wings'.

The Balese have an identical category. The only difference consists in the name.

Osa is translated to Kilese as haliA

Uura ueibolu-As stated above, all aquatic animals, except those in the ufu category, fall

into this class, which crosses and overlaps many other categories. Also considered to be

odile.uura uiebolu, for example, are a species of aquatic antelope, marsh mongoose, croc

aquatic turtles, and hippopotamus. This last animal, called apfo both in Efe and Kilese

and kiboko in Kingwana, is not present in the area, but its name was given me in all lists

of uura uiebolu. Some Pygmies had never seen it and described it as a big beast with

horn and claws.

Arigba-The Arigba (in Kingwana kora) category includes snails. Two members, ^J
and magbou, live in the forest, two others, budubudu and imabududu, live near the Baaese

villages. All the terms may be binomialized. So, one can say, for example, arigba m^ou

and this form is in common use. Another snail, bicho, which is not eaten, is consider

by the Balese (but not by the Efe) to fall within this category. No Efe ever mentioned it.

i given to the terminal taxon which includes all terrestrial tur cBea-Bea am

Kingw tfelu« "cuiwaicu in rvingwana as kuro. The Balese call them ajelu. iney die ^— ^
be akin to aquatic turtles, which are called bago by the Efe and begbeda by the

I r\ rt ^i a I _ _ jl • mThese

Echu-Echu category encompasses all termites, which are subdivided into eight terffl^

taxa: adeiraba, bodi eabo. esin. ndufu ™m nHniu pli The Balese call them un
ndufu, sara, ndoju, ell The Balese call them ^term also used by the Efe, and they use the same names for the eight taxa. The>

consider termites to be uura (however, they eat them), but call them boast- in

wana term is isbrixi

Ef-ei-All edible larvae are called ei-ei, both by the Balese and the Efe. Ho» e

Kalese consider them to be haasi. The most commonly eaten are post and movu

tivelv tVi»> lo„, c ,i „ ,
'

the

itft

-~ w1151ucr mem to be baast. The most commonly eaten :

ively, the larvae of the Coleoptera called post ogu and opu ogu.

Aruja This is the Efe and Balese name of small hairy worms, which *f***L/i
and which are eaten both by the Efe and the Balese. However, the Balese do no

them uura, but haasi. I elicited only the terms for two terminal taxa: aruja

W. The last one can be binomialized (aruja etepebebe), but normally is not.

^on-affiliated or ambiguously affiliated uura-The categories I have dealt *'*
£rrf

cover a large part of the uura realm, but do not exhaust it. There is a small

edible ammals which, for some peculiar characteristics they present, are not* ^
^ned categories, or are ambiguously affiliated. They are^ ^^thc
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The majority of people classified aropi (Atwmalurus) as osa, because it has wings,

pointing out that it was more like a bat (derebi). One Pygmy told me that derebi was a

small aropi However, some other people told me that it can not be considered osa,

because it has a tail and fur, and has neither feathers nor beak; instead it was odi Some-

body else mentioned that it was neither osa nor odi, and that it was simply aropi

Ou and ate, respectively Manis tctradactyla and Man is gigantea, are definitely not

affiliated. The Efe say that they are peke yake, which in Kingwana means "on their

own." The same is valid for igbo or arufey (Orycteropusafer); however, this last animal

was mentioned in two lists after antelopes and wild boars. Elephant and buffalo, as

stated above, can also be considered in one sense not affiliated or ambiguously affiliated

in the category of ultra par excellence.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In concluding this ethnographic report, I want to draw attention to some specific

points, particularly with regard to differences between Efe and Balese systems of animal

classification.

In the first place, there is the primary importance of being edible or inedible, as a

principle for classifying animals. Edibility is the quality which permits the distinguishing

of two classes of animals, each of which is so large as to be considered similar to what we

call a 'realm.' This preeminently cultural criterion operates in a coherent way in Efe

classification. It is noteworthy that there are no uura categories which include both

«lible and inedible animals. On the contrary, animals of the same genus can be separated

only because they are or are not eaten. All inedible animals are for the Efe a sort o

residual category, which they do not name; they subdivide them into small categories

which include no other taxa or a small number of terminal taxa.

The same principle works in Balese classification, but in a less coherent way.

Balese also call uura all edible animals. However, they have a term>a«, which thev sa^

designates all inedible beasts. So, the haasi category should cover the field not cohere

bV MM. However, this is not the case. On the one hand, the Balese do not eat sna

»*»), but they do not consider them to be haasi. On the other hand, they eat term
.

,anae ™* worms, but thev call them haasi. Moreover, they tend to *OTduc
J;"'°

'

UUra
^tegories, as the arigba category, species which are not eaten therein

w categories, which sometimes they refer to as uura, sometimes as »<w» •

di
Within the uura class the Efe group animals into a set of main categories, ace

g

-fly relevant natural features. Three of^^l
-„ -«« lMi**c*j, ana ufu (fish), are constructed according to na

jes
characteristics (Hunn, 1982). In the same set we find another group of three ca

g

W-aa. nJi .,„j ...
' ... ,. __:_;^at^H on the basis oi nam

J
hw

.
odi, and uura par excellence, which are discriminated on

Pvsrmies^re s which are relevant only from a cultural point of view. As hunters,j^
*"

£ considerable attention to the footprints of the commonly purwed *™^
ton .

*Parate aja-aa from other terrestrial game on the basis of hooves. In this sen
,

Rltu te a So rt of residual category, because of the arboreal habits of^^ out< {hc,

do

the Balese have exactly the same categories. However, as I have P
^ ^ thc

ot consider snakes to be uura, because they do not eat thcm
'.

fthe astern.

Mor
' '

h the Balese classification there is one class which remains ^^
:

10reo^, the Balese follow *, «™ Rfe distinction, which separate W « ..,
ese follow the same Efe distinction,

very significant

Th
e
*Plain

anim
ion <"- —
without solving the

com!"!,'
Unle" we admit that the Balese absorbed the Efe system. ^ .

$^
andT^

0118 derivinS from a different cultural idCa °f What
wh environment.'^re generally, from a different economic relationship with «e

ng m an
lt » interesting to note that one of the most educated Balese people,
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primary
to

elaborate for my benefit a more coherent classification. He wrote a scheme, in which he

grouped all mammals under the term uura, and put this category on the same taxonomic

ft

and
As a consequence

assed by turtles, pangolins, aardvarks and flying squirrels. Lastly, he decided to put them

into the uura par excellence, as a subcategory. It was exactly the system the anthropolo-

gists like. However, when I tested this scheme with other

firmly. Moreover, the same young man who had invented it nev
the Balese system, but only that it would have been a better one.

inform
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NOTES

1
The research took place in the framework of the Italian Ethnological Mission and**

funded by the Italian Ministry for Foreign Affairs and by the Italian Ministry for^
tion.

IKingwana does not maintain the distinction that Kiswahili does between mny***

uanyama, big animals, both edible and inedible) and nyama (meat).

Q . J

Only one Efe informant told me that it could be used the term ogu, but after he den*

"• Ogu ls the term used to indicate Coleoptera.

4
or ichler (1965) reports the term hosa among the Southern Balese.
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Book Review

The Origins of Agriculture: an evolutionary perspective. David Rindos. Orlando: Aca-

demic Press, 1984. $32.50.

Every once in a while a book appears which seems destined to spark controvert)

an

problems. Rindos' The Origins of Agriculture takes a bold stab at being such a book, and

in many ways succeeds, although in other ways it falls short of being the definitive work

on the subject.

In the introductory chapters, he critically reviews the literature concerning cultural

evolution and the origin of agriculture, pointing out the Lamarckian and orthogenetM

nature of many of the ideas in the literature. Next, he considers the "naturalness" of the

human/plant relationship, comparing it to other mutualistic plant/animal interactions,

such as the ant/acacia and ant/fungi symbioses, concentrating primarily on the changes in

the defense and dispersal mechanisms of the plant. He then discusses in similar terms the

different types of responses plants exhibit under various human utilization patterns, com-

paring seed harvest with the use of vegetative parts, and how these differences result from

different selective pressures on the plant populations.

Rindos presents his own taxonomy of different types of domestication. First, there

is "incidental domestication," which involves no alteration of natural dispersal patterns,

out with humans being the effective but usually not the only agents of dispersal. This the

author says is a conservative force serving to maintain existing subsistence patterns but

which can set the stage for the origin of agriculture. Second is "specialized domestica-

tion," in which further evolution occurs solely within the developed agroecology. Throug -

out the book he stresses the distinction between "domestication," i.e. the establishment

of mutualistic human/plant between "domestication," i.e. the establishment of mutuaiis-

tic human/plant interactions, vs. "agriculture" i.e. the developed agroecology.

In the final two chapters, the author presents original mathematical m0* ,s

!^
anting certain aspects of the origin, intensification, and spread of agriculture. "

c

h 's "general model," a mathematical formulation involving such variables as contn

«f domesticates to the diet, relative contribution of wild resources, and relatn

da"ce of domesticates. The model makes several predictions: first, in the early
g

living primarily incidental domestication, increases in population would
I

caus
^

cre*ses in environmental degradation, increases in population would cause «

environmental
degradation. There is a negative feedback restricting furthe pop

*°*th based on wild resources, but the demographic foundations are laid to

10n to specialized domestication. Second, in that transition stage, bttH»« JT
eIect the best foods but feed on all available food types in proportion to toe, P

P0NaT
e,inCreaSing diCt brCadth

-

Third
'

tHe m°del PredktS^ d°

Rindos then presents a second model, the "graphic m^'" * "{^^& this^ value of each food type vs. the amount of each resource avail abh ^ ^
**P" to make various predictions about diet breadth. In all of *»•

ad ]ant

*»P*°n. that animals are more highly valued as food sources *»P^^ the*"u'ces are more abundant than those from animals, and domesticates aros

ca components of the wild plant class.
ODulation size. Any

taut,,'.
•' he exami"es the effects that domestication has on p P

e human /plant

*U« u
interac*ion raises the carrying capacity of both species, ar ^^^

cation u
P iS n° excePtion. Hence the increase in population is a res

^ ^^
Pap r (R

th

;
r than itS— He argues further, reflecting &»££wcs mOSt likely

to 1
(Rmdos 19 80), that the most unstable agricultural systems are t

^ ^^
PeonV '

Since durin§ bad years (assumed to be more common
°Ple ^e more likely to emmigrate, taking their subsistence systems with
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J

The book, although presenting numerous fascinating new hypotheses, is limited b

several major drawbacks, primarily emanating from the author's preconceived biases

toward his subject matter. Rindos is a devout Darwinian, almost to the point of religious

fervor, and attempts to apply the theory of natural selection whenever possible, regardless

of the applicability of the approach (see also Rindos 1985 and subsequent comments).

His biases show through in other ways as well, for example in his closing statement when

he justifies his interest in the origins of agriculture by likening agriculture to an infec-

tious disease. The literature reviews, although extensive and clearly written, should be

taken with a proverbial grain of salt, since the author frequently pooh-poohs any ideas at

variance with his own. For example, he denigrates the idea that population pressure ma

have had a contributing role in the development of agriculture, as suggested by Boserup

Cohen, and several other workers, totally ignoring the possibility of a positive feedback

mechanism relating population density and agricultural technology.

The models he proposes are only a first approximation of the kind which are needed

for this kind of analysis. Any model is only as good as its assumptions, which must be

rigorously tested against all the available evidence. Rindos makes liberal use of unsub-

stantiated assertions and tenuous if not erroneous assumptions concerning how a group

of people would react in a given situation. The variables used in the models are also open

to question; for example, in the discussion of his graphic model, he stresses that ''value

should be defined not in terms of caloric content or other similar quantity but should

instead reflect the "technology, preferences, and habits of a culture;" a "human-inte-

grated perception of investment and return, availability, nutrition, and abundance." The

use of such a nebulously defined variable runs the strong risk of giving rise to totally

unfalsifiable hypotheses. There are many other aspects to the situation which could we

yield fruitful areas of inquiry, including those involving dynamic processes internal to the

human society, such as demographic, nutritional, and time allocation considerations.

Also missing is the application of a wide variety of models constructed for other en

but potentially shedding light on the problem at hand. There exist innumerable examp«

of mathematical formulations in ecology, economics, etc., which could be of tremendous

dous assistance in some of the things Rindos is trying to do, but he ignores them,T
^

ring to write his own models a priori. True, there is a danger in making too bold analogy

(of which Rindos himself is guilty); but nor does it pay to spend a great deal of e °

refer-

trying to reinvent the wheel.
I welcome the approach, and strongly recommend the book, with the appr°P^

The book presents a bold, f*scin

f
ng '

d ,

in several academic fields for decades.

caveats, to anyone interested in the subject.
look at a problem which has vexed workers
anticipate that the types of methods used here will be of great value in uncovering

tofore unsuspected aspects of the situation. If it merely succeeds in provoking

versy and stimulating thought the book will have served its purpose admirably.

ontro-
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GATHERING AND SUBSISTENCE PATTERNS
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ABSTRACT.-The P'urhepecha Indians, also known as "Tarascans" supplement their sub-

sistence agriculture by gathering edible mushrooms and numerous vascular plants. In addi-

tion they collect honey produced by several species of wasps. Many species of plants are

gathered for medicinal uses, firewood, ornaments or household needs. These plants are col-

lected throughout the year from agricultural fields as well as from the natural environment.

For the P'urhepecha, gathering is a part of a complex year round subsistence pattern based

on multiple uses of their natural resources.

RESUMEN. La recoleccion es una practica de gran importancia para la subsistencia entre

los indios P'urhepecha, o Tarascos, del Lago de Patzcuaro, Michoacan, Mexico. Ellos recolec-

tan hongos, miel y larvas de ciertas especies de avispas, y numerosas plantas comestibles. De

estas ultimas, 36 especies son las mas importantes. Se recolcctan tambien diversas especies de

Plantas con fines medicinales, para combustible, como adorno o para uso domcstico. La

recoleccifin se realiza tanto en el medio ambiente natural como en los campos cultivados en

diferentes epocas del ano. ., ~

Con base en los datos prescntados, se discute el significado que tiene la recoleccion. e

Plantea que la persistencia de esta practica, mas que ser un sintoma de pobreza, es un rasgo

Propio de la cultura P'urhepecha. Se senala que la recolecci6n es en realidad parte impor-

*nte de un complejo patron de subsistencia basado en el uso multiple de los recurso

naturaWnaturales.

INTRODUCTION

Studies of subsistence patterns in agricultural societies usually consider a|^"re

J°
^
Jhe only productive practice, giving too little attention to gathering. ^\%%tx

SJ»
With the exception of v^orks of Pennington (1963, 1968), Bye ("^"

of
(1978

)> FeW and Mo,, MQ7« wflk™ ,197<». among others, the importance
among others, the im

,t been seriously consic

^ even today, these practice activities are significant in terms ox

rsity of products for indigenous farmers in Mexico.
aathering amoung the

PWk <P
aper we describe the present role and patterns of gamerj^Pecha* Indians, also known in the literature as the Tarascam For the.^

P

*"** * the Rednn «f I .*. d.— i. .k. M.viran state of Michoacan, game
g"8 m the Region of Lake Patzcuaro, in the Mexican state of Micno*^5 ^^

naturalI

C°mplCX subsistence and Plant use Pattem
baSed °°

on ll
rep°rt herein on a portion of the results of our multidisciplinary^^l^o

^admonal knowledge, use and management of natural resources
;

in tM
*J^ 1980

Ethnobm
maj°rity °f our field work was carried °Ut betWeen

|,

ear

f>ld and market places

with th
al data and vo«cher specimens were obtained in the ^ Herbario

W* Sl°
f 5 ° native co«sultants. Herbarium specimens are deposi

Mexic0 .

Mexi"
(MEXU

^ of the In.tituto de Biologia, Universidad
Nacional Autonom
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THE SETTING

The Lake Patzcuaro Basin is one of the three regions that form the modern day

geographic area of the P'urhepecha culture. In prehispanic times this region was the main

center of the P'urhepecha empire. Despite the processes of social and cultural change.it

is still one of the most extensive areas of indigenous culture in Mexico.
igure

Transverse Neovolcanic Belt, in the northern part of the state of Michoacan. It forms

part of the lacustrine system which also includes the Valley of Mexico. The area is

approximately 1,000 km2 and ranges from 2,043 to 3,200 m in elevation, with five

obvious physiographic zones: the islands in the lake, the shoreline, the hillsides, the

mtermountain valleys, and the mountains. The lake itself occupies about 100 km?.

The basin is bordered by high mountain ranges on the west, north and south. The geo-

graphy of the area is discussed in detail by Barrerra (1985).

mean
winters, several degrees of below freezing temperatures often occur during December and

January

is from J
details of the climate).

Annual

In terms of the interelations between the people in the environment two maj
es can he iH#>nfifi**4 • +u~ <<_.^ »* • , , * i

or land

scapes can be identified: the "natural and the transformed
— '——— ——»# A AAV- tA j

the natural environment.
primary and

and
(Q

.„. i ai^udru are represented by three communities oi nyuiupij-
occurrmg m the characteristic Zonation in relation to the shoreline (Caballero et. al.

f*?l
L-Lake Patzcuaro B

nal

1977, and
asin (Based on Comision de Estudios del Territorio =

zuntzan Q
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1981, Toledo et. al. 1980). We have recorded approximately 500 vascular plant species

in the region, and estimate the total flora to include 600 to 700 species.

The transformed environment is made up of areas devoted to agriculture, cattle and

human settlement. The population of nearly 80,000 inhabitants is distributed in about

100 towns and villages. The P'urhepecha population constitutes nearly 25% of the total

and is located in all of these island, shore and mountain settlements.

P'URHEPECHA ECONOMY

The P'urhepecha economy is based on agriculture, fishing, and folk art (artesanias).

\griculture is the most important and widespread economic activity among the P'urhe-

pecha. Almost all of the harvest—maize, beans, squash, and wheat-is for self-consump-

tion. In addition to these common crops, 16 species and numerous varieties of fruit

trees-mostly pears, apples, and peaches—are cultivated in kitchen gardens (Toledo, et. al.,

1980). They cultivate fifteen species of vegetables near the lakeshore. Fishing is an

roportant traditional activity and fourteen species of fish are obtained from the lake

Toledo, ct. al., 1980). Animal husbandry is mostly limited to chickens and turkeys,

although some people raise a few pigs. Most families have one or two oxen and a few

families own a cow. Hunting, once an important activity, is no longer significant. Today

>t is restricted to squirrels, rabbits, and about eight species of migratory ducks (Fostei

948). The most important folk arts are ceramics, weaving based on hydrophytes (Scir-

P"i spp. and Thypha spp.), and many different wooden objects such as furniture, masks,

kitchen utensils, and sculpture.

GATHERING

Patzcuaro Basin P'urhepecha use has been recorded for 224 species of wild native

and naturalized vascular plants (Table 1). However, not all of these plants are currently

Sphered. Approximately 60 species, or 25% of the useful flora are commonly gathered,

and these a «. «,-;.. i.. _ " "
•-"--••*—*

an— -.- ..mimy piaius usea ior iooa and firewood. The majority of the A

sP«ies have been used for medicinal purposes. Various plants are also gathered tor

ornamental use, fodder, and tool making which includes a variety of household utensils.

Gathering is usually carried out in association with agriculture, and is done mainh n>

he men although at times the women also participate. Every morning while walking to

15 Parcel of land, the man takes note of things he will gather and carry back with him

"P™ his return. In general these observations are made with no preconceived plan n

add't'on both men and women make special trips to gather teas and mushrooms to sell in

J** medicinal plants also to be sold in markets, and special foods for their own use

lcn ^ey consider to be delicacies.

EDIBLE PLANTS
F»«ts and roots of certain plants are commonly eaten in the field U »**

I
° r to allay thirst, but are not brought home. These include the root of P

J^JJ*. which is eaten like jicama [Pachyrrizus erosus) and lri~» «***

durin!l
h ^ Sma11 tub™ Kke common potato (the men stop to copk ^ophyllu

^hich 1

dUrj- , .

""•" luucrs UK

Plant! u
e,r aSricultu™l labors). The

P 'ants which th— '- -

table

ey know to be edible but they do not gather or eat them.

--Plant uses in the Lake Patzcuaro Basin.

Pood

Ho

^Seh°ld Utensils
nreWood

iN»o. Species

99

30

20

Use No. Species Use
No. Species

Fodder

Flavorings

Construction

Tools

Tannins

9

7

7

4

4

Toys

Dye
Poisons

Insecticides

MagicaLRcligiou

3

3

2

7
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In general, wild edible plants are an important complement to the everyday diet,

even though most of daily nutrition is provided by the products of agriculture: maize,

beans, squash, and wheat. Collected plants are consumed mainly in the form of fruits,

greens, and teas (Table 2). Mushrooms are an important input to the diet but only during

the rainy season. Of the 43 species of fungi known to be eaten (Mapes et. al. 1981), only

10 are regularly gathered. These most highly esteemed species are gathered by the people

for their own use and to sell in the markets. The P'urhepecha commonly consume these

mushrooms in soups or cooked with "chiles" (Capsicum annuum and C. pubescent) and

other spices and vegetables.

"Quelites," or greens, are among the more important food plants gathered in the

region. As with the Tarahumara (Bye 1981), the quelites gathered used by the P'ur

hepecha are commonly associated with agriculture and anthropogenic vegetation. Also.

as in the case of the Tarahumara, we believe that P'urhepecha "quelites" are undergoing

active processes of domestication. Nine species arc considered as "quelites" andarec

lectively called xakua in the P'urhepecha language (Table 2). Among their more impor-

tant quelites are Amaranthus hybridus, Brassica campeslris, and Chenopodium berk

dieri. "Quelites" are usually cooked with "chiles" and mixed with fish, meat or beans.

Several species of plants provide sweets and condiments. For example the young

inflorescence stalks of Agave inaequidens are collected in January and cooked and eaten

as deserts. Plants used as condiments include Tagetes micrantha and two species oiwua

Physalts.

ol-

Commonly gathered fruits of arborescent species include Crataegus pubescens Moms

microphylla, Opuntia spp., and Prunus serotina spp. capuli. Among non-arborescent

plants that provide fruit, the most important are Gonolobus numularis and Rubus adeno-

trichos. Gonolobus fruit, known as talayote, is highly esteemed. It is toasted and then

eaten.

FIREWOOD
•

The most important firewood trees (Table 3) are pines, oaks, and two species of

alder {Alnus).
The

ilabilitv
selection of one or another species depends on the kind of fire desired and ^ilW '

For example, pine wood is used when an intense and fast-burning fire is needed, an

or alder wood is used when a longer-lasting fire is desired. m
Firewood for domestic consumption is usually gathered only from dead, a

trunks and

domestic firewood.

branches and trees arc not cut

domestic firewood. In contrast, there is intensive use of both living trees and aea ^
for firing ovens for commercial bread and pottery making. This use is one of t e

important causes of deforestation in the region and is responsible for the ^eT^°
distances from the villages to the forests. Long walks are now required to obta

reasing

fire-

wood.

MEDICINAL PLANTS

T, r the di?estive
I he major uses of medicinal plants are to prevent or cure illnesses ot

; f

tract, respiratory system, female reproductive system, traumas, and various '

h

domestic animals. Medicinal plants are also employed to cure supernatural ilin- *"• iwcuicmai plants are also employed to cure 5uFc.i—
(popular term used for an ailment ^r^rr^H hv a sudden-and disagreea

"mce, Viesca et. al., 1976) intai"

Clay (1981) pointed out four possibilities of medical choice in Pichataro, a ^
1 in th* D.^ ™ . . . . _ u„M true tor u»

,
"a«n, and

nepecha in general. Thes

to hold true tor u

(2)
curande osV

- s-~w«. 1Ilcse alternatives are: (1 selt treatment, \-/ , s&n

I.,"!,
°r

.r ti«°«" of folk medicine), (3) social service P**""^? Jl
*- '»««cis or ioik medicine), (3) social service V i

medical students fulfilling their social service obligation), and (<

ernatives may represent consecutive steps in treating an illness.
Treatment
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TABLE 2.-Common edible wild-gathered plants in the Lake Patzcuaro Basin. A = maize

fields, and fallow fi

forests)

/ Baccharis spp. (derived
f\

forests, P = pine forests, M

Type of Food and Species Habitat Months of Procurement

Fruits

Casimiroa edulis

Crataegus pubescens

Gonolobus numularis

Jaltomata procumbens
Morns microphylla

Opuntiajoconostle

Opuntia tomentosa

Prunus serotina

Rubus adenotrichos

Solarium mozinianum

Green

Amaranthus hybridus
Amaranthus sp.

Brassica campestris

Chenopodium berlandi
Reseda luteo la

Rumex crispus

Rumex conglomerate

en

Sycios microphylla

Teas

Agastache mexicana
B<dens ostruthoides

fodeoma piperatum
S*tureja laevigata

S*eets and Condiments
Agave inaequidens
Physalis acuminata

^uHs pubescens
Tagetes micrantha

Mushrooms

****** campestris
Amanita caesarea

^illariella tabescens
Boletus edulis

Woatia
cyathiformis

Heh«Ha crispa
L
,

acc^ia laccata

decastes
^Phyllum
Ustilago maydis
er°comus spadiceus

B

B,P

A
A
B

G
G
B,P
B
A

A
A
A
A
A
A, G
G
A

P,0

P,0
P,0

G, B

A
A
A, G

P,B,G
P,B
M
P,0
M
P,0
P,0
p,o
A
P

April-May

October-January

September-October

August-October

June-August

October-January

June-September

July-October

March-May

July-October

March-July

March-July

May-September

J

J
January-December

August
January

May-November

January-December

September-October

December-February

January

March-December

August-November

January-December

J

J

r

May-September

July-September

August-Septembei

July-Novembc

August-Octobe

May-September

August-October

July-September
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TABLE 3.—Firewood plants from the Lake Patzcuaro Basin.

Alnus acuminata Subesp. glabrata

Alnus jorullensis

Baccharis conferta

Pinus lawsoni

Pinus leiophylla

Pinus michoacana var. cornuta

Pinus montezumae

Pinus pseudostrobus

Pinus teocote

Quercus castanea

Quercus crassipes

Quercus laeta

Quercus obtustata

Quercus rugosa

may depend on five criteria: (1) the seriousness of the illness, (2) the knowledge or

availability of an appropriate home remedy, (3) faith in the effectiveness of folk treat-

ment as opposed to modern medical treatment, (4) the expenses of each alternative, and

(5) the availability of the different medical resources.

The first and second alternatives (self treatment and treatment by the curanderos)

involve the use of wild-collected medicinal plants. Self treatment is generally a domestic

routine in most households, and involves a basic set of plants. Almost all of these plants

are collected when needed, by both men and women, in areas near their homes. However,

plants

plants
m Mexico for the same purposes: common examples are Gnaphalium spp., Sida rhom-

bifolia, and Tagetes spp. (Table 4). The majority of curanderos are men, and they almost

always collect their own medicinal plants. They frequently store their plants in a dried

form in order to have them on hand when needed.

ORNAMENTAL PLANTS

Gathering of ornamental, or decorative plants is a common activity. During cm
religious celebrations, groups of people collect branches and flowers of several species

"

adorn churches and other public places. It is also commonplace among the P'urhepecha

to decorate their homes with flowers which are almost always wild-gathered. Some o

the most important wild ornamental plants are orchids, such as Laelia spp. aid Habenaru

clypeata (Table 4).

OTHER USES

nsils
(Table*"c garnering of wild plants to make soap and a variety of household utenw» \

4) has been declining in recent years. Nowadays most of the people prefer to pui*

manufactured soaps and household utensils such as brooms. Nevertheless, the pe V

and
On

people

the other

attle-herd-

recognize that using local plants is
hand, gathering certain shrubs to make
rag poles, is still a common practice.

Although most of the plants gathered are destined for fan-
are some species which are collected in substantial quantity and sola in ****- - -

ftf

J tS
'

In some case * the P'urhepecha themselves sell these plants in marW
away as Guadalajara and Mexico City. For the most nrt these are several fruits, **

| ^0

destined for family consumption- <

... __j ~aa in several ^P.

and* *"•"*'«"«, rrunus serotina, and Rubus adenotrichos and cerw»
lcm laevigata and to a lesser extent Agastache mexicana. The mushrooms oi

ese distant markets are Amanita caesarea. HvPomyces lactifluorum, R^a

and Ustilago maydis.

WASPS

The honey gathered fro
domestic bees. Wa™ u n^.

m than honey

and
during

from

local
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TABLE ^.-Common non-edible gathered plants. A = maize and wheat fields and fallow

fields, B = bushlands of Baccharis spp. (derived from pine/oak forests), F = fir forests,

G = grasslands with xerophytic plants such as Acacia spp., and Opuntia spp., H = hydro-

phytes, = oak forests, pine forests.

Kind of Use

Medicines

Febrifugues

Antidiarrheatics

Antiespasmodics

Cough drops

Analgesics

Alleviate liver sickness

Alleviate kidney sickness

laments
to adorn homes

t0 borate altars & churches

Household

soaps

Utensils

brooms

t0 *ish dish es

°? InM?lements

Species

Artemisia mexicana

Bidens pilosa

Chenopodium murale

Cestrum nitidum

Lepechinia cauiescens

Sida rhombifolia

Tagetes lucida

Argem one ochroleuca

Cosmos bipinnatus

Gnaphalium burgovii

Montanoa grandiflora

Berberis moranensis

Berula erecta

Equisetum hymale

Eryngium carlinae

Begonia gracilis

Bidens aequisquama

Rumfordia floribunda

Abies religtosa

Castilleja tenuifolia

Habenaria clypeata

Laelia grandiflora

Michrosechium ruderale

Phytolacca icosandra

Baccharis conferta

Heimia salicifolia

Erhetya mexicana

Salvia mexicana

Ceanothus coeruleus

Habitat

B

B,G

A

P,0
P,B

B,G

B,G

A
B

B, G

B

G
H

H
P

B.0
G,0
B,G

F

G.B

G,B
G,B

B

G,B

G
B

B
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fiestas (religious celebrations such as those dedicated to certain saints and weddings).

We have identified two species of wasps which provide the P'urhepecha with hone

Polybia occidental subsep. nigratclla Brysson, and P. parvulina Richards. In addition.

the larvae of another wasp, Vespula pensylvanica Saussure, are gathered as a delicac

This wasp makes subterrainean nests, locally called talpanales, in the pine forest. Grou;

of people go to dig up the nests. This activity is a social event, similar to the collectii

of talayote (Gonolobus) fruit. The larvae are taken home and toasted or cooked with

chile Colorado (red chile sauce).

GATHERING IN SPACE AND TIME

The P'urhepecha of the Lake Patzcuaro Basin collect products from the natural

environment as much as from agricultural lands. The milpas (cultivated fields) and

fallow fields provide the people with some of their most important food plants such as

qurlites (.greens) as well as medicinal plants. These are mostly collected in maize fields

but sometimes also may be taken from wheat fields. Shrub lands with Baccharis spp.and

grasslands provide important fruits, e.g., Crataegus pubescens, Gonolobus numulan

Opuntia spp., Prunus serotina and Rubus adenotrichos. Oak and coniferous forests pro-

vide mushrooms, teas, and firewood. All of these plant communities provide medicinal

major sources of medicinal plants (Figure 2).

an

ng origins of wild-gathered plants and products in tl

orest, P/O = pine, oak and mixed forests, A = man

the Lake ft*

d wheat

FIG. 2.-Profile showi
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ff n
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/
irf°reSt
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o;h
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The various wild-gathered plant products are available seasonally, and this is espec-

ially important in the case of the food plants. Almost all of the wild edible plants are

gathered during the rainy season. There is an enormous variety and quantity of wild

edible plants products available from July through September. The P'urhepecha sa\

that during the rainy season there is such abundance of wild plant-derived food th.it

it cannot all be used: "es tanta la comida que hay que se desperdicia." In contrast,

during the dry season, from November through May and especially in January and Febru-

ary, the quantity of available wild food products is much less. Nevertheless, there arc

nportant dry season wild harvests, e.g., certain important teas such as Saturrja fa I tf«te,

and edible fruits of Casimiroa edulis, Crataegus pubcscens, and Rubus adttnotrkkos. The

latter is available from the end of the dry season through the beginning of the rainy

season (Figure 3). With the exception of these teas, wild-gathered edible plants arc not

stored.

On the other hand, medicinal plants and firewood are collected the year round. Some

medicinal plants are stored dried for use when needed and plants for household and work

implements are likewise often stored.

Various ornamental plants are available throughout the year. According to the date

of the celebrations, there are specific flowers for each fiesta. For example, the beautiful

orchid Laelia autummalis is the flower for the "die de muertos" (Day of the Dead) in

November, while Laelia gran diflora is one of the flowers for the "fiesta de Corpus'

feast of Christ) in June.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF GATHERING

Wilken (1969) pointed out that animal and plant gathering in the highlands of

•jexico have commonly associated with poverty.
p'urhepecha reaffirm this concept. Beals (1946)

Some anthropological studies of the

says that gathering is important onlv
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in

How

times of hunger or an an occassional practice to bring variety into the diet. Brand

(1951) describes that use of more than 30 plant species for food, dying, household

utensils and other different purposes. However, he states that these plants do not play an

important role in the life of the majority of the people of the Municipio of Quirogain

the Patzcuaro Basin. Foster (1948) points out that at the time of his study gathering was

not a significant economic activity at Tzintzuntzan due to the state progress reached b

people.

Certainly in the region of Lake Patzcuaro the gathering of food plants and animals

has a low prestige among the non-Indian population. Nevertheless, a remarkable persis

tence of this practice is observed among the P'urhepecha. There are several levels of

significance of this practice to the life of the P'urhepecha. Of course, gathering provides

fruit for emergency and during times of need or economic stress, wild plants have been

a generalized source of food. Not only supplimentary foods have been obtained but also

some substitutes for ordinary staples. The older men and women remember when the

ate tortillas of maize mixed with acorns during the Mexican Revolution of 1910191

Today people say that they gather wild plants when there is nothing else to eat

ever, in another sense, some people say that they gather plants or honey to give as gifts

to friends at occassions of social events. As it is currently practiced, gathering affords a

meaningful input to the agricultural subsistence. In addition to firewood and medicines,

gathering provides dietary diversity.

Through the year, the primary dietary souces are maize in its multiple forms,

and "chile". Secondarily, wheat is part of the basic diet. It is consumed as bread an

sometimes mixed with maize and made into "tortillas. " These constitute the basic source

of protein and energy. Protein is also obtained from fish from the lake and, to a

extent, by meat from chickens or pigs. At certain times of the year other cultnaK

plants, mainly 'squash' and some fruits, provide additional food, vitamins and miner i

In the lakeshore towns some vegetables are grown. Most of these, as well as most o

planted tree fruit crops, go to the market for sale. Thus, quelites and gathered fruits

the major source of vitamins and minerals essential for nutrition among the Purep
^ .

Gathering provides foods mainly during the rainy season, from May throug t

^

(Figure 2). When these wild-harvested foods are combined with the other oo

^
balanced nutrition may be achieved. The importance of the gathered plants lies ^
in their intrinsic nutritional value, but also in their role in varying or relieving t^ ^

tony of the everyday staples. Wild edible plants are mixed and cooked *lth

t
_j

beans and chile and sometimes are also combined with meat. As the differen

beans

not only

or

es

^ «..u UUj C <mu sometimes are aiso comDineu wim mcai.. «— —
dishes art

of quelites, fruits, and mushrooms appear throughout the seasons, diffe*";..
of the

prepared. Indeed, P'urhepecha cuisine is wonderfully attuned to the availa u^ q[^
different wild resources through the year. Thus during the dry and hot season,o ^
most common dishes is tamales of maize with "blackberry' {Rubus adenotneo^^
tamales are much appreciated because they are made with fresh ingredients. .^
hand, during winter, "atole " (gruel) with the chile and leaves of Satureja laevlg^ flf fr

monly consumed. It has a good taste and warms the body. During the ™
with bca*

rainy season some of the common dishes are quelites or mushrooms c0°^ [ih beans
or

or fish, as well as atole of unripe maize (green corn) or mushrooms cooked w

fish, and atole of unripe maize flavored with Tagetes micrantha. fa6&*
The diversification of subsistence strategies is the underlying fact in

^^ othcr

nutrition. Toledo et. al. (1980) pointed out that in Patzcuaro as well as i

^ ^ f

peasant regions of Mexico, the Indian patterns of subsistence are based °
stcrn ,

the

use of the ecosystems. This results in the utilization of more than one
^^

integration and combination of different practices, the multidimensional y
^
^

activmes, and the diversification of the products obtained from each e

^ ^^
strategy may operate as much on the level of the family as at the lev

xilnu:
i "- <*** wiui~u KJii U1C 1CVC1 Ul lilt ia» 14"/

t*^l aXlS II

region. This pattern is carried out through time and space. On the spatia ^^ is

utilization is sought of all of the available ecosystems. In terms of tim ,

to
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obtain a maximum number of necessary products which each ecosystem offers through-

out the year.

This diversified gathering strategy has formed the basis of the P'urhepecha society

development since antiquity, as has been documented in the studies of Pollard (1982),

Caballero (1982) and Gorenstein & Pollard (1983) on the protohistoric P'urhcpcch

Tarascan) cultural system. Upon these basis gathering, as a forming part of a complex

subsistence strategy, could be regarded as a practice that possesses a very long tradition.

Palynological or archeaological evidences for P'urhepecha plant gathering are lacking,

and there are no clear references to plant gathering in historical documents such as the

Relation de Michoacan (1541) or the Relaciones Geograficas de la Diocesis de Michoacan

(1579-1580). However, reports of use, consumption or economic exchange of non-culti-

vated plants does occur in these sources. Moreover, on the basis of the Relacion de

Michoacan, Gorenstein and Pollard (1983) state that non-cultivated fruits such zscapulin

Prunus serotina), tejocote (Crataegus pubescens), tunas (Opuntia spp.) and zapote bianco

Casimima edulis) formed part of the diet of the ancient P'urhepecha.

Quelites, or xakua, have been to the P'urhepecha as the cultivated vegetables have

been to the European culture. Although there are no specific references on their early

use in the Lake Patzcuaro region, clear reports are provided for other areas. For example,

in the Relaciones de Tuxpa and Jiquilpan (Relaciones geograficas de la Diocesis de

Michoacan, 1579-1580) reports on consumption of quelites:

(<

Las comidas de que antiguamente usaban dicen que eran de maiz y frijoles

y benados y chile y muchos generos de yerbas cocidas."

"
• • • y la comida de ellos era tortillas, tamales, frijoles y otras yerbas de la ticrra

que se dicen quiletes."4

Gorenstein and Pollard (1983) identified xakua of the P'urhepecha region as Cheno-

Priium spp. However, on the basis of our ethnobotanical field works it may be assumed

*« xakua, or quelites, involves at least eight different species. There are many refer-

ees to the collecting of firewood and use of non-cultivated medicinal plants m the

Relacion de Michoacan and other sources such as the works of Francisco Hernandez

Mrf) and Fray Francisco Ximenez (1888). In the same way, oral tradition among the

m°d"n P'urhePecha suggests the past importance of plants for food and other purpose

Ind<*d, the most significant features about gathering amonth the P urneucc"a

* equity and persistence. In general, this practice is declining in the Patzcuaro
,

repon

eca«*e of cultural and socioeconomic changes. Habits for collecting certain plant. »
ways of consumption are disappearing. For example, certain meals such u~u

^ mushrooms or the "atole" with "a^miel" (fresh unfermented4jJ^>^
£.

c°mmon in the past are no longer prepared. Nevertheless, plant collecwig su

J*
"tnity among the less acculturated P'urhepecha. Many P^'P^f*^e01 the
non-cultivat.H „i s—-i L th, historical documents and in tn

oral

sale

vuiuvdtea plants resources mentioned m tne nmuwv.a* -
,

, for***. Moreover, at present, gathering of certain teas, fruits and mushroom

aiu
marketS is in«easing. „ . nc of DOVertv

^9U

S; "t" day §athCring iS n°rmaUy aSSOdaf ^fas^Xiththeper-
uence f

m the case of the P'urhepecha it is more closely assoewt ^^^
trial * ° a StronS cultural tradition than to poverty. From the point ^
fciS

e

I th

t
PWpecha UVC in COnditi°nS ° f POVCrt

^ JZ^f European

ethnocT
ask needs has often been taken as Ckar C CC

Les must be criti-

callv ZT? members and modem agroindustrial society. These Proc
,turc f

an!"
!

Sldered » *« light of integral man-nature relations from^^ not ^
*22u

thC PteSent da^ The Persistence °f gathCring 'KtZroZ s adequacy

<*tH^'J—P«* to man-nature^cuo,^^^^ and

years. The better understanding
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biological factors involved in this process could form the basis for more rational use of

natural resources by the present and future societies.
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NOTES

1

A"
i

earlier version of this paper was presented by J. Caballero, C. Mapes and N. Barrera

"Ae 3rd Conference of Ethnobiology in Tucson, Arizona in March 1981. The present

P»Per is a revised and modified version of that presentation.

2

^ P'urhepecha names used in this paper are written phonetically according to the

cr« of Gomez, Perez and Rojas (1984).

3
aPpears to be a common fact in all the Mesoamerican cultural area.

4
"F

thile

that they were using, they say that they were
many kinds of pot herbs." (Relacion de Tuxpa).

and and deer and

• .
an their foods were tortillas, tamales, beans and

an

an rroniously written as quiletes

fPENDix
i.

Abiles
'eligi,

,, , . . «... t „i, r Patzcuaro Basin.
Vascular Plants utilized by the P'urhepecha in th e

Lake
name>

= family, 3 = life form, 4 - plant part utilized, 9 *

Caballero & C. Mapes).

4 -leaves; 5 - kumchkarr, 6 - oyzm* 7

6=^l
C

!

es
'

2 ~ family, 3 = life form, 4

S H-B.K.; 2 - Pinaceae 3 - tree;b48
. 1009 lino^09, 1102.
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APPENDIX 1. (continued) — Vascular Plants utilized by the P'urhepecha in the Lake

Patzcuaro Basin. 1 = species, 2 = family, 3 = life form, 4 = plant part utilized, 5 = P'ur

hepecha name, 6 = Spanish name, 7 = collection number. Q. Caballero & C. Mapes).

A.i>astachc mexicana (Kunth.) Lint et Epling; 2 - Labiatac; 3 - shrub; 4 - leaves and

flowers; 5 - tsintsun tseraku; 6 - toronjil morado, toronjil bianco; 7 - 1007, 1069.

1249.

Agave inaequidens Koch.; 2 - Agavaceae; 4 - floral peduncle; 5 - akamba; 6 - mague\

7- 1034.

Alnus acuminata subesp glabrata (Fernald) Furlovv; 2 - Betulaceae; 3 - tree; 4- stems

and branches; 5 - its'u pamu; 6 - aile; 7-309,1245.

Alnus jorullensis H.B.K.; 2 - Betulaceae 3 - tree; 4 - stems and branches; 5 - tepamu;

6 -aile 7-85, 135, 158,348.

Amaranthus hybridus L.; 2 - Amaranthaceae; 3 - herb; 4 - leaves and stems; 5-kurintu

xakua; 6 - quelitc de cerdo; 7-674,714,785.

Amaranthus rctroflexus L.; 2 - Amaranthaceae; 3 - herb; 4 - leaves and stems; b-kucbtn

xakua; 6 - quelite de cochino; 7-714.

Argemone ochroleuca L.; 2 - Papaveraceae; 3 - herb; 4 - flowers; 5 -xate; 6 - chicalote:

7-205.

Artemisia mexicana Willd.; 2 - Compositae; 3 - herb; 4 - the whole plant; 5 - tsauin-

gueni; 7-995.

Baccharis conferta H.B.K.; 2 - Compositae 3 - shrub; 4 - branches; 5 - karatakua: 6
-

• jara;7- 146,865,947.

Begonia gracilis H.B.K.; 2 - Begoniaceae; 3 - herb; 4 - flowers; 5 -kaxurakua; 6-sangre

de doncella; 7 - 276, 307, 403.

Berberis mnranensis Hebenstr. et. Ludw.; 2 - Berberidaceae; 3 - shurb; 4 - stems; 5

ttripu; 7-277,837.

Berula erecta Huds. Cav.; 2 - Umbellifcrae; 3 - hidrophyte; 4 - the whole plant; 5

xurhurhe; 7 - 937.

Bulens aequisquama (For.) Scherff.; 2 - Compositae; 3 - herb; 4 - inflorescences: 5

xarhikamata, andan; 6 - aceitilla; 7 - 104, 489, 520, 776.

Bidens ostruthoides (DC.) Sch. Bip.; 2 - Compositae; 3 - herb; 4 - leaves and stems;
6

•

te de lima; 7 - 646.

Bidens pilosa L.; 2 - Compositae; 3 - herb; 4 - the whole plant; 5 - ts'urnu; 6 -
aceitilU

7-639,728.

Brasstca campestris L.; 2 - Cruciferae; 3 - herb; 4 - leaves; 5 - nipajipikun
*«*»*

6-mortanza,nabo; 7-35,114,325,682,787,1113.
Casimiroa edulis Llave et lex; 2 - Rutaceae; 3 - tree; 4 - fruit; 5 - uruata; 6 -

zapo*

bianco; 7 - 491 «qobianco; 7-421,892.

rang,; 6 . flor de San Mjgud; ? ^^ 7?g^c^,^ 2-Rhamnaceae; 3 - shrub; 4 - branches; 5 - cbaren,
**"'

- membriguillo; 7 - 345, 454, 578, 824, 1001.
• 6 - h^'Ortn,m rtto, Mart & Gal; 2 - Solanaceae; 3 - shrub; 4 - leaves; 5 - «^«"

ondilla; 7-1063,1098.

^nopodium berlandieriMoq, 2 - Chenopodiaceae; 3 - herb; 4 - leaves;
5 -;^"

Kura xakua; 7-979, 1117

;«nu\uk*
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APPENDIX 1. (continued) - Vascular Plant

hepecha name, 6 = Spanish name, 7 = collection number. (J

plant

Chenopodium murale L.; 2 - Chenopodiaceae; 3 - herb; 4 - leaves; 5 - xakua turipiti;

6-quelite; 7- 1263.

Cosmos bipinnatus Cav.; 2 - Compositae; 3 - herb; 4 - flower; 5 - xarhikamata; 6 - gira-

sol; 7-67,718,827.

Crataegus pubescens (H.B.K.) Steud.; 2 - Rosaceae; 3 - tree; 4 - fruits; 5 - karax; 6 -

tejocote; 7 - 63, 148, 783, 839, 928.

Ehretya mexicana Watson; 2 - Borraginaceae; 3 - tree; 4 - leaves; 5 - tuminix; 6 - tumin;
7 - 840.

Lquisetum hymale L.; 2 - Equisetaceae; 3 - hidrophyte; 4 - the whole plant; 5 - xur-
burhe; 6 - cola de caballo; 7-593.

Lryngium carlinae Delar.; 2 - Umbelliferae 3 - herb; 4 - the whole plant; 5 -kuanas;
6-hierbadelsapo; 7-254,371,803, 1251.

Onaphalium burgovii Gray 2 - Compositae; 3 - herb; 4 - leaves; 6 - gordolobo; 7 -

711; C Mapes43.

Gonolobus numularis Hemsl.; 2 - Asclepiadace ; 3 - vine; 4 - fruits; 6 - talayote; 7 - 1024.

fobenam clypeata Lindl.; 2 - Orchidaceae 3 - herb; 4 - th
6-granizo; 7 -503.

"'bom piperatum Benth.; 2 - Labiatae; 3 -herb; 4 - leaves
7

• C Mapes 43.

plant

and

« K&i/o&i (H.B.K.) Link.; 2 - Lythraceae; 3 - shrub; 4 - branches
7 404.

M<Tfl *""»*wi» (Cav.) J.L. Gentry 2 - Solan
*"*; 7-413.

**!« Fandtffi
plant

orpus; 7 - 1136.
'PfcAwia cau/eJc<?ns (Ort.) Epling; 2 - Labiatae; 3 - herb; 4 - leaves or roots; 5 -xen-

Mlcr

6
"
S°najita; 7 " 502 -

^Mape^o"^ ^ NaUcL; 2 - Cucurbitaceae; 3 - vine; 4 - roots; 5 - */>0/>w; 7 - C.

^ntanoa
grandifl

-anca; 7-618,738.

(v

m

ouch
M),//a BUCkl - ; 2 - Moraceae; 3 - tree, 4 - fruit; 6 - mora; 7 - C. Mapes 502

°to*tia jo

°Punti

specimen in alcohol).

stle Weber in Diguet; 2-Cactaceae; 4 - fruits; 6-joconol; 7-1141.

n
"fcT^J!

Salm -Dyck 5 2 - Cactaceae; 4 - fruits; 5 - /wr* <*»**«! 6 -
tuna

c.JterophyllUsWm 9 - Lewifninn.^: S - vine: 4 - roots; 5 - kuxturuxkua;

fytok

6
• Jicamit

^ulT
ndra L" 2 " Phytolaccaceae; 3 - shrub; 4 - fruits; 5 - konguera; 7

- 142

^ataC? ^
reenm- 2 - Solanaceae

• ' -C. Mapes 45.
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APPENDIX 1. (continued) - Vascular Plants utilized by the P'urhepecha in the Lake

Patzcuaro Basin. 1 = species, 2 = family, 3 = life form, 4 = plant part utilized, 5 = P'ur-

hepecha name, 6 = Spanish name, 7 = collection number. (J. Caballero & C. Mapes).

Physalis pubescens L.; 2 - Solanaceae; 3 - herb; 4 - fruits; 5 - toma; 6 - miltomate; 7-

1248.

Pinus lawsoni Roezl.; 2 - Pinaceae; 3 - tree; 4 - branches; 5 - pukuri aparikua; 6-pino

ortiguillo; 7-130,417,991,1181.

6 - pino chino; 7 - 29, 79, 155, 208, 365, 804, 954.

branch

tepajkua; 6-pino lacio; 7 - 78, 211, 366, 395.

branches

Pinus m ontezumae lam.; 2 - Pinnaceae; 3 - tree; 4 - branches; 5 -pukuri tepajkua; 6-

pino lacio; 7-137,182,611,929.

6 - pino lacio; 7 - 159, 212, 367, 616, 927.

branches

ran
•

ortiguill
«_, , -w, w*, r *., t*W-S) ^U, Uv-TU, J^~X.

Prunuj Wftf<»M subesp. azpu/i (Cav.) Mc Vaugh; 2 - Rosaceae; 3 - tree; 4 - fruits; I-

*<?»£«*; 6 - capulin; 7 - 125, 133, 157.

Quercus castanea Nee; 2 - Fagaceae; 3 - tree; 4 - branches; 5 - »n*«a »!#*»; 6 - encino

bianco; 7 - 64, 115, 269, 353, 481, 505, 700, 805, 1169.

Quercus crassipes H. et B.; 2 - Fagaceae; 3 - tree; 4 - branches; 5 - urikua tsirapsi;
6-

encino chilillo; 7 - 74, 354, 561, 658, 911.

Quercus laeta Liebm.; 2 - Fagaceae; 3- tree; 4 -branches; 5 -urikua urapiti;
6-enrino

bianco; 7-171,270,356,483,627.

Quercus obtusata H. et B.; 2 - Fagaceae; 3 - tree; 4 - branches and wood; 5 -
»**

f«*«s; 6 - encino tukus; 7-46,152,218,390,492,801,1175.
Quercus rugosa Nee; 2 - Fagaceae; 3 - tree; 4 -branches; 5 - urikua turipiti; 6 -encino

Pneto; 7 - 73, 163, 271, 355, 582, 656, 825, 958.
Reseda luteola L.; 2 - Resedaceae; 3 - herb; 4 - aerial parts; 5 - kuaranikua tt'fi

wbifi-

am
zamora; 7 - 134, 774.

2 - Rosaceae; 3 -vine; 4 - fruits; b-utunt:. 6 - ztf-

Rumex crispus L,, 2 - Polygonaceae; 3 -shrub; 4 - leaves; 5 - pupurajkura;
6-lengua<*e

vaca; 7-812,1111,1119.

*»*«* cttgomemus Muir.; 2 - Polygonaceae; 3 - shrub; 4 - leaves; 5 -*^**
7-887.

ifordia florib

melonixh; 7-651,1008,1131.

:5-ts >ikts'
ikl

&fr*m«e,c«nflL; 2-Labiatae; 3 -herb; 4 -leaves; 5 - cbarajkukua;
6-chia;7-3 -

432,539,663,710,838,1075.

Standi
nur/ifV •

— *-aui<iiac; o - snruD; *t - ieav
"«'»»; 6 - te nurite, te de monte; 7 - 585, 828, 859

and branches;
5

bif,

726,878.

< toftfcfe
7-447,53?

66.
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\PPENDIX 1. (continued) - Vascular Plants utilized by the P'urhepecha in the Lake

htzcuaro Basin. 1 = species, 2 = family, 3 = life form, 4 = plant part utilized, 5 = P'ur-

bcpecha name, 6 = Span a

Solan

cimarrona; 7 - 1019.

Solarium mocinianum Dun.; 2 - Solanaceae; 3 - herb; 4 - fruits; 5 - pachindikua; 6 -

bebere gato; 7 - C. Mapes 23.

dot microphylla H.B.K.; 2 - Cucurbitaceae; 3 - vine; 4 - leaves; 5 - akarheni; 6 - cha-

yotillo; 7 - C. Mapes 1.

Tagftes lucida Cav.; 2 - Compositae; 3 - herb; 4 - aerial parts; 5 - kurujkumin; 6 - Santa

Maria; 7 - 80, 378, 499, 754, 902, 1029, 1205.

Tagftes micrantha Cav.; 2 - Compositae; 3 - herb; 4 - leaves; 5 - putsuti; 6 - anis; 7
-

770,790.

APPENDIX 2.-Fungi used for food by the P'urhepecha in the Lake Patzcuaro Basin.

1 species, 2 = P'urhepecha name, 3 - Spanish name, 4 = collection number. (C.

'apes, deposited in the Herbarium of the Escuela Nacional de Ciencias Biologicas of the

Instituto Politecnico Nacional, ENCB).

Ascomycetes

Hypocreales

Hypomyces lactiflorum (SCW. ex Fr.) Tul; 2 - kuxtereko; 3 - trompa

puerco.

Pezizales

Helvetia crispa Scop, ex Fr.; 2 - sirat angants urapiti; 3 - oreja de raton blanca;

4-26,29.
Basidiomycetes

L'stilaginales

Ustilago maydis (DC.) Corda; 2 - t'ukuru; 3 - viejito; 4 - 97.

"Vmenomycetes

de

APhyll phorales

Clavariaceae

flava (Fr.) Quel

Agaricale
4-27,28.

Tricholomataceae

Armillariella tabescens (Scop, ex Fr.) Sing; 2 - paxakua; 3 -
montonci o.

4-95.

Lacaria laccata (Scop, ex Fr.) Berk & Br.; 3 - sikitereko; 4 - 96.

Amanita

Ly °phyllurn de^astes (Fr.) Sing.; 2 - parakua; 3 - montoncito;
4-3.

A*n*nita caesarea (Scop, ex Fr.) Grev.; 2 - tiripiti terekua; 3 - hongo amarillo;

Vica^ 4 -H23,24,78.
caceae

Bo
l*taceae

4*ar ' C1" CamPestris L - ex Fr -» 2 " tepajkua terekua; 3 -
llanero; 4 - 11

,

B°letus edulis Bull, ex Fr.; 2 - semitu; 3 - semitas; 4 - 46.

Gaitem*.
Xerocor™s spadiceus (Fr.) Quel.; 3 - hongo de paderon; 4-12.

lc
romycetes

Lycoperdales

Calvatia
cyathiformis (Bosc.) Morgan; 2 -patarata; 4-118.
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Book Review

The Analysis of Prehistoric Diets. J
Orlando. 1985. $65.00.

an

series published by Academic Press. It is designed to summarize the various techniques

which the archaeologist can use to reconstruct prehistoric food collection, processing,

consumption and the health factors which may be linked with dietary conditions. It

provides a useful review of the current "state of the art" in this field. The extensive

bibliographies included at the end of each chapter make an excellent starting point for

those interested in further research.

There is a basic division of the volume between the artifactual data and the human

skeletal data. The preservation of faunal and floral remains is handled by Victor Car-

bone and Bennie C. Keel and includes a discussion on the various factors which lead to

differential decay rates. Animal bone and botanical remains are also treated separate!

by Paul W. Parmalee and C. Earle Smith, Jr. respectively. Care is given to include detailed

information on recovery, processing, analysis and interpretation of these remains. Gary

F. Fry's section covers coprolite analysis and how this relates to dietary interpretation.

Also included is an extensive review of parasite analysis and the biases which must be

considered in interpreting this data.

The section on human skeletal material begins with a discussion by William Stiniof

growth and development and the physiological factors which strongly influence the adult

human form. Although this may not be directly applicable to the archaeological record,

an understanding of the complexity and adaptability of the human skeleton in i

response to the environment is an asset. Separate chapters follow on skeletal pathologies

and Wilson bands) by J
and

on the incidence of dental caries by Mary Lucas Powell. A review of trace elements in

human skeletal material by Robert I. Gilbert does more to convey the complexity of the

issue than provide a simplified summary. This is frustrating but probably a more accural

view than normally presented in a volume of this nature. The osteological section en*

with a fairly complete review by Jane Buikstra and James Mielke of the use of askele

series m the reconstruction of a demoeranhir nrnfile and how this can reflect the over

•ered a*health of a population. Basic techniques such as sex and age determination are cove

well as the statistical analyses of mortality patterning.
ntenModels appropriate for use in dietary reconstruction are included in various chap

throughout the volume. Bonnie W. Styles presents a chapter on the use of food resou

availability for predicting diets within catchment areas and for intersite ccwnP^
unear programming models are discussed in a chapter by Arthur S. Keene. * hUC

cannot be applied directly to the archaeological setting, they can provide the ar

oiogist with important guidelines for understanding nutritional problems in terms ^
costs and benefits to prehistoric populations. Th

analogy by Mark P. Leone an

m^ ,

ySlS °f ftehirt*»fc D^ts, while providing a comprehensive survey of

methodology in data collection and interpretation, does not break new ground.^
it! Z^l publlcation d^te some areas are already in need of amendment, Fur

^

Z 7
D -°

f
° Price taS Places it beyond the reach of most students, for whom it

most useful, and restate u«. . „„..:.**«„ , .

Alison Galloway

Human
University of Arizona

Arizon a
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Book Review

Sustaining Tomorrow—A Strategy for World Conservation and Development. Francis R.

rmann

Han Pp. xii + 196. $22.50

(cloth), $12.50 (paper).

There is today a plethora of publications on conservation and allied topics. Few

there are that merit serious consideration, and many are doing bona fide conservation

efforts a disservice. Here is a book, written by 19 specialists, that will, if widely dis-

tributed and read, most certainly enhance the numerous serious efforts underway towards

conservation of nature's bounty.

The foreword by Harold Coolidge, one of the stars of serious conservation activities,

and Honourary President, IUCN, is a masterpiece. The introduction, Section 1, comprises

two chapters: "The World Conservation Strategy" by L.M. Talbot and An Introduction

ann
These follow 12 intensely pertinent contributions: Section II, Conservation Objec-

ts: 1) Ecological Processes and Life Support Systems (G.A. Betrand). 2) Preservation

of Genetic Diversity (F. Wayne King); 3) Sustainable Use of Species and Ecosystems

' Budowski). Priorities for National Action: III, 1) National and Regional Conservation

Strategies (K.R. Moller); 2) Environmental and Planning and Rational Use (P.Jacobs); 3)

Environmental Planning and Rational Use; 4) Building Support for Environmental (W.)

Education; 5) Conservation-based Rural Development (D. Western). IV. Priorities

'or International Action: I) Environmental Policv
v

and
"and Malcolm Forster, 2) Management of the Global Commons (A. Hollick), 3)

and
'ategies fo u

Jjy«).
There is a fifth illuminating contribution by J.C. Faby entitled Toward Sustam-

*»* Development. Sections on abbreviations and contributors as well as a bibliography

n uems and a full index are appended.
. .

Since conservation must be considered an integral part of economic botany, it is

™P«ative that this new and searching contribution be brought to the attention of

«>ts and investigators in this interdisciplinary field of the plant sciences.

Richard Evans Schultes

Botanical Museum

Harvard University

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Ko°t Systems and their Mycorrhizas. D. Atkinson, K.K.S. Bhat, M.P. Coutts P.A.

;'
S°n and DJ- Re*d (Eds.). Martinus Nijhoff/Dr. W. Junk, Publishers, The Hague

JDnTJ
Academic Publishers Group, Dordrecht) Holland (1983). Pp. « + 525, tig.

•
165 (approximately $66.00).

Con si

manyw rorpcf t»
' MwwiBunoM presented ai a. mcvwg ~- — ,

** "! lR
J

Search Organizations in 1982, a meeting dedicated to tree root system and

^concer ^

1Zae
' this Volume wil1 be of immediate interest to a large number of special

rned with the broad field of economic botany. sterns
« fruit1T<

X% are divided into two wide areas: 1) the development of the root s> stems

ogy
**fidaJ innoculation. The book helps to fill in a gap between what is know
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from field and laboratory experiments and the practical information required by those

constructing models simulating infection and functioning. There is a total of 59 papers

by a large number of specialists from numerous countries. Each paper is provided with its

own often extensive bibliography and an abstract. A detailed index makes the mass of

material presented easily available to the reader or consultant.

One of the remarkable aspects in the publication of this volume is the rapidity in

which it appeared-in less than a year following the meeting!

When the high quality of publications and the vast amount of material unavailable

elsewhere except in institutions with extensive library facilities are considered, the price

is very reasonable in today's market.

Richard Evans Schultes

Botanical Museum

Harvard University

Cambridge, Massachusetts

Blackmore, Vivian (compiler) (1984) Why corn is golden: stories about plants. Boston k

Toronto: Little, Brown & Co. Cloth, 48 pp., $12.95.

(1981) El maiz tiene color de oro: leyendas vegetales. Mexico, D. F.. Edi-

torial Xovaro. (Distributed in U.S. by French &c Spanish Book Corp., New Yorkfc

Los Angeles). Cloth, 48 pp., $18.50.

If ethnobotany is defined to include folktales about plants then certainly this pair of

books, one in English and one in Spanish, is a welcome albiet brief addition to the litera-

ture. Written in the form of children's books, they include six traditional Mexican folk-

tales about such subjects as how sunflowers came to exist, why corn is golden, and ho* a

certain people foiled a group of invaders by causing chocolate they had eaten to turn into

stnnrc TU„ 1 k_ i ..." ' __.•!_ *-„«c1attnn»stones. The mm aiaw ,. OIluun SIX riacues concerning plants. The English trans

rather good, being relatively faithful to the spirit of the original (except for the riddles/-

Hie book is also furnished with large, beautiful watercolor illustrations.
from the perspective of a professional ethnobotanist, it is frustrating that the pa

mentioned are not identified, especially in the first story, about how a certain plant

tamed the name Guie'tiiki, and that the editors are not more explicit concerning

sources of the stories. However, the primary stated purpose of the books is not to co

rnumcate information to professionals but rather to amuse children and to educate

about other cultures. To this end they appear rather successful. It would have been

o include a brief background chapter explaining a little about the cultures from
^nese stories arose, in particular concerning the religions of the pre-Spanish

peop

which receive prominent attention in several of the stories. Without this, I feel that m

of the beauty and deeper meaning of the stories will be lost on the average ^Am
cmid. I also think the choice of material is a little too broad-some from Aztec ^
others from contemporary Mexican experience-lending a certain unfocused charac

e collection which may confuse some young readers. ^ . nstoanv

childr

e

M h '

*** "" ddightful bo°ks
'

Which WOuld makC COl°rfUl
children's library.

Joseph E. Laferriere ,
Bio i

gv

Department of Ecology & Environmen

University of Arizona

Tucson, Arizona 85721
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COTTONTAIL SPECIES IDENTIFICATION:

ZOOARCHAEOLOGICAL USE OF MANDIBULAR MEASUREMENTS

SARAH W. NEUSIUS
Center for Archaeological Investigations

Southern Illinois University

Carbondale, IL 62901

PATRICIA R. FLINT
Flint Research Associates & Anasazi Heritage Center

Dolores, CO 81323

ABSTRACT.-It has been suggested that archaeologically recovered cottontail mandibles

may be identified to species by examining the relationship between mandibular depth and

alveolar length even though most of the cottontail skeleton is not diagnostic to species.

Study of cottontail mandibles recovered by the Dolores Archaeological Program from Ana-

sazi sites in southwestern Colorado has supported this suggestion but indicated that reliable

species identification requires a more thorough analysis of traits. Further investigations

should be directed to the topic of subspecific variation as well.

INTRODUCTION

Although the skeletal remains of cottontail rabbits commonly are recovered from

archaeological sites (e.g. Bertram and Draper 1983, Binford et al. 1983, Cordell 1977),

geological separation of these cottontail species seldom is possible.
**-M~> -* - 1

(1975:83-86) have noted that the taxonomic relationships between the i

Findley et al.

floridanus), the mountain or Nuttall's cottontail (S' "o— r v ' 'wu/iaoy, me IIlUU.Ilia.lU UI i>UU4ll 3 Luuuuitt" ^;-v.-a - -

JJe
desert cottontail (Sylvilagus audubonii) require further clarification, at least in New

Kxico. \pv*»rtV,oio„„ .i - .i i *~.j *u„* ^nn^hnlar and dental char-
• -v-vtiuicjcss, tnese autnors nave suggested inai nidJiuiuma. ~

*ters can be used to separate the desert cottontail from the other two species even in

archaeological and fossil materials. These characters, particularly mandibular measure-

"*nts, have been used in several zooarchaeological analyses of cottontail remains to

*te«tune the species represented (Akins 1984; Anderson 1980; Harris 1963, 1970;

njjPm 1979). This article indicates that the identification of cottontails is not neces-

>> as straightforward a matter as suggested by Findley and his coworkers.
"k bones of cottontail rabbits occur more frequently in sites excavated by the

For tv
Archaeol°gical Program 1 than those of any other single taxon (Neusius 19So).

this reason alone it was considered desirable to determine the cottontail species

aSr^ However
' because there ** reas°n to exPect both desert

r I
s

to dif

t0 bC Present and b^ause the habitat preferences of these species were known

Dolores
(Armstrong 1972:82, 85; Bissell and Dillon 1982:7), further study of the

«c0ttontaiI rema
.

ns ^ u
.

nto Anasazi exploitation strate

S cltl^ NeUSius » P~)- Thus,we used the characters suggested by Find ey and

Coworkers to assign cottontail mandibl

Nation k
te plots less than satisfactory because the accuracy - ^~~

for

«* urn

n0t CVident
- While the use of discriminant analysis was more satisfa ory for

^oses, this approach suggested that the proper identification of cottontail man-

m°re complex task than anticipated and deserving of further study.

SPECIES DETERMINATIONS USING BIVARIATE PLOTS

*ortt

CC

t°ol
nS t0 ***** et * (1975:84-85) the desert cottontail has .

i

deeper jaw
^

an

too*row than either the Nuttall's or the eastern cottontail. The characters u

and a

sed
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to measure this are the alveolar length and the depth of the lower jaw (Fig. 1). Alveolar

length is defined as the distance between the anterior margin of the third premolar and

the posterior margin of the third molar. However, these authors suggest that the distance

between the anterior border of P3 and the posterior margin of Mi will suffice in studies

of archaeological and fossil material. Mandibular depth is defined as the distance between

the anterior border of the fourth premolar and the ventral border of the mandible at right

angles to the toothrow.

Dental characteristics also may be useful in identifying cottontail species accordii*

to Findley and his coworkers. The borders of the desert cottontail's posterior external

reentrant angle on premolar 3 are strongly crenulated, while those of the eastern cotton-

tail are less crenulated and those of Nuttall's cottontail are smooth (Findley et al. 1975:

85-86).3

In the Dolores study osteological measurements were made on 302 cottontail man-

dibles from 27 archaeological sites located in the Dolores project area. Nineteen of these

apparently were from juvenile individuals, and these were omitted in the subsequent

analvsis.

The measurements taken followed those recommended by Findley and his co-

workers.

nier calipers.

As shown in Figure 1, distance A is the depth of the jaw, measured with aver

tandardize this measurement, the man
aligned vertically an

I on

The

stationary part of the calipers then was placed on the most anterior portion of the alveo-

an

gned
of the ridge of bone at the anterior alveolar notch is variable and the area may be eroded

in archaeological specimens. As with all our measurements we attempted to be as consis-

tent as possible in locating this point. Distance B is the length of the toothrow. The

52 mm

FIG. 1.-Osteological dista
th

nee on the cottontail mandible. Distance A is the
€

Sart
b

J:;h
D
J

S

[?
C< B h the al^lar length (P3-M3) 'and

distance C is a «

dep^ °f

odif^d

alveo I™ length (P^Mj).
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measurement was taken with the calipers from the anterior alveolar notch of the third

premolar to the posterior alveolar notch of the third molar. Distance C is the modified

alveolar length recommended for archaeological materials. The calipers were set at the

anterior alveolar notch of the third premolar and expanded to the posterior notch of

the first molar in order to obtain this measurement. In our study, sample size was in-

creased by 27 when mandibles for which only distances A and C could be measured
were added.

The crenulation of the enamel border of the third premolar also was examined.

Using a 10 power magnifying lens, a subjective evaluation was made on a scale of to

J with 3 assigned to very-, 2 to somewhat-, 1 to slightly crenulated, and to uncrenulated

specimens.

In order to classify these specimens each mandible for which distance B was present

was plotted on a scattergram (Fig. 2). Mandibular depth was measured along the x-axis

and alveolar length (P3-M4) was measured on the y-axis. An approximation of the line

<0

LENGTH P3-M3

w oj & Ui 5>

b b b o o
1

\

\
\

\
\»

I =

»\ • • • ro

• \ ro
ro

ro

cni»

oj ro«ro*

• •• ro N •
ro 01 roio ww

ro *»••"•• *N t*
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>
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.

o£x

mu-
ni
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h « '??**« P* •/ fi

fQl1 aboi,* >l \.
tg

'
35

) suPerimposed. Specimens ofve th ? hne whilo tu r-i—_ ...... .,,„ .*e while those of desert cottontails should ft
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an

Mandibl
fied as Nuttall's cottontail while those falling below the line were identified as desr
cottontail.

A second scattergram was constructed for the relationship between mandibul*
depth and the shorter measure of alveolar length (P3-M1). In this scattergram the species

assignments made on the basis of the first scattergram were used to assess the probable

species of the mandibles for which distance B was lacking. In those cases in which it

remained unclear, the crenulation of the enamel border was used as the arbiter of prob-

able species. However, we considered these identifications to be unreliable compared to

those made obvious by the bivariate plot.

term

am
an

Flint and N'eusius (in press).

However, we remained dissatisfied with the method of species determination used.

bivariate plots established that both species were present in the Dolores area and

utilized by the Anasazi. They did not indicate how reliable the species identifications

were. In instances in which our subjective evaluation of crenulation of the enamel border

was the primary indicator, we considered the identifications unreliable, but more subde

variation in accuracy was not obvious. Because correct identification was important to

the analysis of the temporal and spatial distributions of these species, we wanted to asses

our accuracy more thoroughly.

SPECIES DETERMINATIONS USING DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS

Thus, we made a second attempt to determine species using mandibular measure-

ments. We decided to use discriminant ar^i^eic ™ „ ^ 1 ,Wn mttnn tails whose

wn and then employ the discriminan
Discriminant analvsis is an ar.nrnr.riat,

gnment
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in Fort Collins, Colorado provided a sample of

Known cottontail mandibles from their skeletal collertinn*. Distances A and B for 41

an
same indiviHnai, Twenty-five of the individuals from the Fish and Wildly

s
-"minus. iwenty-tive ot the individuals from the Msn ami *—

-

/vT
6

J*! ^Cn identified as Sylvilagus audubonii baileyi at the time of capture while

ixteen had been identified as Sylvilagus nuttallii grangeri. We also had measurement

I w!V * individual * from the collections at Mesa Verde National Park and Fort

hid been d^^ ^^ identified from soft tissue characteristics. One of these

Hail ma ! I .

ied as Sylvilagus audubonii warreni (Sylvilagus audubonii c
"ail, 198l:Man 225V rw -j , „ , J '

.. .... .,....:. „

cedrophilus
per

ap 225).
»mpiy assigned to Sylvilagus audubonii. This gave us forty-six known individuals w«"

Zntlv°
W
°Iu

Akh°Ugh this samPle ™ not overly large, it was larger than that ap-

parently used by Findley et al. (N=35)

proJ^T*
SCT

!T^
te fUnCti°n "^ w<^ performed on these individuals using

[£programprovided by the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (Nie etal. 1975:4
4

*°'J. 1 he first of tk^ r.__ . , . _ _ . , , ^<nondin3

distance B
an

Ninety-<>
ne

thi*and thre" , u
B

' ** ^^ deleted distance C from consideration.
Ninety-

function Re
PC
u
rCent °f the modem individuals were correctly classified using*

me' 1, *1C*T th°Se Prehistoric mandibular fragments for which only distance C»

and ~. - -.

4percent f tv*
*********** iui uisiiuiccs s\ <ui«-i v^. *^

he knowns were correctly classified using this function.
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iminant

283 adult Dolores mandibles originally classified using bivariate plots. Figure 3 is a

histogram

This

2(h
S. audubonii

S. nuttallii

CANONICAL DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION 1

>f

left of

m and unknown mandibles along the discriminant function,

vere assigned to Nuttall's cottontail while those to the right

.*_.•! r».. _ l j. i.-j.- . j:-.. i\.„-„ „^;™™»«tc 71/jrM ncmrdviL'to
' --a .- »»c ttryt uj u were assignea to i\utiau s couonmu wnuc i«'/« < *-~ -a

Reassigned to desert cottontail. Probabilities for these assignments vary according t

tlte discriminant scores.

DISCUSSION

firm^K
rCSUltS °f °Ur WOrk ^ imP^tant to zooarchaeologists. First, our analysis con-

J
that desert cottontails tend to have a deeper and longer mandible than Nuttall s

relationship, — uu 5 iciauonship is less than ideal. It we consmer a. piuua^.^.. — o

^bership of .90 adequate for identification, 35.8% of the prehistoric mandibles

belied
idCntified

- If a more stringent requirement of .95 is employed 45.7% cannot

snaile:

ft i s

than those for mandibles ass

assigned to Nuttall's cottor
lly 37.6% of those assigned

gned
ottontail

ail. Over halt \o*-°'°)

of less than .90 while

ay indicate greater
«iI5

Species
«**«** o Luuuinaua kjl ii i**« 7 m— o

** ll"l
XtTtSting that deser* cottontails apparently represent such a high proportion of

^ faut
°nC mandibl«- We expected Nuttall's cottontail to predominate in the Do -

*% (Bve
.

aSSCmbla
Ses both because much of the project area was forested prehiston-

above the 7000 feet
lcv*Uon^i i: .

*--^^vii, hi press J ana Decausc mum ui n " .

**
°bset I"

1" f°r desert cottontail (Armstrong 1972:85). However, since our subjec-

** ncZ S WitMn the Pr°J^t area today did not fit with this expectation we

1,112 better?^
t0 WCight the discriminant analysis in favor of one or the other^ species.

^ ^olor

d

;
SCrimination between these species is possible, we can only *Pf

cula e™
*cies

data ^ important to understanding the biogeographic relationships of these
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The discriminant analysis also results in some mandibles being assigned to a different

species than was suggested by the use of bivariate plots. Thirty -nine (10.2%) of the pre-

historic mandibles were assigned to a different species by the discriminant analysis. The

probabilities of group membership do tend to be low for this group. Within it 74.4% of

the cases are assigned to a species with probabilities of less than .90. Nevertheless, it is

clear that the modern population we obtained differs from that used by Findley and his

coworkers with respect to these two characters. Sample size could be a factor here, but

it is also possible that subspecific variation is involved. Most of the modern desert cotton-

tails measured by us were assigned to S.a. bailey i, a subspecies which does not occur in

New Mexico (Hall 1981:Map 225). Similarly most of the modern Nuttall's cottontails

were assigned to S.n. grangeri which also does not occur in New Mexico (Hall 1981:

Map 223).

Finally, the use of discriminant analysis in zooarchaeological analysis may be pre-

ferable to that of bivariate plots even if such a small number of variables is involved.

This is because it provides probability assessments for the species assignment of each

mandible. However, the discriminant analysis also indicates that the relationships be-

tween these species is not adequately defined by these characters alone. Separation

could be improved by obtaining a larger sample of known specimens, adding more char

acters to the analysis^ and investigating the possibility of subspecific variation.

We intend this article as a caution to zooarchaeologists attempting to identify cotton-

tail species. Certainly it is naive to apply the plot provided by Findley et al. to a variety

of archaeological situations without further research on the variability in these characters

between species. However, we do not mean to suggest that the separation of cottontails

not be attempted by zooarchaeologists. A number of important behavioral and environ-

mental questions may be addressed through detailed study of cottontail remains. W«

think that this is an instance in which further investigation of taxonomic and distribu-

tional relationships by zooarchaeologists is required in order to do justice to zooarchae-

ological data bases. We hope that this summary of our analyses serves as a stimulus to

further study of this topic.
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NOTES

1

Since 1978 the Dolores Archaeological Program has been under contract with the U.S.

Department of Interior, Bureau of Reclamation (Contract No. 8-07-40-S0562) to miti

an

County, Colorado. Faunal remains have been recovered from approximately 150 archae-

ological sites the majority of which belong to the Anasazi cultural tradition and date

between A.D. 600 and 950.

2The modern range of eastern cottontail is far removed from the Dolores area (Hall 1981

Map 223). Thus, we did not anticipate the presence of this species in the area during the

period of Anasazi occupation.

3v
Crenulation of the enamel of all cheek teeth has been examined by Orr (1940) for

California cottontails and may be useful for Colorado cottontails as well (R. Findley pers.

communication).

The authors are aware that more variables are normally used in discriminant analysis.

However, Klecka (1980:15) specifically indicates that we have not violated any basic

assumptions of this technique. We used this technique because it allowed us to assign

group membership or species with a probability, the exact problem with the bivanate

plots which we sought to remedy.

5
Hulbert (1972) uses dental characters which might be of use.
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Book Review

Jimeno Santoyo, Myriam, .& Adolfo Triana Antorveza (1983) Medicina, shamanismo, y

botanica (Medicine, shamanism, and botany). Bogota: Prescencia. Paper, 156 pp.

$11.50.

This is an anthology containing the following articles, all in Spanish:

i. Medicina institucional y saber indigena: conclusions de dos talleres de salud (Institu-

tional medicine and native knowledge: conclusions of two health-care offices), by

Myriam Jimeno S.

2. Conceptos indigenas de enfermedad y equilibrio ecologico: Los Tukanos y los Kogtde

Colombia (Native concepts of disease and ecological equilibrium: the Tukanos and the

Kogi of Colombia), by Gerardo Reichel-Dolmatoff.

3. Jaibanas, Neles y enfermedad: Litoral Pacifico (Jaibanas, Neles, and disease: the Pacific

littoral), by Nina S. de Friedmann.

4. Shamanismo: Irracionalidad o coherencia (Shamanism: irrationality or coherence)? by

Miguel Lobo Guerrero & Xochilt Herrera.

5. Cosmovision y el concepto de enfermedad entre los Ufaina (Cosmology and disease con-

cepts among the Ufaina). by Martin von Hildebrand.

*• ***** medicina esta en la naturaleza, en la tierra (Our medicine is in nature, in the

forth), by Herbierto Oyuela.

7 - El modelo de la Medicina Institucional, posibilidades y limites (The model of institu-

tional medicine: possibilities and limitations), by Camilio Arbalaez.

8 - Las leyes de la Homeopatia (The laws of homeopathy), by Miguel Riveros.

9 - LI concepto de enfermedad y los principios de la Homeopathy (The concept of disease

10. A hi

»/ homeopathy), by German

I* * plants), by Hernando
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Ufaina conceptualize the different ways in wild and domestic foods contribute to the

"energia vital".

Of special interest is the sixth article, written by Herbierto Oyuela, who describes hira

self as a curandero or native healer in the town of Boca de Tetuan Ortega-Tolima. Oyuela

discusses clearly and openly the reasons, both practical and philosophical, why the name

Americans of his area continue to utilize traditional forms of herbal medicine.

The tenth article, by Hernando Garcia-Barriga of the Universidad Nacional de Colomb

an

an

by native Colombians, such as Brugmansia (i.e. Datura), Banisteriopsis, Anadeanthcn,

Tanaccium, Virola, and Passiflora edulis, but the article also includes such familiar items

Cannabis, Psilocybe, and Erythroxylum.

Joseph E. Laferriere

Ecology & Evolutional' Biology

University of Arizona

Tucson, AZ 85721 USA
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PROCESSING MAPLE SAP

WITH PREHISTORIC TECHNIQUES
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and
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ABSTRACT.-The extent to which prehistoric Indians were able to produce maple sugar has

been a question since Europeans first settled in eastern North America. Therefore, experi-

ments were performed to test the efficiency and productivity of prehistoric maple sugaring

techniques. Results indicate that it was possible to make maple sugar as efficiently with

these techniques as with those employed during the early Historic era. Consideration is also

mven to the uses of maple sugar and the seasonal context of production. It is argued that it

was both efficient and worthwhile for prehistoric Indians to incorporate sugaring activities

into their annual subsistence cycle.

INTRODUCTION
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In addition, other Lake Woodland sites in Michigan are thought to be sugaring sites on the

basis of environmental characteristics plus archaeological data (Holman 1984). While

several lines of evidence suggest that maple sugaring was practiced prehistorically, no

gy

in this activity.

THE PROBLEM

In this paper we address the question: Was prehistoric sugaring technology adequate

to support a regularly scheduled sugaring operation? To answer this, we conducted

limited controlled experiments using utensils and techniques available prehistoricalh.

These experiments allow for a preliminary assessment of the extent to which prehistoric

Indians could make maple sugar. Efficiency of various techniques is measured by com-

paring the results of the experiments with Historic Period production in terms of time

expended, fuel used, and quantities produced. Productivity and technological efficienc

are evaluated in their own right as well as relative to the economic alternatives and long

term benefits of this food. Finally, consideration is given to sugaring in the prehistonc

subsistence/settlement systems of the Northeastern Woodlands.

The results of this study are potentially valuable for increasing our understanding of

how Eastern Woodland peoples integrated scheduling of seasonally available resources

into a cohesive subsistence cycle. Maple syrup and sugar are potentially valuable too

which may have been important during periods of economic deficit, i.e., early spring,

when few alternative foods were available. Demonstration of the productivity an

efficiency of this activity, given prehistoric technological capabilities, may thus len

argu

BACKGROUND

Maple sap is basically a solution of sugar (mostly sucrose) plus small amounts o

proteins, lime, and potash in water. The sucrose in the sap is manutactureu u>

for its own growth and nutrition (Nearing and Nearing 1970:123). Part of the sucrose i
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^
later use. In the spring, however, the reserve sucrose is needed for the comUlg
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period and is carried up the tree through the cambium to the buds. In addition,

no evaporation has taken place since the leaves fell, water is present in maximum

when the sap occurs in greatest quantitie

and sutrar are maHp (Nearincr and Nearing

ficantly

content

•i ng th»s
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sever*

or rises

•icc^ng, Dut cannot run when the temperature drops below about 5£. \ ring

above 50°F (10<>). Thus the alternation of cold nights and warmer days in eary

constitutes sugaring weather.
. whil<

Maple sugar production requires removal of 94% to 98% of the water in sa

^^
only 34% to 35% of the water must be removed when making syrup (Croc ^
During earlier historic times, this was accomplished by boiling the sap m^^
series of metal kettles and thus evanorati™ th^ water (Densmore 1974).
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evaporators are used. In all cases, however, the amount of water removed determines

whether the product is syrup or sugar.

The collecting and processing of maple sap was a group activity as is reflected in the

descriptions of Indian sugaring. Individual nuclear (Rogers 1974) or extended families

Henry 1969) conducted their sugaring in the same sugar bush each year. The sugar bush

was a place set aside for this activity alone. Families lived there for the duration of the

rason and stored equipment there for reuse the following year (Densmore 1974). Evi-

dence suggests that these camps were located from one-half mile (.8 km) to six miles

9.6 km) from villages where planting and fishing took place in the warm season (Holman

1984).

Often two or three families gathered at the same sugar bush (Henry 1969). Thus, the

season functioned as a social occasion as well as a working one. It provided a welcome

opportunity for socializing after the winter when Indian families dispersed to find game

Henry 1969; Landes 1971). Information relevant to later subsistence and social acti-

vities was also exchanged during the sugaring time.

Historic accounts indicate that all family members were involved in sugaring. Women
Erected the work and performed tasks requiring special skills, such as tapping the trees

Henry 1969:142; Rogers 1974:33-41). Men cut wood for the fires and children helped

by tending the boiling sap. Group participation was important because collecting and

toeing sap is labor intensive with several tasks to be performed at once. Nonetheless,

snee sap does not run every day in the season, men and boys were able to spend some

tone hunting and fishing as well (Henry 1969:142).

METHODS

Ethnohistorical documentation of techniques.-Kcferences to sugar making using

prehistoric methods and utensils are either sketchy, inferential, or late descriptions under

^instances when metal cauldrons were not available. The statement of a Kickapoo

^ ls
' however, often cited (e.g., Henshaw 1890; Nearing and Nearing 1970) as a

« account favoring prehistoric sugaring. He said:

Can it be that thou art so simple as to ask me such a question, seeing that

the X,aster of Life imparted to us an instinct which enabled us to substitute

sj°ne hatchets and knives for those made of steel by the whites; wherefore

should we know as well as they how to manufacture sugar? He has made us all,

"»* we should enjoy life; he has placed before us all the requisites for the sup-

P°rt of existence, food, water, fire, trees, etc. Wherefore then should he have

jtnneld from us the art of excavating trees in order to make troughs of them,

Pacing the sap in these, of heating the stones and throwing them into the sap

as to cause it to boil, and by this means reducing it to sugar? (Keating 1825).

foiling as described by the Kickapoo chief is commonly inferred to have been
the _
k to wi t
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*et

and Nearing 1970). Other sources, now
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tion is accomplished by stone boiling (Keating 1825; Havard 1896; Fernald and Kinsev

Kinsey 1958). Additionally, a combination
Q. Smith 1831; Havard 1896; Fernald and

an
be

Techniques and devices for collecting sap are not at issue in the controversy sur

rounding prehistoric maple sugaring. The amount of sap collected and the means for

doing so remained the same until the recent advent of plastic tubing in some operations

(e.g., Nyland 1966). Likewise, bark collecting vessels and wooden troughs were used by

some people into the present century (Rogers 1974; Densmore 1979). Rather, as noted,

the problem centers on the adequacy of prehistoric technology for evaporating the water

from the sap. Thus, this study focuses on the actual processing of sap into syrup and

sugar.

THE EXPERIMENT

Since the collection of sap is time consuming and not critical to solving the problem

of prehistoric sugaring, sap was purchased on March 22, 1984 from a local sugaring opera-

tion. Because our time was limited to one day, the quantity of sap obtained was 40

*. a — —

t

^m m ^m _^^^ngallons (151.4 1).

(3.8 1) of syrup or six to eight pounds (2.72 or 3.63 kg, respectively) of sugar (Thompson

1978). While this is nowhere near the amount processed in a normal season , it was con-

sidered sufficient to experiment with the various techniques discussed above and to

This is turn

can be compared to other time/efficiency data where historic methods were used.

Freezing, stone boiling and direct fire, the three historically and ethnobotanically

referenced techniques, were tested. Each technique was tested independently and in

!,?l

CCrt Whh thC °ther techni(
lues - In addition, records were kept of each step of the

'"""'" ~ lantities boiled, time expended, fuel used and process employedsugaring process. Q
were all noted.

freezing was a technique used historically for initially removing some of the water

rom the sap so that less boiling was necessary (J. Smith 1831). Freezing may also have

been used prehistorically to produce sugar. Smith (1831) states that the sap was inten-

instan

f

— *vmm ov.vv.AUl Wllli^J 1X1 till X1ULOXJ
'iving

;

with made sugar without kettles (see also Havard 1896).
I- or purposes of our experiment, we took one-half of the original sap, having a sugar

content of 3%, and allowed it to freeze overnight. Half of this quantity was set out on an

open porch while the other ten gallons (37.9 1) were set on a semi-enclosed porch. I<*

termed and was cast off the sap on the open porch three times thus reducing it from I

gallons to five (18.9 1) and increasing its sugar content from 3% to 6%. Ice formed on the

sap set on the enclosed porch only once and consequently only reduced its volurnn

t* gallons (5.7 1) while increasing the sugar content to approximately 3.5% (Fig- U-

ine second stage of our experiment involved boiling down the sap. Various types

containers were possibly used in prehistoric sugaring. Ceramic and birch bark vessels a

most frequently mentioned in the literature. Consequently, to assess the advantages a

d advantages of each kind of vessel, half of the sap used in stone boiling was placed

birh bark containers and half in ceramic pots (Fig. 2). Only birch bark vessels, ho» •

TlT Ctly °VCr the COaIs becau*e the ceramic vessels used in the experiment
deemed unsuitable for direct heat.

d ,

can^
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and
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Raw Sap

40 gal/151.41

(3% Sugar)

Unfrozen

20 gal/75.7 1

Frozen

20 gal/75.7 1

Metal Kettle Birch Bark Ceramic

Open Porch

5 gal/18.91

(6% Sugar)

/
Metal Kettle

Closed Porch

8.5 gal/32.21

(3.5% Sugar)

Birch Bark Ceramic
10 gal/37.91 18 cups/4.3 1 17 cups/4 1 5 gal/18.9 1 20 cups/4.7 1 18 cups/4.31

I

Direct

Heat

I

Stone

Boiled
i

i

+ Stone

Boiled

Sample 1

(58.77%
Sugar)

Sample 3

(18.95%
Sugar)

Syrup

(65.79%

Sugar)

Syrup

(65.79%
Sugar)

• ^-Techniques Used in Sap Processing Experiment.

I

Direct

Heat

Sample 2

(6 1 .46%

Sugar)

I

Stone

Boiled

Sample 4

(51.05%

Sugar)

FIG.
2 . Bark and Ceramic Vessels Used in Experiments.
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Three of the birch bark vessels, like the pots, had a two quart (1.9 1) capacity. Thr

were tray shaped, however, with a depth of 9 cm, widths from 13 to 25 cm and length

of 28 to 35 cm. The trays were shallow so that a large area of liquid surface was exposed

to heat from the coals underneath the vessels. A fourth bark container was like a kettle,

pyramidal in shape, with a flat base and a capacity of about three gallons (1 1.4 1).

Unfortunately, we were not able to process as much sap as we originally intended.

This is primarily because we did not have enough large containers to process the sap. Ai

it turned out, our experiments helped to demonstrate something implied in the ethno-

graphic literature (Densmore 1974); that is, when birch bark comes directly in contact

with flames, it will ignite. Consequently, we lost the three gallon (11.4 1) vessel carlv on

in the experiment and thus reduced our processing efficiency.

The small volumes which we were able to process provided illuminating results.

an
prehistoric techniques in various combinations. It should be noted that the birch bark

vessel samples, with the greater sugar concentration, were in fact processed for lesser

periods of time. It is also of interest that the samples we processed for five hours in metal

kettles on electric stoves, done for purposes of comparison, were boiled for only 14% less

time than the longest time for processing sap using prehistoric techniques. It also reduced

bv approximately the same volumetric ratio. This suggests that there is not a significant

increase in the efficiency of metal kettles over prehistoric type vessels.

Content analysis provides additional insight into our results. Three samples of the

and
These

sap boiled using prehistoric techniques were analy __„.
Laboratory Division of the Michigan Department of Agriculture (Table 1).

eluded yields from unfrozen sap boiled over the coals in birch bark for 5 hours and 15

minutes (Sample 1), frozen sap boiled directly over the coals in birch bark for 6 houn

and 15 minutes with stone boiling being added for the last one hour and 45 minutes of

ample 2 . an

TABLE 1. Analy

Sample 1

(5 hr.,

15 min.)

Sample 2

(6 hr.,

15 min.)

Sample 3

(6 hr.,

25 min.)

Sample 4

(6 hr.,

25 min.)

Michigan

Average**

Liquid 39.4 35.91 78.5 33.31 33.8

Total Solids 60.6 64.1 21.5 51.23
66.2

Sugars 58.77 61.46 18.96 49.68
65.79

Sucrose 56.78 59.22 18.49 48.0
62.95

Fructose
0.60 0.77 0.13 0.49

1.12

Glucose 1.39 1.47 0.34 1.18
1.72

Total Ash 0.8 0.87 0.60 0.68
0.59

Other Solids 0.9 1.81 1.94

Solids dillluted with
Acetonitrile ^

Total sohds determined by Abbe' Refractometer.

excent ^t^
11

,

6

!;

117 determ™d by High Pressure Liquid Chromatography
except total sohds were calculated on a dry basis.

*Estimated
*
'Composition meets U.S.D.A. criteri

d

AH resuit*

criteria.
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minutes

an

were In addition to the results of these

alyses, as shown in Table 1, the Michigan

of comparison. gnificant

it which boiled sap will not ferment and therefore be considered syrup. Achieving a non-

fermentable syrup is therefore important for long term storage.

Sugars are not the only component considered. Interestingly, based on Michigan and

l.S.D.A. standards, the critical test has been not for sugar content, but rather for ash

content (Jones 1928:25). Ash contributes to the flavor of maple syrup. Therefore,

unlike syrups made from most other sugars, maple syrup is never subjected to chemical or

other forms of clarification because removal of the ash would destroy the flavor.

Although ash must be present in authentic maple syrup, the bulk of the total solids

in svrup is, of course, sugar. In recent years, the total solid content of maple syrup is

required to be at least 66% (U.S.D.A. 1977), although in the past the standard in both the

I.S.A. and Canada was 65%. Syrup having 65% or 66% totals solids will thus have 35%

or 34% total liquid. Variation around these percentages is fairly small because syrup that

is too thin will ferment and syrup that is too thick will granulate (Snell 1913:36).

In considering the results as displayed in Table 1, it is clear that the sap stone boiled

in ceramic pots (Samples 3 and 4) at 21.5% and 51.2% total solids is a long way from

being identified as maple syrup. This is despite the fact that stone boiling was continuous

for 6 hours and 25 minutes. Sap processed in birch bark trays, however, is very close to

«Vn»P at 60.6% (Sample 1) and 64.1% (Sample 2) total solids. It is interesting that

^ple 2, which is the closest to syrup, is the sample where a combination of techniques

**used. That is, the container was placed directly over coals for the entire processing

"me of 6.25 hours and was also stone boiled for the last 1.75 hours. There is no doubt

that had samples 1 and 2 been processed a little longer, the previous maple syrup standard

of 6o% total solids, or the recent standard of 66% total solids, would have been achieved.

There is likewise no doubt that U.S.D.A. standards of quality would not have been

*h 'eved. As can be seen in Table 1, all samples have a portion of total solids consisting

<* material that is neither sugar nor ash. Foreign matter is highest in the samples where

«°ne boiling was used because soot from the fire, adhering to the stones, was added to

"* boding sap along with the stones. U.S. Grade A table syrup must be "practically tree

P' blem of additional soot and ash might be remedied by incorporating a waterT>ath
>

into

2y boiling process. Ethnographic references (e.g., Wilson and Towne l 7̂8^
° ed after our experiments were performed, indicate that often times stones from the

^ere briefly dipped in water to

F
remove the SOot. Use of this procedure would likely

e improved the flavor and quality of the syrup we produced.

m^
laenCy-h is P°ssible to make maple syrup using prehistoric teeni

J«tant question remaining, however, is whether sugaring is worth the time, labor,

joffoj that must be expended>

ology. An

" evident that stone boil
After

fi hn
at stone boilinS saP in a ceramic Pot 1S n° l A "

18 r% and 48.0%

*«J Vl
S and 25 minutes

'
the saP in the ceramic veSSClS^ Y Z the sap

By comparison, the sap

P*ce« a
1S tar from the average of 65% in real maple syrup. By com^- -

Tf
d ln birch bark trays came very close to the syrup in 5.33 hours, and 6 25 hou

.

The
fjUt it i.

:iosetoinesyiuF uw— -- ',
rourse tedious

from the fire to the vessels is, of course

an
and a rn i

•

in tne sense or using a great ae

^ch ti^

tne
' " Would be possible to do. However,

"ones v
and fUCl WOuld be re

<luired -
Since a rolling boU ^ DC

T'^nf'rhe ceramic

Pots wh u
probably not the activity of stone boiling but rather the shape

** bJ
C

k

h

tr

PrCVented *c sap from reaching a syrup state in the time^expend A
and thû v

trays
«
°n ^ other hand, exposed more surface to the heat than

evaporation took place at a faster rate.
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In order to compare the rate that syrup can be achieved using prehistoric methods

to the rate using metal kettles, some of our sap was boiled on the kitchen stove. Five

gallons (18.9 1) of sap were cooked into syrup in a period of five hours. Therefore, in

terms of processing time, kettles were only about 1/6 more efficient than birch bark.

The modern evaporator converts sap into syrup in about an hour. This represents

an increase in the rate of evaporation of kettles that is similar in scale to the increase

seen in birch bark trays over ceramic pots. The reason for both "quantum" leaps in

processing time are likewise similar. The evaporating machines used today, like the birch

bark trays, are shallow and there is thus greater area for exposure to heat and evapora-

tion.

Fuel— It can be seen that the time required to process sap in birch bark trays is not

much longer than that necessary to boil sap in metal kettles. Likewise, fuel expenditure

is not much greater. It is expected that a "backyard" sugaring operation will require

about one cord of wood to boil 40 gal. (151.4 1) of sap into one gallon (3.8 1) of syrup

(Thompson 1978). This experiment used 1/5 cord of wood to boil 8.3 gallons (31.41)

of sap, which is reasonably close to 1/4 cord for 10 gallons (37.9 1) of sap required when

using metal cauldrons.

It has been noted (Richard Ford, pers. comm. 1984) that "cutting" enough wood

for maple sugaring, prior to the introduction of metal axes, might have been the limiting

factor in prehistoric sugaring. While some cutting may have been necessary, quality fire-

wood (hardwoods) would also be available on the forest floor as a byproduct of the

natural self-pruning that occurs in mature forests (cf. beech-maple forest). Therefore,

fuel is not considered a limiting factor significant enough to preclude prehistoric maple

sugaring.

CONCLUSIONS

It is clear from the results of our limited experiments that it is possible to make
-v « v-»v.cu Hum uic icbuus oi our limited experiments mat n i» h^"""*

maple syrup with containers made of materials available to Native Americans. Further

syrup making can take place with almost the same amounts of labor and time usms

•

"native" Given more time,
%_J / - —

-

p- — — .-»**w^-^*^A 4VrA4 V^**A WW* A > WW V- A A A A A «^1 W% *-- *-T • *-~ — . —

little doubt that sugar, as well as syrup, could have been made.
It is instructive that the most efficient results were achieved using flat, birch »

trays because this is comparable to improvements made in modern maple syrup equip-

ment ;» „ * ^. . ... . -*_! 1, tt1p IS not 3

Thus it must be recogn, ..„., v,aHuiaiui S . inus it must oe recognized mat using a mcLai «.-

necessary condition for maple sugaring. As the Nearings point out metal ca
havp ch rvr t*~ *-»*-*% ;«have shortcomings:

»d of boiling in cauldron kettles was an endless affair and waste u

of time, labor and fuel, while quality and color necessarily suffered. It wasdi
•

ficult to take the finished syrup out of the unwieldly kettles unless the fire was

low and plenty of help was around. So the tendency was to add more and more

sap and boil the resulting syrup over and over again all day (1970:54).

The later use of a graduated series of kettles such as those described by Den^e

(1974:309) necessarily represented some improvement in efficiency by P
reventin°

rinj!
problem of rehmK™ ti,„ , ^ *„„ ;«rrpase in sugars

and over. Th orator
~~-~71 "vwever, was tirst the use of flat bottomed pans ana men — • ^

which was invented in 1866 (Nearing and Nearing 1970:56). Both the pans an

evaporator are flat and shallow. Thus, more of the surface of the boiling liquid is exp

to heat and evaporation so that both time and fuel are saved.
eineKIn summary, increasing the amount of surface exposed to heat seems to be ex

wtant regardless of the material of the container used. It is likely then that F ^
:
sugaring was not done in ceramic pots because of their low efficiency. R»l

'

bv

° — " "1C material oi me container used, it is u^>y —

-

t„ (

tone sugaring was not done in ceramic pots because of their low efficiency. K^ '

sap was processed in large birch bark pans or perhaps in wooden troughs as sugges

the Kickapoo chief cited above.
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The practice of freezing the sap, like the use of flat, shallow containers saves time,

energy and fuel in syrup making. This is reflected in the disparate sugar contents of the

frozen and unfrozen sap boiled in ceramic pots. Although freezing does increase effi-

ciency, it is a technique that could not always be controlled because it is dependent upon

the weather. Thus freezing may have been used when possible but was not reliable on a

day to day basis.

ak

an

it was worth doing so. The task under any circumstances is not only labor intensive but

an

process. The question then must relate to the context of the yearly cycle as practiced by

particular people in particular places. Hence, the advantages of sugaring need to be

weighed against the use and scheduling of other resources.

land

the availability of other foods is low in the early spring. This is true for both hunter-

gatherers and farmers. Animals are lean after the long winter, fish have yet to begin

spawning, migrating birds have not returned north, and most plants are not yet produc-

tive. Further, hunter mobility is greatly reduced in the early spring (LaHontan 1905).

rhe relative absence of other foods and the difficulty of obtaining them creates a situa-

tion where the entire labor force of an extended family is available for the sugaring period

of four to six weeks. Because productivity during the sugar season is variable, however,

supplementary hunting and fishing can and did take place (e.g., Henry 1969). Farmers,

like hunter-gatherers, have fewer activities to occupy their time during the early spring.

Tilling the soil and planting are yet to begin. Again, the entire family can devote its labor

force to sugaring. Thus the timing and duration of the sugaring season vis a vis other

^sources and the availability of labor are relevant factors in choosing to make sugaring a

regular part of the seasonal cycle.
The presence of an extended family of men, women and children at the sugar camp,

C0Upled with the fact that other families can process sap nearby, offers an important

S0Clal
°PPOrtlinity as well. Information so necessary to hunter-gatherers can be ex-

,

anged md decisions about the coming warm season can be made. Further, the pos-

lty of simPly socializing after the isolation of winter must be considered. Virtually

cry ethnographic description of sugaring emphasizes the holiday atmosphere of the

HX Camp. ..... '•'' - -nnnt he

^ected as ar

canno
in important

-^her consideratic
10 ^lte their m.nnf, term
asj|

- 4 «*-tmv wui in Willie. iViapiC sugai can us, ^v~ -
,

arem^
1^' Can function as a preservative, provides essential nutrients, was considered

W
t

dy
'
and ^ flavorful. Densmore (1974) notes that maple sugar can be stored tor at

J ^
a V**- Thus it is available over the course of the entire seasonal cycle. Additionally.

. birrh hark malmk* /Hoffman 1896:288) or small cakes (J^>

hen traveling.
Mapl

5

fruit w?
SU§ar Can also ^ used as a preservative. Thus, Kohl (1956:319) notes

,

*at

and
*? Pr

r
erved wi* it. This was, potentially, a valuable use since many ethnop

^

phi

diet

^aeologic^ SOurces suggest a considerabk percentage>of the northern ^bongmal

Preserved' (Yarneii 1^0 ,

1977).

Th

dried/

when If?/
1

"

1168 °f lonS term borage of sugar and preservation of foods are interes mg

*d caZ

T

td Wkh the f-t that maple products constitute good sources of «*<*>*.*

t0 80^ f'

^ Wdl as °ther ""trients (Black 1980; Leaf 1963). Syrup may conta n 40

m8ofma
" CalciUm

' 3 to 6 -g of phosphorous, 10 to 30 mg of potassium.and^4
:

to *>

^%rSmm PCr fluid ounce
<30 m")>

<
Leaf 1963:%3)

-

BeVerky ££ft*M*^ o T' StUdies of °Jibi^ ™«*™> notes ** thC Mgh mCat
f 1 984 9)Pe°Ples required both carbohydrate and calcium from non-meat foods (1984.3).
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hi*

an

able amounts of calcium to that found in equal volumes of whole milk (Leaf 1963:964).
The storable charartpr nf manlp nrArlnr+r r^A +u~ a~„:—» t»_A _ • . . _i-

nutritional
of these products beyond the sugaring season (Densmore 1974; Black 1980).

an

1936:42; Densmore 1974:313). Indeed, several references note that sugar was pre-

ferred over salt (H. Smith 1932:61, 1932:395, 1933:92; Kohl 1956:319; Swigart.
pers. comm. 1984). In addition, vinegar was made from maple sap and mixed with sugar

to make a sweet and sour meat dish (H. Smith 1932:395). Other uses include sugar

being added to water to make a summer drink and to medicines to make them palatable

(Densmore 1974:313).

Though syrup produced in our experiements was not U.S. Grade A in flavor, neither

was the syrup produced in early historic times. Scorching, caused by sap foaming on the

sides of the metal kettles, was a common occurence that imparted a bitter taste (Nearing
and Xeanng 1970:55). Also, because boiling was often done in the open and other foods
cooked m the sap, foreign materials were often incorporated into the sap (Turner 1891

ough the matter of flavor represents a cultural preference, in view of the multiple uses

ot maple products and the fact that metal kettles did not necessarily produce a more

any other factor was an impetu

gar making (cf. Jochim
ese experiments have shown that the introduction of metal kettles was not a

necessary condition for the prehistoric production of maple syrup or sugar. The labor

an ime required is greater using prehistoric containers, but not to an extent which
wou d preclude prehistoric sugaring. Likewise, there was no differentce in the seasonal

context of sugaring nor the varied benefits conferred by the product. It is likely then

gularly

It is noteworthy that these experiments, which were based on descriptions in docu-

cn ary sources, are supportive of the reliability of ethnohistoric accounts of sugaring.

tain

aPP
^
ent ambl8uity of the written record reflects the range of available kinds of con-

to th" Kr
C3n bC USCd t0 process saP- lt is P°ssible too that contradictory opinions as

vation 7Y prehistoric Indi*ns to make syrup or sugar are based on accurate obser-

For ex'' i

Carly WritCrS may not have seen a complete or normal seasonal cycle,

tion JT T mdividual maV "ot have been present for an entire year or social disrup-

It m'a h
^ exPerien«d by the Huron in the 1600s, may have precluded sugar**

whole fair
° Carly travelle" accompanied male hunters and/or warriors rather than

contex, IT °r VlHageS
-

Thus
'
they miSh t not have seen sap processed. Economic

able ffld^f°
UP

J
CO,npOSition arC b°th imPortant factors in sugaring. Both are valu-

es topic
t0 bC taken into account when evaluating ethnohistoric sources on

tention^thl; *!
^^ °f ident*ying prehistoric sugaring sites remains. It is our con-

settlement! t

ar TSCnCe mUSt in Part be determined on the basis of the subsistence/

attributes d£ •

^ givcn P°Pulati°n. In addition, there are ecologic and topograpn

(Holman 1984U
°f

?
apIe^^ CamP s

(
Holma» 1984 >- ^^ P^°" «-

istic o
'2 ] SUggCSt

u
ed that la^ numbers of ceramic vessels might also be character

^ mustTok f

tHiS iS n°W bdnS "considered in light of our experiments. In«*£

by more traditiT
™°maioxiS ^tteTns » site assemblages which cannot be accounted
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plus Rick Zurel supplied birch bark for the kettles and trays used in the experiments.

Linda Kalanitch made the clay vessels used and in addition donated others. Richard J.

Seltin, former chair of the Department of Natural Science, Michigan State University,

gave us basalt samples for stone boiling. Mr. Fontz of the Michigan Department of

Agriculture and Ms. Renate Dezacks of Plant Biology Research at Michigan State Univer-

sity analyzed processed sap. Al Hafner of the Michigan Bureau of Standards supplied us

with copies of the U.S.D.A. standards for maple syrup. Maple sap was purchased from

George Fogel of Sugar Bush Supply in Mason, Michigan. Computer time was provided

by Fran King of the Illinois State Museum and the Whittiers of East Lansing.

Practical advice and encouragement were generously offered by Jerry Wilson, Beth

Andrus, Rick Zurel, Michael Hambacher, James Robertson, Philip Franz, Beverley Smith,

Shcla McFarlin, Donald Weir, Charles Cleland and William Lovis. In addition, discussions

with Susan R. Martin and Richard I. Ford were most helpful. Finally, the finished manu-

script was read and commented on by James McClurkin. Clearly maple sugaring remains

a cooperative enterprise and to each of these people we extend our thanks.
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Book Review

Hames, Raymond B., and William T. Vickers (1983). Adaptive responses of native

Amazonians. New York: Academic Press. Cloth, 518 pp.

This is an anthology containing the following articles:

1. Introduction, by Raymond B. Hames and William T. Vickers.

2. Machiguenga gardens, by Allen Johnson.

3. The cultivation of manioc among the Kuikuru of the Upper Xingu, by Robert L.

Cameiro.

4. Adaptive strategies of Wakucnai peoples to the oligotrophic rain forest of the ft

Negro Basin, by Jonathan Hill and Emilio F. Moran.

5. Neotropical hunting among the Ache of eastern Paraguay, by Kim Hill and Krister.

Hawkes.

6. Shotguns, blowguns, and spears: the analysis of technological efficiency, by James A.

Yost and Patricia M. Kelley.

7. Why do the Mekranoti trek? by Dennis Werner.

8. Co Camilla fishing: patch modification and environmental buffering in the Amazon

varzea, by Anthony Stocks.

9. Carpe Diem: an optimal foraging approach to B art fishing and hunting, by Stephen

Beckerman.

10. Adaptation and ethnobotanical classification: theoretical implications of animal

resources and diet of the Aguaruna and Huambisa, by Brent Berlin and Elois Ann

Berlin.

11. Nutrition in the northwest Amazon: household dietary intake and time-en^
expenditure, by Darna L. Dufour.

12. Seasonal factors in subsistence, nutrition, and child growth in a central Brazilian

Indian community, by Nancy M. Flowers.

!3- The settlement pattern of a Yanomamo population bloc: a behavioral ecoU&*

14.

interpretation, by Raymond B. Hames.

Village movement in relation to resources in Amazonia, by Daniel R. Gross.

15. The territorial dimensions of Siona-Secoya and Encabellado adaptation, by William

T. Vickers.

but IIJ? .
» ^POrtant not only to students of the human ecology of the A***
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working
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- FoI1owing this Johnson presents an energy mpu /
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f hortlcultural techniques used by the Machiguenga of lowland Peru,

include
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to

descriptions of their clearing, planting, weeding, and harvesting techniques, and estima-

tions of the amount of time the people allocate to each phase of this activity. This

energy expenditure calculation is then compared to the nutritional benefits incurred from

each crop produced. Also included in the article is a treatment of Machiguenga classifi-

cation of soil and land-use types.

Carneiro next discusses the cultivation of manioc (Manihot esculenta) by the Kui-

kuru, including the techniques used in clearing fields, planting, cultivating, and processing

the crop. He then estimates the amount of manioc produced by the village at 3.2 times

the amount actually consumed by the group, using more refined techniques than in

previous works, to correct an earlier estimate of 2.5 times (Carneiro 1957), and attempts

account for the excess crop produced. He also includes a summary of the Kuikuru
classification of forest types and lists the native names for 46 different cultivars of

manioc cultivated by the tribe.

The fourth article, by Hill and Moran, discusses the cultural mechanisms by which
theWakuenai have adapted to soil conditions poor even by Amazonian standards. These

mechanisms include organization into patrilineal work groups and the establishment of

internal redistribution systems.
The next article, by Hill and Hawkes, uses optimal foraging techniques to analyze

hunting patterns among the Ache of eastern Paraguay. The authors discuss various

techniques used by the Ache in hunting (shotgun, bow and arrow, etc.), and the amount
of time allocated to each of several activities during the course of a typical week, along
wth the caloric returns to handling time for each species hunted. They use this data to

postulate models from optimal foraging theory to explain differences in choices of prey

Spending on the type of hunting technique as well as potential explanations for dif-

"ences in the sizes of hunting parties. Finally, they present and compare competing

ypotheses concerning which of several objectives for maximization under which the

•

c"e are operating (maximization of individual return vs. maximization of average

*turn of the entire party, etc.).
/>ost and Kelley subsequently compare the relative efficiency of shotguns vs. bows

dud

arr°WS
'
Usin§ the waorani of eastern Ecuador as their example. Their analysis in-

^ « a discussion of input/output ratios for each, and man weight per kill. They also

CU

.

SS S

^

asonal variation in hunting efficiency.

nian rvT
"^ articIe

' Wemer analyzes the trekking phenomenon among certain Amazo-
tribes, especially the Mekronti-Kayapo of central Brazil. He concludes that the most

^explanation of this phenomenon is the quest for protein maximization, rather than

at
, _ quest lor p

"Bested*
* ^^ ^ otherwise temporarily short supply of protein, as others have

fcrtil
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nsh fro I
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species to its diet, in declining order of foraging efficiency, so long as the overall rate of

return continues to increase (Pulliam 1974). Hence, diet choice depends not only on the

relative efficiences of the various potential prey types, but also on the relative abundan-

cies of prey items higher up on the list.

Berlin and Berlin, in the next article, evaluate various hypotheses to explain the fact

that the Aguaruna and Huambisa Jivaro of northern Peru possess an elaborate taxonomy

of a large number of zoological lifeforms while only utilizing a small fraction of these

species. They eventually reject several adaptationist explanations in favor of a cognitive

one, that the Jivaro, like modern taxonomists, are simply recording lexemically the varia-

tion and discontinuities present in the natural world.

The following two articles focus on nutrition. Dufour analyzes the dietary composi

tion and time- and energy -budgeting patterns among the Tatuyo of Colombia, concen-

trating primarily on the caloric content of various wild and domesticated foods. The

author mentions protein and micronutrients in the discussion, but presents no new infor-

mation in this regard. Flowers presents a similar analysis of the Xavante, a group which

was primarily dependent on wild foods until approximately 15 years ago, adding data on

child nutrition and comparing these data to those gathered among other tribes such as the

!Kung which have undergone similar transitions. The author concludes that the increased

reliance on agricultural means of production does not seem to add to the reliability of

food sources.

The final two articles deal with settlement patterns, Hames working with the Yano-

mamo of Venezuela and Gross with several tribes of central Brazil. Hames traces the

gradual migration of a certain population of Yanomamo eastward through the course

of several decades, and analyzes the causes of the migration from several perspectives,

concluding that the primary reasons have to do with a shortage of mates rather than with

scarcity of food resources. Gross tabulates emic reasons behind village movements given

by informants of four different tribes, pointing out that missionary inducement, etc, are

far more important than resource depletion from the natives' perspective. He then pre-

sents data on the nutrient composition of soils underlying native gardens before, dunng,

and after swidden cultivation.
tainedFor the most part, the book is well written and well edited. The articles con

here should serve as an important starting point not only for those planning to work

the Amazon, but also for anyone interested in the various theoretical areas discusse

a

the book. My only complaints are that the subject matter seems a bit broadly based, »»

geography and the adaptationist approach being the only unifying similarities among

various papers. Some of the articles, particularly the more mathematically oriented on-

give no more than percusory hints at more extensive treatments of the theoretical asp

iLo^"
W°rk Published elsewhere (e.g., Johnson & Behrens 1982; Hames & Vic

1982).
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Book Review

Voir, savoir, pouvoir: Le chamanisme chez les Yagua du Nord-Est peruvien. (Vision,

knowledge, power: shamanism among the Yagua of Northeast Peru). (1983) bv

Jean-Pierre Chaumeil. Paris: Editions de l'Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences

Sociales. Paper, 352 pp.

an

ian Deoole of Peru. The

stressing the importance of using both psychological and sociological approaches to

understand this complex phenomenon.

In the introductory chapters the author reviews the history of anthropological

and

agu

mt-day Yagua communities. Numerous case studies of the

experiences of individual shamans are included, and an account of the process of initia-

tion of new shamans as related by one of the practitioners. This is followed by discus-

ogy and

an

an

an

and

anisme et maladie (Shamanism an

is particularly interesting because here the author discusses in some depth the Yagua

concepts of disease causation, the role traditional medicinal practices play in curing

illness, according to Yagua ideology, and the uses to which each of over 100 plants is

put by shamans in their curing processes.

The book is remarkable for its thoroughness and for the author's willingness to

analyze the subject from a wide variety of angles. This holistic approach gives the stuck

a methodological importance far outweighing the empirical data alone.

Joseph E. Laferriere

Department of Ecology & Evolutionary Bioiof

University of Arizona

Tucson, Arizona 85721
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Book Review

On the Trail of the Ancient Opium Poppy. Mark David Merlin, Associated University

Presses, London and Toronto, 1984. pp. 324. $45.00.

The opium poppy, Papaver somniferum, source of the modified dipeptide we know
morphine, has profoundly influenced western culture. Morphine was first isolated in a

crude form by Derosne, in 1803. The elucidation of its structure was a major goal not

achieved until 1952, in the course of which new synthetic and degradative tools were
evolved that shaped the evolving science of organic chemistry. Indeed, a complete issue

of the prestigious Journal of the Chemical Society was devoted to the investigations of

just one man, Perkins, on the structure of morphine. Sir Robert Robinson's acuity in

proposing the structure or morphine 29 years before the correctness of his deduction was
established led to new stereochemical insights, opened for investigation the field of alka-

toidal biosynthesis, and fertilized the developing science of bio-organic chemistry. Within
the last ten years, the extensive pharmacology of morphine has burgeoned into a new area

vastness and importance that it threatens to swamp its parent: I am referring, of
c°urse, to the morphine-like peptides, the enkephalins and endorphins. These endo-
genous opioids exist in the brain (and gut), where the limits of their importance in central

*rvous systems functioning have yet to be defined.
Apart from their powerful analgetic activities, the opiates are addictive, this latter

property, perhaps, impacting society even more markedly than the former, spawning mas-

»* social, legal and medical consequences. And let us not forget the literary heritage of
c Pale white poppy and its encapsulated metabolites. De Quincy's The Confessions of

* English Opium Eater/ Dicken's 'Edwin Drood,' Cocteau's 'Opium, the Diary of a

wih' h

C°leridge,s 'KubIa Khan ' and the bizarre Sherlock Holmes' mystery of 'The Man
* the Twisted Lip' are a few of the stories that spring immediately to mind. A few
°re seconds thought, and one would have a library sufficient to solace many a winter's

of such

da\

The
.1

ell as addiction. Poppy

histo

P°PPy °U have economic consequence even today, and perhaps early in the

the!?'

° r prehistory of the poppy, nutrition may have been of more importance than
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the Tr \ t
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pose that the latter is simply a polyploid form of the former. Others, such as Knorzer.

hypothesize the opposite. Knorzer defends the onetime popular idea that P. somnifenm
was artificially selected from the wild P. setigerum, basing his position on the similarity of

P. somniferum seeds from Neolithic sites to the seeds of modern P. setigerum. One might

think it takes a brave man to draw major conclusions from two or three morphological

characteristics of seeds abused, buried, dehydrated and charred over a period of several

thousand years, particularly when the number of seeds available for analysis is low. But

fortune smiles on the brave. Recent work suggests that chromosome number is not fixed

for either of the 'species,' both producing diploid and polyploid plants.

Merlin's summary of this particular problem, on page 84, is masterly, but too judi-

cial. He has a reluctance to impose his own viewpoint, his own conclusions, a virtue

which however much one may admire in the abstract makes for an absence of signposts

for the tyro. Being forced to draw one's own conclusions can make for tiring reading.

It is made the more tiring by the delightful, but idiosyncratic, organization of the text, in

which subject flows into subject in a stream of consciousness technique, and in which

subheadings provide formal interruptions to the text but do not necessarily give informa-

tion as to what is contained in it. Chapter 4, on 'The Prehistoric Use of the Opium

Poppy' provides an example of authorial technique that is repeated in all other chapters.

Here, despite the title, we meander through the structures of the alkaloids, their isolation

and their pharmacological properties. Merlin accurately points out that the analgetic

action of morphine is due to the lessening of apprehension rather than the abolishment

of pain. Then we learn of the abuse that followed the two fold introduction of pure

chemicals and hypodermic syringes. The significance of synthetic narcotics such as

demerol is then touched upon, followed by a disquisition on how to cut a poppy capsule

with a penknife. This, by some inexorable process, leads into a discussion of the found

mg Of the Journal of Ethnopharmacology with extended accounts of the botanical distri-

bution of mind-altering drugs and the use of cocoa, Psilocybe mushrooms, and the

beautifully-flowered Texas mescalbean, Sophora secundipara. Copious quotations from

the appropriate authorities are interspersed. Then we find ourselves learning about earth

goddesses and the relationship between the Roman and Greek gods. The question is

Posed, as has been posed for many a pharmacologically interesting plant, was the Ayur-

vedic soma an Ephedra species? This is all interesting, intriguing and confusing. \^ are

travdmg on no academic freeway, but hiking uphill through a thick forest. We are let!

to draw breath during one of the occasional platitudes scattered within the undergrowth

i mtormation. 'The opium poppy is one of the most widely known herbal drug plan"-

he powerful modern opiate drugs and their chemical substituents were certainly no

available to early peoples.' 'A particular use of a specific plant substance today does not

ecessanly confirm its application for similar purposes in antiquity.' True, true, and true-
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son's tranlations of Assyrian texts, explicating bronze age trade or examining the cultural

gndcrpinnings of Minoan civilization. He does not necessarily achieve coherence, but his

book is a storehouse crammed with delights, with the information density of a hard disc.

Was the opium poppy a creation of an eastern or western culture? I still do not

know, and doubt if anyone does. Merlin, however, succeeds in demonstrating that shards

of fact can be used to create whole china shops of speculation in archeology and archeo-

botany. One of his few concrete suggestions is that the sea-trading Minoans introduced

e poppy into the eastern Mediterranean where the evolving Hellenic culture made the

plant its own, along with the grape and olive. Other authors (e.g. Daumas, la civilization

del'Egypte pharonique, 1965) have suggested that opium was used in Egypt as early as

the 18th Dynasty (BC 1590-1340), and this could have provided a source for later cultures.

The style of the book varies from the condensed and expressive ('It is an outstanding

ature of the Mycenean culture that we know so little about so many aspects of it.') to a

standard, workmanlike prose that gets the job done. Jargon and the linguistic excesses of

c social sciences are eschewed, the compound nouns and polysyllabic backformations

marring so much academic prose being absent. Merlin's allusive style, with his reluctance

to draw conclusions for the reader, can be illustrated by an extended quotation:

'An interesting point made by Greig and Turner concerns the rise and fall of

olive cultivation and its relative importance in ancient Greece. During the

Peloponnesian Wars, the Spartan army attacked the Athenian olive groves:

"
• • • and this may not have been the first time that olives had been a target of

hostilities." It is important to remember that olives were most probably a major

011 source for the Myceneans as they were among the later Greeks. In this case,

what substitute could have replaced the oil extracted from olives? If importa-

tion of olive oil from an external source was precluded during the non-produc-

** replanting period, then perhaps a locally produced vegetable source was

ired and utilized. Even if the importation of organic oil resources was not

bailed, it may not have been olive oil that was imported. The pollen diagrams

jammed by Grieg and Turner Indicate that olive cultivation in Macedonia was

"Jtermittent, with two well-defined periods.'
Htfway through the paragraph, it begins to dawn on the reader that this apparent

*rtm« :- , .

r & f , 5
. source of oil in

requ

diver

Per ,

n ls making the point that poppy seeds may have been a major source oi on in

'Clean Greece. This point is buttressed by appeal to data from an earlier culture, me

«a,e7

a

i
and a later one ' the Macedonian. Nowhere, however, is the point expliciu>

«J«^ reader is left to draw the conclusion for himself. This passage also illustrates

oil J.
^ °f economy, which tire the reader, in the generally acceptable style: org

ources (on); oi] extracted ^^ oi
.

ves o
.

i); importation fro* an external

by

« (importation); target of hostilities (target). A poor ear is suggested, for example,
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At °ne point ' Merlin refers to Heinrich Schliemann, the discoverer o y

,

endin. *T ?' Where "nbridled passion for another's wife lead to a nine yea
*
** ,

<L ?Uming °f 'the topless towers of Ilium'. Schliemann has been de^nbed as

^il ^ int0 h«tory . I venture to suspect that Merlin, too, has turned legend

1S masterful and scholarly volume.
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NEWS AND COMMENTS

SOCIETY OF ETHNOBIOLOGY CONFERENCE COORDINATOR

The Editorial Board, at its annual meeting on May 7, 1985, created a new position

within the Society-Conference Coordinator. Jan Timbrook was asked to assume this

ann

abilities of this position is to assist the local committee in the planning of the annual

Conference.Lonterence. Guidelines and a time scneduie are in uie mwu sidgcs ui u<-vuT ...v.u. ~

Jan will be in frequent contact with the local committee each year, she can be contacted

Timbrook, Department of Anthrop

FiMJ Pupsta Del Sol Road. Santa Ba Telephone

:

>05) 6824711.

GUINDON ANNOUNCEMENTS

Th

Research announces four

post-doctoral resident fel-

lowships to be awarded for

the 1986/87 academic year

to scholars in anthropology

Th

fellowships are supported by

the Weatherhead Founda-

tion and the National En-

dowment for the Humanities

-and provide a monthly sti-

pend, housing, a private

study, and the time, space

and quiet needed for crea-

The apph-
tive research.

* J

i

gone crazy! She believes they're going to kill and eat
""YbodyblltthedOD." Rv oermission of

cation deadline is the first

of November, 1985. Write

to the Resident Scholar

Program there, at P.O. Box

2188, 660 Garcia Street

Santa Fe,NM 87501, or «1

Susan Bodenstein at (50d)

982-4987.By permission of

New America Syndicate

Wf Seeds/S-E.A.R.C.H. has issued its catalog of "Ancient Seeds for Mo*

*J
(available a. 3950 West New York Drive, Tucson, AZ 85745) Nam See

/

*^ [What d°« 'he acronym stand for?] is a non-profit out.« « ca«H
_

ITZ 'he Nat"e A™«ican crop heritage, with a primary focus on * ^
**«*. T Pr°Ud

'° Pr"ent ,0 V°U *e laTgeS
'
SekCti°n ""

fries are nonhybrid,

°*» £n
m *e Greater Southwest. These ancient crop variet.es are T

^.CTd !eed
' ^^ H-in«—kablC "* °f r^h" pr:,t and minera.

<M"en.sT nc
,

raatod« and certain pathogens; others have h.gher prot

•»C»^ rdated c°">™«cial varieties ... In order that ft» "^^hese s«ds
,.
"* will no , h„ t „ , , __, _ _ff.ri„„ small samples ot tnese

Associate member-

) to help support this
oution to anyone interested in diversifying their gardens.

Effort
'°'lcited at $10/year (members receive The Seedhead News) -

.

^cludin f aVaUabk -elude amaranths, a large variety of P/,^-^ beans and

m
8 Z?a diploperennis), chiles, squashes, cotton, gourds, and tobacco.

*ips
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GENE SPLICING UPDATE

As noted in this column in the last issue, genetic engineering experiments are the

target of a crusade by Jeremy Rifkin, who fears that unexpected and unfortunate conse-

quences may result from the release of such "unnatural" organisms into the environment.

Rifkin sued the National Institutes of Health in 1983 to halt the field testing of geneti-

cally modified bacteria (designed to prevent frost formation on plants) by University of

California researchers. In May of 1984 Federal District Judge John Sirica enjoined NIH
from permitting the experiment until an environmental assessment was completed. The

U.S. Court of Appeals last February reviewed Sirica's decision and upheld his ruling in

part. Notably, the Appeals Court noted that "NIH has not yet displayed the rigorous

attention to environmental concerns demanded by law, and that the deficiency rests in

NTH's complete failure to consider the possibility of various environmental effects" if

the bacteria proved capable of dispersal and survival in nature. Still at issue is whether
each experiment should require a rather cursory "environmental assessment" or whether
a comprehensive environmental impact statement needs to be prepared covering the

potential impact of the release of altered organisms in general. In response, biotech-

nology firms are submitting their proposals directly to the Environmental Protection

Agency for review. (Marjorie Sun, Science, 15 March 1985, pg. 1321.)

ETHNOBIOLOGY IN THE NEWS

am
headline last March 31 caught my eye. I read further. It seems that the frogs' legs con-

sumed by epicures in Europe, Australia, and the United States-from some 200 million

frogs annually-are not supplied by harvesting the bullfrogs that infest your local wetland.
Kather, the preferred species are Rana tigerina and R. hexadactyla, most imported from

Bangladesh and India, with substantial imports as well from Indonesia. The World Wild

-

thk H""l?f
C°nC

7?
ed

,

at thC ProsPects for ecological catastrophe that may result from
fr.m.t ri___,

populations. "Their natural prey-insects-are breedinganuran

agriculture ...
cides such as DDT,

. . . banned in m^We'st."

an

an

Donald Ugent, specialist in ancient potato studies at Southern Illinois University.
aims to have discovered remains of cultivated potatoes 10,000 years old, equal in age

to the earliest remains of domesticated wheat from the Near East. The discovery' in the

gencer, 26 March 1985.)

mystery
tany d from Haiti

1Q«^\ a T l J m y*lcry DeAmd zombies" (Seattle Post-Intelligencer, ** *~~

Instep £ * to Davis
> Zombies are not people who have risen from the dead,

instead, they are people who h.vP kM« a— - .1— .u_. • ._ j_*u » n*vis. whose
/en a arug tnat mim
tanical Museum attinoknn t~+**A 4. •

**««« ^uLOiiicdi museum, aunuuLCo ui«

cvan^de a
°.
Xm

'
CXtraCted fr°m Puff«fish. It is "500 times more powerful than

in a form,'.' u u°
P °n thC head of a Pin is eno«gh to kill." This poison is

incorporated

bones T!:;
h"^1Ud

f
S P-S f™ «»*• « wonn., lizards, tarantulas, and hum"

blood pressure within six hours.
an "an

Psychological dependenc; in the victim:
those accused and rnn.v^ w^_

Paralyzed victims are buried, then disinterred and a
-

Davis believes serves rather to induce amnesia an

This drastic treatment is normally reserve

voodoo tribunal of violations of voodoo co e

_- Kikhedprescribed Kv, «.u- « UUUIC d vooaoo tribunal of violations 01 vuuu-

m Z,, 1^ *">»isticated religion with African roots." Details to be pubtah
Journal of
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CREATIVE APPLIED ETHNOZOOLOGY DEPARTMENT

J

mpany

55008): "In 1978 an American anthropologist named Dr. Gregory samoaneK, m.u w*a

studying the primitive people of Central America. They are the mixed blood descendants

of English pirates, Mayan Indians and African slaves. There is powerful magic there .

He befriended the medicine man, Dzacar, who not only healed the sick but kept the

healthy well-fed. In this meat-poor tribe, Dzacar was the number one fisherman
.
..

army

a shred of cloth. With this unlikely rig, he would pole out into the tropical river ana

and ban It was one such night that Dr. Gregory

Bambanek, himself a "fisherman, went along with Dzacar and first got a whiff of the

potent stuff Dzacar had on that lure . . . What Bambanek brought home was a secre

formulation of scents derived from living jungle plants, fish and animals. Back in Am -

ica, in his laboratory, he analyzed the chemical makeup of the potion . - .
Kairom

communi-

He

• •

formul
cates a living organism such as live baitfish ... By dialing in other hormonal

cators" he found he could send other messages like a hot line to the fish s brain
. .

added Fear Pheromones, the smell of fear given off by prey species that »™«
fe

"cites predators. He added Schooling Pheromones, the scent baitfish use »
on their school and gamefish use to find them. He added traces ot bex

£
gam

an

dilut;

any

J

Incredibly, in-

a

*.*>* i»i r>nwerful

strike

;es of food, fear and sexual aggression deep in the tisn s Drain, »*»- c, ^
response

. . . Outdoor Life called it, 'a far cry from the ™n-of-the-mii

licorice-smelling fish 'attractors'
'

. . . Available in 9 formulations lor

»_.£- r „ , ..... f«r hWarootoo.' [This aa copy
based, licorice-smelling fish 'attractors
Popular species of gamefish. Unless you have a
tnk« me as a literary analog of Dr. Juice Fish Scent, designe

•o K«*vcnui messages . .

des'«d strike response," ed.]

[fish
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Play is a necessary part of the creative process, and, we've been told that

cannot play with your material and resources, it's unlikely that creative ideas v

generated. Those of us living within reasonable driving distance of Albuquerque

Mexico who choose to "carpool" to the Ethnobiology Conference there have an i

tunity to have fun—to play—with ethnobiological word games. Insight and new pa

of information are likely to surface. Here are some games

Questions. As a botanist I have most frequently played "Botanical"

Questions. It's interesting to observe yourself becoming increasingly adept at

*
•

's better to ask "Does your

plant

mileaee out ot a Question, ror exam
plant?" And

the spice of life, it becomes more interesting to ask "Does your plant belong to a large y

wind pollinated family?" instead of "Is your plant in the Compositae?" With a little

bought, one can easily play Ethnobiological Twenty Questions.

Tom Swifties can be fun, and modified for ethnobiology, a challenge Browsing

through recent issues of the Journal brought forth these rather obvious examples. Fernaps

you will find more exacting ones. Have you ever heard:

A tree rine? (Swetnam,

? (Holman
tove you ever seen:

Data bank? (Shuster and Bye, 3:157-174,
A seed bank? (News and Comments, 5: 1

Malapropisms, modified for ethnobiology

^ -
once started, perhaps more satisfying. A

1

, .

ect use of a word, and in the Dlav from which the term
quite a<

surprised

daughter that it was im;

«, tor her mouth to be open like an allegory. As an eaiuu, * ^
ing the inappropriate use of "methodology," which

means ""f"™* ^^
methods used in a study. This malapropism

is not num
* do not preceive that it

Excuse me

and

illogical. It's in the same cau*-
J £j methodology

and then swallowing a pill. Admittedly,
do

a
PPtopriate

"/ mcuicauon, ana tnen swauuwuig « r~~ important
ion sound more involved and hence, I suppose, more v

^
than method and medicine, and, in most instances, tne a v

gland

'^had^r-
(A\°f thiS re

,

minds™ °f * ?™L2 He concluded that elegantly

houTu°
try SCOnes because the word sounded so elegant. He con--

«dt 1
e word m&y sound as * falls from the lips'

they "*' ^o-£ * **» opinion, not all that pleasing to the palate.) To return to

p can find or think of many that are humorous.

mentio^T8 Umericks is
'
for some

'
a 8reater

challengef^2
in the.
2 ab°Ve because of thyme and meter requirements. In kee

Mul n

Pap

D
erW Farrington and Urry (this issue) and with a plea for

alapropisms,

this untitled piece.



A woman with pretty beans in her nose

Asked "Why must I go where this grows?"

So she buried a seed

And before long indeed

She had enough for her fingers and toes.

Perhaps some of your efforts will be suitable for inclusion in Gene Hunn's column,

News and Comments, in the Journal.

W.V.
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NUTRIENTS IN NATIVE FOODS
OF SOUTHEASTERN ALASKA

HELEN M. DRURY
Mt. Edgecumbe Native Hospital

Alaska Area Native Health Service

Indian Health Service

Mt. Edgecumbe, Alaska 99835

ABSTRACT.-Cultural, health and ecological concerns have stimulated interest in

learning the nutrient content of the foods of southeastern Alaska coastal Native

Americans. Twenty foods indigenous to southeastern Alaska were analyzed for proximate

composition, two minerals and five vitamins. Many traditional foods are still eaten by

southeastern Natives and the nutrient values determined in this study showed that these

foods can make important dietary contributions. Seafoods such as seaweeds and marine

animals are excellent sources of certain minerals and vitamins: eulachon, leather chiton,

and cockles are high in iron; leather chiton, the seaweeds and hard dried
I^^*T™

are good sources of calcium; eulachon has a high level of vitamin A. Other wild plant

foods also make valuable nutritional contributions.

INTRODUCTION

Throughout history Native populations have subsisted on those foods »*&*™
totheir local environments. Intimate knowledge of many foods edibleJ™"?™*
^s imperative for survival. Native peoples of the northwest coast ol ™*™ ^

particularly rich food supplies. The cool-temperate ram forest envi
kinds of

annual precipitation in excess of 200 cm, produced an abundance or j ^.^
nes, roots and greens. The beaches and waters teemed with twna ^^
freshwater lifc r.*™ ™i™l c ™A birds were also available (unaenim

had

an

berri

and

1955).

.

When trade with the Europeans began in the late 1700 s flour ^
^oduced. For a considerable period of time use of "white mail

^^ ^^
*» any effect on health was not recorded. However, in 1933 a ™™

m9] since

^fan Eskimos and Indians noted changes in their denta tea th

^

c

d

'

that in

"wMWar II, use of "outside foods" rapidly increased. Heller lw_)
{̂

arbohydrate

*f
north of Alaska the Eskimo population had increased its *"*

one .third of
al°nes horn an estimated 2 to 11% in aboriginal days to af>P^a

ffer (1971)
<*">

the total calories ,nHw ai«,„ i„wa«pH intake of saturated fats Schaen i

alories and had also increased intake of saturatea w •

c eg among

^7 comprehensive report on the effects of similar ma,or met X^
heaith

^J*an Eskimos. Because these changes have apparently «8U«e
. can be done to

m°
S for Alaska '

s Natives, consideration is being given to w
for

^tove the situation. Increased knowledge of traditional foods is

"tion education programs suited to native people.

PRESENT DAY CONCERNS

South
Annette

mC ,

tern Alaska ^ * rugged island archipelago e»c» °
x 50,000

10lS0Uth t0 Yakutat in the north. Of a total population°^ °^Tsimpshear

«!T>ve < belonging to three groups: the Tlmgit, Hai4^ ^ ns

m ?'' °f wh*h the Tlingit is the largest. Their foods are

j
^ Sl

h regard for their

Preferences occur. Tvnical of most cultures, these people have
g
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traditional foods but have had feelings of inferiority about them for many years because

the Caucasian community has regarded many of them as strange.

Despite the large number of wild foods available, little is known about their nutrient

content. Researchers have cited the lack of nutritional information on the foods of other

Native groups (Benson et al. 1973, Kuhnlein et al. 1979). Regard should be given to the

resurgence of cultural pride which has intensified Native interest in obtaining such

information. In addition, health workers could frequently use such facts when treating

Native clients.

Because of a desire to stimulate recovery

sought and obtained funds from
analyses of twenty southeastern

ty, coronary

orporation,

;

some
[Watt and Merrill

lhe National Marine Fisheries Service has reported nutrient values of many marine
animals in the raw state (Sidwell et al. 1974, 1977, 1978a, 1978b). Heller and Scott (1967)

have reported information on foods utilized by Natives in the northerly regions of Alaska.

Turner studied the plant foods of British Columbia Native, but a detailed nutrient analysis

for most southeastern Alaska Native foods has not be available.

community

METHODS
rn Alaska Natives, from six different towns, and recognized

suggestions Most
long history of use, although

from the recommendat
em because common

panhandle portion of Alaska

These
villages are seldom connected by roads so float planes or boats are the primary means

types or styles of food preparation may
han another. At the same time, there

Most common names

popular in

i ,
-"«»uuii)f. iviuat ^uiiniiuii names uucu in tmo ^«»; —

mat have widest usage. In one instance, to avoid misunderstanding, the term "leather

cniton is used instead nf "mim h™+*» ,.,u;„u :„ .1 „~a u„ Kt^ve* Scientificgum boots", which is the name
-~-~wu u. vdMjuiar plants v

tor the Tongass National Forest.

made by Mary Muller
•"- x ungas^ iMational Forest.
Twelve of the foods analyzed were obtained in the Haida village of Hydaburg. The
aincler wprp r»rr\Tr;^4oj 1 • j- • 1 1 . _. , . __ ... _ t»^vpl rnm-

individuals in Sitka and Ketchikan. Remoteness
communication problems, all peculiar to Alaska

famii ?P
f '

CXCept the eulachon fat, was prepared at the home of the donorjoi
tamuy use. At the time of collection, all donors were queried about how the food had

oeen nrenarpH All a .,..,. . .. . , <• j (^H nre-been prepared. Al
servation techniq
beine hnrv^c*^ r

COLLECTION AND PREPARATION OF FOODS

Drevfoud I
WaS C°llected hV the autho* * ** home of the donor. The donor had

I? °Zen
,°f

othe™se preserved the food but the author did not participate
or observe any f the food preservation
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TABLE 1 -Dates of harvesting, amount, shipment, analysis, preparation, and point of

collection of 20 southeastern Alaska Native foods.

Date Amount Food

Spring

1979

Spring

1980

Summer

1980

December

1980

85 g

454 g

170 g

454 g

454 g

454 g

454 g

454 g

454 g

454 g

454 g

454 g
ea.

454 g

ribbon seaweed

herring eggs

(2 samples)

black seaweed

sea cucumber

eulachon

eulachon fat

octopus

cockles

salmonberry

blueberry

huckleberry

beach asparagus

salmon

(4 samples)

venison

January

1981

Spring

1981
454 g leather chiton

Spring

1981

454 g fern fiddlehead

leather chiton

fern fiddlehead

85 g ribbon seaweed

454 g salmonberry

454 g blueberry

454 g huckleberry

Activity

harvested

harvested

harvested

17 foods

shipped to

laboratory

17 foods

analyzed

harvested

shipped

and
analyzed

Preparation

dried

frozen

dried

frozen

dried, frozen

fermented,

frozen

frozen

frozen

frozen

frozen

frozen

frozen

3 canned,

1 dried

frozen

frozen

frozen

dried

frozen

frozen

frozen

Point of

collection

Sitka

Hydaburg

Hy daburg

Hydaburg

Ketchikan

Hydaburg

Ketchikan

Hydaburg

Sitka

Sitka

Sitka and

Hydaburg

Hydaburg

Hydaburg/

Ketchikan

Hydaburg

Sitka

Sitka

Sitka

Sitka

Sitka
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Herring eggs on kelp, herring eggs on hemlock branches, leather chiton and berries

were kept frozen in plastic bags with no other treatment before the nutritional analysis.

Since herring eggs which have been deposited on kelp are eaten with the kelp, the kelp

was included in this sample. This is not the case when the eggs have been deposited

on hemlock branches. In this instance the eggs alone were analyzed after being removed
from the branches at the lab. Sea cucumber, venison and octopus were eviscerated and

frozen. Fern fiddleheads and beach asparagus were blanched, then frozen. Cockles were

steamed, removed from the shell, then frozen. Seaweed was dried after collection and

stored in plastic bags in a cool, dry place. All other foods were in one pound (454 g)

amounts.

Most
women do not use measuring cups and spoons or check temperatures during d

smoking. Ingredient amounts are estimated. One donor estimated her

temperatures varied from 48° to 74° C. The smoked, canned king salmon was
using a brief immersion in a salt water solution that "contained enough salt

potato" (355 ml/3.8 1 water, determined later bv the author), then smoked
canned

for all or

I
salmon had been marinated for about ten minutes in a salt

brown sugar and soy sauce. Sometimes soy sauce is substituted

solution. Brown sugar may be used with approximately equal

amounts ol salt, i.e. 118 ml salt, 118 ml brown sugar/.95 1 water. After the marination

period the fish was hung for approximately six hours or overnight, until it had a glazed

appearance indicating the desired degree of dryness. The donor of the kippered king salmon
said the fish was smoked for two days, then put into cans and processed at 10 pounds
pressure for 60 min.

Another

brine—

~

V w»v wuw xxwu.xa xii a ou.£ai -oail

period because she used "less salt than many women
used. After the marinating period the salmon was smoked at a "very controlled heat

to avoid overcooking the fish". Following the smoking process it was canned.
The "hard-dried" sockeye was the only salmon sample not home canned. It was

briefly marinated in a brine solution, ("enough salt to float a potato") followed by a very

SlOW alflpr anrl cnmxn r,.~.„L~ L . i.t % r 1 J Uo/^iilCP
smoke

canning
necking anticipated, l his salmon sample wa
and kept frozen until the lab analysis, sim

preserving salmon
uicuMQ would normally be stored in a cool, dry location.
The dried eulachon had been eviscerated and left whole, marinated

salmon

hen smoked and hard dried f(

salmon, "hard smoking" can

The donor of the eulachon oil had purchased the home canned oil from a friend,

then stored it in her home freezer. She thought the eulachon had been fermented first,

then cooked, in order to render the fat because "that was the way it was usually done.

This was the only information available regarding the sam " "

nutrient analysis done on all the oth— l~-A ~ - £— -A «
were performed on the eulachon oil

A test

The venison sample provided to the author had been ground then frozen for a home
freezer It is unknown which parts were included in the sample. Because of extremely

high snippy costs and limited storage facilities all the foods were collected and stored

in a home freezer at -1 8° r. in Qiti™ «-u~ . .„ *v. *-.«i. u;- t „k™-*tnries in Corbett,
Columb

express
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LABORATORY ANALYSIS

Analyses were performed by

treatment

them, this seemed

sam

not done.

homog

Limits of detection were approximately:

Protein

Fat

0.2% Iron O.lmg/lOOg

0.05% Vitamin A 20 IU/100 g

Carbohydrate 0.5% Thiamin 0.01 mg/100 g

Moisture 0.5% Riboflavin 0.01 mg/100 g

Ash 0.05% Niacin 0.1 mg/100 g

Calcium 1.0 mg/100 g Ascorbic Acid 0.5 mg/100 g

performed by Columbia
Methods of Analys

Analytical Chemists IAOAC) (Horowitz, W
vitamin A (43.014-.017) (FAO/WHO

thiamin

Taken

and

dry

minimize interferences, final determmauon D ato "-j""
spectrophotometry. In the iron analysis (7.091-7.094 |a| 7^9H «he sampk was dry

«hed, the ash dissolved in dflute hydrochloric acid, and the <k-™"^
atomic absorption spectrophotometry. Carbohydrate values were calcuU ed> d tt re

AOAC Kie.dahl procedure was used to estimate protdn N**» was mutaph^y
estimate

4
,
fat 9 kcal/g.

The laboratory reported Vitamin A as International u^u ^
pending on individual food content. Conversions to Retinol Equivalents oy

conversion factors (Pike and Brown 1975):

mg RE = 10 IU

mg 3.33 IU of retinol

contained both retinol and beta carotene.

l rrr r-/>tinnl — Rfc

10 3.33

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

y* 1 shows kiloc
tent of eulachon fat.

and content of two minerals and rive ™«*

i„„:. *~„* ni the*e foods. Figun
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WILD ANIMAL
FOOD / 100 GRAMS

Herrins eggs
(raw, plain, frozen, thawed)

King Salmon*
(raw)

King Salmon
(kippered, canned)

King Salmon
(smoked, canned)

Sockeye
(kippered, canned)

Sockeye
(hard dried)

Octopus
(raw, frozen, thawed)

Cockles
(steamed, frozen, thawed)

Sea Cucumber, yane
(raw, frozen, thawed)

Eulachon
(smoked)

Leather Chiton
(raw, frozen, thawed)

Venison
(raw, frozen, thawed)

WILD PLANT
FOOT / 100 GRAMS

Beach Asparagus
(frozen, thawed

Fern Fiddleheads
(frozen, thawed)

Black Seaweed
(dried)

Ribbon Seaweed
(dried)

Blueberry
(frozen, thawed)

Huckleberry
(frozen, thawed)

Salmonberry
(frozen, thawed)

•Value taken

from Handbook 8

NUMBER OF KILOCALORIES

!

FIG. 1. Caloric values for native animal and plant foods
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PLANT FOODS

Of the seven plant foods tested, the two dried seaweeds, black seaweed (Porphyra

cf laciniata) and ribbon seaweed, [Palmaria sp.), were outstanding for their generally high
« ^ 4 ^ I a _ -I 1 i ^

sam
mended Dietary Allowance (RDA) (Food and Nutrition Board 1980) for protein, almost

one-quarter the requirement for calcium, all the male requirement for iron and over half

the iron needed by a female. One hundred grams of black seaweed contained 100% of

the RDA for riboflavin, over half the allowance for niacin and vitamin A, one-third the

an

algae, but there is little American literature on their nutrient content. They arc

generally recognized as being excellent sources of many nutrients and some even con-

tain vitamin B 12 l

(Madlener 1977, Arasaki and Arasaki 1983). Thiamin content was low

in both seaweeds

One hundred grams of dried seaweed equals about 590 ml (2Vi cupsj. son

informants renorted that eatine dried seaweed is "like eating popcorn" and

amount could easilv be eaten in

not eat much because it "swelled up" and satisfied them quickly.
* rf* I / n A i_~ _ — a

asparagus (Salicornia pacifica) and fern fiddlehead (Athyrium filix-femma) had

vitamin

canned

asparagus

teamed
blueberry

rvscoroic acia values were icaLtu i^x v^v *
*„imnnhprrv

alaskanese and V. ovalifolium), huckleberry (Vacciniumparvifohum and^"be^
(Robus spectabilis). Values were lower than anticipated, and w

5
r

p̂

h"e^%**
for a second time using samples from the same ( 1980) time pe.nod.J^nw sice this
similar and were averaged. Subsequent analyses done in af7^^
study, provided comparable values. Table 3 shows the results of^*^^
Handbook 8 values for fresh raw bluebenies is 14 mg/100 g and 7 mg/100 g if frozen

tt and Merrill 1963).

Low ascorbic acid values c

may have been the many

lonth storage period

eat the benies after

jal intake. Another

outheastem Alaska.

citrus fruit
amaies have shown that ascorbic acia aeveiu^x^" --

ronversely Rodahl
amount of sunlight reaching the fruit during maturation^«J22te acid

(1955) found that benies grown in drier Arctic areas had an increased

content probably due to the 24-hour days.

TABLE 3.-Vitamin C content of berries from two separate analyses.

Berry 1st Analysis

Blueberry

Huckleberry

Salmonberry

3.5 mg/100 gm

2.1 mg/100 gm

3.1m/l00gm

2nd Analysis

0.8 mg/100 gm

3.4 mg/100 gm

1.6 mg/100 gm
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ANIMAL FOODS

The four salmon samples varied considerably in caloric content, with the "hard-

dried" sockeye being the most concentrated source of calories. King salmon is the salmon

species with highest fat content according to figures from Handbook 8 (Watt and Mer-

rill 1963). However, sockeye also contains a generous amount of fat which becomes more

concentrated with dehydration, so that all values for his hard-dried sockeye sample are

higher than for other salmon samples.

The salmon in these analyses contained significant amounts of calcium and iron.

However, Handbook 8 values are considerably higher, possibly because of a signifi-

cantly higher bone content. Calcium in canned salmon will vary with the amount of

bone left in any one piece.

All salmon samples were good sources of niacin. A 100 g portion of the sample with

the least, (smoked, canned king) met 50% of the adult RDA. Amounts ranged from

8.5 mg/100 g to 13.9/100 mg in the three samples which contained the lesser amounts.

It should also be noted that since these samples were subjected to a significant period

of high temperature during canning some loss of the B-complex vitamins may have

occurred. Handbook 8 shows higher values for thiamin in both raw king and sockeye

over canned and higher riboflavin values in raw king salmon. The sample with the highest

value for niacin (hard-dried sockeye) contained more than 100% of the RDA with a

content of 20.2 mg/100 g. Both samples of sockeye had higher values for riboflavin and

niacin than king salmon. Thiamin values were low in all foods analyzed but hard-dried

sockeye had better amounts than any others, again because of contentration. It is not

understood why there was considerable variation in the vitamin A content of the salmon

samples.

Plain herring eggs (Clupea pallasii) which had been removed from hemlock
branches (Tsuga heterophylla) showed no outstanding nutrient content. Those eggs on

kelp (Macwcystis integiifolia) had somewhat higher scores. Herring eggs are eaten plain

or on the kelp on which they have been deposited and are always a special treat. When
available they may be consumed in large quantities. They may be eaten raw or cooked

by simmering in water briefly then dipped in seal or eulachon fat. Often they are frozen

raw to be used later for special occasions.
Each spring, when water temperatures rise sufficiently to stimulate the herring to

spawn, Native people will go to their favorite spots in bays and coves to collect the eggs.

In locations where there is no kelp, hemlock branches may be placed on the beach at

low tide and secured in place by string or with rocks.The herring deposit their eggs on

the branches which, after several tidal changes, may have a sizeable concentration of

eggs of up to 7 or 8 cm in thickness. Eggs are 1 mm to 2 mm in size and the production

a season.
for one female may average about 20,000 eggs in

Smoked eulachon (Thaleichthys pacificus) , leather chiton (Katharine tunicata) md
cockles (Chnocardium nuttallii) all were excellent sources of iron. A 100 mg amount
provides a mmimum of two-thirds of the adult RDA for iron. Octopus (Octopus doflemi)

also provided a significant amount. In northern Alaska nutritionists have been con-

cerned about a high incidence of iron deficiency anemia among the Native population

(Margohs et al. 1981). In southeastern Alaska this has not been reported to be a problem,
l his may be due, at least partially, to the ready availability of these foods. Cockles, whicn
are similar to clams, are frequently found and used, along with clams, in great numbers
on southeastern Alaska beaches.

Leather chiton was a good source of vitamin A. One hundred grams contained

nf

6

fi d™ T^ °f the RDA for both riboflavin and niacin and more than one-eighth

or tne RDA of calcium. This nutritious member of the mollusk family, popularly called

gumboots, is very well liked by southeastern Alaska Natives. Chiton can be gathered
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rugged

warm— _ , f _ _ — .

or eulachon fat.

Sea cucumber (Stichopus californicus) was surpassed only by the two seaweeds for

riboflavin content with 100 g providing over half the adult RDA. The favorite way to

eat this is fried in butter or margarine after being dipped in egg and cracker crumbs.

Smoked eulachon, with its Vitamin A rich, high fat content, would more than meet

a day's RDA for many adults for Vitamin A with a moderate portion of approximately

2-3 fish (100 g). As might be expected, the pure eulachon fat contained an even higher

Vitamin A content than the whole fish. Kuhnlein (1982) noted the high content of her

samples and the ease with which these Natives could meet their daily requirement.

The fatty acid analysis done on eulachon fat indicated a level of 32.5% saturated

fatty acids and a 3.5% polyunsaturated fatty acid (PUFA) content. Monounsaturates

comprised the largest amounts: oleic (18:1), 55% and palmitoleic (16.1), 5.5% (Fig. 2).

Kuhnlein et al. (1982) reports comparable figures for fatty acid content of eulachon fat.

She found that oleic fatty acid was the primary fatty acid with a mean content of 54.6%.

The second most prominent was the saturated fat, palmitic (16:0), with a mean content

of about 18%. This analysis showed a content of 20.5% for palmitic acid. Kuhnlein et

al. found the overall total unsaturated fat content to be 65% while these results showed

a close 64%.

SATURATED
FATTY ACIDS

(Total 32.5%)

Myristic

C
i4 H 28 2

7.1%

Palmitic

C|« H32 2

20. 5%

Stearic

C
4.9%

-.
Hw 0*

FATTY ACIDS

(Total

Polmitolelc

C« H30 2

64.0%)

5.5%

OUie

c
i. H*

55.5%

Cl«, Clt PUFA 3.5%
LlnoUic 2.0%

% FATTY AGIOS IN EULACHON FAT

FIG. 2.—Fatty acid content of eulachon fat.
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mammals have attracted wide interest recently because many

configu
and

Conner
(Dyerberg

primarily intended to measure
unsaturation was used. The procedure pro
amounted to 2%. The remaining 1.5% (of the total"3.5% PUFA) was not identified and

some eicosapentaenoic acid. Here again Kuhnlein et al.

r similar. In

time of these analyses, little informat
many

determine
numbered, long-chain fatty acids. It is possible there may

Also, there may have been unusually long-chain , r
have shown up on the gas chromatogram in the anticipatedtime period (Fig. 2).

The venison (Odocoileus hemionus sitkensis) sample was provided by a hunter from
Hydaburg who said it contained more fat than most venison he had seen. However, when
one compares the 3.4 g per 100 g of ground venison with the Handbook 8 value of 10.0

g per 100 g for lean ground beef one can see that the fat content of venison is signifi-

cantly lower.

Because the food samples for these anlyses were collected from a number of different

sources, and with the exception of berries, testing was limited to one sample, the data

probably should not be used for specific comparisons. However, there is a dearth of

nutrient information on foods indigenous to southeastern Alaska and these results do
provide basic information which has been urgently needed. If these data are used on a

provisional basis until further clarification is available, this study will be of value to

those who use these foods.

With

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This nutrient analysis of twenty wild foods eaten by Native people
Alaska provided information which has not previously been available,
tion of ascorbic acid and thiamin, all nutrients were present in generous amounts.
5ince a number of local wild foods remain untested, it is possible that these two nutrients
could be available from other sources.

With the prospect of increased nutritional information about foods of the area and
me great local mterest, every possible measure should be taken to ensure their

environmental protection. At the same time, it seems appropriate to encourage their

continued use by Native people.
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THE ETHNOPHARMACOLOGY OF
CENTELLA ASIATICA (L.) URBAN (APIACEAE)

WILLIAM A. EMBODEN
Pwfessoi of Biology

California State University, Northridge

Noithiidge, CA 91330

ABSTRACT perennial

World

and recently in the United States. The

surrounding this herb derive from the earliest Chinese pharmacopoeias and associate it

with the qualities of restorative, detoxification prolongation of life and a general ener-

gizer. These qualities as well as other attributes are common to the belief systems of

other regions where the herb is used. An analysis is presented in which the known

chemistry and pharmacology is related to efficacy of both herbal preparations and chemi-

The implications of in vivo and
expen

When
act as a narcotic and induce comatose states.

Several plant species and genera have been confused with Centella asaiatica \l.)

Urban. The reasons are twofold: Chinese characters have been variously deciphered and

transliterated into Roman text and these derive from diverse provinces where the genus

has been used. Secondly botanists have attempted to use Chinese transliterations to

elucidate the plant in question and have implicated Conocephaus, Nepeta^

Hydiocotyle. Beyond the issues of correct botanical nomenclature, m^
ketm

^fn ĉ7s
asiatica under a variety of names that are registered or indicated as a trademar\™ '

further complications Some suppliers of herbal pharmaceuticals have^ commons

of a Chinese name for Centella asiatica to introduce a combination of pknt products

The Chinese Fo-ti.ts'ien which translates as "ground coin" is often P^e ented asJ£*
tieng which, according to Dr. Charles Tseng (pers. comm.), translates as that whicn

creeps" implicating any number of prostrate herbs. c -

.

One of the earliest encounters with Centella asiatica found under thegentry c*

volume reportedly involved
much

Pragmatic experimentation. In addition, it relied^^^,^e^
<hng to the Emperor Shen-Nung who lived around 2737 B.C., long be ore t W
of a written language in China. Li Shih-Chen's^^^^^^
"Nil the recent translation and additional research added by^«^ ^
1973). These investigators included their own observationsJ?^^^ of
herbal remedies already included in this giant compendium

.

Cornmer

c

registered Fcti-tieng" often contain additives such as kola nut (Cob a ^
acuminata) and meadowsweet. Centella asiatica is also rnarKetea m ^
under the trade name Gotu Kola and the ingredient is mu*—

~

a different eenus in the family Apiaceae and

some other synonyms in
Xang-kuo lung, for which I ha
tverse areas of one country v

and

the
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many
that appear in the Pen Ts 'ao ; on the other hand, we have reason to be cautious in

approaching the ever proliferating number of prescription and patent medicines that flood

our drug stores and supermarkets. Many of these are the same materials sold under a

variety of names. When apreparation is of herbal origin, it is unlikely that the buyer

will be able to find an indication of the genera and species involved. A case in point

is a popular laxative (one of America's favorite medicants) that is composed of the seed

husk of Plantago psyllium that absorbs water, swells and releases mucilage. This

simple herbal seed husk is sold under a great number of patented names and without

generic or specific identification.

There is clarification needed with regard to the entry Chi-hsueh-ts'ao in the Pen-

ts'ao. While this entry in a reference to Centella asiatica, there is also a discussion in

the same place of ti-ch'ien-ts'ao, which is the mint Nepeta glechoma. A misunder-

standing of Bretschneider (1850) led to the subsequent popular belief that Chi-hsueh-

ts'ao (Centella asiatica) was Nepeta Glechoma which has no significant pharmacological

lit, the herb Centella asiatica was ignored in the West for a considerable

period of time

interim it remained a oonular folk reme
Java, India and elsewhere. As such, the entire leafy structure of the plant was ea

an extract of the plant juices was used both externally for dermatitis, wounds and

and internally for a number of specific and non-soecific diseases. Most commonly

tion of health (Table 1).

mental retardation and

d inconspicuous that it is scarcely noticed unless searched out.

It creeps along the ground by means of numerous stolons that establish new plants in

moist soil adjacent to the progenitor forming dense mats in marshy or boggy areas.

Copious stands are found in tropical areas of India, Ceylon, and parts of China. It seems

to have few natural predators (excepting mealy bug) and requires no real cultivation.

The leaves, about the size of a quarter when well grown, are covered with a combina-

tion of glandular and sterile hairs. The flowers are barely visible to the naked eye as

are the two-parted fruits (schizocarps) that follow. The fruits are traversed with oil tubes

that carry an oil with fragrance characteristic of the leaf oils. Being a member of the

family Apiaceae (formerly Umbellifeme) it is related to parsley, celery, carrots and dill.

In China it was historically known as "snow plant" for reason of its cooling

in Western herbal medicine

oling effects and may
importantly the Chinese regarded the plant Centella asiatiaca (also known under wu
hsueh-t-ao) as able to prevent both disease and senescence.

The term "adaptogen" is coming into prominence in the terminology of eastern

Europe and especially the Soviet Union and Asia. An adaptogen (Brekhman ana

Daroymov, 1969) is a naturally derived compound or plant that is non-toxic, has the ability

to increase resistance to stress, and is effective against some bacterial agents, viruse

and toxins. Adaptogens have a normalizing effect by stabilizing blood pressure an

endocrine imbalance. The Question nut hefnre n« i* thi*- Is Centella asiatica an adap

effective against?

actual chemical properties does it exhibit, and

According to Leyel
( 1970) the Chinese referred to Centella asiatica as "elixir of life •

She lists the constituents as "vellarine, having the odor and bitter persistent taste

the M, ~i— —:
fatty aromatic body( gami sugar> albuminous matter, sai^

. id tannin." She indicates the action to be that or an

(changing a morbid state of being into one of health), diuretic and tonic w>

these suggest an adaptogen or in her terms, elixir of life. It is unfortunate

ant, resin, some
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s not provide bibliographic references, for her suggestions regarding the plant as

and as a narcotic in large doses are most intriguing. Accounts of longevity and

virility are derived from Leyel's treatment of the herb. She asserts that the Chinese

herbalist Chang-li-yun lived to the age of 256 years and married 24 times, attributing

this to his having drunk an infusion of Centella every day. Likewise the Indian sage,

Nanddo Narian, is alleged by Leyel to have lived to the age of 107, using the plant to

ward of disease.

Leyel's account of Professor Menier of Paris discovering in the leaves an energizing

property which influences the brain, as well as vitamin G, operative on the endocrine

system, is most intriguing. It corresponds to the work of Jules Lepine, a biochemist who

had previously described these properties from his studies of the plant.

By 1933 the French government had established an agricultural and medical

experimental station in Algeria to study this herb. The English founded the Ayurvedic

College of Research in Colombo, Ceylon where similar studies have been conducted.

Leyel states that Dr. Menier of the Academie Scientifique in Paris reported vitamins

G andX as stimulators of the endocrine system (without any specific structural formulas

presented), and as detoxifiers of the body and stimulants of the central nervous system.

All are alleged to generally enhance metabolism.

Oliver-Bever
( 1983) has classified Centella asiatica as a plant having a stimulant

action on the autonomic nervous system. He notes also that the leaves and stems in

infusion have been used in India for the treatment of leprosy and other dermal diseases

as recorded in the Indian Pharmaceutical codex.), while larger doses are said to have

a narcotic effect.

Reports on the effects of Centella as a tonic or stimulant differ with habitat. This

can be attributed to saponin content which is variable and is habitat dependent. The

most common condition is to find asiaticoside and medacanoside present. When arabinose

is present in the saponins, a less usual condition, brahmoside and brahn
]
moside

(triglycoside and tetraelvcoside of brahmic acid) are formed (Appa Rao et al., WW), i nese

Apart

found betulic acid and

accounting for the consistency of reports within, but not between, comments.

Asiaticoside (a genin glycoside of a pentacyclic triterpenic acid) wasisolated from

Plants of Madagascar by Bontemps (1942), but was not able to be extracted from Ceybnese

Plants (Bhattacharya and Lythgoe 1949). However, the plants^.^ c2™
the related compound centelloside as well as centoic acid and centellic ^Thiswas

subsequently confirmed by Boiteau et al, 1949, 1956, and*°^^^£2fe
andBasi, /io<7> iA^ifioA Lwin ,riA «iaticoside. mesoinosital and an oligosaccharide

t. Rao and Seshadri (1969) confirmed that sapogenins and uav

arabinose containing a variety of Centella and those without

, . . . 1 -. -,-_:r^„„^ w, .-W it has been found to
gnificant

Mycobact
when

iticoside is oxidized to oxyasiaticoside

inhibited IRnitean *>t *\ 10491 Studies

from neurological disfui

v imDroved ability andIts revealed significantly improved
ing the whole plant as a dietary supplement

in mean levels of serum

presumed normal

; the children afte

lult "control group

— »oo du increase m mean icvcia w ^w*"
, , , > rea serum

*in. Among these same adults, there was a decrease m mean^f°^
dW ^

J*
and phosphatase. The suggestion (not advanced by these ~«^l

of diabetes .

Plant may be especially useful in cases of gout andV^™J°™*aUca are sporadic
Sports on narcoses from the ingestion of large amounts of Centella asiatica

^d are in need of ™W*«*wi™ via controlled experimentation.
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Rock (1920) believed the plant to be poisonous and suggested that it not be eaten,

at least not those growing in the Hawaiian Islands where it is known as "wild swamp

violet" for reasons unknown. The allegations that it causes gastritis and dermal irrita-

tion seem to be unfounded as regards the the general populace.

Arnold (1968) in writing on Poisonous Plants of Hawaii suggests that Rock is incor-

rect in his assertions of "dangerously poisonous." Arnold cites de Grand Pre (1888) in

suggesting the plant is a stimulant and energetic (sic) in small doses, but produces

vertigo and a tendency to coma in large doses. He concludes, "... It is obviously not

especially dangerous."

Stigmasterol is an interesting isolate in that it is usually obtained from Glycine max-

imum (soy bean) or Physostigma venemosum as starting materials for hormone synthesis.

Most hormones obtained in a pure state and on a large scale must be synthesized by

combining chemical and microbiological processes. Starting with a preformed steroidal

nucleus is far more feasible than any attempt at total synthesis.

The finding of mesoinosital (Inositol) by Dutta and Basu (1967) is intriguing. This

hydroxycyclohexane is widely distributed in both plants and animals and is a growth

factor for animals and for microorganisms. As such some have considered it a vitamin

and at least two patents exist covering it. The chemical is classified also as a lipotrophic

agent enhancing fat metabolism (Sebrell-Harris, 1954). The previously mentioned com-

pounds are summarized in Fig. 1.

H OH

Stigmasterol. Inositol.

H
2C en

Betulin.

1I0CH2
CHJ

CH2OH

f

I

Asiaticoside.

FIG. 1 Structural formulae of four compounds isolated from Centella asiatica
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Dwayne Ogzewalla, Professor of Pharmacognosy at the University of Cincinnati and
his student Prakongsiri Boonkong (pers. comm. 1984) have convincing data that skin
damage from podophyllin (Podophyllum peltatum resin] is ameliorated and healed hv

in a neutral cream base as a carrier. The
cream

)% dry weight of Centella added to their diet show
from the control group. This studv continues and

of communication hampered
asiaticoside or asiatic acid.

TABLE I.—Centella: Crude plant material

Region of

Derivation

India, Ceylon
& Madagascar

India, Ceylon,

Madagascar &
Tropical West
Africa

Author-Researcher

Indian

Pharmaceutical

Codex

Oliver-Bever,

1983

Utilization or

Properties

Leprosy

Diuretic

Narcotic

ANS Stimulant

Bitter Tonic

Analeptic

India

Khasi &
Jaintia

Jain, 1981

Dysentery

Boils

Tumors

Orissa Cough Syrup

Dysentery

China

India

Hawan

(Fide Leyel, 1970)

Chang-li-yun

Narian

Menier

Appa Rao et al.,

1973

De Grand Pre, 1888

Diuretic

Tonic/Narcotic

/;

ii

Alternative

"Adaptogen

"Adaptogen

Endocrine Tonic

Vitamins G and X

Detoxification

Rehabilitation of Mental

Retardation in Children:

Decrease in blood urea,

serum acid and phosphat

Stimulant, Nerve Tonic

Energetic
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summation
It has been ignored in the United States and is seldom seen in cul

;s outlined in Tables 1 and 2 suggest, there are a number of known
it may be a remedy or cure and in addition it may serve as an adaptor

and retarding or eliminating the development of diseased states.

TABLE 2.—Effects of isolates of Centella Asiatica (L.) Urb

Regional

Source

Madagascar

Researcher(s)

Madagascar

Boiteau et al.
;

1949

Isolate(s

Bontemps, 1942 Asiaticoside

(Madecassol)

Oxyasiaticoside

Uses

Anti-Leprosy Drug

(Mycobacterium

leprae capsule

dissolved)

Tubercule Bacilli

Inhibited in vivo

Sri Lanka

(Ceylon)

India

India

India

Bhattacharya &
Lythgoe, 1949

Appa Rao et al.,

1969

Dutta and Basu,

1967

Rao and Seshadri,

1969

Centelloside

Centoic acid

Centellic acid

(Asiaticoside

absent)

Arabinose

Brahmic acid

Brahmoside

Brahminoside

Isobrahmic acid

Betulic acid

Stigmasterol

Asiatic acid

Asiaticoside

Centellose

Medacanoside

Mesoinosital

(Inosital)

Flavonoids

Sapogenins

Not indicated, but

Centelloside is

related to

Asiaticoside

Ascites and

Rheumatism

Hormonal Nucleus

Growth Factor

Lipotrophic Agent

Chemical
Confirmation:

Presence of these in

all chemical variants
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SAVANNA WOODLAND, FIRE, PROTEIN AND SILK

IN HIGHLAND MADAGASCAR

DANIEL W. GADE
epaitment of Geogiapl

University of Vermont

Burlington, VT 05405

ABSTRACT.-Anthropogenic fire above 900 m elevation on Madagascar has createa

several discrete zones of savanna woodland dominated by tapia (Uapaca boien). This

tree, preadapted to surviving periodic burning, provides edible fruit, firewood and

medicinal bark, but it is most important as a host plant to several useful lepidop-

teran insects. Borocera madagascariensis has been a source of silk made from its

wild cocoons in tapia groves. Use of this fabric, still made on hand looms, is^largely

confined to shrouds for the elaborate reburial ceremony of the Menna and Betsileo

ethnic groups. In addition, the pupae of Borocera and Tagoropsis m^«~™
eaten by rural folk. Caterpillars that live on tapia leaves belonging to three ditteren

genera are also consumed, and the adult male of still another species is avidly sought

for sale to butterfly collectors. A major shift in burning practice, ^elw^e™
. , ,.

. . u o~.il the end of this man/plant/anunai

symbiosis.

INTRODUCTION

On almost every continent and climatic zone, fires set bynm^
^ ^cessary

Plant communities while creating others. Periodic burning is now v ^^^
to sustain certain ecosystems, and the only debate is how many o1

. „ as Cari

by lightning and how many by human agency. These"VW^Z^Z as part of

Sauer (1956:55) once called them, go far back enough in time i

^^^^
the natural order. It is in the tropics that the cultural ecology

^ 1956:692-720).

vasive and complex, but also the least understood and c°ntroue
| ^^^ye

Anthropogenic burning of the various types of tropical forest nas

and negative ways the li eaching consequences than

r places has fire disturbance had more «. ^ yeafs of human

- « Madagascar in the Western Indian O^- ^ vegetation. The
early

settlement on this "isle of fire" have greatly modified its pr ^^^ coast;

habitants, who came from Southeast Asia probably by way ^^^ been

weremnU,^ ...:.u - T_ ^aA ^-orritnrv whose original pidi"
modify this

Fut^e rCS
ffw ™Ltlv changed

ith a Texas-sized territory

human

ation. The highland interior wto:^ ^
most transformed part of the isianu

cutting and overgrazing have rem
mnants

bum agriculture has^^^^S regularly bum
'«* in the valley bottoms. It is the grass-covered hjUsJPf^j J^ms in the dry season

*> Permit tender green shoots to replace the unpaktab e wit
^^.^ ^d

before onset of the rains. Land may also be torched at

^
y

diarism of the land

shrub sner^c ,. Tu^u * Mi«»,kip tn rattle. In addition, m whatever (species which are not
0Vet Madagascar as a way of expressing politicalor^
anthropogenic fire, favored by the ready combustibility

For whatever
cause,

dry
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vast expanses of grass or tree savanna. The original highland forest of rich endemic diver-

sity has not regenerated even in areas no longer burned. As on many other islands, evolu-

tion of the flora in isolation did not adapt native species to successfully cope with

outside disturbances. The human ecology of Madagascar is attuned to the cultural

inevitability of periodic fire, a process that highlights the futility of classifying phenomena

attributable to culture from those considered to be "natural."

THE FIRE-DEPENDENT WOODLAND

i

i

In many places only one tree species, tapia (Uapaca bojeri) comprises this savanna

woodland. Tapia is in the family Uapacaceae which includes only one genus, Uapaca,

comprised of 62 species, 50 of them in Africa and 12 in Madagascar. Before human

intervention, tapia was but one among many arborescent species that comprised the

highland vegetation. Its heliophily suggests an ecological position in open habitats in

the otherwise dense forest created by natural disturbances. Unlike most other forest

components, tapia was able to survive burning and even thrive in the much reduced

competition of its new habitat. Its thick, deeply fissured bark shields the cambium from

fire, and a woody endocarp inside a fleshy drupe offers double protection to the seeds

within. Vegetative reproduction is at least as important as seed germination. Suckers

from underground meristems or stumps can develop into trees, an origin betrayed by
j

multiple twisted trunks.

Low species diversity is another indication that savanna woodlands are an ecological

response to periodic fire. Tapia is often the sole tree, although such stands are less

homogeneous in areas with negligible human population (Fig. 1). Other tree species if

present tend to mimic tapia in structural adaptation as a result of burning that has

eliminated those that are fire-intolerant. These occasional cohorts include Sarcolaena

oblongifolia, Cussonia bojeri, Leptolaena bojeriana and Astewpeia densifloia (Koechlin

et al., 1974). Uniformity of size is also characteristic: the vast majority of tapia trees

are from 8 to 10 m high with a diameter of 20-40 cm. Tapia cannot regenerate in its

own dense shade, yet small saplings are rare even on the sunny margins where competi-

tion for light is less. Such an even-age pattern reflects burn periodicity. Ground fires

systematically kill the tapia seedlings and sprouts, a suppression that results in the

eventual eclipse of tapia groves as the old individuals die off. Bosks of full-sized tapia

specimens reflect the absence of an intense fire for at least a decade. Many flourishing

trees grow between rock outcrops where fire cannot easily spread. Fire also accounts

for the lack of leaf litter. Instead grasses in the genera Aristida, Loudetia, Trachypogon

and Isalus cover the ground under the trees. During fires, these herbs become the com-

bustible material that spreads to and kills any tapia seedlings.
Tapia woodland covers about 130,000 ha in the two highland provinces of Antana-

narivo and Fianarantsoa. The former is the homeland of the Merina, the dominant

Malagasy ethnic group; the latter is occupied primarily by the culturally similar Bet-

sileo people. The Bara tribe, preeminently cattle herders, occupies southern Fianar-

antsoa province. A few small tapia groves also occur in the higher portions of Tohara

(formerly Tulear) Province. Distribution of tapia falls into three major and one minor

zones within which individual groves, large and small, are surrounded by pure grasslan

(Fig. 2). Tapia copses range from 800 to 1,600 m above sea level and receive between

900 and 1,400 mm of yearly rainfall. Sclerophyllous leaves that reduce evapotranspua-

tion and a spreading root system that garners soil moisture over a wide area help tapi

to cope with the long dry season that extends from May to November.
f

In view of the rampant forest destruction on Madagascar, the sheer Perslsten"L.
these woods is remarkable, especially given the status of the land and trees as conun

held property to which is attributed so much irresponsible land use. Both negative ai
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Vakinankaratra region of Antananarivo Province. Wltn vei

Plants, slow-™™™ t™i* is able to spread its rounded

destruction
TV *«^iui» nave spareu iapia ^"'"

unattractive as a su

*ood and its low BTU yield have made this species una ^^^
t sewhere on Madagascar, charcoal makers and v°n*™

demand for d
« remaining primary forest in response to the msa"aD

his otherwise

^etal goods. Reinforcing the salvation of tapia groves^"^
reiat

* their affirmative value to man who has had an ethno^ioi g

ants

SILKWORM CONNECTION

plant of a native silkworm ely related w <»-

Bombycidea, lives

Collecting Boio-
~* lamuy Lasiocampidae (La Jonquicic, "'

7

whicn belongs to tn«

domesticated Chinese silkworm (Bombyx mon) wn world
,

s sil„.

°n mulberry leaves, and forms the source °l*«**U t0 spin into
.

thread, and

« jocoon., processing them, unravelling*££%#* of^^% en fibeiS
*g that into a silk calledWibe have been part-t me ^^ more than a dozen

Peasants for several hundred years.
1 Native silk is
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from most of its former sites except in several towns

Antananarivo

Like all lepidopterans, Borocera goes through a multiphased metamorphosis from

egg to larva (caterpillar) to pupa (chrysalid) and finally to the adult moth (imago). Unless

May
December

rains. The female moth, three times

and

and white snots. In

in water content, and slightly salty in taste. During

molt
emerges

material

Chinese silkworm, the lifecycle of Borocera requires no human intervention, though

informants indicate that the process has been facilitated in various ways. People have

sprinkled tapia trees with water during dry spells; transplanted grass to certain locations

near the trees on which larvae can spin their cocoons; and dug small trenches to form

a barrier to caterpillar rambling. Emerging moths have been caught and tied to tiny sticks

on which they deposit their eggs
;
the sticks are then hung from tapia trees. Tapia woods

without the silkworms have been periodically restocked with eggs or cocoons brought

horn elsewhere. During the larval stage, children sometimes patrol the grove to scare

away caterpillar-eating birds.
^ ^ _

The native Malagasy silkworm is

among them
in

guava
(Enobotrya japonica). Pigeon pea, called ambarivatry in Malagasy and gallicized to

mbrevade, was the most successful of these alternatives to tapia. Fields of this

leguminous perennial, grown in other countries primarily for its edible seeds, were

established for its leaves as caterpillar fodder. It was grown quite widely since at least

w eighteenth century, but most intensively by Betsileo peasants in the Amba avao

re8ion. Unlike other host species, pigeon pea grew fast enough to accept larvae only six

planting

tap

abundant
i* woods. As described by elderly informants who remember this activity rrom tneir

V^h, the female moth (samoina) was tied by her wings to a pigeon pea stalk until she

N her eggs on it. The eggs clusters were carried into their dwellings until they

^hed
f after which the young caterpillars-handled gingerly because of then urticant

hairs^-were returned to the fields to feed on their own. A ditch dug around the p anta-

J*
obliged the roving caterpillars to spin their silky cases on ferns or grass planted m

Tat

!f
C Place s within the perimeter.

, (
. A aMta

Three cocoon harvests a year, efficiently gathered from a narrowly ««™d«J
racteri2ed this Qus

y.

lkwonn However/ landibea^taffi
liftm Were onlV ha" ^e size as those from tapia groves, yielded darker and

*ewh t coarser silk, and sold for substantially less. Landibe product^i

reached *s

Peak comme
rj;m ^r ,

utwuc ui ine twenuetn ccmuiy, iawx*v« , _nrnnn

Zy,
Whi

L
Ch ,s sti» to Pl«e. Some villages near the tapia groves grew nto cocoon

%**> others emerged as weaving centers Landibe manufacture dec'™d for a™
« sS

nS

„
The d°nres,icated Chinese silkworm produced with cheap.island labor an

^Wally superior [abrk f market wjth which lanthbe t^*«?™h* ompete . Then s
.

lkworm
P

<

from Europ£ were .ransnwtecIt ,IanM«,

"'* ^uced the manufacture of all kinds of silk. Concurrently, inexpensive factory
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made cotton cloth, imported and then domestic, lowered demand for silk garments.

This sharp drop in the use of native silk brought an end to the feeding of Bowcera

silkworms in the 1940s, and the remaning production fell back on the cocoons collected

from tapia groves.

The long process of making landibe fabric begins with collection of the raw material

in January-February and June-July. Cocoons from tapia groves that are remote from human

burned may
aggregate, amounts

10,000 and 30,000 kg for the whole island, Peasants whose main occupation is rice

fanning but who live near the woodland margins scour the groves armed with a long

hooked pole or a forked stick to gather the oval gray cocoons which have projecting

urticant hairs that can easily penetrate the skin and cause infection. In some tapia areas,

cooperatives sanctioned by the state have exclusive rights to cocoon harvest, elsewhere

families collect them from designated clumps of trees. Even in periods of relative abun-

dance, the return for labor expended is low. Collectors wander over considerable distances

and

cocoons

imagos

material is sold as collected or women
for spinning (Fig. 3). At Ihosy, the largest cocoon market on the island, processed (masaka)

cocoons sell for more than twice as much as unprocessed (akora) cocoons. Using a knife,

the cocoon is cut lengthwise, turned inside out and the pupa is removed. The cocoons

are then soaked in a boiling lye solution of water and tapia wood ashes to dissolve the

gummy substance which bonds them into a tight case. Washed in clean water, dried

in the sun, and rolled to loosen the filaments, the cocoons are then unraveled onto a

stick. The spinner twists together several filaments, sometimes using a wooden spindle

(ampela), to obtain a thread which becomes the raw silk, either dyed or kept in its natural

color.

Weaving is still done on a simple horizontal loom (tenona or fanenomana) supported

by four stakes placed in the ground (Fig. 4). The rather coarse fabric produced from

landibe thread resembles tussah, a strong durable silk derived from different species of

wild saturniid silkworms in Asia. Formerly some Malagasy clothing of the highland region

FIG. 3.—Washed landibe cocoons. Sandrandahy (Province of Fianarantsoa)
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FIG. 4. in Sandrandahy moves
These traditional Malagasy looms are believed to be patterned after

was made of native silk, including men's suits that reflected a European fashion. But

the traditional use of silk fabric in Madagascar was for the lamba, a rectangular piece

« cloth still used by rural men and women to carry a baby or other objects or to be worn

simply as a mantle. Locally distinctive designs of lambas emerged, each with its own

dye, pattern, weave or fringe, among them the lamba andrino which was given to

elderly folk as a sign of respect (Domenichini and Radimilahy, 1979). It, as v~

lambas and other island-made clothing, are now usually made of cotton,

exception is the lamba mena or shroud from wrapping the dead.

The

BURIAL SHROUDS AND THE MALAGASY DEATH RITUAL

The two main highland ethnic groups, the Merina and the BetsiU

Participants in an ancestor
nignland Mal atroc„ „.,u.

tomb

Malagasy culture is this belief that it has been integrated into the Omstwnrty

Protestant or Catholic missionaries from Europe^Before bunal m the^farmly

orary grave, a dead person is wrapped in a lamba mena. f™^*£.
hriveled remains of the corpse are exhumed during a three

interment

known as the famadihana. Its high point
//turning

J
which the body fragments are placed in one or more new shrouds

toedsoftko i—-T , f i • - .l_ t ;i,r rrvnt. While che previous one and reburied in the family crypt^"""TZ*S
emphasis is on revelry not eschatology. Dancing, *?*"*»""*"* £££
imakine reinW, ,iT«,im«IW of an extended family whose members have

Cere

for

sometimes from long distances.

1 tradition strongly favors a lamba

is valued for its durability and resistance

This

'.not
' -venous fabric is valued for its durability anu «~~-

--ferial more
lts ^auty. In recent decades landibe has taken on the aura of a material mor
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and most

This

tradition of using landibe remains strongest among members of the old noble caste

(andriana) who see shrouds as a mark of family honor and identity. On a symbolic level,

a parallel is drawn between the cocoon that forms a protective cover for the immobile

pupa and the lamba mena of home-woven silk that shields the revered ancestor from

the elements.

In the late nineteenth century, Merina traders in the Betsileo country began to

contract with local women to weave burial shrouds in large quantities which the mer-

chants resold in Antananarivo and other Merina towns (Raherisoanjato, 1980:256). Before

that commercialization, an individual commonly ordered one or more lamba mena from

a weaver to be saved and used upon his or her death. This old practice subsists among

Merina

becomes a floor covering in

until

from the elite to all classes. This increased demand

and commercialization of cocoons ulaved some role in

groves.

make a lamba mena for an adult corose. one must
limited

range from four to eight pieces, each 2.50 m wide and 50 cm long

and called a vitrana. Close to 3.5 kg of raw material (about 5,000 cocoons) are needed

to make one large shroud which takes months of part-time weaving. Lamba mena (literally

"red mantle") were originally dyed a russet color which explains its conventionalized

name, but today most are left their natural beige or tan (Fig. 5). Rarer shades, reflecting

a localized cocoon source, range from silvery gray to blackish-brown.

f
r 4

%

?-

JPMP^^^

m

**%
k

*
<

*^

FIG. 5.

American
living

unfurled landibe to be used in rewrapping an adult corpse, one way

happy the color fits
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Manufacture focuses today on Sandrandahy

women
1 —

*

* ******** mmj t^-Tv **-^ XdVV

material from the tapia groves within walking distance to the north. Now about four

far away as Toliara.

The custom is a

brough

FMG (about $US100
a funeral, neighbors who are also kin contribute to the purchase of the shroud if the
immediate family is unable to afford one. For the famadihana, each close relative typically
brings a new lamba mena to the event and other kinfolk are expected to offer money

more
shrouds, and any extra ones will be used to rewrap other bodies in the family tomb. The
financial burden of providing numerous lamba mena as well as the other expenses
explains why exhumation from a family crypt occurs only once or twice a decade. In

a town of 4,000 people, about 100 famadihana can be expected in any one year. These
extravaganzas are all concentrated between June and October, the post-harvest period

when people have some cash, more free time, and travel is less impeded bv mud.

TAPIA INSECTS AS HUMAN FOOD

has

The tapia tree is also the host of certain insects which people eat, a practice that
1 Pfv^^ a _. _ 1 • . • t . i t A * m » 1 • • •!_____• -1

island.4 Besides animal

heavy

manioc. Meat is not an

e prestige animals and a

tntomophagy may have been especially encouraged in areas such as the Isandra valley

where the Betsileo there followed a taboo against eating beef and rice at the same meal

Wois, 1938:126).

Lepidopteran insects in two phases of metamorphosis—the caterpillar (fanday) and
the chrysalid (soherina)-are collected in the tapia groves. Of the two, chrysalids, espec-

ially of the Bowcera silk moth, are the preferred delicacy and have long been sold in

Peasant markets (Ellis, 1859:367; Osbom, 1924:324). They are also available in markets

[

n the capital city of Antananarivo from

the filam,

harve

e are byproducts of the silk processing described. An

remove the chrysalid; if allowed to mature and emerg<

returned

festers * Partial payment for their work' The pupae of Tagowpsis are gathered by

patching the ground to uncover them. The caterpillar in this cocoonless genus descends

metamo
boiling

« and eaten that way, or they are fried in oil, some people i

ashes of the hearth fire. Their flavor resembles that of fish.

is

important

imago is a large satumiid moth. The insect under this name may

^u „ a j:£ . -i_i„ nu^A cnprips of Tasoropsis. Beginning

eight

rUa
?' ^°^ana ^rvae develop from the eggs

Du , —^ ^lav-Man caterpillars uunsumt mv *.>*? ,

J
the day they hide from predators in the sinuous recesses of the bark or at the

of the trunk (Fig. 6). Some peasants assert that large populations of bokana m a

' coincide with a relative absence of landibe and that the reverse is also true.Jh
s

2\ "^generic competition is particularly noticeable west of^nananv° where

aa is abundant and Borocera rare since the 1950s. For about half the year, cater-
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FIG. 6. An edible bokana caterpillar (Tasoropsis sp.l. 3 cm
sinuous bark of a tapia tree in a grove near Masinatsimandrano

pillar collectors, often children, enter the tapia groves with pails and sticks. The creepy-
crawlies are brought back to the village where they are decapitated, soaked in salt water,
ana mea m oil. During its period of abundance, bokana supplements the mid-day meal
or nee and/or manioc of many peasants in the tapia zones. One family consumes about
two Kg per week an amount which increases in September when the household rice
supply nears depletion. Caterpillars are also sold in markets to those townspeople who

com
th
k
em

-.
Local informants assert that bokana consumption was formerly more

mXSS m
n * 1S

f PreSent EuroPean missionaries and administrators on Madagascar

tonSTi f
C)

u
Ced S°me people aSainst eating caterpillars. High-caste individuals

TfZTn m> a P°Ssible reflection of their acculturation to Western values

Z-1 /° r^^* »ther than a class-dictated taboo. Descendants of the former slaveS L i!
indudeS many ^Poverished people less touched by foreign ideas,

appear to be the mdst avid caterpillar consumers.

wuJll°„
the
/
krVae are eaten much less- Saroy (Antherina sumka), a black caterpillar

times

in July-August

fangatsika

much less appreciated than bokana. A third edible kind is fangotsoana

during
human

OTHER TAPIA RESOURCES

the s^oi?rlT
add"10nal Products, not the least of which are the edible fruits, about

(Fie 71 The fn,?, i

contaminS vitamin C, that ripen in October and November

hat p ohibit, nit f gathered bom the Sround *> circumvent a Madagascan taboo

-vag^ aUached t0 the *<*' if **«* the rice crop will be
gea by hail. Sale of tapia fruit in highland markets late in the year supplements family
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FIG. 7. fruit in his

minor
Dd *sed ^ Malagasy folk medicine to relieve diarrhea.

Although
.

^d tapia trunks and fallen or broken boughs are gathered aseTb^^g
[ght in den**,, —j -..*.!. u :— ^.j, mak* it less than the ideal firewood, its

•burning which make it less than

ityis^bUity * .'„£S^ISefcS^rdhighly Residen-e^ap^ove,

^traditional rights to gathering (but not cutting! the wood .ijm-m"'*£

their fuel

if

its to garnering (out nor cuiuuh «~ "~- '

Neighboring hamlets
November before the onset of the rainy sea

f*™^ ^^
from this source, and may also sell some of it e^nej

as a further value of cleaning the groves ofM^***
and burn, results in a firestorm

nocturnal yellow moth. Areema mittrei, forms still another

male
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cm and a leneth ot 21 cm
appendage (Griveaud, 1961:54-59). People supplement their incomes by capturing

male to mount and sell to butterfly fanciers and tourists. Netting often damages
specimen, so the preferred method is to raise them in captivity. Tapia trees and 01

plants are scrutinized for Aigema egg cases and the unmistakable silver-colored perfor;

Malag
metamorphosis into an imago

TENUOUSNESS OF THE ETHNOBIOLOGICAL SYSTEM

The tapia-protein-silk association in Highland Madagascar is vulnerable on three

fronts. Although it is clearly a "fire-type community/' tapia groves can be nevertheless
eliminated by an intense bum and replaced by pure grass such as now covers most of

the region. Deliberately set blazes have victimized all wooded areas on Madagascar,
whether they be vestigial patches of the climax forest, tapia bosks, or eucalyptus and
pine plantations (Fig. 8). If mature tapia trees manage to survive fire, their fruit and useful

insect populations do not. In the Itremo zone west of Ambatofinandrahana, cocoons are

abundant in cycles of one year out of five, and in some places in the Imamo zone west
of Arivonimamo, the sparse cocoon populations are not worth the harvest effort.

Wholesale felling of tapia trees for fuelwood is a second threat. Since the mid- 1 970s,
oil and butane gas, all which must be imported, cost more than twice as much as wood
or charcoal per kilocalorie generated. That sharp price difference has intensified the
pressure on remaining island forests and woodlots. As the gap widens between the rate

of tree cutting and replanting, the demand for cheap cooking fuel could soon sacrifice

the more accessible tapia groves. The probable demise of native silk manufacture is a

third factor working against the system. No modernization of the manual process has

.

FIG. 8. Aftermath of a feu de brousse that swept through a tapia grove nort
s ot Fianarantsoa) weeks before this photo was taken in September

V
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occurred; a French attempt earlier in this century to reorganize and integrate this

indigenous activity failed. Meanwhile, the number of weavers has greatly declined from

that of several decades ago and many rural communities have totally abandoned this

work. These changes have forced up labor costs which, when combined with high

middleman profits, place the landibe burial shroud as a major expenditure. One lamba

annual cash revenue

deteriorating family

rywhere on the island, makes
function is primarily social is more likely to be modified than

Malagasy

outlasting

disappear.

Chinese silk (landikely) o

mortuary ritual, the main

Whatever the fate of Madagascan folk ecology

ship exemplifies an important concept too often

lot the independent categories that we often lik

it and animal Donulations that we normally classify

// and
//

environment owe their presence to human intervention. This

refutes the dubious notion that technologically simple societies ha\

patterns dictated by an immutable Nature.

NOTES

1 The~-~ xo uicmiunea in tne journals 01 most eariy cuiu^«« » «»««-• .
mrHemov

of native silk production date from the French colonial period: Gouvememen (1899.11); C aemoy

H901); Grangeon (1906); Martonne (1906); Anonymous (1915); and Dubois (1938:282-2*4).

Raw materials forme
and banana)

still woven.
>ascariensis

Merina~— i*" *j proviaes tne most trencnani ana
(1980:211-259) describes it among the Betsileo.

% at least seven orders:

Hymenoptera

r /vMjcfrt soand
island as sources of food are migratory locusts [loluw^ .,oMmk^w as tney swarm at certain times ot tne year. u»*» ~r >

, ~ A third
yes membranaceus) are trapped as they emerge horn their M*S^^^L, that para .

^erred comestible is the sakandry (Pyrops madagascanensis)^^3, ta

P
the

Jew Lima bean and related plants. Dried, this insect is much appreciated, especially

^lunga region.
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MALAY MEDICINAL USE OF PLANTS 1

CHRISTINE S. WILSON
ment of Epidemiology and Intern

San
i Calif

ABSTRACT.—Use of plants

fishing

Beliefs about properties of plants and their parts were elicited by informal questioning
of inhabitants and unstructured interviews of traditional healers. Treatment that was
efficacious appeared to result from empirical experiences. Some uses were based on
imputed heating or cooling properties of the substances, others were magical.

INTRODUCTION

written literature in the Malay language was in Perso-Arabic script (Winstedt

i probably was brought to the Peninsula by Muslim traders from Arabia and

ad been active in the region beginning about the tenth century, A.D. Although

Islam, received impetus for spread in this part of Southeast Asia when
the Sultan of Malacca was converted in ,_

Islamicization in Terengganu, on the Malayan
instructions in Malay in Arabic

found in this century in the ancient capital, Kuala Berang, is believed to nave Deen

inscribed in the 14th century, although there have been disputes among scholars on the

actual date (Coedes 1968, Winsted 1969, Syed Mohd. Naguib 1970). Despite a subsequent

literature of folk tales, legends, histories, legal digests and poetry (Winstedt 1969), tradi-

tional Malaya herbals seem not to have been produced in Malay. Writings on medical

topics were limited prior to extensive influx of Europeans into the region.

A body of systematic information on Malay use of plants in medical treatment was

recorded by bilingual English civil servants in the 19th and 20th centuries. Skeat's Malay
'

(1900) and Burkill's Dictionary of the Economic Products of the Malay Peninsula

are familiar to ethnobotanists and anthropologists who have worked m Malaya.

's two volumes in particular have pertinent information for researchers in the

topics in pharmacology, ethnobotany and anthropology, as well as in medicine and nutn-

tion. GimJette and Thomson's Dictionary of Malay Medicine (1939) and Gimlette s Malay

yons and Charm Cures are also germane to this topic. Because Gimlette's two works

*«e initially published 40 to 60 years ago, and reprinted in the Oxford-in-Asia series

*]/ they may be less known to western researchers.
.

This paper presents a more recent Malay folk pharmacopoeia than that found in tne

^going publications. I learned of it during ethnographic study of diet and health m
Terengganu fishing kampung (village) on the East Coast o the^Pemnsuhi.

Th se

11966)

•rally transmitted from generation to generation and rest

and Thomson 119391. were in use in the late 1960s and

com
Study Periods m the community

anA^Ued Practice in the village by a number o

traditional midwives—bidan kampung

bomoh
and

be°.ther Plant parts fo

p e

n

s

°

cT!,
h
L
ealth -"^^^^Ic^idmhii^^ singly as ^edicatosare

PreSCnbed by western medical orofessionals. Instead they were accompanied by charms,
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spells or incantations, and by "blowing" (tiup, a practice that may, if prolonged, pu
medium into a state of trance), in the manner described by Skeat (1900) and Gim
and Thomson (1939). Villagers also prescribed these medicines for self-diagnosed c<

tions, and recommended them to family and friends.

Neither the pharmacopoeia nor the compendium of perceived illnesses prese
here is complete. Medical problems and their treatment, save for those affecting
and nutritional status, were not the primary focus of my research. This paper is b
on what I observed or learned regarding kampung approaches to illness in day-tc
conversations with villagers, supplemented by semistructured interviews conducted
the traditional healers.

THE KAMPUNG AND ITS PEOPLE

This community of seafishers and their families, totalling just under 600 people,
was economically and dietarily dependent on the sea. Fish was the chief source of
income and the major contributor of dietary animal protein. The diet was typically a
meal of large amounts of rice with smaller quantities of fish prepared in one or more
ways, a relish of chili peppers and prawn paste, and an occasional side dish of vegetables,
eaten twice a day. (Breakfast was considered a "snack," and was most often a Malay
cake and coffee.) The population by its own account was generally healthy, and medical

ti^o™ Sl

£!
eyS made * the Village confirmed this belief (Wilson 1970, Wilson

? Li
C WaS

'
however

'
a certain amount of complaining, some of which

probably was psychosomatic in nature, a legitimate way in which to get individual
attention m an otherwise egalitarian society.

These Malays, in common with other Southeast Asians, adhered to a folk medical
system based on Hippocratic-Galenic humoral theories, that, together with their Islamic
religion, was brought to them by the Arabic traders and other followers of Mohamed.
1 his system assigned "heating" and "cooling" qualities to foods, ingestants, disease states
and physiologic alterations or abnormalities (Wilson 1981). These Malays categorized
meat, eggs tapioca (manioc, Manihot utilissima),2 coffee and certain common spices
3

Lk °5- ? and vegetables as "
cold." They considered rice and fish, the backbone

or the diet, to have neutral qualities. As has been noted for other societies that hold these
peiiets (Foster and Anderson 1978), consumption of foods to which these qualities were
imputed was increased nr re«i-rW^ „„i„ ,..i :. t i. .i . i • , • i ?,_ _i :„w

1C

(Wilson
marked change

Medicines, like other ingestants, were categorized within this humoral system. TheyS aT^u betd nut (Aleca Mtechu, properly a seed), chewed throughout
aoutn ana Southeast Asia in a quid containing calcium carbonate powder made from
chalk or pounded seashells, and gambler, essence of the leaves of a woody vine (Uncaria
gambit), wraDDed in aW nf *u a ^ „. _ , . , ^ „ ,. . ., i ,fP

an addictive, mildly narcotic substance from the nut. It may
»d to have pharmacologic properties, although its chief use in

calcium carbonate

(Malay
recommended

women after child denveiy,

i f«iL-c in tliP vill acre reported

an cneir teeth. The quid and most of the saliva it stimulates
Known to have vermifueic nrnnerH^c m„,i,iii i q^\
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DATA COLLECTED: MALAY-PERCEIVED DISORDERS
AND THEIR FOLK TREATMENT

a r —

medical student from my university and

and

kampung, using open-ended interviews to learn how they classed and

Much
encountered

define or translate some of their terms into English using stai

:s (Winstedt 1965, Wilkinson 1969). East Coast word usage and

from those of other Malay speakers (Brown 1935). In translating

/ —— - •

this paper reports.

men I had to guess meanings

fer. reasonably certain of the c

(Wilson 1981) that Malay

in recognizing some of the serious disturbances of health westerners

same time possessing an
Prefened treatment of the latter was kampung medications of "natural" substances such

as plant parts administered together with the use of jampi (spells)—magical incantations

or invocations, done by the practitioner in a trance-like state—and censing (rabun, pass-

ing the patient or afflicted part through smoke), all performed by an experienced bomoh.

The medicines used were considered penawar—antidotes.
Each bomoh specialized to some extent. The esteemed elder bomoh had practiced

full-time for many years and was expert in treating mental disorders. Of the three who

functioned on a part-time basis one used only jampi—spell-saying and "blowing"

J*
tawar, water over which incantations had been said. He used no medicir

kampung or western definition. There was otherwise general agreement among
men regarding types of medicines to be used and conditions for which these m
tions were indicated. A few examples may illustrate (Table 1).

n,

Seduan

Beguk or kaig/ca/c-swellings of the throat or neck. Whether actually mumps, goiter,

or nonspecific swollen lymph nodes, these conditions were treated by washing the

Peered part with a liquid made from bark of a tree they did not name, soaked m water.

Bengkak do/am-swollen prostate. This was treated by "hairs" of the bamboo tree

•ecies of Bambusa), sometimes mixed with roots or medicinal powder taken niter-

'

Malay medicines were also recommended for testicular problems.

upper respiratory infection. The local description of this conditio*iclose^

w .inus infection. Characterized by a clogged, stopped-up nose, and _though

be caused by badi, an "evil influence," it was treated by pvmg
f*
™ fg£

ll<*doricum indi which nutritionaiiy remarkable). ^
temativ^^e

^**;ted a prayer to Allah or King Solomon while bathing, at the same time throwmg

£* on the nose. Liquid from mots or wood not specified by*^J^™h^mally. Despite frequency of mild upper respiratory infections,,«^^^Z
eared

a

S having the po?entia[ to lead t0 £Sagin* irreversible^^^ulS|def*ed by Gimlette and Thomson ( 1939) as a serious malady such as lupus or sgtad^

W-this Malay-defined affliction of small children was^ »?£Z^Z
ST*8 * thisWe- The first was thrush, or stomatitis,^!°^d^^******* of the mouth caused by the fungus Candida albicans.^^£™£& beUeved he™ Bering from this "hot" disorder was treated by

rubbmg on

^bdomen the cut end of a young coconut. A powder made from^^mZi-^ (rosemyrtle, RhodomyJus Zentosa) and gains (cashes;
tree Anac^urn
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TABLE 1.—Some Malay-defined illnesses and treatments

Disease or condition

Beguk (swelling of throat, neck)

Bengkak dalam (swollen prostate)

Seduan (upper respiratory infection)

Sawan (thrush, infant disorder)

(first definition)

Sawan (convulsions, infant

disorder) (second definition)

Caring (intestinal parasites)

Batuk (cough)

Demam (fever)

Barah (cancer; boils)

Kurap (ringworm)

Treatments

External: Liquid from (unnamed)

tree bark

Internal: Mixture of bamboo "hairs"

(Bambusae) with unnamed roots

External: prayers while throwing

unnamed) bark or root liquid on nose

Internal: Sentul (Sandohcum

indicum) fruit

External: Powdered leaves of

rosemyrtle (Rhodomyrtus tomen-

tosa) and cashew (Anacardium

occidentale) rubbed on stomach

using cut-open young coconut

External, preventive: Amulet

(tangkal) on cord fastened on

neck, wrist, ankle, or abdomen

External, preventive: Tangkal

as above

Internal

kuini (horse mango

Mangifeia odorata

External

raja (Dracaena congesta) root

cermai

(Malay gooseberry

root on chest

External: Steam

Internal: Raja (Dracaena congesta),

other roots in liquid, "blessed" water

External: Poultices of leaves,

medang (laurels), gaji baju tree

(unidentified)

External: Leaves of kupang shrub

(Cassia alata)
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FIG. 1. in a kampung dooryard showing fruit buds and

u Malavs was convulsions. Villager

The second condition diagnosed as sawan by tnese
/7^

y
. d feared they migh

thought they were caused by the individual being s

!f
le^'

the condition of the child'

This "hot" disorder was diagnosed locally ty the co
b.

and tongue, and by frequent crying. Convulsions

ig an amulet or charm

—

tangkal

beg

abdomen -when th'e baby teeth finish e= wrist, ankle, or more

at the age when the

in to walk, 18 months to 2 years, me mw*~

-

q{ doth containing

i it to make it efficacious. It consisted of a sm f^ ^.^^ „spiced

and words or verses in Arabic from the Koran
nd words or verses in Arabic from the Kora ^ ^^ lt

vegetables from the shop" (not specified) were sewn in ^^ fc on the child .

which was about 1.25 cm,3 was attached to a cord. TO o «
ective powers were

It remained in place for several years until it fell oil, wn ^ used tQ pTevent

turned to be no longer needed. A few villagers said the »

children from becoming amuk (frenzied) or surly. ^^ community may

L
The two clinically different manifestations of*w« ^ condition described^

be due to local mispronunciation of the correct name c* ^ Malay ^juush

Termed sawan in the village, it should more
properly be can

ue^ Thom.

0r sprue. The full Malay name for thrush is

son ~w|, nteraiiy thrush illness (of the) tongue

Ccing3_Worms. Toxica/ were more commonly
Cacing3_worms. Tangkal were more con*^ , ^ westerners wouiu,

<*cing, a nonspecific term for ubiquitous fXdJS^» nematode roundworm

nonspecifically, call "worms." Ascaiis lumbncoides,
tn

Wuwi. whipworm,
wer

^s the most prevalent, although hookworm
and ™£u

the amulet for this purpos

*o present (Wilson 1970). Medically, it is sensible to fas ^^ comparat v

* this age, since this is the time the child begin to ruru*
^ fc orgamsms m th<

Manliness of the family home, and to encounter
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environment. Parents recognized "worms /;

worms" could be acquired from going ba
ng home. Those

Some knew

infested bought liquid vermifuge from a 1 xi f iv ^xx^
bomoh reported that an effective means of ridding a child of worms was to feedTtefarous
wild mango called kuini (Mangifera odorata). He believed the fibers would "net"
the parasites and sweep them from the intestine, but he warned the treatment would
also cause stomach ache. Other village worm remedies were to drink coconut water,
which is sometimes considered bisa (poisonous), and air tawar, water which had been
"blessed" by incantations and blowing. One of the bomoh though worms could cause
fever in children.

Malays used to believe that intestinal pin-worms or thread-worms (eating kerawit)
could rise to a child's eyes. They blamed these "eye worms" for the drying and clouding
of the cornea, known medically as xerosis, that results from prolonged vitamin A
deficiency. Excellent sources of provitamin A such as papaya, together with the animal
protein food needed to transport this vitamin in the body—fish, eggs—were prohibited
to children because these foods would be "too stimulating" to the worms (McKay 1971),
spurring them to naik mata (rise to the eyes). The senior bomoh riveted the attention
of the interviewers by commenting that "cloudy sight" in a child (corneal opacity, another
symptom of vitamin A deficiency) might be cured by goat liver, which we knew to be
an excellent source of vitamin A. However, his use of it was magical rather than
medical-he smeared the material on the eyelid. Whether any of the vitamin in the liver

Batuk

through

transport to the eye, remains to be determined

,91

:ough. Several cures for cough were reported that made use of plant parts.
£umC were self-administered. The elder bomoh used a western folk treatment, steam
rrom the tea kettle^He also recommended taking syrup or drops intended for children
mat could be bought from the shop, or external application of a powder "like ston.
to the chest. Another bomoh put the root of a shrub called raja (Dracaena congesta) into
not water to make steam. A third said cough comes from kembang, swelling in the
stomach. He treated it with a mixture of tree roots and the seed of basil (selaseh, Ocimum
oasihcum) and rice, to be taken internally. Self-treatment of cough usually involved
making a liquid from bits of tree roots and bark, to be drunk or applied externally to
tnroat and chest. One root that was identified was that of the Malay gooseberry tree
or cermai (Cicca acida).

Demom-fever. Malays perceive a number of different types of fever. The elder bomoh
treated the type caused by "spiritual fire" (possibly spirit possession) by unspecified Malay
medicines and steam from the kettle. Another bomoh thought the fever that occurredm me dry season following monsoon flooding was caused by kuman, germs, a case of

23 r^
Sm

.

W
i

WeSte
?,

ideas
-
He showed us a variety of ubat kayu penawar, wood

^esZnT k TlSUltable f°r treatin8 fever
-
He could n<* remember names of all the

all of17 k ,*. !
Y Came ' but thev mcluded P^ces that were black, yellow and white,

tree h^n "
"&?ea" (ie" made "* a decoction and ingested) for fever. One

bv inr!n^f
W WaS

/a
uf'

the Dmcaena mentioned above. The bomoh who treated only

Hedso 'b

10n
- t ^" W0Uld make **" tawar to be drunk bv a chnd with fever

bv hi* w*J!Z
°
c
n °hlld

- His Pragmatic approach to treatment was suggestedoy his remark, Sometimes it works, sometimes it doesn't "

Panas kepala

and
accompanies colds in

Small
purpose baii kepala (meaning "split head"). The nlant could not be identified.
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//

Peningkepala—dizziness. Small wood shoots made into a decoction were given
ling head," another rather common Malay-defined affliction. This condition mc
1 others cited appears to be about equally psychosomatic and physiologic in orig
Barah—cancer. East Coast Malays fear cancer as much as western people <

/ever, their word for tumor also means abscess or boils. The old bomoh indicat
e were nine kinds of barah. He treated some with external applications of mater
i the tree gaji baju, which I was unable to identify (the name translates "wage shirt
ilso made poultices of many kinds of laurels (Lauraceae), called medang.

Other folk ailments—a few other Malay-defined health problems may be me
ed. Women often complained of medu, nausea or heartburn accompanied by flati

eating "cold" things—fruits and

reatment, aside from avoidance ofvegetables—or sour foods, which were "bad luck." 1
such foods, was to take a pill (possibly a commercial antacid), followed by coconut water
to counteract any bad effects of the pill. Some people described digestive disorders as
ta'sedap makaw," eating wasn't tasty. They blamed these conditions on constipation,

but they may well have been due to the presence of intestinal parasites, or the normally
spicy diet. Kudis, infected scratches, or lesions caused by the scabies mite (Saicoptes

scabiei), to which children were particularly susceptible, was believed to come from the
bones, and could only be cured by the bomoh by "blowing" and incantations. Some
disturbances of child health that were not readily diagnosed by local people were treated

by censing—the child was passed back and forth through smoke from a fire into which
tobacco or herbs had been sprinkled. Kurap, ringworm, as well as other frequent forms
of fungal infections of the skin caused by Tinea organisms that left scaly depigmented
lesions, was also thought to "come from within." Leaf poultices were recommended,
though they were seldom observed in use. The leaf of the leguminous kupang shrub

Gimlette and Thomson (1939) as having antiparasitic

ringworm

A bomoh specializing in treatment of toothache applied to the victim's cheek a solu-

tion of the calcium compound (burnt seashells) that is chewed in the betel quid. Other

Pagers made their own leaf poultices for aching teeth, asked the investigator for aspirin,

or applied medicated adhesive plasters available in local shops to the painful jaw.

MALAY TREATMENT OF WESTERN-PERCEIVED DISORDERS

Despite a long list of Malay-defined illnesses, of which the foregoing are a selection,

tnese Malays correctly recognized certain diseases familiar to westerners. These

deluded punt (vawsl. which thev thought came from hell, batuk kering or dry cough

/;

type

. and campak (measles). The latter was sometimes confused witn

§eneralized red rashes called penyakit awal Villagers distinguished between

smallpox-c^
betul-and chickenpox-oicar air, water blisters-and knew one*

t shots" (injections, cucuk) as a preventive against the former. They recognized nine

J«erent types of malaria (demam Lra, literally "spleen fever"), including the hot and

^
venng phases, although their categories were based on the relative degree and —

k!Tlt
CCOm^ny^ the disease rather than on variations perceived in thecona.

2* Th*y were aware that the condition involved splenic enlargement; the bom
ssaged the abdomen with oil to help shrink the spleen.

Villagersj^ th (kencing manis, sweet urine), obesity^and highJtfo

J***
(darah tinggi, "high blood") were public health problem. Although^Gnnle

^Thomson
(1939) do not mention use of the following plants for these conto

R**Pung people indicated that the jering (Pithecolobium lobatum) and Pf*?"*
a Uc°^

beans or P°ds fa»» two tr es of the mimosa family that smelled^strongly

8 rllC^ were taken in season as side dishes at meals, were effective treatment
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diabetes (Fig. 2). Both legumes are diuretic. They contain volatile oils and probably

alkaloids as well (Burkill 1966). They are worthy of further study of the compound or

compounds responsible for their seeming pharmacologic properties.

FIG. 2.—Bunches of pods of petai beans for sale in main market, Kota Bam, Kelantan
surrounding women on lower right.

MALAY PERCEPTIONS OF DIAGNOSES AND WESTERN MEDICINES

Malay attitude toward illness and
change increasingly toward western diagnoses and medications with modernization,
inevitable after recent institution of offshore oil production. At the time this research
was conducted (1968-71), kampung people believed there were disorders the doctor could
cure and others better handled by the bomoh. Kampung medicines might not always
£e swiftly efficacious, but the attention that accompanies treatment is well known to

fcfi
1V6

'
CVe

.

n curative m some cases. Because they were chiefly plant parts, villagers
saw Malay medicines as minimally harmful to an invalid, whereas doctor's pills,

potions and shots were considered ubat panas, "hot" medications that could harm

t» A x^
enng

°m a "hot" Umess such as fever or rash. Doctor's medicine. -

™~ Se

!T5?
iMluded over"the-counter cough drops, worm medicines, medically

mipregnated adhesive plasters, minyak angin ("wind oil," camphorated oil), gentian violet,
ana various kinds of tonics-all latter-day introductions-were nonetheless used quite

howlier u
Ut professional medical instructions to do so. It was important,

rempHVpc TI S
'
not t0 take ^ of these "hot" medications and kampung

causing a-

SSme
i
1*16

'
f0r the two different m^s of medicines would war inside

foods ealn wKT^ co
?
sumer to become imifcuic-drunken or dizzy. The kinds of

oas eaten while taking doctor's medications also needed to be chosen with care, as

I
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has been detailed in an earlier paper (Wilson 1981). Different kampung treatments cou
be taken together without fear of consequences, even though some-barks especially
were hot" while leaves were "cold." The "cold" types of village remedies, it L
indicated, were best for Wan (toxic) illnesses, chills, fevers, headaches, or dizziness

The villagers as well as the bomoh and bidan knew some conditions were bette
treated by scientific medicine and its practitioners. For example, severe cases of malari;
and complications of pregnancy were better cared for and more readily resolved by
western-trained health professionals. Both bomoh and bidan were prompt to refer seriou
illnesses or injuries to ospital (hospital). Along with the kampung people, however, these
traditional healers felt that some of their treatments, such as frequent massaging instead
of immobilization of broken limbs, were better than those of the doctor. Western medical
science now recognizes that this traditional treatment of injured bones speeds recovery.

A mix of traditional kampung treatments and "modem" store-bought medications
was emerging in this part of Malaya by the 1970s. Traveling salesmen of various nostrums,
ancient and modem, Malay, Indian and Chinese, appeared at weekly markets or public
celebrations, touting their remedies like patent medicine men in the U.S. in time gone
by (Wilson 1981). These purveyors of potions used microphones and amplifiers along
with entertainment to capture an audience . One of the more recent introductions was
panisilin (penicillin), which could be bought in local shops in the 1970s, and was taken
without prescription as a universal cure-all. Other western treatment favored among
Malays was "shots." People believed that a shot existed for every ill, and should be sought,
if kampung treatment failed, from the doctor or government clinic.

The pragmatism of these Malays in choosing medical treatment is further and perhaps
best shown by two personal observations. A village school teacher came home from Kuala
Lumpur where he was taking courses, with a number of remedies, wood chips, herbs
and powders, that he had bought for his family's use from a Chinese apothecary. When
mY premedical colleague and I interviewed the senior bomoh we asked him if Chinese
medicines were good or not. He said, "yes, they are good, too," indicating that they were

rding to Islamic religion, and their preparation was the known
ot their formulators. "Can Malay r ._r
tainly/' he replied, "there is nothing wrong

//

In

Pragmatic
peasants

FOODSTUFFS AS MEDICINES

A number of herbs and spices with which western cooks are familiar were recom-

mended by bomoh and villagers for their curative powers. Anise and cumin (jintan manis
«W jmtan puteb, Pimpinella anisum, Cuminum cyminum), ginger (baUah, Zingiber

mcmale), cinnamon (kayu manis, Cinnamomum zeylanicum) and similar "hot" spices

erved as tonics. Liquid made from cinnamon bark was smeared on cuts. Selaseh or

™*angi (Ocimum basilicum, O. sanctum), basil, was used as a decoction or in poultices,

W
f m^ang, laurel leaves.
!>ome vegetable foods were also used medicinally. Sweet shoots (cekur mams,

wropus androgynus), manioc leaf, and swamp cabbage or water convolvulus (kangkung,

P°moea aquatica), taken as meal vegetables, were also used in plasters and potions, as

tosT?* V****™* (Ptndan wangi, Pandanus tectorius), bean leaf, hibiscus leaf Qmnga

ZL i8CUS ""-sinensis) and the leaf of the gelam (paper-bark tree, Melaleuca

m£/adT
?
n>- Eating garlic was recommended for stomach ache, and for joint pain when

S W
f
h bean sProu" *"1 bamboo shoots. Ginger taken internaUy was considered

dnnkt figUe
- Fen"greek <****> Trigonella foenumgraecum), boiled as a drink,,m a

** *ade from seven young cashew leaves plus some of the bark, were recommended
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for upset stomach. The kemudu or mengkudu (Morinda elliptica) was considered good
for conditions requiring "hot" medication, and the leaf of the aromatic tanjun (Mimusops
elongi) tree was said to be good for headache.

Not all inhabitants of the village used traditional remedies from plants. One plant

food that was a universal panacea was the ubiquitous staple, rice. It was always urged
on a sick person as a conveyer of strength and restorer of energy and well-being. Soft-

boiled rice actually is soothing to an upset digestive system; this simple carbohydrate
is more readily digested in illness than other foods available to Malays. Rice powder (from

pounded raw grains) in water was used as an antidote called tepung tawar, as magic
in ceremonies and in some of the medical treatments outlined above.

CONCLUSION

Although neither the bomoh nor I was able to name or identify all the species of

trees, shrubs and herbs from which the traditional healers of this village obtained
medicinals, plants and their parts were viable items of the pharmacopoeia of this

peasant fishing village. This research, which was neither intensive nor extensive,

illustrates the pragmatic approach of traditional peoples to medical problems and their

cures. They sought the most efficacious remedies. If one did not work, they tried another,

crossing ethnic and cultural boundaries to do so. Thus their inclusion of Chinese remedies
as cognates of their own village medicines was more surprising to me than to them. How
long this eclectic use of the medications of another population group has been going
on may be a matter of interest to some historian of Chinese herbal medicine.

Since the research reported here was conducted, more modern ways have come to

the East Coast in the wake of proliferating economic and technologic change accom-
panying successful offshore oil production. The senior bomoh, who was in his 80s when
he was interviewed in 1971, has died, as have two of the younger men whose data have
been used in this report. The fourth no longer practices. The two bidan kampung have
retired. There are still bomoh in the region and the village, but their help is sought by
villagers only for conditions the western-trained clinic, hospital and medical practitioners

are not able to alleviate. Malaysian government health education has more successfully
persuaded many kampung people to seek "scientific" medical care for more of their ills.

There is need to analyze further some of the traditional medicinal treatments used
by peoples in emergent societies such as this one before their village-perceived efficacy

is forgotten, or the ways in which they have been used disappear from memory.
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ABSTRACT.—Frederic Ward Putnam was trained by Louis Agassiz between 1856-64

at the Museum of Comparative Zoology, Harvard University, where he worked as an
assistant in charge of fishes. After serving at several institutions located at his native

Salem, Massachusetts, he returned to Harvard University as Curator of the Peabody

Museum of American Archaeology and Ethnology in 1875 and remained there for

the rest of his life. In addition to developing that museum he was instrumental in

developing anthropology at the Field Museum of Natural History in Chicago, the

American Museum of Natural History in New York, and at the University of California

in Berkeley. He specialized in american archaeology and published especially studies

on shell-heaps of New England; shell-heaps of California; ash pits, Indian mounds, and

cemeteries of the Mississippi Valley; stone graves in Tennessee; and caves of Kentucky.

Although he was not specifically an archaeoethnobiologist, he contributed in many
ways to the development of that field.

INTRODUCTION

Frederic Ward Putnam was born in Salem, Massachusetts, in 1839. As a young man
his interest in nature was developed by his father and Dr. Henry Wheatland at the Essex

wstitute in Salem where he assisted Dr. Wheatland at the museum of the Institute.

"Utnam la*-*.*- o*,,J:~J J. t • » • /inr^ r A\ -•. *1 Museum
zoology

He was i imultaneously Curator of Vertebrates at the Essex Institute, and served as the

>etween 1864-70. During part of that time (1867-69) he was also superintendent
°tthe museum of the East India Marine society in Salem. In 1866, when George Peabody
°unded the Peabody Academy of Science (now the Peabody Museum of Salem), Putnam
ecame "s first Director and Curator of Vertebrates (1867-74). This new institution

ucorporated the museum of the East India Marine Society (Whitehill 1949). With his

oiieagues he wa« (r.^^A^ ~* *u„ /i~,„„„„« \^t„M /tef and the American Society of

ists.

founder of the American Naturalist and the American

While attending the Montreal meetings of the American

to

^cement of Science in 1857, Putnam discovered shell-heaps at Mount Royale Park
Uch

,

stimulated his interest in archaeology and eventually led him to turn from zoology
archaeology as a career. He became Curator at the Peabody Museum of American

-cnaeology and Ethnology at Harvard University in 1875, and remained until his retire-

em m 19Q9 He^^^^^ ^ Ronorary Director until his death in 191 5. From a small

ueus of miscellaneous collections in Boylston Hall, he developed one of the leading

denT
UmS of anthropology in the country, and greatly influenced the development of

c
partments and museums of anthropology at the Field Museum of Natural History in

of r w°'
the American Museum of Natural History in New York, and the University

California in Berl^W /rw*~, i a^« ki
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO ARCHAEOETHNOBIOLOGY

Among other things, Putnam's published studies illustrate the utilization of biological

resources by the North American aborigines. In addition to compiling data, he collected

and preserved archaeological specimens and animal remains still in use for research

at the Peabody Museum of Harvard University (pers. comm., Dr. Stephen Williams).

Putnam's practice of saving biological specimens from archaeological sites, learned from

his training in zoology under Agassiz, was one of his greatest contributions to a discipline

not yet formalized. As a zoologist-turned-archaeologist, his viewpoint considered man
as just another species, to be studied as a part of an over-all view of natural history.

Two of Putnam's former associates paid tribute to this philosophy: Boas (1915) pointed

out that Putnam applied the methods of natural history in all of his work, and Kroeber

i

(1915:713) wrote that "He was early and remained to the last, a natural historian."

Castetter (1944) regarded ethnobiology as the relationship of primitive man to the

total biological environment. Many define archaeoethnobiology as the study of relation-

ships of living organisms to, and their utilization by, prehistoric cultures (i.e., aborigines).

Selected portions of some of the reports and papers by Putnam cited here have been

reprinted by Phillips (1973) and Williams (1973). No attempt will be made here to reiterate

the details given in the various publications, which can be consulted for such infor-

mation. The present paper indicates only the scope of organisms important in the life

artifacts

men in North America. Putnam

man
summary of Putnam

bibliography of his works pertaining to archaeoethnobiology.

A. Shell-heaps of New England (Putnam 1869a,b
;
1871; 1872; 1882a

;
18

Putnam's interest in the shell-heaps of New England was stimulated 1

Wyman, one of his teachers at Harvard (Wyman, 1868). Among major items

1 common clam f
hen clam, quahog

and scallop (quahog, oyster, and scallop are now gone from many
ere formerly found); and the gastropods, moon snail and wheli

2. Food vertebrates-fishes (especially monkfish

kunk
mammals (Virginia deer, moose

from

pottery

ornaments (some

Human
Putnam's work on the north Atlantic

—may indicate cannibalism—(Putnam 1882a)

Matthew (1884), Bailey (1887), Ganong (1889) and Loomis and Young (1912), all ofwhom
gave lists of marine life utilized by the prehistoric natives. General reviews of the culture

of the northeastern Indian hunters have been published by Cooper (1946) and Flannery

B. Shell-heaps of California and Pueblos of Arizona and New Mexico
(Putnam et al. 1879).

As part of the Wheeler U.S. Geographical Survey (Putnam et al., 1879), Putnam
reported on the biological content of shell-heaps in southern California. In later years

the study was followed up by Nelson (1909), Kroeber (1911), and Gifford (1916).
Choi Uaa«A n ( a 1_ « -.

Southern California

from

*

}
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ornaments from
knives, swords, daggers and

c. Harpoon points for fishing and wedge-shaped implements from ribs of cetaceans

d. Polishing bones and swords from lower jaw of porpoise.

e. Wooden swords and handles with inlay of abalone shell.

f. Whistles from tibia of deer and bones of birds.

e. Shell beads for ornaments on implements, and olive shells strung for beads.

made from

serrated lips of Cypiea (cowrie) shells.

i. Cups for holding paint made from

of bivalves and larger limpet shells.

j. Sharks teeth, cetacean teeth, roder

also, claws of bears and panthers).

k. Fabrics and rone from Zosteia (eels

Putnam's service in developing anthropology in California has been outlined by

Dexter (1966c), and his role in the Calaveras Skull controversy will soon be published

(Dexter 1986).

2. Pueblos of Arizona and New Mexico

a. Cloth and nets from yucca fiber.

b. Twine and rope from twisted bark fiber (inner bark of trees).

from long stems of Juncu

Brushes from

former colleague of Putnam, made a study of ethnobiology

an nueblos in Arizona

C. Ash pits (Ohio explorations) (Putnam U

1. Carbonized maize—a major food iter

2. Burnt seeds, nuts, and acorns, and pi

3. Shells of fresh-water clams for food, many

ammals used as food. Those

(wapiti), and bear generally broken (to obtain marrow?).

5. Fish hooks and harpoon points from animal bones.

6. Implements made from animal bones and the antlers of deer and elk.

7. Awls, beads, and whistles (bird-call whistles), from hollow bones of buds.

D- Indian mounds of Mississippi Valley (Putnam 1872b; 1874a;
1880a

;
1883c

; 1

Putnam

__ from mounds at Dubuque, Iowa,^^^*"* ^J
<*d flat, suggesting a wide distribution and migration^^^^^
* movement had taken place from Mexico northward, and hen returned to the*

From a shell-bed at Rock Island, Illinois, a human skull wa.

freshwater mussels, a freshwater snail (Melania subsolida) ,
ana s

snails. Putnam reearded this deposit as, "Ancient Indian" and not Mount

latter did not make shell-beds.
f A s

uen beads and
From mounds in the Cumberland Valley of Tennessee were found shell

rrom Ohio mounds
in the graves

Ornaments of shell including
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2. Shell beads including a marine snail (Marginella sp.) with the apex cut off for

stringing, and pearl beads from river mussels.

3. River clams (mussels) for food.

4. Split animal bones—mostly deer and bear (food).

5. Implements of bone including needles and awls.

6. Bear's teeth perforated for ornaments, some with pearls inserted.

Putnam's contributions to Ohio archaeology have been summarized (Dexter 1965),

and the Putnam-Metz correspondence on mound explorations in Ohio has recently been
published (Dexter 1982).

Further studies on the utilization of animal life (especially the mollusks) by
prehistoric natives of the Mississippi Valley are included in works by Read (1903), Baker
(1930, 1931, 1941), Morrison (1942), and Willoughby and Hooton (1975). A general review
of the field of ethnoconchology has been published by Lambert (1960).

On a water bottle collected at Moundville, Alabama, there was a design identified

by Witmer Stone as the Ivory-billed Woodpecker (Putnam 1905), now virtually extinct.

E. Stone Graves in Tennessee (Putnam 1878; 1880a,b).

With skeletal remains of "The Stone Grave People of Tennessee" were found:

1. Marine shells (including olive shells) from the Gulf Coast (trade eoodsl.

ornaments

ing a spoon made from
4. Animals bones—especially deer and birds.

5. Bone implements, needles, etc.; awls from deer antlers.

6. Turtle shells (for rattles?). (See Dexter 1966d for an account of Putnam
in herpetology )

.

7. Burnt corncobs and charred fragments of matting.

8

.

Pottery of clay mixed with broken shells

.

F. Cemeteries (Putnam 1874b
;
1882b

; 1883b; 1885; 1887; 1888).

1. Essex County, Massachusetts.

a. Shell beads (Wampum). For shells used as money, see Ingersoll (18;

Stems (1889).

b. Fish spears cut from bone (for use in future life).

2. Little Miami Valley, Ohio.

a. Shell ornaments.

b. Perforated clam shells (hoes?).

c. Animal bones (food).

d. Bone implements, including fish hooks from leg bones of deer.

e. "Salamander pots" (head of salamander modeled on edge or lip of ve
G. Caves (Putnam 1875a,b,c ; Putnam et al. 18791

Mammoth

and Putnam (1879) published an account of "The Mammoth
Inhabitants," but archaeology was not included

Mammoth Cave, including archaeology

Mammoth
a. Bundles of fagots tied with twisted bark (burned for light
b. Reed torches.

c. Small fagots of inner bark; cloth of inner bark.

^
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i

d. Sandals of braided, twisted leaves of rushes and cattails.

e. Fragments of large gourds.

f. Wooden dish.

g. River "muscles" (Putnam 1875a)—one with hole (hoe?). Putnam used the old

spelling "muscle". Dexter (1961, 1967) has traced the history and use of the

word "muscle" formerly used in place of the more familiar spelling "mussel".

h. Feathers (turkey?).

H. Surface finds (Putnam 1872c
;
1873).

1. Turkey Hill, Ipswich, Massachusetts. Found stone ornament of soft slate (6.5 cm)

representing a fish. Probably "worn as a medicine" (ie., votive), or to designate

wearer "was a noted fisherman."

2. Seabrook, New Hampshire. Found was a carved stone representing a porpoise or

(Beluga Whale)

totem

CONCLUSION

Although not specifically an ethnobiologist, F.W. Putnam, a zoologist-tur

aeologist, contributed in many ways to the study of archaeoethnobiology. With

ling in zoolology under Louis Agassiz, he studied man as another animal and i

:h concerned with man's utilizatin of biological resources.
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ABSTRACT.-A cultural argument is proposed to explain the origins and development

of cultivation in different areas of the world. It is suggested that culturally valued

foodstuffs which reflected cultural categories of edibility, taste and other forms o

sensory appeal may have had more of an influence on the domestication of plants

than the search for staple crops. The role of food processing, cooking and the exchange

of foodstuffs in the development of cultivation and the diffusion of plants and annuals

is examined. Then ideas are examined against the existing evidence of ^tiva^n

u u„„,„„,„_i „^„ ;„ c w Ad, S P. Asia and E. Asia and Middle and South

America

INTRODUCTION

origins of agriculture

oblems of where when. how. and

and

been the subject of much research, discussion and debate (eg. Struever

son 1975; Reed 1977; etc.). A combination of archaeological and ootan

such as the recording and mapping of crop plant diversity and reiatea

well as research into crop plant genetics, have produced genera answ

questions, i.e., where and when, but the other problems (how

unanswered. This is not to deny that many hypotheses to these problems^hav Deen p

forward, but none have received unqualified approval.^^tuTlo to widen
to these hypotheses by providing an alternative explanation, and in doing

the field of discussion on this central issue.

DEFINITIONS AND HYPOTHESES

+Uo ncp nf the terms agriculture,

l
There is some confusion in the literature concerning the

:

use oune^^ *
libenlte

horticulture, cultivation and domestication. By ^"vanon
sequence

intervention by humans into the breeding cycle of^P^J^ of

q
fldds ,

^ intentional acts and techniques such as those involved in y f ^^
husbanding of crops and the selection ot seea u «*« *~

harvesting and the selec-

heir form and complexity but we suggest that plants,
: *

subsistence system
* of seed or root crop for future use are the basic a"nDU ^ cultivation, and
own as cultivation. Horticulture is often used as it synony

consider horticuitUre
both terms are regarded as a less intensive form of agricuuu

^ cultivation systems,
^d agriculture should be regarded as opposite poles ot a contu

{ horticultural

involving differences in scale of operation and in crop diversity, in g

kn
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systems are small scale, garden systems which involve a wide range of crop plants from
herb to tree species each represented by only a few individuals. Agricultural systems
are larger scale systems of cultivation with extensive crop areas often divided into fields

on which are cultivated a limited range of species each in large quantities. Agriculture
is often equated with production of staple foodstuffs though, as will be seen, this need
not always be the case and what constitutes a staple is often difficult to establish.

Although, in the literature, domestication is often used synonymously with
agriculture, we wish to restrict the term to a set of morphological and/or genetic traits

which distinguish selected crop plants from their wild ancestors. It is assumed that under
the process of human selection, isolation and protection plant species will undergo change.
Archaeological evidence and botanical experimentation suggest that the process of

domestication of a plant to the point where it can be easily recognized involves atill A 4K & MM _* m

change

time. The length of time varies between species but may
j cases, thousands of years for such changes to occur. It is

3aseline from which to measure changes, least of all to gauj

xxv^vv^v^x, it io aoamiltU Llldl uuitivailUIl piCU
thus our ability to recognize domestication. *

and

A staple crop is one which provides the carbohydrate bulk for a population for most

remams problematic

remains of a single species is often assumed
existence of a staple but factors such as differential preservation because of the nature

consumed
remains in the reconstmc

tion of the range and quantities of plants cultivated at any one site must be treated with
caution, as Hubbard (1975) has recently noted with regard to the changing staples of the
Greek Neolithic. However, large numbers of sites in the same region which regularly
show high frequencies of certain types of plant remains, can, in certain circumstances,
be taken as evidence for the existence of a staple (eg., the wheats and barleys of the late

Neolithic in Southwest Asia and rice in the Southeast Asian Neolithic).

Recent approaches to the question of how and why cultivation first developed have
followed two general models, the deterministic and the stochastic. Deterministic models
attempt to relate change in subsistence to stresses caused by environmental change,
(particularly climatic change) and/or to population pressure. In such models people were
forced to adopt cultivation to survive or to maintain and develop certain lifestyles.

Stochastic models explore the range of subsistence strategies open to hunter/gatherers

environments

mode
iimy rocusea on sub-tropical regions where many
and which are areas of localized environmental d

'ment

major
tion. Deterministic models assume that people are largely controlled by external forces

and that stress occurs irrespective of social and economic factors. Ethnographic research
among recent or contemporary hunter/gathering societies suggests that few lead a

precarious existence or would be subject to stress in even the most severe circumstances
envisaged by those archaeologists who proposed deterministic models. Binford (1968)
has clearly stated the deficiencies of such models and raised another issue when he noted
|1968:327) that the problem is "not why agricultural and food-storage techniques were
not developed everywhere, but why they were developed at all." Stochastic models, with
their broader approach to the issues, provide a better explanation but they remain rooted

i
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in the interplay between environment, population and energetics and rarely invoke

cultural factors as part of their explanation.

Both deterministic and stochastic models, as well as the archaeological and much

of the botanical research devoted to their development and proof, have tended to con-

centrate on a narrow range of what are assumed to be important staple crops. However,

there are clear signs from the prehistoric record of many parts of the world that the

exploitation, adaptation and diffusion of staple crops was preceded by the cultivation

of a wide variety of other plants. The approach, which will be developed in this paper,

is that the cultivation of these plants should be considered in terms of their cultural

value to societies existing in the past, rather than to their more essential utilitarian role

in subsistence activities. Crucial among these cultural values is the importance of crop

niontc oe tr^A ir. o nnUiirol cphcp rather than as food in terms of sustenance.

THE RARE AND THE RELISHED

In all cultures certain objects are more esteemed than others and such prized items

are endowed with high cultural value. The concept "value" is culturally specific and

can be based upon a number of quite disparate criteria which need not relate to the

objects most obvious material or utilitarian value to us as outsiders. An object may be

inherent

ix. and in

sometimes

environment (because of restricted location, seasonal variations, etc.), because demand

for the object exceeds its supply, because this supply has been artificially restricted or

because the object is foreign to a particular cultural environment, i.e., it is an exotic.

Many objects can therefore become prized for a variety of reasons within cultural

environments. They can also take many forms, possess nunc u«u— -* «

fulfill numerous functions within a number of contexts. Four r™1or categones ca
,

n *
generally defined, although there is often considerable overlap in their

]

u^nd all

involve the possible exploitation of plants. These four categories are^f^^
with material culture, decoration, medicine and finally food* Inte^J«
they include raw material for artifacts and other items of^^^""g^
building, etc.), dyes and other colorings, cosmetics, aromatics,^T^^^
and, of course, a number of herbs, spices and other flavors-*^J^^

In this paper we will be concernedP-**f*^*^^ do
the food sources are more important than the others, but *?™J^™™

Y

have particular relevance to the development of the cultivation of staple ™*
Food is itself a cultural category and^^SSSSZ otnyitemtl

considers edible or in some way sustenance of health. Initial seiecu ^^^
a given environment is heavily influenced by notions of"J™*™*£ preference.

and the amount of energy exerted in acquiring food^^1^^"^^ is

Preference is not an open to free choice by individuals^^^ D

wbstances are

molded through cultural habits and socialization; even we
ures for a number

recognized as being consumable, they may be proscribed^Jf^j^ are well known
of reasons. Such neeative rules concerning the selection

. PositiveTambiah

notions of preference for particular foodstutts are ui«-
rnnceDts of health, "essen-

tional worth (although they may be associated withn*®^™*
f cultural value.

Rainess," wellbeing^etc.) but are related to a^»^%£P««*»« based

cursory glance at the ethnogncc at tne cuiiiubi-f»«< -— important consiaeraium* «v

range of factors. In terms of food the most f ^ factQrs

>lor smell and texture-concepts associated with the
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rms of its part in larger social and ritual activities, and

complete a particular dish.

meal

extremely important

Although little information can be found on this subject in the ethnographic liter*

there are numerous accounts from many cultures of the importance attributed to s

items derived from such sources as honey, fruits and natural sugars and from sal

related flavorings. Peoples with quite different modes of subsistence appear to relish

delicacies and expend an inordinate amount of time, energy and sometimes weal
secure supplies. It is also clear from the literature that while many of these items

Indeed it is often easy to forget today that many items
once extremely rare and highly esteemed.

careful

ETHNOGRAPHIC INFERENCE AND ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE3

It has been argued that cultivation may have first begun on household rubbish dumps
and in small permanent garden plots close to settlements and on such sites a great diver-

sity of plant species flourished in a human-constructed and human-protected environ-
ment. Some of these plants may have been adventives or weeds or may have served special

functions in the societies. In such locations plants species which were later to become
major staples are found, although initially they may not have been important food sources.
A number of authors have put forward such ideas, suggesting the humans, by creating
such protected environments, accidently or deliberately began to interfere in the natural
breeding cycle of plants (Anderson 1952; Hawkes 1969; Harris 1969, 1973). As such
changes occured, it is argued, humans came to recognize the benefits of isolating, pro-

tecting and developing plant species under particular conditions and gradually varieties
and/or new species were developed which can now be recognized as domesticates.

It is our argument that among these early, protected and carefully husbanded plants
were those to which high cultural value was given. Ethnographic evidence (eg., Ander-
son 1952:138-9) reveals that garden plots often contain a mixture of herbaceous and woody
plants and a high percentage of spices, flavorings, drugs and other medicaments, gums,
oils, perfumes, industrial and ornamental species and highly prized tasty fruits and nuts.
Even among people often regarded as non-cultivators, similar patterns can be discerned.

Jones (1975) describes mbbish-heap exploitation among the Anbara Aborigines of Arnhem
land in Australia. A native fruit tree (Eugenia suborbicularis) and the exotic watermelon
are found respectively around wet and late dry season camps. The seeds of these plants
are discarded where eaten, and while there is no formal technique of cultivation or pro-

an awareness among the Anbara that the seeds will later germinate and
fruits at these locations the following vear. Waterm

nformed

\

comm., 1980) that on central Australian outstations the only indigenous plant
into garden plots by Aborigines is the pituri (Duboisia hopwoodii), a native tobacco which
also acts as a stimulant. There is evidence to suggest that pituri was moved around the
landscape prior to European contact and thus may be regarded as an ancient cultivar.
Today most of the exotic plants grown on such outstations are mostly highly prized items,
such as tomatoes and watermelons.

Archaeological evidence to support the idea that the first plants cultivated were those
mghly valued is quite equivocal. The causes for this are obvious. Firstly such plants are

PmS. u
leaj* llkely to be Preserved in archaeological contexts. Secondly, the research

oZrT ™* often concentrated on the discovery and identification of staples and thus
otner plants have often been overlooked. However, published data from Southeast Asia,
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the Americas and perhaps from Southwest Asia indicate the presence of non-staples in

the record and these, we suggest, are crucial in any consideration of the early history

of cultivation.

Southeast Asia is the homeland of three of the world's staples, the greater yam
(Dioscoiea alata), taro (Colocasia esculenta) and rice (Oryza sativa). No significant

archaeological remains of yam or taro have been recorded, but rice appears in Thailand

about 6-5000 years ago (BP) and slightly earlier in India (Glover 1979). Plant remains from

Spirit Cave in northwestern Thailand are the earliest so far found in southeast Asia, and

are dated to between 1 1 and 8000 BP (Gorman 1970). These remains have been subject

to much debate, their cultivated status is unclear because there is no sign of domestica-

tion and no obvious staple. The plants which were found include both forest species

and leguminous annuals which were seed reproduced. These comprise foodstuffs as well

as plants which nowadays are used as stimulants, condiments, oils, poisons and con-

tainers (the genera included Canarium, Aleurites, Madhuca, Areca, Teiminalia, Piper,

Tiapa, Cucumis, Lagenaria and the family Leguminoseae). None of these plants today

represents a staple in Southeast Asian communities. However, contemporary local use

of these species and the presence of both forest perennials and annual herbs in the deposits,

suggest some form of concentrated exploitation of these sources in antiquity (Yen 1977).

This material could be interpreted as supporting our argument for the selection of cul-

turally valued products, but at present there is no clear evidence of cultivation at the

site and therefore our argument here remains speculative.

Even though China is known as a region where the early domesticates include a

wide range of nuts, spices and vegetables as well as oil-bearing plants, pulses, roots, tubers,

fibres and cereals (Ho 1977), the evidence for early forms of cultivation in China is like

that of Southeast Asia, extremely sparse. China, however, supplies ample evidence for

food habits in antiquity which reveal great variety and sophistication from early times

with considerable value being placed on a number of rare items, including exotics (Schafer

1963
; Chang 1977). The extensive and very ancient Chinese pharmacopoeia should also

not be forgotten.

The evidence from Mexico is clearer. The earliest recognizable domesticates have

been dated to levels aged between 9-7000 BP in the Tehuacan Valley. These domesticates

include the chili pepper (Capsicum annuum) and the avocado (Peisea amencana) as well

as certain species of squash (Cucurbita spp.), bean (Phaeseolus spp.) and fruit trees such

as the cosahuico (Sideroxylon cf. tempisque) and chupandillo (Cyrtocarpa procera)
.

Agam,

none of these can be assumed to be a staple and there is a predominance of sweet tasting

^its, oily fruits and legumes, condiments and other plants with multiple uses. MacNeisn

(1967) suggests that the earliest forms of cultivation were garden systems such as bar-

ranca (canyon) and hydro-horticulture, and Harris (1973) has subsequently suggested that

this evidence fits the dump heap/household garden theory.

In the Tehuacan Valley Setaria millets, amaranth and wild maize (Zea ™«°^
** also exploited with these early domesticates but there is no indica^«n that these

P ants were themselves domesticated before 7000 BP. Maize does not begin th process

<* domestication until after this date and large scale agriculture based upon maize a

staple does not begin until 4300-3500 BP. It is therefore significant_tha -the hrs

^esticates were non-staples, including perennial trees and annuals. The processot

domestication can occur quite rapidly and accidentally in annuals such as g asses (Wilke

«
f 1972). By contrast, the domestication of fruit trees may take^™£™^

«ot millennia because they require several years to bear fault and^*^™^
Wlth wild individuals. Thus the domestication of maize and fruit trees may be regarded

as separate processes of perception, selection and isolation

.
The archaeological evidence for early cultivation in Southwe* Asn. does not.

Mediately appear to support our hypothesis, perhaps because the literature has been
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dominated by study of the major domesticates legu

(peas, horse-bean, vetch, lentils and chick peas)—between 1 1 and 8000 BP, along with

Deterministic models
most likely and most favored explanation for the origins of cultivation in this region.

known
of a large range of multi-purpose plants (Harlan 1975). If the evidence for early domestica-

tion from a number of sites in the region is carefully examined, the range and impor-

Zohary

major fruit

pomegranate, sycamore
protohistoric times (6000-5000 BP) in Southwest Asia, and that by the early Bronze Age
they had become important in the economies of many settlements. To this list of plants

must be added the walnut. The natural range of all these seed and clonally reproduced

some and some are sweet.

these fruit and nu
importantly many

Grape seed remains, both wild and domesticated, have recently been discovered in

(Hillman

normal n

Kebaran

Almonds

(Helbaek 1970).

Huyuk

in
and for use as incense, perfumes, resins, gums or simply for burning. Many wen
from a variety of plant sources including olive, flax and legumes, while the range
exploited throughout the region in Mesolithic and Neolithic times suggests t

and

form

*-* / — —

tine and its bark can be used in tanning
ground into a flour.

and flavorings were also common in S

and Seeds can be hspH fresh nr rin he

gum

sent at a number of early sites including Tell Abu Hureyra and Ali Kosh. Many other

plants belonging to this category, which have been widely exploited in this region since

historical records first began, are rarely found on archaeological sites. One reason for

this may be that the parts exploited for their flavor are often seeds which are ground,
such as coriander, cumin and caraway, or leaves such as dill, rosemary and other herbs.

Many of the items were probably only used in small Quantities and some which were

conserved

although

found in the Neolithic Anatolian

Hackberry

230)

aromatic bread.

_ ^^..v.^ |i^,u.^u|, cunniiciiiing on tne presence or jumper seeus in a w>-^
of wheat at Hacilar writes: "... it could be possible that the fragrance was appreciated
tor some culinary purpose by the Chalcolithic Hacilar." Other plants which may also

have been highly valued in this area as aromatics, such as the Damask rose and myrrh,
play an important role in cultural life at later periods in history, although their exact
antiquity is unclear.

%

¥
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In considering the changes in subsistence patterns in Southwest Asia, the develop-

ment of animal domestication may also be relevant to our hypothesis. Meat is often highly

prized among many communities, especially hunter/gatherers, although even among these

groups it often forms only a minor portion of the total diet of the people. Not just meat

but particular cuts, fatty parts and specific organs are often esteemed and the hunter

who procured such food often held a position of importance in the community. But there

are major difficulties in not only supplying meat to communities through hunting but

also in keeping it fresh. The status of meat as highly prized food is transitory. It should

flavorings.

at animals, like plants, supply a wide ra

animals also provide hair, hides, horn

argued that in order to secure a regular and reliable supply of animal

intensified the relationship between man and naturally herding animals

Andes ownership

an

Thusturn, nius ure resources wcic siuicu un wv **~~*

resource which increased the wealth and status of the "owner" and could be converted

into other sources of value and status through exchange for women, goods or even omer

foods. The early dates for the domestication of certain animals such as the gazelle ana

goat in the Near East in Mesolithic and early Neolithic times (from ca. 11000 BF\ and

the llama in the central Andes (from ca. 7000 BP) therefore appear to b*™**W
table. The domestication of plants and animals may both have been the result of attempts

maximize

THE CULINARY ACHIEVEMENT

Many items, which were culturally valued, may nave Deen

.

)le took up cultivation. The increase in demand for sucn item

"
crease in the range of their uses, however may

developments. Of particular importance in terms
by other cultural developments. Of particularlmpun^ -
may well have been developments in culinary traditions.

TTmil mri*. «~„„*i„ AprPW been little interest amon anthro
wuui quite recently mere iut*u*» -

, attitude is changing i^num
traditions of other cultures, but there are signs that tm a

1%9; 1973 .

1975; Kuper 1977; Fenton & Owen 1981; Goody m\ L™*\^„ m human affairs, a

1979; 1981) in particular has examined the ™P0It™^Z Jong South American

crucial aspect of cultural tradition in many cultures, P^1C

^search Food, because it

Indians and this subject has been the focus of mucn o
munities md dominates

is consumed by people, shared by people, sustains hu™*
q{ cultural meaning. Wild

so much of their activitv. is surrounded with a ncn ip
,, lltlirfll

/»
items through

food sources are somehow transformed into edible, ac y ^ consumed. This is

the process of preparation, cooking and presentation
cultures has been

the culinary achievement and its meanings and importance in many

greatly elaborated since prehistory.
nreferred in this state. But many

A number of foods can be eaten raw and many a c p
or unpaiatable

cannot be consumed

some

lw"» uamiui uc cuiisuiiiw *«"/ '

inhiroUS to neaitn u u*-»i f*"*"'

5o because they are poisonous or otherwise m '

regarding plant and animal

manner. Undoubtedly the great store ol K"OW
h

6
subsisted as hunter/gatherers

s that people built up over the millennia mat y ^^ w _

th their proper
.

* only concerned with where to locate sources '

d skiUs whlch were

involved how to transform
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their uses for new and varied ends. It is logical that this skill and knowledge eventually

involved the manipulation of plants and animals and in terms of preparation, cooking

and presentation these were concentrated in the environs of campsites.

Cooking is an advanced form of processing and the finished product a high point

of cultural achievement.^ In this processing and cooking a number of techniques are

employed often utilizing developments in technology: cutting, grating, pulping, grinding,

etc. Cooking is often achieved through a careful exploitation of heat and belongs in part

to people's skilled use of fire in a number of contexts. Cooking also involves the com-

bination of often quite different substances, sometimes associated with the use of fire.

It is thus an elementary form of chemistry. This transformation through cooking, and

other forms of processing, also assisted in the preservation of foodstuffs.

Cooking methods observable in ethnographic situations vary considerably. The most

basic, and perhaps the oldest, involves the direct application of heat in roasting which

required little skill and a simple technology. Meats can be roasted and certain nuts, fruits,

roots and cereals can be treated in the same manner. But many plant sources are better

cooked in containers through boiling, baking, braising, steaming, or frying. Such techni-

ques are probably not as old as roasting though they too may have a considerable

antiquity. Pottery or iron vessels are not a pre-requisite for such methods for gourds,

bamboo (G. Benjamin, pers. comm.), leather (Ryder 1966), and earth ovens (Firth

1963:95-103; Sillitoe 1977) can also serve the purpose.

The role of cooking and processing in the development of demand for various

foodstuffs is obvious. Cooking is a creative art, it encourages diversity and elaboration

of existing techniques thus helping to establish new forms, tastes and desires. A number

of resources, which assist in this process, include flavorings which not only play a crucial

role in the process of cooking but also enhance the final outcome. The skillful use of

rare, prized and exotic items extend the range of food possibilities and the need to main-

tain a regular supply of such items may well have been a major factor in establishing

a demand for such sources to be near to the centers where processing and cooking took

place—the hearth settlement.

The presentation of food should finally be considered. This involves notions of meals

and appropriate dishes for a meal. Meals are often structured events, rich in symbolism

and surrounded by rules, which are centers of social activity (Douglas 1975; 1982). The

presentation of foods involves aesthetic considerations in terms of what the food looks

like as much as how it tastes. These are important considerations in terms of the expan-

sion and elaboration of food sources and thus a factor in what is exploited and cultivated

as food in any particular culture.

THE CULINARY ARTS IN PREHISTORY
#

The evidence for the processing, cooking and presentation of food in prehistory is

equally equivocal. Pottery is often considered more in terms of its form, decoration and

fabric than its function. More attention has been paid to agricultural tools and cultiva-

tion methods than to the technology of food processing. Again, this is partly a result

of the paucity of the archaeological evidence and a reflection of the nature of prehistoric

research.

Middle

mon in

claimed

by what means is often unclear. Indeed, techniques

many archaeological sites unless there are clear signs

quated with other functions. FireideKenea containers which cannot be e
in association with hearths are even more
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charcoal from middens which may reveal the presence of oil when exai
microscope, can perhaps be taken as an indication of cooking (Dicksc
remains around hearths in the form of carbonized and charred bones and

roasting

caution.

Stone and shell tools undoubtedly fulfilled many functions, making an interpre-
tation of their use difficult, although the utilization of microscopic techniques to establish

use wear pattern and plant gloss improve deduction in the area. Interpretation of such
tools, however, often rests on the use of ethnographic analogy. Grindstones are often
equated with the preparation of meal and flour even though such tools can also be used
for grinding ochres and preparing other non-edible raw materials. In South America
microliths are often set into boards for the processing of plants, particularly manioc.
Where caches of microliths are found in archaeological contexts they have often been
interpreted as evidence for the processing of such food. Recently DeBoer (1975) expressed

doubts as to the validity of such claims, particularly concerning manioc preparation in

prehistory.

Other aspects of food processing, such as soaking, leaching, freezing, squeezing, dry-

ing, peeling, threshing and winnowing, may be inferred from the use made of particular

plants or parts of plants, but hard evidence is difficult to come by. The andean root com-

plex, for example, requires soaking and freeze-drying to render edible certain tubers and

to enable them to be stored. Archaeological evidence for such techniques is sparse because

often no structures are needed for processing. Elsewhere in the world (in northwestern

Europe and British Columbia) certain arrangements of postholes have been interpreted

as drying racks for plants, meat and fish, even though such claims are little more than

inferences from ethnographic analogies.

An interesting analysis of plant remains which may indicate processing has been

put forward by Dennell (1974). Using a series of carbonized seed deposits from a number

of Neolithic Bulgarian sites, Dennell has attempted to assess the stage of processing

exhibited by the remains. On the basis of evidence of crop composition, seed size and

other plant material placed within the archaeological context he claims to be able to

distinguish four categories: post-threshing, post-winnowing, storage and cooking disasters!

Storage methods have been widely reported in the ethnographic literature for not

only agriculturalists but also hunter/gatherers (see Testart 1982) and may be inferred

for prehistory. The presence of prepared rooms, jars, caches, pits, racks, etc. have been

recorded or inferred from various archaeological sites in many parts of the world.

Though most of the evidence for processing and cooking appears so negative an

interesting case involves the processing and cooking of maize in the Americas recently

reconsidered by Katz et ah (1974). Maize, by itself, is almost a complete diet. Howe
J
er
£

under normal cooking the amino acids lysine and tryptophan remain largely unavailable.

Therefore a diet based upon maize would lack one amino acid needed to make it a com-

plete protein as well as niacin, one of the B group vitamins. Only if maize is boiled m
an alkaline solution are lysine and tryptophan made available. Katz and his co-authors

examined the distribution of maize cooking practices and established that cooking m
alkali is present in Mesoamerica and North America but not in South America 1

his

distribution of cooking methods may reflect different historical patterns to^tne <aiiru-

sion of maize and cooking techniques. Maize originated in Mexico but spread to South

America about 7-6000 years ago where it developed quite independently from Mexico

with little subsequent contact (Pearsall 1978). Maize was spread to North America more

seemly, about 3-2000 years ago. Cooking in alkali, therefore appears to have been

evented some time between 6000 and 3000 BP in Mexico. Archaeological^idence to

^ch a cooking technique is equivocal though it has been recently suggested thatxaches

°« land snails (Pomacea sp.) at Tikal may indicate that the shells were being used in
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cooking to supply alkali (Nations 1979). It is interesting to note that shell in abundant

quantities is often found on archaeological sites in Mesoamerica. Finally the consump-

tion of the Phaseolus spp. beans with maize appears to be much older than cooking techni-

ques using alkali and it is known that such beans contain significant amounts of lysine

and niacin.

EXOTICA, STAPLES AND THE DIFFUSION OF PLANTS

So far we have been discussing how culturally valued resources within a particular

environment may have been the first items selected by man for special attention which

eventually led to cultivation. The desire to secure a better supply of such items, however,

or to seek out new forms need not have led directly to cultivation. Many items may
have been impossible or extremely difficult to cultivate within the areas where certain

people lived and so they may have been obtained from outside, where supplies were more

regular, through a process of exchange with other communities. Such exchanges were

to have an important effect on the history of cultivation.

If demand for a product within a particular environment is increased because it is

needed for exchange purposes, then it follows that its value is increased, additional

amounts will be needed to be produced and more regular supplies ensured. If the source

is even rare within the environment within which it is found, or is seasonal or other-

wise limited, then people will attempt to secure a more regular supply, perhaps through

cultivation. Such items need not be rare but commonplace—they only become rare and

thus valued once they travel some distances from their source. One person's exotic is

another person's staple. Such a process may well have seen the production of staples

within particular areas.

These exchanges encouraged not only the diffusion of processed plants but also the

plants themselves, often accompanied with the knowledge and skills needed to establish

the plants beyond their normal ranges. In this process an exotic might soon become merely

an esteemed object, then commonplace and indeed become a staple.

This argument for the importance of exchange in the establishment, development

and diffusion of plants and cultivation also works well for animal domestication. The
exchange of meat or other poorly prepared animal products over large distances was dif-

ficult if the products began to deteriorate quickly. It was probably easier to move live

animals, and once outside their normal ranges, such animals had to be carefully tended

until required. Thus, in the exchange of animals not only did selection occur at the start

of the exchange cycle, but the populations existing in other areas were carefully cared

for. Such practices would have encouraged domestication to occur at a relatively fast rate.

THE EXCHANGE AND DIFFUSION OF FOOD RESOURCES IN PREHISTORY

While questions relating to trade and exchange are widely discussed in the

archaeological literature they are nearly always concerned with the movement of material

objects rather than of plants and animals. The movements of plants and animals are nearly

always discussed in terms of diffusion (Sauer 1952), including the transfer of the

knowledge and techniques of cultivation and often the migration of

exchang
times, sometimes

These transfers mav have been stanles but manv of the food items were small

in quantity though high in

World (Mill

assessing the diffusion of crop plants and its importance in the

ition is in establishing their natural ranges. This can only be achiev-
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examining the contemporary distribution of their putative ancestors and

major Eurasian cereals. The diffusion of these

center of much discussion. Binford (1968) suggested

in Southwest Asia wild stands of wheats and bar]

xploited
resources. The

margins of the natural ranges

;hniq

yields. Flannery ( 1969), reviewing the archaeological evidence for this hypothesis, showed

that einkom, emmer and two-rowed barley appear to have been brought into cultivation

at the periphery of their natural ranges. The same applies to many of the items already

discussed for Southwest Asia in this paper, fruit and nut trees and various herbs and spices.

An alternative, or perhaps a supplementary, hypothesis to this argument could be

that plants (and animals) were moved outside their natural ranges in prehistory through

the mechanism of trade and exchange (see the suggestive comments of Flannery 1965).

Outside their natural ranges items would be exotics, in limited supply and highly valued

The desire to secure more reliable supplies and larger quantities of these plants (and

animals) led to attempts to establish them outside their natural ranges t could be argued

against this hypothesis that trade and exchange can only occur at a later stage of cultural

evolution, when large populations and complex social organizations have become

established. Ethnographic evidence, and indeed much prehistoric evidence
r
P^"»

arguments have little foundation. In terms of Southwest Asia, ^**£*™
established the importance of trade and exchange networks of items ofMdM
of high value over long distances (eg., obsidian of. Renfrew and^J^£?

**

such networks are extremely ancient. It may well be that plants, often associated with

food resources, also traveled through similar networks.
cimiiar rat-

Evidence from the other major centers of early cultivation suggest that simda pat

terns may have been involved in diffusion of plants and the™^°^*™
while at the same time encouraging innovation. The diffusion of maize mdi Ame

has already been mentioned. The earliest evidence forn«£^£^7 Pea,
from Real Alto in Ecuador from levels dating »~<^gS£^ 1969 1970,

sail 1978), from Ayacucho in Peru in Chihua levels (6300470thbi |* ^
and from a number of locations on the north central coast m late Pre Cen

(4500-3800 BP). The introduction of maize^^^Jj^J Lenca, sucb

trend in the diffusion of plants into this area. Plants from lowia a^^^^^^
as manioc, sweet potato, cotton and chili peppers as we a ^ system based

such as bean* anrl neannts. were introduced into an exisinie
introducedns and peanuts, were introauccu u». -« --- - , d

u,un roots and tubers (Pickersgill 1969).^f^^fi^S^*
staples as well as introduced legumes, condiments and arug ^ ,

environmentally specialized agricultural systems
>

(Brusflii
,

into

Browman
ghout Andean

iTsive diffusion of plants in South America

(MacNeish,

Evidence for this massive diffusion of plants in sou ^ ^^^ ^
k information on the causes of plant movemen

.

S

thoueh studies of such systems

change played an important part in the nwvane™' *
tructed the trade patterns

'e not been made on any scale. Lathrap (19M) n»
Equity. Certainly many

lowland South America for which he claims a consioe ^ the case f maize
;

he crops cultivated in Peru originated in the tropical 10 ^^^ (1978:64)

"as difused very early, before it was even a staPie
movements was probably not

» suggested that in terms of South America .
•
<

exchange of a new and

influx of people from
mteresting house garden plant.'
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Other examples from various areas of the world could also illustrate the point that

the diffusion of plants as well as the knowledge and techniques of cultivation have been

associated with patterns of trade and exchange. As a final point one might again indicate

the tremendous exchanges of plants in Asia, particularly between India, China and

mainland and island Southeast Asia. Proper study of this complex is still underway but

many of the plants

may
expansion of maritime trading systems from the Indonesian archipelago (Uny 1981). Many
of these crops are not staples but spices and were highly valuable trade items.

CONCLUSION

The early history of cultivation should be sought in cultural preferences for certain

items highly valued by particular societies in the past. Among these highly valued items

were foodstuffs, particularly food plants, and those which were likely first subject to

cultivation were not staples but probably were more valued for their taste or other specific

properties. The development and intensification of the cultivation of plants for food

probably was enhanced by other cultural factors associated with increasing interest in

food as a focus of cultural attention.

Highly

changes in preparation, processing, cooking and

ranges
new demands and cultivated plants helped establish more regular supplies. Hence
knowledge about plants and cultivation, often accompanied by new techniques, were
diffused over large areas.

Unlike many other models which see humans as basically uninnovative creatures

at the mercy of the environment and forces beyond their control, we propose that humans
are conscious actors in their worlds, creating and utilizing resources for cultural ends.

The early history of cultivation must be seen as a major cultural achievement, establishing

a richer use of resources and embellishing and extending all aspects of cultural life.

NOTES

signs

Pottery Neolithic barley remains from

stication but were found in large quanti
association with domesticated emmer. He suggests that the barley should be regarded

as a ''cultivated wild" type.

2Within the category food we include drinks, particularly alcoholic beverages, which
probably were also important in the developments discussed below.

3Brothwell and Brothwell (1969) provide a good overview of the sources of food and

its dietary role in antiquity but say little about its cultural value.

Good surveys of food processing in various areas of the world are rare, but see Yen
(1975) for Oceania.

in general maize is deficient in these essential amino acids. Tryptophan is the pre-

dursor of the vitamin niacin. Cooking in lime liberates both the amino acids and

enables niacin to be produced thereby increasing the nutritional quality of maize
though reducing its nutrient content.
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A LEGACY FOR THE FUTURE
Margaret Siwallace, 1908-1985

Margaret Siwallace was a grand individual woman

intimately knew and readily discussed the issues facing Indian people today. A member

of the Nuxalk Nation of Bella Coola, British Columbia, she was an important force for

decades in the preservation of the culture of and for her people, and through the Nuxalk,

of all Indian people. She worked with her people and with many scholars from distant

universities to document and preserve the cultural traditions. Margaret was recognized

for her leadership and work in many ways, and she was very proud and pleased to receive

an honorary Doctor of Letters degree in May, 1985, from the University of British

Columbia.

The ceremonial citation was written by Dr. K. Burridge who was guided by the

numerous letters of support from noted academics, and it was read by President Smith

at the convocation. In the citation, Margaret Siwallace was described as:

"... a translator of excellence from the age of ten, moving familiarly and easily between

language. An

personal and scholar

belonging to another.

.._b<_v ^..^^ has, through her life, been the principal source lor many a paper

and thesis in fields as diverse as ethnobotany, archaeology, history, anthropology,

linguistics, nutrition, ethnomedicine, pharmacology and mythology. In this mixing with

and informing a wide variety of scholars and scientists, of both local and international

repute, she became and has for long been a true scholar and scientist in her own right,

with a breadth of knowledge and insight given only to a few. She has been a lighter

for Indian rights, working for her own community as well as for good relations with

others. She has earned the respect, admiration and love of all who have encountered

her, whatever their purposes or interests.

With a rare sympathy and understanding combined with imagination and wide exper-

ience, Margaret Siwallace has mediated and unravelled many a
^°%f>

blem
'j^

the field of politics, law, custom, science or more general scholarship. She « » «^«
™*

torian of her people. The parent of five, grandmother of eighteen and greatP^£™
of (more than) thirty, through a long life which has known dire tragedy as.wellit the

extremes of material poverty, Margaret Siwallace has always been generous o hert

freely sharing with others the qualities and wealths of her mmd and heart, her know

ledge, her sympathy, her insight, enriching all who have come to her

Margaret visfted our home many times with her family and^*££™
was to receive and celebrate her degree. During the week following her^eoteta

tion Margaret was hospitalized for testing which revealed colon
R
c

^
C"

o^2vm
recommended and scheduled for the end of July. She went home to Bella OkA* for seven*

weeks of celebrations with her family and friends, then returned*Y"^'™™
surgery. Margaret died in the hospital on August 8th followmg comphcations of surgery.

Her close friend and co-elder, Felicity Walkus, visited us in^^™^
mon granddaughter, Louise Hilland and great-granddaughter,ff^^J^t
with two othefNuxalk women Sandy Moody^^^£^S£ on
Vancouver Arts, Sciences and Technology Centre exhibit anu

Nuxalk foods. At dinner on their final evening with us the stereo system shorted

and made a loud, booming shout, which startled all of us.

Felicity said, "It's Margaret, coming to be with**
fe f f()od fom the

We were to be very quiet while Felicity gathered several morsels

table into a nankin and nlaced them bit-by-bit into the flames of the fireplace.
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doing this she was speaking and singing in the Nuxalk language. We were all happy to

know that Margaret was so mysteriously with us during the evening.

Sadly, Felicity, too, is now gone, having passed away on January 8, 1986. Margaret

and Felicity were famous friends, contrasting colleagues and helpmates to one-another. v

The Nuxalk have lost two great educators, but because of their efforts with the Nuxalk

community of elders, the legacy of preserving the Nuxalk cultural traditions will prevail

with their people and their future generations.

Harriet Kuhnlein

Journal of Ethnobiology 5:(l)i for an

acknowledgment by the Journal and the Society of Margaret
*

V

<

I
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NEWS AND COMMENTS

NINTH ANNUAL ETHNOBIOLOGY CONFERENCE
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

The Ninth Annual Ethnobiology Conference will be held 21-23 March 1986 at the

Univesity of New Mexico in Albuquerque. Sponsors are the Department of Biology at

the University and the New Mexico State Department of Natural Resources. A Pueblo

Feast is promised with Native American dancers to entertain and Dr. Vorsila Bohrer to

present the keynote address. To register send $20 (check made payable to the Depart-

ment of Biology, or $25 after 10 March) to:

Ninth Ethnobiology Conference

Castetter Lab, Department of Biology

University of New Mexico

Albunueraue. New Mexico 87131

ETHNOBIOLOGY IN BLOOM COUNTY
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The program is currently being used to store information on the native plants of

the Southwest (the compiled data will be published soon), but the program can be adapted

for use in other regions. It is written in extended BASIC for use on a Sanyo MBC-550
128K micro-computer, but may be adapted to any IBM-compatible system, for more
information contact LaFerriere, Department of Ecology and Evlutionary Biology,

University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721 / (602) 623-6701.

SCHOOL FOR FIELD STUDIES SEEKS STAFF FOR ECUADOR FIELD SCHOOL

above address.

iting

MELVILLE AND ELIZABETH IACOBS RESEARCH
Whatcom Museum

Melville

individual grants to support research on Native American cultures, primarily of north-

western North America. The Fund is designed to facilitate field research rather than

analysis of previously collected materials. Appropriate are field studies of any aspect of

culture and society, with emphasis on expressive. conceDtual, and purely linguistic

anthropology
ogy, physical anthropology, urban anthropology, and

approximately $800; salary cannot be supplied, and only minimum living expenses can

be considered.

For further information and application forms, contact the Melville and Elizabeth

Jacobs Research Fund, Whatcom Museum of History and Art, 121 Prospect Street,

Bellingham, Washington 98225. Application deadline is February 15, 1986.

*

The School for Field Studies (196 Broadway, Cambridge, MA 02139 / Telephone:

(617) 497-9000) offers a broad range of environmental field courses for undergraduates,

courses are designed to provide undergraduate students a challenging educational

experience stressing environmental issues. The courses are academically rigorous. The
students are immersed in field research as well as course material. SFS is an indepen-

dent organization, however students may receive credit through Northeastern University.

A Medicinal Botany course will be offered twice during the summer of 1986 in

Ecuador. Two faculty members will work with fifteen students in each session (approx-

imate dates: June 16-July 15, July 22-August 20). The school seeks faculty with advanced
degrees in biology/botany or anthropology and with ethnobotany held research experience.

They should be committed to teaching. Faculty design their own program, prepare a

syllabus, and arrange course logistics in conjunction with SFS. Faculty honoraria will

be $1000 to $1600/month
;
depending on qualifications, with travel and field expenses paid.

i
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INDEX TO KEY WORDS
Volume 1, Number 1 through Volume 5, Number 2

Editor's Note. In this compilation of key words, the number in bold face type immediately

following an entry indicates the volume (1 through 5); the year the volume was

published can be calculated by adding 1980 to the volume number, thus volume 5 was

published in 1985. The pages within a volume run continuously, eliminating the need

to give the number within a volume. Since this is an abridged index and since key words

are often implicit as concepts on pages in addition to those on which they actually

appear, I decided to give pages numbers of the entire paper rather than specific pages

of index entries as is usual with more comprehensive treatments. For the most part,

authors selected the key words for inclusion in this index. In those few instances where

authors did not respond, selections were made by the editorial staff. I am grateful to Maria

Romero, editorial assistant, for assistance with this compilation.

Reprints of this index are available at a cost of U.S. $2.00 from the Secretary/Treasurer

(for the address see the inside front cover of this issue or the most recent issue in the

Make checks payable to Journal of

A
Aborigines, Australian, 2:63-77.

Acacia, Anadenanthera peregrina, 2:144-

153.

Adams, E. Charles, (with Gasser R.),

Aspects of deterioration of plant

remains in archaeological sites: The

Walpi archaeological project, 1:182-

192.
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